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Summary

This thesis analyses the development o f the convention o f the beautiful heroine in the 

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century British novel. The period inherited a profoundly 

dichotomised conception o f beauty, beauty as a faithfiil index o f moral goodness, and 

beauty as seductive veneer, that animated its presence in the form. Throughout this thesis 

I employ elements o f feminist and new historicist methodologies to analyse the 

phenomenology and representation o f beauty in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, 

and to suggest some consequences of the interrelationship o f the two. It is my contention 

that in the embodiment o f their heroines Charlotte Bronte, Elizabeth Gaskell and George 

Eliot engaged with the traditional use o f beauty in the representation o f the heroine, and 

its role within the evaluation of the female in the social world. I advance a nuanced 

reading of the work of each novelist in which I demonstrate the extent of their 

conformity to and defiance of dominant cultural constructions o f beauty.

The thesis commences with an introduction in which I briefly analyse the 

dichotomy of beauty in cultural traditions inherited by the eighteenth century. I then 

explain the orientation of my argument in relation to extant theory and criticism, most 

specifically, to theories o f the gaze and feminist appropriations o f the fi-ameworks 

outlined by Michel Foucault. With these contexts established, I progress to a reading of 

the representation o f beauty in a range o f eighteenth-century discourses, including fiction, 

journalism, life writings and didactic and religious works. Through analyses o f these 

texts, I illustrate the consequence of beauty in contemporary conceptions o f the female, 

and its characteristic polarisation into positive and negative forms. In my readings of 

narratives by Delariviere Manley, Daniel Defoe, Samuel Richardson and Eliza Haywood, 

I analyse their engagement with the role of beauty in the evaluation of the female, its



influence upon plot, and demonstrate some o f the consequences o f the instability between 

the binary o f positive and negative forms. In my readings o f the work o f Mary 

Wollstonecraft and Jane Austen, I argue that the proliferation o f evangelical domestic 

ideology, central to the genre o f conduct literature, encouraged a movement away from 

the use o f exceptional beauty in the representation of the heroine. Nevertheless, these 

writers remain significantly invested in the ideal o f the attractive female surface, while 

plain characters continue to be marginal. The introduction concludes with a discussion of 

the transition between the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and an outline o f the major 

ways in which beauty was present in mainstream Victorian discourses.

In three individual chapters, I analyse Bronte, Gaskell and Eliot’s adaptation of 

the convention of the beautiful heroine. The first chapter begins with a consideration of 

the cultural impact o f Jane Eyre, the insight it provides into contemporary investment in 

female beauty. While Bronte rebelled against tradition in her embodiment of physically 

plain heroines, her simple aesthetic resonates with the values o f conduct literature, while 

her adaptation o f archetypal constructions o f bad beauty mirrors convention. Rather than 

undermining the value o f physical appearance in the conception of the female, Bronte 

supports a construction o f beauty rooted in moral goodness. In the second chapter I 

contend that, although, at first, Gaskell’s representation of beauty appears the most 

conservative o f the three, she was also sensitive to the plight of the plain woman. Her 

novels typically challenge the villainization o f bad beauty by complicating the traditional 

binary, producing a more fluid sense o f female character. The third chapter analyses the 

tension between Eliot’s investment in the mode o f realism and her habitual recourse to 

exceptional beauty in the embodiment of her heroines. I contend that Eliot’s novels also, 

however, challenge convention by profoundly destabilising the distinction between 

positive and negative constructions o f beauty.
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Introduction

...since the heroines o f fiction are of a race so mixed that there is no finding 
out just where they came from, there is some reason why a study o f 
nineteenth-century heroines should go back to their greatest-grandmothers in 
the Byzantine romances, or even beyond these, to the yet elder Greek lineages 
in the ‘Iliad’ and the ‘Odyssey.’ But there is still more reason why it should 
not do anything of the sort.

Wilham Dean Howells, Heroines o f  Fiction (1901)

For books have a way o f influencing each other.. .Moreover, if  you 
consider any great figure o f the past, like Sappho, like the Lady 
Muraski, like Emily Bronte, you will find that she is an inheritor as 
well as an originator...

Virginia Woolf, A Room o f  O ne’s Own (1929)

On the walls of every art gallery, in collections of prints and in the vast corpus 
o f literature remaining from the early modem period are found representations 
o f woman and man. Some are intended to instruct, some to warn, some to 
amuse, some to incite lust, some to invoke glorious deeds and provoke 
emulation. Few, if  any, are neutral. They embody cultural assumptions; some 
confirm each other; some appear to contradict. None, of course, is a true 
reproduction of reality. Each is the product o f a creative mind carrying a 
specific intellectual load.

Olwen Hufton, The Prospect Before Her (1995)

In her formative Life o f  Charlotte Bronte (1857), Elizabeth Gaskell describes weekly 

gatherings between the subject and her sisters during which they read and discussed each 

other’s fictional work. “It was on one of these occasions,” Gaskell asserts, “that Charlotte 

determined to make her heroine plain, small, and unattractive, in defiance o f the accepted
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canon.”' Gaskell adds to her account the testimony of Harriet Martineau, quoting from 

Charlotte’s obituary:

She once told her sisters that they were wrong -  even morally wrong -  in 

making their heroines beautiful as a matter o f course. They replied that it was 

impossible to make a heroine interesting on any other terms. Her answer 

was, ‘I will prove to you that you are wrong; I will show you a heroine as 

plain and as small as myself, who shall be as interesting as any o f yours.’ 

Hence ‘Jane Eyre,’...

This exchange exemplifies some of the most powerful assumptions governing the pervasive 

use of beauty in the representation o f eighteenth- and nineteenth-century novelistic heroines, 

and so provides a useful starting point for my thesis. The anecdote positions Charlotte Bronte 

against the canon and the traditional conception o f beauty as a defining attribute of 

heroinism. By this point, the convention had become so naturalised, we are to believe, that

-5

even the independent-minded Emily saw no alternative. That beauty had become a “matter 

of course” is attested by the self-consciousness that accompanied the introduction o f female

’ Elizabeth Gaskell, The Works o f  Elizabeth Gaskell, Vol. 8. The Life o f  Charlotte Bronte. Edited by Linda H. 
Peterson (London; Pickering and Chatto, 2006), 204. Future references will appear parenthetically in the text.
 ̂ Ibid. Gaskell did not name Martineau, referring to her only as “The writer o f the beautiful obituary article on 

‘the death o f Currer Bell’” (ibid). The obituary was published anonymously in Daily News, April 1855, Miriam 
Allott, The Brontes: The Critical Heritage (London: Routledge, 1974), 301-5, 303.
 ̂Although Jane is often named as the novel’s first plain heroine, the writing, if  not the conception, o f  Aime 

Bronte’s Agnes Grey preceded it, an issue I consider in more depth in the next chapter. Helene Moglen argues 
that in Jane “Bronte created the first ‘anti-heroine” {Charlotte Bronte: The S e lf Conceived (New York: Norton, 
1978), 106). Ellen Zetzel Lambert contends that, “for the plain woman to assume the center o f the fictional 
stage we must wait for Jane Eyre” {The Face o f  Love: Feminism and the Beauty Question (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 1995), 58). Jill Matus briefly considers Bronte’s “underacknowledged debt to Anne’s first novel” in 
“ ‘Strong Family Likeness’: Jane Eyre and The Tenant ofW ildfell Hall," The Cambridge Companion to the 
Brontes. Edited by Heather Glen (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 112-3. The 
belief that Jane Eyre constituted a turning point in the development o f the form was shared by Bronte’s 
contemporaries. In 1867 Margaret Oliphant suggested, “The change perhaps began at the time when Jane Eyre 
made what advanced critics call her ‘protest’ against the conventionalities in which the world clothes itse lf’ 
(unsigned review, Blackwood’s Magazine, September 1867, The Brontes: The Critical Heritage, 390).
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characters in contemporary novels. In George Henry Lewes’s Ranthorpe (1847), the 

eponymous hero exchanges a glance with a “lovely girl”'* who, the reader soon leams, is 

“exquisitely beautiful” (11). Lewes assumes his audience’s familiarity with the conventions 

o f heroinism as he asks: “And who was she asks the reader? How came she there? If he has 

any sagacity he will at once divine that she is to play an important part in this drama. She is 

indeed our heroine” (10). The omniscient narrator’s interjection proposes that a beautiful, 

good female character introduced early in the narrative will inevitably play a pivotal role in 

the development of the plot. And, indeed, Percy Ranthorpe’s changing response to Isola 

Churchill’s goodness and beauty demonstrates his moral growth, culminating in their 

marriage.^ William Makepeace Thackeray similarly associates beauty and heroinism in 

Vanity Fair (1847-8). In reference to Amelia, he explains that, “As she is not a heroine, there 

is no need to describe her person,” and goes on to list the failings that might prevent her from 

occupying the role: “her nose was rather short than otherwise, and her cheeks a great deal too 

round and red for a heroine.”^

By the time she conceived of the eponjonous Jane Eyre (1847), Bronte had come to 

view the ubiquity o f female beauty in the novel as oppressive, and its use collusive. In this 

chapter, I investigate the roots o f the convention, the functions beauty served in the 

eighteenth-century novel. In the chapter that follows this introduction, I analyse Bronte’s 

representation o f beauty, to question how far she succeeded in deviating from the

George Henry Lewes, Ranthorpe (London: Chapman and Hall, 1847), 10. Future references will appear 
parenthetically in the text.
 ̂As Hock Guan Tjoa notes, although the novel is a Kunstlerroman, Lewes is most interested in “the moral 

character o f  his hero” {George Henry Lewes: A Victorian Mind (Cambridge, Mass. and London: Harvard 
University Press, 1977), 2). On attaining sudden literary success Percy Ranthorpe is, in Gordon S. Haight’s 
words, “spoiled by lionizing” (review oiRanthorpe, Nineteenth-Century Fiction 31 (1976): 71-4, 71). Percy 
betrays Isola in his distracted infatuation with the bad beauty, Florence Wilmington, redeemed in the eventual 
revival o f  his romantic love.
® William Makepeace Thackeray, Vanity Fair: A Novel Without a Hero. Edited, with an introduction by John 
Sutherland (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), 7.
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commonplaces she rejects above. In devoting individual chapters to the novels o f her near

contemporaries, Elizabeth Gaskell and George Eliot, I hope to acquire a sense of three 

distinct challenges to the use o f  beauty in the embodiment o f the heroine. In my readings o f 

each author, I attempt to demonstrate that, though resistant to aspects o f the cultural 

idealisation o f beauty, its association with worth and morality proved difficult to escape. In 

the delineation o f female characters, the vocabulary of beauty lay all too conveniently at 

hand, to praise or condemn, confirming cultural archetypes questioned elsewhere. Bronte 

challenged the conception o f beauty as the epitome of female excellence, rebelling against 

one social orthodoxy, and one o f the novel’s most pervasive conventions. Her rejection o f 

ornate beauty, however, and the simple aesthetic she chose for her heroines, are themselves 

rooted in the values o f evangelical Protestantism, one of the most influential ideologies o f  the 

period. Jane is herself a model o f the elegant simplicity much admired in the writings o f 

Hannah More and Sarah Stickney Ellis, whom Elaine Showalter describes as “one of the 

most conservative writers o f the first Victorian generation.”’ Although most of Gaskell’s 

heroines are exceptionally beautiful embodiments o f a similar cultural ideal, the eponymous 

protagonist o f “Libbie Marsh’s Three Eras” (1847) is as emphatically plain as any of 

Bronte’s heroines, lacking even their paradoxical, puritan glamour. The story demonstrates 

Gaskell’s sensitivity to the injustice o f the social privileging of beauty. Plain women hover at 

the fringes of Eliot’s novels, as they do in those o f Jane Austen, but they are never 

represented as heroines. Nonetheless, Eliot’s Daniel Deronda (1876) is a masterful

’ Elaine Showalter, A Literature o f  Their Own: British Women Novelists from Bronte to Lessing. Revised 
edition (London; Virago, 1984), 16. Ellis praises the kind o f simple “neatness” Jane embodies {The Women o f  
England: Their Social Duties and Domestic Habits (London and Paris: Caxton Press, 1845), 129). She criticises 
“any kind of extravagance in dress,” and admires that which is “neat, becoming, or in good taste” (131). Bette 
London argues that Jane Eyre “Appropriat[es] the strategies o f the conduct book” (“The Pleasures of  
Submission: Jane Eyre and the Production o f  the Text,” English Literary History 58 (1991): 195-213, 197). 
Angelia Poon also finds affinities with the discourse in Jane Eyre; see Enacting Englishness in the Victorian 
Period: Colonialism and the Politics o f  Performance (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2008), 23.
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exploration o f the potentially fatal consequences o f the veneration of an ideal she may be 

argued to have celebrated throughout her career. None of these works offers a monolithic 

representation o f beauty; they are instead typically ambivalent, enacting and engaging with a 

pervasive social ambivalence.

But first, I begin with a description o f the theoretical, methodological and critical 

contexts o f my argument, hi the embodiment o f their heroines, Bronte, Gaskell and Eliot 

engaged with literary convention, and with the conception o f beauty in their social worlds. I 

explore the relationship o f their representations to context and tradition, so that I might 

understand the moral, aesthetic and political associations beauty carries in their novels. As 

such, my thesis is broadly historicist: I investigate the intersection between the discourses of 

beauty, the major ways in which it was constructed and discussed in eighteenth- and 

nineteenth-century Britain, and the shaping influence o f the individual imagination. The idea 

that beauty had become “a matter of course” in the representation of the feminine resonates 

with recent feminist theorisations of the socio-political consequences o f beauty ideals. In 

choosing to create female-centred narratives, Bronte, Gaskell and Eliot inducted themselves 

into a form in which the beauty o f the protagonist was an established convention. The 

decision to make a heroine beautiful or unbeautiful was, then, a legible response to a history 

of representation in which conformity and defiance were active options. Bronte objected to 

the narrowness o f cultural constructions of the female; her deviation from convention was an 

attempt to extend the varieties o f subjectivity portrayed in the novel, and to demonstrate the 

pernicious consequences o f the idealisation o f the quality. Her political reading of beauty is 

affirmed by recent sociological analyses o f the representation and phenomenology o f the 

body, as I attempt to demonstrate in the sections that follow. I then progress to an orientation 

o f my thesis in relation to extant literary criticism, explaining my indebtedness to the
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achievements o f formative feminist critics, Showalter, Ellen Moers, and Sandra Gilbert and 

Susan Gubar, and my divergence from recent critical readings o f the convention of beauty. 

With these frameworks established, I turn to a consideration o f the consequence o f beauty in 

eighteenth-century discourses and its bearing upon a burgeoning novel form. Central to my 

argument is the idea that the eighteenth century inherited an unstable binarised conception of 

beauty; it at once constituted the apex and nadir o f woman’s potential, acting as a repository 

for potent cultural myths and anxieties. The repetitions o f the courtship plot naturalised 

associations between beauty and female worth, and beauty and romantic love. In my readings 

o f the fiction o f Delariviere Manley, Daniel Defoe, Eliza Haywood and Samuel Richardson, I 

attempt to define the major functions beauty served in the eighteenth-century novel, and its 

relationship to cultural conceptions o f the feminine. I argue that, partially under the aegis of 

evangelical values, Frances Bumey, Mary Wollstonecraft and Austen initiated a movement 

away from the use o f exceptional beauty as a defining heroic attribute, while yet retaining a 

belief in the value o f attractive female appearances. I conclude this chapter with a 

consideration o f the transition between the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and a survey 

o f the prevalent conceptions o f beauty in Victorian discourses. The intention o f the chapter is 

to convey the influence beauty wielded in historical conceptions of the feminine and the 

consequences o f its profoundly dichotomised forms, in order to establish the complex, 

contradictory norms that Bronte, Gaskell and Eliot implicitly and explicitly challenged in 

their individual representations.

Female beauty in the Western tradition

Preoccupation with female beauty did not, o f course, originate in the eighteenth century. The 

Victorians were themselves aware o f the pedigree o f the idealisation. In her bestselling
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manual, The Daughters o f  England: Their Position in Society, Character and Responsibilities 

(1842), Ellis observes that, “Female beauty has ever been the theme o f inspiration with poets

o

and with heroes since the world began.” hi the Bible, beauty often constituted a rare detail 

given in the description o f women. Bathsheba ’̂’was very beautiful to look at.”  ̂Abigail was 

both “of a good understanding , and of a beautiful countenance,” while Rachel was 

“beautiful and well favoured.” Olwen Hufton reads beauty as a common thread of Western 

cultural history as she lists “the beautiful, AphroditeA^enus type women for whose love war 

was fought...The medieval chivalric code which placed woman on a pedestal [and] 

etherealized her.” '^ Peter Brooks describes the place of beauty in the “troubadour lyric and 

chivalric romance,” noting its influence upon “Renaissance ‘blazons’ o f the women’s 

body...poems which elaborately describe and praise every feature.” '^ Lynda Nead asserts the 

centrality of the body to artistic representations of the female: “Anyone who examines the 

history of western art must be struck by the prevalence of images of the female body.” ’"* 

Nead’s work is, in one sense, a feminist rewriting'^ o f Kenneth Clark’s influential surveys,

* Ellis, The Daughters o f  England: Their Position in Society, Character and Responsibilities (New York: 
Appleton, 1842), 96.
® 2 Sam. 11:2, The Bible: Authorized King James Version, with Apocrypha. Edited, with an introduction and 
notes by Robert Carroll and Stephen Prickett (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 383.

1 Sam. 25: 3, KJV, 363.
" Gen. 29:17, KJV, 34. Also named in Genesis is Adah, derived from the Hebrew for “ornament, adornment,” a 
name which “is common in the ancient Semitic world and may point to the fact that female beauty was deemed 
important” (Women in Scripture: A Dictionary o f  Named and Unnamed Women in the Hebrew Bible, the 
Apocryphal/Deuterocanonical Books, and the New Testament. Edited by Carol Meyers, Toni Craven and Ross 
S. Kraemer (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 2000), 46). The editors explain that, according to the deuterocanonical 
Sirach, “Beauty is desirable in a wife, as long as it is accompanied by silence, self-discipline, modesty, chastity 
and industry” (371).

Olwen H. Hufton, The Prospect Before Her: A History o f  Women in the Western World 1500-1800 (London: 
Fontana Press, 1997), 44.

Peter Brooks, Body Work: Objects o f  Desire in Modern Narrative (Massachusetts and London: Harvard 
University Press, 1993), 6.
''' Lynda Nead, The Female Nude: Art, Obscenity and Sexuality (London: Routledge, 1992), 1. Lambert 
similarly argues that “the portrait o f the beautifiil woman... dominates Western tradition” (41).

See, for example, Nead, “Getting Down to Basics: Art, Obscenity and the Female Nude,” New Feminist 
Discourses: Essays in Literature, Criticism, and Theory. Edited by Isobel Armstrong (London and New York: 
Routledge, 1992), 199-221.
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The Nude (1956) and Feminine Beauty (1980), which presented the desire for “ideal”’  ̂

beauty as a motivation underlying the creation o f art, stretching back to “our Greek 

inheritance.. .our Diogenes search for physical beauty, our instinctive desire.. .not to imitate 

but to perfect.”

The extensiveness o f beauty’s cultural heritage has a number o f implications for an 

analysis o f its presence in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Britain. While a preoccupation 

with beauty is consistent across literary discourses, the specific form it takes in an individual 

novel is also inflected by the perception and status of women in the historical moment. Prior 

to the eighteenth century, most images o f beauty were created by men within a patriarchal 

culture, while canonical representations co-existed with the movement o f women in the 

social world. The complex continuity o f conceptions o f beauty across the centuries 

corresponds to Michel Foucault’s concept of genealogy. Instead o f pointing to fixed, 

homogenous attitudes towards beauty, my argument will stress the confiision and 

contradiction consequent upon the simultaneous existence o f competing constructions. 

Polyphony is integral to Foucault’s theorisation of genealogy, which he defines as 

“operat[ing] on a field o f entangled and confused parchments, on documents that have been 

scratched over and recopied many t i m e s . T h e  conception of beauty in eighteenth- and 

nineteenth-century Britain similarly engaged with the representations o f the past, with the 

multiple perceptions o f beauty that emerged from profuse images and texts, the conclusions

Kenneth Clark, The Nude: The Study o f  Ideal Art (Harmondsworth [etc.]; Penguin, 1956), 10.
Ibid., 9.
Michel Foucault, “Nietzsche, Genealogy, History,” Language, Counter-Memory, Practice: Selected Essays 

and Interviews. Edited, with an introduction by Donald F. Bouchard. Translated by Donald F. Bouchard and 
Sherry Simon (Oxford: Blackwell, 1977), 139. Foucault discusses the genealogy o f language in The Order o f  
Things: An Archaeology o f  the Human Sciences (London: Routledge, 2001), 119. He describes the influence o f  
Nietzsche upon his theory in Archaeology o f  Knowledge. Translated by A.M. Sheridan Smith (London: 
Routledge, 1989), 14-15. Michael Mahon explains that “Nietzschean genealogy focuses upon those things that 
are assumed to have no history — reason, truth, the soul, the subject” {Foucault’s Nietzschean Genealogy’: Truth, 
Power, and the Subject (New York: State University o f  New York Press, 1992), 5).
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of revered philosophers, the confessions o f poets, the declarations o f visual artists. Yet, 

beauty was, at the same time, a living thing, that defied generalization in the social world, 

ever mutable, its nature elusive. Individual representations of the heroine are sites or 

“scenes” '^ of engagement with both of these areas o f influence.

Beauty and power

The mutability of beauty ideals may be seen to relate to Foucault’s theorisation o f the cultural 

contingency of knowledge, his argument that “what it is possible to speak of at a given 

moment,” '̂’ is dependent upon context, or the “interplay o f relations.” '̂ Literary depictions o f 

beauty and plainness are similarly dependent upon consensus, as, to convince a reader o f the 

existence o f beauty, a writer must invoke extant ideals. The representation o f beauty may be 

read in accordance with two of Foucault’s most influential concepts, his de-naturalisation o f 

the body, and his analysis o f the operation of power. Foucault argued that the body, rather 

than existing within a transhistorical reality beyond discourse, is constructed by a socio

cultural gaze. Such constructionism, and its influence upon the arguments propounded by 

Norbert Elias and Pierre Bourdieu, is crucial to Bryan S. Turner’s sociology of the body, 

evident in his description of “the tension between the body as a living organism and as a 

cultural product.” Beauty also treads a line between nature and culture, a tension which 

heightens its significance in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Britain, hostile to artifice, yet 

infatuated with forms o f beauty that surpass the natural. Under the influence o f Claude Levi-

Foucault, “Nietzsche, Genealogy, History,” 140.
Caroline Ramazanoglu, “Introduction,” Up Against Foucault: Explorations o f  Some Tensions Between  

Foucault and Feminism  (London: Routledge, 1993), 1-28, 19.
Vo\xcdi\x\i, Archaeology o f  Knowledge, 32.
Turner, Body and Society: Explorations in Social Theoty. Third edition (London: Sage, 2008), 1.
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Strauss^^ and Mary Douglas’s work on liminality and classification,^'* Turner reads the body 

as “drenched with symbolic significance.” Beauty numbers among the body’s most potent 

symbols, never more so than in a Britain still in ambivalent thrall to the systems o f 

phrenology and physiognomy, the discipline its premier exponent Johann Casper Lavater 

defined as “the science or knowledge o f the correspondence between the external and internal 

man.” Although Bronte, Gaskell and Eliot all, at times, resist the validity o f 

correspondence, their novels also persistently encode a belief in beauty as an expression of 

moral goodness.

The tensions that moulded the perspectives of Bronte, Gaskell and Eliot may be read 

in relation to Foucault’s theorisation o f the operation o f power, and the relationship between

27power and knowledge. Instead o f a hierarchical model in which power flows downwards, 

he described “power as a network which operates everywhere in contradictory ways and can 

therefore be strategically resisted everywhere.” *̂ Power, then, creates subjects, as well as 

acting upon them. In this, the body appears as both a locus o f control and a site o f possible 

resistance.^^ The implications for my thesis are twofold, pertaining to my reading of the 

cultural positioning o f the novelists and to the operation o f beauty ideals. As authors, Bronte,

In the second volume o f Structural Anthropology. Translated from the French by Monique Layton 
(Harmondsworth [etc.]: Penguin, 1978), Claude Levi-Strauss writes that “For anthropology...all things are 
symbol and sign” (11).

In “Recent Developments in the Theory o f the Body,” Turner writes, “The question o f the body as a 
classificatory system has been fiindamental to the anthropological vision o f  Mary Douglas” {The Body: Social 
Process and Cultural Theory. Edited by Mike Featherstone, Mike Hepworth and Bryan S. Turner (London; 
Sage, 1990), 5).

Turner, The Body and Society, 52.
Johann Caspar Lavater, Essays on Physiognomy: Designed to Promote the Knowledge and the Love o f  

Mankind. Translated by Thomas Holcroft (London; W. Tegg, 1850), 19.
See, for example, Foucault, Power. Edited by James D. Faubion. Translated by Robert Hurley and others 

(London; Penguin, 2002), and Foucault, Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews and Other Writings 1972-1977 
(Brighton; Harvester Press, 1980).

Sneja Gunew, “Feminist Knowledge; Critique and Construct,” Feminist Knowledge: Critique and Construct. 
Edited by Sneja Gunew (London; Routledge, 1990), 13-35, 23.

Foucault’s belief in the possibility o f resistance, however, fluctuated throughout his career. Jeffrey Nealon 
defines it as “this nagging question o f resistance” that troubled him in all periods o f his work {Foucault beyond 
Foucault: Power and its Intensifications since 1984 (Stanford, Calif; Stanford University Press, 2008), 4).
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Gaskell and Eliot were agents, empowered to adapt convention to their own purposes, while 

yet constrained by the range o f possibilities generated by the acceptance or subversion of 

convention. Furthermore, while as novelists they were active in the propagation o f 

conceptions of beauty, as women, their bodies were subject to judgement in accordance with 

social standards. The role of women in the cultural production of beauty may be considered 

particularly interesting, due to the historical novelty bred of their enforced silence.

Foucault’s frameworks have proven amenable to feminist attempts to comprehend the agency 

of women within patriarchal cultures. Kathy Davis contends:

Precisely because knowledge practices are always embedded in conditions 

which are both enabling and constraining, it is important to develop 

sociologically grounded analyses of how women...develop...individually or 

collectively empowering courses o f action.^ ̂

In their literary representations o f beauty, Bronte, Gaskell and Eliot were confronted with the 

question o f what a woman could and should be, and forced to detail an answer. Their 

heroines crystallise values, ideals and anxieties, and the limits of their aesthetic and political 

imaginations. They are artistic renderings o f profound social import. The novelists were not 

simply victims o f patriarchal ideals, but empowered to speak in a language not o f their

Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar read the period similarly, arguing that “By the end o f the eighteenth century 
-  and here is the most important phenomenon we will see throughout this volume — women were not only 
writing, they were conceiving fictional worlds in which patriarchal images and conventions were severely, 
radically revised” {The Madwoman in the Attic: The Woman Writer and the Nineteenth-Century Literary 
Imagination. Second edition (New Haven, Conn. and London: Yale University Press, 2000), 44).

Kathy Davis, “Reclaiming Women’s Bodies: Colonialist trope or critical epistemology?” Embodying 
Sociology: Retrospect, Progress, and Prospects. Edited by Chris Shilling (Malden, Mass. and Oxford: 
Blackwell, 2007), 50-64, 62.
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making. Their uses of beauty bear the incisions o f the contradictory beliefs of their culture 

and tensions arising from their conflicted location within that culture.

Feminist readings of beauty

The use o f beauty and plainness went to the heart o f cultural conceptions o f the female. 

Beauty spoke of women’s nature, role and potential, defining them as a species, for good and 

for ill. Beauty lay like a laurel at hand to connote their innate, God-given excellence. Yet, the 

imputation o f beauty summoned too a dark double, enemy of man, scourge o f the human 

story. In the social world, beauty drew attention, proposals, enrichment, but threatened 

seduction, ill-repute, ruin, even death. The veneration o f beauty gilded the days o f those 

within it with compliments, gifts, and opportunity, but it cast into shadow the other forms of 

female experience, the endless physical and temperamental variations it could not touch. The 

beautiftil woman was a type, her plot an archetype, played and replayed, as a matter of 

course, because beauty was interesting, and good.

A reading o f the functions and associations o f beauty in eighteenth- and nineteenth- 

century novels mostly confirms recent feminist contentions that it is a subject o f considerable 

political significance. Lori Baker-Sperry and Liz Grauerholz assert: “The feminine beauty 

ideal -  the socially constructed notion that physical attractiveness is one of woman’s most 

important assets, and something all women should strive to achieve and maintain — is o f 

particular interest to feminist scholars.”^̂  The ideal was shared by both the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries, impacting upon the daily lives o f women, and shaping their futures.

See, for example, Writing on the Body: Female Embodiment and Feminist Theory. Edited by Katie Conboy, 
Nadia Medina and Sarah Stanbury (New York and Chichester: Columbia University Press, 1997), 132. Robyn 
Cooper argues: “The beauty o f  woman is not simply for visual enjoyment but has a function o f great social and 
political significance” (“Definition and Control: Alexander Walker’s Trilogy on Woman,” Journal o f  the 
History o f  Sexuality 2 (1992): 341-364, 349).

Lori Baker-Sperry and Liz Grauerholz, “The Pervasiveness and Persistence o f the Feminine Beauty Ideal in 
Children’s Fairy Tales,” Gender and Society 15 (2003): 711-26, 711.
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Feminist theorisations o f the social operation o f beauty bear the, at times uneasy, influence of 

Foucault. Criticising his blindness to gender-specific operations of p o w e r , s o m e  schools of 

feminist thought argue that his framework may yet be appropriated and adapted to explain 

the historical subordination of women. They take as their premise the argument that the body 

is “a practical, direct locus of social c o n t r o l . B e a u t y  is presented as one such form of 

control, o f special interest to women’s studies due to the unequal influence it has exerted 

over the identity and destiny of the female subject. Lynn Chancer contends that “Whether a 

woman is ‘lovely’ or ‘homely’ has affected prospects o f marriage and heterosexual 

companionship, states that themselves have been differently touted to women than to men.”^̂  

Heroine-centred novels o f the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries repeatedly imply that 

beautifiil women are most interesting, most valuable, that their beauty inspires love, and 

proposals o f marriage. While this was, in part, a reflection o f the high value beauty was 

afforded in the social world, it ironed out the complexities of experience into an exaggerated, 

formulaic neatness, that intensified further cultural preoccupation with beauty.

The operation of beauty differs from Foucault’s other genealogies in that it is 

seemingly casual and voluntary. Beauty has no institution; grooming practices are not legally 

enforced, there is no official punishment for deviation from a norni. As Sandra Lee Bartky 

observes, “no one is marched off for electrolysis at the end of a rifle.”^̂  The enforcement of 

beauty ideals is, instead, covert, facilitating a confusion and contradiction that is most

Sandra Lee Bartky asserts that Foucault is “blind to those disciplines that produce a modality o f  embodiment 
that is peculiarly feminine” {Femininity and Domination: Studies in the Phenomenology o f  Oppression  (New  
York and London: Routledge, 1990), 65).

Susan Bordo, “The Body and the Reproduction o f  Femininity,” 90-110, Writing on the Body, 90-1.
Lynn S. Chancer, Reconcilable Dijferences: Confronting Beauty, Pornography, and the Future o f  Feminism  

(Berkeley [etc.]: University o f  California Press, 1998), 83-4. John Berger similarly argues that preoccupation 
with appearance is, at one level, self-interest as, “how she appears to others, and ultimately how she appears to 
men, is o f  crucial importance for what is normally thought o f  as the success o f  her life” ( f fays  o f  Seeing 
(London [etc.]: B.B.C. and Penguin, 1972), 46).

Bartky, “Foucault, Femininity and Patriarchal Body, Writing on the Body, 129-154, 143.
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pernicious. Although representations o f beauty are ubiquitous, with beautiful women 

presented as loveable and the unbeautiful derided, the absence o f explicit coercion fosters the 

belief that subscription to standards o f beauty is simply a matter o f individual volition. 

Without physical force, it is difficult to communicate the power o f ubiquitous representations 

o f beauty, admired, desired, rewarded, and the deviant, censured, hated, derided, not woman, 

aberrant, other, monstrous. Like the present, eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Britain 

reified woman into beauty, yet insisted that attempting to be beautiful was a manifestation of 

foolish, female whimsy. The cultural ubiquity o f beauty and social preoccupation with 

judgements o f female appearance, encourage the girl to identify with her body, to be pleased 

as she conforms, and loathe as she deviates, yet insists that her relationship with her 

appearance is self-determined. In this, beauty is an “unbound” *̂ form of power within which, 

“The disciplinary power that inscribes femininity in the female body is everywhere and it is 

nowhere; the disciplinarian is everyone and yet no one in particular.”^̂  In The Whole Woman 

(1999), Germaine Greer reads the displacement o f blame onto the female subject as part o f a 

broader misogynistic tendency. In beauty, as ever more violently in assault and rape, “she [is] 

both the perpetrator and the v i c t i m . I n  the novels o f Wollstonecraft, Austen, Bronte, 

Gaskell and Eliot, attempts to criticise the social idealisation o f the female body often include 

a description of spoiled beauty, vain, corrupt, endangering the stability o f the institution of 

marriage, and so, society. Blame falls heaviest upon woman herself Bronte’s Ginevra 

Fanshawe o f Villette (1853) echoes a tradition of Duessa-like figures whose dazzling surfaces 

blind men to the evils o f their character. The censure o f the bad beauty is one o f the most

Bartky, Femininity and Domination, 75.
Ibid., 142. Ellen Moers describes the way in which ideals are communicated to the subject, “From infancy, 

indeed from the moment o f birth, the looks o f  a girl are examined with ruthless scrutiny by all around her, 
especially by women, crucially by her own mother”( Literary Women (London: W. H. Allen, 1977), 108).
Future references will appear parenthetically in the text.

Germaine Greer, The Whole Woman (London: Doubleday, 1999), 28.
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conservative aspects o f their fiction; a misogynistic vision is reaffirmed, despite the contrary 

intention to subvert limiting patriarchal ideals.

Scholars such as Bartky explain the vexed question of agency through a theory of 

internalization. Due to the ubiquitous veneration of models of beauty, “a panoptical male 

connoisseur resides within the consciousness o f most women.”'*' Here, Bartky echoes the 

framework of the gaze influentially advanced by the art critic and novelist John Berger and 

film critic Laura Mulvey."*^ Berger argues a commodification o f the female body, most often 

naked and angled, so as to impart a frisson of voyeurism to the implied male “spectator.”"*̂ 

The representation o f the female is, then, dictated by the anticipated appetites of the male. 

According to Mulvey, the medium of film similarly genders “Woman as image, man as the 

bearer o f the look.”'*'* The operation o f the gaze in the novels of Bronte, Gaskell and Eliot 

diverges significantly from these models, as the primary motivation o f the novelists is not to 

incite pleasure or to create something beautiful, but to unfold a narrative in which physical 

appearance possesses a structural and symbolic fiinction. In addition, the novels often contain 

numerous gazes which compete to define ‘true’ beauty. The appearance o f the heroine is 

designed to appeal to the gaze o f the reader, and the hero. Her body thereby encodes the 

values o f the narrative, and its orientation to fradition.'*^ Conformity to, or defiance of, an 

anticipated gaze is an act of political significance.

Ibid., 140. Alexandra Howson similarly argues that “The female body is a body that is encouraged to be on 
show, and women are obliged to produce their bodies as adequate and acceptable spectacle, as objects external 
to self. In this view, girls grow into women aware o f  being watched or objectified, and this profoundly 
influences their interactions with themselves and with others” {The Body in Society: An Introduction (Oxford; 
Polity, 2004), 56).

Berger’s description o f  woman as at once “the surveyor  and the surveyed” (46) clearly implies internalization.
Ibid., 54.
Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” Visual Culture: The Reader. Edited by Jessica Evans 

and Stuart Hall (London: Sage, 1999, 381-9), 383.
This argument is advanced by Lori Hope Lefkovitz in The Character o f  Beauty in the Victorian Novel 

(Michigan: UMI Research Press, 1984), as I discuss below.
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Phenomenology of beauty

Most feminist scholars argue that the gaze constitutes an intrusion into the female life.'^  ̂

Beauty ideals are read as an oppressive force in the lives o f women, coercing them to 

conform to standards not of their choosing, creating a production line o f “docile bodies,”'*̂  

rendered to please. A countering school o f thought, however, argues that grooming, dress and 

enjoyment o f personal beauty are a legitimate source o f pleasure, and, even, a form o f

HO

creative expression. In the novels o f Bronte, Gaskell and Eliot, beauty is similarly 

equivocal. Heroines take pleasure in their appearance and the beauty o f others, yet feel the 

pressure o f a social gaze as mostly oppressive.

Beauty is also itself, o f course, a form of power. The misogynistic repository of 

nightmarish visions of the bad beauty clearly originate in fear o f the force o f female allure, 

and the influence it may exert over weak male reason. Historians such as Hufton and Pamela 

Norris argue that, historically, beauty constituted a rare form o f influence available to 

women: “An attractive appearance can offer women a way of exerting power in situations 

where they are otherwise without resonance.”"*̂ But this power is ultimately illusory, 

eternally contingent upon the complicity o f others. Beauty accomplishes nothing alone. It 

fails to so much as exist without the acknowledgement o f a gaze. As Patricia Meyer Spacks 

notes o f the operation of beauty within the novel, “Beauty constitutes and limits female 

power, dependent on male r e s p o n s e . T h e  traditional courtship or seduction plot

Sheila Jeffreys contends that within the feminist agitations o f the 1970s “‘Beauty’ was identified as 
oppressive to women” (Beauty and Misogyny: Harmful Cultural Practices in the West (London and New York: 
Roudedge, 2005), 1).

Ramazanoglu and Janet Holland analyse “Docile bodies as gendered bodies” in “Women’s Sexuality and 
Men’s Appropriation o f Desire,” Up Against Foucault, 240-264, 249.

The argument that beauty ideals are oppressive has led some feminists to admit a feeling o f  shame in their 
own interests in appearance. Lambert confesses, “As a committed feminist, I’ve felt embarrassed that the beauty 
question should still matter to me” (xi).

Pamela Norris, The Story o f  Eve (Basingstoke and Oxford: Macmillan, 1999), 75. Hufton, 44.
Patricia Meyer Spacks, Desire and Truth: Functions o f  Plot in Eighteenth-Century English Novels (Chicago 

and London: University o f Chicago Press, 1990), 99-100.
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commences when a male eye singles the heroine out, with honourable or dishonourable 

intentions. The dichotomy of good and bad beauty further constrains its potential. In the 

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century novel, good beauty is passive, unaware o f its power, 

unambitious. The desire to capitalise on the potential o f beauty is coded as immoral. In this 

way, beauty ceases to pose a threat to male will, and woman is disarmed of her one, 

provisional advantage.

The destructive consequences o f the idealisation o f beauty are attested to in the lives 

of Bronte and Eliot, whose reputations and sense of self were negatively impacted by the 

conception of the deficiencies of their appearance. The lives of all three offer a valuable 

insight into the phenomenology of beauty in Victorian Britain. Foucault has frequently been 

criticised for his neglect of the lived reality o f the body,^’ as feminists have stressed the need 

to attend to “the daily lives, the physical experiences...of ordinary w o m e n . A l e x a n d r a  

Howson argues that, despite Showaiter’s prescriptions, academic feminism disconnected 

itself from the “materiality”^̂  o f embodiment, as theoretical abstraction floated free from 

praxis. In each of the following chapters, I suggest parallels between the representation of 

beauty in the novel and its status in the social world, in an attempt to convey the crucial 

contiguity of phenomenology and representation. The life writings of the three novelists are 

historical testaments o f the relationship between woman and body, records o f the pragmatic 

consequences o f a social ideal. In addressing the phenomenology of beauty, I hope to avoid 

what Howson describes as the tendency o f psychoanalytically inflected feminisms to 

“forge[t] the body.” ”̂̂ References to the appearances o f Bronte, Gaskell and Eliot are

Davis contends that “The Foucauldian body...was not [a]...Hved body. It was a discursive body, a cultural 
text” (53). Turner insists on the need to address both “meaning and experience...representation and practice” 
{The Body and Society, 15).

Sho waiter, 9.
Howson, Body in Society, ix.
Howson, Embodying Gender (London: Sage, 2005), 153.
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intended, not to draw a line o f causation between their bodies and their work,^^ but as 

examples o f how the Victorian beauty ideal impacted upon female experience.

Feminist literary criticism

In choosing these three novelists, I am working within the framework established by the 

formative feminist critics Moers, Showalter, and Gilbert and Gubar. Their achievements are 

subsumed within the assumptions o f my thesis; Bronte, Gaskell and Eliot were all significant 

figures in their reimagined canon. I am indebted to their exposure o f the sexist criteria 

underlying value judgements, canon formation and the creation of literary reputations,^^ to 

their sensitivity to the charged conditions within which the female novelist worked, and their 

insistence on the equal worth o f female experience and subjectivity. Most specifically, I have 

been influenced by Showalter’s reading of the publication of Jane Eyre as a revolutionary 

moment in the development o f the form (106), to Moers’s pioneering study o f “heroinism” 

(113), her recognition of the significance o f beauty to convention and to female identity 

(199), and her analysis o f the consequence o f the courtship plot (71-2). My thesis adopts 

Gilbert and Gubar’s model o f the cultural positioning of the female novelist, her inheritance 

o f conventions rooted in a patriarchal past (17), and the resultant mixture o f conformity and 

defiance that typifies their work. The female novelist’s use o f beauty may be read as a 

microcosm of Gilbert and Gubar’s appropriation of the Bloomian contention, “That writers

I hope to avoid “The easy association o f the life and the work...or, more accurately, a refusal to separate 
them,” that Joanne Shattock contends was characteristic o f contemporary reviews o f the work of nineteenth- 
century female writers (“The Construction o f the Woman Writer,” Women and Literature in Britain 1800-1900. 
Edited by Shattock (Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 2001), 8-34, 8).

More recently, Showalter’s thesis has been applied to the reception o f Austen. Elizabeth Sabiston diagnoses 
the “condescending” tone evident in much pre-feminist criticism o f Austen {Private Sphere to World Stage from  
Austen to Eliot (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2008), 5). Claudia L. Johnson concludes: “The fact that Austen is a female 
novelist has made assessments o f  her artistic enterprise qualitatively different from those o f  her male 
counterparts. Because o f it, she has been admitted into the canon on terms which cast doubt on her 
qualifications for entry and which ensure that her continued presence there be regarded as an act o f  gallantry” 
{Jane Austen: Women, Politics, and the Novel (Chicago and London: University o f  Chicago Press, 1988), xiv).
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assimilate and then consciously or unconsciously affirm or deny the achievements o f  their 

predecessors is, o f course, a central fact o f  literary history” (46). The acceptance of, or 

rebellion against, the convention o f  beauty is a legible response to the traditional 

representation o f  the female. My argument that a bifurcation o f  good and bad beauty 

dominated the conception o f  the female in literary tradition may be read as an example o f  

Gilbert and Gubar’s broader analysis o f the male-defined “angel” and “monster” (17), with 

which the female novelist was forced to wrestle as she entered the form. In this thesis, I aim 

to develop the consequence o f  beauty that these critics acknowledged in brief, but crucial, 

asides.

While my research is profoundly indebted to the ground-breaking achievements o f 

these critics, I also wish to acknowledge recent qualifications o f  their arguments, and to 

modify my perspective. Rather than situating Bronte, Gaskell and Eliot within an exclusively

C O

“female tradition” in search o f a sororal audience, the engagement o f  their representations 

with productions o f both genders adds to its cultural resonance. While Bronte, Gaskell and 

Eliot no doubt belonged to a “sub-culture”^̂  o f female novelists, they also self-consciously 

addressed a mainstream culture. In my reading, I have found evidence, not so much o f  an

Like Norris, Gilbert and Gubar recognise that beauty constituted a very real and rare form o f power for the 
woman. In their analysis o f the “Snow White” fairytale they contend: “From the point o f  view o f the mad, self- 
assertive Queen, conventional female arts kill. But from the point o f view o f  the docile and selfless prince, such 
arts, even while they kill, confer the only measure o f power available to a woman in a patriarchal culture” (40).

Deirdre D ’Albertis contends, “Feminist criticism committed itself at this founding moment in the late 1970s, 
it must be remembered, to constructing a literary tradition constituted exclusively by and for women”( 
Dissembling Fictions: Elizabeth Gaskell and the Victorian Social Text (London: Macmillian, 1997), 169).
Thirty years later, the viability o f  a theory o f  an exclusively female tradition animated by sororal feeling appears 
less certain. In their descriptions o f  nineteenth-century female novelists eager to unearth a network o f sisterly 
ancestors and comrades, later feminist literary critics seemed to write in their own image, speaking as much o f 
twentieth-century perspectives as o f the mentality o f Bronte, Gaskell or Eliot. As Francis O ’Gorman asserts, 
“Gilbert and Gubar were producing meaning from the fiction o f the nineteenth century that was influenced by 
the needs o f  their own cultural moment” {The Victorian Novel (Oxford: Blackwell, 2002), 84). Evidence does 
not suggest that Bronte, Gaskell and Eliot would have recognised what Nina Auerbach described as “a self- 
conscious literary tradition among women that is secretly inoculated against male norms” {Communities o f  
Women: An Idea in Fiction (Massachusetts and London: Harvard University Press, 1978), 13).

Showaiter, 3.
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“urgent sense o f her need for a female audience,” or o f an “exhilarating” *̂̂ sense o f belonging 

to such a sub-culture,^' but an earnest desire to communicate the failings o f the extant 

system. The reformist ambition o f Gaskell’s early fiction was directed at an audience 

conceived primarily in terms o f class, rather than gender.^^ Eliot’s censure o f “Silly Novels 

by Lady Novelists” and her intellectual leadership in the male-dominated world o f the 

periodical press, belie a desire to establish an exclusively female tradition. The gaze that the 

beauty o f Ginevra, Caroline Helstone, Ruth Hilton or Gwendolen Harleth was angled 

towards was dominant and normative. Jane’s voice was held to be incandescent, not because 

it spoke in code to hidden compatriots, but because it explicitly addressed the corruption o f 

the empowered. In tempering my orientation towards these precursors, my intention is not to 

question their achievement, but to appreciate the complexity of the novelists’ relationship to 

their femininity, and to the idealisation o f beauty. I wish to avoid reducing their 

representations to their gender, or presenting them as productions of an essentially “female 

imagination.”^̂  The female Victorian novelist necessarily enjoyed a perspective on beauty 

that differed from the male, and it seems beyond coincidence that those who initiated the 

movement away from exceptional heroic beauty were predominately female. But to argue 

that Bronte, Gaskell and Eliot wrote as they did because they were women risks inverting the 

sexist assumptions o f the past. The danger o f simplification is evident in Naomi W olfs The 

Beauty Myth: How Images o f  Beauty are Used Against Women (1990). Her argument that

^  Gilbert and Gubar, 50.
Even Austen’s famous defence o f fellow novelists in Northanger Abbey (1818) is, after all, predicated on the 

basis o f an “ungenerous and impolitic custom” o f attack she suggests characterises feeling among practitioners, 
Northanger Abbey, Lady Susan, The Watsons, Sanditon. Edited by James Kinsley and John Davie, with an 
introduction and notes by Claudia L. Johnson (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), 23.

The two are related, however; see Patsy Stoneman, Elizabeth Gaskell (Brighton: Harvester, 1987). Gaskell 
famously describes her inspiration emanating from the streets o f Manchester where her imagination is ignited 
not by other women but by “the care-worn men, who looked as if  doomed to struggle through their lives in 
strange alternations between work and want; tossed to and fro by circumstances, apparently in even a greater 
degree than other men” {The Works o f  Elizabeth Gaskell, Vol. 5. Mary Barton: A Tale o f  Manchester Life. 
Edited by Joanne Wilkes (London: Pickering and Chatto, 2006), 7).

Ibid., 3. Showalter outlines her scepticism o f  the idea (12).
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“Women’s writing...turns the [beauty] myth on its head,” '̂̂  overlooks the degree to which 

female Victorian novelists shared their culture’s investment in the ideal. While Showalter 

defined the female tradition as falling within “three major phases...of 

imitation...internalization...of self-discovery,"^^ as far as the representation o f beauty is 

concerned, elements of all of these responses and strategies may operate simultaneously 

within one text.

Female beauty in literary criticism

The two most significant studies of the convention o f the beautiful heroine to date are Jeanne 

Fahnestock’s “The Heroine of Irregular Features; Physiognomy and Conventions of Heroine 

Description” (1981) and Lori Hope Lefkovitz’s The Character o f  Beauty in the Victorian 

Novel (1987). Many more recent works by scholars such as Lucy H artley ,A n n a  Krugovoy 

Silver^^ and Marjorie Garson^* analyse aspects o f the presence of beauty in Victorian Britain, 

and will be considered throughout the thesis, but it is the concerns of Fahnestock and 

Lefkovitz which most closely resemble my own. Fahnestock argues that a resurgence of 

interest in physiognomy stimulated an increase in detail in physical descriptions of the 

heroine during the mid-Victorian period. Her central contention is that while “The pressure to 

idealize female character was strong for the mid-Victorian n o v e l i s t , m a n y  writers resisted 

this pressure by creating heroines whose beauty included one irregular feature. The

^  Naomi Wolf, The Beauty Myth: H ow Images o f  Beauty are Used Against Women (London: Vintage, 1990), 
60.

Showalter famously labelled these phases “Feminine, Feminist, Female" (13).
Lucy Hartley, Physiognomy and the M eaning o f  Expression in Nineteenth-Century Culture (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2001), and “A  Science o f  Beauty? Femininity, Fitness and the Nineteenth-Century 
Physiognomic Tradition in Mid-Nineteenth Century Britain,” Women: A Cultural Review. 12 (2001): 19-34.

Anna Krugovoy Silver, Victorian Literature and the Anorexic B ody  (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2002).

Maijorie Garson, M oral Taste: Aesthetics, Subjectivity and Social Pow er in the Nineteenth-Century Novel 
(Toronto: University o f  Toronto Press, 2007).

Jeanne Fahnestock, “The Heroine o f  Irregular Features: Physiognomy and Conventions o f  Heroine 
Description,” Victorian Studies 24 (1981): 325-350, 326.
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vocabulary o f physiognomy enabled them thereby to impute a liberating degree o f moral 

imperfection to their protagonists. Fahnestock does not, however, explore the broader 

uncertainty about correspondence within which physiognomic discussion operated. Even 

before Lavater outlined a systematic inventory o f character traits and facial features, beauty 

spoke volubly. According to Fahnestock’s logic, however, a late eighteenth- or nineteenth- 

century reader “would accept the union o f physical and moral perfection and rest content 

without a detailed verbal portrait” (327). On the contrary, the representation of the heroine 

was animated by the multiple, unstable associations o f beauty. The question of 

correspondence and the value o f female attractiveness are vigorously debated in Burney’s 

Camilla; or, A Picture o f  Youth (1796),™ in the forms of the competing cousins, Indiana, 

Lavinia, Eugenia and Camilla. The question o f whether blue-eyed, fair-haired beauty was an 

index o f moral goodness fuelled the controversy that raged with the publication of 

Richardson’s Pamela; or Virtue Rewarded (1740). In this chapter, I investigate the 

associations of beauty in the eighteenth century, and their functions within the novel form, as 

it was here that the conventions Victorian novelists engaged with were established. That 

beauty had always been, and remained, double speaking rather than physiognomically exact, 

enabled Bronte to argue the superiority o f the plain heroine, and drew Gaskell’s Ruth and 

Eliot’s Maggie Tulliver the censure o f their audience. Beyond the micro-correspondences of 

physiognomy, lay a much broader conception o f beauty as both an apex o f moral goodness 

and a snare threatening the integrity o f male and female souls, crucial to an understanding of 

its representation throughout the centuries.

Sir Hugh is “much struck with the beauty o f his three nieces.” Although he is “particularly impressed” with 
the heroine, Camilla, he finds it difficult to judge which is the most beautifial: “‘yet she is not...so pretty as her 
little sister Eugenia, nor much better than t’other sister Lavinia; and not one o f the three is half so great a beauty 
as my little Indiana’” {Camilla; or, A Picture o f  Youth. Edited, with an introduction and notes by Edward A. 
Bloom and Lillian D. Bloom (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 11). The question o f who most pleases 
his gaze is o f  some consequence due to his possession o f a fortune he intends to distribute.
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Lefkovitz traces the development of the heroine convention over a much longer 

period, analysing its roots in scripture and paradigmatic folktales. Her argument is thematic 

and expansive; her contention that “Ultimately, describing beauty is all about literary 

convention and departures from convention,” '̂ is supported by illustrations of the verbal 

echoes, and divergences, between texts. My argument is indebted to Lefkovitz’s theorisation 

of convention, her contention that conformity to the idealisation ofbeauty is ultimately 

conservative, and innovation, radical. However, my thesis differs from Lefkovitz in its 

interest in phenomenology and the consequence ofbeauty in the social world. Beyond 

literature, the idealisation ofbeauty impinged upon the lives, identities, and prospects of 

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century women. Fictional representations were read alongside 

references in personal letters, newspapers, conduct books, and works of popular science and 

medicine. Beauty was bound with a range of vexed questions about correspondence, female 

worth, and the relationship between beauty, class, health, romantic love, and marriage. 

Accepting Lefkovitz’s analysis of the influence tradition wielded in representations of 

beauty, I emphasise the relevance of such competing contexts. In doing so, I hope to supply 

the lack inferred by Deirdre David’s criticism of The Character o f Beauty, “genuinely useful 

as the local insights may be, we need a more forceful identification and explanation of ‘what 

cultural values are challenged or reinforced as a text works to establish its own standard of 

lo v e lin ess .L efk o v itz  argues that the novel’s orientation towards convention encodes the 

values of the text.^^ I explore how the novelist’s representation ofbeauty confirms and 

challenges contemporary conceptions of the nature and role o f women, a question of great 

historical urgency.

Lefkovitz, 19.
Deirdre David, review o f  The Character o f  Beauty in the Victorian N ovel, Victorian Studies 32 (1989) 231- 

33 ,231 .
Lefkovitz writes, “descriptions ofbeauty translate the essential values o f  a text into a visual aesthetic” (1).
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Beauty in the eighteenth century

In this section, I attempt to apply the preceding critical and cultural theories to a reading of 

the meaning and function o f beauty in eighteenth-century Britain, before progressing to an 

analysis o f its significance within the burgeoning novel form. I commence with a 

consideration of the relationship between beauty and identity, followed by an analysis of the 

bifiircation o f beauty in neoclassical and religious texts.

The value of beauty, and its ambivalent relationship to female identity, is suggested 

by one common eighteenth-century formulation: the description o f the beautiful woman as a 

“lovely p r i z e . T h e  construction is consistent with the representations o f the past. Helen o f 

Homeric epic was often described as “the lovely prize,”^̂  a beautiful, passive possession, in 

the name of whose great beauty, untold destruction was wrought. In Susanna Centlivre’s play 

The Busie Body (1709), the heroine, Miranda, is similarly defined as a “lovely P r i z e . L a t e r  

in the play, the belief that the beautiful deserve and receive better treatment than others is 

expressed as the servant Patch assures Miranda: “O fear not. Madam...it is impossible a Man 

o f Sense shou’d use a Woman ill, endued with Beauty, Wit and Fortune. It must be the 

Lady’s Fault...when nothing but Complaisance and Good humour is requisite on either side 

to make them h a p p y . I n  Joseph Addison and Richard Steele’s The Tatler (1709-11)^* and

In the mock-heroic poem The Art o f  Dancing, a Poem in Three Cantos (London: W. P., 1729), Soame Jenyns 
deems one object o f  the king’s desire, “the lovely Prize” (13). In The True Patriot: And the H istory o f  our own 
Times {The True Patriot and R elated  Writings. Edited by W. B. Coley (Oxford: Clarendon, 1987)), first 
published in 1745-6, Henry Fielding describes an aristocratic captive as “The lovely prize” (132). John Ogilvie 
describes Amelia as a “lovely prize” {Rona, a Poem, in Seven books. Illustrated with a Correct M ap o f  the 
Hebrides, and Elegant Engravings (London: Murray, 1777), 2).

Homer, The Iliad o f  Homer, with notes. To which are prefix ’d, a large preface, and The life o f  Homer, by 
M adam Dacier. Done from  the French by Mr. Ozell; To which will be m ade som e farther notes, by Mr.
Johnson. Illustrated with 26  cuts, design 'd by Coypel. Vol. IV (London: Lintott, 1712). In Book XVI, Achilles 
insists his comrades “force the King to yield my Lovely Prize,” 11. In an edition published later in the century 
{The Iliad o f  Homer. Vol. I. Translated by James Macpherson. (London; Becket and Hondt, 1773)), in the third 
book Helen is deemed a “lovely Prize” (76) worth risking the perils o f  war.

Susanna Centlivre, The Busie Body, a Comedy. Second edition (London: Bernard Lintott, 1709), 29.
’’’’ Ibid., 69.
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The Spectator (1711-2), beauty typically singles a woman out for note. Isaac Bickerstaff 

claims of Belvidera, “There is an invincible prejudice in favour of all she says, from her 

being a beautiful woman.”’  ̂These usages indicate that beauty was a source o f female 

empowerment, drawing the eye of an otherwise indifferent world. Shawn Lisa Mauer argues, 

however, that The Tatler encouraged the female subject to identify with her body, reducing 

herself to a pleasing surface. Echoing feminist analyses of the reifying tendencies o f beauty 

ideals, she contends that, “For a woman, reading the Tatler meant becoming a desirable 

object and thus a desirable woman to the extent to which she internalized the periodical’s

Q A

pronouncements and narrative examples.” The reader would, then, aspire to the identity of 

lovely prize alone. Laetitia Pilkington’s Memoirs (1748-50) offer a first-hand account of 

resistance to such limiting conceptions of the female. She complains that, despite her “strong 

Disposition to Letters. ..my Mother regarding more the Beauty o f my Face, than the 

Improvement of my Mind,”*' prevented her from acquiring the education she desired. 

Pilkington looks back at her embryonic potential, capable o f developing in any number o f 

directions. She regrets that, schooled in the rewards received by the beautiful surface, her 

mother pragmatically nurtured the resource of most tangible value. Yet, despite her 

protestations, Pilkington’s memoirs are littered with positive references to her attractiveness, 

suggesting her adherence to, or internalization of, the belief that beauty is valuable. The 

letters she includes describe her as “fair” (31) and “One of...Beauty” (33), so that, in

Shawn Lisa Maurer explains that the Tatler was “written primarily by Richard Steele,” Proposing Men: 
D ialectics o f  Gender and Class in the Eighteenth-Century English Periodical (Stanford, Calif: Stanford 
University Press, 1998), 97.
™ The Tatler. No. 126, January 28 1709, The Lucubrations o f  Isaac B ickerstaff Esq. Revised and corrected by 
the author. Vol. Ill (London; Charles Lillie and John Morphew, 1711), 58. No. 164 o f  The Spectator, September 
7 1711 [The Spectator. Vol. II. Third edition. London: Buckley and Tonson, 1714], opens with the description 
o f  Constantia as “a woman o f  extraordinary Wit and Beauty” (291) and goes on to narrate her tragic love-affair.

Mauer, 109.
Laetitia Pilkington, Memoirs o f  Mrs. Lcetitia Pilkington, Wife to the Rev. Mr. M atthew Pilkington. Written by 

herself (London: R. Griffiths and G. Woodfall, 1748), 13. Future references will appear parenthetically in the 
text.
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competing instances, she records her attainment of the ideal as both an impediment and a 

source of esteem. In this way, Pilkington’s memoirs encode the ambivalent consequence of 

beauty, to the woman recognised as beautiful, in eighteenth-century society.

The intimate association of beauty and marriage in the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries intensified its consequence in the public sphere. Praise was but one reward beauty 

typically enjoyed. In The Busie Body, Charles conveys the characteristic equation of female 

beauty and financial worth as he dismisses the advances of a wealthy older woman. Lady 

Wrinkle, with the comment, “a young beautiful Woman with half the Money wou’d be more 

agreeable.”*̂  In a letter to the Countess of Bute in 1752, Mary Wortley Montagu similarly 

reveals: “Mr. Shirley has had uncommon Fortune in making the conquest of 2 such 

extraordinary Ladys...eminent above their Sex, the one for Beauty, and the other Wealth, 

both which attract the pursuit of all mank i nd .Beau ty  is recognised as a valuable form of 

capital, directly equatable with monetary wealth. Its possession augurs well for a girl’s 

future, through the likelihood of an advantageous marriage, the most respectable, and at 

times the only, livelihood available to ladies of the middle and upper classes. In her 

biography of Marie Antoinette, Antonia Fraser records the negative implications of the 

equation in the experience of the future queen’s sister;

The Archduchess Elizabeth also caught [small-pox]; she lived but her beauty 

was utterly destroyed. It was a personal tragedy for the Archduchess, who had 

been extremely vain of her proverbial good looks.. .But in public terms, it meant

Centlivre, 28.
Mary Wortley Montagu, letter to Lady Bute, 16 February 1752, Complete Letters. Edited by Robert 

Halsband. Vol. Ill (Oxford: Clarendon, 1965), 3.
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that she was immediately and ruthlessly eliminated from the European marriage 

market.^'*

In The Female Spectator (1744-6), Haywood reveals contemporary fear o f the disease in her 

comment that ladies resident in the countryside “are never suffered to come to Town for fear 

their Faces should be spoiled by the Small-Pox, or their reputations ruined by the Beaux. 

Both o f these threats, the physical and moral, are potentially catastrophic for a woman’s 

marriage prospects. The simultaneously private and public dynamic of beauty is piquantly 

captured by Montagu’s experience o f the disease. Her diminished beauty was woven into her 

literary legend, and her poetic narration of the sufferings o f Flavia was believed a description 

o f her own despair. Her grandson, Lord Whamcliffe, attests,

she always said she meant the Flavia o f her sixty Town-Eclogue for herself, 

having expressed in that poem what her own sensations were while slowly 

recovering under the apprehension of being totally disfigured. Although this 

did not happen, yet the disease left tokens o f its passage, for it deprived her 

o f very fine eye-lashes; which gave a fierceness to her eyes that impaired 

their beauty.*^

Flavia’s hopelessness derives from her recognition o f the destruction o f her future prospects 

and pleasure. She is “The wretched Flavia,” an invalid, prone.

Antonia Fraser, Marie Antoinette: The Journey (London: Phoenix, 2001), 34.
Eliza Haywood, Selections from The Female Spectator. Edited by Patricia Meyer Spacks (New York and 

Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 23.
Montagu, The Letters and Works o f  Mary Wortley Montagu. Edited by Lord Whamcliffe. Vol. I (London: 

Richard Bendey, 1837).
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on her couch reclin’d,

Thus breath’d the anguish of a wounded mind;

A glass revers’d in her right hand she bore.

For now she shun’d the face she sought before.

‘How am I chang’d! alas! how am I grown 

A frightful spectre to myself unknown!’*̂

The poem affirms the power o f the body in the definition o f identity and supports Howson’s 

theorisation of the contiguous relationship between embodiment and subjectivity.*^ Flavia’s 

description o f herself as monstrous indicates the proximity o f notions o f beauty and 

femininity. Her recumbent position, mirror in hand, recalls an archetypal image of the 

feminine in European art (Fig. 1).

As the mirror was associated with “the vanity of women who survey their own 

femininity,”*̂  the disease can be read as a punishment for Flavia’s past delight in her 

appearance.^^ The ‘“ radiant Bloom’” that defined her presence in the social world, 

“‘promis’d happiness for years to come,” ’ in the continuation of social reward and, 

presumably, its consummation in an illustrious marriage. With the stroke o f scarring,

Montagu, “Saturday. The Small-Pox. Flavia,” Eighteenth-Century Poetry: An Annotated Anthology. Edited 
by David Fairer and Christine Gerrard. Second edition (Malden, Mass. and Oxford; Blackwell, 2004), 179.
** Howson argues that, “the face offers vital expressive information about who and what we are. People look 
into our faces, and our eyes in particular, to discover our identities, or who we ‘really’ are” {Body in Society,
16).

Fiona Haslam, From Hogarth to Rowlandson: Medicine in Art in Eighteenth-Century Britain (Liverpool: 
Liverpool University Press, 1996), 99. Disparaging references are made to the “Looking-Glass” in George 
Savile, Marquis o f  Halifax’s The Lady’s New-Year 's-Gift: or, Advice to a Daughter. Seventh Edition (London: 
Midwinter and Leigh, 1701), 138.

Flavia surmises, ‘“Then with what pleasure I this face survey’d! To look once more, my visits oft delay’d! 
Charm’d with the view, a fresher red would rise. And a new life shot sparkling from my eyes!”’ (“Flavia,” 179).
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OlC.y
Fig. 1 Woman with a Mirror, Giovanni Bellini (1515)

prospects, identity and lifestyle are destroyed. Exiled from the privileged young woman’s 

ordained path, Flavia believes, ‘“ Ev’n youth itself, to me is useless now.’”^̂  Without beauty, 

her life is without meaning; as an unbeautiful woman the future promises no fulfilment, no 

opportunity for pleasure or success. In Camilla, Bumey describes Sir Hugh’s perception of 

“the dreadful havoc grim disease had made on [Eugenia’s] face; not a trace of her beauty left, 

no resemblance by which he could have known her.” Believing himself responsible for 

Eugenia’s illness, having kept her in the presence of an infected child, Hugh “shrunk back, 

wrung his hands, called himself the most sinful of all created beings, and in the deepest

93despondence, sunk into a chair and wept aloud.” Hugh consoles himself with the thought

Ibid., 180.
Bumey, Camilla, 31.
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that he can financially reimburse Eugenia for the loss of her beauty, for, as Katherine Sobba 

Green contends, she is now “physically handicapped in a world that overvalues female 

beauty.” "̂* John Dashwood ascribes a similar misfortune to Marianne in Sense and Sensibility 

(1811), as he regrets the destruction o f her ‘“bloom.”’ Marianne’s illness, induced by a 

broken heart, has impaired the appearance o f ‘“as handsome a girl last September, as any I 

ever saw.’” As befits his character, John measures the transformation in financial terms. “‘I 

question whether Marianne now, will marry a man worth more than five or six hundred a- 

year,” ’̂  ̂he concludes. Darryl Jones defines Austen’s heroines as “consumer products on the 

marriage market.”^̂  Marianne now is a fallen stock. Her capitulation to Col. Brandon 

suggests that, like Flavia, she has been broken, with little hope for the fiiture, and little 

appetite for a second romantic attachment. Austen’s novels are, in general, highly attuned to 

the financial consequence of beauty and its absence. In Mansfield Park (1816), Lady 

Bertram, nee Maria Ward, has risen socially by virtue of her appearance and is personally 

affronted when the system is flouted: “She could not enter into the wrongs of an economist, 

but she felt all the injuries of beauty in Mrs. Grant’s being so well settled in life without 

being handsome, and expressed her astonishment on that p o i n t , a  rare moment of 

animation.

q g

Most commentators are critical of Flavia’s character, but her feelings are a rational 

and unusually honest reflection of the value with which female beauty was invested

Katherine Sobba Green, The Courtship N ovel 1740-1820: A Feminized Genre (Lexington, Ky.: University 
Press o f  Kentucky, 1991), 108.

Austen, Sense and Sensibility. Edited by Edward Copeland (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 
258. Future references will appear parenthetically in the text.

Darryl Jones, Jane Austen (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004), 16.
Austen, Mansfield Park. Edited by John Wiltshire (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005). Future 

references will appear parenthetically in the text.
Religion should console Flavia. That it does not heightens the suggestion o f  a corrupt vanity and the 

predominance o f  courtly values. John Douglas Canfield describes Flavia as “thoroughly vain, incapable o f  
escaping both narcissism and self-pity” (The Baroque in English Neoclassical Literature (Newark. Del.: 
University o f  Delaware Press, 2003), 15). As a result, however, the poem maintains a sincerity that conventional
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throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Pain experienced at failure to attain or 

maintain ideal beauty suggests an acceptance o f social values. The gravity o f the accusation 

o f vanity meant that the consequence of beauty was frequently undercut by platitudinous 

assertions o f its insignificance,^^ contradicted by the evidence o f the social world. In a letter 

to the Countess o f Bute in 1758, Montagu suggests the forms of power that wavered with 

judgements o f beauty:

The Town is at present full of Factions for the Election o f his Successor. The 

Ladies are alwaies very active on these Occasions. I have observ’d that they 

ever have more Influence in Republics than Monarchy. ’Tis true a King has 

often a powerfull Mistress, but she is govern’d by some Male Favorite. In 

Common wealths, votes are easily acquir’d by the Fair, and she who has 

most Beauty or Art has a great sway in a Senate.

The passage conveys the uncertainty that is the crux of feminist disagreement. On the one 

hand, beauty is undeniably powerful, but on the other, its possessor has limited control over 

the exertion o f that power. Montagu suggests two positionings o f beauty. Within a patriarchal 

monarchy, beauty operates covertly, a pawn brokered in male power struggles. In a

piety would destroy. As Isobei Grundy argues, “[Flavia’s] complete submission to the beauty myth combines 
the astringency o f  the other eclogues with a plangent note o f  its own” {Lady M ary Wortley Montagu  (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1999), 102).

Mary Belson Elliott’s E llio tt’s Tales fo r  Girls (London: Darton, 1829) contained the didactic tale “Beauty but 
Skin Deep.” Grant Allen summarized the tradition at the end o f  the period: “Beauty, says the old saw, is but 
skin-deep; yet the proverb itself, as a great philosopher has justly remarked, is, after all, but a skin-deep 
proverb” {Common-Sense Science (Boston: Lothrop, 1886), 297). Allen is, intentionally or otherwise, 
paraphrasing Herbert Spencer’s contention that, “The saying that beauty is but skin-deep, is but a skin-deep 
saying” (“The Haythome Papers: VIII Personal Beauty Concluded,” Essays: Scientific, Political, and 
Speculative (London: Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, and Roberts, 1858), 424-9 ,424).

Montagu, Complete Letters, 185.
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democracy with female representation, beauty operates on its own accord, winning favour for 

its possessor. But a powerful beauty, however innocent she appears, is hardly to be trusted.

The Binary of Beauty

The potency o f beauty, its ability to manipulate the actions of men, influenced the negative 

representations that constitute one half of the binary inherited from classical and scriptural 

traditions. While beauty ideals are fluid, this polarisation has proven remarkably resistant. 

Turner and Howson argue that the West’s ambivalent relationship to the body is grounded in 

the influence o f classical and early Christian cultures. Howson contends that “the legacy o f 

Plato’s distinction between soul and body, Christianity’s identification o f the body as the 

repository o f sin, and Cartesian dualism have had a crucial impact on Western systems of 

thought.” ’'” Throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, beauty was similarly 

typically represented as either an absolute moral good or evil, and often both, within one text. 

Many o f the major philosophical minds o f the age grappled with the mystery of the nature 

and power o f beauty. Graeme Tytler explains that the word “aesthetics” was coined by

109Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten in 1735. Robert W. Jones argues that preoccupation with

the subject pervaded the period, that “discussions of beauty can be found within a

1 0 '^surprisingly large range o f eighteenth-century discourses.” Most pertinent to the

contemporary conception o f women, and to the significance o f beauty to representations o f

Howson, Embodying Gender, 15.
Graeme Tytler, Physiognomy in the European Novel: Faces and Fortunes (New Jersey: Princeton University 

Press, 1982), 48. Walter Hippie contends, “the stream o f aesthetic theory begins only in the eighteenth century” 
(“Philosophical Language and the Theory of Beauty in the Eighteenth Century,” Studies in Criticism and 
Aesthetics, 1660-1800: Essays in Honor o f  Samuel Holt Monk. Edited by Howard Anderson (Toronto: 
Miimesota University Press and Oxford University Press, 1967), 213).

Robert W. Jones, Gender and the Formation o f  Taste in Eighteenth-Century Britain (Cambridge; Cambridge 
University Press, 1998), 1. According to Jones, aesthetic taste constituted a valuable form o f cultural capital.
The authority to define beauty was aligned with the identity o f the socially and politically empowered.
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the heroine, was the perv'asive bifurcation, the coexistent visions o f  beauty as the apex o f  

human potential, and the insigne o f  female frailty.

The positive dimension o f  the classical binary is outlined by Larry Shiner, as he 

explains that in its Ancient Greek sense, “‘Beauty’ {kalon) was a general term o f  

commendation that applied to mind and character, customs and political systems as much as 

to form or physical appearance. Both the Greek kalon and the Latin pulchrum  were often 

used to mean ‘morally good.’”'®"̂ Both senses were present in eighteenth-century aesthetic 

discourse, as it drew deeply upon the classical past,'°^ influenced by the translation o f  Johann 

Joachim Winckelmann’s work into English.*®  ̂The investigations o f  Francis Hutcheson, 

Anthony Ashley Cooper, Earl o f  Shaftesbury, Joseph Spence, William Hogarth and Edmund

1 D 7  1 H R

Burke were presented as in dialogue with canonical authorities, Aristotle, Plato, 

Socrates,'^^ Homer,” '’ Cicero'" and Virgil.''^ The works defer to an ideal standard these

Larry Shiner, The Invention o f  Art: A Cultural History (Chicago and London; University o f Chicago Press, 
2001), 26.

Jones, Gender and the Formation o f  Taste, 18.
Alex Potts explains that according to Winckelmann, “The antique ideal then stood unquestionably as the 

highest model o f  art” {Flesh and the Ideal: Winckelmann and the Origins o f  Art History (New Haven and 
London: Yale University Press, 2000), 11). The continuing influence o f  Winckelmann is one example o f 
continuity between the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Henry Fusseli’s [s/c] translation o f  Winckelmann’s 
1755 work Reflections on the Painting and Sculpture o f  the Greeks: with Instructions fo r  the Connoisseur, and 
an Essay on Grace in Works o f  Art (London: A. Millar) was published in 1765. Charles Bell’s Anatomy and  
Philosophy o f  Expression as Connected with the Fine Arts (1806 (revised 1844. Fifth Edition. London: Henry 
G. Bohn, 1865)) repeatedly refers to and quotes Winckelmann, 4, 21, 62, 116. Henry Lodge’s translation o f The 
History o f  Ancient Art Among the Greeks (1764) was published by John Chapman in London in 1850. Frank M. 
Turner contends that, “Winckelmann’s essays and books made two key contributions to the later nineteenth- 
century interpretation o f Greek art...his ideas about the character and environment o f the ancient Greek people 
and his view o f the particular mode o f beauty achieved by their sculptors” {The Greek Heritage in Victorian 
Britain (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1981), 40).

John Gilbert Cooper, Letters Concerning Taste (London: Dodsley, 1755), 7.
Joseph Spence (Sir Harry Beaumont, pseud.), Crito, or, A Dialogue on Beauty (London: R. Dodsley, 1752), 

58. Future references will appear parenthetically in the text. Cooper, Letters Concerning Taste. Third edition, to 
which are added essays on similar and other subjects (London: Dodsley, 1757), 68.

Cooper, Letters Concerning Taste, 1757, 36. Mark Akenside, The Pleasures o f  Imagination. A Poem in 
Three Books (London: R. Dodsley, 1744), 30.

Cooper, Letters Concerning Taste, 1755,43. Spence, 6.
‘' '  Francis Hutcheson, An Inquiry into Our Ideas o f  Beauty and Virtue; in Two Treatises. Third edition 
(London, Knapton [etc.], 1729), 240. Future references will appear parenthetically in the text.

Spence, 6. Cooper, Letters Concerning Taste, 1755, 23.
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predecessors defined.''^ Henry Home, Lord Karnes, approvingly quotes Cicero in support o f  

his contention that the faculty o f  taste that enables man to appreciate beauty marks his 

superiority to the rest o f  creation: “And so no other animal [than man] has a sense o f  beauty, 

loveliness, harmony in the visible world.”” '* Eighteenth-century aestheticians largely 

accepted the Platonic contention that physical beauty indicates moral goodness. In The 

Pleasures o f  Imagination (1744), Mark Akenside writes; Do you imagine, says Socrates, to 

his libertine disciple, that what is good is not also beautiful? Have you not observ ’d  that 

these appearances always coincide?'' (30). In Letters Concerning Taste (1755), John Gilbert 

Cooper similarly contends that, ‘'External Beauty, being the infallible and inseparable 

Companion o f Good, bears a fraternal Likeness to that mental Comeliness or Order.” Beauty 

and goodness are consequently represented as corresponding forms o f “Perfection” and 

“Proportion.”"^

Deference to Greek aesthetic theories was accompanied by the belief that classical art 

represented the apex o f  beauty. Commentators affirmed the precedent o f  their forefathers, the 

seductive “golden means, symmetries, and proportions,””  ̂outlined by Polyclitus.” ’

Clark argues that eighteenth-century understandings o f  beauty were rooted in a classical heritage; he asserts: 
“What both Reynolds and Blake meant by ideal beauty was really the diffused memory o f that peculiar physical 
type which was developed in Greece between the years 480 and 440 B.C., and which, in varying degrees of 
intensity and consciousness, fiimished the mind o f western man with a pattern o f perfection from the 
Renaissance until the present century” {The Nude, 11).

Lord Kames quotes the passage in Elements o f  Criticism. Edited, with an introduction by Peter Jones 
(Indianapolis, Ind.: Liberty Fund, 2005), 233. See Marcus Tullius Cicero, De Officis. Translated by Walter 
Miller (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1913), 102. Future references to Kames will appear 
parenthetically in the text.

Cooper, “On Good and Beauty,” Letters Concerning Taste, 1757, 163.
Ekbert Faas, The Genealogy o f  Aesthetics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 16.
Warren G. Moon contends that the significance o f Polyclitus’s “Canon" befits him for the title, “ ‘Father of 

Art Theory,’ in the European artistic tradition” {Polykleitos, the Doryphoros and Tradition (Madison, Wis. and 
London: University o f Wisconsin Press, 1995), 19). Moshe Barasch writes that “the very aim o f the Canon was 
to achieve beauty” {Theories o f  Art, 1; From Plato to Winckelmann. Revised edition (New York and London: 
Routledge, 2000)). It is unsurprising, then, that Polyclitus is often referred to by eighteenth-century 
aestheticians. See, for example, Akenside, 37. A direct inheritance may be found in the widely accepted belief 
that beauty can be measured through a system o f mathematical rules. Spence concludes, “The general Cause o f  
Beauty in the Form or Shape in both Sexes is a Proportion, or a Union, in all Parts o f the Body” (12).
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118Accordingly, what James Usher refers to as the “superior beauty” o f the Apollo Belvedere 

and Venus de Medici was repeatedly referenced as an absolute id e a l .C la s s ic a l  idealism 

was also evident in the personification o f abstract virtues as beautiful women. In one of 

numerous examples from The Tatler, “two women, extremely beautiful though in a different

1 “70kind,” are revealed to be “Discretion, and...Complacency.” These representations

intersected with the social apprehension o f beauty. Hogarth rejected commonplace

acceptance of the superiority of statuesque beauty, asking: “Who but a bigot, even to the

antiques, will say that he has not seen faces and necks, hands and arms in living women, that

121even the Grecian Venus doth but coarsely imitate?” Most significant was the belief in 

continuity, the sense that the ideal beauty o f the cultural past was directly comparable to the 

living female body. In Crito; or, A Dialogue on Beauty (1752), Spence presents the 

philosophical ideal o f beauty as paralleling physical beauty:

It was extremely well said by Plato, That if  Virtue was to appear in a visible 

Shape, all Men would be enamoured o f her: And it seems as if the Greeks and 

Romans in general, had this Idea o f Beauty, because the Goddess of Virtue, 

and the Goddess of Wisdom... were always represented with the greatest and 

most commanding Beauty (58).

' James Usher, Clio; or a Discourse on Taste Addressed to a Young Lady (London: T. Davis, 1767), 49.
Spence frames his treatise as a discussion between the figures o f  Crito and Timanthes, 13. Shaftesbury’s 

“The Moralists, a Philosophical Rhapsody” (1700) is a dialogue on subjects “natural and moral” that takes place 
among “the groves o f  the academy” {Characteristics o f  Men, Manners, Opinions, Times. Edited by Lawrence 
Klein (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 231-338).

Joseph Addison and Richard Steele, No. 120, January 12-14 1709, The Tatler; or. The Lucubrations o f  Isaac 
BickerstajfEsq. Vol. 1 (London: John Morphew, 1710-1711), unpaginated.

William Hogarth, The Analysis o f  Beauty: Written With a View o f  Fixing the Fluctuating Ideas o f  Taste 
(London: J. Reeve, 1753), 66.
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Spence’s personification o f beautiful moral goodness is reminiscent of Richardson’s earlier 

Pamela, whose beauty and moral rectitude together define her heroinism. Subsumed within 

eighteenth-century culture was the weight o f this heritage, this sense of a near-typological 

concurrence between appearance and character.

Eighteenth-century aesthetic texts also typically place their discussion of beauty 

within a Christian framework. As in classical thought, beauty is believed to indicate an apex 

o f moral goodness, but here its existence is attributed to the design of a Christian God. 

Cooper describes beauty as “that universal Tr u t h , which the all-perfect CREATOR of this 

harmonious System ordained to be the VENUS of every O b j e c t . S p e n c e  similarly asserts 

that, “The highest Object o f Beauty that we can see is the Goodness of God, as displayed in 

the Works o f the Creation.” Not only is beauty itself good, according to this thinking, but 

the perception of it is spiritually enlightening; we “grow imperceptibly Good and Virtuous 

(which is moral Comeliness) by being familiarized to the Beauty o f external Objects.” '̂ "* The 

belief that beauty is a legible index of an ideal moral state had scriptural authority. As God is 

beautiful, man is beautiful, for, “God created man in his own image, in the image o f God 

created he him; male and female created he them.” '^  ̂Human beauty signifies man’s 

closeness to God and his superiority to the rest o f creation. The religious tradition o f 

correspondence was central to Lavater’s framework, as, even prior to the eighteenth century, 

“Physiognomy toed an orthodox religious line, disseminating a theological view in which the 

appearance o f things was ultimately taken as a sign that the creator was active in the

Cooper, 1755,2.
Spence, 58. In Akenside’s poem this beauty is feminised, “sent from heav’n/The lovely mistress of truth and 

p o d ’X 22).
Cooper, “On Good and Beauty,” 1757, 160. Daniel Defoe uses the word beauty for similar purposes in the 

preface to Moll Flanders (Edited by G.A. Starr. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998)), where he contends 
that the immoral events recounted in the narrative are ultimately intended to both warn and edify the reader, to 
“illustrate and give a Beauty to the Penitent part” (2). Future references will appear parenthetically in the text.

Gn. 1: 26, n e  Bible: KJV, 16.
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world.” '^  ̂Lavater’s work represents a moment in which these beliefs were synthesised into a 

coherent system, of considerable influence in the century that followed. Thomas Holcroft’s 

English translation o f Lavater, Essays on Physiognomy (1789), opens with the words: “And 

God said/‘Let us make man in our image, after our hkeness.’” '^’ Unlike the inferior creatures 

that constitute the rest o f creation, man’s “exteriour” is “erect, towering,” and, significantly, 

“beauteous.” This physical superiority communicates a moral and spiritual superiority, as, 

“This, though but the shell, is the image of his mind; the veil and agent of that Divinity o f 

which he is the representative.” '^* According to Lavater, physical beauty is a Godly quality.

The belief that beauty is a sign of moral excellence would seem to bode well for the 

conception o f women in contemporary society. In Woman Not Inferior to Man (1739), the 

ostensible author Sophia, “a person o f Quality,” employs the logic o f eighteenth-century 

aesthetics to refute the sexist belief that women are intellectually, and otherwise, inferior to 

men:

if  the bodies be compared to decide the right of excellence in either sex; we 

need not contend: The Men themselves I presume will give it up. They 

cannot deny but that we have the advantage o f them in the internal 

mechanism of our frames: Since in us is produced the most beautiful and 

wonderful o f all creatures: And how much have we not the advantage of 

them in outside? What beauty, comeliness, and graces, has not heaven 

attach’d to our sex above theirs?’̂ ^

Hartley, Physiognomy and the Meaning o f  Expression, 6.
Lavater, 1.
Ibid., 3.
Sophia, Person o f Quality, Woman not Inferior to Man: or, a Short and Modest Vindication o f  the Natural 

Right o f the Fair-Sex to a Perfect Equality o f  Power, Dignity, and Esteem, with the Men (London: John 
Hawkins, 1739), 61. The purpose o f Sophia’s argument is to conclude: “And surely then the acuteness o f our
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In Elements o f  Criticism (1762-3), Karnes later repeated the traditional assumption that, “The 

most beautiful object in nature, perhaps, is the countenance o f a young and beautiful woman” 

(122). Beneath the cloak o f ideal female modesty, Sophia uses philosophy’s equation of 

inward and outward against itself, as she confesses: “I shou’d blush with scorn to mention 

this, if  I did not think it an indication of our souls being also in a state o f greater delicacy.”

As a final stroke, she contends that female beauty must be an indication o f spiritual value, 

“For I cannot help thinking that the wise author o f nature suited our fi-ames to the souls he 

gave us” (61). Here, Sophia employs an idea commonly advanced in eighteenth-century 

aesthetics, that, “the nature o f man was originally framed with a relish for [beauty], in order 

to answer wise and good purposes” (Kames, 144).

Due to beauty’s traditional duality, however, Sophia’s argument also contains the 

terms of its own rebuttal. She alludes to the negative side o f the binary as she asserts that, not 

only does beauty indicate the equality o f women and men, but “the outside seldom fails to 

make us their absolute mistresses.” Aware that this aspect o f beauty is potentially detrimental 

to her argument, Sophia rejects it, in terms strikingly similar to the values later expounded in 

conduct literature, and famously advanced by Wollstonecraft. Sophia retreads.

And yet I wou’d have none of my sex build their authority barely on so slight 

a foundation. No: Good sense will out-last a handsome face: And the 

dominion gain’d over hearts by reason is lasting. I wou’d therefore exhort all 

my sex to throw aside idle amusements, and to betake themselves to the 

improvement o f their minds. ..that we may be able to act with that becoming 

dignity our nature has fitted us to (61).

minds, with what passes in the inside o f  our heads, ought to render us at least EQUALS to Men" (61). Future 
references will appear parenthetically in the text.
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Sophia’s argument was countered by an anonymous male author, who homed in on the 

negative associations of beauty, and invoked traditional distrust o f the female body in support 

o f his polemic.'^® Uncertainty about the validity of theories of correspondence enabled him to 

dismiss Sophia’s assertion that beauty codified worth. Instead,

the external sleekness of their pretty forms is no proof o f the internal 

perfection of their organization. And to imagine a Woman must have sense 

because she is handsome, would be as absurd as to think, that a house must 

needs be finely furnished within, because the outside is beautiful: an error to 

be excused in none but a Woman

Just as Sophia’s inferior brain excuses her ridiculous hypotheses, morally, “WOMEN are no 

more to be trusted than their WOMBS” (1 1 0 -1 ) .  Female inferiority is rooted in the body, 

reversing the argument Sophia unfolded with such deference to logic. The author shares the 

contention that beauty is powerful, but defines its potency as an evil. Men must be on their 

guard against womanly allure, as otherwise, “the pretty fawning faces o f these fair creatures 

would go a great way towards wheedling us into the folly o f admitting them to a share in 

public offices” (12 4 ) .  The mutual recourse to beauty is evidence o f the resonance of 

contradictory constructions in the contemporary mind. These negative associations were also

Felicity Nussbaum explains that “these and other translations o f  Poullain de la Barr[e]...widely disseminated 
and regularly revised throughout the eighteenth century, typically included rhetorical contests between a 
misogynist and a feminist” (“Dumb Virgins, Blind Ladies, and Eunuchs; Fictions o f  Defect,” ‘D efec ts’: 
Engendering the Modern Body. Edited by Helen Deutsch and Nussbaum (Ann Arbor, Mich.: University o f  
Michigan Press), 2000, 31-53, 33).

Anon., Beauty's Triumph or, The Superiority o f  the Fair Sex Invincibly Proved. Wherein the Arguments fo r  
the Natural Right o f  Man to a Sovereign Authority over the Woman are Fairly Urged, and Undeniably Refuted. 
In Three Parts (London: Robinson, 1751), 124. Future references will appear parenthetically in the text. 
Nussbaum defines the anonymous author a “m isogynist” {The Limits o f  the Human: Fictions o f  Anomaly, Race, 
and Gender in the Long Eighteenth Century (Cambridge and N ew  York: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 
25).
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operative in eighteenth-century aesthetics, which inherited the classical and Judaeo- 

Christian'^^ dichotomies o f  reason and passion, body and soul. Many o f the treatises cite as 

their motivation a desire to locate the source o f  beauty’s power, to define rational causes for 

its influence over men.'^^ The Spectator quotes Ovid’s description o f beauty, “The cause is 

secret, but th’effect is known.” '̂ "* Elsewhere, the journal warns o f  beauty’s ability to override 

reason, attracting admiration, regardless o f  its moral status; if  men “suffer our selves to be 

thus carried away by meer Beauty,” the force o f  beauty “may make us fond o f  those whom 

our reason and judgment will tell us we ought to abhor.”

Eighteenth-century aesthetic writings also betray a reluctance to admit that corrupt 

beauty qualifies as beauty. Frequently, a distinction is drawn between true beauty, faithfully 

signifying moral goodness, and false beauty, deceptive, and so, not really beauty at all. The 

Spectator insists that “Without innocence, beauty is unlovely.” '̂  ̂ In this, the simultaneous

According to Carol Harrison, the dualism o f “The superiority o f the beauty and reason o f the soul over the 
senses and the body” runs through the Bible, and later appears in the writings o f Augustine” {Beauty and  
Revelation in the Thought o f  Saint Augustine (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992), 14). Tertullian feared that “the 
flesh might yield obedience to the spirit -  the weaker to the stronger” {The Ante-Nicene Fathers: Translations o f  
the Writings o f  the Fathers down to A.D. 325. Vol. 4; Tertullian, part fourth; Minucius Felix; Commodian; 
Origen, parts first and second. Edited by Alexander Roberts, James Donaldson and Cleveland Coxe (Edinburgh: 
T and T Clark, 1995), 694). St. John Chrysostom wrote that female beauty encourages men to surrender sell- 
mastery, “besotted, and inflamed with luxurious fare, to look upon the beauty o f the damsel’s countenance” {A 
Select Library o f  the Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers o f  the Christian church. Vol. 12; Saint Chrysostom: 
Homilies on the Epistles o f  Paul to the Corinthians. Edited by Philip Schaff (Edinburgh: T and T Clark; Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1997), 70).

Cooper, for example, speaks o f his essay “On Good and Beauty” as “an Enquiry into the final Cause of all 
rational Pleasure” {Letters Concerning Taste, 1757, 160).

Latin quotation fi'om Ovid, Addison and Steele, The Spectator. Vol. VI. (London: Buckley and Tonson,
1713), No. 413, June 24 1712, 94.

The Spectator. Vol. III.( London: Buckley and Tonson, 1713), No. 172, September 17 1711, 17.
The Spectator. Vol. VI, 5. The representation o f beauty as a distraction from male duty is also suggested by 

Shaftesbury in a “Story of an Amour,” in which, as so often occurs, “the most beautiftil Princess in the world” is 
taken captive {Characteristics, 176). Her captor refijses to see her in case her beauty tempts him from the 
serious work o f  war. An exemplum included by Kames provides a violent example o f the same anxiety. A 
conquering king, Mahomet, falls for a young noble woman: “His savage heart being subdued by her charms, he 
shut himself up with her, denying access even to his ministers.” The ministers, disgusted by his neglect of duty 
and the falling off o f  his ambition, begin to whisper mutiny. But Mahomet remembers himself, as “Never before 
did that princess appear so charming...He took her by the hand, led her into the middle o f the army, and pulling 
off her vail, demanded o f the Bashas with a fierce look, whether they had ever beheld such a beauty?” The 
princess dies to prove his self-mastery: “with one hand laying hold o f the young Greek by her beautiful locks, 
and with the other pulling out his scimitar, [he] severed the head from the body at one stroke. Then turning to
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operation o f two uses o f the word may be discerned, the physical and the moral. Unloveliness 

is the result o f non-correspondence between the two, as one struggles to conceive of what an 

unlovely physical beauty otherwise might constitute. In Characteristics, Shaftesbury 

similarly argues the need to recognise the superiority o f morally good beauty over that which 

appeals to sexuality alone. Commenting on the relationship between aesthetic discourse and 

the experience o f beauty in the social world he concedes, “The Admirers of Beauty in the

1 ^ 7Fair Sex, wou’d laugh perhaps, to hear of a moral part in their Amours.” As weaponry 

against sensual beauty, Shaftesbury advocates '^Regimen or Discipline o f  the Fancys" (186) 

for “Appetite” is stronger than “Reason” (187), he warns. Edmund Burke similarly refutes 

Cicero’s contention that beauty is admired by a rational faculty. Instead, he argues, it appeals 

to sexual instinct:

beauty demands no assistance from our reasoning; even the will is 

unconcerned; the appearance of beauty as effectually causes some degree of 

love in us, as the application of ice or fire produces in us the ideas of heat 

and cold.'^^

The ignoble response beauty elicited from the body was difficult for philosophers to

reconcile with an idealistic belief in a correspondence between abstract truth and beauty.

Aestheticians also struggled with the abundant evidence of experience that physical beauty

and moral goodness were not always conterminous. Hutcheson argues that “Faces which at

first View are apt to raise Dislike,” do so, not because the observer is repelled by the

his grandees, with eyes wild and fiirious, ‘This sword,’ said he, ‘when it is m y will knows to cut the bands o f  
love’” (284).

Shaftesbury, Characteristics, 137. Future references will appear parenthetically in the text.
Edmund Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry into the Sublime and Beautiful and Other Pre-Revolutionary 

Writings. Edited by David Womersley (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1998), 129.
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unbeautiful, but because such faces “carr[y] some natural indications o f morally bad 

Dispositions, which we all acquire a Faculty o f discerning in Countenances, Airs, and 

Gestures" (72). Between the materiality o f the body and intangible inward character, there 

lay the expressive mobility o f the face, through which temperament was, to a certain extent, 

legible. In support o f his argument o f correspondence, Shaftesbury stressed the significance 

of facial expression upon the perception o f beauty:

there is a Beauty o f the Mind', and such is the essential in the Case. Why else 

is the very Air o f  Foolishness enough to cloy a Lover, at first sight? Why 

does an Idiot-Look and Manner destroy the Effect o f all those outward 

Charms, and rob the Fair One o f her Power; tho regularly arm’d in all the 

Exactness o f Feature and Complexion? (137).

Shaftesbury isolates a “substantial solid Part o f Beauty,” arguing that, most often, more 

powerful is the suggestion o f character, which registers on the surface o f the body through 

expression, so that, “were the Subject to be well criticiz’d, we shou’d find, perhaps, that what 

we most admir’d even in the Turn o f outward Features, was but a mysterious Expression, and 

a kind of shadow of something inward in the Temper” (138).

Expression was a pivotal doctrine in the discipline o f physiognomy, since its first 

influential formulation by A r is to tle 'a n d  was used by Lavater to explain discrepancies

See Fahnestock, 334. Lavater quotes Aristotle in Essays on Physiognomy, 20, 115, 164-5, 263, 327,497. 
Scholars are not certain that the Physiognomy attributed to Aristotle was actually written by him. See George 
Boys-Stones, “Physiognomy and Ancient Psychological Theory,” Seeing the Face, Seeing the Soul: Polemon's 
Physiognomy from Classical Antiquity to Medieval Islam. Edited by Simon Swain (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2007), 64. Christopher Rivers argues the significance o f “The distinction between the body as immutable, 
fixed sign system and as (more or less) voluntary expression o f consciousness” to the history o f physiognomy 
{Face Value: Physiognomical Thought and the Legible Body in Marivaux, Lavater, Balzac, Gautier, and Zola 
(Madison: University o f  Wisconsin Press, 1994), 18).
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between appearance and character.'"'^ Jean Jacques Rousseau invokes the beauty of 

expression in his posthumously published Confessions (1782-9), as he describes an older 

woman, Madame de Warrens; “Her beauty, consisting more in the expressive animation of 

the countenance than a set of features, was in its meridian.” ''*' Graeme Tytler defines the 

period from 1770 to 1880 as “Lavaterian,” arguing that the association between physiognomy 

and the European novel was strongest during these y e a r s . B u t ,  despite the widely accepted 

contention that “By the eighteenth century, physiognomy had seemingly fallen out of 

favour,” '"*̂  nearly twenty years before the beginning of the “Lavaterian” period, Sophia was 

able to use an explicitly physiognomic vocabulary in support o f her polemic:

To prove the superior genius o f Womankind it is almost sufficient to behold 

them: their look and air is more sensible, stately, and happy than the Men’s. 

In Women the forehead is generally lofty and large, the eyes lively and quick, 

and the whole visage fiill o f vivacity, which are usual marks with 

Physiognomists o f wit and judgement.

The references to correspondence and expression in contemporary discourses suggest a 

continuity throughout the period that contradicts the late-eighteenth and nineteenth-century

Like Fahnestock, Melissa Percival asserts that “Lavater revived the ancient art o f physiognomy” 
(“Introduction,” Physiognomy in Profile: Lavater’s Impact on European Culture. Edited by Percival and Tytler 
(Newark [Del.]: University o f Delaware Press, 2005), 17).

Jean Jacques Rousseau, The Confessions o f  Jean Jacques Rousseau. Translated from the French (London; 
Reeves and Turner, 1861), 40. More recent translations also suggest the significance o f expressiveness. J. M. 
Cohen’s translation reads, “Her beauty was o f a kind that endures, lying more in the expression than in the 
features” (Confessions (London: Penguin, 1953), 56). Angela Scholar alternatively offers, “Her beauty was of 
the kind that endures, since it resided more in the physiognomy than the features” {Confessions. Edited, with an 
introduction and notes by Patrick Coleman (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 48). This translation 
fudges the issue somewhat; both physiology and expression contributed to the physiognomic reading o f a face. 
Expression alone did not equal physiognomy.

Tytler, xiv.
Percival, Physiognomy in Profile, 18.
Beauty’s Triumph, Part the Third, 273.
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emphases of Tytler, Fahnestock and Hartley. As Melissa Percival asserts, “Physiognomy is 

an extremely resilient phenomenon,”’'*̂ and its general influence was felt throughout the 

period.

Shaftesbury’s purpose, however, was not to defend the validity of correspondence, 

but to distinguish between true and false beauty. Admirable beauty, he stresses, is “the most 

natural Beauty in the '^ox\d...Honesty, and Moral Truth" (142). The association of true 

beauty with nature enabled non-correspondence between appearance and character to be 

attributed to deception, integral to the tradition of the bad beauty. The artifice of cosmetics 

and ornamentation most often distinguishes innocent and guilty forms. Cooper narrates a 

fable in which the distinction is embodied in “£'v«7 or Deformity, the Daughter of CHAOS, the 

Offspring of the Furies” and ‘̂‘Good or Beauty, the Daughter of Nature, the Offspring of the 

Gods.” Evil is naturally repugnant, but “to conceal the Ugliness of her Person, had borrowed 

all the Ornaments PLUTUS could bestow, and was assisted by a delusive Glass that Fancy 

held before her,” while, “The Latter wore the Garments of Simplicity, and was supported by 

Truth"^^^ Sophia’s respondent undermines her argument by representing her as similarly 

deceitful: “What angel can imagination paint more beautiful than Pavonia! What reptile more 

insensate! To reason by Sophia's rule, our eyes would cheat us into a belief, that she 

surpasses all the sages time has yet produced.” The imagery of angels and reptiles recalls 

the parable of Eden, the archetypal narrative of seductive beauty, as the author suggests that 

Sophia’s wheedling femininity may delude reason in the same way that cosmetics seduce the 

eye into a mistaken perception of beauty.

Percival, Physiognomy in Profile, 17.
Cooper, Letters Concerning Taste, 1757, 164-5. 
Anon., Beauty’s Triumph, 110-1.
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Distrust o f ornament was a constant theme o f Biblical references to female beauty.'"*^ 

Implicated in the artifice of cosmetics and adornment, beauty tempted man to sin with his 

body, and thereby corrupt his soul. The threat o f disorderly appetites could be projected from 

the desiring subject onto the object craved. Simone de Beauvoir argued that the patriarchal 

church displaced male anxiety about the body onto his Other, woman, and that woman’s 

sexuality was policed and controlled in response to this fear o f her fleshliness:

It is Christianity which invests woman anew with frightening prestige: fear 

of the other sex is one o f the forms assumed by the anguish o f man’s uneasy 

conscience. The Christian is divided within himself; the separation o f body 

and soul, o f life and spirit, is complete; original sin makes the body the 

enemy of the soul; all ties of the flesh seem evil... the flesh is sin. And of 

course, since woman remains always the Other, it is not held that 

reciprocally male and female are both flesh: the flesh that is for the Christian 

the hostile Other is precisely woman. In her the Christian finds incarnated 

the temptations o f the world, the flesh, and the devil. All the fathers o f the 

Church insist on the idea that she led Adam into sin.'"*^

The elaborate description o f  “the daughters o f  Zion” in Isaiah combines many o f  the archetypal elements o f  
the bad beauty. The women are immodest, “haughty, and walk with stretched forth necks and wanton eyes, 
walking and mincing as they go and making a tinkling with their feet” (Isa. 3: 16, KJV, 768). This tinkling 
reveals their penchant for jewellery, a sign o f  vanity. The seductress, Jezebel, described in Women in Scripture 
as “evil incarnate” (100) is a “cursed woman” whose moral degeneracy is signified in her “painted” face (2 
Kings 9: 30-4, KJV, 460). Artifice used in the cultivation o f  beauty was vehemently criticised by Tertullian, 
who described ornament as “womanly c?Mgracing” (14).

Simone de Beauvoir, The Second Sex. Translated and edited by H. M. Parshley (London: Vintage, 1997), 
199.
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Marina Warner affirms de Beauvoir’s argument in her description of “Christianity’s fear of 

women, its identification o f physical beauty with temptation.”'̂ '’ In the writings o f the 

Church Fathers, carnal sin originates in the female body, as without the snare o f woman’s 

sexual allure, man would not be tempted to fall. According to Tertullian, even natural beauty 

is suspect, “not merely must the pageantry of fictitious and elaborate beauty be rejected by 

you; but that o f even natural grace must be obliterated by concealment and negligence, as 

equally dangerous to the glance of (the beholder’s) eyes.”'̂ '

Norris contends that Biblical injunctions against ornament became a central trope in 

the mythology of E v e , ' w h o s e  movement from innocence to experience emblematized the 

tenuous boundary between good and bad beauty. From the skeletal account in Genesis, the 

role o f her body in the fall o f mankind acquired mythic resonance. John Milton’s Paradise 

Lost (1667) illustrates how Eve’s beauty could be perceived as virtue and vice, integral to 

both her original goodness and catastrophic transgression. Milton’s representation was itself 

highly influential and offers a sense of the dichotomised conception of beauty inherited by 

the eighteenth c e n t ur y . E v e  is made in the image o f God, from the flesh of Adam, and so 

she, like both, is beautiful. She is, at first, the glorious apex of God’s creation, “so lovely

Marina Warner, Alone o f  A ll her Sex: The Myth and Cult o f  the Virgin Mary (London; Vintage, 2000), 232.
Tertullian, 17. Also printed in Misogyny in the Western Philosophical Tradition: A Reader. Compiled by 

Beverly Clack (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1999), 55. According to Women in Scripture, this conception is 
characteristic o f the Church fathers more generally: “the sages habitually speak of women’s beauty as 
dangerous to men...Virtuous fulfillment o f female roles (wife, mother, household manager, and so on) is to be 
valued more than external beauty” (306). St. John Chrysostom identifies the danger all beauty poses to its 
female possessor; even if  she is virtuous, “she will hardly avoid evil suspicion; but if  careless, she will be 
quickly overtaken, having got that very day for a starting point in dissolute behaviour” (70).

Norris explains, “Cosmetics and clothes loom large in the evolution o f Eve’s bad character,” (75). Bonnie S. 
Anderson and Judith P. Zinsser argue, “The Church fathers portrayed Eve as object, as the cause o f lust and the 
personification o f all that was uncontrolled. From condertmation o f Eve and the lust she inspired in Adam, the 
Church Fathers came to condemn all women and the lust they inspired in men” {History o f  Their Own: Women 
in Europe from  Prehistory to the Present. Vol. I (London: Penguin Books, 1989), 79-80).

For a discussion o f Milton’s influence on female novelists see Elizabeth Kowaleski-Wallace, ‘Their Fathers ’ 
Daughters ’: Hannah More, Maria Edgeworth, and Patriarchal Complicity (New York and Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1991). Milton provides the epigraph to, and Eve is named as the hero’s ideal, in M ore’s 
Coelebs in Search o f  a Wife. Comprehending Observations on Domestic on Habits and Manners, Religion and 
Morals. Vol. L Sixth edition (London: Cadell and Davies, 1809), 1, 5, 7-9, 388.
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fair,/That what seemed fair in all the World, seemed now/Mean, or in her summed up, in her 

contained.” ’ "̂* This prelapsarian beauty signifies Eve’s “Innocence and Virgin Modesty” 

(VIII.501, 456), as she literally embodies religious virtue: “Grace was in all her steps, heaven 

in her Eye” (488, 455). John Gregory’s inclusion of the passage in A Father’s Legacy to his 

Daughters (1774) demonstrates its continuing influence in the conception o f the female in the 

eighteenth c e n t u r y . B u t ,  from the beginning, Eve’s beauty is directed towards Adam, 

evident in his reference to her as “fairest...Of all [God’s] gifts” (493-4, 455). Here, the 

problematic nature o f her beauty is intimated. Whereas Adam’s beauty signifies only the 

goodness o f God, Eve’s beauty has a second function, affording Adam pleasure. Norris 

explains:

As the first woman, created by God for Adam’s delight, Eve was thought to 

be endowed with every attraction, corresponding to the perfectionist tradition 

of Adam’s great physical beauty and God-like intellect. Sarah and the line of 

matriarchal women who feature in Genesis partook of Eve’s primal good 

looks.

Beauty is, then, the birth-right of woman, as intellect is of man. Woman, in her rightfiil state,

1 c n

is beautiful. Beauty is a dimension of Eve’s wifely role.

But, in addition, beauty’s association with ornament and deception meant that both 

Edenic seductions could be coded as female. Tertullian described unnatural beauty as itself

John Milton, Paradise Lost. Edited by Alastair Fowler. Second edition (Harlow: Longman, 2007), VIII. 469- 
74, 454. Future references will appear parenthetically in the text.

John Gregory, A F ather’s Legacy to his Daughters. A new edition (London: Strahan [etc.], 1774), 46.
Norris, 48.
Women in Scripture summarises the attitude o f  Ben Sira as “she should be beautiful, but he must resist the 

attraction o f  mere beauty” (371).
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Satanic, for “Whatever is born is the work o f God. Whatever, then, is plastered on (that), is 

the devil’s work.” '^* The association between woman, devil and ornament is present in 

Renaissance visual art, where the serpent is given a made-up female face. In Figure 2, she is 

strikingly similar to Eve. Both have blond hair, pulled back to reveal similar faces shapes, 

with similarly regular features. Adam’s steady gaze regards Eve, oblivious of the double, 

watching overhead. Hufton contrasts the God-given beauty of the parents o f m a n k i n d w i t h  

the serpentine a r t i f i c e . T h e  painting captures the proximity o f good and bad beauty, 

symbol o f heavenly goodness and the cunning glamour that propelled the fall.

Beauty was implicated in the dynamics of persuasion, the snake’s seduction of Eve, 

and Eve’s o f Adam, as Adam anticipates. Unnerved by Eve’s beauty, he reveals;

here passion first I felt.

Commotion strange, in all enjoyments else

Superior and unmoved, here only weak

Against the charm of Beauty’s powerfial glance (530-33, 458).

Adam expresses what many commentators have felt underwrites the bifiircation o f beauty, 

patriarchal fear o f male desire for the female body. Blame is momentarily displaced onto 

Nature who “on [Eve] bestowed/Too much of Ornament in outward shew/Elaborate, o f 

inward less exact” (537-9, 458). Adam’s body remains the template of perfection, as Eve, in

Teitullian, M isogyny in the Western Philosophical Tradition, 55.
Hufton writes, “The naked figures are the epitome o f  physical perfection. They are endowed with youth, 

beauty and apparent innocence” (25).
Specifically, the “blue eyeshadow and red carmine on her lips” (ibid).
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Fig. 2 Temptation o f  Adam and Eve, Masolino (1425)
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her natural state, is inherently artificial. Nature squandered time adorning the surface, to the 

neglect o f inward qualities. In Eve, the line between good and bad beauty is blurred; her 

beauty is at once “creative and potentially destructive.” Her originally innocent beauty 

becomes entwined in her sin. The burden it carries is described in the most vehement tones 

by Tertulhan:

you  are the first deserter of the divine law: you  are she who persuaded him 

whom the devil was not valiant enough to attack. You destroyed so easily 

God’s image, man. On account o f your desert -  that is, death -  even the Son 

o f God had to die. And do you think about adorning yourself over and above 

your tunics of skins?

Due to female disobedience, the male and female body lost their immortality, experienced 

pain, their perfect beauty replaced with physical toil and the ravages of ageing (Fig. 3).'^^ 

But Eve’s innocent beauty was regained by the other Christian icon of woman, the 

Virgin Mary. Although there are no descriptions of Mary’s appearance in the New

A Milton Encyclopedia. Vol. III. Edited by William B. Hunter [et al.] (Lewisburg: Bucknell University Press, 
1978-1983; London: Associated University Press, 1978-1983), 83. The encyclopaedia describes “M ilton’s chief 
perception about Eve’s ‘loveliness’” (ibid).

M isogyny in the Western Philosophical Tradition, 50.
Elsewhere in the Bible, artifice is punished with destruction: “Therefore the Lord will smite with a scab the 

crown o f  the head o f  the daughters o f  Zion, and the Lord will discover their secret parts” (Is. 3: 17, KJV, 768).
In The Lamentations o f  Jeremiah, Jerusalem is personified as a woman, abandoned by lovers and fnends, after 
“the Lord hath afiflicted her for the multitude o f  her transgressions” (Lam. 1: 5, KJV, 897). Her brokenness is 
signified in her appearance, “all her beauty is departed” (Lam. 1: 6, KJV, 897).
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T e s ta m e n t,th e  cult that developed in the middle ages idealised a beauty that radiated her 

unique p e r fe c t io n .In  the visual arts, Mary and Eve were “frequently presented as facially 

and physically identical.” '^' The tradition of shared beauty conveys the consequence the 

quality attained in the conception of both the ideal and fallen woman. Within the symbolism 

of religious art, beauty could codify a female nature destined to fall, or an untainted 

innocence chosen as the vehicle for the redemption of mankind. Beauty is, then, Janus-faced, 

pointing at once to woman’s moral depravity and excellence. Icon of both apex and nadir, 

beauty corresponds to character, but the nature of that character remains uncertain, 

precipitating a confusion fiirther animated by the significance of woman’s domestic and 

political role.

Mary Poovey argues a continuity between Beauvoir’s account of the construction of 

woman in early Christian culture and the anxieties of eighteenth-century B r i t a i n . B u t  

whereas Poovey applies the argument to a reading of the perception of the woman writer, I 

argue its significance to the period’s bifurcated representations of beauty. Most often, this 

was the fear that beauty could be, in Hogarth’s words, “too alluring to be strictly decent, as is 

very well known to the loose and lowest class o f woman.” ' T h e  various strands of 

Protestantism operative in mainstream eighteenth-century culture shared a distrust of 

ornamentation, idolatry and wastefulness that sharpened the opposition between positive and

Elizabeth Cady Stanton observed, “In the Old Testament we often find old women praised for their beauty; 
but in the N ew  Testament we find no notice o f  physical charms, not even in the Virgin Mary herself’ {The 
Women's Bible: A Classic Feminist Perspective  (Mineola, N.Y.: Dover, 2002), 95).

Katherine Ludwig Jansen quotes Domenico Cavalca’s contention that only the Virgin Mary was more 
beautiful than Mary Magdalen, The Making o f  the Magdalen: Preaching and Popular Devotion in the Later 
M iddle Ages (Princeton, N.J. and Chichester: Princeton University Press, 2001), 154.

A D ictionary o f  Biblical Tradition in English Literature, 253.
Poovey writes, “Saint Paul’s analogy between woman and flesh at root, the persistent fear o f  female 

sexuality, may well be the incarnation o f  men’s more general recognition o f  the limitations o f  the human 
condition” {The Proper Lady and the Woman Writer: Ideology as Style in the Works o f  M ary Wollstonecraft, 
M ary Shelley, and Jane Austen (Chicago and London: University o f  Chicago Press, 1984), 5).

Hogarth, 35.
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negative manifestations o f b e a u t y . I t  was the conscious manipulation of one’s beauty that 

was most feared. Ornate beauty, and the “strategems” of the “coquette,” were criticised 

across discourses.

Yet, a truly ‘natural’ beauty was impossible, as some measure o f grooming and 

attention to hair and dress was essential to maintaining a respectable appearance. The 

instability of this line meant that, in theory, all women could be deemed guilty o f artifice, and 

impugned as vain. While women were expected to be clean, neat and even elegant, they were 

also encouraged to be beautifial. In a treatise largely concerned with philosophical 

abstractions, Cooper recounts a didactic tale o f Cupid and Psyche, the moral of which is that, 

if  a wife becomes too secure of her husband’s affection and neglects her appearance, she 

risks the loss o f his love.’^̂  Once Psyche ceases to adorn herself:

Very few Days passed after this, before she perceived a visible Alteration in 

the Affections o f her adored Cupid; his Eyes no longer languished on hers 

with ineffable desire; his Ears ceased, as they were wont, to be ravished with 

the Music o f her Tongue; and a civil Indifference soon succeeded to the 

heretofore glowing Language of Extacy. By degrees her Company grew 

every Day more and more displeasing to him, till at length a total Disgust

Poovey argues that Puritan attitudes informed the conception o f  woman throughout the eighteenth century, as 
the “influence o f  the Puritans’ principles outlived their brief political significance” (8).

Steele, n e  Tatler, No. 126, January 28 1709-10.
Cooper, Letters Concerning Taste, 1755: ‘“Tis not enough that a Woman is a faithful domestic Friend, she 

should daily study to invest herself with a hundred little enchanting Graces, suitable to the Disposition o f  the 
Man she marries, i f  she would still retain those unspeakable Charms, conceived only by Lovers, with which she 
originally captivated his Heart. This grand Secret, my dear Sister, lies in this short Precept, N ever lose the 
M istress in the Wife”( 89). The parable o f  Cupid and Psyche was reprinted, as written by Cooper, without any 
explanation as to its source, in The M irror o f  Literature, Amusement, and Instruction. Edited by Thomas 
Byerley (pseud. Reuben Percy) (London: Limbird, 1823).
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having seized his Fancy, he spread his rosy Wings in Air, and for ever left 

the detested Habitation o f his once beloved Psyche.

Yet, elsewhere in the treatise Cooper warns o f “the Deception of Fancy' and ‘‘‘’that 

Sorceress...\>y her Wand the Monstrous is changed into the Wonderful and New, and Vice 

becomes Ease, Pleasure, and Power.'”^̂  ̂That these attitudes were espoused within the same 

text exemplifies the confusion that pervaded the conception of beauty and that clouded 

female attractiveness with distrust. The operation o f the dichotomy transcended any boundary 

o f creed. Writers as disparate as Manley, Defoe, Haywood, Richardson and Wollstonecraft 

reveal strikingly similar attitudes towards beauty, rooted in this shared heritage. The unstable 

meaning o f beauty was a cause and an effect o f a broad cultural anxiety that influenced, not 

only the controversy that surrounded the publication o f Pamela, but also Wollstonecraft’s 

attempt to vindicate female character. The author o f Beauty's Triumph used the precedent to 

condemn Sophia and her peers as “fair fallen angel, like true daughters o f their first fickle 

parent Eve" (76). In Moll Flanders (1722), the eponymous heroine is repeatedly described as 

a “Snare” (51) by the women o f the upper-class family into which she is brought, as they 

intuit the threat her beauty poses to the moral, social and economic order of the household. In 

Haywood’s riposte to Richardson’s Pamela, The Anti-Pamela; or, Feign’d  Innocence 

Detected (1741), one victim of the predatory heroine and her scheming mother compares

1 7Qthem to Satan, terming them “vile Serpents.” Kames echoes Milton’s Adam as he infers a 

causal relationship between beauty and misogyny:

Cooper, Letters Concerning Taste, 1755, 92-3
Cooper, “On Good and Beauty,” Letters Concerning Taste, 1757, 164.
Haywood, Anti-Pamela; or. Feign 'd Innocence Detected, and Henry Fielding, An Apology fo r  the Life o f  

Mrs. Shamela Andrews. Edited by Catherine Ingrassia (Plymouth: Broadview, 2004), 118.
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all objects that being extremely agreeable raise violent passions: such 

passions are incompatible with a habit of any sort; and in particular they 

never produce affection nor aversion: a man who at first sight falls violently 

in love, has a strong desire of enjoyment, but no affection for the woman.

The spectre o f Eve haunts the beautiful heroine, and shapes the many foils that throw her 

virtuous beauty into greater relief. If she attempts to use her beauty, the heroine typically 

assumes the identity o f bad beauty, manipulator and seductress. Even in passivity, her beauty 

can damage her; the same path that offers romantic love and the shelter o f marriage may lead 

to seduction and destruction. These are two common female-centred plots in the eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries; both hinge upon the possession of beauty.

Beauty in the early novel: Manley

I have chosen to read the representation of beauty in two texts by Manley, to attain an insight 

into the dynamics of beauty in the work of an early eighteenth-century novelist, considered 

representative o f the conventions of amatory fiction. Although Manley’s The Power o f  Love: 

in Seven Novels (1720) was published after The Adventures o f  Rivella (1714), as “A 

collection o f conventional romances,” '*' it conveys a more traditional image o f beauty, 

providing a sense of how the heroine was commonly portrayed up to this point. T h e  Power

Kames, 284. In Eloisa [or, A Series o f  Original Letters Collected and Published by Mr. J. J. Rousseau. Vol. 
IV. Translated from the French. A new edition (London: Baldwin, 1784)], Rousseau echoes this tradition as he 
describes women as “dear and fatal objects! whom nature has made beautiful for our torment, who punish us 
when we brave your power, who pursue when we dread your charms: whose love and hate are equally 
destructive; and whom we can neither approach nor fly with impunity!” (153).

Dominic Head, ed., The Cambridge Guide to Literature in English. Third edition (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2006), 708.

The book should not be assumed representative o f Manley’s oeuvre, for as editor Rachel Camell explains, it 
“is unusual for Manley in that it does not mention either any incidents from her own life or any events or 
persons from her own era. She is clearly borrowing from the work o f earlier writers” {The Selected Works o f
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o f  Love attests to the value of beauty in contemporary definitions of the female. Like 

Haywood’s Female Spectator, it is dedicated to an aristocratic patron whose beauty it 

praises.'*^ Manley invokes a comparison between the heroic figures o f the past and the 

patroness, proclaiming that, like them, “You have all the Wit and Beauty which ever adorned 

your Sex” (ix). Beauty functions similarly in the novellas that follow. In “The Fair 

Hypocrite,” the princess Regina’s beauty is publicly applauded, as “numerous Spectators 

flock’d to admire her Person; the Reputation of her Beauty was gone before her; but she so 

far exceeded Report, that they beheld her with Astonishment and Rapture.” “The novella’s 

deliberate unreality” ’*̂  is evident in the stylized, extravagant nature o f Regina’s beauty. 

Perfect teeth, “Vermilion” lips, “yellow or gold colour Hair, blue Eyes, and fair 

Complection” (3), were typical features of the romance heroine. The incredible nature o f her 

beauty is apparent as “neither her weary Journey, tedious length o f the Way, nor parching 

Heat o f the Sun had impaired [it]; her Complection was o f that perfect white and dazzling 

Kind, as rather to be bleached than tann’d by the fiercest Rays.” Because Regina is 

beautiful, “She was never to be seen without complacency, which she excited in the Hearts of 

the Beholders, from whence they sent her forth, willingly, their Admiration and good 

Wishes” (3). The effect Regina’s beauty has upon her audience mimics the function o f beauty 

within narrative: it secures interest in the female subject. The narrative’s equation of beauty 

and worth is shared by the later novel. Beauty is objective, subject to universal recognition, it 

inspires love in the observer.

D elariviere M anley Vol. 4: The Adventures o f  Rivella and The P ow er o f  Love. Edited by Rachel Camell 
(London: Pickering and Chatto, 2005), 59). Future references will appear parenthetically in the text.

Haywood writes admiringly o f  “those charms with which Nature has so profusely adorn’d Your Person”
{The Female S pecta to r , 4).

Ibid, 15. In “The Perjur’d Beauty,” the beauty o f  the title ftinctions as a spectacle; the heroine is “the greatest 
Curiosity in Rome,” a kind o f  tourist attraction. This beauty, too, is hyperbolic; the heroine is “so Exquisitely 
formed, that all Beauties besides were only Pretenders in Comparison to Hers” (354).

John Richetti, The English N ovel in History, 1700-1780  (London and N ew  York: Routledge, 1999), 22.
Manley, “The Power o f  Love,” 62. Regina’s beauty is explicitly described as a “Miracle” (3).
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The novella also indicates the instability o f the binary between positive and negative 

forms o f beauty. While Regina’s appearance at first seems to signify an equally perfect 

character, the title o f the novella, “The Fair Hypocrite,” foregrounds a sense of the 

deceptive female surface, rooted in the archetype o f bad beauty. The voice o f Regina’s father, 

the King, is admonitory. His warnings o f the dangers posed by the possession of beauty were 

a feature o f the earliest conduct books and numbered among their most persistent themes. In 

George Savile, Marquis of Halifax’s.4<iv/ce to a Daughter (1688), the reader is warned 

against the threat o f vanity, “the Fault to which your Sex seemeth to be the most inclined, 

a warning repeated by Gregory, James Fordyce and Hester Chapone. The king’s advice 

resonates with this discourse; he reminds Regina that beauty is God-given, “know that 

nothing but Heaven deserves to be sole Proprietor of thy Charms” (11). His warning of 

beauty’s temporary power echoes the vocabulary o f Protestant distrust o f appearances:

Know, my Daughter, that there is no lasting Charm in Women, whatever their 

Flatterers may say, but Vertue; Beauty is oftentimes a fatal Snare, by which 

the Owner is praised to her Destruction; whilst on the Contrary, Chastity rises 

like a Glory, to encompass the Head of her whom it adorns.'*^

The plot o f the narrative fulfils the prophecy, echoing misogynistic conceptions of guilty 

beauty. After Regina commits adultery with Don Carlos, he performs “a long and pathetick

We read, “her fair Eyes, large and brilliant, were full o f  Understanding, which acquainted us with the 
Capacity o f  her Mind” (3).

Halifax, 134. The book contains a section on the subject o f  “Vanity and Affectation” (146), and continued to 
be published throughout the eighteenth century.

Manley, 12. This conventional warning appears in 1742, in a poem the Squire recites to the heroine in the 
anonymously authored “Pamela the Second”: “The gentle Bee with wanton Wing,/A Garden F low ’r may flutter 
around,/But soon’ll leave the gaudy Thing,/Where no sweet Odours in it found” {The Universal Spectator, 24 
April 1742, The Pamela Controversy: Criticisms and Adaptations o f  Samuel R ichardson’s Pamela, 1740-1750. 
Vol. I. Edited by Thomas Keymer and Peter Sabor (London: Pickering and Chatto, 2001), 199).
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Harangue of the Torments he had suffered by his Passion for her, that he had burnt since the 

Moment he first beheld her fatal Beauty.” Blame for their shared transgression is displaced 

onto beauty, echoing and enacting one o f the most pervasive constructions o f Western 

tradition.

Yet, the narrative does not end there, but progresses to reinstate the original, positive 

consequence of Regina’s beauty. Sentenced to death, “The Duke de Mendoza casting his eyes 

upon that distressed Innocence, beholding her ravishing Beauty.. .gathered thence new 

Courage and Rage against her Accuser” (119). As it is later revealed that Carlos was 

Mendoza disguised, this new reading o f Regina’s innocent beauty emanates from the same 

source as the earlier excoriation. In addition, it is Regina’s beauty that constitutes the Duke’s 

reward. Following the death o f her elderly husband, she implores her redeemer, “Is there 

nothing in my Power by which I may pay some part of what I owe you?” His insistence that 

“the Thousand Joys in that lovely Person” (128) is a fitting reward makes explicit the 

narrative’s conception of beauty as a prize. “The Fair Hypocrite,” then, exemplifies the 

polarised conception o f beauty inherited by the contemporary novel.

Manley’s semi-autobiographical Rivella positions itself as a questioning o f these 

conventions. The representation of beauty in this rather different narrative centres around the 

question of its relationship to heroinism. While Manley posits Rivella’s scandalous 

adventures as an alternate heroinism, excusing her lack of beauty, her insistence that Rivella 

is, in fact, unusually attractive, ultimately reaffirms its value.'^' In this, the narrative indicates 

the difficulty o f evading the association o f beauty and female worth. As part-autobiography,

Manley, 75. The scapegoating o f female beauty is repeated in “The Perjur’d Beauty,” where the heroine 
bemoans: “My Beauty Tempted his Vertue, my Frailty yielded to his Temptations!” (356).

Love and the sensual arts honed through experience are where Rivella’s expertise is believed to lie. Despite 
the physical disadvantages that Lovemore imputes, Rivella remains highly attractive to the opposite sex. There 
is a specific suggestion that her attractiveness is sexual, as may be gauged through the jealousy o f  female 
relatives: “Wives and Mistresses accuse her o f Fascination: They would neither trust their Husbands, Lovers, 
Sons, nor Brothers with her Acquaintance upon Terms o f the greatest Advantage” (10).
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1 Q 7part-romance, the narrative “obscur[es] clear distinctions between fact and fiction,” and, as 

an incarnation of the author, Rivella differs markedly from the hyperbolic beauty of romance. 

The early stages o f the narrative are, as a result, preoccupied with her appearance, and with 

justifying her claim to the title o f heroine. Rivella’s rupturing o f convention is addressed by 

Sir Charles Lovemore, one of the narrative’s two male protagonists, as he complains: “Is not 

this being a little too particular.. .touching the Form of a Lady, who is no longer young, and 

was never a Beauty?” (8). This same logic underwrites the confluence of beauty and 

heroinism in the novel; only the youthfiil, beautiful female body is interesting. Like many o f 

her peers in the amatory fiction o f Haywood, Rivella is a far more active figure than the 

conventional romance heroine, whose exceptional beauty enables her passivity. She is seen, 

sought, often transported through physical force, married, subject to the action of others. The 

early heroines of Manley and Haywood are, in contrast, active and desiring. As a heroine 

bereft o f exceptional beauty, Rivella is required to be so. Deborah Ross notes the distinction, 

arguing that “The first requirement of the Manley heroine is that she have strong passions, 

which she must try to resist.” '^  ̂She does not, as a result, require perfect beauty to propel her 

plot.

The extent of Rivella’s attractiveness remains undecided within the narrative. Crucial 

in this regard is Manley’s chosen method of narration. Rather than the omniscient voice of 

romance, the structure resembles a classical dialogue. Lovemore, Rivella’s one-time lover, is 

the more sceptical of the two, yet has already proven himself susceptible to her charms, while 

the Count D’Aumont, infatuated with the author o f The New Atlantis (1709), argues a 

distinction between beauty and attractiveness. Ross asserts that acceptance o f Rivella as a

Katherine Zelinsky, “Introduction,” The Adventures o f  Rivella. Edited by Zelinsky (Peterborough, Ont.; 
Plymouth Broadview Press, 1999), 11.

Deborah Ross, The Excellence o f  Falsehood: Romance, Realism, and W omen’s Contribution to the N ovel 
(Kentucky: University Press o f  Kentucky, 1991), 54.
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protagonist is supported by this form o f narration, as “With the help of her sympathetic 

narrator, and his lovestruck listener, Manley revises the romance heroine to make beauty less 

important than other more solid qualifications.” '̂ '* But Lovemore is significantly less 

sympathetic than Ross here suggests; he repeatedly questions the validity o f D’Aumont’s 

interest in a woman he insists is now old and unbeautiful, hi addition, Lovemore and 

D’Aumont never quite resolve beauty’s place in the calculation o f attractiveness. The true 

order o f values is never clarified.

At a number o f points, Manley invokes the logic o f the social world to challenge 

literary preoccupation with beauty. The censorious Lovemore admits:

I do not find but Love in the general is well natur’d and civil, willing to 

compound for some Defects, since he knows that ’tis very difficult and rare 

to find true Symmetry and all Perfections in one Person: Red Hair, Out -  

Mouth, thin and livid Lips, black broken Teeth, course ugly Hands, long 

Thumbs, ill form’d dirty Nails, flat, or very large Breasts, splay Feet; which 

together makes a fnghtful Composition, yet divided amongst several, prove 

no allay to the strongest Passions.

Lovemore gestures towards the deceptions o f art; paintings and sculptures were often 

composed from the exceptionally beautiful features of a number o f individuals, creating an 

illusion of holistic p e r fe c tio n .T h e  stylized lists instanced in “The Fair Hypocrite” created

Ibid., 57.
The attractions o f composite beauty were a feature o f Renaissance aesthetics and courtly poetry, satirised in 

Shakespeare’s Sonnet 130, The Arden Shakespeare: Complete Works. Revised edition. Edited by Richard 
Proudfoot, Ann Thompson and David Scott Kastan; consultant editor Harold Jenkins (Walton-on-Thames: 
Thomas Nelson and Sons, 2002), 39. See, for example, Agnolo Firenzuloa, On the Beauty o f  Women. Translated
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equally unreal images of a perfectly beautiful female body. The predominance of such bodies 

in cultural tradition belied the evidence of experience, that judgements of beauty rarely 

insisted on perfection. Lovemore admits that romantic love is capable o f embracing a litany 

o f flaws, alien to literary objects o f desire. The complexity of attraction was ironed out in a 

simplistic formula that saw exceptional beauty inspire romantic love. Such narratives worked 

to imply that only beauty aroused love, so that, in a culture in which the goal of a woman’s 

life was marriage, beauty monopolised the evaluation o f female worth.

The above passage suggests the vulnerability o f the body, susceptible to decay, and 

the fantasy of static, perfect beauty. Lovemore’s list is a reminder o f the specific eighteenth- 

century context, the impossibility o f inviolate beauty in an age in which access to water, 

medical and dental care were strictly limited. It is fitting that Rivella’s body has been marked 

by the contingencies o f experience, as Lovemore relates: “I have heard her Friends lament 

the Disaster of her having had the Small-pox in such an injurious manner, being a beautiful 

Child before that Distemper; but the disease has now left her Face, she has scarce any 

Pretence to it” (11). Rivella’s diminished beauty is of little consequence to D’Aumont, who 

describes himself aroused by the mind, rather than the body;

Wit and Sense is so powerful a Charm, that I am ashamed to tell you my 

Heart was insensible to all the fine Ladies of the Court o f France, and had 

perhaps still remain’d so, if  it had not been softened by the Charms of 

Madam Dacier’’s Conversation; a Woman without either Youth or Beauty, 

yet who makes a Thousand conquests, and preserves them 

too (7).

and edited by Konrad Eisenbichler and Jacqueline Murray (Philadelphia: University o f  Pennsylvania Press, 
1992).
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D ’Aumont’s statement prevaricates. Because Dacier is based on a person from the social 

world, Manley’s text gestures towards the commonsense truth, that love and fame are not 

reserved for exceptional beauties, as they are in romance. Dacier appears as a precursor to 

Rivella, a woman, ostensibly without exceptional beauty, who has been desired, and become 

famous, as a result. But D’Aumont’s admission of shame presents him as aberrant. His 

intention to challenge Lovemore’s insistence on beauty’s power is qualified by his awareness 

o f his idiosyncrasy.

The exchange demonstrates beauty’s intimate relationship to gender norms.

Lovemore judges Dacier’s allure unwomanly. She is a “curiosit[y],” a freak, her fame 

attributed to exertion. Recalling Shaftesbury, Lovemore distinguishes between the appeal of 

the sensual and the intellectual. The unbeautifiil woman cannot please the former appetite,

her Qualifications are o f the Sort that strike the Mind, in which the Sense of 

Love can have but little Part: Talking to Her is conversing with an admirable 

Scholar, a judicious Critick, but what has That to do with the Heart? If she be 

as unhandsome as Fame reports her, and as learned, I should never raise my 

Thoughts higher than if  I were discoursing with some Person of my own Sex, 

great and extraordinary in his Way (8).

The unbeautifiil woman is denied her very femininity. According to Lovemore, she may as 

well be a man, if  she does not arouse his sexual appetite.

Yet, despite these animadversions, Rivella’s lack of beauty is never quite assured. 

Lovemore admits she possesses no serious flaws:
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But to do Rivella Justice, till she grew fat, there was not I believe any Defect 

to be found in her Body: Her Lips admirably colour’d: Her Teeth small and 

even, a Breath always sweet; Her Complexion fair and fresh; yet with all this 

you must be us’d to her before she can be thought thoroughly agreeable. Her 

Hands and Arms have been publickly celebrated; it is certain, that I never 

saw any so well turned: Her Neck and Breasts have an established 

Reputation for Beauty and Colour: Her feet small and pretty (11).

Rivella’s scarred skin is forgotten as Manley reinstates the attractiveness she had intended to 

deny her in the name o f forging an alternate heroinism. The passage demonstrates a 

reluctance to insist upon her lack o f beauty. Lovemore’s claim that despite her lovely lips and 

teeth only affection will render her attractive seems unconvincing. For an ostensibly 

unattractive woman, that her arms have been publicly celebrated appears quite a feat. 

Lovemore suggests that all of Rivella’s beautiful features do not equal beauty, as the 

narrative measures the standards o f the social and literary against each other. The worth of 

the flawed, unbeautiful body is undermined in Manley’s need to communicate her heroine’s 

exceptionalness. The many retreads of the concessions made to Rivella’s beauty indicate the 

difficulty of representing an unbeautifial heroine within a form in which it has played a 

defining role.

Defoe

Defoe’s two heroine-centred novels, Moll Flanders and Roxana (1724), are entirely without 

such questioning. Beauty enables their heroinism, driving the plot, and makes possible their 

picaresque path through a variety of romantic and financial entanglements. Although Defoe
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places his heroines within more minutely rendered social environments, their exceptional 

beauty connects them to the heroines o f romance, supporting the contention that “romance 

can be seen to inhabit both the form and the content” *̂  ̂of Defoe’s narratives. The beauty o f 

the heroines is affirmed in the effect it has on those around them. In Roxana, the heroine 

insists on the extraordinary rarity o f her natural beauty as she claims that her royal lover, 

“swore, which was the first time that I had heard him swear, fi’om my first knowing him, that 

he cou’d not have believed there was any such Skin, without Paint, in the World.” '^  ̂That 

beauty defines and enables Moll and Roxana’s heroinism signals continuity with romance, 

but the charge o f their beauty is tempered in line with their surroundings. The most elevated 

title Moll may claim is that she is “the Handsomest young Woman in Colchester,’’' so that,

“in short, they begin to Toast her Health in the Town” (20), in the words o f her flattering first 

lover. The elaborate descriptions o f The Power o f  Love are notably absent. Fahnestock 

contends that such vagueness is characteristic o f the eighteenth-century novel, which instead 

insists on “the one irreducible impression that [the heroine] must be very beautifijl.” '^* She 

argues that the absence o f detail facilitates the projection o f the reader’s own ideal o f beauty, 

but in relation to Defoe’s novels, it clearly indicates that beauty is little more than fianctional. 

While beauty propels the heroines into encounters of economic and sexual exchange, the 

specifics o f their appearances, the colour o f their hair, the nature o f their teeth, matters little. 

The reader may merely assume that the features are consistent with the impression of beauty. 

In Moll Flanders, the plainness o f the Colchester sisters denies them the identity o f heroine.

Michael McKeon, “Generic Transformation and Social Change: Rethinking the Rise o f  the Novel,” Modem  
Essays on Eighteenth-Century Literature. Edited by Leopold Damrosch, Jr. (New York and Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1988), 159-180, 160. Paula R. Backscheider contends that Defoe’s distance fi'om the 
conventions o f amatory fiction has been exaggerated; his narratives instead “share the characteristics o f  the 
woman’s novel” {Daniel Defoe: Ambition and Innovation (Lexington, Ky.: University o f Kentucky Press,
1986), 236).

Defoe, Roxana: The Fortunate Mistress. Edited, with an introduction and notes by John Mullan (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1996), 72.

Fahnestock, 327.
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Their brother teases them about Moll’s physical superiority, and “they were Angry even to 

Passion, at his upbraiding them with their being Homely, and having never had any Sweet

heart” (45). We do not hear any more from the sisters; they exist only as adjuncts to Moll, 

bodying back her beauty with their contrasting plairmess. It is a trend to be repeated in the 

novel; noble birth may no longer be a pre-requisite of heroinism, but beauty is in the 

ascendancy.

Such details as Defoe does provide are, however, o f crucial significance, illuminating

the parameters he negotiates in the creation o f working-class beauty. Defoe’s narratives

explicitly present beauty as a commodity. In this stratified world, its economic value may

help a girl of Moll’s rank to ascend the ladder the beautiful princess sits atop. The conception

of beauty as a commodity is conveyed in the elder brother’s declaration: “I deal in no such

Ware; I have nothing to say to Mrs. Betty, nor to any of the Miss Betty'?, in the Parish” (47).

Bram Dijkstra argues that Moll Flanders, in part, constitutes “Defoe’s effort to educate the

feminine part of his audience in the proper management o f their central financial resource,

their physical b e a u t y . T h e  association is invoked by Roxana’s maid, Amy, as she

declares: “if Beauty and a good Fortune won’t make you a Dutchess, nothing will” (132).

The heroines’ picaresque adventures reveal the difficulties o f bargaining with beauty as an

asset, affirming feminist theorisations o f its essential impotence. If a woman attempts to

monopolise upon her beauty, she is made vulnerable to those who would exploit it. Moll

describes a moment in her childhood in which she learns that compliments and coins are

often coterminous, as a certain kind of appearance attracts financial reward. Her nurse wisely

invests the money she receives from visiting ladies in maintaining her pleasing appearance:

199 “Pamela the Second,” the Squire vindicates his interest in the beautiful, impoverished heroine with the 
statement, “It is not the Rank or Fortune o f  Woman, but their Beauty which raises Love” {The Universal 
Spectator, 24 April -  8 May 1742, The Pamela Controversy. Vol. I, 199).

Bram Dijkstra, Defoe and Economics: The Fortunes o f  Roxana in the H istory o f  Interpretation  (Basingstoke 
and London: Macmillan, 1987), 21.
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as they often gave me Money, and I gave it to my old Nurse, she, honest 

Woman, was so just to me, as to lay it all out again for me, and gave me 

Head-Dresses, and Linnen, and Gloves and Ribbons, and I went very Neat, 

and always Clean; for that I would do, and if I had Rags on, I would always 

be Clean, or else I would dabble them in Water myself (14).

Moll is schooled in the nature o f the gaze, in this instance, a specifically aristocratic eye that 

rewards, as it is pleased. Her identification o f the basic necessity of neatness and cleanness is 

crucial, and will be repeated by the later lower-class heroine Pamela, praised for being “So 

neat, so clean, so pretty!” (56). These qualities distinguish the heroines from the disreputable 

sections of the lower classes, and also from the realistic squalor o f poverty. They are 

fortuitously provided with the means o f attaining upper-class standards o f beauty. Their 

insistence on cleanness suggests an innate gentility.^®' The self-consciousness o f their 

appearances, and its relationship to their social status, is reminiscent o f Bourdieu’s 

description of the ratio between the “body work” o f different classes, and the likelihood of 

reward. In Distinction (1984), he contends;

The interest the different classes have in self-presentation, the attention they 

devote to it, their awareness o f the profits it gives and the investments o f 

time, effort, sacrifice and care which they actually put into it are 

proportionate to the chances o f material or symbolic profit they can 

reasonably expect from it. More precisely they depend on the existence o f a

Bridget Hill discusses the importance of, at least, the appearance o f  cleanliness in Women, Work, and Sexual 
Politics in Eighteenth-Century England (Oxford: Blackwell, 1989), 118. Lawrence James contends that 
throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries “dress and grooming were commonly accepted as an 
indication o f background, occupation and even trustworthiness” (The Middle Class: A History (London; Little 
Brown, 2006), 227).
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labour market in which physical appearance may be valorized in the

') 0 'yperformance o f the job itself or in professional relations.

The physical beauty that Moll and Pamela possess encourages them to treat their bodies as 

their betters do. This beauty, allied with conformity to upper-class standards o f self

presentation, leads both to social reward.

Throughout Moll Flanders, Defoe interrogates notions o f innate and acquired 

gentility. Richetti argues that, “From the outset, Defoe insists that Moll’s is purely a voice 

from the disreputable classes, and her personality is thus dramatized almost in essentialist 

terms -  bom in Newgate to a criminal mother, she is fated to that particular kind of life.” *̂̂  ̂

But, essentialism locates the markers o f class in the body and, in contradiction to Richetti’s 

argument, the bodies of both Moll and her mother are at odds with the stratum they are bom 

into. Moll’s discovery that her mother-in-law is also her biological mother is aided by her 

recognition o f “a very fine white Arm and Hand... branded in the inside o f the Hand, as in 

such cases it must be” (87). Both whiteness and fine hands were commonly read as signifiers 

of aristocratic beauty. The association is made explicit when the Mayoress describes the 

gentility o f Moll’s beauty:

she took my Work out of my Hand, look’d on it, and said it was very well; 

then she took up one o f the Hands, nay, says she, the Child may come to be a 

Gentlewoman for ought anybody knows; she has a Gentlewoman’s Hand, 

says she; this pleas’d me mightily, you may be sure, but Mrs. Mayoress did

Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: a Social Critique o f  the Judgement o f  Taste. Translated by Richard Nice 
(London: Routledge, 1984), 206.

Richetti, The Life o f  Daniel Defoe (Oxford: Blackwell, 2005), 238.
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not stop there, but giving me my Work again, she put her Hand in her 

Pocket, gave me a Shilling, and bid me mind my Work, and learn to Work 

well, and I might be a Gentlewoman for ought she knew (13).

The Mayoress is the first character to describe the heroine. The form of Moll’s body leads her 

to prophesy the possibility of social mobility. She suggests an incongruity between status and 

body that beauty may itself rectify, granting Moll’s movement into the upper classes, 

reconciling the contradictory elements o f her identity. But her aristocratic gaze also 

appropriates Moll’s body, suggesting that all fine white hands belong to the upper classes. 

Yet, Moll is not genteel; her body is inherited fi'om her equally lower-class, and equally fine

armed, mother. In Rousseau’s Confessions, he describes the aristocratic body he finds 

exclusively appealing, ironically claiming that “Seamstresses, chamber-maids, or milliners, 

never tempted me; I sighed for ladies!” His conception o f gentility includes an essential 

physical dimension, “it is not vanity o f riches or rank that attracts me,” but “a well preserved 

complexion, fine h a n d s . T h e  representation o f beauty in Pamela is strikingly similar. “I 

cannot tell your Fortune; your Hand is so white and fine, that I cannot see the Lines” (223-4), 

a fortune teller informs the heroine. This specifically aristocratic mark of beauty is again 

claimed by the upper classes, as Lady Brooks declares, “See that shape! I never saw such a 

Face and Shape in my Life; why she must be better descended than you have told me!” (53).

In Moll Flanders and Pamela the beautiful lower-class body is described as intrinsically 

aristocratic, the claim confounded by the social positioning o f the heroines. The paradox 

registers an uncertainty about where gentility resides, and beauty’s role therein. It also points

Rousseau, Confessions, 108.
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to a reluctance to recognise the working-class beauty as intrinsically beautiful, an issue of 

pressing interest in my reading of Gaskell’s working-class heroines, Mary Barton and Ruth.

Moll Flanders and Roxana are marked by a tension between economic and religious 

registers o f beauty, also evident in later conduct literature. The economic resonance o f beauty 

relates to a discourse o f luxury that Dijkstra, Robert Jones and Maximilian E. Novak all 

analyse. During the eighteenth century, the word “luxury” carried both religious and class- 

based connotations, evident in Defoe’s female-centred narratives. Novak describes Defoe’s 

specific application of the idea:

Defoe used the tenn ‘luxury’ in three different ways; he sometimes applied it 

to the consumption of all products unnecessary for sustaining existence; 

secondly, he applied it particularly to the importations that depleted the 

wealth o f the nation.. .and thirdly, he also employed the term to describe that 

manner o f life that was wasteful of time, energy, and morals. In this latter 

sin, luxury was a sin against chastity.

Moll and Roxana’s worldly anxiety about the potency of their beauty is paralleled by an 

awareness o f the threat posed to their souls. The distinction between the two is not always 

clear. They justify the existence o f their immoral narratives as injunctions to young women 

about the practical and spiritual dangers o f vanity, while their own vanity

Maximilian E. Novak contextualises the issue as follows: “Debates over luxury had been heating up 
throughout the early part o f  the eighteenth century and broke into flame with the spectacle o f  Regency 
extravagance in France, the South Sea Bubble, and the publication o f  the 1723 edition o f  Mandeville’s Fable o f  
the Bees" {Daniel Defoe: M aster o f  Fictions, His Life and Ideas (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 618).

M oll claims, “I am the more particular in this part, that if  my Story comes to be read by any innocent young 
Body, they may learn from it to Guard themselves against the M ischiefs which attend an early Knowledge o f  
their own Beauty; i f  a young Woman once thinks herself Handsome, she never doubts the Truth o f  any Man,
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bears both moral and economic repercussions, clouding their judgement, and allowing them 

to be swindled. A failure to capitalise on male sexual appetites is represented as equally 

dangerous as moral corruption. Roxana regrets her refusal of a proposal, not because it would 

have established her within a consecrated union, but because she left herself open to the risks 

o f being a single woman, trading on her beauty: “Thus blinded by my own Vanity, I threw 

away the only Opportunity I then had, to have effectually settl’d my Fortunes, and secured 

them for this World; and I am a Memorial to all that shall read my Story, a standing 

Monument o f the Madness and Distraction which Pride and Infatuations fi’om Hell run us 

into” (161). The economic vitality of Defoe’s representation of beauty indicates his remove 

from the mode of romance. But Moll and Roxana are far from conventional eighteenth- 

century heroines. They are entrepreneurs, and, as such, bad beauties, the very antithesis o f the 

type o f heroinism enshrined with the publication of Richardson’s Pamela.

Richardson and Haywood

Or so it seemed, for not all of Richardson’s readers were prepared to accept that his 

“Paragon” (51) was as she appeared. To her doubters, Pamela’s beauty proved nothing but 

that she was a bad beauty, one in an endless line o f temptresses who used their showy surface 

to exert their will. As a result, the question o f agency came to dominate “the Pamela

'yc\nControversy.” For belief in her innocence to be sustained, she must be, as Richardson’s 

narrative maintained, but “a young beautifiil Girl, in the low Scene o f Life and Circumstance 

in which Fortune placed her” (7), a victim o f her powerful beauty, whose heroinism resides 

in resistance, in the defence o f her virtue. According to Pamela, the interest aroused by her

that tells her he is in Love with her; for i f  she believes herself Charming enough to Captivate him, tis natural to 
expect the Effects o f  it” (24).

“The Pamela Controversy” is the term chosen by Keymer and Sabor to describe the furore that greeted the 
publication o f  Richardson’s enormously successful and influential novel.
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beauty is entirely unwelcome: “I am a ver>' unhappy young Creature, to be sure! - And why 

am I so? -  Why, because my Master sees something in my Person that takes his present 

Fancy; and because I would not be undone” (201). Her detractors argued that passivity was a 

pose, that she actively engineered the manipulation o f Mr. B, and “entice[d] her Master to 

m a r r i a g e . I n  Haywood’s Syrena and Henry Fielding’s eponymous Shamela (1741), 

Richardson’s paragon becomes “a bogus paragon,” a “p r e d a t o r . T h e  Pamela Controversy 

illuminated the profound instability of the binary o f beauty; the debate amplified archetypal 

distrust, intensified by specific socio-historical fear of the consequences o f social mobility.^’*̂ 

Paul Goring defines Pamela as a “watershed novel,”^" and presents the publication and 

reception of the text as a moment in which the moral quality o f the form changed, with the 

scandalous activities of a Rivella or Roxana exiled, to be replaced by moral example.^'^ Beth 

Tobin Fowkes similarly argues that the publication of Pamela significantly influenced the 

new kind of fiction Haywood wrote in the mid-eighteenth century. Moving from the 

transgressive female characters of Love in Excess (1719), by the publication o f The History o f  

Miss Betsy Thoughtless (1751), Haywood appears to offer a far more quiescent model of 

heroinism. Catherine Ingrassia reads this movement as part o f a broader cultural influence, as 

“the heroine Richardson created marked an important shift in the dominant expectations for 

female characters.” '̂"* Its enduring influence is indicated in the fact that, more than one

Anon., Pamela Censured. 1741, The Pamela Controversy. Vol. II, 11-78, 32.
Keymer and Sabor, “Introduction,” The Pamela Controversy. Vol. I, li.
Many o f  the texts published in response to Pamela  are preoccupied, not so much with the heroine herself, as 

with the example she sets her readership. Pamela Censured  considers: “the general bad tendency o f  the 
Book...That every Maid Servant from what low Stock soever she sprung, if  she is pretty modest & c” (32) may 
successfully imitate Pamela.

Paul Goring, The Rhetoric o f  Sensibility in Eighteenth-Century Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2005), 146.

In Goring’s account, Richardson “endeavours to moralise the novel o f  amorous intrigue” (168).
Haywood, The H istory o f  M iss Betsy Thoughtless. Edited by Beth Fowkes Tobin (Oxford and N ew  York: 

Oxford University Press, 1997), xxi-xxii.
Ingrassia, “Introduction,” 18.
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hundred years later, one o f the most searing accusations levelled against Jane Eyre was that 

she was “merely another Pamela.”^'^

But Pamela, of course, was not an entirely new figure. Gillian Beer outlines parallels

with her namesake in Philip Sidney’s Arcadia (1593).^'^ Like the heroine of romance,

Richardson’s Pamela is the most beautiful woman in her world, her beauty rare and

unflawed, those who encounter her claim they have never seen anyone more beautiful. She

seemingly reluctantly reveals, “as Mrs. Jervis was telling me, my Master and her Ladyship

were talking o f me, and she told him, she thought me the prettiest Wench she ever saw in her

Life.” Like the heroine o f romance, Pamela’s beauty appears a reflection o f unwavering

goodness. Ross argues, “The romance heroine’s artless beauty is simply the visible

218manifestation of her soul’s innocence.” Crucially, it was exactly these terms, the 

perception of Pamela as “artless and innocent”^'^ that was challenged by her critics.

Artlessness and innocence, o f course, resonate with a specifically religious register, as 

both Pamela and her parents read her beauty as endangering the integrity o f her soul. In this, 

Pamela has been defined as a “Christian heroine.’’̂ '̂̂  The prefatory letters describe her as 

“The beautifiil sufferer” (7), both terms of equal significance to her heroinism. The stress on 

the naturalness of Pamela’s beauty refers to a religious discourse. Towards the end of the 

narrative Mr. B tells her:

Elizabeth Rigby, unsigned review. Quarterly Review, December 1848, The Brontes: The Critical Heritage, 
106.

Gillian Beer, '̂'Pamela'. Rethinking Arcadia,” Samuel Richardson: Tercentenary Essays. Edited by Margaret 
Anne Doody and Peter Sabor (Cambridge [etc.]: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 23-39.

Richardson, 16..
^'®Ross, 107.

Anon., Pamela Censured, 35.
John B. Pierce, “Pamela’s Textual Authority,” Passion and Virtue: Essays on the Novels o f  Samuel 

Richardson. Edited by David Blewett (Toronto and London: University o f  Toronto Press, 2001), 13.
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one o f the young Ladies begs it as a Favour, that they might see you just as 

you are: And I am the rather pleas’d it should be so, because they will 

perceive you owe nothing to Dress, and make a much better Figure with your 

own native Stock of LoveHness, than the greatest Ladies do in the most

■y'y 1

Splendid Attire, and stuck out with the most glittering Jewels.

Mr. B’s speech indicates the paradox of Pamela’s beauty, its naturalness heightens its 

spectacle. In a didactic work published in the same year, Wetenhall Wilkes advises:

nothing can be more becoming than to be Neat and Clean in Apparel; yet 

nothing more Opposite to the Christian Spirit o f Meekness than to be 

extravagant in Dress, and to lay out too much Thought and Expence in 

adorning the Body. You are to consider Vanity in Dress as an indulgence o f 

Pride and Levity, and an Offence against Humility and Discretion.^^^

As a servant who secures marriage to her master, the naturalness o f Pamela’s beauty is 

essential, if  belief in her passivity, and so her innocence, is to be sustained. By positioning 

Pamela’s simplicity within a religious framework, Richardson presents her as, not only equal, 

but superior, to aristocratic ostentation. Her beauty is not diminished by the absence of 

ornament, but heightened. In this, Richardson appears to challenge a dominant aesthetic o f 

noble beauty. However, the narrative fails to acknowledge the existence o f an alternative

Richardson, 272. This is a common m otif o f  the period. In Shaftesbury’s parable, the force o f  the captive 
princess’s beauty is conveyed in the effect her beauty has upon an underling, who “spoke in extasy...telling the 
Prince how beautiful she appear’d, even in the midst o f  Sorrow; and tho’ disguised under the meanest H abit, yet 
how distinguishable, by her Air and Manner, from every other Beauty o f  her Sex” (176).

Wetenhall Wilkes, A Letter o f  Genteel and M oral Advice to a Young Lady  (Dublin: E. Jones, 1740), 74.
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aesthetic, according to which Pamela is readily recognisable as highly desirable. The author 

o f Pamela Censured exposes Richardson’s disingenuousness, charging that

not content with permitting us to fill our Fancy with the naked Charms o f the 

lovely Pamela, luxuriant in your Art, you contrive to give us her Picture in a 

simple rural Dress...a neat cherry cheek’d Country Lass tripping along with a 

Straw Hat in her Hand may allure, when perhaps a pale faced Country Lady 

might be despised.

Richardson, like his heroine, is depicted as artful, presenting Pamela at greatest advantage, 

heightened by the pose o f modesty. The opposition between natural and ornate beauty, the 

moral and immoral, will be integral to the representations of Austen, Bronte, Gaskell and 

Eliot.

The prefatory letters attempt to pre-empt such accusations. The vocabulary 

Richardson employs to indicate what Pamela did not do, reappears little altered in the 

arguments o f her accusers, revealing the flimsiness of distinctions between good and bad 

beauties:

And all this without ever having entertain’d the least previous Design or 

Thought for that Purpose: No Art used to inflame him, no Coquetry practised 

to tempt or intice him, and no Prudery or Affectation to tamper with his 

Passions; but, on the contrary, artless and unpractised in the Wiles o f the

Anon., Pamela Censured, 48.
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W orld... A glorious instance of self denial! Thus her very Repulses became 

Attractions: The more she resisted, the more she charm’d (8).

The passage is double speaking. It anticipates the terms through which Pamela’s integrity 

would be undermined. John A. Dussinger’s analysis of Pamela as “paradoxical and 

dialogical”^̂ '̂  aptly describes the narrative’s microcosmic representation o f both sides of the 

controversy its publication spawned. The contradictory belief that appearances both do and 

do not indicate character animates Mr. B’s accusations:

believing you a Mirror o f bashful Modesty, and unspotted Innocence; and that 

no perfidious Designs lurked in so fair a Bosom. But now I have you out, you 

specious Hypocrite! ...Henceforth, ior Pamela’’s sake, whenever I see a lovely 

Face, will I mistrust a deceitful Heart (164).

The anonymous author of Pamela Censured, Haywood and Fielding, capitalised on the 

ambivalent conception of beauty to rewrite the narrative from Mr. B’s initial accusatory 

perspective, as he complains that Pamela “has all the Arts of her Sex; they were bom with 

her” (36). The vocabulary and imagery Mr. B employs, his description of Pamela as a 

‘̂‘painted Bauble" (162), are familiar criticisms of the beautiful woman.

Anxiety about slippage between appearance and character is given a nightmarish 

embodiment in Haywood’s Syrena Tricksy oiAnti-Pamela. Haywood scholars assert that the 

author’s motivation was commercial. Ingrassia contends that she “recognized the

John A. Dussinger, ‘‘‘‘Ciceronian Eloquence’: The Politics o f  Virtue in Richardson’s Pamela,” Passion and  
Virtue, 27.
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marketability o f a response to P a m e l a . Nevertheless, Anti-Pamela opens with the 

conventional profession o f didacticism, to “ar[m] against a partial Credulity, by shewing the 

Mischiefs that frequently arise from a too sudden Admiration.” The first aim of Anti-Pamela, 

then, is to wam women against the threat posed by those who may wish to manipulate them 

through praise o f their beauty. But below this on the title page, we read that the text is 

“Publish’d as a necessary Caution to all Young Gentlemen.” Men and women are both 

portrayed as victims of beauty, indicating the moral confusion underwriting Haywood’s 

purported didacticism. Such uncertainty pervades the text; it remains unclear whether Syrena 

is primarily victim or villain.

Syrena’s first name suggests she is to be a villainess, but it is her surname which is 

most interesting. The etymology of the word “tricksy” indicates an entrenched distrust of 

beauty. Ingrassia explains that the word was defined by Samuel Johnson as “a term of 

endearment that means ‘p r e t t y . I n n o c e n t  as such usage may seem, however, it 

persistently recalls the deceptive connotations o f the word “trick,” indicating the proximity of 

the two in the contemporary mind. It is trickery, rather than the more direct destruction of the 

siren, that the heroine practices. Syrena is a conventional representation o f immoral beauty, 

and deception is integral to her character. The true villain o f the narrative is her mother, Arm 

Tricksy, who schools Syrena in duplicity; the narrator explains, “Thus was [Syrena] train’d to 

deceive and betray all these whom her Beauty should allure” (54). The construction recalls 

Moll’s similar inheritance of immoral beauty, pointing to a misogynistic conception of 

woman as daughter o f the original seductive beauty, Eve.

In the first paragraph, Haywood reveals a cultural anxiety about the absence of 

correspondence between appearance and character, as,

Ingrassia, 10.
Ibid., 59.
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Syrena was a Girl, who even in her Cradle gave the promise o f being one o f the 

completest Beauties of the A ge.. .what was not to be admired in her was, that 

the Innocence which is inseparable from Infancy, and which is so charming, 

even in the Plainest Children, never forsook her Countenance; but continued to 

dwell in every little Turn and Gesture long after she came to Maturity, and had 

been guilty of Things which one would think should give her the boldest and 

most audacious Air (1).

The passage describes two forms of attractiveness recognised throughout the eighteenth 

century, a beauty o f expression, and a purely physical beauty. As an infant, Syrena possesses 

both, but she is aberrant, defying nature, as the beautiful impression of innocence remains, 

heightening her attractiveness, long after she has become corrupt. Haywood commences at 

the familiar origin o f fairy tale, the cradle in which the princess is surveyed, her beauty 

prophesying the moral perfection she will embody. But Syrena’s face is now a lie. In the 

court-room, she finds a use for this tremendous asset, as the deceptive appearance of 

innocence vindicates her beneath the gaze o f the judge, who “seeing the Youth and seeming 

Modesty of the Girl, doubted not the Truth of their Accusation” (117).

As a conventional bad beauty, Syrena’s natural attractiveness is overlaid with artifice. 

She is an excellent actress: “She had not reach’d her thirteenth Year, before she excell’d the 

most experience’d Actresses on the Stage...assuming all the different Passions that find 

Entrance in a Female Mind.” Syrena can manipulate the surface o f her body, moulding its 

appearance to suit her immoral aims; she
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gave her whole Frame Agitations...her Colour would come and go, her Eyes 

sparkle, grow Languid, or overflow with Tears, her Bosom heave, her Limbs 

tremble... all this, so natural, that had the whole College of Physicians been 

present, they could not have imagin’d it otherwise than real (54).

While Syrena’s beauty is the gift o f God and nature, danger lies in the exertion of will, the 

nub o f traditional fear of woman as self-conscious manipulator, aware o f the power o f her 

beauty. Syrena’s ability to deceive even the most expert eye explains Richardson’s inability 

to control interpretations o f Pamela’s beauty. Only the subject herself could be certain that 

what seemed on the surface to promise innocence was not, in fact, a charade.

While Syrena’s beauty successfully attracts male attention, beauty’s curtailed power 

is revealed as, like Moll and Roxana, she becomes vulnerable to the dishonourable intentions 

o f those who would sexually exploit her, rather than reward her with a financially 

advantageous marriage. To succeed in her ambitions, Syrena must be both “a Woman who 

had Beauty to attract the Men, and Cunning to manage them afterwards.” Ann Tricksy makes 

a crucial distinction: “I doubt not, but he likes you, but my Girl there is a wide Difference 

between Love and Likeing\ the chief aim o f the one is to make the beloved Object happy:

That o f the other, only to gratify itself" (215). This dynamic delimits the power o f Syrena’s 

beauty, complicating judgment o f her guilt. Her aims are repeatedly frustrated as lovers leave 

after successful seductions. Syrena’s gravest error is that she ignores the advice o f her 

worldly mother and overestimates the potency o f her beauty, as “Now did Syrena glory in the 

Power o f her Beauty and Invention, she thought it impossible for Mankind to refuse her any 

thing” (81). The error is encouraged by narratives such as Pamela, in which beauty 

eventually, inevitably arouses romantic love, and secures an advantageous union. In contrast,
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Syrena receives from Vardine, her first lover, only a few petty gifts, like Moll, surrendering 

too easily what might have been dearer bought, the conclusion a calculating eye might have 

extracted from Pamela. Anti-Pamela purports to teach its male and female readers

a moral lesson, Syrena’s deluded belief in the influence o f her beauty is most instructive. Her 

repeated failures deflate the myth fostered by romances such as Pamela, that beauty is 

powerfial. The men who litter Syrena’s path are not in search of wives, but diversion. And 

what lies ahead for Syrena is even less promising, as her mother warns, “’Tis your business 

to make Hay while the Sun shines -  for when Youth and Beauty are no more -  Farewell 

Hope” (66). Although the narrative’s opposition to Richardson’s Pamela appears 

conservative, its evocation o f the impotence of woman’s one advantage gestures toward the 

unsavoury realities underlying the operation o f beauty ideals, addressed also in Mary 

Leapor’s “An Essay on Woman” (1751):

Woman, a pleasing but a short-lived Flow’r,

Too soft for Business and too weak for Power:

A Wife in Bondage, or neglected Maid;

Despised, if ugly; if  she’s fair. Betrayed.

Woilstonecraft

Wollstonecraft recognised all of these dangers as symptomatic of the cultural idealisation of 

beauty. Although none of her writings are explicitly ‘about’ beauty, its rightful place in the 

evaluation of the female is a matter o f concern from her first work. Thoughts on the 

Education o f  Daughters (1787), to the posthumous, unfinished novel, Maria, or the Wrongs

Mary Leapor, “An Essay on Woman,” in British Literature, 1640-1789: An Anthology. Edited by Robert 
DeMaria Jr. (Malden, Mass. and Oxford: Blackwell, 2001), 778.
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o f Woman (1798). The, at times, incendiary tone o f Wollstonecraft’s A Vindication o f  the 

Rights o f  Woman (1792) suggests a radical opposition to the status quo and, as such, one 

might expect her representation of beauty to diverge dramatically from the ideal celebrated 

by the establishment she appears to attack. Wollstonecraft is, certainly, critical o f one popular 

construction o f femininity, attributing blame to the inadequate, ornamental education of 

“personal accomplishment”^̂  ̂received by British girls. In its rebuttal o f Burke’s conception 

o f frail, genteel beauty, Wollstonecraft’s representation appears “liberal” or even

^■5 A

“radical.” However, her aesthetic is strikingly similar to that espoused by the most 

conservative o f contemporary ideologues, Gregory and Fordyce. Furthermore, her criticisms 

frequently condemn, not so much the system itself, but its faulty female product. The most 

negative passages o f her polemic advance an image o f guilty beauty that differs little from 

misogynistic tradition, echoing the censure o f “Vanity in Women”^ '̂ made by writers whose 

ideology differs dramatically from her own. The bind she faced, the quandary o f how to 

undermine social preoccupation with beauty without impugning the female subject, reappears 

in the novels of Bronte and Eliot.

In A Vindication o f  the Rights o f  Woman, Wollstonecraft develops the opposition of 

reason and sensuality, beloved o f eighteenth-century aestheticians. At first, she defends the

Mary Wollstonecraft, The Vindications: The Rights o f  Men and The Rights o f  Woman. Edited by D. L. 
MacDonald and Kathleen Scherf (Ontario [etc.]: Broadview Press, 1997), 60. Future references will appear 
parenthetically in the text.

Burke, 160.
Catriona Mackenzie argues that Wollstonecraft’s “attempt to articulate an ideal o f  self-govemance for 

women was an attempt to diagnose and resolve some o f the tensions and inadequacies within traditional liberal 
thought” (“Reason and Sensibility: The Ideal o f Women’s Self-Governance in the Writings o f  Mary 
Wollstonecraft,” Hypatia 8 (1993): 35-55). Barbara Taylor argues that appreciation o f Wollstonecraft’s thought 
has been marred by a feminist tendency to perceive her as a modem before her time, underestimating the impact 
of her socio-historical context: “A raft o f  historically based studies o f Wollstonecraft have appeared in recent 
years, yet still this presentism persists” {Mary Wollstonecraft and the Feminist Imagination (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2003), 10).

James Fordyce, The Character and Conduct o f  the Female Sex (Dublin: Printed for S. Price, W. Whitestone, 
D. Chamberlaine, J. Potts, J. Sheppard (and 22 others in Dublin), 1776), 50. Future references will appear 
parenthetically in the text.
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female subject, denouncing the male “sensualist,” who allows the female mind to be “tainted 

by coquetish arts” (60) in the cultivation o f “artificial weakness,” “lovely weakness” (75), 

“infantine airs that undermine esteem even as whilst they excite desire” (10). Wollstonecraft 

describes two possible dynamics connecting the sexes. In place of that which is governed by 

“desire,” base, demeaning, and curtailing female potential, she appeals to “reason,” 

advocating a model governed by respect. Wollstonecraft’s association of beauty and lust was 

common in the period. Historian William Alexander similarly concludes, “The animal 

appetite towards the other sex, is implanted in ours by nature, and arises at sight.”^̂  ̂

Wollstonecraft’s argument that cultural norms that pander to male appetites in the cultivation 

of “sensual beauty” (83) are “subversive of morality” (103) would seem to present her as 

radical, challenging orthodoxy. However, the conception echoes both the patrician 

Shaftesbury and her close contemporary, Fordyce. The latter censures the ornate female as 

“artful... dangerous and often fatal... the handmaids o f Folly” (32), and attributes blame to 

“the incense that is offered to beauty or youth, to external advantages or superficial 

acquirements, instead o f being kept sacred to the Divinity o f Virtue” (41-2).

What would seem to distinguish Wollstonecraft from this school o f thought is her 

focus upon constructionism.^^'* Shaftesbury and Fordyce advanced their arguments as 

warnings to the male against the threat posed by predatory beauty. Fordyce counsels his 

implied male reader, “it deeply imports you to consider, with what sort o f woman you should

As Taylor asserts, Wollstonecraft’s use o f  “reason” requires definition: “the idea o f  reason operative in her 
work was not [a] rather chilly, deductive faculty...which she frequently criticised as ‘cold, instrumental’ reason 
-  but a much more libidinised, imaginative drive towards the True and the Good derived from Rousseau and the 
Christian Platonist tradition” (108).

William Alexander, The H istory o f  Women, from  the Earliest Antiquity, to the Present Time; giving some 
account o f  almost every interesting particu lar concerning that sex, among all nations, ancient and modern. 
Fo/uwe /  (Dublin: Husband [etc.], 1779), 140.

Her argument is “constructive,” in opposition to the common essentialist view o f flawed female nature She 
argues, in Gary K elly’s words, that “women are not naturally inferior to men” {Revolutionary Feminism: The 
M ind and Career o f  M ary Wollstonecraft (Basingstoke and London: Macmillan, 1992), 31).
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associate” (21). Conversely, Wollstonecraft emphasises male guilt. She presents compliments 

to beauty as a “gilt cage” (90), within which women languish, “a frivolous sex” (8), a “play

thing” (45). The pernicious outcome of this process is that women are rendered nothing more 

than attractive surfaces, their depths neglected. Their minds and souls remain uncultivated at 

best, at worst, tainted by the destructive self-obsession consequent upon a culturally enforced 

preoccupation with their appearance. At her most insistent, Wollstonecraft argues that male 

susceptibility to beauty is shamefully effeminate. She suggests that Burke’s affirmation of 

beauty is a consequence o f his servility to a corrupt aristocracy.^^^ In Rights o f  Men, she 

mocks:

To say the truth, I not only tremble for the souls of women, but for the good 

natured man, whom every one loves. The amiable weakness o f his mind is a 

strong argument against its immateriality, and seems to prove that beauty 

relaxes the solids o f the soul as well as the body.

Weakness for beauty threatens to undermine man’s superiority within creation, central to 

Protestant and enlightenment thought. Burke’s conception o f beauty is morally pernicious, it 

flouts the values o f the “Supreme Being” (80), who, according to Wollstonecraft, would 

never advocate the cultivation o f weakness.

However, as Wollstonecraft endeavours to use the arguments o f male predecessors 

against them, she invokes traditional anxiety about female beauty. Although she does not 

disapprove o f beauty itself, her representation is often negative, as she attempts to undermine 

its prevalence in the evaluation o f female worth. Despite attributing responsibility to

Taylor reads this “as part o f the eighteenth-century middle-class project to enhance its standing by 
contrasting its sober-minded decency to the moral laxity o f  the idle rich” (117).
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patriarchal society, commentators note that Wollstonecraft’s formulation reinstates tradition’s 

most negative conceptions. Beauty thereby acquires a highly negative range of associations. 

Implicated in acts o f grooming, in time squandered “at their glass,” the women 

Wollstonecraft describes are guilty o f the religious sin of vanity, and the aristocratic vice o f 

wastefulness. Gubar argues that Wollstonecraft’s uneasy orientation towards femininity 

indicates a “feminist misogyny.”^̂  ̂The assertion resonates with my reading o f her work, also 

concerned with Wollstonecraft’s assimilation o f negative representations o f the female. The 

virulence o f these images explains Gubar’s charge of misogyny, as she argues that 

“Wollstonecraft’s radical stance nevertheless ends up aligning her with women’s most 

fervent adversaries.”^̂ ’ While Wollstonecraft’s intention may be to displace blame to the 

environment in which society “imprisons” women, her thesis gives repeated airing to a 

profoundly negative construction of the female, employed throughout history to argue that 

women were naturally corrupt. This deeply pessimistic view is present in her first 

publication, Thoughts on the Education o f  Daughters, described as “conservative,”^̂ * and “a 

sternly didactic tract on female m a n n e r s . Y e t ,  the image of beauty, here, is strikingly 

similar to that presented in the ostensibly liberal, or radical. Rights o f  Woman. In the former, 

in a chapter entitled “Dress,” she commences, “Many able pens have dwelt on the peculiar 

foibles o f our sex,” "̂'® a gesture towards misogynistic tradition. The book itself, however, 

extols “artless” (33) beauty, and criticises the bad beauty spoilt by “vanity and self love” (2), 

constructions profoundly indebted to that tradition.

Gubar, “Feminist Misogyny: Mary Wollstonecraft and the Paradox o f ‘It Takes One to Know One,’”
Feminist Studies 20 (1994): 453-73,454.

Ibid., 457.
Jennifer Lorch, M ary Wollstonecraft: The Making o f  a Radical Feminist (New York [etc.]: Berg, 1990), 2.
Taylor, 6.
Wollstonecraft, Thoughts on the Education o f  Daughters, with Reflections on Female Conduct in the M ore 

Important Duties o f  Life: With Reflections on Female Conduct, in the M ore Important D uties o f  Life (London: 
Johnson, 1787), 35.
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Throughout Wollstonecraft’s didactic writings, the morally bad are, furthermore, 

punished with loss o f beauty, intimating an association between goodness and beauty. The 

heroine of one o f the Stories is Jane Fretfiil, punished for excessive anger: “She was, when a 

child, very beautifiil; but anger soon distorted her regular features, and gave a forbidding 

fierceness to her eyes.” "̂̂ ' Female readers are, then, exhorted to cultivate moral goodness 

through warnings of the threat posed to their appearance, affirming the value o f beauty. Vice 

is condemned, not through warnings o f its influence upon the soul, but the face. We read of 

Lady Sly, “Suspicion, and the cares it has given birth to, have wrinkled her countenance and 

banished every trace of beauty which paint in vain endeavours to repair.

Yet, in her first novel, Mary; a Fiction (1778), Wollstonecraft challenged the 

dominance o f beauty in the heroine convention. In the advertisement, she claims that, “In 

delineating the Heroine of this Fiction, the Author attempts to develop a character different 

from those generally portrayed. This woman is neither a Clarissa, a Lady G— , nor a[A] 

Sophie.” In Clarissa and Sophie, Wollstonecraft provides examples of male-defined 

heroinism, both beautifiil. In Mary, she attempts to offer an alternative. Her narrative will 

centralise, not beauty, but “the mind of a woman, who has thinking p o w e r s . A s  in her 

didactic writings, Wollstonecraft’s repudiation o f beauty leads her to condemn the negative 

traditional construction. The heroine’s mother, Eliza, is a callous, ageing coquette, a type 

roundly criticised throughout the eighteenth century:

Wollstonecraft, Original Stories from Real Life; with Conversations, Calculated to Regulate the Affections, 
and Form the Mind to Truth and Goodness (London: Johnson, 1796), 30.

Ibid., 37. These examples point to belief in a correspondence between appearance and character operative 
throughout Wollstonecraft’s work. It is, in this context, extremely pertinent that she translated Lavater’s 
Physiognomische Fragmente (1775-78), although the translation was “never published” (Taylor, 7).

Wollstonecraft, Mary, A Fiction; and. The Wrongs o f  Woman. Edited, with an introduction by Gary Kelly 
(London [etc.]: Oxford University Press, 2007), 3.
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Eliza, a gentle, fashionable girl, with a kind of indolence in her temper, 

which might be termed negative good-nature: her virtues, indeed, were all of 

that stamp. She carefully attended to the shews o f things, and her opinions, I 

should have said prejudices, were such as the generality approved of. She 

was educated with the expectation of a large fortune, o f course became a 

mere machine: the homage o f her attendants made a great part o f her puerile 

amusements, and she never imagined there were any relative duties for her to 

fulfil: notions o f her own consequence, by these means, were interwoven in 

her mind, and the years o f youth spent in acquiring a few superficial 

accomplishments, without having any taste for them. When she was first 

introduced into the polite circle, she danced with an officer, whom she 

faintly wished to be united to; but her father soon after recommending 

another in a more distinguished rank of life, she readily submitted to his will, 

and promised to love, honour, and obey, (a vicious fool) as in duty bound.

The passage exemplifies all the aspects o f female nature o f which Wollstonecraft least 

approved. Eliza’s fashionableness signifies moral unreliability. Her shallowness is 

confounded with her aristocratic upbringing, her vanity with her education. But Eliza’s 

environment is held only loosely at fault. As the narrative progresses, she carries fiall censure, 

as Wollstonecraft contrasts her faulty beauty with an alternative model. Eliza embodies 

Burkean gentility, while her husband’s eye is drawn to his “pretty tenants,” lower-class 

examples of a vigorous rustic beauty. The natural “ruddy glow” of these women 

counterpoints Eliza’s “sickly, die-away languor” (5). Both forms o f beauty are seen through 

the lens of her husband’s gaze, their worth defined by their appeal to his sexual appetite.
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Wollstonecraft implies that Eliza is at fault for her husband’s adultery; the greater 

attractiveness o f the tenants is seen to somehow justify it. She falters further in her 

suggestion that Mary is considerably attractive, attractive enough to arouse her mother’s 

jealousy, who “did not wish to have a fine tall girl brought forward into notice as her 

daughter” (11). Wollstonecraft’s recourse to beauty is evident as she describes the interest 

Mary piques in a male stranger as, “Her appearance,” as well as, “and above all, her genius, 

and cultivation of mind, roused his curiosity” (149). The reader is to accept that Mary’s 

character is most attractive to the man, yet her appearance is listed first, indicating 

Wollstonecraft’s failure o f confidence in attraction inspired by character alone, affirming the 

consequence o f attractiveness the narrative set out to undercut. Mary is not defined by 

beauty, but Wollstonecraft’s reluctance to present her as unattractive is an indication o f how 

difficult conceptions o f beauty and goodness, and beauty and female worth, were to escape.

Austen

Wollstonecraft’s rejection o f ostentatious beauty continues in the work of Burney, Hannah 

More and Austen. Despite critical perception o f their ideological differences. More and 

Austen’s ideal o f beauty is markedly similar. Both distinguish between the belle, the woman 

as beautiful, useless, aristocratic object, and the attractive, active, good wife, who perfectly 

complements her husband. As in Burney’s Camilla and Maria Edgeworth’s Belinda (1801), 

Austen presents her heroines as aesthetic underdogs; they are usually either the second most 

attractive woman in their world, or develop into beauty as the narrative progresses. Although 

she deviates from hyperbolic beauty, attractiveness remains a significant element in Austen’s 

conception o f heroinism. Her novels typically distinguish between two gazes, the social gaze, 

deceived by the flashy surface o f a Lucy Steele, and the eye o f heroine and hero, sensitive to
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expression. The novels further retain a broad belief in correspondence. The bright eyes and 

animated countenances o f her heroines indicate a spirit, integral to their nature, while less 

admirable characters, such as Lucy, often have narrow, sharp eyes that signify their pettiness.

According to Claudia L. Johnson, More’s work is deeply conservative; she advanced 

“the strictest programs for female subordination and the most repressive standards o f female 

propriety to counteract the influence of progressive ideas about women.” "̂̂  ̂More’s heroines 

certainly differ from Austen’s; the latter rejected the type o f “pictures of perfection” that 

would include Lucilla Stanley, the high-minded heroine of Coelebs in Search o f  a Wife 

(1808). But despite their ideological differences. More and Austen share a bifurcated 

conception o f beauty. Both writers oppose the good and bad female surface, denigrating the 

education of accomplishments, “the shreds and patches o f useless arts,” '̂*̂  favoured by the 

aristocracy and the socially ambitious. In Austen’s novels, highly accomplished characters 

are usually the heroine’s social superiors; the narratives undercut this supposed superiority 

with a conception of the heroine’s true worth, residing in wit, insight and a good heart. In 

Pride and Prejudice (1813), the “elegant,” "̂*’ pretentious^"^* Caroline Bingley’s quintessential 

accomplished lady possesses

‘a thorough knowledge of music, singing, drawing, dancing, and the modem

languages...and besides all this, she must possess a certain something in her

Johnson, 16. Darryl Jones contends that Austen had “a strong dislike” (119) o f  Coelebs.
D.W. Harding, Regulated Hatred, and Other Essays on Jane Austen. Edited by Monica Lawlor (London and 

N ew  Jersey: Athlone Press, 1998), 5, 126. Also quoted by Wiltshire, 221.
More, Coelebs, 14.
Austen, Pride and Prejudice. Edited by Pat Rogers (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 61. 

Future references will appear parenthetically in the text.
Fiona Stafford explains that Caroline’s use o f  the word tete-a-tete  “is indicative o f  her social pretensions” 

{Pride and Prejudice. Edited by James Kinsley, introduction and notes by Fiona Stafford (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2004), 317). All other references will be to the Cambridge University Press edition.
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air and manner o f walking, the tone o f her voice, her address and 

expressions, or the word will be but half-deserved’ (43).

To the utilitarian or religious mind that opposes Caroline, the skills o f the drawing room are 

useless, as wasteful o f a woman’s potential as embroidery. Her talents, honed through hours 

o f practice, mimic the values o f the royal court. The unmarried, performing young lady may 

be elided with the courtesan, trained to titillate every appetite o f her patron. Towards the end 

o f Mansfield Park, Edmund Bertram regrets the inadequate education his sisters received, 

deeming it is responsible for their transgressions, since, “To be distinguished for elegance 

and accomplishments - the authorised object o f their youth - could have had no usefiil 

influence that way, no moral effect on the mind” (536).

Caroline’s description o f accomplishment drifts from the external to the physical. 

Affect is essential, as the body assumes the pose o f accomplishment, and affectation differs 

little from artifice. Both are unnatural, both appeal to a spectator, whose approval may 

determine a woman’s fate. In anghng to please, she is self-conscious, aware o f the appetites 

of the gaze. The cultivation o f appearance and manner is shared, whether the intention is 

sexual, monetary or fashionable. It makes no reference to morality, to Christian values of 

goodness, truth or compassion. It is a manipulation, a seduction, a form of bad beauty, a 

surface that conceals shallowness, or unpalatable depths of vanity and related sins. Darcy 

pointedly comments to Caroline: ‘“ there is meanness in all the arts which ladies sometimes 

condescend to employ for captivation. Whatever bears affinity to cunning is despicable’” (44, 

emphasis in text). Caroline is cunning, if  unsuccessful in her duplicity. She fails to influence 

Darcy’s opinion o f Elizabeth, and fails to control the expressiveness o f her face. “In no 

countenance was attentive curiosity so strongly marked as in Miss Bingley’s, in spite o f the
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smiles which overspread her face” (297), EUzabeth observes. In Sense and Sensibility, EHnor 

and Marianne, are “unaffected” (39). Ehnor regrets in her nemesis, Lucy, a want o f  

“artlessness” (143), as she sees through the fa9ade of supposed beauty, and detects in her 

“little sharp eyes” (167) the corollary traits o f a “shrewd” character. It is this facade that 

More’s Coelebs resolves to avoid; he will not be “misled by the captivating exterior o f any 

woman who is greatly deficient either in sense or c o n d u c t , a  Lucy, or a Caroline.

Mansfield Park opens with the succes d ’estime of the illustrious marriage o f the new 

Lady Bertram, the heroine’s aunt. The word used to describe her success is “captivate,”^̂ ' 

suggesting she is a mild representation of the bad beauty. Lady Bertram conforms to the 

pattern, languid, supine, ornamental, useless, the very opposite o f the rational model 

advanced by Wollstonecraft. Indeed, Lady Bertram closely resembles Eliza, the mother o f the 

eponymous Mary, whose passivity, Wollstonecraft warned, should not be confused with 

goodness. Lady Bertram fails to fialfil her maternal duties. She neglects her daughters’ 

education: “She had not time for such cares. She was a woman who spent her days in sitting 

nicely dressed on a sofa, doing some long piece of needle-work, of little use and no beauty, 

thinking more o f her pug than her children.”^̂  ̂She flouts the values of Austen’s narrator and 

of contemporary conduct books. Claudia Johnson vehemently opposed Marilyn Butler’s 

argument that the influence of the conservative discourse o f conduct literature was a 

significant presence in Austen’s narratives, but as far as the representation of beauty is

Ibid., 143. In Northanger Abbey [Edited by Barbara M. Benedict and Deirdre Le Faye (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2006)], it is “shallow artifice” that Catherine Morland comes to regret most in 
Isabella Thorpe, judging her a “vain coquette” (224).

More, Vol. I, 13. In Camilla, Edgar describes his refusal to be “impelled or blinded by external 
enchantments” (173).

She “had the good luck to captivate Sir Thomas Bertram, o f  Mansfield Park, in the county o f  Northampton, 
and to be thereby raised to the rank o f  a baronet's lady, with all the comforts and consequences o f  an handsome 
house and large income” {M ansfield Park, 3).

Ibid., 22. Lady Bertram lacks all o f  Fanny’s goodness: “Lady Bertram did not at all like to have her husband 
leave her; but she was not disturbed by any alarm for his safety, or solicitude for his comfort, being one o f  those 
persons who think nothing can be dangerous or difficult, or fatiguing to anybody but themselves” (37).
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concerned, Butler appears correct.^^^ In their notes to Persuasion, Janet Todd and Antje 

Blank explain that “vanity was not only considered a sin in a religious context but also 

censured by contemporary etiquette manuals and moral works.

All o f this is all that the Austen heroine, ostensibly, is not. Structurally and 

linguistically, Austen begins Mansfield Park with a contrast between Fanny and Lady 

Bertram. In the second chapter, Fanny arrives, as the newly married Maria Ward once had. 

Fanny is destined to echo her predecessor’s fate; it is Maria’s form of beauty that she is 

compared to, “though there might not be much in her first appearance to captivate, there was, 

at least, nothing to disgust her relations” (13). Fanny’s “delicate and puny” (12) appearance 

conveys the relative impoverishment of her background. It presents her as unthreatening to 

the patriarch, who fears she may attract the attention of his sons, and contrasts her 

favourably against the handsome, corrupt inhabitants therein. The Austen heroine’s beauty is 

conceived as more natural, a fortuitous gift, the impression it makes unorchestrated. Caroline 

criticises Elizabeth as “without fashion” (299), but it is not a criticism the text shares. 

Austen’s heroines do not possess the beauty most admired by high society -  they are not 

“belles” (40), like the Miss Bertrams. It is equally crucial that More describes Lucilla as 

“rather perfectly elegant than perfectly beautiful” (185), a complement to evangelical values. 

Lucilla possesses only enough beauty to render her pleasant, and desirable as a wife, and 

avoids the threatening excess associated with moral corruption, spectacle and allure.

Johnson, xviii. Joyce Hemlow influentially argued the influence o f  conduct books on Burney and Austen in 
“Fanny Burney and the Courtesy Books,” Publications o f  the Modem Language Association o f  America 65 
(1950): 732-761.

Austen, Persuasion. Edited by Janet Todd and Antje Blank (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 
335-6.

Mrs. Norris warns, “‘Suppose her a pretty girl, and seen by Tom or Edmund for the first time seven years 
hence, and I dare say there would be m ischief” (7). John Wiltshire notes, “Fanny Price is the only one o f Jane 
Austen’s heroines whose body is frail... and, partly because o f  this, the character is notoriously an obstacle to 
the appreciation o f Mansfield Park, and not only among those readers, naive perhaps, who seek a heroine to 
identify or to flirt with” (Jane Austen and the Body: ‘The Picture o f  Health' (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1992), 63). Fanny is, as a result, disadvantaged within her fictive environment and as a heroine. This 
works in her favour, however, as it prevents an accusation o f fortune-hunting, scheming beauty.
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Similarly, for Elizabeth, to be unfashionable is a virtue, to be stable and reliable, rather than 

fickle and fleeting, true rather than false, herself rather than Caroline, the heroine rather than 

her foil. In Coelebs, More contrasts the social arts against her preferred model, “a firm and 

regular system of character; that which tends to form a friend, a companion, and a wife.”^̂  ̂

The terms ring o f the destiny of the Austen heroine, whose appearance is tempered to fit the 

role.

The role, o f ideal wife, necessitates a certain measure o f physical beauty. In 

Persuasion, Anne Elliot idealistically claims that ‘“ There is hardly any personal 

defect...which an agreeable manner might not gradually reconcile one to.’” Austen’s heroes 

are never so tested. Her heroines never possess a defect that must be overlooked or made 

invisible through love. According to the terms of Austen’s novels, Elizabeth Elliot’s 

pronouncement seems more sensible: ‘“ an agreeable manner may set off handsome features, 

but can never alter plain ones’” (38). In Austen’s narratives, it is very clear who is plain and 

who is not, and it is a crucial distinction. The heroines are never so.^^  ̂There are gradations 

o f beauty, and there are the unbeautiftil, such as Charlotte Lucas, whom Darryl Jones baldly 

describes as “an ugly woman approaching thirty.” The unbeautifiil Charlotte and Mary 

Bennet lack many o f the heroine’s other traits, sparkle, wit, fire. But the difference is also 

physical. Although Charlotte marries, it is an arrangement o f convenience; for neither party is 

it love.

Beauty relates to the social realism of the narratives. Marriage, for most of the 

heroines, is a matter o f urgency. Todd argues that Elizabeth “mocks Darcy’s undervaluing of

More, 14.
Fanny is explicitly, “not plain looking” even before she becomes “absolutely pretty” {Mansfield Park, 268). 
Darryl Jones, 107.
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her beauty although it is a necessary asset in the m a r k e t p l a c e . W i t h o u t  money, the Austen 

heroine desperately needs the attractiveness she possesses. Her beauty is not fortuitous; it is 

integral to her identity and plot. Elinor and Marianne are, without question, attractive. Elinor 

is blessed with “a delicate complexion, regular features, and a remarkably pretty figure,” and 

Marianne is “still handsomer.” Marianne is, in fact, a beauty; the narrator reveals that “when 

in the common cant o f praise, she was called a beautiful girl, truth was less violently 

outraged than usually happens” (55). Marianne is more beautiful than most girls flattered 

with the appellation, and so, is quite beautiful indeed; the tempered attractiveness she retains 

at the close o f the novel mirrors her subdued fate. Johnson argues that ‘‘‘‘Sense and Sensibility 

methodically examines the lot o f women who have become marginalized due to the death or 

simple absence of male protectors.”^̂ ° Elinor and Marianne have at least the hope of 

husbands. The conjunction o f plainness and poverty, the lot of Jane Eyre, is not to be 

contemplated for the heroines of these comedies.

A favourite Austen strategy is to initially present the heroine in an unfavourable 

physical light. When Austen’s heroines are social underdogs, their underplayed beauty is 

integral to the role. Financially insecure, by birth unremarkable, they win the sympathies of 

their readership by temperamentally outshining the spoilt rich above them and the ambitious 

below. In Pride and Prejudice, Jane is, supposedly, the most beautiful Bennet sister. 

Elizabeth’s beauty is not as obvious as Jane’s. Crucial to the djoiamic o f challenge and 

flirtation that characterises the relationship between Elizabeth and Darcy is his initial slight to 

her appearance. He contradicts Bingley’s judgement that she is “very pretty” with

Todd, The Cambridge Introduction to Jane Austen (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 5. 
Spacks contends, “ In the society [Pride and Prejudice] depicts, marriage measures a woman’s success; mothers 
value themselves for marrying off their daughters; girls value themselves and are valued for their ability to 
attract and hold eligible men” {The Female Imagination: A Literary and Psychological Investigation o f  
Women’s Writing (London: Allen and Unwin, 1976), 116).

Johnson, 52.
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“tolerable,” a compliment, surely, given Darcy’s rancorous mood. It is not only romantic love 

that transforms Elizabeth in Darcy’s mind. He admits, soon, that she is more than merely 

tolerable. It is beauty o f expression that awakens him as, “no sooner had he made it clear to 

himself and his friends that she hardly had a good feature in her face, than he began to find it 

was rendered uncommonly intelligent by the beautiful expression of her dark eyes.”^̂ *

Beauty of expression is beauty, but “equally mortifying” for Darcy is his “discovery” o f 

Elizabeth’s purely physical beauty, “her figure...light and pleasing” (26). As Peter Knox- 

Shaw argues, Darcy admits Elizabeth’s “beauty and attractiveness,” and, later, when he 

has accepted her as “‘one o f the handsomest women of my acquaintance’” (300), she does 

not owe the distinction to expression or romantic love alone. The censorious Darcy would not 

allow his taste to be so compromised. Physical attraction is a component in each of Austen’s 

courtship plots. The beauty of the heroine is recognised by those with a discerning eye, by 

“people of real understanding” {Persuasion, 6), and most importantly, by the hero. She wins 

the gaze of the most significant man in her world and so, her attractiveness is ultimately 

assured. Lady Bertram is only “convinced” of Fanny’s improved appearance when she is 

sought in marriage:

She had been a beauty, and a prosperous beauty, all her life; and beauty and 

wealth were all that excited her respect. To know Fanny to be sought in 

marriage by a man of fortune, raised her, therefore, very much in her opinion.

Austen, Pride and Prejudice, 26. Burney’s Camilla and More’s Lucilla also possess beauty o f  expression. 
Coelebs describes Lucilla: ‘“ Her beauty is countenance: it is the stamp o f  mind intelligibly printed on the face.
It is much the symmetry o f  features, as the joint triumph o f  intellect and sweet temper” (185-6). Edgar writes o f  
Camilla; “Her face, her form, however penetrating in loveliness, aid, but do not constitute, her charms; no, ’tis 
the quick intelligence o f  soul that mounts to her eyes, ’tis the spirit checked by sweetness, the sweetness 
animated by spirit, the nature so nobly above all artifice” {Camilla, 28-9).

Peter Knox-Shaw, Jane Austen and the Enlightenment (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 80. 
Amy M. King also argues Elizabeth’s beauty in Bloom: The Botanical Vernacular in the English Novel 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), 105.
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By convincing her that Fanny was very pretty, which she had been doubting 

about before, and that she would be advantageously married, it made her feel a 

sort o f credit in calling her niece (383).

Although the narrative does not share Lady Bertram’s dubious values, Fanny’s marriage to 

Edmund fulfils a similar function. The heroine’s beauty is true beauty, rewarded with the

Oft'Xconsummation o f romantic love and social fulfilment in marriage, as in fairytale. The 

alternative attractiveness o f the heroine is a superiority masquerading as an inferiority. Her 

specific form of beauty renders her a more suitably qualified wife than the dark graces of the 

coquette.

Austen’s use of these conventions is often knowing, strikingly so in Northanger 

Abbey, as the narrator points out a flagrant rejection o f the convention o f the beautiful 

heroine in an opening Emily Auerbach terms “revolutionary”^̂ "*:

No one who had ever seen Catherine Mori and in her infancy, would have 

supposed her bom to be an heroine. Her situation in life, the character o f her 

father and mother, her own person and disposition, were all equally against 

her. Her father was a clergyman, without being neglected, or poor, and a 

very respectable man, though his name was Richard - and he had never been 

handsome.. .A family o f ten children will be always called a fine family, 

where there are heads and arms and legs enough for the number; but the 

Morlands had little other right to the word, for they were in general very

Darryl Jones writes o f Pride and Prejudice, “The first thing to say about Pride and Prejudice is that it is a 
fairytale” (93).

Emily Auerbach, Searching fo r  Jane Austen (Madison, Wis.; University o f  Wisconsin Press, 2004), 71.
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plain, and Catherine, for many years o f her hfe, as plain as any. She had a 

thin awkward figure, a sallow skin without colour, dark lank hair, and strong 

features; - so much for her person; - and not less unpropitious for heroism 

seemed her mind.^^^

While, “For many years,” Catherine is kept at a remove from the traits associated with 

heroinism, these are not the years we follow in the novel. Soon, Catherine increases in 

attractiveness, and in doing so, her role as heroine begins, “her complexion improved, her 

features were softened by plumpness and colour, her eyes gained more animation, and her 

figure more consequence.” She progresses to the stature of being “in very good looks,” and 

two individual gentlemen are impressed to “pronounc[e] her to be a pretty girl.”^̂ ’ While 

Catherine is still distant from the hyperbolic beauty of convention, this increase in 

attractiveness conveys the necessity of a pleasing appearance to Austen’s conception of 

heroinism.

In Mansfield Park and Persuasion, the heroines also undergo a metamorphosis. 

Persuasion opens with Anne as a faded heroine who, purportedly, “A few years before...had 

been a very pretty girl, but her bloom had vanished early” (6). Anne changes; as Julie 

Kavanagh noted, her “beauty r e t u r n s . E v i d e n c e  o f her second blooming is provided by 

her demanding father, who “began to compliment her on her improved looks” (157). Her 

beauty is later affirmed by unbiased characters. Gossiping ladies reveal she is, “‘very pretty, 

when one comes to look at her.’” Crucial, here, is the additional comment that, “‘It is not the

Austen, Northanger Abbey, 5.
Ibid., 7.
Ibid., 16. An unsigned article, “Miss Austen,” in Englishwoman's Domestic M agazine in 1866 summarised, 

“By her beauty and genuineness she attracts a Mr Tilney” {Jane Austen: The Critical Heritage. Edited by B.C. 
Southam (London; Routledge, 1968), 213).

Julie Kavanagh on Jane Austen, 1862, ibid., 205. William H. Galperin describes “Anne’s beauty” in The 
H istorical Austen  (Philadelphia, Pa.: University o f  Pennsylvania Press, 2005), 13.
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fashion to say so.’” Anne is not less beautiful than her sister, Elizabeth, but beautifial in a 

more meaningful way. That she is more beautifiil the ladies are certain: ‘“ No comparison’” 

(193), they conclude. While Fanny’s meagre appearance is an advantage when she first 

arrives at Mansfield Park, she too becomes beautiful, and evidence of the alteration is also 

presented through a critical male eye. The reader is only informed o f Fanny’s transformation 

on Sir Thomas Bertram’s return from Antigua, when he “observ[es] with decided pleasure” 

her growth into beauty. “He led her nearer the light and looked at her again” clearly very 

pleased by “her equal improvement in health and beauty” (208). Thomas Bertram’s 

endorsement is morally dubious, yet it signals that Fanny’s attractiveness is now recognisable 

to the establishment. For Fanny’s superiority to be confirmed, Edmund’s conversion is 

essential. The first object o f his attention, Mary Crawford, is a bad beauty, a “talking pretty 

young woman” (54), who flouts propriety and has mercenary m o t i v e s . L o n g  before he has 

been disabused of this infatuation, Edmund recognises Fanny’s beauty, telling her, “‘You 

must really begin to harden yourself to the idea o f being worth looking at. - You must try not 

to mind growing up into a pretty woman’” (231). Later, the beginning o f their courtship 

requires only, “that he should leam to prefer soft light eyes to sparkling dark ones” (544).

The adjectives signify the essential differences between Fanny and Mary; as attractive as a 

dark, sparkling beauty might be, it does not bode well for a wife, in whom softness and 

lightness are infinitely preferable.

To be without beauty is a significant disadvantage, an impediment the heroine is

970spared. In Emma (1815), Miss Bates “had never boasted either beauty or cleverness,” and 

she is to be pitied, in consequence. There remains something suspiciously defective about the

Fanny miserably reflects, “Edmund would be forgiven for being a clergyman, it seemed, under certain 
conditions o f  wealth; and this, she suspected, was all the conquest o f prejudice which he was so ready to 
congratulate himself upon. She had only learnt to think nothing o f  consequence but money” (505).

Austen, Emma. Edited by Richard Cronin and Dorothy McMillan (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2005), 17.
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plain woman. The ubiquitous beauty of the heroines excludes uncomfortable questions; she is 

attractive, she marries, other possibilities are whispered only at the edges o f the texts. Mary 

Bennet, “the only plain one in the family” (27) is left at home as the novel closes, “no longer 

mortified by comparisons between her sisters’ beauty and her own” (428). The heroines each 

achieve a happy ending. Austen’s “subject is marriage,”^ '̂ as Julia Prewitt Brown contends. 

Austen is keenly aware o f the injustices consequent upon the idealisation o f beauty, and that 

its possession guarantees neither wealth nor happiness. Lady Bertram,

had two sisters to be benefited by her elevation; and such of their 

acquaintance as thought Miss Ward and Miss Frances quite as handsome as 

Miss Maria, did not scruple to predict their marrying with almost equal 

advantage. But there certainly are not so many men o f large fortune in the 

world as there are pretty women to deserve them (3).

Not all of Austen’s heroines make socially or financially impressive marriages, but they all 

win the love o f their beloved object, and their own particular beauty is implicated in the 

process. The author’s scepticism of the operation of beauty ideals does not preclude her 

conformity to convention. The heroines attain a status quo o f marriage with their comfortable 

normative attractiveness. Charlotte and Mary occupy the fringes of the works, facing the 

compromises and sacrifices consequent upon their possession of ostensibly inferior bodies.

Julia Prewitt Brown, Jane Austen's Novels: Social Change and Literary Form (Massachusetts and London: 
Harvard University Press, 1979), 6. Sonjeong Cho reiterates the reading arguing that, “Heterosexual romance is 
clearly the primary and persistent impulse and ultimate teleos o f Austen’s narrative” {An Ethics o f  Becoming: 
Configurations o f  Feminine Subjectivity in Jane Austen, Charlotte Bronte and George Eliot (New York and 
London: Routledge, 2006), 47).
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Transition between the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries

No sudden or dramatic change altered how beauty was conceived and constructed during the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. PubHcations such as The Times and Fraser’s Magazine 

spanned the age o f Austen and the accession of Victoria and continued to discuss beauty in 

notably similar ways. In the analyses o f Alexander Walker and Herbert Spencer, however, 

discussions o f beauty acquired an empirical bent. These theorists were dissatisfied with 

philosophy’s readiness to accept the mysteries of beauty, and determined to find scientific 

explanations for the power it exerted on the male subject. Yet, the conclusions they reached, 

and the formulation o f their arguments, most often echoed traditional constructions o f beauty. 

At the beginning o f the Victorian period. Walker defined himself as a progenitor at the avant- 

garde o f a new field o f enquiry; his is “A department of science, which in many respects 

must be regarded as new.”^̂  ̂Yet, he chose as a fi’ontispiece to Beauty; Illustrated Chiefly by 

an Analysis and Classification o f  Beauty in Woman (1836), an image o f the Venus de Medici, 

while the title page announces that the venture will be “Preceded by a critical view o f the 

general hypotheses respecting beauty, by Hume, Burke, Knight, Hogarth, Alison, etc,” the 

major voices in eighteenth-century aesthetics. It is the claim to scientific veracity, and the 

sense o f urgency, that is felt to distinguish the endeavour from these predecessors, as:

no book, even pretending to science or accuracy, has hitherto appeared upon 

it. The forms and proportions o f animals.. .have been examined in a hundred 

volumes. Not one has been devoted to woman, on whose physical and moral

Alexander Walker, Beauty: Illustrated Chiefly by an Analysis and Classification o f  Beauty in Woman 
(London: Effingham Wilson, 1836), iii.
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qualities the happiness o f individuals and the perpetual improvement o f the

273human race, are dependent.

Robert W. Jones argues that the representation o f beauty differs significantly 

between the centuries, as “the process of ideology, which in the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries separated the aesthetic from the social was not yet fully in place.”^̂ "' Jones’s 

argument centres upon the concept o f taste. His study addresses how the claim to authority in 

the definition of beauty operated as a claim to socio-political empowerment. By asserting an 

expertise in the subject of beauty, writers could establish their own distinction, and, by 

extension, that of their social class, investing themselves with cultural, and so political, 

authority. The liveliness of eighteenth-century British aesthetics relates uniquely to this 

context, as Jones avers. However, in the nineteenth century, female beauty was also a subject 

with political resonance, as the writings o f Walker, Spencer, Charles Darwin and William 

Acton demonstrate. In newspapers and journals, discussions o f beauty were often implicated 

in wider issues. Speculation about the marriage prospects o f a beautiful or unbeautifial 

heroine in a literary review expressed assumptions about the value o f beauty in the social 

world. To attest in a court case that “the plaintiff was a young lady, 23 years of age, o f great 

beauty and accomplishments’’̂ ^̂  or that “the lady who has fallen a victim to her husband’s 

brutality was remarkable for beauty of person, amiable manners, and an unsullied

Ibid., vii. Robyn Cooper contends that his books “fit into the mainstream o f  Victorian pubHshing,” as proof 
o f which she notes that they were “pubHshed by well-established houses...w ent through several editions in 
England and the United States” and were, in addition, “extensively and for the most part favorably reviewed” 
(“Definition and Control,” 343). She continues; ‘‘"Beauty appears to have been particularly successful, published 
in a deluxe edition in 1851 with tinted plates and a gold-embossed leather binding, as well as in a cheap 
condensed version. Copies o f  the books even reached the shores o f  the Antipodes. The books were accompanied 
by dedications to prominent men o f  the period - George Birkbeck, founder o f  the Mechanics’ Institute and 
University College, and Sir Anthony Carlisle, vice president o f  the College o f  Surgeons” (343).

Robert W. Jones, 8.
The Times, July 26 1849, 7.



reputation” was to invoke associations between appearance, character and worth. Readings 

o f appearance in relation to character are extremely common in nineteenth-century court 

reports. In The Times on 10 September 1831, a report from the Old Bailey describes the 

prosecution of a “respectable-looking youth” for theft. In the case that follows, the defence 

questions an alleged victim of the accused, Mary Arm Davis: “The young woman at the bar is 

rather good looking, - ,  eh, Mr. Dixon?” The witness, eager to clear himself of any lascivious 

motives responds, “There are many opinions respecting beauty, but really I am not aware that 

the lady has any claim to particular charms.” ’̂’ On 23 August 1826, the paper reports a 

typical example o f divorce proceedings, during which the husband’s counsel describes the 

wife as “beautiful, amiable, and witty,” in support of the contention that she is a

‘57R“coquette.” The daily experience o f female embodiment was shadowed by such socio

cultural discussion. The subject transcended any distinction between private and public; a 

presence in the life of every woman, it insinuated itself into debates about the role o f women 

in society at large, affirming the contention that beauty bridges distinctions between private 

and public spheres, due to which, “The feminist critique of beauty starts from the 

understanding that the personal is p o l i t i c a l . T h e  experience o f beauty in the social world 

and the artistic construction o f ideal beauty inevitably influence each other. The word is 

applied within a variety o f contexts often within the same publication and usages jostle 

together to evoke a multiplicity o f meanings. In this section, I analyse the representation o f 

beauty in the early nineteenth century, in order to better understand the magnitude o f the 

impact o f the plain heroine o f Jane Eyre.

The Times, April 14 1851, 8.
The Times, September 10 1831, 3.
The Times, August 23 1826, 3.

^™Jefifreys, 10.
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Belief in the continuity between the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries has received 

significant critical support; of late. B. M. Young argues that, “in order to understand the 

Victorians, modem historians will have increasingly to seek to understand how the Victorians 

familiarized themselves with their own immediate predecessor culture.” The bodies o f 

Jane Eyre and Lucy Snowe were certainly read in comparison with the bodies o f other 

canonical heroines which stretched back to the eighteenth century. Francis O’Gorman and 

Katherine Turner also refute a straightforward Victorian rejection o f eighteenth-century 

predecessors, describing the distinction as, “a lingering commonplace today.” With a 

specific emphasis on the issue of aesthetics, Mervyn Romans extends Jones’s argument 

concerning the operation of taste in eighteenth-century Britain beyond his parameters, 

arguing an equally “obsessive nineteenth-century concern with ‘taste’” David Fairer 

similarly argues that, “In both periods tastes were shifting and contested.” As were ideals 

of beauty. No consistent attitude is evident; rather one notes trends, patterns and 

characteristic contradictions. At the heart o f the nineteenth-century conception o f beauty was 

a marked ambivalence that complicated its usage for the novelist, as an anonymous journalist 

asserts in 1834, “tastes are very various, and are somewhat like our ideas o f beauty -  very 

arbitrary.” *̂'* But side by side with such statements, may be found a consistent assumption 

that beauty is readily identifiable and universally admired.

In the section that follows, I outline some of the major ways in which beauty was 

conceived and constructed in the mainstream media o f the nineteenth century. I have chosen 

to focus the majority o f my reading upon two publications, the London Times and Fraser’s

B. M. Young, The Victorian Eighteenth Century: An Intellectual H istory (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2007), 2.

O ’Gorman and Katherine Turner, “Introduction,” The Victorians and the Eighteenth Century: Reassessing  
the Tradition. Edited by O ’Gorman and Turner (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2004), 1.

Mervyn Romans, Histories o f  Art and Design Education: Collected Essays (Bristol, Intellect, 2005), 42.
David Fairer, “preface,” The Victorians and the Eighteenth Century, xiv.
The Times, May 8 1834, 2.
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Magazine. Terry Castle and Heather Glen have both analysed the reading interests o f the 

young Brontes, and refer to their consumption o f such materials, the latter being a 

particularly regular presence in the parsonage. The Times offers an interesting survey, 

specifically because it was “By far the most successful.. .the most influential paper o f the 

nineteenth century” with the “largest s a l e s , a n d  acted as “the voice o f middle-England, in 

favour o f reform, but fearful o f violent revolution.” *̂̂  The Times offers a sample o f some of 

the ways in which female beauty was daily present in nineteenth-century British culture. Asa 

Briggs, similarly describing the newspaper as “the dominant organ o f the press in

■^OQ 7 R 0

London,” crucially adds that it was “never without a variety of critics.” Kate Flint 

argues that Fraser’s, “whilst having a substantial readership among the country gentry, 

carried a number o f articles on controversial issues of the day.”^̂ '’ Rather than offering a 

homogenous representation o f beauty, these publications suggest the multiple ways in which 

the subject was active in the period.

Beauty and interest

References to beauty abound in nineteenth-century issues o f The Times. In news articles, 

beauty confers a kind o f heroinism upon the female subject. As with the literary heroine.

Terry Castle writes, “[Charlotte] read precociously in parliamentary reports and newspapers and modeled 
many o f  Angria’s leading personages on contemporary English political figures,” (“The Juvenilia o f  Charlotte 
Bronte” Boss Ladies, Watch Out! (New York and London: Routledge, 2002), 153-158, 156). Heather Glen 
describes the child Brontes as “voracious readers, o f  poetry and fiction, o f  newspapers and periodicals” 
(Charlotte Bronte, Tales o f  Angria. Edited, with an introduction and notes by Glen (London [etc.]: Penguin, 
2006), xii). See also Christine Alexander, “‘The Burning C lim e’: Charlotte Bronte and John Martin,” 
Nineteenth-Century Literature 50 (1995): 285-321, 293.

Bob Clarke, From Grub Street to Fleet Street: An Illustrated H istory o f  English Newspapers (Aldershot: 
Ashgate, 2004), 225.

Ibid., 227.
^**Asa Briggs and Peter Burke, A Social H istory o f  the M edia: From Gutenberg to the Internet (Cambridge, 
Polity, 2005), 155. Future references will appear parenthetically in the text.
*̂’ lbid., 163.

Kate Flint, ed.. The Victorian Novelist: Social Problem s and Social Change (London: Croom Helm, 1987), 
113.
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physical attractiveness is understood to increase interest in a story, enhancing the tone o f pity 

or admiration with which she is described. Women mentioned are most often victims of 

accident or crime, the possession of beauty adding a note o f tragedy to reports. An example 

from 1830 describes:

the body o f Martha Smith, only 18 years of age, who was found 

drowned.. .The deceased.. .was stated to have possessed great personal 

attractions, which, indeed, were apparent, even in death. A slight flush upon 

the face bespoke her to have once been the ‘rosy-cheeked village beauty;’ 

and her long light hair, which hung loosely over the neck and shoulders,

291presented a picture o f melancholy interest.

Martha herself becomes an art object beneath the description of her observer. In death, she is 

transmuted into the beautiful heroine of her own sad story. The word “only” establishes a 

tone o f regret. The death o f one so young, and so beautifiil, is more affecting than the death 

of another, it may be assumed. Two voices bear witness to Martha’s beauty. The voice of the 

community, who have taken pleasure in her attractiveness and communicated its legacy to 

the journalist, and the journalist (it m aybe presumed) himself, who reads her appearance as a 

type as familiar from art as from experience, as the use o f quotation marks infers. Admiration 

of Martha’s still lingering beauty transforms the news story into elegy. Her long fair hair, and 

its living sense of beauty, heighten the impression o f wastefulness. The literary quality o f the 

description suggests the generic fluidity o f representations o f beauty. To the reader, this 

beautiful body is experienced in words, as the body o f the literary heroine is; the real and

The Times, September 1 1830, 4.
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unreal become difficult to distinguish. In 1844, another victim o f drowning is described 

similarly as, “a young lady of considerable personal beauty and high accomplishments.

These usages foster the belief that the beautifiil body is more valued, more acutely 

mourned, than the unbeautiful body. The logic is similar to that which dictates the choice of 

the beautiful heroine. As Arme Bronte writes in Agnes Grey (1848), “If a woman... is plain 

and good, provided she is a person o f retired manners and secluded life, no one ever knows 

o f her goodness, except her immediate connections.” In both examples, a woman’s 

physical attractiveness is felt to increase interest in her subjectivity and experience, creating 

for her an audience. Such usage is in keeping with Moers’s analysis of the operation of 

beauty in the conventions o f heroinism, that “Beauty alone draws the eyes of the world, is the 

grim lesson of female maturity” (199). A reading o f extra-literary materials from the period 

supports the extension of the definition to the social world. Although not all women 

mentioned in news stories were beautiful, their level o f attractiveness was consistently 

defined, with the beautiful and unbeautiful woman subject to different assumptions. More 

recently. Melodic Monahan has similarly argued that the use o f beauty imputes value, that 

“the beautiful heroine symbolizes the prevailing ethic that physical appearance is the first 

measure o f female worth.”^̂ '* The privileging of beauty in these news stories advances a 

similar logic.

The possession o f beauty was, however, a mixed blessing. The references to beauty in 

the above news stories are already ambivalent, in the suggestion that the victim’s beauty may 

be responsible for her death, having acted as an inducement to attack. This parallels literary 

heroinism; from Richardson’s Pamela and Clarissa (1747-8), through Gaskell’s Mary Barton

The Times, May 4 1844,7
Anne Bronte, Agnes Grey. Edited by Robert Inglesfield and Hilda Marsden, introduction and notes by Robert 

Inglesfield (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 139.
Melodie Monahan, “Heading out Is Not Going Home: Jane Eyre," Studies in English Literature, 1500-1900 

28 (1988): 589-608, 591-2.
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(1848) and Ruth (1853) to Thomas Hardy’s Tess o f  the D ’Urbervilles (1890), woman 

endangered by her own attractiveness numbers among the most consistent literary 

archetypes. In an example from 1831, a journalist records the following question of a court; 

describing “a young lady, of high spirit, and of twenty years o f age, blooming in youth and 

beauty,” the lawyer asks, “was she not more likely to fall into the danger the petitioner 

affected to apprehend?”^̂  ̂ In 1842, another example describes a young girl as victim to the 

predatory male lust, excited by her beauty. The journalist records:

The beauty of the fair patient made no small impression on the doctor’s 

heart, and he flattered himself that at the least he might steal a kiss with 

impunity... unable any longer to restrain the ardour of his passion, he wound 

his arm round the fair one’s neck and gave her a twanging salute.^^^

In this passage, a fiarther ambivalence becomes apparent; the dentist is himself presented as a 

victim of the girl’s beauty, or at least of the carnal appetites her beauty excites. The 

conception o f beauty as potentially fatal to the male is as characteristic of the nineteenth 

century as it was o f the eighteenth. In journals such as Fraser’s, literary and non-fictional 

representations of beauty intermixed, sharing a vocabulary and an ideology. In both, women 

were often defined by the tradition of Eve, arch-manipulators whose beauty preyed upon 

errant men. In a poem published in 1830, we read o f “Those eyes of blue, eyes o f blue,” with 

“Their soft, enthralling loveliness” instilling “rapture” in the speaker. Such softness, 

however, is but a deadly fa?ade, guilty o f causing the speaker’s “heart’s undoing.” The 

imputed innocence of blue eyes is subverted by the simultaneous presence of: “Those rosy

The Times, December 14 1831, 3.
The Times, May 3 1842, 6.
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lips, those rosy lips.” Most damningly, the female subject is represented as consciously 

utilising her physicality to undo her admirer. Her previous sexual experience has honed the 

powerful influence o f features, “That knew fiall well to woo.” At the end of the poem, the 

woman is aligned with the Satan of Eden as judgement falls: “The serpent, coil’d your heart 

beneath,/Hath left its flowery lair;/And, gliding soft in many a wreath,/Hath breath’d its

9Q7poison -  there!” Later in the year, a similar vocabulary is employed in an article by 

William Maginn, “An Expostulation with the Law of Divorce.” The piece expresses a 

profound fear for the well-being o f men married to “a very devil incarnate.. .a fair 

deceiver... [who] dooms the unfortunate husband to continue the society o f this precious 

daughter o f Eve.”^̂ * The phrase “fair deceiver” and the reference to Eve invokes the 

archetypal image of guilty beauty, suggesting how cultural constructions o f beauty invaded 

debate about political issues. Nead argues that this understanding of woman was prevalent in 

Victorian Britain; “Feminine power is constructed differently from masculine power; woman 

is seen to weaken man through indiscreet mechanisms, through guile, persuasion and sexual 

charm.”^̂  ̂It was a representation that breached the boundaries of fact and fiction and was 

subsumed into socio-political discussions o f the female.

The Art of Beauty

Eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Britain shared a profound distrust o f female beauty, yet, 

given the rewards it received, it is unsurprising that articles and manuals offered advice as to 

its cultivation and maintenance. These texts may be considered a part o f what Chancer

Anon., “A Hard Hit for a Damosell,” Fraser’s 1 (1830): 144.
William Maginn, “An Expostulation with the Law o f Divorce,” Fraser's 1 (1830): 427. This construction 

was especially popular within the genre o f sensation fiction. In Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s Lady Audley's Secret, 
the perverse nature o f the anti-heroine’s seeming beauty is suggested in a moment of Ekphrasis, as she is 
likened to the morally dubious female subjects o f  Pre-Raphaelite art.

Nead, Myths o f  Sexuality: Representations o f  Women in Victorian Britain (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Basil 
Blackwell, 1990), 60.
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defines as “Foucauldian ‘regimes’ of diet, hair, makeup, or sexiness.” *̂̂® The Art o f  Beauty;

or. The Best Methods o f Improving and Preserving the Shape, Carriage, and Complexion 

(1825) is one o f the best-known examples of the genre o f the beauty manual and contains a 

number o f bewildering images o f macabre contraptions and mundane recipes for cosmetics 

and cures for ailments believed to endanger beauty. The text should not be considered 

typical; a review published in The London Literary Gazette roundly dismissed it as 

“nonsense.” '̂’’ But the review also suggests that the book was marketed at a socially elevated 

audience^®  ̂and advertisements and references to it appeared in such respectable publications 

as The Gentleman’s Magazine, Blackwood’s Magazine and The Examiner. Figure 4 

illustrates a device the anonymous author claims “has been so long a fashionable apparatus, 

as to be considered, by many, as an indispensable part of a young lady’s dress.” '̂’̂  The claim 

that these devices were commonly used must be treated with suspicion, as one would expect 

them to be subject to the censure reserved for practices o f grooming and ornamentation that 

were ubiquitous in contemporary conduct books.

“̂ Chancer, 110.
The London Literary Gazette and Journal o f  Belles Lettres, Arts, Sciences (London: Whiting and Branston, 

1825), 437. The Art o f  Beauty reprints the article “Boarding School Cures for Deformities” under the heading 
“Stocks,” published in 1823 in the periodical The Family Oracle, discussed below. This publication was 
described more leniently as “between jest and earnest, half fun and half utility, - a mule between a jeu d’esprit 
and a scientific treatise upon all things and thing besides” {The Literary Gazette and Journal o f  Belles Lettres, 
Arts, Sciences &c. (London: Bensley, 1823), 647). Unlike The Art o f  Beauty, beauty was not the only subject 
the Oracle addressed, as the title suggests.

The review contends; “The idea o f this book, and a great deal o f the nonsense it contains, are taken from a 
set of catch-penny Parisian publications, bearing the titles o f L ’Art de se fa ir  Aimer des Femmes, L ’Art de 
Flaire, &c., which are at once written, published, and sold, by a quack, called Antoine, who makes washes, 
ointments, ifec., which his works are intended to pu ff But the present book comes forward with far more 
pretension than any o f M. Antoine’s: it is handsomely printed in a duodecimo; value, or rather price, nine 
shillings; and contains, in addition to much wonderful information, a great deal o f very fine writing” {London 
Literary Gazette, 436-7).

Anon., The Art o f  Beauty; or, The Best Methods fo r  Improving and Freserving the Shape, Carriage, and 
Complexion. Together with. The Theory o f  Beauty (London: Knight and Lacey, 1825), 32.

Hemlow defines the period from 1760 to 1820 as “the age o f courtesy books for women” (733). Hester 
Chapone writes: “we strive against nature to alter ourselves by ridiculous contortions o f  body” {Letters on the 
Improvement o f  the Mind: Addressed to a Young Lady. Seventh edition. Vol. I (London: Walter, 1778), 
109).Thomas Marriott impugns, “O f Washes, Paste, or Paint, vain is the Pow’r,/To heighten Beauty, or its Loss 
restore/Content with native Charms, each needless Aid/Of Art contemn, O much admonish’d Maid!/Ah! Vainly 
think not, your fantastic Skill,/The wondrous Work o f Nature, can excell” {Female Conduct: Being an Essay on
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Similar machines were vehemently criticised in The Family Oracle o f  Health 

Economy, Medicine and Good Living in 1823,^°^ as the author attempted to deter readers

' ^ n ’7
from their use. The Art o f  Beauty is itself critical o f  the contraptions, a second example

o f which is shown in Figure 5. This, it is claimed, was “notoriously common, in famihes and 

schools.” The manual explains it is intended “for the improvement o f the female figure, and 

as a remedy for deformities,” ®̂* noting its similarity to “the torturing apparatus o f the 

inquisition.” ®̂̂ The recipes for cosmetic washes are a more moderate reflection o f  more 

wide-spread practices. A treatment for freckles quotes Byron as an authority as to their 

unattractiveness,^'® and combines domestic items such as “rainwater” and “lavender” with 

“muriatic acid” (141). The Literary Gazette'?, review o f The Family Oracle notes that 

“external washes [are] disapproved o f ’̂ ” in the periodical itself. Their use could denote

the Art o f  Pleasing. To be Practised by the Fair Sex, Before, and After Marriage. A poem, in Two Books 
(London: Owen, 1759), 63).

A. F. Crell and W. M. Wallace, The Family Oracle o f  Health; Economy, Medicine, and Good Living; 
Adapted to All Ranks o f  Society, from  the Palace to the Cottage. Assisted by a committee o f scientific 
gentlemen. Vol. I. Sixth edition (London: Walker, 1824). Although the volume aimounces itself as a sixth 
edition, no trace, in the British Library catalogue or elsewhere, is discernible o f  the previous five editions. The 
Literary Gazette; and Journal o f  Belles Letters, Arts, Sciences for the year 1823 contains a review o f an edition 
o f  three monthly numbers o f  the periodical. Virginia Smith contends that The Family Oracle gives “a strong 
impression o f popular health concerns” {Clean: A History o f  Personal Hygiene and Purity (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2007), 275). Like the Literary Gazette, Smith detects an air o f fiin about the periodical: “The 
Oracle was a jolly little publication, full o f  wise-cracking jokes which carefully trod the professional well way, 
its main aim being to moderate drug-taking and promote self-help and personal hygiene in its broadest sense” 
(275).

Family Oracle: “We assure our family readers, on the soundest principles o f philosophy and physiology, that 
stocks, screws, braces, and steel springs, have often the very opposite effect o f  the one intended; and we carmot 
too strongly deprecate steel stays, and spring boots, and what may well be called the uneasy chairs” (147). This 
passage, although, very close to the sentiment o f The Art o f  Beauty is not reprinted there.

The author claims, “we hope, that no mother, who wishes her daughters to have fine figures, will ever permit 
it to be worn” {Art o f  Beauty, 32).

Ibid., 38.
Ibid. I have been unable to uncover any substantial research on the use o f these devices, an area, perhaps, for 

future work.
It reads: “FRECKLES Are not exactly a disease, but they are oflen felt as an inconvenience, which, like Lord 

Byron’s cloud, ‘Has no business to appear. When skies are blue, and earth is gay’” {Art o f  Beauty, 41). Future 
references will appear parenthetically in the text.

Literary Gazette, 647.
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vanity, addressed as they are to “those beauties particularly who are beginning to lose their

■j 1

earlier admirers,” and fed anxiety about guilty beauty masquerading as good. The 

treatments affirm the social power o f beauty, as those who indulge in them are assured that 

they will thereby attain “an additional ten years o f youth and cynosureship, and even...at least 

five or ten years o f vanished charms.” '̂* With an air o f levity, the Literary Gazette questions 

the judgement of arming women with such weapons: “Is not this unwise in our Oracle? Is not 

he satisfied with the execution already by female eyes, but would render them more deadly! 

The man is surely mad.”^'^ The jovial tone veils a dynamic that will elsewhere be a source o f 

considerable anxiety: the power o f female beauty over the desiring male.

Advertisements for The Art o f  Beauty continued to appear in British publications 

throughout the 1830s. However, mid-Victorian emphasis on natural beauty is suggested in 

the absence o f similar material from magazines o f the period. Margaret Beetham and Kay 

Boardman’s anthology, Victorian Women’s Magazines (2001), focuses largely on the latter 

half o f the century, where, in magazines such as Beeton’s Young Englishwoman, advice on 

appearance is limited to the more respectable subject o f dress. Valerie Steele argues that “The 

Victorian woman was constantly exhorted to cultivate her personal appearance. She was 

assured that it was her ‘first duty to be b e a u t i f u l . Y e t  the methods o f cultivation were 

strictly delimited. The Times and Fraser’s advertise annuals such as H eath’s Book o f  Beauty 

(1833-49), devoted to elaborate descriptions o f attractive ladies, as well as manuals o f advice 

as to its maintenance, advocating attention to “regimen, cleanliness and dress,” but not to 

cosmetics or ornament. The simultaneous insistence on beauty, and censure o f the attempt to

The Art o f  Beauty, 151.
With a Foucauldian ring, these practices are described as “Beauty-Training”( ibid).
Literary Gazette, 647.
V alerie Steele, Fashion and Eroticism: Ideals ofFeminine Beauty from the Victorian Era to the Jazz Age 

(New York; Oxford; Oxford University Press, 1985), 102.
The Times, January 24 1834, 2.
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attain beauty, supports the argument that “cultural tensions and contradictions about women 

and beliefs about femininity were enacted in the pages o f periodicals.”^̂ ^

Legally defining beauty

Throughout the nineteenth century, the question of whether beauty was an objective or a 

subjective quality remained uncertain. On the one hand, the belief that beauty was a matter of 

personal judgement was often glibly assumed. “Mr. Brown’s Letters to a Young Man About 

Town,” in an 1849 edition o f Punch, for example, reads:

About beauty I do not argue. I take it for granted. A man sees beauty, or 

which he likes, with eyes entirely his own. I don’t say that plain women get 

husbands as readily as the pretty girls - but so many handsome girls are 

unmarried, and so many of the other sort wedded that there is no possibility 

of establishing rule or o f setting up a standard... I see the plainest women 

exercising the fascinations over men.^^^

Occasionally, a journalist suggests that purely physical beauty may be rivalled by less 

tangible attributes. A review o f a play earlier in the decade states o f a dramatic character: 

“Early care has spread over the soul of Marie that charm which is more attractive than the 

most dazzling b e a u t y . M o r e  typical, however, is Leigh Hunt’s comment that, “Little eyes

Ann B. Shteir, “Let us examine the flower”: Botany in W omen’s Magazines, 1800-1830,” Science 
Serialized: Representations o f  the Sciences in Nineteenth-Century Periodicals. Edited by Geof&ey Cantor and 
Sally Shuttleworth (Cambridge, Massachusetts and London: MIT Press, 2004), 17-36, 17.

Punch. Vol. XVII, July 1849,13.
The Times, June 12 1841, 6.
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must be good-tempered, or they are ruined. They have no other resource.” Physical beauty 

is most often accepted as a woman’s greatest advantage. Legal discussions suggest that 

beauty was generally held to be an objective quality, as definitions of attractiveness were 

included as pieces o f evidence. One frequent usage related to cases o f adultery. In an 

example from 1824, a clerk is accused o f seducing his employer’s wife; the journalist relates:

His learned friend, in his opening, had aggravated the injury by saying that 

Mrs. Carr was a beautifiil and accomplished woman; but the jury had the 

opportunity of hearing, from the mouth o f a pretty girl, who was therefore a 

good judge o f beauty, that Mrs. Carr [26] was very plain indeed. That ground 

must, therefore, be abandoned.

The opposing members of counsel argue over the woman’s claim to beauty. The defence 

wishes to present her as attractive and lady-like, a testament to her character, advancing the 

argument that transgression for such a woman must be considered unlikely. The prosecution 

undermine, not the logic of association between appearance and character, but the woman’s 

appearance itself Expert testimony is provided by a pretty girl, whose beauty has been 

confirmed by the court, and who is therefore considered a reliable arbiter o f beauty herself 

The women in question are most often absent in such cases and their beauty becomes a 

matter o f claim and counter-claim. A further assumption of this case is that beauty is a logical 

motivation for adultery. If the woman is not beautiful, mercenary or perverse motives must 

be inferred. The assumption is that beauty alone arouses sexual desire. In court, as far as my

Leigh Hunt, Leigh Hunt's London Journal, May 20 1835, 109. First published in New Monthly Magazine 
1825.

The Times, January 13 1824, 3. A very similar case is described in the same newspaper on April 19 1825.
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reading can gauge, the plain woman’s body was not presented as desirable. In another 

example from 1841, a girl is defined as “ 19, possessed of great personal beauty (as stated by 

all the witnesses who had been examined in the c a u s e ) . U n i v e r s a l  acceptance of the girl’s 

beauty proves its existence. But beauty cannot be merely imputed in these cases, it must be 

proven, as it is a crucial piece o f evidence, its influence upon the jury never underestimated.

Beauty and romantic love

A second frequent context for legal definitions o f beauty arose in relation to the prosecution 

o f broken engagements. These instances exemplify contemporary belief in the association 

between beauty and romantic love, echoing Lefkovitz’s reading of the role of beauty in the 

Victorian novel: “That which is beautiful is loved and that which is loved appears 

beautifial.” In the case of the court, however, no arguments are made for love bestowing 

beauty upon the individual. That beauty follows love is instead the consistent assumption. In 

an example from 1827, the experience o f a young woman is reported as follows;

During her illness, the defendant constantly made inquiries after her at the 

house; and when she was getting somewhat better, he was one day admitted 

to see her. This was the last interview that he had with her: he left the house, 

and from that time discontinued his visits, without assigning any reason, or 

giving the slightest explanation. His reason might probably have been that 

the disorder had destroyed that beauty for which he had professed so great a 

regard. But had he waited until her recovery, he would have found, that

n e  Times, May 8 1841, 14 
Lefkovitz, 19-20.
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although it had been for a time disfigured, it returned with health with all its 

former brightness.

No attempt is made by the young man to attribute the diminishment o f his interest to another 

cause. The report accepts that he was deeply in love before illness altered the appearance of 

his fiancee and that her physical decline was the sole reason for loss of love. Regret seems 

limited to his haste alone. This is but the logical obverse o f the nineteenth-century veneration 

of beauty for, with beauty so commonly depicted as the source of love, what must happen 

when beauty ceases to exist? The callousness o f the man’s reaction is but an extreme 

example of the logical association between beauty and love. The fate of the plain woman was 

rarely discussed in nineteenth-century culture, but the girl who suffered the loss o f beauty, 

even temporarily, could be considered in tragic terms. Although Esther Summerson of 

Charles Dickens’s Bleak House (1852-3) is loved in spite o f her scarring, her beauty makes a 

miraculous return in the final pages o f the novel. The conjunction o f beauty and love in the 

nineteenth-century mind raised serious questions about the fate of women in a society where 

marriage was the most respectable, and often the safest, occupation. A woman’s fate might 

very well be seen to depend upon her beauty, or its lack. The relationship between beauty, 

romantic love and female worth is affirmed in the report o f a case from the following year, 

where the journalist notes:

She certainly possessed within herself many attractions, which would 

warrant a fair share o f admiration from any man .. .It was not pretended that

n e  Times, June 4 1827, 5.
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the defendant was as yet insincere -  for what man at the age of 24 was 

insincere to a beautifial young woman?

The report assumes a norm, that the unspecified “many attractions” will arouse the 

admiration, and deference, o f  any man, and that the beautiful woman is insulated from ill- 

treatment by the force o f her beauty alone. Beauty is, therefore, an objective quality that may 

be measured in the response a woman elicits. The belief that the association between beauty, 

love and courtship is natural, invokes an insalubrious counter logic, which accepts, if  it does 

not endorse, the neglect o f the unbeautiful woman. In an example from 27 May 1830, a letter 

to the editor about a recent case accusing a man of murdering his wife for insurance purposes 

questions: “Would the unfaithftil husband of a wife o f faded beauty and declining health, be 

as anxious to prolong and render comfortable her existence, if  there were a large assurance of 

her life, as if no such provision had been made?”^ '̂ In legal cases, the worth o f youthful 

female beauty is measured in terms o f damages awarded. In the society pages, the value of 

beauty is confirmed by numerous accounts o f the alliance o f male wealth and female 

beauty.^^^ Recent feminist research accepts the very real historical force o f beauty as a factor 

determining the nature of women’s lives.^^^ Marlene Tromp reads these cases similarly and 

reaches the same conclusion: “For the Victorians, the flesh of a woman had a value, a clearly 

economic v a l u e . E v i d e n c e  offered by both nineteenth-century news reports and fiction 

suggests that beauty was a powerful determinant in how female worth was conceived in the 

period.

The Times, January 5 1828, 4.
The Times, May 27 1830,4.
The Times, December 28 1831, 2. In this instance, the young woman married an earl.
Chancer, 83.
Marlene Tromp, The Private Rod: Marital Violence, Sensation, and the Law in Victorian Britain (Virginia: 

University o f Virginia Press, 2000), 23.
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The plain woman in court

The role o f the unbeautiful woman in nineteenth-century legal cases is often that o f guilty 

party. In one example, a woman is driven to assault a female acquaintance due to repeated 

accusations “that she was not handsome enough to be any man’s lady.” The journalist feels it

335necessary to confirm that the woman in question, “was in fact, no beauty,” making her 

violence doubly egregious, as the accusation is conceived as factual. More frequently, 

however, the unbeautiful woman appears as an adventuring Moll Flanders figure, though 

devoid of her beauty, luring men with the pretence o f means. Wealth and beauty were closely 

associated in the nineteenth-century mind; for a woman to be believed attractive in the 

collective imagination it was imperative that she possess at the very least one or the other. In 

an example from 1829, a woman’s plainness, and the idea of marrying a plain woman for 

love, is presented as ridiculous in court. The journalist reports: “On Saturday, a woman of 

very plain and uninviting appearance was placed at the bar before Mr. Halls, charged with 

having intermarried with William Eagles, her former husband Henry Goodman, being still 

living.” The lawyer questions: “‘Well, and what was the inducement she held out to you, - 

not personal beauty I should think?’” The victim replies:

‘You may say that, your worship,” said the witness, laughing heartily, in 

which the prisoner herself joined; “it was not her beauty to be sure, and I 

should not have thought o f such a thing but for the representations which she 

made to me of her being possessed o f so much property.

The Times, September 9 1843, 6. 
The Times, January 12 1829, 3.
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Marrying the woman for the virtue o f her self alone is accepted by all as ridiculous; she 

herself joins in the laughter provoked by the suggestion. In a case from 1834, the correlation 

is again present as the reporter records that “a bystander expressed his doubts whether the 

gentleman had run away with the old lady for her money or with the young lady for her 

b e a u t y , t h e  twin forms of attractiveness in the contemporary mind. Hufton suggests the 

dynamic was a social reality: “Money had a way of rendering even the plain and otherwise 

disadvantaged more attractive” (124). The association continues to be prevalent in the 

Victorian period, where a reporter in 1848 describes;

She discovered, however, that he was also keeping company with a young 

girl whose personal charms as far surpassed those o f Miss Chappie as Miss 

Chappie’s property exceeded hers...it was clear that the one was loved by the

-j -j o

plaintiff, while the other was paid court to on account o f her funds.

Beauty, here, is an analogue o f truth; it is a credible motivation for the arousal o f romantic 

love. What we see in court and in the wider journalism of the period is evidence o f a belief 

that beauty rightfiilly defines the female. In the novels o f Charlotte Bronte, the assumptions 

that underwrite this privileging will be questioned, as the author attempts to deploy their 

logic against them.

The science of beauty

The extent to which beauty and goodness had become all but coterminous by the nineteenth 

century is reflected in the attempts to use physiognomy, phrenology and evolutionary biology

The Times, October 18 1834, 5.
The Times, April 3 1848, 7.
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to account for the ascendancy o f beauty. In the mid to late nineteenth century, Spencer and 

Darwin published scientific theories in support o f a direct relationship between the inward 

and outward. In “Personal Beauty” (1854) Spencer insisted that his argument for an 

association between appearance and character, goodness, intelligence and beauty, was 

grounded in empirical fact. The essay evinces a kinship with the theory o f beauty of 

expression, as Spencer argues a logical connection between the inward and outward:

may we not say that the transitory forms, by perpetual repetition, register 

themselves on the face, and produce permanent forms?.. .In brief, may we 

not say that expression is feature in the making', and that if  expression means 

something, the form of feature produced by it means something?^^^

This closely resembles physiognomical precepts, which also distinguished between the 

permanent structure o f bone and markings made upon the skin over time. It represents the 

continuation in the nineteenth century o f the desire to explain disjunctions between 

appearance and character and, consequently, to retain belief in their relation.

Much o f Spencer’s argument seems barely distinct from the claims of his eighteenth- 

century counterparts. Spencer lightly accepts the Greek standard of ideal beauty, defining its 

association with moral and intellectual superiority:

if this ideal, as found in sculptures o f the Greek gods, has been used to 

represent superhuman power and intelligence -  and if  the race so using it 

were themselves distinguished by a mental superiority, which, if  we consider

Herbert Spencer, “Personal Beauty,” Essays: Scientific, Political, and Speculative Vol. II (London; 
Routledge, 1996), 388.
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their disadvantages, produced results unparalleled; have we not stronger 

reasons for concluding that the chief components of beauty and ugliness are 

severally connected with perfection and imperfection of mental nature?̂ "*®

The way in which Spencer structures his argument embodies the most significant difference 

between the nineteenth-century scientists, physiognomists and phrenologists and eighteenth- 

century philosophers. This does not lie in any specific theory but in the methods used to 

advance argument and allege truth. Where the philosophers invoked tradition, nineteenth- 

century discourse is marked by the claims of empiricism. This is especially evident in the 

practices o f physiognomy and phrenology, whose practitioners were aware o f a need to 

distinguish their superiority over the casual observer. As Sally Shuttleworth contends, 

“phrenology necessitated the acquisition of a special body o f knowledge in order to interpret 

skull formation.” '̂̂ '

The claim to scientific authority is further evident in a book published by the portrait 

painter and wood-engraver, Thomas Woolnoth. As the title suggests, Facts and Faces: Being 

an Enquiry into the Connection Between Linear and Mental Portraiture with a Dissertation 

on Personal and Relative Beauty (1852) is deeply informed by classical and eighteenth- 

century theories o f correspondence between physical, mental and moral states. What differs, 

however, is the vocabulary Woolnoth uses to express his theories and to support his advice. 

He speaks o f marks in the face that deepen with the passage o f time as “incisions,

Ibid., 392.
Shuttleworth, Charlotte Bronte and Victorian Psychology (Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 1996), 

61. Future references will appear parenthetically in the text.
Thomas Woolnoth, Facts and Faces: Being an Enquiry into the Connection Between Linear and M ental 

Portraiture with a Dissertation on Personal and Relative Beauty (London; Woolnoth, 1854), 119.
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offering physiognomy as a practical tool in the hiring of servants and tradesmen. Lavater, 

too, stressed the specialist knowledge central to his procedures, as Hartley explains:

There was no way, Lavater confessed, he could teach mankind the 

whole o f the divine alphabet necessary to translate the language of nature, 

but he could make some of its characters transparent to the enlightened 

observer, as the main part o f physiognomy was to reveal things in nature, 

that eluded the immediate comprehension of the senses. '̂*'^

In The Functions and Disorders o f  the Reproductive Organs in Childhood, Youth, 

Adult Age, and Advanced Life (1858), a medical text primarily concerned with guiding young 

gentlemen in the choice o f a wife. Dr. William Acton repeatedly describes the kind of female 

that should be avoided, the pale, the thin, the generally sickly-looking. Acton’s text indicates 

the very real value with which beauty was invested in the most utilitarian c i r c l e s . H e  

advances his thesis using a scientific vocabulary:

In a state o f nature, we find that animals select the most perfect forms 

for their mates -  thus instinctively providing for the perpetuation o f as 

perfect species as possible. It would be well in many respects if  this 

example were closely followed by human beings (79-80).

He writes, “In engaging servants [physiognomy] will enable you so to look at them, that there will be no 
occasion to look after them: it will also act in confirmation o f a good character, and prevent the hazard o f a false 
one” (ibid., 6).

Hartley, 33.
William Acton, The Functions and Disorders o f  the Reproductive Organs in Childhood, Youth, Adult Age, 

and Advanced Life (London: John Churchill, 1862), 77.
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While the self-consciously scientific fi’ame in which this conception was posed was new, its 

conclusion was not. The writers of eighteenth-century conduct books were motivated by a 

similar intention, the didactic description of the ideal wife. In Acton’s argument, the ideal is 

invested with scientific authority. The preference for beauty is presented as natural, and in 

the best interests o f mankind. Man, therefore, is both naturally inclined towards, and has a 

moral obligation to choose, a beautiful wife. Darwin advances a strikingly similar argument 

in The Descent o f  Man, and Selection in Relation to Sex (1871), as he writes, “In civilised life 

man is largely, but by no means exclusively, influenced in the choice o f his wife by external 

appearance.” "̂*̂ In the same year Charles Bray reached a similar conclusion in A Manual o f  

Anthropology, asking, “what does a man want for his other half? Not another man, or 

anything like one, but a true woman, feminine in all her attributes.. .To the one belongs 

power, to the other b e a u t y . A c c o r d i n g  to these arguments, marriage serves at once a 

biological and a social funcfion, and beauty relates to both. The theory o f correspondence is 

invested with scientific authority. The beautiful woman is a fit mother and wife, the 

unbeautiful woman, defective. Within such a society, beauty must appear the most important 

quality a woman can possess, closely tied to the perception of both her goodness and 

marrigeability, which respectively constitute her spiritual and social purpose in life. The 

extant system is, therefore, just, explaining why “women have long been selected for 

beauty.”^̂*

It is this, perhaps, which accounts for the return to the beautiful heroine at the 

century’s end. In the novels of George Meredith and Thomas Hardy beauty again appears as 

a sufficient justification for heroinism, as if  the painstaking interrogations o f Bronte, Gaskell

Charles Darwin, The Descent o f  Man. Introduction by James Moore and Adrian Desmond (London; Penguin, 
2004), 640.

Charles Bray, A Manual o f  Anthropology (London; Longmans, Green, Reader and Dyer, 1871), 80.
Darwin, 666.
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and Eliot had never occurred. The specifically scientific formulation of these theories is most 

relevant to Eliot, who knew some o f the central figures personally, and whose work most 

closely overlapped with their publication, as I result o f which I return to the issue in the final 

chapter. What is most striking, however, is continuity, how little Spencer and Darwin 

deviated fi'om Walker and Acton, and how similar their constructions were to the good and 

bad beauties o f the past. Bronte’s challenge to the convention o f the beautifiil heroine 

repeated the ambition of Wollstonecraft’s Mary, and her great success is recorded in 

contemporary responses. But neither did Jane arise from a cultural void. She was as much 

moulded by evangelical challenges to beauty, as she was by Bronte’s rejection o f the 

conventional heroine. In that rich tradition lay a repudiation o f beauty Victorian Britain could 

comprehend.
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Charlotte Bronte

...the silent stranger -  the poor relation -  the plain woman -  and all the most 
insignificant or unnoticed persons in the party.

Sarah Ellis, The Women o f  England: Their Social D uties and D om estic H abits (1839)

It is astonishing what a touchstone there is in a pretty face, an expensive 
wardrobe, or a title, at girls’ schools... 

Unsigned article, F ra ser’s M agazine  (1 Novem ber 1844)

. . .she is not pretty, yet she p leases... 

Madame de B., M em oirs o f  Rachel (1858)

The genesis and reception of Jane Eyre

Jane Eyre  has long been read as revolutionary. In A Literature o f  Their Own, Showalter 

looked back at Margaret Oliphant’s B lackw ood’s articles as “one o f  the first to note that Jane 

Eyre had changed the direction o f  the female tradition.” ’ In hindsight, Bronte appeared to 

read it so herself, recalling, to Martineau, the rejection o f  beauty as “a matter o f  course”

' Showalter, 106. In December 1849 The Dublin University Magazine discussed “The sensation [JaneEyre^ 
caused among the literary coteries” (“A Bunch of New Novels,” vol. xxxiv, 680). In July 1857 W. C. Roscoe 
described “the thorough air o f novelty which pervades both [Bronte’s] subject-matter and her treatment” (The 
National Review, The Brontes: The Critical Heritage, 354). Oliphant interpreted the consequences 
ambivalently. Until recently, she contended, the form had enjoyed international renown “ for a certain sanity, 
wholesomeness, and cleanliness unknown to other literature o f the same class” (unsigned review, Blackwood’s 
Magazine, September 1867, 257-80, 258). In “her ‘protest’ against the conventionalities in which the world 
clothes itself,” Bronte established a precedent that lesser writers exploited, nurturing a questionable public 
appetite for the sensation novels o f  Mary Elizabeth Braddon and Caroline Thomas. Moers writes, “Jane Eyre 
was read as a dangerous and angry book in its own time, a woman’s book in the radical sense o f the term” (15). 
More recently, Elsie B. Michie contends that the novel “took the Victorian literary world by storm” 
(“Introduction,” Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre: A Casebook. Edited by Elsie B. Michie (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2006), 3). A markedly similar phrasing is used by Juliet Barker to describe the phenomenon 
in “The Haworth Context,” Cambridge Companion to the Brontes, 13.
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{Life, 204) that inspired the embodiment o f her heroine. Her first readers recognised the 

riposte codified by Jane’s body. To Putnam’s Monthly Magazine in 1853, she had been “an 

entirely abnormal creation among the conventional heroines.”  ̂Elizabeth Lynn Linton 

contended that, before Jane Eyre, “a successful novelist would as soon have thought of flying 

as o f driving a team o f ugly heroines through three volumes.”  ̂ In a period in which a 

“woman’s profession was to be beautifijl, to please, and to marry,”"̂ Jane attained the 

heroine’s usual reward, with few of her qualifications. More recently, critics have detected 

complicity in the novel, accusing it o f reproducing conservative ideologies o f gender, class^ 

and race.^ Bronte’s representation o f beauty straddles the ideological divide. Her fiction 

attests to the cruelty consequent upon the idealisation of beauty. Jane and Lucy flout 

prettified convention and criticise more regular beauties in strident tones. But the rejection of 

beauty was also known to the Victorians. In challenging the conventional heroine, Bronte 

advanced a simple aesthetic and a repudiation of guilty beauty, that were an established tenet 

o f evangelical ideology, and resonated with misogynistic images of guilty beauty. Neither do 

Bronte’s novels uniformly reject beauty. Each offers a Miss Temple, a Paulina Home, a 

character in whom goodness and attractiveness coincide. While familiar constructions of 

beauty continue to appear in her work, in her seizure of the plain heroine she thrust a

 ̂Unsigned review, Villette and Ruth, Putnam's Monthly Magazine, May 1853, The Brontes: The Critical 
H eritage, 212. More recently, Lambert has contended, “for the plain woman to assume the center o f  the 
fictional stage we must wait for Jane Eyre” (58).
 ̂Elizabeth Lynn Linton, “W omen’s Heroines,” M odem  Women, and What is Said o f  Them (New York: 

Redfield, 1868), 128.
 ̂Steele, 195. Bronte’s novels interrogated the logic o f  the courtship plot, suggested by Fraser's in 1843, where 

it was written o f  a conventional heroine, “to see her and love her were identical” (“Abaslard and Heloisa,” 28; 
(1843) 86-98,92).
 ̂The three are, very often, connected. London’s argument about Jane E yre's affinity with the ideal woman of 

conduct literature combines the issues o f  gender and class. Jina Politi argues that the novel affirms the 
patriarchal ideology it set out to undermine, {“Jane Eyre Class-ified,” New Casebooks: Jane Eyre. Edited by 
Heather Glen (Basingstoke: Macmillian, 1997), 78-91).
 ̂Gayatari Spivak was among the first to counter the feminist vision o f  the novel’s radicalness with a reading of 

its complicity with the strategies o f  empire. See “Three W omen’s Texts and a Critique o f  Imperialism,” Critical 
Inquiry 12 (1985): 249. According to Susan Meyer “Spivak shows feminism to be inevitably complicitous wi'Ji 
imperialism” {Imperialism at Home: Race and Victorian W omen’s Fiction  (Ithaca, N.Y. and London: Cornell 
University Press, 1996), 66. See also Poon, 21-48).
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spotlight on varieties o f experience usually overiooked. The vulnerability o f the unbeautiful, 

and the insistence that she, too, was capable o f inspiring romantic love, brought the logic of 

the conventional courtship plot firmly into question. To suggest that the plain woman was as 

valuable as her beautifiil counterpart was to threaten an established order. The anxiety 

aroused by Jane’s appearance supports Lefkovitz’s argument that “In their appeals to 

traditional values, descriptions o f beauty are quietly but powerftilly conservative” (18) as 

“innovations in the idealization of appearance...directly challenge tradition’s authority over 

those values associated with human character” (19). In her rejection of the beautiftil heroine, 

Bronte could also be seen to reject the passive model of feminine goodness it echoed in the 

contemporary mind.

In turning, now, to Bronte’s life writings and references to beauty and plainness in 

contemporary journalism, my aim is to establish a sense of the conceptions o f beauty with 

which she engaged, to demonstrate that her reading o f her appearance was influenced by the 

social idealisation of beauty, and to convey a sense o f the complexity o f experience ignored 

in the courtship plot’s conventional union of beauty and romantic love. Bronte’s relationship 

to her body, influenced by an internalization o f social standards, affirms recent feminist 

theorisations of the impact o f cultural beauty ideals. Those who met her often recorded their 

impressions of her appearance. In 1853, Mary Russell Mitford wrote, “She is a little, quiet, 

gentle person; the upper part of the face good, but something amiss in the formation of the

n

mouth.” The belief that Bronte internalized such judgements and was, in consequence,

“painfully aware of her small stature and plain looks,” was advanced by Gaskell, who

recorded her remark, “‘I notice...that after a stranger has once looked at my face, he is careful

 ̂Letter from Mary Russell Mitford to Elizabeth Barrett Browning, November 10* 1853, The Letters o f  
Charlotte Bronte: With a Selection o f  Letters by Family and Friends. Vol. lU: 1852-1855. Edited by Margaret 
Smith (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), 205-6.
® Christine Alexander, “Educating ‘The Artist’s Eye’: Charlotte Bronte and the Pictorial Image,” The Brontes in 
the World o f  the Arts. Edited by Sandra Hagan and Juliette W ells (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2008), 25.
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not to let his eyes wander to that part o f the room again! (Fig. 6). Many of Bronte’s extant 

references to her appearance are similarly derisory. In a sketch included in a letter to her 

closest friend Ellen Nussey in 1843 (Fig. 7), she portrayed herself as a “grotesque stunted 

little female figure.” ’® While Bronte rendered Ellen “A beautiful young woman” (Ibid., 216) 

held within a male embrace, she portrayed herself alone, witch-like, possessed o f harsh, 

exaggerated features. Later, she introduced this image o f the isolated, unbeautiful woman 

into fiction, extending the varieties o f heroinism the form had hitherto contained.

The sketch codifies the association of beauty and romantic love the courtship plot 

helped to crystallise. Bette London argues that Jane learns from Rochester “to identify desire 

with the look,” ' ' but it is a lesson she has long been schooled in. In the Reed home, she 

senses that her appearance repels, where the immoral Georgiana’s attracts. The assumption 

that beauty inspired love was commonplace in nineteenth-century culture, evident in a letter 

to the editor o f The Monthly Magazine in 1822, speculating on the impact the New Marriage 

Act would have for the prospects o f unmarried women. Among those affected by the Act, the 

journalist describes as most pitiable

such ladies...whose beauty, -  little as there may be o f it, -  is beginning to be 

on the wane; who now, for lack o f some unlucky consent or certificate, on the 

part o f those whom they may, with much art and painstaking, have brought 

fairly to commit themselves; may now find all their labour lost, and all their

 ̂Life o f  Charlotte Bronte, 350. Gaskell attributed Bronte’s at times crippling shyness to her belief in “her 
personal ugliness” (ibid).

Christine Alexander and Jane Sellars, The Art o f  the Brontes (Cambridge; Cambridge University Press), 1995, 
2 61 .1 agree with their contention that the sketch suggests that Bronte’s feelings abut her appearance impacted 
negatively upon her self-esteem: “The subject o f the sketch is superficially humorous...but it reflects Charlotte’s 
growing feeling o f isolation at the time and her increasingly low self-esteem” (262).
'' London, 206.
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Fig. 6 Charlotte Bronte, George Richmond (1850)
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Fig. 7 ‘Good-bye sketch,’ Alexander and Sellars, 261
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12tender hopes disappointed.

The letter is unusual in its consideration o f the plight o f the unbeautiful. It is sensitive to the 

prejudices o f the establishment, but it invokes the usual association, assuming that the 

unmarried woman is unlikely to be beautiful, and garnered a proposal through trickery and 

effort. The conclusion is that the unbeautiful woman, whatever her other virtues, is less 

loveable than her attractive counterpart. The attitudes are expressed in a piece unusually 

sympathetic to the cause o f unmarried women.

Bronte’s acceptance o f the social value o f youthful beauty is evident in Gaskell’s 

record of her response to her father’s objection to Arthur Bell Nicholls’s proposal of 

marriage: ‘“ Father I am not a young girl, not a young woman even -  I never was pretty. I 

now am ugly. At your death I shall have 300£ besides the little I have earned myself -  do you 

think there are many men who would serve seven years for me?’” '  ̂ In this instance, Bronte 

bluntly evaluates her worth according to prevailing market values. But neither was her failure 

to conform to a dominant beauty ideal always simply accepted. The ambivalence o f her 

ideological positioning is suggested in a letter she wrote to a friend, Mary Dixon, in 1843: “I 

surrender my unfortunate head to you with resignation -  the features thereof may yield good 

practice as they never yet submitted to any line o f regularity -  but have manifested such a 

spirit of independence, unedifying to behold.” '"* Although the tone is submissive, and

Anon., “To the editor of the Monthly Magazine,” The Monthly Magazine, November 1 1822, 314-6, 315. In 
The Lancet, J. F. OllifFe presented a similar image o f  the isolated, ugly woman: “Do not the prejudices o f the 
world, prejudices which I deplore, but which, unfortunately, nevertheless exist, all but exclude disfigured faces 
from the pale of society?” (“Reflections on the Treatment o f  Variola, by the ‘Ecrotic Method,’ Principally with 
a View to the Formation o f Cicatrices,” The Lancet, 6 February 1841, 677).

Letter to John Forster, 17 May 1854, The Letters o f  Mrs. Gaskell. J. A. V. Chappie and Arthur Pollard 
(Manchester: Mandolin, 1997), 261-2.

Letter to Mary Dixon, early 1843, The Letters o f  Charlotte Bronte. Vol. I, 1829-1847. Edited by Margaret 
Smith (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995), 313.
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conveys an acceptance o f the classical aesthetic popular in the period,'^ Bronte’s description 

o f her features as rebellious echoes her ambivalent relationship to her unbeautiful creations 

and anticipates the terms in which Jane would be at once celebrated and vilified. To not 

belong could be to rebel; to rebel against a corrupt, servile society could be, though 

unwomanly, a positive.

Bronte’s life also offers examples of the complexity overlooked in the simple 

congruence o f love and beauty propounded by the courtship plot. A Blackwood’s \ovLvnsMsi 

humorously observed in 1823,

Every day are our classical tastes shocked by some heretofore sensible young 

man falling in love with a face that would have given Phidias the spleen. We 

protest - we sneer - we storm and in reply we get from the friends o f the 

forlorn (if he have any) at once, a new view of the subject, and an addition to 

our phraseology,

“The lady, though anything but handsome, is a greeab leT  

...The culprit himself, however, generally persists in his unhappy error; and, as 

the devil will have it, dies, at a good old age, a stubborn heretic. His derider, 

haply, marries a beauty, and tires o f her in twelve months. What is the 

rationale of this?'^

Fahnestock contends, “Irregular features must deviate from some standard o f feminine beauty, and in the 
early and mid-nineteenth-century that standard was predominantly a classical one” (330).

Anon., “On the Sources of the Picturesque and Beautifiil,” Blackwood's Magazine, Vol. xiv, September 1823, 
254. Looking back at Jane Eyre, the Yale Literary Magazine credited Bronte with introducing this common
place notion into fiction: “Every one knows that by far more than half o f the heroines in real life have a beauty 
of heart, not o f  face...If novels are to be pictures o f real life, as they should be, they ought to represent 
personages natural in appearance as well as character. There was some good sense in the notion o f the old Dutch 
painter, who, to the detriment o f his work, placed a plain face upon most o f  his female figures, because there 
were so few handsome women in the world. The success o f such books as... ‘Jane Eyre,’ proves that this 
method o f procedure detracts nothing from the interest o f  a novel, however much it may mar the beauty o f a 
picture” (November 1859, vol. xxv, 81).
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It was a question not often mooted in fiction, where, most often, the veil was drawn at 

marriage, the beautiftil young lady and her worthy champion presumed to live happily ever 

after. Equally typical was Thackeray’s reading o f Bronte’s plainness; his tone o f 

condescending disdain often characterised discussion o f  the aberrant unbeautifiil woman:

The poor little woman o f  genius! the fiery little eager brave tremulous 

homely-faced creature! ...rather than have fame, rather than have any other 

earthly good or mayhap heavenly one she wants some Tomkins or other to 

love her and be in love with. But you see she is a little bit o f  a creature without 

a penny worth o f  good looks, thirty years old I should think, buried in the 

country, and eating up her own heart there, and no Tomkins will come. You 

girls with pretty faces and red boots (and what not) will get dozens o f  young 

fellows fluttering about you -  whereas here is one a genius, a noble heart 

longing to mate itself and destined to w ither away into old maidenhood with 

no chance to fulfil the burning desire.'^

Thackeray echoes the reasoning implicit within the convention o f  the beautiful heroine; 

because Bronte is not beautiftil, romantic love is beyond her reach, and she is doomed to 

wither away alone. In Bronte’s novels, the casual cruelty o f such bias is exposed. In Shirley 

(1849), the prejudice is expressed by Robert Moore; “‘Bah! I hate ugliness and dehght in

Thackeray is extrapolating from his reading o f Villette, and, presumably also, from his encounters with 
Bronte in London. Letter to Lucy Baxter, 11 March 1853, The Brontes: The Critical Heritage, 197-8. Robert M. 
Polhemus
diagnoses the letter’s “nasty, sexist shrewdness” {Erotic Faith: Being in Love from Jane Austen to D. H. 
Lawrence (Chicago and London: University o f Chicago Press, 1990), 111).
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1beauty....I won’t have an ugly w ife,’” he insists. The comment resonates with the reader’s 

awareness o f the heroine CaroHne’s fears for her diminishing beauty, and the impending 

prospect o f spinsterhood.

In Jane and Lucy, Bronte challenged such lazy cultural assumptions. Her two 

avowedly unbeautifiil heroines win the romantic love o f the individual whose judgement they 

most respect. Bronte’s life writings offer abundant evidence o f the complexity ignored in the 

courtship plot’s distorted regard for beauty. Thackeray was incorrect.’  ̂Bronte’s friends were 

keen to counter such unflattering portraits. Gaskell insisted that Bronte “exaggerated” her 

unattractiveness “in a remarkable manner,” as evidence o f which she described two men

<yf\
“singularly attracted by her appearance.” In a personal reminiscence, Nussey also 

challenged belief in Bronte’s plainness, writing, “Charlotte’s appearance did not strike me at 

first as it did others... She never seemed to me the unattractive little person others designated 

her” (LCB, I, 590). Moreover, Bronte’s life belies the conception that only those who 

conformed to ideals o f beauty were desired and sought in marriage. By the time o f  

Thackeray’s comment, she had rejected two proposals o f  marriage.^’ Following the

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley. Edited by Margaret Smith, Herbert Rosengarten and Janet Gezari (Oxford; Oxford 
University Press, 2007), 141.

John Maynard asserts; “Thackeray’s judgement was as askew as his artist’s eye was just. Like her most 
famous character, Bronte hardly found her plainness an obstacle to interesting men. The problem was rather in 
finding a man who would interest her and, this accomplished (which was hard enough), a relationship 
acceptable to her moral judgement” {Charlotte Bronte and Sexuality (Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 
1984), 15).

Life o f  Charlotte Bronte, 350.
Part o f the reason Bronte rejected Ellen’s brother Henry Nussey’s proposal was she felt that it sprang not 

from attraction, but convenience and duty, a dynamic she would later represent under the auspices o f  St John 
Rivers’s pragmatic proposal. She wrote to Henry, “I...can imagine what description o f woman would suit you 
for a wife. Her character should not be too marked, ardent and original -  her temper should be mild, her piety 
undoubted, her spirits even and cheerful, and her ‘personal attractions’ sufficient to please your eye and gratify 
your just pride. As for me you do not know me, 1 am not the serious, grave, cool-headed individual you suppose 
— you would think me romantic and [eccentric — you would] say I was satirical and [severe — however I scorn] 
deceit and I will never for the sake o f attaining the distinction o f matrimony and escaping the stigma o f an old 
maid take a worthy man whom I am conscious I cannot render happy” (to Revd. Henry Nussey, 5 March 1839, 
Letters o f  Charlotte Bronte. Vol. /, 185). Barker records the proposal she received from a Mr Pryce, a young 
acquaintance of her father, whose character did not seem to reach her exacting standards, but who seems to have
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publication o f Jane Eyre, she received a letter from an ardent admirer o f  the work: “I will not 

swear that I think you pretty...I will swear that your face is one full o f  thought and expression 

- 1 will swear that were you short, old, and plain, I should esteem and love you as much as I 

do at this moment.”^̂  She was desired, too, by her eventual husband, Nicholls. Only his 

“shaking”^̂  testimony o f  long-harboured love convinced her to endure her father’s 

displeasure at the marriage.

Neither did Jane spring from Bronte’s mind fiilly formed. Recently, critical attention 

has been directed towards historicising the Brontes, '̂* to undo the myth perpetuated by 

Gaskell’s Life, that, isolated from society, they wove their own wild web.^  ̂On the contrary, 

Bronte’s representation o f  beauty is largely compatible with one o f the most influential 

ideologies o f  the period, the evangelical Protestantism practised by her father. Rev. Patrick

Of\Bronte, and identified with her deceased mother, and Aunt Branwell. Her mother “was 

extremely small in person; not pretty, but very elegant, and always dressed with a quiet 

simplicity o f  taste, which accorded well with her general character, and o f which some o f the

been charmed by the spirited conversationalist she was when confident and content {The Brontes. London: 
Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1994, 314).

‘K.T.’ to Charlotte Bronte, 25 November 1850, The Letters o f  Charlotte Bronte. Vol. II, 1848-1851. Edited by 
Margaret Smith (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2000), 519.

Patricia Ingham writes that “her father did not in general wish her to marry” {The Brontes (Oxford and New 
York: Oxford University Press), 2006, 34). Smith quotes from the “intensely dramatic letter” o f 15 December 
1852 in which she wrote to Ellen, “He entered -  he stood before me...Shaking from head to foot, looking deadly 
pale, speaking low, vehemently yet with difficulty -  he made me for the first time feel what it costs a man to 
declare affection where he doubts response” {The Letters o f  Charlotte Bronte. Vol. Ill, 93).

Glen describes the appeal o f biographical readings of the Brontes and of their “apparently universal themes,” 
arguing that “even universal themes have particular historical inflections” {Cambridge Companion to the 
Brontes, 1). Marianne Thormahlen writes that her work “joins the historically contextualising line in Bronte 
studies that has seen several weighty contributions over the past few decades” {The Brontes and Education 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 2).

Gaskell’s intention was to redeem the Bronte sisters from the charge o f impropriety frequently levelled 
against them. Lucasta Miller describes “Gaskell’s aim o f painting a picture o f  the private Charlotte which would 
counteract the impression given by the public figure o f  Currer Bell” {The Bronte Myth (London: Jonathan Cape, 
2001), 61).

Christina Crosby describes Patrick as “a moderately Evangelical Anglican clergyman” {Two Ends o f  History: 
Victorians and ‘The Woman Question ’ (London: Routledge, 1990), 117). Glen has analysed the influence of 
evangelical writings on Bronte’s imagination, see Charlotte Bronte: The Imagination in History, 64-89. Barker 
writes that the Branwell sisters were “prominent members” o f a “Wesleyan Methodist community” in Penzance 
{The Brontes, 49).
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details call to mind the style o f  dress preferred by her daughter for her favourite heroines.”^̂  

Although Gaskell’s portrait o f an irascible Patrick Bronte must be treated more warily, his 

contempt for lavish clothing is consistent with the contemporary evangelical “campaign 

against the flesh” and its accessories. Contesting the veracity o f  a number o f incidents 

recounted by Gaskell, Juliet Barker accepts the cook Nancy Garrs’s corroboration o f an

9Qoccasion on which Patrick “cut off the sleeves” o f a dress owned by Maria on the grounds 

that it was too ornate. Bronte’s letters betray a discomfort with dress that exceeds the 

functional and respectable, supporting Diana Peschier’s contention that “the Evangelical 

influence she underwent as a child left a deep and lasting impression on her.” ®̂ Late in life, 

she struggled with the ingrained belief that expensive fabrics were indices o f  corruption. Her 

letter to Gaskell on the question o f  a trousseau appropriate to her age and circumstances 

offers an insight into the tensions that underlay the subject:

my conscience is satisfied -  a sort o f  fawn-coloured silk -  and a silver drab 

barege with a little green spot in it...Of the third -  the wedding-dress -  I 

wholly decline the responsibility. It must be charged upon a sort o f friendly

Gaskell, Life o f  Charlotte Bronte, 32.
E. F. Benson, Charlotte Bronte (London, New York [etc.]; Longmans, Green and Co., 1932), 27-8.
Rebecca Fraser comes to a similar conclusion: “Charlotte herself evidently believed the story o f  the dress 

being cut up and there seems to be some basis o f  truth in he story, as the maids confirm it” {Charlotte Bronte 
(London; Methuen, 1988), 22). Thormahlen points out that “Many unsuccessful attempts have been made to 
blame Patrick Bronte and/or Aunt Branwell for the religious tribulations that occasionally beset Charlotte, 
Branwell and Anne” {The Brontes and Religion (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 16). This 
thesis is not one o f  them; there is, nevertheless, a similarity between the major evangelical orientation towards 
beauty and Bronte’s fictional representations.

Diana Peschier, Nineteenth-Century Anti-Catholic Discourses: The Case o f  Charlotte Bronte (Basingstoke: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), 113. Peschier admits, however, “From the reading of her novels, it is not at all clear 
what Charlotte Bronte’s religious beliefs were exactly” (113). She complained of her “cousin Eliza” : “I would 
have been friendly with her; but I could get no talk except about the Low-Church Evangelical Clergy the 
Millennium, Baptist Noel -  Botany, and her own Conversation. A Mistaken Education has utterly spoiled ‘the 
lass’, her face tells that she <was> ‘is’ naturally goodnatured -  though perhaps indolent -  in manner she is 
something of a sanctified Amelia Walker — affecting at times a saintly child-like innocence so utterly out o f 
keeping with her round rosy face and tall, bouncing figure -  that I could hardly refrain from laughing as I 
watched her” ([punctuation as in original] to Ellen Nussey ? 14 August 1840, The Letters o f  Charlotte Bronte. 
Vol. I, 225).
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compulsion or over-persuasion. Nothing would satisfy some o f my friends but 

white which I told you I would not wear. Accordingly they dressed me in 

white by way o f a trial -  vowed away their consciences that nothing had ever 

suited me so well -  and white I had to buy and ^  buy to my own amazement 

-  but I took care to get it in cheap material -  there were some insinuations 

about silk, tulle and I don’t know what -  but I stuck convulsively to muslin -  

plain book muslin with a tuck or two.^’

The anecdote recalls Jane’s struggle, as, with a wedding also impending, Rochester attempts 

to drape her in materials that profoundly discomfit her (259). It also indicates that, for 

Bronte, the material world was invested with moral and symbolic resonance. The physical 

presentation o f her characters, including the appearance o f  their bodies, codifies their 

positioning within her moral framework, their conformity to, or deviance from, an ideal 

character.

As Shuttleworth argues, Bronte “both assimilated and challenged Victorian 

constructs” (5). She not only countered the convention o f beauty, she wielded the negative 

archetype to portray her heroines’ rivals as corrupt. In the evangelical aesthetic lay the 

imagery with which she could undermine the authority o f literary beauty, and institute her

To E.G., early June 1854,266. Writing to Nussey on 23 April 1851 she similarly concludes, “upon reasoning 
the matter over, I came to the philosophic conclusion that it would be no shame for a person o f my means to 
wear a cheaper thing -  so I think I shall take it: and if  you ever see it -  and call it ‘trumpery’ so much the 
worse” {Letters o f  Charlotte B ron te . Vol. II, 608). The contemporary definition o f the word “trumpery, n.(a)^ is 
“Showy but unsubstantial apparel; worthless finery,” The Oxford English Dictionary. Second edition. 1989. 
OED Online (Oxford University Press. 20 July 2009). http://dictionary.oed.com.elib.tcd.ie/cgi/entry/50259038. 
The entry lists this letter as an example o f  the use. Also typical in this regard is the comment she earlier made to 
Ellen, “I insisted on the dresses [being] made quite plainly” (16 November 1849, ibid., 298). Bronte’s 
awareness both o f Ellen’s “conventional piety” (Bronte, Letters o f  Charlotte Bronte. Vol. I, 5) and more 
financially comfortable background is evident in her reply to Ellen’s request for recommended reading material, 
Letters o f  Charlotte Bronte. Vol. I, 130. Ellen was o f a markedly more conservative persuasion than Bronte, “a 
good but not a bigoted Churchwoman, and a sound Tory” (ibid., 95). Harold Orel writes that “Ellen, an 
orthodox believer in Church o f England doctrine, had edited Charlotte’s letters to eliminate traces o f religious 
unorthodoxy” {The Brontes: Interviews and Recollections (Houndmills: Macmillan, 1997), 30).
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own ideal in its place. She attributes to her heroines a simple elegance, much admired in the 

period. They are models o f “frugal neatness” and “well-fitting”^̂  elegance, as a result of 

which Bronte’s representation of beauty is closer to that espoused by the “grim Reverend 

Carus Wilson,” the inspiration for Jane Eyre's Brocklehurst, than many readers have 

recognised. Although London argues that Jane Eyre “enters this Victorian discourse as a 

singular instance o f exhibitionism, o f feminine self-display,” "̂̂ the nature o f that display is 

largely compatible with the subdued aesthetic favoured by conduct books. Wollstonecraft, 

Burney, More and Austen^^ instigated a movement away from exceptional heroic beauty, in 

which, partially under the aegis of such conduct literature, they also contrasted a worldly 

model with a more subtle, moral form. But their efforts did not carry the same air of 

revolution, and the rejection of beauty never quite reached the battle-cry it seems in Bronte’s 

novels.

It is this difference of tone that also seems to have obscured the precedent set by 

Anne Bronte’s Agnes Grey (1847), which, although published two months after Jane Eyre, is 

likely to have been written at least a year earlier, pre-empting its portrait o f a plain governess 

heroine. It is, in consequence, strange that in her famous account o f the genesis o f Jane 

Eyre, Charlotte describes herself rebelling against the cynicism of her sisters, insisting.

Charlotte Bronte, The Professor. Edited by Margaret Smith and Herbert Rosengarten, introduction by 
Margaret Smith (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 144.

Maynard, “The Brontes and Religion,” Critical Companion to the Brontes, 196. Elisabeth Jay describes Carus 
Wilson as “one o f  the leading Calvinist educators o f  his day” (“‘Ye careless, thoughtless, worldly parents, 
tremble while you read this history!’: The Use and Abuse o f  the Dying Child in the Evangelical Tradition,” 
Representations o f  Childhood Death. Edited by Gillian Avery and Kimberley Reynolds (Basingstoke: 
Macmillan, 2000), 113). Christine Alexander and Margaret Smith contend that “Revd. W. Carus W ilson’s 
monthly issues o f  the Children's Friend," influenced Charlotte {The Oxford Companion to the Brontes (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2003), 54-5).

London, 198.
In Coelebs, the hero remarks o f  Lucilla: “‘I have seen women as striking, but I never saw one so interesting’” 

(185). Bronte’s rejection o f  Austen is well known. On 1 December 1848 she wrote to Lewes: “Miss Austen is 
only shrewd and observant” {Jane Austen: The Critical Heritage. Vol. II: 1870-1940. Edited by B.C. Southam 
(London: Routledge, 1987), 159).

Allot notes that Anne’s debut novel was “always more skimpily discussed” than the other productions o f  the 
Brontes {The Brontes: The Critical Heritage, 3).
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against their objections, that “they were wrong -  even morally wrong -  in making their 

heroines beautiful as a matter of course.” ’̂ As Jill Matus^* and Elizabeth Langland^  ̂have 

argued, Anne’s unbeautiful Agnes contradicts the contention that the writer believed “it was 

impossible to make a heroine interesting on any” terms other than beauty.'*' Although 

Jane’s plainness is, generally, a more pressing presence in her narrative, towards the end o f  

Agnes Grey, Anne crucially articulates the doublespeak that enveloped Victorian discussions 

o f beauty:

Many.. .have felt that they could love.. .whose hearts tell them that they are 

worthy to be loved.. .while yet they are debarred, by the lack of [beauty] or 

some such seeming trifle, from giving and receiving that happiness they seem 

almost made to feel and to impart (139).

Gaskell, The Life o f  Charlotte Bronte, 204. It is, perhaps, possible that Charlotte was speaking o f a period pre- 
Agnes Grey. Bronte scholars frequently point to Miss West and Elizabeth Hastings as precursors to Frances and 
Jane. Alexander writes, “Elizabeth is ‘plain and undersized’, retiring and thoughtful yet plain and passionate,” 
(“Autobiography and Juvenilia: The Fractured Self in Charlotte Bronte’s Early Manuscripts,” The Child Writer 

from  Austen to Woolf. Edited by Christine Alexander and Juliet McMaster (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2005), 167).

Matus notes that “Charlotte may have decided to make Jane Eyre plain and small in defiance o f the accepted 
canon, but Anne Bronte had already attempted just this in Agnes Grey” (Cambridge Companion to the Brontes, 
112-3).

Elizabeth Langland contends: “In Agnes Grey, Anne developed the governess story in ways which were to 
influence Charlotte significantly in the writing o f  both Jane Eyre and Villette” (Anne Bronte: The Other One 
(Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1989), 31). Stevie Davies argues that Charlotte “had learned from both her sisters.
She follows Anne Bronte’s prosaic choice o f plain governess heroine and the first-person female narrator o f 
Agnes Grey” (“Introduction,” Jane Eyre. Edited, introduction and notes by Davies (London: Penguin, 2006), 
xxix).

Gaskell, The Life o f  Charlotte Bronte, 240.
Charlotte’s account remains current among some critics and biographers; Lyndall Gordon writes that 

Charlotte, “ignor[ed] the stock beauty in defiance o f her sisters who argued that beauty was essential to 
heroines” {Charlotte Bronte: A Passionate Life (London: Chatto and Windus, 1994), 132). Sharon Murphy’s 
description o f Anne and Emily’s “insistence that a heroine had to be beautifiil” [“Charlotte Bronte and the 
Appearance oiJane Eyre,” Bronte Studies 23 (1998): 17-26, 18] fails to account for Agnes Grey. See also 
Rachel M. Brownstein, Becoming a Heroine: Reading about Women in Novels (Harmondsworth: Penguin,
1984), 164. Agnes’s similarity to Jane was noted in contemporary reviews, which generally perceived her as “a 
sort o f younger sister to Jane Eyre; but inferior to her in every way” (unsigned review, Douglas Jerro ld’s 
Weekly Newspaper, 15 January 1847, The Brontes: The Critical Heritage, 227).
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Like Charlotte’s novels, Agnes Grey exposes the fracture along which contemporary 

conceptions o f beauty were riven. According to the ideology o f high society beauty was 

desirable, admired in the ball-room, promising access to elevated echelons through marriage 

and social favour. This construction was at odds with a middle-class utilitarian ethic, 

significantly influenced by evangelical distrust o f ornament, coded as sinftil. Mere beauty 

conflicted with the image of the ideal wife,'*^ a pervasive theme o f the conduct books that had 

become an established genre in the eighteenth century. Nancy Armstrong and Leonard 

Tennenhouse argue that the books “strive to reproduce, if  not always to revise, the culturally 

approved forms of desire,” presenting “a certain kind of woman as the object o f desire.”'*̂  A 

polarised image of woman was used to educate the readership in the correct habits of 

femininity. The most influential proponent of the genre was Ellis, “the preeminent early 

Victorian ideologue o f domesticity"'*'* who “acted as a catalyst for discussion o f middle-class 

women’s role in the family and society.. .particularly in the 1840s and 1850s when her 

influence was at its height.”'*̂  Writers such as Ellis encouraged readers to emulate a model of 

the “active managing housewife with hands and head continually occupied with household 

labours and household economy,” typified by Agnes Grey’s mother (5). Echoing 

Wollstonecraft, Ellis criticised accomplishments: “I would write in characters of gold the

Steele argues that “The so-called Calvinist work ethic combines with the theory o f  utilitarianism to introduce 
yet another reason for the denigration o f  the artificial: Work is a moral imperative, and it is a sinful waste o f  
time to shop or to adorn and admire on eself Beyond a certain minimum attention to the appearance necessary 
for social and se lf respect, dressing up is dismissed as ‘play-acting,’ with the implication that women have 
nothing more important to do” (245).

Nancy Armstrong and Leonard Tennenhouse, “The literature o f  conduct, the conduct o f  literature, and the 
politics o f  desire: an introduction,” The Ideology o f  Conduct: Essays on Literature and the H istory o f  Sexuality. 
Edited by Armstrong and Tennenhouse (New York and London: Methuen, 1987), 1. Similarly, V ivien Jones 
argues that “The concern o f  all eighteenth-century ‘conduct’ manuals for women is how women might create 
themselves as objects o f  male desire, but in terms which will contain that desire within the publicly sanctioned 
form o f  marriage...Highly popular, they were powerfully instrumental in defining an ideological identity for the 
emergent middle class” (Women in the Eighteenth Century: Constructions o f  Femininity (London and New  
York: Routledge, 1990), 14).
^  Robyn Chandler, “Dinah Mulock Craik: Sacrifice and the Fairy Order,” Silent Voices: Forgotten Novels by 
Victorian Women Writers. Edited by Brenda Ayres (Westport, CT: Praeger, 2003), 173.

Oxford D ictionary o f  National Biography, http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/8711. Glen refers to the 
“best-selling advice books o f  Mrs Sarah Stickney Ellis” {Charlotte Bronte: The Imagination in H istory, 83).
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indisputable fact, that the habits o f industry and personal exertion.. .gave a strength and 

dignity o f character, a power o f usefulness, and a capability o f doing good, which the higher 

theories of modem education fail to impart.”"̂  ̂These higher theories were deemed culpable 

for the failings o f the bad beauty, admonitory images o f whom pervaded didactic works. In 

Agnes Grey, written “from the perspective o f a believing Christian, with Evangelical 

affiliations,”'̂  ̂the value systems are embodied in the polarised forms o f the heroine, Agnes, 

and her coquetting charge, Rosalie Murray.'** Rosalie is a ‘bad beauty’; Agnes bemoans that 

“the love of display had roused her faculties, and induced her to apply herself, but only to the 

more showy accomplishments” (62). The critique of accomplishments continued from the 

eighteenth into the nineteenth century. A section devoted to the subject featured in William 

Buchan’s medical textbook, frequently consulted by Patrick Bronte.'*^ In Woman’s Mission 

(1839), Sarah Lewis regrets the “intense labour; immense sums of money; hours, nay, days o f 

valuable time!” squandered on “The education of accomplishments...”^̂  To both the 

conservative and liberal mind, accomplishment squandered female potential and distracted 

women from their duties as pious, selfless or sentient creatures.

Agnes’s relationship with Rosalie is combative, as she opposes the latter’s absorption 

in empty beauty. She regrets that Rosalie’s attractiveness has no moral corollary, deeming

Ellis, The Women o f England, 26. Thormahlen argues that the “inherently secular” focus o f the education o f  
accomplishments partly accounted for the “mixed feelings” it engendered among “commentators on female 
improvement” {The Brontes and Education, 102).

Davies, “‘Three Distinct and Unconnected Tales’: The Professor, Agnes Grey and Wuthering Heights," 
Cambridge Companion to the Brontes, 84.

Langland describes Rosalie as “the prototype o f the indulged, unreasonable, and wealthy flirt that Charlotte 
picked up in Villette's Ginevra Fanshawe” (A m e Bronte, 60).

William Buchan’s concern was, like Acton later, for woman as mother: “Were the time that is generally spent 
by females in the acquisition o f trifling compliments employed in learning how to bring up their 
children...mankind would derive the greatest advantages from it. But while the education o f females implies 
little more than what relates to dress and public shew, we have nothing to expect from them but ignorance even 
in the most important concerns” {Domestic Medicine: or, a Treatise on the Prevention and Cure o f  Diseases by 
Regimen and Simple Medicines (London: Strahan and Cadell; Edinburgh: Kincaid, Creech and Balfour, Mi l ) ,  
5).

Sarah Lewis, Woman's Mission (London: John W. Parker, 1839), 58.
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her, “a very lovely girl. I wish I could say as much for mind and disposition as I can for her 

form and face” (61). She resembles one o f Ellis’s “flowers that burst upon us, and startle the 

eye with the splendour of their beauty; we gaze until we are dazzled, and then turn away, 

remembering nothing but their gorgeous hues.” '̂ In The Professor (1857), the worth o f the 

heroine Frances Henri is similarly suggested in William Crimsworth’s comment: “She was 

not now very ambitious of my admiration; not eagerly desirous o f dazzling me.” Agnes’s 

identity exists in opposition to Rosalie; she is a model o f the Protestant virtues of conscience 

and prudence. But, as she finds herself in love with the clergyman, Mr. Weston, her faith in 

the values propounded by her creed waver. She is confi'onted with the suspicion that, were 

she possessed of Rosalie’s beauty, she would win his affection. Under the pressure o f this 

emotional pain, Agnes contrasts the two warring doctrines. She contemplates the injustice of 

her exclusion fi-om love, due to the absence o f what her faith assures her is a “trifle,” her 

possession of only “that pale hollow cheek, and ordinary dark brown hair” (38). Her 

description of beauty as a “seeming trifle” captures the contradiction at the heart o f Victorian 

discussions of beauty. On the one hand, Agnes’s observation suggests that it is those such as 

Rosalie who have multiple choices o f marriage partners. But Rosalie is not morally good, and 

so the public mouthing of aphorisms about the value o f goodness is hypocritical;

If the mind be but well cultivated, and the heart well disposed, no one ever

cares for the exterior. So said the teachers o f our childhood; and so say we to

Ellis, Women o f  England, 41. Similarly, Agnes observes Rosalie’s “all absorbing ambition, to attract and 
dazzle the other sex” (63).

Charlotte Bronte, The Professor, 122. In Shirley, Caroline Helstone is “not bright enough to dazzle, but fair 
enough to interest; not brilliantly striking, but very delicately pleasing” (247).

Agnes’s awareness o f  the implications o f  her appearance for her future is suggested in the fact that her lack o f  
beauty only becomes an issue o f  concern, once she finds herself in love; she reveals, “N o w ... it was no 
uncommon thing to spend as much as two minutes in the contemplation o f  my ovm image in the glass” (138).
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the children o f the present day. All very judicious and proper, no doubt; but 

are such assertions supported by actual experience? (139).

Agnes tests the claims o f evangelicism against experience, and finds them lacking. The 

superiority o f interior beauty was a constant refrain of works by Fordyce, '̂* Cams Wilson and 

his wife,^  ̂and E llis,am ongst others,^  ̂with the aim of discouraging excessive interest in 

appearance. It was the lesson the poet James Nack gleaned from Jane Eyre: “What is the 

substance o f all this? -  to teach/ The nothingness o f the external frame/Of human beauty 

(serving but to reach/The senses, and a sensual love inflame);/To show that form and feature

CO

disappear/In the diviner beauties o f the mind.” Agnes suspects that experience disproves 

such platitudes. She rejects the consolations o f the physiognomic theory of expression, as, 

although “there might be intellect in the forehead, there might be expression in the dark grey 

eyes, but what of that?” (139). This form of beauty is not socially valued and so does not

In Sermons to Young Women [London: Cadell and Dodsley, 1778], Fordyce speaks admiringly o f “the flower 
o f youth and beauty” (82) but warns that “the greatest beauty soon fades” (112).
”  See for example, Mrs. Cams Wilson; “But Miss Jane Marshall did not rest satisfied with these outward acts; 
she tried to set an example in her own behaviour o f meekness, self-denial, and moderation in her dress. She was 
very careful never to go to church or the Sunday-school in any dress which would attract notice, or call forth the 
surprise o f  the children; her aim was not to consider how fine she might venture to appear as a Christian, but 
how plain she could dress as a gentlewoman. Many years did this brother and sister live together, comforts to 
each other, blessings to the parish, and ornaments to the church o f Christ” (A M other’s Stories fo r  her Children. 
Third Edition (London; Seeley, Jackson and Halliday, 1857), 97).

Ellis typically advises simplicity in dress; “A very slight acquaintance with the sentiments and tone o f 
conversation familiar amongst men, might convince all whose minds are open to conviction, that their 
admiration is not to be obtained by the display o f  any kind o f extravagance in dress. There may be occasional 
instances o f  the contrary, but the praise most liberally and uniformly bestowed by men upon the dress o f  women 
is that it is neat becoming or in good taste” (Women o f  England, 131). In another, she describes Amelia and 
Fanny as examples o f bad beauty, described critically as “as distinguished and elegant looking as late hours, 
expensive dress, and vinegar diet could make them” {Two Ways to Wedlock: A Novelette (New York; Rudd and 
Carleton, 1859).

The anonymous article “Lessons o f Autumn,” warns that, “Beauty soon fades. The fairest leaves are withered 
by the frosts o f autumn” {The Christian Guardian, and Church o f  England Magazine (London; Seeley,
Burnside and Seeley, 1846), 435).

James Nack, The Immortal; a Dramatic Romance, and Other Poems (New York; Stringer and Townsend, 
1850), 161.
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exist. The description of the deprivations suffered by the unbeautifiil affirms Chancer’s 

argument about the relationship between appearance and female worth.

Unlike Jane, Agnes is never relieved of her lack of beauty. No voice discredits the 

aesthetic superiority of the social ideal. But the worth of her spouse, Weston, is proven in his 

indifference to Rosalie.^'’ Agnes tests him, remarking of his lack o f success in finding a wife, 

‘“ If you require perfection, you never will.’” His response confirms their shared principles, 

and evokes the compatibility upon which the marriages of Charlotte’s heroines are also built: 

‘“ I do not - 1 have no right to require it, as being so far from perfect m yself” (191). In 

Weston, Agnes finds an equal, who shares her faith, and can return her love, without pining 

for exceptional beauty, affirming the evangelical contention that interior beauty is superior, 

and will be rewarded. The unbeautifiil heroine and hero are modelled in the likeness o f each 

other, as the beautiful hero and heroine were, and in their union a different kind o f excellence 

is recognised. The representation mirrors the progression of Charlotte’s novels. In moments 

o f desolation, the cruelty o f the idealisation of beauty is made explicit in the emotional 

suffering o f the heroine. Reader and heroine are later consoled as she is recognised and 

rewarded with an ending tempered to fit her deviant body.

Agnes is largely tolerant o f the social treatment of beauty, happy within her own 

marriage to an equally plain man, whose values mirror her own. In contrast, Jane adopts a 

more querulous perspective. ‘“ Unjust! -  unjust!’ said my reason,”^’ is her characteristic cry. 

In Jane Eyre, the plairmess o f the heroine is a rebellion, something it never quite seems in

As I discussed in the introduction, Chancer contends: “looks have been unequally connected to women’s very 
sense o f  themselves, to traditional expectations and to the force o f  tradition... these existential realities... usually 
do not determine men’s lives. This structured and constructed social fact appears in all societies where male 
domination prevails, and is thus found almost everywhere” (84).
“  In acknowledging the simultaneous existence o f  Weston’s unattractiveness, and that, to her, his is “a form and 
face more pleasing... than the most beautiful o f  God’s creations” (134), Agnes foreshadows his own choice.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre. Edited by Margaret Smith, introduction and revised notes by Sally Shuttleworth 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 15.
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Agnes Grey.^^ While Agnes accepts the claims of Rosahe’s greater beauty, Jane undermines 

her rivals, judging with a censorious eye. Miriam Allott argues that “It is impossible to 

separate the reasons for early misgivings about ‘Currer Bell’s’ moral values from those 

which made her work so attractive to the majority of her readers.”^̂  Readers were also 

divided in their reactions to Jane’s body. For some, her plainness was a singular 

achievement; others regretted the absence o f conventional feminine charm. The first 

published review recognised Bronte’s divergence from tradition, and admired the irmovation 

of the heroine’s plainness: “A bungler would certainly... have painted the heroine in radiant 

colours. She would have been, in a novel o f approved manufacture, a beauty o f the first 

water.” '̂* Similarly, for The Dublin Review in 1853, Bronte’s “great claim to originality lies 

in her having discarded the traditionary ideals of heroes and heroines, and formed those of 

her tales o f sterner stuff than that employed by her predecessors.”^̂  Even positive reviews, 

however, were written within the context o f a beauty ideal, and its standards were difficult to 

evade. James Lorimer measured Jane against a more conventional heroine, Anne Marsh’s 

eponymous Emilia Wyndham (1846). In comparison to the “prettier” Emilia, Jane is judged

a pale grey-eyed girl, rather under the middle size, both in height and 

development o f person, with irregular features, and, indeed, no pretension to 

any kind of beauty but that o f expression, and even that conveying to the 

beholder the idea rather o f energy and determination -  what is commonly 

called character, than o f the gentler and more loveable qualities...

The difference in tone influenced the reception o f the novels. Agnes Grey was typically deemed “more 
acceptable...though less powerful” than its scandalous sister (unsigned review, Athenaeum, 25 December 1847, 
1324-5, The Brontes: The Critical Heritage, 219).
“  Allott, ibid., 21.
^  Unsigned review. Atlas 23 October 1847, ibid., 68-9.

Unsigned review, “The Novels o f 1853,” The Dublin Review, March 1853, Ixviii, 184.
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Although EmiHa is “more graceful and agreeable in the ordinary s e n s e , L o r i m e r  judges the 

more interesting Jane the victor. But despite this preference, his article acknowledges a 

broader social orthodoxy within which, “To set Logic at defiance, a woman must be young 

and pretty.”^̂  Sharpe's Magazine summarised contemporary debate about Jane Eyre as “a 

strange book! imagine a novel with a little swarthy governess for heroine, and a middle-aged 

ruffian for hero. As well perform a pantomime with a wooden-legged cripple as Harlequin, a 

rheumatic old maid as Columbine...and a parson for Clown.” Jane’s body is judged 

incommensurate with the role of heroine; physically unequipped to fiilfil its functions, she is 

ridiculously at odds with the accepted type.

Similarly, although Eugene For9ade wrote admiringly of the novel, he anticipated the 

terms through which it would be criticised:

the author of Jane Eyre is all the more to be admired for having disdained the 

declamatory resources offered by the subject in that she has systematically 

created other and singular difficulties for herself...Jane Eyre is not one of 

those beautiful, smiling young ladies pursued by elegant suitors, idealized in 

the golden light of girlish dreams.. .The novelist has taken the bold step of 

making his hero and heroine decidedly ugly, allowing them to catch here and 

there as best they may under the influence of emotion, that chance beauty 

which we call the beauty o f the devil.

James Lorimer, unsigned review, “Noteworthy N ovels,” North British Review, August 1849, vol. xi, 476.
Ibid., 490.
Unsigned review, Sharpe’s London Magazine: A Journal o f  Entertainment and Instruction, fo r  General 

Reading, August 1848, vii, 340 . The review wilfully misreads Jane’s appearance to present her as unattractive 
as possible. Far fi"om “swarthy,” her pallor is emphasised throughout. The adjective has clear connotations o f  
race and class, such as Jane employs to undermine Blanche’s beauty, as I discuss below.

Eugene ForQade, review, Revues des Deux M ondes, 31 October 1848, The Brontes: The Critical Heritage,
102 .
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The difficulty For9ade attributes to Bronte is that of making her heroine likeable, without 

resorting to the shorthand of beauty. For Bronte’s detractors, there appeared something 

diabolic in the heroine’s ability to attract without attractiveness. Oliphant captured this 

distrust in her 1855 survey, “Modem Novelists Great and Small.” Looking back at the 

intensity of the reception Jane had received, it had come to appear that, in the “halcyon days” 

of the “orthodox system of novel-making...our ladies were beautiful,” until “suddenly there 

stole upon the scene...a little fierce incendiary” whose body marked her as “doomed to turn 

the world of fancy upside down...pale, small, by no means beautiful -  something of a genius, 

something of a vixen -  a dangerous little person, inimical to the peace of society.”™ Oliphant 

dramatically conveys the perception of Jane’s transgression, and the role of her appearance 

therein. She intimates, also, the consequence the novel might have for the phenomenology of 

beauty, its relevance beyond the boundaries of fiction. She perceives an affinity with 

Wollstonecraft’s challenge to the Burkean aesthetic; like Wollstonecraft, like Jane, a woman 

of the mid-nineteenth century might ask, “Why should she be like a rose or a lily any more 

than yourself? Are these beautiful weaklings the only types you can find of By the

light of these rebels, beauty can appear a gilded cage, a kind of straight] acket the female 

subject is coerced into adapting herself to fit.

Not all agreed that Bronte succeeded in surmounting her self-imposed difficulties, or 

accepted without complaint the absence of a conventionally beautiful heroine. One of the 

most virulent reviews the novel received was by Elizabeth Rigby, who reacted defensively 

to the heroine as insurgent:

™ Margaret Oliphant, unsigned article, Blackwood's Magazine, May 1855, ibid., 311.
Ibid., 313. Oliphant explicitly describes the novel as “a wild declaration of the ‘Rights o f Woman’ in a new 

aspect,” 312.
David Skilton contextualises: “Although this article is generally and deservedly pilloried by later critics, 

Rigby was right to identify the attitudes in the Brontgs’ works as progressive and disruptive, and from her 
standpoint they must indeed have looked as though they tend to undermine the social order. The Quarterly
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As regards the author’s chief object, however, it is a failure -  that, namely, of 

making a plain, odd woman, destitute of all the conventional features of 

feminine attraction, interesting in our sight. We deny that he has succeeded in 

this. Jane Eyre, in spite o f some grand things about her, is a being totally 

uncongenial to our feelings from beginning to end.^^

As in the novel’s more positive reviews, Rigby recognised Bronte’s ambition to undermine 

beauty’s monopoly, but she rejected the attempt outright. She objects to both Jane’s body and 

character, even “a prettier woman” (167) would fail to win admiration if possessed of such a 

personality, but she assumes that the unbeautifiil is inherently uninteresting, the logical 

obverse o f Victorian idealisation of beauty. Jane’s plainness and oddness are conjoined. Her 

strangeness derives from her impudence in assuming the role of heroine. To Rigby, “little 

Jane, with her sharp eyes and dogmatic speeches, is a being you could neither fondle nor 

love” (107). The description binds the physical and the temperamental; the qualities that 

render Jane unlovable register on the surface of her body.

Rigby presents Jane as an arch-manipulator, who manages to rise above her station 

without even “a moderate capital of good looks,” thereby proving “how little a sensible 

woman requires to get on with in the world.” Critics have analysed Rigby’s political bias 

and the social anxiety palpable in the intensity o f her criticisms. According to Shuttleworth, 

“Rigby’s indignant review picks up on the implied parallels between female and working-

Review is certainly fulfilling the purpose for which it was founded, which was to uphold Church, State and the 
social order” {The Early and Mid- Victorian Novel (London: Routledge, 1993), 65). Miriam Bailin describes 
Rigby’s article as among “the most censorious” and “perceptive” contemporary reviews {The Sickroom in 
Victorian Fiction: The Art o f  Being III (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 180).

Rigby, unsigned review, Quarterly Review, December 1848, vol. Ixxxiv, 174. Future references will appear 
parenthetically in the text.

Her coup is attributed to a scheming, malevolent intellect. Echoing For9ade, Rigby believes there is a diabolic 
air to her success, in the “elvish kind o f nature, with which [she] divine[s] the secrets o f other hearts, and 
conceal[s] those of [her] own” (154).
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class revolt which run through the narrative” (161). It is within this context that Rigby 

defines Jane as “merely another Pamela” (162); her objection to the heroine’s “housemaid 

beau ideal o f the arts o f coquetry” (170) invokes both traditional distrust of the bad beauty, 

and contemporary status anxiety. Like Pamela’s, Jane’s success in securing a socially 

superior husband embodies a threat to the status quo. Jane’s marriage is a mesalliance, o f an 

even more untraditional form, as her plot disrupts the comfortable associations o f beauty, 

love and marriage. Patricia Ingham explains that by the mid-1840s, “There was anxiety 

gaining currency...about women o f the wrong class, the daughters o f farmers and tradesmen, 

attempting to become governesses as a way of advancing themselves socially.” Even if  “a 

lady,” the governess was subject to suspicion, as “that dangerous creature, an unmarried 

woman living in the same house as middle-class men to whom she was not r e l a t e d . I n  

marrying Rochester, Jane speaks to both o f these fears. The same body and persona were 

objected to by fictional character and critic alike.^^ Just as Mrs Fairfax is baffled by 

Rochester’s prostration before the unbecoming governess, compelled to ask, “‘Is it really for 

love he is going to marry you?” ’ (233), the reviewer for the Spectator contends: “The reader 

can’t see anything lovable in Mr Rochester, nor why he should be so deeply in love with Jane 

Eyre; so that we have deep emotion without cause.” In neither case is appearance explicitly 

mentioned, but both quotations allude to Jane’s inadequacy as wife, or heroine. Like Rigby, 

The Spectator ]\x&gQS both Jane and Rochester failures in their roles; they do not retain

77  78readerly “sympathy” as they ought. The charge that they are “uninteresting” echoes the

Ingham, 103.
John G. Peters has argued a similarity o f response to Jane both within and without the text: “Commentators 

have universally recognized that many o f Bronte’s contemporaries were uncomfortable with Jane Eyre. Many 
have also noted that Jane is a social outsider in the novel... Both groups fear Jane subverts established cultural 
norms,” “Inside and Outside: Jane Eyre and Marginalization through Labelling” {Studies in the Novel 28 
(1996): 57-75, 57).

Unsigned Review, Spectator, 6 November 1847, Critical Heritage, 49.
™ Ibid., 74.
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logic that had long justified the recourse to beauty in the representation of the heroine. Both 

measure their subjects against that which is lovable and interesting and finds them lacking.

Similar assumptions are evident in an article Walter Bagehot wrote on Sir Walter 

Scott’s Waverley novels, in which he mourned the demise of the conventionally beautiful 

heroine.^^ With Bronte clearly in mind, Bagehot blamed envious female novelists for the 

unwelcome phenomenon. Whereas male novelists had traditionally treated their female 

creations chivalrously, the female novelist is restricted by the small-mindedness o f her sex. In 

place o f the “gentle tone of manly admiration”:

If we look carefully at the narratives of some remarkable female novelists -  it 

would be invidious to give the instances by name -  we shall be struck at once 

with the absence o f this; they do not half like their heroines. It would be 

satirical to say that they were jealous o f them; but it is certain that they 

analyse the mode in which their charms produce their effects, and the minutiae 

of their operation, much in the same way in which a slightly jealous lady 

examines the claims o f the heroines in society.*'’

Bagehot’s condescension echoes Thackeray’s reading of Villette and helps to account for 

Gaskell’s eagerness to divorce the reputation of plainness from Bronte’s literary legend. 

Linton also saw female writers as doomed to a preoccupation with the machinations of 

beauty. Likely to be unbeautiful, they were seen to stand at the sidelines o f society, carping at

™ As with Rigby, an air o f  conservatism is discernible beneath his frequently heated censure. Nicholas Dames 
describes the National Review  o f  the time as, “a major organ for a more conservative brand o f  literary 
criticism...Bagehot’s work was perhaps more sophisticated in its attempts to describe and theorize the faults o f  
mass taste, but it was nonetheless consistent with the journal’s usual output” {The Physiology o f  the Novel: 
Reading, Neural Science, and the Form o f  Victorian Fiction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 43).
“  Walter Bagehot, “The Waverly N ovels,” The National Review  12 (1858): 444-472, 459.
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their lovely p e e r s . I t  is the beautiful, rather than the unbeautiful, woman who is the subject 

o f pity, a victim both o f her own charms, and the moral weakness of others. Bagehot regrets 

the vogue he believes Jane Eyre to have introduced, the fashion for “the atrocious species of 

plain heroines.”*̂  It is the diminished pleasure o f the male reader he most regrets:

Possibly none of the frauds which are now so much the topic o f common 

remark are so irritating as that to which the purchaser o f a novel is a victim on 

finding that he has to peruse a narrative on the conduct and sentiments o f an 

ugly lady. ‘Two-and-sixpence to know the heart which has high cheek-bones!’ 

Was there ever such an imposition? Scott would have recoiled from such 

conception. Even Jeanie Deans, though no heroine, like Fiona Macivor, is 

described as ‘comely,’ and capable o f looking almost pretty when required, 

and she has a compensating set-off sister, who is beautifial as well as unwise. 

Speaking generally, as is the necessity o f criticism, Scott makes his heroines, 

at least by profession, attractive, and dwells on their attractiveness, though not 

with the wild ecstasy o f insane youth, yet with the tempered and mellow 

admiration common to genial men of this world.

Linton also, however, reserves some scorn for male prostration before beauty: “authoresses do not care much 
about lovely women; and they must naturally despise the miserable masculine weakness which is led captive by 
a pretty face, even if  it be only upon paper. They can have no patience with such feebleness, and it may seem to 
them to be a high and important mission to help to put it down” (128). Belief that female friendships were 
impeded by the envy o f beauty was common in the nineteenth century. The Times, January 5 1828,4.

Bagehot, 459. The O.E.D. defines “atrocious” in this period as, “Characterized by savage enormity; 
excessively and wantonly cruel; heinously wicked,” “atrocious,” a.' The Oxford English Dictionary. Second 
edition. 1989. OED Online. Oxford University Press. 30 Sept. 2008 
http://dictionarv.oed.com.elib.tcd.ie/cgi/entrv/50014288.

Bagehot, 459-60.
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The passage conveys how intimately associated the genre of the novel and the beautiful 

heroine were in the period. The purchaser o f a novel may expect the narrative to contain such 

a protagonist, so much so that it can be considered fraud when it does not. The 

unattractiveness o f the illegitimate heroine renders void any interest in her experience; it is 

her ‘profession’ to be attractive, she is aberrant if  she is not.

Juvenilia

Bronte’s childhood heroines would be more likely to appeal to Bagehot’s connoisseurship, 

despite the claim she made to her publisher in 1848 that “The standard heroes and heroines of 

novels, are personages in whom I could never, from childhood upwards, take an interest,

R4believe to be natural, or wish to imitate.” On the contrary, her childhood and young 

adulthood were suffiised with verbal and pictorial models o f beauty and heroism.*^ An 

understanding of Bronte’s orientation towards beauty is incomplete without a sense of its 

resonance during this period. In this section, I argue that, rather than constituting a rupture 

with the past, the continuity between Bronte’s earlier and later heroines demonstrates the 

hold theories of correspondence continued to exert over her imagination. The ostensible 

unattractiveness of Bronte’s major heroines, Jane and Lucy, is tempered by their resemblance 

to the small, slim figures of her youth. These physical traits are both recognisable 

components of a contemporary aesthetic and codify their moral goodness, individuality, 

exceptional temperaments -  the matrix o f values that define them as heroines. The continuity

Letter to W. S. Williams, ?early September 1848, The Letters o f  Charlotte Bronte. Vol. II, 119.
Barker notes that “Since the earliest days o f  the juvenilia, all her heroes and heroines had been the very 

epitome o f  beauty, exquisite in form and face and endowed with all the graces o f  physical and mental 
perfection” (“Introduction,” Charlotte Bronte, Juvenilia: 1829-1835. Selected, newly transcribed and edited, 
with an introduction and notes by Juliet Barker (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1996), xvi). Winifred Gerin 
describes the influence o f  contemporary images o f  beauty on Bronte’s juvenilia in Charlotte Bronte: The 
Evolution o f  Genius (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1967), 49.
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indicates that, rather than rejecting the vocabulary o f beauty, Bronte moulded it to suit her 

vision of an alternative heroinism.

The conception of these protagonists appears to have been influenced by books 

present in the Haworth parsonage,*^ specifically the annuals. Heath’s Book o f Beauty and 

Finden’s Byron Beauties (1836), where real and imagined women of exceptional 

attractiveness were lavishly depicted (Figs. 8 and 9).*  ̂The editor of the latter claims that 

“[Byron’s] heroines are solitary symbols o f loveliness which need no foil” and that the 

intention o f the annual is to evoke this “ideal beauty.”** The significance o f the images to 

Charlotte is suggested in her extensive replication of them and the echoes found in her 

Angrian heroines. They are often exotic beauties, in the mould of Byron and Scott.*  ̂Lily 

Hart has “wild black c u r l s , a n  attribute admired in Thackeray’s review o f Friendship’s 

Offering (1832), as he enthuses over the “raven tresses” of a “a dark and mysterious 

beauty.” '̂ The function o f such beauty is to attract the gaze of the hero: “Lily was handsome 

enough to attract the attention of any man.”^̂  Bronte reproduced “The Maid o f Saragoza”

Alexander and Smith record that other annuals “such as Friendship’s Ojfering, Forget Me Not, and the 
Keepsake" (54-5) were also present in the parsonage. A number o f  the essays in The Brontes in the World o f  the 
Arts consider the pictorial models and analogues for characters in her mature work, such as Rosamond Oliver 
and Paulina Home. See Alexander’s “Charlotte Bronte and the Pictorial Image,” 11-30, and Hagan’s “An 
Uneasy Marriage: Edmund Dulac, Lucy Snowe, and the Illustration o f Villette" 169-196.

Alexander and Sellars argue that the face o f  the woman portrayed in Figure 9 may have been modelled on the 
Countess o f Blessington: “Her features are small and delicate, her hair short, dark and curly, like so many o f 
Charlotte Bronte’s female portraits at this time...It is likely...that Charlotte modelled her heroine Zenobia, 
Countess o f Ellrington and, later. Duchess o f Northangerland, on a portrait similar to the one above. The face 
here (but not the hair or dress) bears some resemblance to the Countess o f  Blessington: see, for example, the 
portrait drawn by E. T. Parris, which appeared as the frontispiece to...Heath's Book o f  Beauty, 1834” (217).
* William and Edward Finden, Finden's Byron Beauties: or. The Principal Female Characters in Lord Byron’s 

Poems (London: Charles Tilt, 1836), unpaginated.
Byron’s influence upon the young Brontes has been widely documented; see, for example, Andrew Elfenbein, 

Byron and the Victorians (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 126.
Charlotte Bronte, “Lily Hart,” The Secret. Foreword by Salley Vickers (London: Hespurus, 2006), 53-4.

Lily’s spirit is further suggested in her “Dark, bright eyes” and “glowing vermilion cheeks” (ibid). Mina Laury 
possesses, “glowing cheek and raven curls” {The Spell: An Extravaganza. Foreword by Nicola Barker (London: 
Hespurus, 2005), 96).

Thackeray, review o f The Friendship's Offering, Amulet, Book O f Beauty, and Annual Pocket-Books, 
Fraser’s, December 1832, 669.

Bronte, “Lily Hart,” 53-4.
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Fig. 8 E. T. Parris, Countess o f  Blessington, frontispiece to Heath’s Book o f  Beauty (1834)

Fig. 9 Charlotte Bronte, “Zenobia Marchioness of Ellrington” (1833) Alexander and Sellars, 
plate xxxvii
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included in Finden’s Illustrations o f  the Life and Work o f  Lord Byron (1834) (Fig. 10) as 

Mina Laury. In 1833, she created the lavishly attractive “Portrait o f a French brunette” (Fig. 

11). Alexander and Sellars describe an 1834 sketch o f a “beautiful lady” (Fig. 12);

Charlotte’s beauty has delicate doll-like features, hair proftisely curled at the 

sides o f the face and held in a pile on top by a large elaborate comb; long drop 

ear-rings, single-strand necklace, off-the-shoulder evening dress with 

scalloped neckline, large leg-of-mutton sleeves and tiny waist.

This image of beauty is present in Bronte’s novels, but there, overlaid with negative moral 

associations, evoking the traditional bad beauty. In Bronte’s childhood, such images 

coexisted with the disapproval of finery integral to her father’s faith. And so they existed, 

more broadly, within nineteenth-century society, the books o f beauty and conduct literature 

side by side in innumerable middle-class homes.

In recent decades, critics have countered the critical commonplace that Bronte 

spumed the use of exceptional beauty in her “Farewell to Angria” (1839), developing an 

altogether new aesthetic in The Professor?^ Glen argues against “the prevalent view” that the 

transition between Angria and Europe “was a straightforward progression from naively

Ibid., plate xxii. Alexander and Sellars write that she modified the image “(such as the replacing o f  an earring 
by two fashionable ringlets over the ear) in an effort to transform Byron’s Italian peasant girl into an Angrian 
beauty, closer to the English beauties o f  the annuals” (127).

Ibid., 227.
According to Judith Williams, “In The Professor, Charlotte Bronte was making a deliberate attempt to correct 

what she considered the imaginative excesses o f  her Angrian writings, and to create a protagonist the reverse o f  
her Angrian heroes” {Perception and Expression in the Novels o f  Charlotte Bronte (Ann Arbor and London; 
UMI Research Press, 1988), 7). Pauline Nestor describes The Professor as “a transitional work,” opening her 
chapter on the novel with a backward glance, writing, “In 1839 at the age o f  22 Charlotte Bronte resolved to 
forsake the imaginative world o f  Angria” {Charlotte Bronte (London: Macmillan, 1987), 37-8). Karen Chase 
argues that “The exaggerated insistence on the unloveliness o f  her protagonists must be seen as part o f  Bronte’s 
calculated withdrawal from her previous conventions” {“Jane Eyre's Interior Design,” Jane Eyre: New  
Casebook, 52).
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Fig. 10 “Maid of Saragoza,” Finden ’s Illustrations o f  the Life and Work o f  Lord Byron 
(1834)

-

Fig. 11 Charlotte Bronte, “Portrait of a French Brunette” (c. 1833), Alexander and Sellars, 
plate xxi
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Fig. 12 Charlotte Bronte, Sketch o f a “beautiful lady,” (c. January 1834), Alexander and 
Sellars, 227

diverting romance to a realistic engagement with ‘Truth.’”^̂  Most scholars now recognise a 

continuity between the earlier and later works.^^ With reference to the representation of 

beauty, such continuity offers an insight into the meaning o f physical appearance in Bronte’s

ORnovels. Bronte does not merely “inver[t]...the Angrian formula” ; rather than simply 

progressing from beauty to plainness, many of the attributes o f the heroines of her juvenilia 

continue to be present. Mina’s “perfect elegance”*’̂  is recalled in William’s admiration of 

Frances’s “elegant bust and taper waist” (144). The Catholic Emily Inez is “A lovely 

creature,” but her “slight” '̂ ® frame is shared by all of Bronte’s later heroines. The “elegantly 

formed” Lily has “small fairylike face and hands,” a “fascinating expression” and “a 

charming simplicity o f d r e s s , e s p e c i a l l y  reminiscent of Jane. In the later novels.

Glen, Imagination in History, 22.
Smith argues continuity: “[Bronte] turned to these earlier stories when she wrote The Professor" 

(“Introduction,” The Professor, viii). She also, however, points out Charlotte’s self-consciousness about the 
mode o f  realism, asserting: “Charlotte Bronte certainly considered that she would be breaking new ground in 
making her main characters working schoolteachers, and in portraying them sympathetically” (xi). Patricia 
Menon argues a continuity between depictions o f  the mentor lover across Bronte’s oeuvre, Austen, Eliot, 
Charlotte Bronte, and the M entor-Lover (Basingstoke and N ew  York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003), 87.

Chase, “Jane Eyre's Interior Design,” 52.
^  Bronte, The Spell, 40.

Ibid., 102.
Bronte, “Lily Hart,” 53-4.
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simplicity is favourably contrasted with the ostentatious beauty embodied by Georgiana Reed 

and Ginevra Fanshawe, as the former, “sat on a high stool, dressing her hair at the glass, and 

interweaving her curls with artificial flowers and faded feathers” (29-30).

In Frances, Jane and Lucy, the attribution of slightness and elegance works to suggest 

beauty, even while its presence is ostensibly denied. In their slightness, they correspond to 

the ideal of “childlike” beauty, described by Steele. Their slim physique is, in itself, 

attractive, and distances them from the suggestion o f sexual availability that condemns the 

bad beauty. Anna Krugovoy Silver explains, “The slim, body, in general, emblematizes the 

sexually pure and ethereal woman in Victorian discourse.” ’̂  ̂While the Bronte heroine 

would never resort to “an inhumanly braced corset” {Professor, 82), she is blessed with one 

o f the period’s major signifiers of b e a u t y . S h e  may be deviant in her lack o f stature and 

complexion, in her irregular features, but her slenderness is a distinct advantage during a 

period in which “Young women and fictional heroines alike tried to change their body 

shape” '®̂ to attain a similarly diminutive figure. From a feminist perspective, corsetry is one 

o f the most obvious examples o f the subjugation of the female body to social beauty ideals. 

According to Robin Lakoff and Raquel L. Scherr, their use positions women as victims of 

patriarchal ideals, as “Victorian maidens had to accommodate reality to the dictates of

Steele, 194. Bronte’s use o f  the aesthetic is characteristically complex. In The Professor, Hunsden criticises 
Frances’s appearance, describing her as an ‘“ ill-thriven child’” (204). The insult is, however, most revealing o f  
his own vitiated taste. While the heroines’ slenderness attributes them a bird-like, childlike delicacy, immoral 
female characters such as Mrs. Edward Crimsworth are criticised as “infantine” (11). Eliot later uses the word in 
the depiction o f  Rosamond Vincy in Middlemarch: A Study o f  Provincial Life. Edited by David Carroll; with an 
introduction by Felicia Bonaparte (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 149.

Silver, Victorian Literature and the Anorexic Body, 10. The taste for slenderness was, o f  course, a crucial 
motivation behind the use o f  corsetry which developed in the mid- to late-Victorian period. One journalist 
remarked, “Slender forms are usually praised, and chiefly because they are associated with the litheness and the 
undeveloped graces o f  youth” (Dress, Health and Beauty. A Book fo r  Ladies, Containing Practical Suggestions 
fo r  the Improvement o f  M odem  Dress, R egarded from  an Artistic and Sanitary Point o f  View (London: Ward, 
Lock and Co., 1878), 109).

Glen asserts that the fashionable “woman o f the 1830s and 1840s had been slender, unobtrusive, and 
delicate” {Imagination in History, 209-11).

Helena Michie, The Flesh Made Word: Female Figures and Women's Bodies (New York and Oxford:
Oxford University Press), 1987, 21.
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fashion.”*”̂  But Bronte presents women who use such tools as villainous. She offers little 

psychological insight into the bind experienced by the bad beauty, an achievement o f Gaskell 

and Eliot. In the context in which they were written, Frances and Jane are inherently 

fashionable, while reaping the moral rewards o f their anti-fashion stance. The similarity o f 

the earlier and later heroines indicates the continuing attractiveness of Bronte’s heroines, and 

its symbolic function. Their lack of regular beauty distances them from the author’s 

conception of its vices, nurtured by the worship o f a morally blind society. But their slender 

elegance codifies their moral perfection and allows them to remain attractive to themselves, 

their creator and the hero who crucially recognises their worth.

The Professor

Rather than constituting a rejection o f beauty. The Professor contains the first fiall flowering 

o f Bronte’s characteristic ambivalence. Through William’s gaze she challenges one 

construction o f beauty -  ornate, self-conscious, large, sexualised, suffused with racial and 

class-based connotations. She encourages her reader to believe that this beauty is most 

admired by society, but challenges its claim to beauty through her use o f an unappealing 

vocabulary. Neither does William fully reject beauty. Central to his normative identity, and 

that o f Frances, is his acceptance o f the contention that physical attraction is essential to 

romantic love, and the good wife. In Frances, Bronte portrays the subdued beauty favoured 

by conduct literature and predecessors such as Austen and More. As Frances grows more 

beautiful as her circumstances improve, Bronte suggests that beauty is not objective, but that 

plainness is, in part, a consequence o f social marginalisation, further exacerbated by the 

privileges afforded the beautiful. However, although Bronte uses William to undermine one

Robin Lakoff and Raquel L. Scherr, Face Value: the Politics o f  Beauty (Boston; London: Routledge and 
KeganPaul, 1984), 176.
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form of beauty, the novel remains largely quiescent with influential evangelical and conduct- 

book constructions.

Bronte’s ambivalent orientation towards beauty was described by the admiring reader 

o f Jane Eyre, who noted, “you lay so much stress upon beauty yet make so light o f it also” 

{LCB, II, 519). In the 1849 preface appended to The Professor, ambivalence is suggested in 

her association of realism with the absence o f beauty, and romance with the creations o f her 

y o u t h . H e r  hero is to “work,” his experience representing that o f “real living men.” In 

addition, she insists that “he should not even marry a beautiful nor a rich wife, nor a lady of 

rank. As Adam’s Son he should share Adam’s doom -  Labour throughout life and a mixed 

and moderate cup of enjoyment” (3). It is a destiny beyond the reach of ordinary men, it 

seems; beauty, wealth and status are rewards her hero is to be denied in the name of realism. 

As the denial of beauty is a punishment, the quality retains all o f its socially sanctioned 

superiority. However, elsewhere in the novel, Bronte works to undermine its superiority in 

moral terms, inflected by ideologies o f class, religion, and nationalism. Beauty is at once 

nadir and apex, spumed in one form, in another attributed to the novel’s heroine, Frances.

William, the Panopticon

Throughout her novels, Bronte uses beauty in these characteristic ways. She evokes a model 

of socially accepted beauty, from which her protagonist is alienated, then challenges that 

model in the imagery used to convey it. She establishes character types o f varying moral 

worth and positions them differently in relation to alternative forms o f b e a u t y . I n  this

Her stylistic ambition echoes the alteration in the appearance o f  her characters: “1 had got over any such taste 
as I might once have had for the ornamented and redundant in composition -  and had com e to prefer what was 
plain and homely” (3).

Taste was much prized in conduct books. Ellis writes, “Good taste is therefore most essential to the 
regulation o f  [women’s] dress and general appearance; and wherever any striking violation o f  this principle
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context, Wendy Steiner’s reading seems inaccurate, as she argues that, for Bronte “the 

unlinking of beauty from virtue was an important goal in the creation o f aesthetic and human 

sympathy, for love was not a response to surface appearance but to deep character.” Bronte 

never unlinks beauty from virtue. Rather, she emphasises the moral nuances o f different 

forms of beauty. Her characters’ worth is expressed in the type o f beauty they embrace and 

reject, a beauty that is, as Steiner suggests, expressive of inner nature. As Glen argues, “The 

imagery of looking and being looked at runs throughout the novel,” and it is William’s gaze 

that is the reader’s conduit. It is through his eye that the reader regards the world, so that, “In 

an extraordinarily precise and consistent way, Charlotte Bronte seems to be exposing and 

articulating the logic o f a whole [Panopticon] society.” ' The reader identifies with 

William’s gaze, disdaining those who morally and physically repulse him, and admiring as he 

approves. In this way, the novel supports the authority o f the gaze that evaluates female 

worth. Bronte merely insists that William’s ideal is superior to that o f a trivial society. He 

scrutinises every woman who passes before him, deems her pretty or ugly, reads her 

physiognomy for hints o f character. It is only his eventual wife who meets his exacting 

standards. The logic o f the system is not questioned, so much as its conclusions. Its ideal is a 

coquette, rather than the spirited, slender Frances, truly deserving o f veneration.

Bronte initially presents William as, like Jane and Lucy, helplessly alienated from

beauty. He likens his position as a spectator to “some desolate tutor or governess.” Like

Adam and Eve exiled from Eden, beauty is purportedly beyond his reach; he comments of

“the shining ones”: “I was introduced to none of the band of young ladies who, enveloped in

silvery clouds o f white gauze and muslin sat in array against me on the opposite side o f a

appears, the beholder is immediately impressed with the idea that a very important rule o f  her life and conduct 
is wanting” (134).

Wendy Steiner, The Trouble with Beauty (London: Heinemann, 2001), 25.
Glen, “Introduction,” The Professor. Edited by Glen (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1989), 18. All other 

references, unless specified, are to the Oxford University Press edition.
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long and large room” (20). Like the heroines, William is quick to convey that antipathy is 

mutual. He rejects six cousins as potential wives, “all o f whom I greatly dislike.” In 

explanation, William begins with the temperamental, but resorts to the physical to express his 

repugnance:

Oh how like a nightmare is the thought o f being bound for life to one o f my 

cousins! No doubt they are accomplished and pretty, but not an 

accomplishment, not a charm of theirs, touches a chord in my bosom. To think 

o f passing the winter-evenings by the parlour-fireside of Seacombe Rectory -  

alone -  with one o f them, for instance the large and well-modelled statue,

Sarah -  no, I should be a bad husband, under such circumstances (6).

The subversiveness of Bronte’s orientation towards beauty is evident in William’s inversion 

of the customary assumption that a union with beauty is a blissful consummation of an eager 

c o u rtsh ip .'H e  rejects two qualities at a premium in the evaluation o f marriageable young 

ladies, prettiness and accomplishment. William chillingly subverts the belief that a beautiful 

wife will be well treated; it is the absence of mental charm that threatens to make him a brute. 

Despite the passage’s opposition to one contemporary ideal, the tone recalls Fordyce’s 

excoriations of the bad beauty, and may be read as an example of evangelical disdain for the 

useless surface.

Beauty was often evoked in dreamy, blissful terms. John Wilson questions “is not all Beauty Bliss?” 
(“Spencer (No. II) The Faery Queen," B lackw ood’s Magazine, Vol. 36, September 1834 ,408-30 ,408). In a 
novel Bronte had read, Edward Bulwer Lytton’s Eugene Aram: A Tale [London: Colburn and Bentley, 1832], 
we read o f  the heroine Madeline Lester: “Her face -  its still — its serene, its touching beauty, shone upon me like 
a vision. M y heart warmed as I saw it” (268). Nicholas Nickleby is tortured by his feelings for Madeline, “a 
vision o f  youth and beauty much too bright to last” {Nicholas Nickleby. Edited, with an introduction and notes 
by Paul Schlicke (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), 519).
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Size functions as a moral and aesthetic index; as in Angria, slightness is desirable. In 

comparing Sarah to a statue, Bronte challenges the Victorian taste for classical beauty (Fig. 

13). In outlining the vogue for unbeautiful heroines, Linton similarly described a deviation 

from classical models. The new heroine “is not at all a perfect beauty. Her features are not as 

finely chiselled as a Greek statue.”^ I n  her youth, Bronte’s imitations o f beauty included 

sketches o f  classical heads (Fig. 14), but in her mature work, classical features signify an 

aesthetic and temperamental alienation fi-om the heroine.’*̂  In the above description, 

statuesque bulk combines with inferences o f  passionlessness and shallowness to create an 

unappealing image. In addition to undermining Sarah’s beauty, by comparing her to a statue, 

Bronte draws a parallel between preoccupation with beauty and idolatry. Peschier notes that 

anti-Catholic feeling in mid-nineteenth century Britain often focused on the materialism o f  

the faith; “a great deal o f the writing focussed on Roman Catholics worshipping ‘idols’ -  by 

which was meant statues, holy pictures and saints.”""* In Bronte’s novels, the worship o f  

beauty is presented as effeminate and immoral. Catholicism is “a great mixed image o f  gold 

and clay,”"  ̂ its female adherents cast in the same mould. Susceptibility to beauty is

Linton, 129. Regarding herself in a mirror, Agnes Grey associates the absence o f classical features with her 
lack o f beauty, “a low Grecian brow, and large black eyes devoid o f sentiment would be esteemed far 
preferable” (138). The comparison o f a woman with a statue was often invoked in admiration. See The Times, 
April 29 1847, 3 and June 13 1850, 6. In Beauty, Walker lists classical deities in his discussion o f ideal beauty: 
“In female beauty, the form and proportions in the features o f  Juno are very different from those o f Venus; 
those o f Minerva, from those o f Diana; those o f  Niobe, from those o f the Graces, All, however, are beautiful” 
(105). In a letter to the editor o f  The Lancet, a doctor derides the contemporary fashion for corsetry as inferior to 
classical beauty; “How long will the model o f  a Dutch doll be preferred to the exquisite proportions o f a 
Grecian statue?” (“Varieties in the Form and Position o f the Liver,” Letter to the editor dated September 23 
1840, The Lancet, Vol. I, September 26 1840, 88). Madame Roxey Ann Caplin claimed that “the Venus de 
Medici is universally acknowledged the most perfect specimen o f female loveliness and grace” {Health and 
Beauty: or, Woman and her Clothing. Considered in Relation to the Physiological Laws o f  the Human Body. 
Third Edition (London; Kent and Co., 1864), 21).
' In Jane Eyre, the incompatibility o f Jane and St John Rivers is suggested through his possession o f a “Greek 
face” and “Athenian mouth and chin” (305).

Peschier, 126.
Charlotte Bronte, Villette. Edited by Margaret Smith (Oxford; Oxford University Press, 2000), 419.
William comments, “I suspect the root o f this precocious impurity, so obvious, so general in Popish 

Countries, is to be found in the discipline, if  not the doctrines o f  the Church o f Rome” {Professor, 82).
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Fig. 13 Venus de Medici, Frontispiece to Alexander Walker’s Beauty (1836)

Fig. 14 Charlotte Bronte, Classical head, (c. 1835), Alexander and Sellars, plate xliv
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depicted as woefully un-English; William declares, ‘“ I am no Oriental; white necks -  

carmine lips and cheeks, clusters o f  bright curls do not suffice for me.’”"^

Mrs. Crimsworth’s contested beauty

118William’s brother Edward’s iniquity is embodied in his fashionable wife, who provides a 

sustained example o f  conventional beauty, at once asserted and denied. At first, Mrs. 

Crimsworth appears to possess the typical attributes o f attractiveness; she is “young, tall and 

well-shaped -  her dress was handsome and fashionable” (10). Her ostensible beauty is soon 

revealed to be a manifestation o f  tradition’s negative archetype, the outward sign o f the 

“vivacity, vanity -  coquetry” (11) censured in conduct b o o k s . ' H e r  fashionable attire 

signifies corruption; as Beetham and Boardman have illustrated, the criticism o f fashion, 

present in Bronte’s letters'^® and fiction, was widespread in the period, and had a venerable 

pedigree.'^' In Health and Beauty (1856), the corset-maker Roxey Ann Caplin marketed her 

own ostensibly healthy line o f  products with the observation that “Ever since the cultivation 

o f  literature in Europe, and long perhaps before that time... the absurdities o f  fashion have

"^Ib id , 10.
Significantly, Edward is reputedly the better looking o f the brothers. William describes him as “light- 

complexioned, well-made, and o f athletic proportions” {Professor, 9).
Ellis warns that vanity “renders it an object o f general solicitude to be so adorned as best to meet and gratify 

the public taste” {The Women o f  England, 128-9).
Bronte wrote to Nussey, “I see something else too my dear Ellen in the whole spirit o f  that letter, which 

makes me thankful you are not like some o f your friends Fashion, Wealth, Standing in Society seem to be her 
sole Standards for measuring the worth o f  a character... Ambition has done it all — the wish to rise in the world -  
to be distinguished by those to whose Opinion wealth and fashion have <given> in her eyes given great value” 
(30 April 1840, The Letters o f  Charlotte Bronte. Vol. I, 151-2).

The examples Margaret Beetham and Kay Boardman provide of the “anti-fashion position taken up by the 
rational dress reformers” at the end o f the century suggest that criticism o f fashion was a well-established theme 
by this point (17). They quote from The Rational Dress Society's Gazette in 1888: “Many attempts have been 
made in the present century to protest against the tyranny o f fashion, but they have had little effect, chiefly, I 
think, because the protests have always been made against the frivolity o f  fashion, that is, its changeableness on 
the one hand, and its foppery on the other” ( Victorian Women’s Magazines: An Anthology. Edited by Beetham 
and Boardman (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2001), 18).
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1 9 9formed a constant theme of declamation.” A letter to The Lancet in 1840 implored, “How 

long must the health, comfort, and beauty of the female be sacrificed to the caprice of 

fashion, or to the bad taste of the male?” According to Caplin, fashionable dress denoted 

“a want of b r a i n , s i g n i f y i n g  Mrs. Crimsworth’s vacuity, as well as her vanity. This view 

o f fashion was also propounded within the discipline o f phrenology. Dividing the skull into a 

map of regions, each corresponding to psychological traits, vanity or “Love of Approbation 

unquestionably prompts multitudes to follow  the fashion, without much relish for novelty 

itself.” ’̂  ̂Bronte’s belief in physiognomy and phrenology is well d o c um en t ed , a n d ,  as 

Karen Chase contends, she “turns the theories to practical advantage,” using them to ally 

readerly sympathy with her heroines. Throughout her novels, there is evidence o f George 

Combe’s assertion that “Fashion is not a real element o f beauty in external objects,” which

1 9 8those blessed with the phrenological faculty of a “good endowment o f Form and Ideality” 

will recognise. Here may be discerned phrenology’s investment in the category o f “taste” that 

“Bronte’s heroines always embody.” ’̂  ̂ It is such discernment that the reader is to believe 

William possesses; Yorke Hunsden explicitly alludes to his “bum[p] o f ideality” (23). The 

dictates of phrenology support William’s observation that Mrs. Crimsworth does not possess

Caplin, vi. Leigh Summers describes Caplin as “England’s most beloved and well-known mid-century 
woman corsetiere” {Bound to Please: A History o f  the Victorian Corset (Oxford: Berg, 2001), 31).

The Lancet, 1840, 88. Summers contends, “Paradoxically, corsetry operated as a powerful and multi-faceted 
signifier o f  both transgressive and normative femininity” (7). The statement applies more generally to the 
discursive associations o f ‘fashion,’ for despite the popularity o f  magazines on the subject, it was so widely 
decried as to amount also to a norm. Both attitudes coexisted.

Caplin distinguishes her aims from the “puritanical crusade” that characterized earlier disdain o f  fashion 
(20). Her interest is instead, as her business dictates, in the “health” consequences, the benefit imputed to her 
own products (21).

George Combe, A System o f  Phrenology (New York: Harper and Bros., 1860), 233.
Shuttleworth, for example, argues that “Bronte’s fiction is permeated by the language and assumptions o f  

phrenology” (57). See also Dames, “The Clinical Novel: Phrenology and Villette," Novel: A Forum on Fiction 
29 (1996): 367-390.

Chase, Eros and Psyche: The Representation o f  Personality in Charlotte Bronte, Charles Dickens, and 
George Eliot (New York and London: Methuen, 1984), 4, 54.

Combe, System o f  Phrenology, 233. John van Wyhe contends that “the development and spread o f  
phrenology is as much due to [Combe’s] activity and personality as Spurzheim’s” {Phrenology and the Origins 
o f  Victorian Scientific Naturalism  (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2004), 52).

Garson, 241.
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true beauty. But she is in danger o f  appearing a stereotype, and, while William’s repugnarce 

indicates his moral rigour, she remains a convenient target, the criticism o f which threatens to 

reinstate traditional conceptions o f the frivolous female.

Bronte further undermines Mrs. Crimsworth’s claim to beauty in the description or 

her “by-no-means small, features,”’^̂  while William notes that “her hair was red -  quite red” 

(11). In Essays on the Anatomy and Philosophy o f  Expression (1806),’ '̂ physiologist Charles 

Bell designated red hair characteristic o f the madman, quoting Spenser’s description o f hair 

“colour’d like copper wire.” '̂  ̂Red hair signified ugliness and deviance in the early to mid

133Victorian period, as in the characterisation o f  Fagin in Dickens’s Oliver Twist (1837).

Richard Altick has analysed its negative moral and aesthetic associations, noting that

Down to the middle o f the nineteenth century, a woman possessing a head o f  

red hair, bluntly so called, was severely disadvantaged in the marriage market. 

This was the unmistakeable message conveyed whenever a novelist allotted 

red hair, instead o f  golden, to a girl or woman: no female could be red-haired 

and at the same time be considered attractive.

Charlotte Bronte, The Professor, 11. In Agnes Grey, the wild Matilda Murray’s appearance is similarly 
criticised: “her features were larger.. .she was far too big-boned and awkward ever to be called a pretty girl” 
(63).

The influence o f Bell’s book is suggested by the fact that it continued to be reprinted throughout the 
Victorian period; an edition was published in London in 1874.

Bell, 122.
Richard Altick argues, “Probably the anti-red hair bias drew some o f its strength from the convention 

according to which devils in medieval drama were red-haired, if  not red all over and, by extension o f 
association, also Jewish villains” {The Presence o f  the Present (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1991), 
316).

Ibid., 317. Anne K. Kaler similarly describes “the Victorian prejudice against red hair” {The Picara: From  
Hera to Fantasy Heroine (Ohio: Popular Press, 1991), 145). Part o f the scandal surrounding the pre-Raphaelite 
aesthetic focused on its use o f  red hair in the presentation o f  the potentially deadly as beautiful. Galia Ofek 
describes “the Pre-Raphaelite movement’s representation o f femme fatales through [red] hair” (“Sensational 
Hair: Gender, Genre, and Fetishism in the Sensational Decade,” Victorian Sensations: Essays on a Scandalous 
Genre. Edited by Kimberly Harrison and Richard Fantina (Ohio State University Press, 2006), 102-114, 112).
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In this, we see how Bronte uses the presence and absence of beauty to suit her moral and 

formal purposes. William’s identity as hero is rooted in his alienation from beauty and the 

nouveau riche who idolise it. But, in Bronte’s imagination, a pleasing appearance, paleness, 

slightness and lively eyes, remain bound with goodness and heroinism. The ostensibly 

beautiful are shown to be large, red-haired, to have ungainly features, and so, to be not really 

beautiftil at all. Correspondence between inward and outward pervades the characterisation, 

indicating Bronte’s continuing loyalty to beauty’s positive archetype.

Bad beauty: the schoolgirls

As William arrives in Belgium, the traditionally negative form of beauty reappears, 

heightened by differences of nationality and religion. The shared context of the conduct book 

is discernible. As Clarissa Campbell Orr argues, “Evangelical Christians prided themselves 

patriotically on England’s moral fibre,” '̂  ̂evident in Ellis’s description of “puerile exotics, 

bending from their own feebleness, and wandering like weeds, about the British garden, to 

the hinderance of the growth of all useful plants.” In Zoraide Reuter’s school, William 

claims to be disabused of his illusions about female character, as he observes the failings of 

the ostensibly “half-ange[l]” students, although from the beginning, his cynicism about 

beauty has been apparent. The outwardly prettiest girls, Eulalie, Hortense and Caroline,

1 " ^ 7appear as all but demonic parodies of the Books o f Beauty. Mimicking the exoticism of

Clarissa Campbell Orr, “Introduction,” W ollstonecraft’s Daughters: Womanhood in England and France, 
1780-1920. Edited by Orr (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1996), 16.

Ellis, Women o f  England, 159.
Pelet fittingly describes them as “heads for artists -  what a group they would make, taken together!” (86). 

The scenes in the classroom where Crimsworth evaluates the appearance and character o f  his students echoes 
Rousseau, although Rousseau is conversely delighted by the beauty o f  his students: “M ile de Mellarede...a 
vivacious brunette...Mile de Menthon...very sweet, very shy, and very pale...Mile de Challes...tall, with a 
rounded and handsome figure...Mme de Charly, the most beautiful woman in Chambery” {Confessions, 2000, 
185). Alexander and Smith record that “by the age o f  24” (55) Bronte had read some o f  Rousseau’s works. 
Menon contends that Rousseau’s depiction o f  the “mentor lover” (6) significantly influenced Bronte.
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Byron’s heroines, they are presented as femmes fatales, in which we witness Bronte’s 

characteristic tendency to deny beauty, even as she describes it. Eulalie is a barely sentient, 

“large, handsome figure moulded in wax.” Echoes o f the maligned Sarah are evident in the 

imputation o f size and similarity to a statue. Hortense is similarly “stout...ungraceful.” 

Although Caroline possesses an “assemblage o f points whose union many persons regard as 

the perfection of beauty” (71) her attractiveness is undermined as she shakes “her loose 

ringlets o f abundant but somewhat coarse hair.” '^* Coarseness, with its working-class 

associations, was incompatible with beauty in the period. Walker lists “coarseness o f skin” ’^̂  

as a sign o f ill-health, and an impediment to beauty. While dark eyes are reminiscent o f the 

heroines of Bronte’s youth, Caroline is attributed “rolling black eyes,” with a sense of the 

demonic, and monstrous. The action o f “parting her lips,” carries strong sexual overtones, 

while the lips themselves are damningly described as, “as full as those o f a hot-blooded 

Maroon.” '"''’ The traits themselves, red lips, white teeth, are recognisable elements o f a beauty 

ideal, but Bronte undermines their attractiveness in her use o f adjective and simile.''*'

Physical attributes that appeared innocently admirable in the heroines o f her youth are 

overlaid with immoral associations. William’s certainty that Frances is “not a Belgian” lies in 

her physical difference.'"'^ While “the slightness o f her figure might have suited seventeen,” 

the schoolgirls are excessively fleshy. Frances is simultaneously presented as at once superior 

and inferior, inferior according to the vitiated taste o f the world, superior within William’s

Bronte, Professor, 71. More explicitly, William prophesies that Caroline “was sensual now, and in ten years’ 
time she would be coarse” (ibid). In a related usage, Lucasta Miller observes that “The ‘coarseness’ to which so 
many critics objected [in the Bronte’s novels] was a catch-all moralistic term which encompassed a range o f  
elements considered unfeminine and indecorous” (18).

Walker, Beauty 5.
Bronte, The Professor, 71.
According to Walker, “Lips o f  beautiftil form and o f  vermillion hue, teeth which are small, equal, slightly 

rounded, white, clean and well arranged, and a pure breath, are the circumstances which constitute a beautiful 
mouth” {Beauty, 267).

He insists, “her complexion, her countenance, her lineaments, her figure were all distinct from theirs and, 
evidently the type o f  another race” (102).
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gaze. While William insists that Frances “was not beautiful” (102), in her simplicity she 

conforms to Ellis’s i d e a l . H e r  slender frame embodies a rational median of femininity. In 

contrast, the schoolgirls are excessively feminine,*'*'* tainted with the distrust of the body 

conveyed by Helen Bums in Jane Eyre, as she speaks of the “corruptible bodies,” and “this 

cumbrous frame of flesh” (58), which impede the spirit.

Expression

William’s description of the schoolgirls presents Frances as, at once, both their physical 

inferior and superior. In her use of the physiognomic theory of expression, Bronte further 

suggests the possession of a form of beauty that is not exclusively physical, and signifies 

inward goodness.'"*^ The ambition she shared with Wollstonecraft, to create a heroine defined 

by inward rather than outward excellence, is paralleled by a mutual recourse to expressive 

beauty, the “here and there” snatches of attractiveness For9ade detected in Jane Eyre. Bell 

evokes Bronte’s aesthetic values as he contends, “This capacity for expression, this 

indication of a mind susceptible of great, or of tender emotions, has a great share in human 

beauty...How fascinating when compared with the insipid prettiness of an inanimate 

beauty.” '”*̂ The beauty of the schoolgirls and Mrs. Crimsworth is undermined by their rolling 

or “roguish, laughing” (80) eyes and vacuity, as it was commonly believed that “a single trait

Ellis writes, “The English woman, in the unsophisticated beauty o f  her character, has a power far surpassing 
what can be attained by the most scrupulous observance o f  the rules o f  art, o f  thus investing her familiar and 
social actions with a charm that goes directly to the heart” {Women o f  England, 262).

William judges them members o f  “a race...gifted with fulness o f  flesh and plenitude o f  blood, jocund, 
material, unthinking” (102). Linda BCraus Worley argues that “The link between Woman and the body was 
particularly strong in the nineteenth century” (“The Body, Beauty, and Woman: The Ugly Heroine in Stories by 
Therese Huber and Gabriele Reuter,” The German Quarterly 64 (1991): 368-78, 368).

According to Bell, “The violent passions mark themselves so distinctly on the countenance...that we are led 
even in the very first inquiry to consider the movements by which they are indicated, as certain signs or 
characters provided by nature for the express purpose o f  intimating the internal emotion” (57).

Ibid., 75-6.
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of rudeness, a severe air... would injure the effect of womanly b e a u t y . T h e  beautifying 

potential o f expression is demonstrated as William gazes at a portrait o f his mother:

The face...had pleased me as a boy, but then I did not understand it; now I 

knew how rare that class o f face is in the world, and I appreciated keenly its 

thoughtful yet gentle expression. The serious grey eye possessed for me a 

strong charm, as did certain lines in the features indicative of most true and 

tender feeling (12).

The imperious Hunsden best describes the appeal o f expressive beauty. In answer to 

William’s question, “‘Do you consider the face pretty?’” he replies, ‘“ Pretty! no -  how can it 

be pretty with sunk eyes and hollow cheeks? but it is peculiar; it seems to think. You could 

have a talk with that woman...on other subjects than dress, visiting and compliments’” (22). 

The lack of attractiveness is attributed, not to any misshapen feature, but to traits that suggest 

the influence o f adverse circumstances. It is this that enables Bronte to circumvent the 

physiognomic belief that beauty correlates to goodness.''*^ Her heroines’ lack of 

attractiveness is rooted in difficulties consequent upon their social positioning. She 

undermines the authority o f beauty by suggesting it is bom o f privilege rather than innate 

excellence. Early in their acquaintance, William insists of Frances, “neither was she plain; a 

care-worn character o f forehead and a corresponding moulding o f the mouth, struck me”

Walker, Beauty, 171,
As I discussed in the introduction, Lavater’s belief that human beauty reflected the goodness and glory of 

God had its roots in Genesis. In Essays on Physiognomy, he questions, “Art thou better, more beauteous, nobler, 
than many others o f  thy fellow-creatures? -  If so, rejoice, and ascribe it not to thyself, but to Him who, from the 
same clay, formed one vessel for honour, another for dishonour; to Him who, without thy advice, without thy 
prayer, without any desert o f  thine, caused thee to be what thou art” (133).
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(103). She thus avoids the imputation that the lack o f beauty is congenital, evading negative 

moral inferences, and leaving intact Frances’s qualification as wife.

Capitulating to beauty

In England, the portrait of his mother is the only female surface William admires. In 

Belgium, he would have his readership believe he is susceptible to beauty, much o f which 

centres around his antagonistic relationship with Zoraide, the directrice}'^'^ William’s 

response to, and reading of, Zoraide is partially governed by physiognomic codes, as he 

represents a movement towards enlightenment about the true nature o f her character.'^'’ Her 

presence is delayed; when at last she appears she purportedly confounds his expectations. 

Instead of “a tall, meagre, yellow, conventual image in black,” he finds a vibrant, rudely 

healthy figure.’^’ During their initial encounter William struggles to decode the meaning of 

her features, wondering, “What was their predominant cast? Was it sagacity? sense?” (66). 

William is quite correct, keenness is her defining trait, and ultimately undermines her 

imputed attractiveness.

Although Catherine Malone argues that “it is Mile Reuter’s outer rather than inner

1 S ?charms which chiefly attract Crimsworth,” his attraction never seems genuine. Before her 

character is unmasked, it is clear she does not resemble the ideal established in his response 

to his mother’s portrait. His insistence that he physically admires her exists only to prove the

A number o f  critics have analysed W illiam’s strategies as narrator, and their bearing upon a reading o f  the 
relationship between the two players in this power struggle. Menon asserts that the novel “makes it clear that it 
is power...that is the crucial element in human relationships” (89).

Glen analyses Crimsworth’s use o f  physiognomy as a method o f  retaining control: “The objectifying 
language o f  physiognomy recurs throughout the novel. Even, or especially, when Crimsworth is moved by 
passion, this is his strategy” (“Introduction,” The Professor, 1989, 18).

Part o f  the reason William can consider Zoraide attractive is, perhaps, because, in spite o f  her nationality she 
is “as fair as a fair Englishwoman” (66).

Catherine Malone, “‘We have learned to love her more than her books’: The Critical Reception o f  Bronte’s 
Professor" The Review o f  English Studies 186(1996): 175-187, 178.
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necessity of attraction to his conception of the ideal woman, to enforce Frances’s worth. 

While his mother’s face held a strong charm, William thinks Zorai’de only “almost charming” 

(88). The reader is familiar with his disdain for the kind of “roundly formed,” “plump” figure 

she possesses. Her appeal to William paradoxically lies in her lack o f conventional beauty; 

“pretty her features were not...nor very regular” (66), he relates, but their harshness 

ultimately impedes his attraction. Her eyes are hard, “not large, not brilliant, not melting or 

kindling, but astute, penetrating, p r a c t i c a l . W h i l e  William admires the sense signalled in 

pale, thoughtful faces, in Zorai’de, sense is excessive, unwomanly, a devouring Catholic 

sagacity. She is a “crafty little politician” (76), a figure who appears elsewhere in Bronte’s 

work, most obviously in Villette's Madame Beck.'^”̂ Craftiness was not part of any 

contemporary ideal o f femininity, and it is only with her features obscured that Zorai'de can 

attract William: “when the twilight softened her features a little and, in the doubtful dusk, I 

could fancy her forehead as open as it was really elevated, her mouth touched with turns o f 

sweetness as well as defined in lines o f sense.” It is not Zoraide’s body that appeals to 

William, but what her body, at times, appears to be.’^̂

Although Zoraide is a “foil” '^  ̂to Frances, she never poses a serious aesthetic, and so 

romantic, threat. This is, in part, indicated by Zoraide’s healthiness,'^^ in which she fails to

Charlotte Bronte, The Professor, 74. William also considers her face ‘“A little harsh -  especially her 
mouth,’” and her smile “crafty” (78). Similarly, in Jane Eyre, the heroine describes Mrs. Reed’s “eye o f  flint” 
(240).

It is very likely that the inspiration for the excessively able, un-English type lay with Madame Heger, 
accounting, perhaps, for the virulence palpable in the representation. An allusion is made in Shirley, also, as the 
narrator reveals, “I remember once seeing a pair of blue eyes, that were usually thought sleepy, secretly on the 
alert, and I knew by their expression -  an expression which chilled my blood...that for years they had been 
accustomed to silent soul-reading. The world called the owner of these blue eyes ‘bonne petite femme’ (she was 
not an Englishwoman): I learned her nature afterwards — got it off by heart -  studied it in its farthest, most 
hidden recesses -  she was the finest, deepest, subtlest schemer in Europe” (230).

His present, enlightened self diagnoses the error, “So impressionable a being is a man -  or at least such a 
man as I was -  in those days” (67).

Menon, 91.
William notes, “The colour on her cheek was like the bloom on a good apple, which is as sound to the core 

as it is red on the rind” (67).
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complement William’s own “thin irregular face...sunk, dark eyes...complexion destitute of 

bloom” (64). Crucially, neither is ill-health the source of Frances’s beauty. Rather, William’s 

role is as a kind of Pygmalion. As William A. Cohen argues, “he is the agent of Frances’s 

blossoming who helps externalize her inner quahties.” '^* He singles out a faded girl, and 

gives her the beauty possessed by inferior women, attaining the best of both models. All 

other female characters in the novel descend from imputed attractiveness to repugnance.

Only Frances moves in the opposite direction. Bronte is less insistent about Frances’s 

plainness than she will later be with Jane and Lucy. According to The National Review, she 

possessed “a chann...which Miss Bronte does not often indulge us by delineating. Frances is 

a refined and softened Jane Eyre, and decidedly the most attractive female character that ever 

came from the pen of this author.” Despite his rejection of solely physical beauty, 

plainness, too, repulses William, evident in his reaction to Sylvie; he flinches at “the almost 

ghastly plainness of her features, the disproportion o f her form” (101), and at Pelet’s “ugly” 

(72) mother. It is not that William makes Frances beautiftal. Rather he rids her o f the 

discontent that occluded beauty. Like Jane and Caroline, she undergoes a physical 

transformation beneath the eye o f l o v e . ' B y  the time that he finds himself in love with her, 

“Her eyes, whose colour I had not at first known.. .now, lit by a ray of the sunshine that 

cheered her heart, revealed irids o f bright hazel -  irids large and full, screened with long 

lashes; and pupils instinct with fire.” Frances’s large eyes with their long lashes are now

William A. Cohen, “Material Interiority in Charlotte Bronte’s The Professor,” Nineteenth-Century 
Literature, 57 (2003): 443-476, 464.

William Caldwell Roscoe, unsigned review o f Gaskell’s Life o f  Charlotte Bronte, “Miss Bronte,” The 
National Review, v, July 1857, 161. Gaskell considered Frances, “the most charming woman she ever drew” (7- 
8 September 1856, The Brontes: The Critical Heritage, 319).

He describes, “When 1 first saw her, her countenance was sunless, her complexion colourless; she looked 
like one who had no source o f  enjoyment, no store o f  bliss anywhere in the world” (123).
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recognisable as beautiful,'^' and, as William continues, she comes dangerously close to 

conventional beauty, with “a clearness o f skin, almost bloom” and, most threateningly, a 

sense of the fleshiness criticised earlier in the novel, “a plumpness almost embonpoint, 

softened the decided lines o f her features. Her figure shared in this beneficial change and 

became rounder” (123). The nineteenth century recognised any number o f beauty ideals. 

Anne Hollander’s contention that, throughout the period, “the plump feminine ideal remained 

entrenched” is, therefore, not incompatible with Silver’s analysis of the punishing vogue 

for thinness. Indeed, Silver points out that these seemingly mutually exclusive ideals 

coexisted: as well as a tiny waist, a girl was expected to possess femininely “round” arms, 

and substantial hips and bust to create the desired “wasp” silhouette. “A certain amount of fat 

was highly desired,” '^  ̂ she concludes. While Frances’s ethereal slenderness has served 

Bronte’s purpose until this point, she now transforms into an index of the ideal wife. 

Plumpness, with its association o f sexuality, was the model o f the maternal body.’̂ '* 

“Plumpness is essential to beauty, especially in mothers,” Walker contended in 

Intermarriage (1838). Frances receives enough o f the socially recognisable attributes of 

beauty to be considered conventionally attractive, but retains her sense o f self, a self that has 

always been grounded in the form o f her body. Despite her increased roundness, she retains 

her elegant figure, as William insists

These are, for example, the type o f eyes given to Miss Temple and “the perfect beauty” (362) Rosamond 
Oliver in Jane Eyre.

Anne Hollander, Seeing Through Clothes (Berkeley [etc.]: Uruversity o f California Press, 1993), 151. 
Walker identified tall, short, auburn, dark, rosy, and pale forms o f attractiveness {Beauty, 149).

Silver, Victorian Literature and the Anorexic Body, 30.
The London Medical Gazette [vol. xix, 1837] notes that “There is, in general, more plumpness in the female 

form” (130). An association between body and destiny is evident in the journal as “the plumpness -  the 
embonpoint -  o i  the personnel o f prostitutes” (419) is described.

Walker, Intermarriage; or. The Mode in Which, and the Causes why. Beauty, Health, and Intellect, Result 
from Certain Unions, and Deformity, Disease, and Insanity, from others (London: Churchill, 1838), 413.
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one did not regret (or at least /  did not regret) the absence o f confirmed 

fulness, in contours, still slight, though compact, elegant, flexible -  the 

exquisite turning of waist, wrist, hand, foot, and ankle satisfied completely my 

notions o f symmetry, and allowed a lightness and freedom of movement 

which corresponded with my ideas o f grace.

William’s slippage between objective and subjective definitions reminds the reader 

that the rejection o f beauty was central to his sense o f self at the beginning o f the novel.

Here, he admits, “I had been accustomed to nurse a flattering idea that my strong attachment 

to her proved some particular perspicacity in my nature.. .1 must then be a man of peculiar 

discernment. To-night my eyes opened on the mistake I had made” (289-90). He has tried to 

deny Frances beauty, but capitulates. The admiring adjectives are too convincing for an 

impression of plainness to be maintained. The criticism of the schoolgirls’ fleshiness and its 

negative moral associations has succeeded in throwing Frances into positive relief Her 

increased roundness represents an exact concession to social standards, her movement into its 

fold. Not only does Frances’s body please its beholder, it remains functional, manifesting 

“Perfection of fit, proportion of form, grace of carriage” (144). The increase o f flesh will not 

impede the movements o f this active woman; she will not be rendered a passive lady but will 

keep the usefulness that Lawrence James has defined as a key middle-class trait of the 

period.'^’

Frances’s body now offers the best o f two worlds. She has always constituted 

William’s ideal, as was foreshadowed in his response to every woman who preceded her. He

Charlotte Bronte, The Professor, 123. This is very much in line with a prevalent contemporary ideal. The 
M irror o f  the Graces [A Lady o f  Distinction, TTie M irror o f  the Graces; or, The English L a d y’s Costume 
(Edinburgh: Black and Longman, 1830). The book was first published in 1811] admires “Delicate proportion” 
above “miserable leanness or shapeless fat”( 25).

James, The M iddle Class: A History, 161.
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concedes that he is not the hero he has presented himself to be, but “a sensualist” (190). He 

does not reject beauty; he merely insists that it be the outward sign o f inner worth, an attitude 

he shares with the literature o f conduct. In Emily Marshall’s Woman’s Worth: Or, Hints to 

Raise the Female Character (1844), the author insists: “we would not be supposed to be 

saying that beauty has no charm, or natural amiability no attraction. We are thankful that it 

has pleased the Almighty to give to woman the eye of brightness and the cheek o f beauty.” '^  ̂

In The Professor, Bronte reclaims beauty in such tenns, as she depicts the emptiness and 

corruption o f socially admired forms, and suggests an alternative equally rooted in tradition 

and her socio-historical c o n t e x t . T h e  prevarications o f the narrative, its fading insistence 

on the heroine’s lack of beauty, suggest the difficulty o f escaping the gratifying logic o f the 

ideal.

Jane Eyre

In Jane Eyre, Bronte moves further from social ideals of beauty, as the eponymous heroine 

appears more defiantly plain than Frances. Occupying William’s role, the reader sees the 

world, and judges beauty, through her eyes. The novel’s greatest achievements in the 

representation of beauty are its articulation o f the fate of the unbeautiful woman, and its 

insistence on her worth. While some felt that Jane’s plainness breached the logic of beauty,'™ 

others deemed Bronte successfial, noting, “It is well known that she made Jane Eyre small 

and without beauty on purpose -  to show that a heroine could be interesting contrary to

Emily Marshall, Woman's Worth: Or, Hints to Raise the Female Character (London; H. G. Clarke and Co., 
1844), 9.

A similar point is made in Shirley as the heroine tells Caroline, ‘“There is charm in beauty for itself,
Caroline; when it is blent with goodness, there is a powerful charm’” (183).
'™ John Skelton wrote, “There is too little attractiveness in the heroine to account for a violent passion in such a 
man. The explanation is inadequate. Why should so much fondness be lavished upon this demure, keen-eyed 
little woman? Why should it be? we ask; and the reply is. It would not be so with us; and a feeling o f  contempt 
for the infatuation o f this otherwise astute and daring man o f the world is the result” (unsigned review, Fraser’s 
Magazine, May 1857, The Brontes: The Critical Heritage, 339).
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books, but in accordance with nature, without personal beauty, -  and that she was completely 

successful.” '̂ ' In her plainness, Jane is an insurrectionary, but the aesthetic she espouses is 

familiar. Those she admires appear beautiful, those she despises ugly, or bear the hallmarks 

o f bad beauty. She shares her aesthetic with the novel’s villain, Brocklehurst. While this 

argument might seem to place my thesis in the critical company o f  London and Politi, from 

the perspective o f beauty, these commentators go too far. London claims that, by the 

conclusion, Jane is “No longer a challenge to conventions o f Victorian womanhood,” but 

the contention overlooks the angry responses her appearance provoked. Jane remains 

revolutionary within the canon o f  heroines. The notorious difficulty o f  representing her 

onscreen confirms Bronte’s achievement,'^^ as she succeeded in creating a heroine who at 

times is, and is not, beautiful, beautifiil to one eye, unbeautiful to another. That she continued 

to use the language o f  beauty to connote worth signifies its hold on her imagination, but does 

not undo the challenge posed.

Melodie Monahan argues that, “O f central importance is Jane Eyre’s ‘physical 

inferiority’ which disrupts convention and generates the reflexive social exclusion.” '̂ '* O f 

equal importance, however, is the characteristic ambivalence o f the novel’s representation o f

Unsigned review o f The Life o f  Charlotte Bronte, The Presbyterian Quarterly Review, vol. vi, September 
1858, 304. Lorimer found Jane so interesting that he contended, “Now, Jane, be her faults what they may, is 
never tedious; her worst enemy cannot say that she wearies him, and this probably is the reason why she comes 
in for rather more than her fair share o f  our love and favour” (477).

London, 209.
A. A. Gill’s rather hostile review of the 2006 B.B.C. adaptation o f the novel captured the quandary which the 

film faces: “The thing with all these adaptations is that, however authentic they get the corsets and cots, 
however true to the book and time they are, invariably, they balk at an ugly heroine. And the whole point o f 
Jane Eyre is that she’s small and plain. A minging hobbit. That’s why Rochester has to go blind to actually see 
her for what she is. [The actress playing Jane, Ruth] Wilson is not Wag gorgeous, but she is jolie-laide sexy.
Her mouth may say prim things, but she has lips like a courtesan’s change purse, silently promising something 
else entirely. 1 expect we’ll be seeing a lot more of Miss Wilson, and I’m looking forward to it. But I’ll bet you 
that, next time, she won’t be plain Jane” {The Sunday Times, 1 October 2006). G ill’s review is self-consciously 
permeated with the droit de seigneur o f the male gaze, but he is correct in his diagnosis of cinema’s reluctance 
to represent Jane or Elizabeth Bennet accurately. The chosen headline, “This plain Jane has stuck in my brain” 
conveys the success o f the adaptation — from Gill’s perspective, its ability to present Jane as at once plain and 
appealing.

Monahan, 592.
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beauty, as inferiority is simultaneously coded as superiority. The instability o f Bronte’s 

attitude to the appearances o f her characters is evident in a letter she wrote to Williams in 

1848:

But I hope no one will be at the trouble to make portraits of my characters:

Bulwer- and Byron-heroes and heroines are very well -  they are all o f them 

handsome -  ; but my personages are mostly unattractive in look and therefore 

ill-adapted to figure in ideal portraits -  At the best, I have always thought such 

representations fiitile {LCB, II, 40-1).

To begin with, her characters are described as lesser; “trouble” should not be taken to 

represent their unappealing bodies. They are not even described as heroes and heroines, but 

“personages,” their lack o f beauty making their claim to the title uncertain. But pride is also 

evident; there is a dismissive note in the assertion that the old forms may serve other writers’ 

characters “very well,” but hers are different; extant conventions are “futile,” they can only 

fail to capture them. That the attitude is rooted in the assumptions o f its time is suggested by 

a similar judgement made in Finden ’s Book o f  Byron Beauties, which claims that, “Lord 

Byron’s heroines are admirably adapted for isolated pictorial illustration” because they are 

“BEAUTIES.. Bronte’s refusal to allow the illustration o f her debut novel is governed by 

the same logic, and prefigures the frustrating tendency of film to present a Jane whose 

uniqueness is drowned in conventional beauty.

Finden's Byron Beauties, unpaginated.
Miller’s The Bronte Myth offers an authoritative survey o f  the at times ludicrous glamour o f  cinematic 

adaptations o f  the Brontes’ life and works, an issue I return to in the conclusion to the thesis.
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Internalization

Jane’s fidelity to the consequence of beauty is suggested in her attribution of it to those she 

admires: “When thus gentle, Bessie seemed to me the best, prettiest, kindest being in the 

world” (29). The characters who appear most attractive are the morally best, such as the 

Rivers s i s t e r s . M i s s  Temple is “tall, fair, and shapely,” with “brown eyes with a benignant 

light in their irids, and a fine pencilling of long lashes round” (347). Helen Bums is 

transformed into beauty in Jane’s description: “in the liquid lustre of her eyes... [she] had 

suddenly acquired a beauty more singular than that o f Miss Temple’s -  a beauty neither of 

fine colour nor long eyelash, nor pencilled brow, but of meaning, o f movement, o f radiance” 

(73). It is a beauty o f expression, a faithfiil index of moral worth, invoking the tradition of 

angels and Madormas, and princesses of goodness and beauty.

The ambivalence of the novel’s orientation towards beauty is evident in Jane’s 

relationship to her appearance, at times submissive, at others defiant. Her articulation of the 

consequence o f her plainness offers an insight into the harmftil impact o f beauty ideals. Her 

sense o f inferiority has a defining influence on her identity, supporting the arguments of 

Bartky and Ann J. Cahill’ *̂ that standards of beauty are internalized by women, as they 

become Panopticans, policing their relafionship to the ideal. Echoing Berger, Bartky asserts 

that “Woman lives her body as seen by another.” '^  ̂Such is the experience o f the child Jane. 

In the opening lines she admits herself “humbled by the consciousness of my physical 

inferiority to Eliza, John, and Georgiana Reed” (8). This consciousness causes her pain. As 

an adult, she tells her childhood acquaintance, “‘I am afraid you are disappointed in me, 

Bessie,” ’ referring specifically to her lack o f beauty, “I said this laughing: I perceived that

Jane thinks that “Both were fair complexioned and slenderly made; both possessed faces full o f  distinction 
and intelligence,” and are, furthermore, “pretty” (334).

Ann J. Cahill, “Feminist Pleasure and Feminine Beautification” H ypatia  18 (2003): 42-64 ,42 .
Bartky, Femininity and Domination, 140.
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Bessie’s glance, though it expressed regard, did in no shape denote admiration.” Bessie 

confirms Jane’s suspicion, and the heroine “felt that it was correct, but I confess I was not 

quite indifferent to its import: at eighteen most people wish to please, and the conviction that 

they have not an exterior likely to second that desire brings anything but gratification” (91). 

Later, Jane is similarly “so hurt” by the “coldness and scepticism” of Mrs. Fairfax’s inability 

to believe that Rochester wants to marry her “that the tears rose to my eyes.” Her questions, 

“‘am I a monster? ...is it impossible that Mr. Rochester should have a sincere affection for 

me?” ’ (265) describes her aberrant identity as an unbeautiful heroine, as well as a woman 

within her Active world. Such moments may be considered Bronte’s innovation in the 

tradition of beauty. Here, she owes nothing to the conduct book; it was a voice little heard in 

cultural discourses, the voice o f the overlooked, confronting a culture with the repercussions 

o f its prejudice. Jane’s suspicions about her appearance are early borne out, as she overhears 

an exchange between the servants. Bessie suggests, “‘Poor Miss Jane is to be pitied,”’ and 

Abbot replies, “‘if  she were a nice, pretty child, one might compassionate her forlomness; but 

one really cannot care for such a little toad as that’” (26). This is the same assumption that 

governed the conventional choice o f the beautiful heroine, the belief that people fail to 

empathise with the plain.

But Jane’s readers do empathise with her sufferings, as she uses the values associated 

with beauty to positively define her character. She is not merely a victim of social prejudice, 

but uses the appearances o f characters against them, punishing them with the values o f the 

system that oppresses her. Jane moves from a position of victimhood to militancy, a 

movement that critics o f the feminist canonization o f the novel have found troubling, 

accusing her o f complicity with repressive cultural practices. With regard to the 

representation of beauty, the first example occurs as she suffers beneath the verbal and
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physical abuse of her cousin, John Reed: “I knew he would soon strike, and while dreading

the blow, I mused on the disgusting and ugly appearance of him who would presently deal it.

I wonder if  he read that notion in my face; for, all at once, without speaking, he struck

suddenly and strongly” (10). The judgement o f ugliness, silent as it is, is the only tool Jane

can here wield against her oppressor, as she appropriates the system that marginalises her. In

her judgement o f Grace Poole, Jane’s simultaneous subjection to and enforcement of

oppressive standards o f beauty is most apparent. Eager to disprove the likelihood of a

romantic relationship between Grace and Rochester, she evaluates Grace’s body according to

social ideals. Finding evidence to dispel the possibility o f a romantic or sexual relationship,

she concludes, “hard-favoured and matronly as she was, the idea could not be admitted.” But

this logic requires her to accept herself as an equally unlikely object o f his desire. Her reason

advances her own strengths as a potential counterweight against the absence o f beauty, but

these too Grace might hold; “for aught I know, she may possess originality and strength of

character to compensate for the want o f personal advantages” (156), she considers.

Nevertheless, her reason refuses to accept that Grace has attracted Rochester; “Mrs. Poole’s

square, flat figure, and uncomely, dry, even coarse face, recurred so distinctly to my mind’s

eye, that I thought, ‘No; impossible!”’’*̂  Here, Jane reveals her fidelity both to contemporary

181beauty ideals and the association o f beauty and desire. Walker listed “coarseness of skin” 

as destructive o f the impression of beauty, while Catherine Crowe wrote mockingly of 

“faces...white as turnips...and...figure...fiat as pancakes.” '*^

Ibid. Caroline Levine reads Jane’s thoughts similarly, “If it is impossible for Rochester to have been in love 
with the square, dry Grace Poole, then it might be equally impossible that he loves the small, irregular Jane 
Eyre” {The Serious P leasure o f  Suspense: Victorian Realism and Narrative D oubt (Charlottesville: University 
o f  Virginia Press, 2003), 82). Jane succeeds in raising herself above Grace, as the hierarchy o f  class remains in 
her favour: “I compared m yself with her, and found we were different. Bessie Leaven had said I was quite a 
lady; and she spoke truth - 1 was a lady” (157).

Walker, Beauty, 5.
Catherine Crowe, Men and Women; or, M anorial Rights. Vol. I (London: Saunders and Otley, 1844).
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While Politi and London would argue that, in these moments, Jane becomes a 

conservative figurehead of the system she set out to dismantle, a more nuanced reading o f her 

engagement with beauty is required. Her troubled relationship to her embodiment enacts the 

complexity o f female positioning within societies that idealise beauty. The life writings of 

Bronte and Eliot are riven with struggle, to combat the destructive consequences o f social 

perception o f their inferiority, and the impulse to regain power by inflicting judgement on 

others. Jane’s aggressive use of beauty judgements is a consequence o f cultural idealisation.

It is a powerful element of the novel’s representation of beauty, and not to be 

anachronistically regretted. A few pages later, when Mrs. Fairfax describes the dazzling rival 

Blanche Ingram, Jane believes herself deluded. Her internal dialogue chides: ‘“ Tow...a 

favourite with Mr. Rochester? You gifted with the power of pleasing him? ...Go! your folly 

sickens m e.. .How dared you? Poor stupid dupe! .. .He said something in praise o f your eyes, 

did he? Blind puppy! Open their bleared lids and look on your own accursed 

senselessness!” ’’^̂  The “yous” that Jane berates herself with attest to her acceptance o f social 

readings o f her appearance, and her distance from the kind of woman Rochester is believed 

likely to admire. She commands herself to face the unignorable evidence of her body, to see 

herself as society encourages him to see her.

Jane’s denial of beauty: Georgiana

But Jane also challenges the authority o f social ideals, arguing that “beauty is in the eye o f 

the gazer” (26), and contests conventional models of attractiveness. Georgiana’s false beauty 

is suggested in Abbot’s description: “‘Little darling! -  with her long curls and her blue eyes,

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, 160-1. “Bleared” suggests both her pain and the unflattering appearance, caused 
by crying. The O.E.D. defines the word for this period (1340-1848) as describing eyes, “Dimmed with tears, 
morbid matter, or inflammation.” “bleared, ppl. a.'" The Oxford English Dictionary. Second edition. 1989. OED 
Online. Oxford University Press. 30 Sept. 2008 http://dictionary.oed.com.elib.tcd.ie/cgi/entry/50023382.
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and such a sweet colour as she has; just as if  she were painted!’” (178). Although Shirley 

Foster is correct in her contention that the novel “challenges contemporary sexual ideologies,

1 84arguing for revised notions o f  womanhood,” the forms o f femininity Bronte condemns and

admires are readily recognisable. The word “painted,” with its entrenched associations o f

artifice, indicates the immorality o f Georgiana’s beauty, and the vitiated tastes o f those who

admire her.'*^ It aligns her with the doll'^^ and the prostitute, and as Garson points out, the

“coquette,” '̂ ’ variants o f the bad beauty. While Lefkovitz argues that “Such beauty occurs at

1 88the expense o f  virtue,” Georgiana’s appearance in fact functions as the outward sign o f  

moral failure; correspondence is affirmed in her laziness, selfishness and mercenary 

marriage. In adulthood, Jane describes her as “a full-blown, very plump damsel, fair as wax

work; with handsome and regular features, languishing blue eyes, and ringleted yellow hair” 

(228). Georgiana’s fleshiness is confirmed in Eliza’s description o f her as a “‘fat, weak, 

puffy, useless thing’” (236). She is excessively fair; the adjecfive “waxen” suggests ill- 

health,'^^ a consequence, most likely, o f  her weight, aligning her also with figurines cast

Shirley Foster, Victorian Women’s Fiction: Marriage, Freedom and the Individual (London and Sydney; 
Croom Helm, 1985), 87.

A passage in Cams W ilson’s The Children's Friend [Vol. V. London: Kirkby Lonsdale, 1828] condemned 
Jezebel’s “painted face,” 130

Eliot wrote critically o f  the “doll-Madonna” : “let them be idols, useless absorbents o f precious things, 
provided we are not obliged to admit them to be strictly fellow-beings, to be treated, one and all, with justice 
and sober reverence” (“Margaret Fuller and Mary Woilstonecraft,” Selected Critical Writings. Edited by 
Rosemary Ashton (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 185). Nicholas McGuinn explains the resonance of 
the type, arguing that “By linking the words ‘doll’ and ‘Madonna,’ George Eliot attacks the powerful Victorian 
stereotype o f  the wife-mother with an image so vivid that it must return to haunt the reader whenever he reads a 
novel by Dickens or studies a painting by G. E. Hicks or C. R. Leslie” {The Nineteenth-Century Woman: Her 
Cultural and Physical World. Edited by Sara Delamont and Loma Duffm (London: Croom Helm [etc.], 1978),
188-205,201). Linton wrote a searing excoriation o f the “doll woman” : “The mere pretty puppet, with her head 
in her dress and her heart nowhere, silly, vain, idle, inconsequent, and hopelessly ignorant, unable to learn 
anything and unable to do anything useful, and putting her salvation in her eyes, her waist, and her toilette, is 
the worst enemy o f her sex to be found... the doll woman is hopeless from the beginning; o f  no value whatever, 
save as a toy to play with, and a pretty thing to look at” (“Our Past and Future,” Ourselves: Essays on Women 
(London: Chatto and Windus, 1884), 250).

Garson sees Georgiana, Blanche Ingram and Ginevra Fanshawe as examples o f the type, 273.
Lefkovitz, 149.
Most references to waxen complexions are resolutely negative. Numerous articles in medical journals listed a 

waxen complexion as indicative o f  disease. See, for example. The British and Foreign Medical Review, April 
1843, 301. The Art o f  Beauty also judged “waxy” (106) skin unattractive.
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from the material, intensifying the imputation o f a rtif ic e .T h ro u g h  the use o f such 

adjectives Bronte undermines the credibility o f Georgiana’s physical beauty, while yet 

tainting her with the full force o f its immoral associations.

Blanche

The description o f Blanche is a fiarther attack upon socially admired forms of beauty.

Echoing the Byronic beauties o f Angria, Blanche possesses an “olive complexion, dark and 

clear; noble features; eyes rather like Mr. Rochester’s: large and black, and as brilliant as her 

jew els...a crown o f thick plaits behind, and in front the longest, the glossiest curls I ever 

saw” (159). This beauty contains within it the seeds o f its own undoing. Reference to jewels 

and nobility present her as degenerately aristocratic. Excessive in every detail, Blanche’s 

largeness and similarity to Rochester present her as masculine, and so antithetical to 

Victorian conceptions o f beauty.*^' Her exotic attractiveness will be made monstrous in the 

mirroring description o f Bertha Mason, who was “a fine woman, in the style of Blanche 

Ingram; tall, dark, and majestic” (305). Blanche possesses elements o f all the forms o f beauty 

maligned in Bronte’s work, “the oriental eye” and “the Grecian neck and bust” (161). While, 

as the passive recipient o f Mrs. Fairfax’s description, Jane could ostensibly believe Blanche 

beautiful, on meeting her, the impression o f beauty evaporates. She insists that the features 

the undiscriminating Fairfax believed beautiful are undermined by an ugly expression, that 

“The noble bust, the sloping shoulders, the graceful neck, the dark eyes and black ringlets,” 

already questionable, “were all there: -  but her face? -  Her face was like her mother’s .. .the 

same low brow, the same high features, the same pride...her laugh was satirical, and so was

Alison Smith describes these figurines in The Victorian Nude: Sexuality, Morality and Art (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1996), vii, 50.

As Moers writes, “littleness as a physical fact, though only a relative one, is inescapably associated with the 
female body” (244).
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the habitual expression of her arched and haughty lip” (172). According to the theory of 

expression, Blanche’s beauty ceases to exist.'^^ Jane immediately suspects that, given her 

personal affinity with Rochester, Blanche is not to his taste; ‘‘‘'she could not charm hini”

(186), she insists. And Jane is proven correct in Rochester’s unflattering description of 

Blanche as ‘“A strapper -  a real strapper, Jane: big, brown, and buxom’” (219). While 

Georgiana and Blanche are deemed attractive by some characters in the narrative, none of 

these possesses moral authority, leaving belief in their beauty shaken. Rochester’s description 

of his past allows Jane’s body to appear especially appealing to his chastened self Following 

his confessions of the debauched beauties of his youth, a reader can accept that her simplicity 

appears as an attractive contrast: ‘“You are a beauty, in my eyes; and a beauty just after the 

desire of my heart, -  delicate and aerial’” (259). The failings of beauty, now intimately 

known by Rochester, echo the traditional representation of the conduct book. As he 

complains of his continental mistresses, Giacinta and Clara, ‘“ What was their beauty to me in 

a few weeks?’” (311). Just as beauty does not make a good wife, a purely physical attraction 

bodes ill in a husband. Echoing William, Rochester warns, ‘“To women who please me only 

by their faces, I am the very devil when I find out they have neither souls nor hearts’” (260). 

The reader is primed to accept that Jane’s triumph is physical, that her body now uniquely 

appeals to this wiser Rochester, but also that their mutual love transcends the physical in the 

recognition of deep affinity.

B ell’s description is typical in this regard: “Wherever the imagination catches an idea o f  brutal character in 
the eye, nose, lips, teeth or ears, by reminding us o f  animal expression, it is found to be incompatible with 
human beauty” (75).
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Jane

The simultaneously negative moral and aesthetic charge o f the descriptions o f Georgiana and 

Blanche reinforce Jane’s heroinism. Critics such as Annette Federico, Sharon Murphy and 

Lara Freeburg Kees contend that, in place o f  beauty, Jane erects another form of meritocracy. 

Federico argues that Bronte defines Jane’s heroinism “on the basis of interiority, not physical 

attractiveness.” *̂  ̂Murphy and Kees argue that Jane advances “the moral superiority o f her 

character” *̂ '' in defence o f her lack o f beauty. However, in addition to challenging the beauty 

o f her rivals, Jane adopts elements o f a popular middle-class aesthetic to assert a physical 

superiority.'^^ The other female bodies function as foils to her slim, simple self. Against 

them, she appears more morally upright, more middle class, and more attractive. Her 

smallness is all but obsessively referenced by Rochester, who recalls his initial impression of 

her as a “‘quiet little figure’” (312). In consoling Jane for her lack of beauty, Bessie tells her, 

“‘you look like a lady, and it is as much as ever I expected of you: you were no beauty as a 

child’” (91). Being “no beauty” can certainly be viewed as positive, if  beauty equals the 

bloated vanity o f the unappealing Georgiana and Blanche. Jane emphasises her neatness and 

tidiness, her simple elegance: “I dressed myself with care: obliged to be plain -  for I had no

Annette Federico, ‘“A Cool Observer o f Her Own Sex Like Me’: Girl-Watching in Jane Eyre," Victorian 
Newsletter 80 (1991): 29-33, 29.

Murphy, 19. Lara Freeburg Kees similarly argues that “Jane’s basic impulse is still to define some kind of 
superiority; she would just prefer that it not be based on looks or class, the two things she lacks” (“Sympathy in 
Jane Eyre" Studies in English Literature 1500-1900 45 (2005): 873-897, 887).

Ostentatious, aristocratic forms o f beauty were heavily criticised in conduct literature. Ellis complained, “the 
women o f our country have lately learned to look with envious eyes upon their superiors in rank, to rival their 
attairmients, to imitate their manners, and to pine for the luxuries they enjoy; and consequently to look down 
with contempt upon the appliances and means o f humbler happiness” (Women o f England, 21). This is in 
keeping with the contention that conduct books “addressed mostly middle-class readers and defined behavioural 
norms in opposition to aristocratic marmers, which arbiters o f  conduct viewed as frivolous and insincere” 
{Britain in the Hanoverian Age, 1714-1837: An Encyclopedia. Edited by Gerald Newman and Leslie Ellen 
Brown (New York: Taylor and Francis, 1997), 436).
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article o f attire that was not made with extreme simpHcity” (98). Instead o f Georgiana’s curls 

she “brushed [her] hair very smooth”; her clothes are “Quakerlike.” '̂ ^

Brownstein argues that “Jane Eyre suggests that there are modes o f  feminine beauty 

undreamt o f  in the philosophy o f men and mistakenly undervalued,” '̂ ’ but Jane’s values 

echo evangelical discourses. As an adult, her hair recalls Brocklehurst’s hypocritical 

insistence that the girls wear theirs “closely, modestly, plainly”; she dresses herself “with 

shame-facedness and sobriety, not with braided hair and costly apparel” (64). Parallels may 

be found in Wilson’s Children's Friend, in spite o f Peschier’s argument that “in Jane Eyre in 

particular, Charlotte Bronte rebelled against the type o f  teaching propounded by Cams 

Wilson.”’ *̂ The books share an all but identical aesthetic; one story directs children to “Wash 

yourself clean, and dress yourself very tidy and neat,” '̂  ̂and often advances a didactic belief 

in physiognomy. In terms strikingly reminiscent o f Blanche’s ugly expression, it is warned:

when these passions pull very often...the muscles harden and retain that ugly 

expression. By indulging in evil passions, people may work their faces up

Ibid. Tidiness is stressed in the evangelical fiction o f  Catherine Sinclair. In Modern Accomplishments, or. 
The March o f  Intellect [Edinburgh: Waugh and Innes, 1836], she writes, “In her dress, there was not an hour of 
the day at which Matilda Howard could have been caught untidy; yet, from the moment she left her dressing- 
room, not a thought seemed ever to arise on the subject o f appearance, for she became so fiilly impressed with 
Miss Person’s opinion, that simplicity and neatness alone were requisite” (129).

Brownstein, 164.
Peschier, 111. Rebecca Fraser contends that “Although Carus Wilson’s son complained that the portrait of 

Mr Brocklehurst was a monstrous caricature, and others that the character o f  the founder had been cruelly and 
falsely assailed, the man who emerges from Carus Wilson’s writings is remarkably similar to Mr Brocklehurst” 
(42).

Wilson, The Children's Friend, 137. Bessy, the heroine o f this story is, somewhat paradoxically, rewarded 
for her goodness with a pretty new froc[k]” (ibid). Elsewhere children’s interest in dress is denounced with the 
question, “what will dress...do for them on a death-bed, or at a judgement day?” (ibid., 232). According to the 
D.N.B. the elder Carus Wilson retired from “active” editorship o f the publication in 1845, Juliet Barker, 
‘Wilson, William Carus (1791-1859),’ Oxford Dictionary o f  National Biography, Oxford University Press, 
2004 [http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/50487, accessed 16 Aug 2009]. The volumes overseen by his 
sons, amongst others, forward the same aesthetic and moral values, evident in a parable that writes admiringly 
of the “common little sparrow” : “look at his plain dress; he does not trouble his head about fine clothes, but is 
happy enough in that brown garment...considered suitable for him” (C. Carus Wilson, ed., The Children’s 
Friend. Vol. XXXVI (London: Seeley, Jackson and Halliday, 1859), 115). Jane’s similar emphasis on 
cleanliness is evident in her description o f her “clean white tucker” (98).
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into such awful faces, that sometimes when you meet a man in the street, you 

can tell, just by looking at him, what his character is.^°°

While evangelicism prioritised interior qualities, Wilson’s books illustrate how the loss of 

beauty was a threatened punishment for transgressive behaviour. Neither did conduct 

literature argue that beauty was insignificant, but distinguished between moral and immoral 

forms. The conception that beauty should be rooted in character was also present in texts 

devoted to its cultivation:

Let religion and morality be the foundation o f the female character. The artist 

may then adorn the structure without any danger to its safety. When a girl is 

instructed on the great purposes of her existence, -  that she is an immortal 

being, as well as a mortal woman... We may safely teach a well-educated girl, 

that virtue ought to wear an inviting aspect -  that it is due to her excellence to 

decorate her comely apparel. But we must never cease to remember that it is

901VIRTUE we seek to adorn. It must not be a merely beautiful form.

Not beauty only, but beauty certainly, was the most widely held contemporary ideal. 

Helplessly transgressive, Jane rejects the aristocratic ornate surface, naturally attuned to 

Brocklehurst’s plain aesthetic. It is Brocklehurst’s hypocrisy, his deviance from these

Ibid., 11. In the 1828 volume, descriptions o f  “skin o f  whitest lustre,/Sunny looks, a shining cluster” are 
reminiscent o f  Jane’s admiration o f  Miss Temple and the beautified Helen.

Anon., The M irror o f  the Graces, 6.
Maynard also argues that “Brocklehurst is proved to be a hypocrite” (“The Brontes and Religion,” 

Cambridge Companion, 203). Rebecca Fraser contends that the novel impugns “the unholy behaviour o f  the 
Evangelical
Calvinistic clergy in an extremely daring fashion” (264). Tom Winnifrith writes that “An important element in 
Charlotte Bronte’s religious philosophy, consistent with attachment to the Church o f  England, but not
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values in his personal life, embodied in his wife and daughters, which signals his immorality, 

rather than the values o f simplicity and austerity th e m se lv e s .B ro n te  uses the distinction to 

challenge beauty’s literary ascendancy, building upon the achievements o f writers such as 

Wollstonecraft, More and Austen. Whereas Brocklehurst imposes the aesthetic to subdue 

those such as Jane, she uses it to assert the corruption of women from his social sphere. In 

her triumph over Blanche, she attains both aesthetic and moral superiority, the one signifying 

the other, through Rochester’s validating gaze.

Rochester and Jane

Unlike Agnes, Jane is not content to be loved in spite o f her lack o f beauty; she must be seen 

as attractive, her body must please her eventual husband. As with Agnes and Weston, she 

presents Rochester as her physical equal. These are the two reasons Jane suggests for her 

rejection of St. John Rivers. His unworthiness, his enslavement to beauty, is conveyed both 

in his “Greek face” (398) and in his vulnerability to the “coquettish” Rosamond’s “perfect 

beauty” (362), despite his acknowledgement that “‘she would not make me a good wife.’” *̂̂"* 

Rosamond appears as the most conventional beauty in the novel,^°^ the character most likely 

to appear as a heroine in another narrative. She is equipped to dupe male reason. Even a man 

as austere as St. John may overlook her foibles, blinded by beauty. She is the “angel” °̂̂  

Gilbert and Gubar describe as historically haunting the conception o f the female. And

necessarily indicating any marked degree o f  orthodoxy, was her hatred o f  hypocrisy. We know that hypocrisy 
was one o f  Charlotte’s aversions” {The Brontes and their Background: Romance and Reality (London: 
Macmillan, 1988), 48).

Thormahlen writes that “double standards o f  the kind represented by the luxurious apparel o f  Brocklehurst’s 
own womenfolk were not uncommon among wealthy Evangelical families” {The Brontes and Religion, 184).

Bronte, Jane Eyre, 373. Jane further judges her “hasty...vain...unthinking” and “not profoundly interesting or 
thoroughly impressive” (368).

Alexander notes that Rosamond’s beauty is “remarkable,” so closely does it conform to contemporary beauty 
ideals (“Charlotte Bronte and the Pictorial Image,” 25).

Gilbert and Gubar, 17.
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although Bronte does not make her monstrous, her negative moral qualities work to align her 

with the bad, rather than the good, beauty. Bronte invokes the instability o f the archetype to 

remove Rosamond from one category, and associate her with its opposite.

Unlike Rochester, St. John fails to recognise Jane’s subtle beauty: ‘“ she would always 

be plain’” (338), he avers, not sophisticated enough to recognise her true excellence. Such 

only Rochester can do, Jane believes; she regrets: “I shall never more know the sweet 

homage given to beauty, youth, and grace -  for never to any one else shall I seem to possess 

these charms” (359). The reader is exhorted to believe that Rochester is equally unattractive, 

in opposition to the conventionally handsome St. John:

Had he been a handsome, heroic-looking young gentleman, I should not have 

dared to stand thus questioning him .. .1 had hardly ever seen a handsome 

youth: never in my life spoken to one. I had a theoretical reverence and 

homage for beauty, elegance, gallantry, fascination; but had I met those 

qualities incarnate in masculine shape, I should have known instinctively that 

they neither had nor could have sympathy with anything in me, and should 

have shunned them as one would fire, lightening, or anything else that is 

bright but antipathetic (113).

If Rochester loves Jane in spite o f her lack o f beauty, she insists that it is a mutual 

concession. In spite o f Kees’s argument that “Jane establishes a system of equality based on 

innate qualities o f mind rather than on outward appearances,” '̂’’ the appearances of Jane and 

Rochester are presented as equally unattractive. Rochester relates, ‘“ My bride is

Kees, 885.
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here...because my equal is here, and my Hkeness’” (254). Bronte is working against a 

convention that accepts that male wealth will marry beauty, regardless o f its own appearance, 

that beauty is an important attribute of the wife, but not the h u s b a n d . M r s .  Fairfax reveals:

‘the ladies are very fond o f him; though you would not think his appearance 

calculated to recommend him particularly in their eyes: but I suppose his 

acquirements and abilities, perhaps his wealth and good blood, make amends 

for any little fault of look’ (158-9).

Nonetheless, in the courtship of Jane and Rochester, Bronte again capitulates. Within 

a tradition profoundly invested in the association o f beauty and romantic love, it was difficult 

to describe the arousal of love without the recognition o f beauty. And so, although G. H. 

Lewes wrote that, “We never lose sight of her plainness; no effort is made to throw romance 

about her,” °̂̂  Rochester succeeds in bestowing on Jane a form of beauty that resonates with

7  1 flher childhood sense o f self To him, she is an “e lf ’ (245), with “the look of another world.” 

The image recalls Jane’s description of herself in the Red Room mirror: “the strange little 

figure...with a white face and arms specking the gloom,” and foreshadows the meeting of 

Jane and Rochester: “it looked like one of the tiny phantoms, half fairy, half imp, Bessie’s 

evening stories represented as coming out o f the lone, ferny dells in moors, and appearing 

before the eyes o f belated travellers” (14). Rochester’s insistence that Jane, the “sorceress”

This point is made by W olf in The Beauty Myth (12), and by Susan Brownmiller in Femininity (London: 
Hamilton, 1984), 165.

Lewes, unsigned Review, F raser’s Magazine, December 1847, The Brontes: The Critical Heritage, 83. 
Steiner similarly argues that “Jane Eyre is unredeemably plain” (25).

Ibid., 121. Maurianne Adams argues that “One indication o f  Rochester’s affinity and ‘kinship’ with Jane is 
his recognition o f  her ethereal quality” (“Family Disintegration and Creative Regeneration: The Case o f  
Charlotte Bronte and Jane Eyre,” The Victorian Family: Structure and Stresses. Edited by Anthony S. Wohl 
(London: CroomHelm, 1978), 167).
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(148), has bewitched him echoes one o f  the most traditional conceptions o f  the power o f  

beauty.^" Carole G. Silvers contends that the supernatural female o f unusual beauty had a 

considerable presence in Victorian literature, influenced by fairytale and folktale genres, 

taking the form o f “a beautiful woman who was either nonhuman or enchanted.” '̂̂  Not only 

does this assuage Jane’s “need to be recognized," it gives her a beauty that transcends the 

sordidness o f  social exchange. A “more than human beauty” '̂'* suits Jane for, i f  she is 

beautiful, it is in a form most humans are incapable o f recognising. It presents her as, 

literally, a thing apart, an entity that may not be evaluated in conventional terms, “a fairy 

bride manque. I t  accounts for her unique appeal, for the inability o f  those with prosaic 

minds to see her.^’^

Politi fails to account for this element o f Bronte’s representation. Although she argues 

that Jane internalizes Brocklehurst’s aesthetic, she fails to note that the Quakeress was a 

recognisable aesthetic type, considered sexually alluring. What Politi terms Jane’s “Quaker 

sobriety” '̂̂  is not an antidote to aesthetic allure, but an alternative form o f attractiveness.

The idea of beauty “bewitching” men was very common in the period. In Crowe’s Men and Women, or. 
Manorial Rights, the predatory baronet tells Lucy, ‘“ You’ve bewitched me, you little rogue’” (108).

Carole G. Silver, Strange and Secret People: Fairies and Victorian Consciousness (New York and Oxford; 
Oxford University Press, 1999), 90. This figure also possessed many o f the powers Rochester attributes to Jane: 
“She might be under some kind o f mysterious spell that made her change her shape to that o f  a bird or 
beast...She often had the power to change size or shape, become invisible, cast illusions or ‘glamour,’ see 
visions, and foretell the fiiture” (ibid).

Bailin, 50
Carole Silver, 90.
Ibid., 106. Rebecca Fraser contends that such tales were a vibrant element of Yorkshire culture: “A strong 

streak o f  folklore still flourished in these northern hills, and tales o f fairies and the wee folk -  tales which the 
servant Tabby probably related to the delight o f the Bronte children -  went alongside Methodist teaching, with 
its emphasis on the marvellous” (21).

Its potency within Bronte’s imagination is suggested by Robert’s description of Caroline Helstone, a very 
different heroine, as he tells her: “‘It appears you walk invisible. I noticed a ring on your hand this evening; can 
it be the ring o f  Gyges? Henceforth, when sitting in the counting-house by myself, perhaps at dead o f night, I 
shall permit myself to imagine that Caroline may be leaning over my shoulder reading with me from the same 
book, or sitting at my side engaged in her own particular task, and now and then raising her unseen eyes to my 
face to read there my thoughts” (214).

Politi, 89.
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That Bronte succeeded in making Jane attractive is suggested by Lorimer’s admiring

response:

though we have some difficulty in accounting for the partiality, and still more 

in justifying it, we plead guilty, for our own part, to a peculiar penchant for 

the wicked looking ‘pug’ with the pale face and the smoothed hair; and we 

believe that to the majority o f  men she is...more attractive [than the

218conventional heroine], one ‘whom we do love more than we ought...’

Although Bronte’s aesthetic is influenced by extant types, she convinces her 

audience both o f Jane’s plainness and appeal, complicating the traditional 

representation o f fixed, objective beauty.

Jane’s sense o f her increased beauty is, from one perspective, conservative, as it 

undermines the defiance upon which her identity as a plain heroine was built. As her first 

wedding day approaches she forgets her lack o f beauty, her body transformed beneath the 

reforming light o f love: “I looked at my face in the glass, and felt it was no longer plain: 

there was hope in its aspect and life in its colour; and my eyes seemed as if  they had beheld

Lorimer, 476. In Shirley, Jessy Yorke possesses a similar form o f beauty, “the gift o f fascination, the power 
to charm when, where, and whom she would” (133). Jane’s noted similarity to Thackeray’s Becky Sharp 
suggests that both writers, be it in markedly different ways, were referencing a recognisable type. Becky is 
“small and slight in person; pale...and with eyes...very large, odd, and attractive... By the side of many tall and 
bouncing young ladies in the establishment, Rebecca Sharp looked like a child” (17). Rochester calls Jane a 
“Childish and slender creature!” 312. While Sophia Andres demonstrates that the “child-woman” (3) was a 
recognisable type o f  female beauty in the period, Jane’s distance from the type is signalled in her contrasting 
foil, Adele {The Pre-Raphaelite Art o f  the Victorian Novel: Narrative Challenges to Visual Gendered 
Boundaries (Columbus; Ohio State University Press, 2005). To Rigby, both were examples o f the “elfish” 
woman who could capitalise on men neither sophisticated nor discriminating enough to demand beauty from 
their conquests. The similarity was clearly to Jane’s detriment, from Rigby’s perspective, given the pointedly 
immoral character o f Thackeray’s heroine.
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71 Qthe font of fhiition, and borrowed beams from the lustrous ripple.” One o f the gaps 

between literary convention and the phenomenology of beauty was that the novel ironed out 

the subtlety o f judgements of attractiveness. Jane’s wavering relationship to her appearance 

suggests the extent to which sense o f self is influenced by external response. When seen as 

plain, Jane sees herself as plain; when Rochester detects beauty, she does so too. The 

prevarications o f the narrative may be read as concessions to the formal role o f beauty in the 

courtship plot, but they also challenge fixed definitions of beauty and plainness, a movement 

towards the subjectivity Eliot brings to fruition in Daniel Deronda. Nether does Jane frilly 

accept her altered appearance. The pages leading to her marriage are riven with discomfort. 

She wanted to be loved in spite o f her lack o f beauty, but Rochester suggests he loves her 

because he thinks her beautiful. She drifts through this section of the narrative as if  in a 

stupor, disbelieving in or not desiring the happy ending that seems to approach. The interstice 

between her eventual ending and what seemed promised is in accord with the discrepancy 

between her body and that o f the traditional heroine. For such to occur, it is Rochester’s body 

which must undergo alteration. Rochester is now without doubt unbeautiful, physically and 

emotionally dependent upon her newly financially independent self, as is discernible in her 

words, “The water stood in my eyes to hear this avowal of his dependence; just as if a royal 

eagle, chained to a perch, should be forced to entreat a sparrow to become its purveyor”

(439).

Critics have argued that the ending of Jane Eyre undoes the revolution that precedes 

it. Foster, for example, asserts that it “can be read.. .as a final capitulation to romantic 

orthodoxy, either in conscious response to artistic convention or inspired by a genuine

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, 257. This is evidence o f the belief encountered in The Professor, that beauty is, 
in part, circumstantial. Further evidence that Jane’s plainness is adducible to circumstance is provided by Mrs. 
Fairfax who tells her, ‘“you are...much improved o f late’” (265), and the Rivers sisters who speculate, ‘“ when in 
good health and animated, I can fancy her physiognomy would be agreeable’” (339).
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conviction that marriage constituted the highest womanly fulfilment.” Similarly, it is 

possible to argue that Bronte’s recourse to beauty undermines her avowed aim in writing the 

novel. If beauty is overvalued, then why must it be bestowed on those Jane admires, we

might ask. But the way in which beauty is wielded is of equal import. As Gilbert and Gubar

0 0 1have identified, it is “Jane’s anger,” which is most striking, her refiisal to accept the social 

judgement o f her inferiority. Her ultimate evaluation o f Rochester is, fittingly, ‘“ A loving eye 

is all the charm needed: to such you are handsome enough; or rather your sternness has a 

power beyond beauty’” (245). Glen describes the consequences o f such feeling when she 

argues, “Yet Jane Eyre has never been fe lt to be a conformist work.”^̂  ̂Jane Eyre does not 

feel conformist. And it is Jane’s voice that is accountable for this, so distinct, so intense in its 

individuality, and so at odds with those who surround her that she still feels like an 

insurrectionary. To argue that the representation o f beauty in the novel is conformist would 

be to overstate the case. The polarised representation o f beauty is grounded in the traditions 

of the heroine and in contemporary constructions. But they are forwarded by a heroine who is 

not meek in her plainness, but defiant, who claims her superiority against the weight of 

tradition, and the carping o f a disdainftil world, who objects to her subordination with a 

revolutionary anger. Although Jane’s aesthetic may be read as conservative, her body itself is 

not.

Foster, Victorian Women's Fiction, 92. 
Gilbert and Gubar, 338.
Glen, Imagination in History, 53.
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Shirley

Shirley has long been regarded as markedly different from Bronte’s other n o v e l s . I n  the 

first chapter, Bronte addresses readerly expectation, “Something real, cool, and solid lies 

before you; something unromantic as Monday moming.”^̂"* In this avowedly “real,” 

unromantic work, Bronte presents her only beautiful heroine. More surprisingly, she presents 

two such heroines. The eponymous Shirley differs most from Bronte’s other protagonists, 

“blessed with the conventional female attributes o f ‘beauty, charm and intelligence.’” 

Although this embodiment would seem to suggest a dramatic divergence from Bronte’s 

investment in the plain heroine, the pairing o f Shirley and Caroline recreates the dynamic of 

beauty and plainness explicit in her other n o v e l s . F o r  Shirley’s claim to the title of heroine 

is far from assured. As Beth Torgerson explains: “Shirley Keeldar, does not appear until the 

end of Volume I, long after readers’ sympathies are attached to Caroline Helstone.”^̂  ̂The 

variations o f beauty possessed by Caroline and Shirley are crucial to the dynamic. For much 

o f the narrative, the fate o f the true heroine, Caroline, is ostensibly threatened by Shirley’s

998greater beauty, so that she occupies a similar position to Jane and Lucy. Her beauty 

eclipsed, she may as well be plain, the novel suggests. Although Caroline is not plain, and the 

difference has consequences for her fate and identity, she retains many o f the physical traits 

o f the typical Bronte heroine. In consequence, the representation bears more in common with 

Bronte’s other narratives than might at first be supposed.

Glen, ‘'^Shirley and Villette,'' Cambridge Companion to the Brontes, 122. Fittingly, as Glen explains, the 
novel “was written in circumstances very different from any o f the Brontes’ previous works” {Imagination in 
History, 53).

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, 5. Future references will appear parenthetically in the text.
Moglen, 178.
Shirley is Bronte’s only completed full-length novel to employ a third-person narrator. As a result, neither 

Shirley nor Caroline has the burden o f communicating their beauty to the reader.
Beth Torgerson, Reading the Bronte Body: Disease, Desire and the Constraints o f  Culture (New York and 

Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), 39.
Caroline compares herself to Shirley: ‘“Afy Robert! I wish I could justly call him mine: but I am poverty and 

incapacity; Shirley is wealth and power: and she is beauty too, and love - 1 cannot deny it’” (219).
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Shirley

With the reader already familiar with Caroline, Shirley enters as “quite a contrast,” at the 

close o f the first volume. Her beauty is defined by a “brilliancy” (210) that Caroline lacks, a 

difference as much attributable to their circumstances, as to their respective natures. The 

fortunate Shirley, blessed with the advantages o f birth, is unencumbered by the anxieties that 

afflict Caroline. This, rather than any purely physical feature, is most accountable for the 

differences in their appearances. Shirley’s beauty is vigorous, exuberant, expressive of 

confidence and content, “the frank light in her eyes, the rallying smile about her lips, like her 

shaft-straight carriage and lightsome step.” Unlike Bronte’s other ornate beauties, Shirley is 

not morally condemned for her expensive clothing. It is, instead, deemed appropriate to her 

status. Her intention is aesthetic, rather than material, the impression is o f beauty and quality, 

rather than expense:

there was style in every fold of her dress and every line o f her figure: the rich 

silk suited her better than a simpler costume; the deep-embroidered scarf 

became her: she wore it negligently, but gracefully; the wreath on her bonnet 

crowned her well: the attention to fashion, the tasteful appliance of ornament 

in each portion of her dress, were quite in place with her (248-9).

The differing forms of beauty possessed by Caroline and Shirley are both perfectly suited to 

their social position, “like a snow-white dove and gem-tinted bird-of-paradise joined in social 

flight” (249).
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Although the beauty o f  both Caroline and Shirley relates them to the traditional 

heroine, neither is wholly co n ven tion a l.S h ir ley  is ‘“a wild, laughing thing’” (385), 

articulating many o f the novel’s most radical sentiments. Unlike Caroline, Shirley can afford 

this eccentricity; her financial independence insulates her from the need to please, and 

marry.^ '̂’ It is Shirley, as a result, who questions canonical constructions o f women. ‘“Milton 

was great; but was he good?”’ she asks, and challenges the veracity o f  his portrait o f  Eve: 

‘“ Milton tried to see the first woman; but, Cary, he saw her not,”’ a riposte to male 

dominance in the history o f  representation o f  the female.^^' The falsity o f  representation is a 

recurrent theme for Shirley, echoing William Crimsworth’s desire to compare the “the ideal 

with the real” (88), as he describes his students. It also relates to Bronte’s agenda in writing 

her novels, the attempt to render an alternative type o f  femininity, and a more accurate 

version o f female experience. Shirley herself fails to identify with male creations:

Shirley’s most unusual quality is, o f course, her masculinity; ‘“ I am an esquire! Shirley Keeldar, Esquire, 
ought to be my style and title. They gave me a man’s name; I hold a man’s position: it is enough to inspire me 
with a touch o f manhood’” (172). Caroline yearns for a vocation: ‘“ I should like an occupation; and if  I were a 
boy, it would not be so difficult to find one’” (61). Shirley is delighted to discover that Caroline is not as 
conventional as her appearance suggests: “Miss Helstone, she fancied, had too pretty a face, manners and voice 
too soft, to be anything out o f the common way in mind and attainments; and she very much wondered to see 
the gentle features light up archly to the reveille o f a dry sally or two risked by herself; and more did she 
wonder to discover the self-won knowledge treasured, and the untaught speculations working in that girlish, 
curl-veiled head” (188).

This was the sentiment expressed by The Palladium'. “Place Caroline Helstone where you will, she is still 
exquisitely sweet, and, in element, universally true. To make Shirley Keeldar repulsive, you have only to fancy 
her poor” (“Currer Bell,” September 1850, 169).

Bronte, Shirley, 270. Throughout the novel the inaccuracy and inadequacy o f archetypal representations o f 
the female recurs. Joe Scott insists, “ ‘Adam was not deceived; but the woman, being deceived, was in the 
transgression’”  (277). The error is repeated by male characters within the text who overlook serious 
deficiencies o f character in their shallow, and at times misogynistic, worship o f purely physical beauty. In one 
example, “the elderly widower...could not abide sense in women: he liked to see them as silly, as light-headed, 
as vain, as open to ridicule as possible; because they were then in reality what he held them to be, and wished 
them to be, -  inferior: toys to play with, to amuse a vacant hour and to be thrown away” (99-100). The young 
boy, Martin, has absorbed the traditional archetypes o f the female: “ ‘I mean always to hate women; they’re such 
dolls: they do nothing but dress themselves finely, and go swimming about to be admired. I'll never marry: I’ll 
be a bachelor’” (136).
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‘If men could see us as we really are, they would be a little amazed; but the 

cleverest, the acutest men are often under an illusion about women: they do 

not read them in a true light; they misapprehend them, both for good and evil: 

their good woman is a queer thing, half doll, half angel; their bad woman 

almost always a fiend. Then to hear them fall into extasies with each other’s 

creations, worshipping the heroine o f  such a poem -  novel -  drama, thinking it 

fm e-d iv in e!’^̂ ^

To Shirley, Milton, like other male writers, underestimated the female. Unable to conceive o f  

‘“ a woman-Titan,’” a being on a heroic scale, like herself, he mistook her for the mundane: 

‘“ It was his cook that he saw,’” a woman who caters to the appetites o f men, she 

c o n c l u d e s . T h e  originality and daring o f  Shirley as a heroine is suggested in her alienation 

o f  a number o f  contemporary reviewers. The Dublin University Magazine responded 

ambivalently to her “wayward nature...her panther-like qualities, her fierce love, and her 

strong mind,”^̂"* concluding that, though she is “unique,” she is also “sadly deficient in all 

those charms and graces, without which no woman can be loveable, or indeed, to our mind 

tolerable.” It is these more conventional graces that Caroline possesses, countering

Ibid., 296. Caroline insists, ‘“ But, Shirley, she is not like us; we are neither temptresses, nor terrors, nor 
monsters.’ ‘Some o f our kind, it is said, are all three. There are men who ascribe to “woman,” in general, such 
attributes’”( 207). Yet, Bronte’s novels offer similar images o f good and bad beauty. In Shirley itself, Caroline 
comes close to being the angel woman o f contemporary idealisation, while the Miss Sykes and the village 
beauties seem all but inhumanly callous and insentient in their over-rated attractiveness.

Ibid., 270.
John Francis Waller, unsigned review. The Dublin University Magazine, December 1849, 687. The reviewer 

speculates that, were the story continued, the marriage o f  Shirley and Louis would not be harmonious: “We 
would venture a small wager that the collision o f two such natures would result in anything but that felicity 
which is so much to be desired in the coimubial state” (ibid).

Ibid. Readers could recognise the quietly beautiful, thoughtful Caroline as an appropriate heroine, feeling 
that, “The book is misnamed Shirley. Caroline Helstone, the child o f nature, should yield no pre-eminence to 
Shirley Keeldar, the daughter o f circumstance” (“Currer Bell,” 169). Shirley’s heroinism, it was felt, lay in 
material wealth and rank, Caroline’s in the beauty o f her soul and character.
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Shirley’s ‘“ Pagan” ’ argument with a canonical reading of female fallacy: ‘“ She coveted an 

apple, and was cheated by a snake.

Caroline: the Bronte heroine

The novel, at times, advances an evangelical privileging of interior beauty. In the most 

significant example, Donne tells Caroline,

‘it is not youth, nor good looks, nor grace, nor any gentle outside charm which 

makes either beauty or goodness in God’s eyes. Young ladies, when your 

mirror or men’s tongues flatter you, remember that, in the sight o f her Maker,

Mary Ann Ainley -  a woman whom neither glass nor lips have ever 

panegyrized — is fairer and better than either of you’ (241).

But the beautifiil Caroline is the focus o f the novel: “Each lineament was turned with grace; 

the whole aspect was pleasing” (81). Contemporary and modem critics are united in their 

recognition that Caroline possesses the typically feminine graces Shirley was seen to lack. 

She is softer, in character and appearance, “quiet, retiring, looked delicate,” “her 

complexion unflushed, unexcited...she was, compared with the heiress, as a gracefiil pencil- 

sketch compared with a vivid painting” (210). Unlike the boisterous Shirley, Caroline 

promises to be ‘“ an excellent wife,”’ according to contemporary ideals. Recently, critics

Even Caroline contests, ‘“He may read it in his own fashion...You allow the right o f  private judgment, I 
suppose, Joe?...Women may exercise it as well as men?’” (277).

Ibid., 188. Elsewhere she is similarly described: ‘“ She is nice; she is fair; she has a pretty white slender 
throat; she has long curls, not stiff ones, they hang loose and soft, their colour is brown but not dark; she speaks 
quietly, with a clear tone; she never makes a bustle in moving; she often wears a gray silk dress; she is neat all 
over: her gowns, and her shoes, and her gloves always fit her. She is what I call a lady’” (135).

Ibid., 85. However, one reason Caroline advances as proof o f  her suitability for the role is hardly 
conventional: ‘“I would tell him o f his faults (for he has a few faults)’”( ibid).
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have argued that Caroline was created in reaction to the virulent responses Jane attracted,

9 '? Qaccounting, perhaps, for the occasional judgement of her as “insipid” ;

Bronte seems almost to have created Caroline Helstone...as a counterweight to 

Jane Eyre, whose vulgarity the critics had so deplored: Caroline is just such a 

woman as you would want to know. Wholly faithful to Robert Moore, despite 

his cavalier treatment of her and his mercenary proposal to her best friend, 

willing to accept very little in return for all she has to give, and grateful for his 

proposal of marriage when, at last, it comes.

Although Caroline is more physically attractive than Bronte’s other heroines,^"*’ she retains 

the typical slenderness '̂'  ̂and the simplicity o f dress that befits her status and prospects. 

Her beauty includes expression, and is strikingly reminiscent of Miss Temple, the Rivers 

sisters, and the transformed Frances: “Her cheek had a colour, her eyes a light, her 

countenance an expression, this evening, which would have made even plain features 

striking” (81).

Despite their objections to the unorthodox Shirley, The Dublin University Magazine Caroline “though
charming in her way...too insipid...she is found wanting” (687).

Margaret Smith, “Introduction,” Shirley, xiv.
Ibid., 363. So pretty was Caroline as a child, her mother, burnt already by beauty, sent her away. Having 

revealed her true identity Mrs. Pryor tells her, “‘I let you go as a babe, because you were pretty, and I feared 
your loveliness; deeming it the stamp of perversity. They sent me your portrait, taken at eight years old; that 
portrait confirmed my fears. Had it shown me a sunburnt little rustic — a heavy, blunt-featured, commonplace 
child — I should have hastened to claim you; but there, under the silver paper, I saw blooming the delicacy of an 
aristocratic flower -  ‘little lady’ was written on every trait’” (365).

Caroline shares with Frances, Jane and Lucy the slenderness that speaks as clearly of the heroine’s character 
as it does of her appearance: “Her shape suited her age: it was girlish, light, and pliant; every curve was neat, 
every limb proportionate” (64). As usual, the shallow and immoral are large. Dora Sykes, the favourite of many 
of the clergymen is“‘the stoutest’” (20), “vast, ponderous,” 101. Mary is ambivalently described as “beautiful as 
a monumental angel,” 45.

Caroline’s “style of dress announced taste in the wearer; very unobtrusive in fashion, far fi'om costly in 
material, but suitable in colour to the fair complexion with which it contrasted, and in make to the slight form 
which it draped... the little collar round her neck lay over a pink ribbon, and was fastened with a pink knot: she 
wore no other decoration” (64-5). Elsewhere she is described “Sitting in the shade, without flowers or 
ornaments, her attire the modest muslin dress, colourless but for its narrow stripe of pale azure,” 210.
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This passage also demonstrates how the consequences o f plainness are a ghostly 

presence in the n o v e l . L i k e  Jane’s and Lucy’s, Caroline’s is a shadowy existence. She is on 

the cusp o f vanished bloom, her health severely impaired by the strain she endures: “the rose 

had dwindled and faded to a mere snowdrop: bloom had vanished, flesh wasted..

Although Caroline begins to undergo the reverse o f Frances’s transformation, the impression 

of beauty, rather than fadedness, remained with her readers. She was typically judged the 

more beautiful o f the two: “The wealth o f Shirley, the eccentric heroine, and the beauty of 

Caroline by turns attract [Robert]...he marries the beauty because he cannot win the 

heiress.” "̂̂  ̂At first, this would seem to affirm Bailin’s argument that the Victorians inherited 

a Romantic aesthetic o f ill-health, o f delicacy, nearing debility, in which “illness., .became 

linked to desirable states o f delicacy, sensibility, and personal distinction. Tuberculosis in

747particular was viewed as a sign of specialness, o f consuming passion, genius, or beauty.”

The existence o f the aesthetic is affirmed in Shirley, as Mrs. Yorke accuses Caroline o f being 

“‘quite a modem young lady - morbid, delicate, professing to like retirement.’”

Shirley offers a typical example of Bronte’s use o f health to define the identity o f her 

heroine. Although robust characters, such as Zorai'de and Madame Beck, are frequently 

subject to suspicion, Frances blossoms beneath William’s love, becoming more beautiful as 

her health improves, “animating what had been depressed, tinting what had been pale” (136). 

Jane’s health is affirmed at a number o f points, most often by Rochester who tells her, “‘you

Bronte constantly gestures towards another Caroline, a Caroline who is plain, despite the fact that “there was 
not the grievous defect o f  plainness to pardon in her case. The sunshine was not shed on rough barrenness; it fell 
on soft bloom” (81).

Ibid., 162. Jane Wood points out that, in this transformation, Bronte “draws on standard images o f  the 
wilting romantic heroine...it is impossible not to be struck by the resonances o f  fading Ophelias in 
sentimentalized portrayals o f  female repressed desire” (Passion and Pathology in Victorian Fiction (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2001), 32).

Dublin University Magazine, 681.
Bailin, 10.
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, 340. Caroline, however, refuses the identity: “‘My face is a pale one, but it is not 

sentimental, and most milkmaids, however red and robust they may be, are more stupid and less practically 
fitted to make their way in the world than I am”’( 338).
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must be tenacious o f life. I thought half the time in such a place would have done up any 

c o n s t i t u t i o n ! I n  The Professor, the “defective” “stunted,” “chilled,” Sylvie repulses 

William?^® Helen Bums is not depicted as beautiful but as “wasted” (81) as she dies. In most 

mainstream discourses, in periodicals, didactic works on religion and dress, as well as in 

specifically medical texts, the aesthetic o f illness was most often attacked. To The Literary 

Gazette,

No absurdity is greater than that which associates female beauty with great 

delicacy o f  body and debility o f constitution. If beauty, as the term is 

understood in Europe, may be defined the highest degree o f  perfection o f  

which the human fi-ame is susceptible, every deviation from that condition

25 imust diminish pretensions o f the individual.

Most texts similarly insisted that beauty and health were inextricable. Despite Bailin’s 

analysis o f the “enormously influential Evangelical idealization o f morbidity,”^̂  ̂a contrary 

representation allied beauty and health as indications o f God’s beneficence: “The love o f  God

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, 121. In opposition to St. John’s perception o f her ill-health, the heroine thinks, 
‘“ Jane is not such a weakling as you would make her,’ [Rochester] would say; ‘...Her constitution is both sound 
and elastic; -  better calculated to endure variations o f  climate than many more robust’” (396).

Charlotte Bronte, Professor, 85. Sylvie is “destined for the cloister” and so it is suggested that repression is 
one cause of her dried up physicality: “her whole soul was warped to a conventual bias.” Sylvie lacks the fiery 
independence of the Bronte heroine. “She permitted herself no original opinion” (ibid). She lacks the “the 
courage o f  the strong heart, the fervour o f the generous blood” that William loves in Frances (141).

Anon., “Medical Essays, No. X,” The Literary Gazette and Journal o f  the Belles Lettres, August 25 1827, 
555. In The Mirror o f  the Graces, the chapter devoted to the “female form” commences, “To preserve the health 
o f the human form, is the first object o f consideration. This is o f primary importance, for with its health we 
necessarily maintain its symmetry, and improve its beauty” (21). Caplin complained, “Young women 
sometimes imagine that there is something interesting in illness; but they forget that it is the melancholy interest 
which is bestowed upon the withered rose, and not the joyfiil pride which always accompanies cheerfiilness and 
success” (31).
^^^Bailin, 10.
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poured out into the soul, is that which quickens it into life and gives it health and beauty.” 

Texts written from a medical perspective typically extolled the virtues o f  healthy beauty, 

conceived as an indication o f  a fit mother.̂ "̂̂  Buchan explicitly advised: “A delicate female,

^  c c

brought up within doors... may bring a child into the world, but it will hardly be fit to live.” 

The pallor o f  the Bronte heroine treads the boundary between delicacy and debility 

described by Hunt: “A genuine white is very beautiful, and is requisite to give them 

perfection... a sickly white is not to be admired...sickliness is not beauty. In the whitest skin 

there ought to be a look o f health.”^̂  ̂The vulnerable health o f  the Bronte heroine fianctions 

in two ways. On the one hand, it marginalises her, ostensibly presenting her as an undesirable 

wife. As Bailin argues, illness can “be a register o f  deviance or alienation from social and 

personal n o r m s . T h e  frailty o f  Jane and Lucy signifies their undesirability as wives. As 

Caroline becomes increasingly aware o f  her fleeting beauty, she “dread[s] the same fate”^̂ * 

as the old maids o f  her community, acknowledging a causal relationship between beauty, 

love and marriage. She physically wilts as her love appears unrequited, confronting a life o f

Anon., The Christian Messenger and Family Magazine, vol. II, July 1846, 305.
Dr. W. Wilson wrote: “Persons weakened by disease, or debilitated by excesses, give birth to children 

imperfectly developed and badly fonned,” especially significant as “hereditaiy disposition is more frequently 
derived from the mother” (“On the Principles and Treatment o f Pulmonary Consumption,” The Lancet, 23 July 
1842, 570). This point was also made in Buchan’s Domestic Medicine: “One great source o f the diseases of 
children is, the U n h e a l t h in e s s  o f  p a r e n t s . It would be as reasonable to expect a rich crop from a barren soil, 
as that strong and healthy children should be bom o f parents whose constitutions have been worn out with 
intemperance or disease” (8). Buchan also focuses on the mother: “on the constitution o f  mothers depends 
originally that o f their offspring” (ibid). Buchan went so far to say that, “No person who labours under an 
incurable malady ought to marry... The man who marries a woman o f a sickly constitution, and descended of 
unhealthy parents, whatever his views may be, cannot be said to act a prudent part. A puny, scrophulous woman 
may prove fertile; should this be the case, the family must become an infirmary” (9). A similar point was 
advanced by Combe’s phrenology, “The character o f the mother seems to have great influence in determining 
the qualities o f  the children” {The Constitution o f  Man: Considered in Relation to External Objects (Edinburgh: 
MacLachlan [etc], 1847), 105).

Buchan, 8. It is, perhaps, for this reason that Zorai'de considers that Frances “may never marry...uncertain as 
is her health (for I think her consumptive, her mother died o f  that complaint), it is more than probable she never 
will” (139).

Leigh Hunt, Men, Women, and Books; A Selection o f  Sketches, Essays, and Critical Memoirs, from  his 
Uncollected Prose Writings. Vol. I (London: Smith, Elder and Co., 1847), 274.

Bailin, 23.
Ingham, 131.
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loneliness and financial insecurity, emotionally and professionally unfulfilled: “drooping, 

colourless, and thin. But for the soft expression of her brown eyes, the delicate lines of her 

features, and the flowing abundance of her hair, she would no longer have possessed a claim 

to the epithet -  p r e t t y . C a r o l i n e ’s material beauty is shown to have utterly deteriorated, 

the state in which we first encounter Frances and Jane. It is her inner beauty that maintains 

her ability to please, an evangelical premise. And this physical deterioration is presented as a 

misfortune, not as beautiful in itself. The unattractiveness o f the transformation is 

corroborated by other c h a r a c t e r s . S h e  is an object o f pity. Her lost beauty is a badge of 

shame, o f her failure to fulfil her function, to attract, and to marry: “young ladies looked at 

her in a way she understood, and from which she shrank. Their eyes said they knew she had 

been ‘disappointed,’ as custom phrases it.” But the vulnerability of the Bronte heroine also 

appeals to the hero. It singles her out, signifying her superiority to those around her, to whom

“‘love’ is merely to contrive a scheme for achieving a good match; to be ‘disappointed’ is to

'^ £ .1

have their scheme seen through and Ihxstrated” (165). Shirley’s “Perfect health” is alien to 

the Bronte heroine, whose fragility is essenfial to her dynamic of romantic love, for, in her 

delicacy, “Caroline seemed as if  she needed some one to take care o f her” (188).

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, 162. Echoing Helen Bums, she now has a “pale face and wasted figure” (165).
Most grievously, “Every one noticed the change in Miss Helstone’s appearance, and most people said she 

was going to die” (164).
Ibid., 294. Unlike Caroline, Shirley holds up well under the spectre o f  vanished romantic love; “How does 

she look? Like a lovelorn maiden, pale and pining for a neglectful swain? ...By no means. Shirley is all right. If  
her wistful cast o f  physiognomy is not gone, no more is her careless smile. She keeps her dark old manor-house 
light and bright with her cheery presence” (323-4).
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The Limitations of Beauty

Bronte’s novel seems to promise a representation little explored in the form, the limited 

power o f beauty, its inability to guarantee success or h a p p in ess .C a ro lin e ’s beauty would 

suggest that Robert loves her; as the novel opens, she suspects that he must. The reader is 

encouraged in this belief as they are shown Robert enjoying Caroline’s beauty.^^^ Supposedly 

faced with the prospect o f spinsterhood, Caroline’s nurse assures her that beauty precludes 

the possibility: ‘“ You’ll not be an old maid. Miss Caroline,’ ...having previously smoothed 

her soft, full, and shining curls; ‘there are no signs o f an old maid about you.’”^̂"* It is an 

argument Caroline uses to allay her own fears,

she saw her own face and form in the glass. Such reflections are soberizing to 

plain people: their own eyes are not enchanted with the image; they are 

confident then that the eyes o f others can see in it no fascination; but the fair 

must naturally draw other conclusions: the picture is charming, and must 

charm. Caroline saw a shape, a head, that, daguerreotyped in that attitude and 

with that expression, would have been lovely: she could not choose but derive 

from the spectacle confirmation to her hopes: it was then in undiminished 

gladness she sought her couch (85).

The theme is, however, explored in Austen’s Emma, featuring, as it does, one o f the novelist’s most 
obviously beautiful heroines. Bronte read Emma, but her lack o f approbation for the novel is well known. She 
wrote that she read the novel “with just the degree o f admiration which Miss Austen herself would have thought 
sensible and suitable” {Letters. Vol. II, 383).

Robert “could watch Caroline without her perceiving where his gaze was fixed” (81).
Robert contrasts Caroline with the kind o f woman who becomes an old maid: “‘You an old maid! ...A 

piquant notion suggested by lips o f  that tint and form. I can fancy you, though, at forty, quietly dressed, pale and 
sunk, but still with that straight nose, white forehead, and those soft eyes...Courage, Cary! -  even at fifty you 
will not be repulsive’” (152).
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The passage demonstrates Caroline’s internalization of the contemporary association of 

beauty and love. As Robert threatens to marry Shirley, the novel seems set to challenge the 

association by demonstrating the consequences o f a competition o f beauty, with one form 

always destined to be occluded by another. In this, Caroline promises to be a rarity, a 

beautiful heroine, whose beauty fails to secure love and marriage. But the ending is only 

mooted. Shirley and Caroline are instead provided with husbands, each united with his ideal 

beauty. Margaret Smith argues that Caroline is, as such, saved “from both paid w^ork and the 

sad fate of the novel’s two pinched old maids, Miss Mann and Miss Ainsley.”^̂  ̂Caroline’s 

beauty remains a faithful signifier of her destiny to be loved, and to marry. Nevertheless, the 

interval in which her fate appears uncertain illuminated a form of female experience little 

discussed. As Oliphant recognised, “When the curate’s daughter in ‘Shirley’ burst forth into 

passionate lamentation over her own position and the absence of any man whom she could 

marry, it was a new sensation to the world in general.”^̂  ̂The novel’s meditation on the 

consequences of ugliness, on the cruelty and hypocrisy o f social privileging o f beauty, are 

addressed to a complacency few felt compelled to disturb.

Villette

Lucy is, at once, Bronte’s most insistently plain and most elusive heroine. In this section, I 

contend that her plainness and evasiveness are mutually reinforcing, pointing to the social 

marginalisation of the unbeautiful. Villette is a powerful evocation of the destructive 

consequences of Victorian preoccupation with beauty and, although Lucy struggles to assert 

her superiority, it is alterity she eventually accepts. Beautiful Paulina is offered up as an 

ideal, but the ideal is alien to the heroine. While Paulina’s body is matched by the symmetry

Margaret Smith, “Introduction,” Shirley, xii.
Oliphant, unsigned review, B lackw ood’s, September 1867, 258.
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of her successful marriage, Lucy’s ambiguous ending corresponds to her deviant body. The 

narrative’s rupture refuses closure, and the formulaic neatness o f the romantic courtship plot, 

as beauty is rewarded, and marries happily.

Lucy’s description of herself as “a mere looker-on at life” (141) has led readers to 

question her right to the title o f heroine. As the novel opens, she is but a voice. For three 

chapters, she remains a seemingly disembodied narrator telling tales o f a faraway childhood. 

This strategy o f self-effacement was detected by early reviewers; Anne Mozley noted that 

“our heroine... would not give herself this ambitious title.”^̂ ’ Gilbert and Gubar associate 

Lucy’s alienation with her social status: “Silent, invisible, at best an inoffensive shadow, 

Lucy Snowe has no patrimony and no expectations great or little.”^̂ * Throughout the novel, 

distance and difference characterise Lucy’s experience. She sees herself as set apart from 

other women, almost cursed, in her alienation from affection. O f the festival day in the 

pensionnat she confides, “In beholding this diaphanous and snowy mass, I well remember 

feeling myself to be a mere shadowy spot on a field of light,” and so she chooses a dress 

compatible with this sense o f self, “the colour.. .of dun mist, lying on a moor in bloom” 

(131).

More recently, Nicolas Dames has read the novel in relation to the discourse of 

phrenology, as a clinical encounter in the tradition o f Foucault:

Before Lucy a reader is at a disadvantage, being faced with the faceless; like

so many characters in her narration we look past her or just miss her; we

Anne Mozley, unsigned review, Christian Remembrancer, April 1853, The Brontes: The Critical Heritage, 
204.

Gilbert and Gubar, 400. Brenda R. Silver analyses Lucy’s manipulation of the reader through her strategies 
of narration, “The Reflecting Reader in Villette," The Voyage In: Fictions o f  Female Development. Edited by 
Elizabeth Abel, Marianne Hirsch and Elizabeth Langland (Hanover, N.H.: University Press o f New England, 
1983), 23-48.
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cannot make her out. There are few mirrors in Villette that might allow us to

catch a glimpse o f her face -  she is too busy avoiding our glances.

It is only in Chapter IV, when Miss Marchmont describes her as “a worn-out creature,” that 

Lucy turns her eye upon herself; facing herself in the mirror she reveals that she is “a faded, 

hollow-eyed vision,” a “wan spectacle” (36). But Lucy is not faceless; as these adjectives 

attest, her negative sense o f self has a crucial impact upon the identity that narrates the novel, 

and her sense o f destiny. She reveals later, “I never remember the time when I had not a 

haunting dread of what might be the degree of my outward deficiency” (483). If characters 

look past Lucy, it is not because she is invisible, but because she is plain, a primary 

motivation for her self-effacement. In one characteristically veiled moment Lucy narrates, 

“Thus for the first, and perhaps only time in my life, I enjoyed the ‘giftie’ o f seeing myself as 

others see me. No need to dwell on the result. It brought a ja r o f discord, a pang o f regret” 

(210). This may be seen as a logical extension o f the traditional predominance o f beauty in 

the novel; accepting the premise, Lucy remains all but invisible. She is proven mostly correct 

in her sense o f how others view her; Graham, as Dr. John, refers to her as “‘that dragon’” 

(111), repeating Ginevra’s description of her as “‘a real British prude... a kind o f monster, as 

abrupt and harsh as an old grenadier corporal, and as cross-grained as a nun’” (509). The 

constructions are o f the woman who is outside beauty, stereotypes of the bitter spinster and 

repressed nun.

Dames dismisses the relevance of beauty to his reading, arguing that in the clinic, 

“Beauty -  that inevitable subject o f cinema -  is entirely bypassed, to be replaced by an 

asexual, featureless diagram, one which strongly suggests that Mulvey’s gendered binary

Dames, “The Clinical Novel: Phrenology and Villette,"' 370.
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model o f the gaze is inoperable here, for the diagram can.. .be used as easily by a female as 

by a male viewer.” Dames is correct in his complication o f the question of the gaze. Bronte’s 

protagonists are observers, spectators, who sue for the reader’s sympathies. Their vision is 

not so much gendered as inflected by the values o f their class, religion and nationality. But 

beauty is a structuring principle in Lucy’s reading of the world; she notes its presence and 

absence everywhere, not least in herself, “not ‘belle’” (139), a shadow rather than a centre, a 

heroine at odds with a canon of beauty. To Dames, “scopophilia is replaced by the pleasure 

o f typing, labeling, and classifying others, as well as being seen, read, misread, and 

misinterpreted.”^̂ '’ But such labelling is a crucial constituent of Lucy’s reading o f beauty, as 

she distinguishes positive and negative forms, defined by moral values. Whereas Dames 

would divorce beauty from the clinical encounter, it is central to Lucy’s endeavour. And 

although he argues that “the beautiful body, which eludes the grasp of science, eludes 

meaning as well,” female beauty was loaded with a superabundance of contradictory 

meanings throughout the period, as I have attempted to demonstrate throughout the past two 

chapters. More than any other quality, it is the presence and absence o f beauty that structures 

Lucy’s vision o f the world; her readings of Paul, Mrs. Bretton, and a host of minor 

characters, are pervaded by the consequences o f their various levels and forms of 

attractiveness.

Contemporary critical reaction to Lucy supported the logic of her self-effacement, 

active in the “institutionally unbound” operation o f beauty ideals which Bartky theorized.

Implicit within the convention of the beautiful heroine was the assumption that the 

conjunction o f beauty and heroinism was natural and correct, evident in the indignant

Dames, “The Clinical Novel: Phrenology and Villette," 369.
Ibid., 384.
Bartky, 142.
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responses Jane and Lucy provoked. Reviewers complained of Lucy’s “purely intellectual 

a ttra c tio n s ,re in fo rc in g  the prejudices the novel challenges. Much of Lucy’s famous 

difficulty appears to emanate from distrust, an awareness that her unlovely appearance and 

consequent coldness are unlikely to endear her to those she encounters. Glen describes the 

feeling o f dislocation with which Lucy begins her narrative: “Lucy’s dark story begins and 

ends with the more defined narratives of others... And it is punctuated by invocations of her 

culture’s accepted constructions o f the individual life.’’̂ '̂* The individuals bound tightly 

within society’s folds include Mrs. Bretton, Graham and Polly, and all are represented as 

good looking. As Lucy wanders the streets in her drug-addled state she sees these three, as in 

a dream:

I saw my godmother, handsomely apparelled, comely and cheerfial; I saw, too, 

Paulina Mary, compassed with the triple halo of her beauty, her youth, and her 

happiness...seated opposite to her I saw Graham Bretton; it was in looking up 

at him her aspect had caught its lustre -  the light repeated in her eyes beamed 

first out of his (452).

Their beauty, belonging, and consequent happiness shelter these characters from the world, 

from the ravages of loneliness experienced by Lucy. Paulina’s brightness derives from 

Graham, Graham’s from Paulina, a mutuality from which Lucy feels herself exiled. Her 

pained articulation o f alienation gestures towards other figures the novel rarely dwelt upon.

M ozley, 204. Martineau, referring mostly to Lucy’s difficult personality, wrote, “w e do not wonder that she 
loved more than she was beloved” (review. D aily News, 3 February 1853, The Brontes: The Critical Heritage, 
174).

Glen, Imagination in History, 253.
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Miss Ainley o f Shirley, beyond her Miss Bates, Mary Bennet, characters whom the 

idealisation of beauty cast into darkness.

Beauty: Mrs. Bretton

The matronly Mrs. Bretton represents a form of femininity, whose existence beyond the 

judgement o f beauty is socially sanctioned. Yet, within Lucy’s gaze, disdainful o f her own 

plainness, she also embodies an aesthetic ideal. Her maturity adds a new dimension to 

Bronte’s representation:

She was not young, as I remember her, but she was still handsome, tall, well- 

made, and though dark for an Englishwoman, yet wearing always the 

clearness o f health in her brunette cheeks, and its vivacity in a pair of fine, 

cheerfial black eyes.

Mrs. Bretton’s appearance is imbued with a gravity that distinguishes it fi'om the fiivolous 

archetype o f beauty. Unsullied by artifice, her appearance is an index of her physical and 

mental health. Unlike Ginevra, the Cleopatra, and Lucy, her body manifests Victorian 

middle-class values: compact and strong, every feature fulfils a ftinction. This “health 

without flaw” (5) distinguishes her from the physically and mentally frail Lucy. O f all of 

Bronte’s heroines, Lucy is the least healthy,^^^ the most isolated, and granted the most 

ambivalent ending. Mrs. Bretton’s health and beauty, and their corresponding absence in 

Lucy, relates to their contrasting positions as matriarch and single woman devoid o f 

prospects. Mrs. Bretton’s attractiveness is unproblematic for Lucy because it exists beyond

Shuttleworth relates Lucy’s alienation to the nature o f  her body; referring to health, rather than beauty, she 
argues, “Bronte’s heroines, by their very physique, are...put on the margins o f  womanhood” (83).
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the parameters o f the male gaze. As an expression o f character and the well-lived life, its 

purpose is not to please. This independence o f male desire, and the attendant irrelevance of 

sexuality, frees Mrs. Bretton’s beauty from moral dubiousness. Such is the type of 

attractiveness to which Lucy aspires: “my g o d m o t h e r . . . w a s  clad in brown velvet; as I 

walked in her shadow, how I envied her those folds of grave, dark majesty!” (208). Like Mrs. 

Bretton, Lucy believes herself immune to the interference o f the male gaze. But, whereas 

Mrs. Bretton has earned her immunity through her fulfilment of the functions o f marriage and 

motherhood, Lucy’s singleness is troubled by the implication that she is defective. The envy 

she articulates represents a concession to social values, as she admires the legitimate 

existence beyond the social expectations o f youthful beauty.

Art

Mrs. Bretton embodies one culturally sanctioned model o f femininity. In the gallery, Lucy 

confronts the pictorial history of male representation, as Shirley earlier confronted the 

literary. The value phrenology placed on beauty is expressed by Combe in his argument that 

art captures an apex of human embodiment:

the most perfect forms and proportions are the best adapted for health and 

activity; and, hence, there is an advantage in studying fine models o f the 

human figure as exhibited in painting and sculpture. They raise our ideas of 

the excellence o f form and proportion o f which our nature is susceptible, and
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present us with motives to treat children in a manner calculated to educe and 

preserve these requisites o f health and beauty.

At this point, art is a history o f the beautifiil body, and that body is overwhelmingly female, 

as Nead argues.^’  ̂In the gallery, Lucy attacks this history, as she rejects some o f the 

dominant ways in which Western culture perceived and evaluated the feminine. Here, the 

ambivalent consequences of Bronte’s challenge to the history of representation is apparent.

Most objectionable to Lucy is the absence o f good taste, evident in the chosen 

subject. Cleopatra represents the objectified female o f Western art,^^* but Lucy is repulsed, 

not so much by the emphasis upon the female body, but by a body she judges ugly. She 

complains that “Several very well executed and complacent-looking fat women struck me as 

by no means the goddesses they appeared to consider themselves” (199). The conservative 

impetus of one strand of Bronte’s representation of beauty is evident as Lucy admonishes not 

the artist, but the subject; the muse is represented as guilty in her occupation o f the centre of 

the art object. When Graham regards the Cleopatra, he judges, ‘“ My mother is a better- 

looking woman’” (206), invoking a contrast implicit in Lucy’s narration. Both women are 

dark, but the English body of Mrs. Bretton remains admirable. The Cleopatra’s race^’  ̂and 

flesh, the legible sign o f her venality, are repugnant to Lucy, as she defies the canonical gaze

Combe, Constitution o f  Man, 137-8. Combe also writes, “There is a great multiplicity o f parts in the human 
organism, and perfect beauty is evolved only when each in its individual condition, in its individual size and 
form, and in its relative proportions, is perfect” {Phrenology Applied to Painting and Sculpture. London: 
Simpkin, Marshall and Co., 1855, 68-9).

Nead, The Female Nude, 1.
In The Life o f  Charlotte Bronte, Gaskell recorded Charlotte’s “list o f  painters whose work I wish to see,”: 

“Guido Reni, Julio Romano, Titian, Raphael, Michel Angelo, Correggio, Annibal Carraci, Leonardo da Vinci, 
Fra Bartolomeo, Carlo Cignani, Vandyke, Rubens, Bartolomeo Ramerghi” (58).

However, as Brownstein asserts, an exotic style o f  beauty was popular at the time. She describes, “the 
general vogue for dark-eyes exotics documented by both academic and romantic painters, including Chaeriay, 
Delacroix, and the young Courbet... an aesthetic-erotic vogue for exotic women” {Tragic Muse: Rachel o f  the 
Comedie-Frangaise (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 1995), 31). The element o f  race intensifies 
Bronte’s more general criticism o f beauty ideals.
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of Ginevra’s ridiculous beau, Count de Hamal. *̂*̂  Lucy stresses Cleopatra’s size, “a woman

9R1considerably larger.. .than the life” ; she reads the picture in utilitarian terms, calculating 

her weight as “fourteen to sixteen stone” (199). The Cleopatra is a monster of waste and 

indulgence. In contrast to Lucy’s own ascetic appetite, “Very much butcher’s meat -  to say 

nothing of bread, vegetables, and liquids -  must she have consumed to attain that breadth and 

height, that wealth of muscle, that affluence of flesh” (199-200). Waste is exacerbated by 

passivity; she does nothing, conveyed in her recumbent position, “half-reclined on a couch” 

(200). Like Ginevra and the schoolgirls, she is without use, in contrast to the industrious 

English Protestant Lucy. Against such offensive canonical beauty, Lucy contrasts the 

propagandist “La Vie d’Une Femme” and finds it equally blameworthy. The second work 

may not even claim artistic merit, as Lucy complains, “‘laids,’ indeed they were” (201).

There is the “‘Jeune Fille’... a most villainous little precocious she-hypocrite,” the 

“‘Mariee’... hands plastered together, finger to finger, and showing the whites of her eyes in a 

most exasperating manner. . the “‘Jeune Mere’ hanging disconsolate over a clayey and 

puffy baby with a face like an unwholesome full moon”; and the “‘Veuve’” (200). Each is 

“As bad in their way as the indolent gipsy-giantess, the Cleopatra, in hers” (201). The 

paintings constitute polarised representations of woman; they are idealisations, untruths, 

fashioned to serve the purpose of someone other than woman herself. In both, nationality and 

religion complicate their relationship to Lucy. They appear as forms of female identity she 

rejects, guilt lying with the canon, but also with the subjects themselves.

Charlotte Bronte, Villette, 220.
Charlotte Bronte, Villette, 199. This may be read as a comment on the disparity between such figures and 

woman as she moves through the social world; the woman on the canvas is enlarged by the charge o f a 
sculpting male desire. As Francette Pacteau argues, “Behind the woman there is, always, the image to which the 
question o f her beauty must be referred. As beautiful 05.. .Hence desire reaches beyond mere flesh to painted 
perfection” {The Symptom o f Beauty (London: Reaktion, 1994), 31).

She is, furthermore, immodest, a crime criticised not as much for its sexuality as for its wastefulness. Lucy 
complains that “out o f abundance of material -  seven-and-twenty yards, I should say, o f  drapery -  she managed 
to make inefficient raiment” (199).
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Vashti

In Vashti, Lucy encounters a woman artist, who appears to defy the demands o f the social 

gaze. As such, she resonates with Lucy’s involuntary challenge to standards of beauty. 

Furthermore, beyond the boundaries o f the novel, the experiences o f the inspiration for 

Vashti, the Victorian actress Rachel Felix, resonates with Bronte’s life and work. Rachel 

appears almost a Bronte heroine realised; as a purportedly plain, thin, poor girl, her 

appearance was recorded as a singular obstacle in her chosen profession. As a celebrity, 

Rachel embodied the instability o f judgements o f beauty the novel traditionally overlooked. 

Despite her reputed lack o f classical beauty, the public was compelled and attracted by her 

appearance. Her near-transcendence o f social expectation is suggested in the proximity o f 

Bronte’s description of Vashti to the sublime, rather than the beautiful.

And yet Bronte was much criticised by supporters o f the actress. Bernard Falk 

compared Rachel to Cleopatra, presenting both as a type o f woman too magisterial for Bronte 

to comprehend:

In looks, as in habits o f life, Rachel was the incarnation o f Cleopatra... Was it 

strange, then, that modest Charlotte Bronte, with her unimpressive features — 

large nose and crooked mouth -  with her insignificant stature and her utter 

absence o f sex glamour, should be repelled by this other women, so entirely 

her opposite, in whom she felt her sex betrayed? To enter that granite heart a 

completely transformed Rachel were needed -  one scrupulously plain in
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appearance, hair brushed sharply back and guiltless of wavy provocativeness; 

dress not too tight to the figure and falling in decorous folds.

There is irony in Falk’s attack. He misreads the representation of Vashti, judges it more 

unflattering than it is. He deploys against Bronte a weapon often wielded against Rachel, the 

criticism of appearance. Falk overlooks their similarity. Both were slight, small, and tended 

to give the impression of illness, the “want o f conventional healthy female looks,” *̂** 

Brownstein describes. As one might expect, reviewers were preoccupied with Rachel’s 

appearance; they struggled to define it as beautiful or unbeautiful, to account for the power 

she exerted over her audience. In 1850, The Times judged, “There is considerable ease, and 

occasionally much truthful expression in this lady’s acting, which allows us to reckon her 

value by another standard than that o f personal beauty, o f which she possesses enough, 

however, to extinguish all severe criticism.” The comment is circuitous, forgiving Rachel 

her lack o f beauty, then suggesting she is not lacking. It is such Bronte seemed to seek for her 

heroines, evaluation by a standard other than the physical.

As with Bronte’s heroines, not all were willing to concede the absence of 

conventional beauty. The foremost theatre critic in Paris, Jules Janin, wrote that “though 

[Rachel] is a perfect fright, it is worth your while to see her once.” Bronte similarly 

attributes Rachel a power beyond beauty: “I had heard this woman termed ‘plain,’ and I 

expected bony harshness and grimness -  something large, angular, sallow. What I saw was

Bernard Falk, Rachel the Immortal: Stage-Queen, Grande Amoureuse, Street Urchin, Fine Lady, A Frank 
Biography (Bath: Cedric Chivers, 1935), 126.

Brownstein, Tragic Muse, 8-9.
The Times, May 21 1850, 5.
Quoted in Leon de Beauvallet [Madame de Barra, pseud.]. M emoirs o f  Rachel (New York: Harper and Bros., 

1858), 42-3. Rachel’s supporters argued a beauty o f  expression; Beauvallet counters, “It has been said that 
Rachel was not beautifiil; perhaps she was not to the eye that sees beauty but in certain conventional forms, in a 
certain color; but while none can pronounce her to have been plain, she possessed that higher degree o f  beauty 
imparted by the radiant light o f  genius illuminating the countenance” (193).
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the shadow of a royal Vashti: a queen, fair as the day once, turned pale now like twilight, and 

wasted like wax in a flame” (257). The distance between Lucy’s expectation and her 

experience o f Vashti suggests the inadequacy o f social definitions o f beauty. The description 

mixes beauty and ugliness. Vashti is not plain; she is something else, faded, certainly, 

consumed by passion. The name Bronte chose for the actress suggests a rebellion against 

beauty. Lefkovitz explains that “King Ahaserus orders his wife Queen Vashti to make an 

appearance ‘in order to show the peoples and the princes her beauty; for she was fair to 

behold’ (Esther 11:21)” (70). Vashti refiises and is punished. The Biblical story echoes the 

operation o f beauty within the Victorian social world. A woman must be beautiful and, if  she 

is not, she suffers, not least in the judgement o f plainness.

Vashti cannot be completely self-defined; as her reputation suggests, she is still 

judged by her appearance. But, in the magnetism of her performance, she refuses to conform 

to prescribed models of femininity, and is a rebel against the tyranny of beauty.^^^ Falk is 

mistaken; Lucy is not repelled, she is fascinated. Vashti’s existence is a riposte to the male 

imagination that defines the Cleopatra as the apotheosis o f beauty. Lucy contrasts her with 

the painting; “Where was the artist of the Cleopatra? Let him come and sit down and study 

this different vision. Let him seek here the mighty brawn, the muscle, the abounding blood, 

the full-fed flesh he worshipped: let all materialists draw nigh and look on” (258). Vashti is 

o f her own making; the disparity between her body and the male-created paintings allows 

Lucy to insinuate a gendered vision. Vashti’s slightness is more compatible with Lucy’s 

aesthetic, as she compares “that slight rod o f Moses,” with the “slug” (258), the Cleopatra. 

Lucy argues that Vashti is stronger: “see her cut through the pulpy mass as the scimitar o f

The representation o f Vashti’s power relates to the status o f the actress within Victorian culture. As Tracy C. 
Davis argues, “Women performers defied ideas o f passive middle-class femininity and personified active self- 
sufficiency” {Actresses as Working Women: Their Social Identity in Victorian Culture (London: Routledge, 
1991), xiv-xv).
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Saladin clove the down cushion.” But it is not a triumph without cost; she relates, “Vashti 

was not good, I was told.” Lucy reserves judgement, and concludes, “Wicked, perhaps, she 

is, but also she is strong; and her strength has conquered Beauty, has overcome Grace, and 

bound both at her side, captives peerlessly fair, and docile as fair” (259). There is a weighing 

here, an evaluation of passive female goodness, correlated with male-defined beauty. Vashti 

is a riposte to beauty, a conqueror. The passage reveals the complex ambivalence o f Bronte’s 

orientation towards beauty. Beauty is at once morally good and enslaved to representation. 

Vashti is not morally good, but she is strong. Her triumph is ambivalent, as her victim 

continues to exist, as beautiftil as she is weak, at her side. According to Burke, weakness is 

the apex of beauty. But according to utilitarian values, to muscular Christianity and one 

strand of evangelicism, strength is a mark of God’s beneficence, and an essential criterion of 

the ethos o f self-help. The passage encodes a struggle embedded in Bronte’s novels. Her 

plain heroines, Jane and Lucy, are strange creatures, ostensibly distant fi'om ideal femininity. 

This ideal is embodied in Miss Temple and Paulina, but they remain pale beside the heroines, 

who managed to impress themselves with such force upon the contemporary imagination.

Ginevra and Paulina

Vashti may be read as an extreme version of the Bronte heroine who also, in her way, 

conquers beauty. Within Villette, Lucy’s self-effacement enables Ginevra and Paulina to 

appear at times as alternative heroines in the conventional mould, each possessing one half of 

the binary of beauty. To begin with, as Rosemary Clark-Beattie argues, “Ginevra and not 

[Lucy] becomes the heroine of the love story.” Reminiscent of all of Bronte’s negative 

representations of beauty, Ginevra’s attractiveness alone qualifies her as a conventional

Rosemary Clark-Beattie, “Fables o f  Rebellion: Anti-Catholicism and the Structure o f  V ille tte” English 
Literary H istory 53 (1986): 821-47, 835.
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heroine. In her first period o f isolation, Lucy reflects on the very different circumstances o f 

her beautiful, unworthy acquaintance: “Ginevra seemed to me the happiest...these September 

suns shone for her on fertile plains.. .These gold and crystal moons rose on her vision over 

blue horizons waved in mounted lines.” The world itself revolves for those such as Ginevra. 

Although Lucy, too, is in this world, “I too felt those autumn suns and saw those harvest 

moons,” these in themselves are not enough, “I almost wished to be covered in with earth and 

turf, deep out of their influence; for I could not live in their light, nor make them comrades, 

nor yield them affection” (158). It is not Ginevra’s beauty that Lucy envies, but the 

admiration elicited by beauty,

Ginevra had a kind o f spirit with her, empowered to give constant strength and 

comfort, to gladden daylight and embalm darkness; the best o f the good genii 

that guard humanity curtained her with his wings, and canopied her head with 

his bending form. By True Love was Ginevra followed: never could she be 

alone (159).

These genii represent Graham and the consolation o f his love. But Lucy does not accept 

Ginevra’s heroinism without complaint. From her imaginative distance, she remakes her as a 

heroine in her own image. She attributes to Graham and Ginevra the affinity that eventually 

characterises her union with Paul: “I conceived an electric chord of sympathy between them, 

a fine chain o f mutual understanding.. .carrying, across mound and hollow, communication
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by prayer and wish.” *̂̂  In Ginevra, such depth is a fiction. Lucy wants, not to be Ginevra, 

but for her superiority to Ginevra to be recognised, and to receive the consequent rewards.

Ginevra’s early relationship with Graham preoccupies Lucy, as his misreadings 

fhastrate her. In his infatuation, he repeatedly describes her as an “innocent, girlish fairy.. .a 

Graceful Angel!” (151). But, in his disillusionment this representation is replaced by its 

opposite. Graham sneers into Lucy’s ear, ‘“ Ginerva is neither a pure angel nor a pure 

minded-woman’” (218). This swift alteration is evidence o f how slight the division between 

positive and negative forms o f beauty were in the mid-nineteenth century, equally evident in 

the conduct-book complaint that “It seems to have passed into a sort o f truism, that if  woman

I

is not an angel, she must be a demon! a seraph one hour, a fury the next!” Although Lucy 

is shocked by the extremity of the change, Graham’s judgement merely echoes what she has 

already implied. That female beauty could not entirely escape immoral inferences enables 

Lucy to undermine conventional conceptions of the beautiful.

Joseph Boone argues that Lucy similarly presents Paulina as an alternative heroine, 

noting, “her initial strategy of displacing herself, as subject of her narrative, from its centre; 

by focusing on Paulina.. .as if  she were the novel’s true subject.”^̂  ̂Some contemporary 

readers complained that it was Paulina, and not Lucy, that the opening led them to expect as 

heroine o f the narrative. One reviewer writes of “Miss De Bassompierre...in whom... and not

Ibid. It is this all but telepathic connection that we also saw cement the relationship o f  Jane and Rochester.
As Clark-Beattie argues o f  Lucy, “Her indignation at her status in English society grows out o f  her 

conviction that her worthiness has been ignored” (826). Ginevra represents the kind o f  negative beauty most 
forcefully embodied in the Cleopatra. As a contemporary reviewer recognised, “O f Ginevra Fanshawe it is 
enough to say that she is a sort o f  Cleopatra in her way, selfish and sensuous, and equally destitute o f  faith and 
feeling” (unsigned review. Eclectic Review, March 1853, The Brontes: The Critical H eritage, 195-6). She is 
also fleshy. Lucy describes, “Ginevra Fanshawe, bearing on my arm the dear pressure o f  that angel’s not 
unsubstantial lim b...(l can assure the reader it was no trifling business to bear the burden o f  her loveliness; 
many a time in the course o f  that warm day I wished to goodness there had been less o f  the charming 
commodity)” (379-80).

Anne Richilieu Lamb, Can Woman Regenerate Society?  (London: John W. Parker, 1844), 144.
Joseph A. Boone, “Depolicing Villette: Surveillance, Invisibility, and the Female Erotics o f ‘Heretic 

Narrative,”’ NOVEL: A Forum on Fiction 26 (1992): 20-42, 30.
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in the ill-looking and impassioned imaginary narrator, we had hoped to find the heroine o f  

this novel.” Beauty was believed to constitute one o f Paulina’s most significant claims to 

heroinism. Such seems to be felt by Lucy herself for whom Paulina represents an ideal, a 

model o f  beauty which Lucy admires. It is not a coincidence that Paulina resembles Lucy, 

small and pale,̂ "̂* like Lucy, she is neat and m e t h o d i c a l . A  taste for clothing “faultlessly 

neat.. .in texture clear and w h i t e , i s  also shared.^^’ The attributes stressed are reminiscent 

o f the descriptions o f  Mrs. Bretton:

The brow was smooth and clear; the eyebrows were distinct, but soft.. .the 

eyes were a rich gift o f  nature -  fine and fiall, large, deep, seeming to hold 

dominion over the slighter subordinate features ... Her skin was perfectly fair, 

the neck and hands veined finely like the petals o f  a flower; a thin glazing o f  

the ice o f  pride polished this delicate exterior, and her lip wore a curl.

In the embodiment o f  Paulina, there is an equally clear correspondence between appearance 

and character. Her smallness is aligned with a quietness, her clear skin with honesty, her 

pallor with modesty.^^* In moments, Lucy suggests that Paulina’s beauty is not even bodily;

Unsigned review, Athenaeum, 12 February 1853, The Brontes: The Critical Heritage, 190.
Charlotte Bronte, Villette, 178, 264.

^®^Ibid, 10.
Ibid., 312. As with Ginevra, untidy and dirty clothing is associated with most o f Bronte’s negatively depicted 

female characters. In The Professor, William notes the schoolgirls’ expensive but ill-treated clothing: “Gracious 
goodness! Why don’t they dress better? My eye is yet filled with visions o f the high-flounced, slovenly, and 
tumbled dresses in costly silk and satin, o f  the large unbecoming collars in expensive lace, o f the ill-cut coats 
and strangely fashioned pantaloons which every Sunday, at the English service...came into disadvantageous 
contrast with freshly and trimly attired foreign figures” (137). In contrast, he admires Frances’s “spotless white 
collar” (144).

Paulina’s beauty is abundantly, but simply, described, in “plentiful yet fine hair, so shining and soft, and so 
exquisitely tended” (264). Her beauty is not the ravishing bloom o f Ginevra; it is suggestive o f fragility, as 
Lucy notes: “she looked pretty, though pale; her face was delicately designed” (264-5).

Paulina does not seek attention as Ginevra does, and so she possesses “not...the beauty that strikes the eye 
like a rose -  orbed, ruddy, and replete” (276).
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instead, she claims she possesses “a refined and tender charm which did not lie in 

complexion, though hers was fair and clear; nor in outline, though her features were sweet, 

and her limbs perfectly turned; but I think rather in a subdued glow from the soul outward” 

(276). Here, the physical and the moral are utterly confounded. Paulina is not beautifial 

because she is beautiful, Lucy seems to say, but because she is good. But Paulina is 

exceptionally physically beautiful, nonetheless, and in passage after passage Lucy confirms 

this truth, hi a sense, the characterisation o f Paulina is one of the most conformist elements of 

the narrative. In choosing a plain heroine, Bronte set out to challenge the conventional 

conjunction o f beauty and female worth, but in portraying Paulina as an ideal, Bronte 

reinforces contemporary beliefs that beauty was the most desirable female attribute, and that 

it was somehow concomitant with goodness. Paulina closely resembles the form of beauty 

most praised by the manuals, where physicality alone is never sufficient. Instead, it is 

frequently asserted that: “The charms of person, without the charms of mind will hold but a 

short and fleeting dominion -  UNITED, their reign will be permanent.” Paulina’s beauty is 

“subtle and spiritual” (312), she is intelligent (314), in every way the opposite o f Ginevra. 

Lucy’s gaze is for once in agreement with Graham. The latter weighs the beauty of both; it is 

Paulina, unsurprisingly who, “pleased him almost to pain” (314).

Lucy

But Paulina is not the heroine of Villette, Lucy is, and Lucy does not capitulate fully to 

Paulina’s superiority, asserting: “I was no bright lady’s shadow - not Miss de 

Bassompierre’s” (298). Furthermore Lucy suggests that the differences between them are not 

primarily attributable to nature, but to circumstance; as she tells Paulina:

Anon., The New Female Instructor; or, Young Woman’s Guide to Domestic Happiness (London: Kelly, 
1834), 2-3 .
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‘under harshness or neglect, neither your outward nor your inward self would 

have ripened to what they now are. Much pain, much fear, much struggle, 

would have troubled the very lines o f your features, broken their regularity... 

you would have lost in health and cheerfulness, in grace and sweetness’ (376).

In other words, she would come to resemble Lucy. Paulina is, then, a vision of good fortune 

as much as of good character; Lucy would have the reader understand that she herself was 

not so blessed.

Ginevra and Paulina accompany Lucy through the narrative. Their beauty contrasts 

with her plainness, their courtships echo against the emptiness of her life. Throughout,

Lucy’s appearance is associated with her alienation from the seemingly ordinary movements 

o f female development, the growth into attractiveness, the receipt of admirers, flirtation, 

courtship and marriage, that usually compose the heroine’s plot. Such is evident when Lucy 

intercepts Graham’s letter to Ginevra. “Was this a billet doux?” (110) she asks, immediately 

dismissing the possibility that it is intended for her. Just as Bronte is more insistent about 

Lucy’s plainness, the narrative contains less of the romance elements, and none o f the 

magical transformations that led Jane inside beauty. As Glen argues, “[Lucy], like Jane, lacks 

beauty; but hers, for most o f the novel, is the more usual fate of the unattractive and 

obscure.” ®̂® Lucy does not merely accept her marginalisation, however. She insists that, 

despite her lack o f beauty, she shares a longing for beauty’s rewards, love and 

companionship: “I had feelings: passive as I lived, little as I spoke, cold as I looked.” And 

these feelings cause her pain, as she is aware that her lack o f attractiveness means her

Glen, Imagination in History, 197.
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feelings are unlikely to be returned: “when I thought o f past days, I could feel. About the 

present, it was better to be stoical; about the future -  such a fiiture as mine -  to be dead. And 

in catalepsy and a dead trance, I studiously held the quick o f my nature” (109). Marriage is 

not something that Lucy allows us see her contemplate; we hear o f it only in a negative, only 

in its supposed absence from her thought. In the beginning, Graham represents the ideal 

partner her lack of beauty prevents her from attaining, as Bronte famously expressed in her

- j r t  1

description of him as a “curled darling” too blessed to be left with Lucy as a wife. This 

finds expression in the novel itself, when Lucy states, “‘Good-night, Dr. John; you are good, 

you are beautiful; but you are not mine. Good-night, and God bless you!’” (362). But Lucy 

rejects Graham. Foremost amongst her criticisms, is his shallowness:

The pearl he admired was in itself o f great price and truest purity, but he was 

not the man who, in appreciating the gem, could forget its setting. Had he seen 

Paulina with the same youth, beauty, and grace, but on foot, alone, unguarded, 

in simple attire.. .he would have thought her a pretty little creature, and would 

have loved with his eye her movements and her mien, but it required other 

than this to conquer him as he was now vanquished, to bring him safe under 

dominion as now... he required all that was here visible.. .the adjuncts that 

Fashion decrees, Wealth purchases, and Taste adjusts...and now, proud, 

impassioned, yet fearing, he did homage to Paulina as his sovereign (369).

Graham’s lack of taste and perceptiveness is first suggested in his feelings for Ginevra. Lucy 

insinuates that if  he had seen either girl in the circumstances experienced by Lucy he would

To George Smith, 3 November 1852, The Letters o f  Charlotte Bronte. Vol. Ill, 77-8.
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not have admired them. He is fortunate that Paulina is of such intrinsic merit for he could be 

duped again. Lucy and Graham’s reasons for loving Paulina differ. Graham’s feelings depend 

as much on her status and presentation as on her self alone; this is intended as a 

condemnation, as the signal that he is utterly unsuited to the more profound, penetrating 

Lucy.

M. Paul

Graham’s preoccupation with beauty also serves to distinguish him from Lucy’s eventual 

lover, M. Paul Emmanuel. The obsession with surface, represented as the most Catholic o f 

traits throughout Bronte’s novels, is absent here. He does not idolise beauty. He is most 

critical of Lucy’s dress, more so than the heroine herself: “my costume had o f late assumed 

‘des fa?ons mondaines,’ which it wounded him to see” (322). Despite the differences of 

nationality and religion, Paul and Lucy share the affinity that is the mark of Bronte’s ideal 

relationship, an affinity not only of character, but o f body. As Paul informs Lucy,

‘I was conscious o f rapport between you and myself.. .you are quiet and pale, 

and I am tanned and fiery; you are a strict Protestant, and I am a sort o f lay 

Jesuit: but we are alike -  there is affinity between us. Do you see it.

Mademoiselle, when you look in the glass? Do you observe that your forehead 

is shaped like mine -  that your eyes are cut like mine? .. .Do you know that 

you have many o f my looks? I perceive all this, and believe that you were 

bom under my star’ (367).
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In addition, Lucy insists that “there are good Romanists: this man, Emanuel, seemed of the 

best” (396).

In M. Paul’s love for Lucy, Bronte may be seen to most insistently contradict the 

logic suggested by the convention o f the beautiftil heroine: that it is the beautiful who are 

loved. The sombre, querulous, plain Lucy is loved. But, unlike Frances, Jane and Caroline, 

Lucy’s partner is taken from her. She confronts M. Paul with the logic o f her own lack of 

beauty. “Ah! I am not pleasant to look at -  ?” (483) she painfiilly inquires, as she struggles to 

reconcile her lack o f beauty with the root o f his romantic love. The gravest problem Lucy 

faces is that, according to all o f the discourses she weaves into her narrative, she is either 

invisible or disdained. According to physiognomy and phrenology, as according to 

mainstream Victorian medicine, Lucy is not the kind of woman a man should marry. In this 

exchange, Lucy asks Paul if  he can accept her, despite her lack o f beauty, and its indication 

of her inferiority as a woman. Paul’s silence leaves her unsatisfied; she presses him, asking 

“‘Do I displease your eyes wwc/z?’” (484). “[T]he point had its vital import for me,” she 

explains to the reader. What Paul answers, we do not know, but it cheers Lucy enough to free 

her from the question forever. The solution obscured, the nature o f their love and the ending 

of the novel are moulded in line with Lucy’s unconventional appearance. While Paulina is 

gifted “a beautiful life,” Lucy’s is only a “sort o f life” (425). “The love bom of beauty was 

not mine” (468), she admits. But, there are advantages to this too. Beauty will wither, with 

the danger that the love it inspired will wither also. The relationship of Lucy and M. Paul is 

presented as companionate, employing a fraternal vocabulary, a model encouraged by 

Wollstonecraft, and Marshall who argues.
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Choose, women o f England -  you are, you must be the friends o f man. Will 

you be merely chosen for such Providence has bestowed upon you brows of 

alabaster, eyes o f diamonds, cheeks o f roses, lips o f coral, and teeth o f 

pearl.. .This is a charm soon broken; it is as frail as youth, and as transient as 

beauty. Or will you be the friend o f his mind?^°^

This description echoes the relationship o f hero and heroine; but, as the novel ends, there is 

no relationship. Lucy has not been awarded a conventional happy ending, no bells ring, no 

ceremony takes place. The love she is momentarily gifted is taken away. Where the 

physically imposing Rochester is maimed, M. Paul is absented, never likely to return. Lucy is 

left with work, a period she describes as “the three happiest years” (493) o f her life. This 

contentment is inspired by her success; she has succeeded in winning love, in defiance o f the 

commonplaces o f her society that suggest she is unworthy. Her value has been affirmed, she 

has been chosen in the typical manner o f the courtship plot.^°^ Having been initiated into the 

institution, she may leave it contented. Those safe within society’s folds are the, “idle, 

basking, plump,” the very opposite o f all that Lucy admires. But they are also “happy” (34). 

Those who, like Lucy, lack beauty are forced to work to provide what a husband will not. But 

in this very act they secure the integrity o f their souls. Throughout Villette, Bronte poses the 

question the novel often overlooked: what of the woman who is not beautifial? For the cold 

crashing sea is the truth o f Lucy’s experience, the reverse of that of innumerable beautiful 

heroines. Lucy’s plot is not the gossamer stuff o f glowing cheeks and sunlit drawing rooms 

but the pain o f alienation and loneliness. This unbeautiftal and seemingly unloved woman, 

Marshall, 8-9.
As Brownstein contends, “The marriage plot most novels depend on is about finding validation o f  one’s 

uniqueness and importance by being singled out among all other women by a man. The man’s love is proof o f  
the girl’s value, and payment for it...H er quest is to be recognized in all her significance, to have her worth 
made real by being approved” ( xv).
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cast adrift from the moorings o f family and friends, is the shadow of the conventional 

depiction of the novelistic heroine, beautiful, loved because she is beautiful, she marries. It is 

the logical obverse o f the causal chain of physical attractiveness, romantic love, marriage and 

family that runs through a host o f Victorian novels and is reflected in extra-literary 

discussion. Bronte takes the dark consequences o f the mid-Victorian idealisation o f beauty 

and presents us with the fate o f Lucy.

At the outset o f her literary career, Bronte rejected beauty “as a matter o f course,” as 

she continued to do in the novels that followed. Her contention that a novelist’s 

representation of beauty was a “moral” issue articulated her understanding of the ubiquity of 

beauty as a tyranny. She recognised its stranglehold in the conception o f the female. Among 

her greatest achievements were her depiction of its destructive consequences, and her 

insistence on the worth, depth and sensitivity, of the unbeautiful woman, that her complex 

subjectivity was as worthy a subject for literary representation as the beautiful surface. Her 

agenda was a difficult one, to convince a readership to care about an underclass of seemingly 

invisible women, whose worth Victorian Britain was not accustomed to recognising. Her 

subversion of the value o f beauty, however, encouraged her to impugn one form of 

femininity, as she venerated another. Her division o f beauty into the ideal and the corrupt 

repeated the traditional binary. Her attacks on immoral beauty differ little from those o f the 

past. The endings o f her novels are tempered responses to the bodies o f the heroines. In 

Frances and Jane, Bronte resorts to physical transformation to connote the inspiration of 

romantic love. While, in Lucy, she succeeded in transcending the logic of beauty, she 

obscured the conclusion from her readers. But Bronte’s achievement was, nonetheless, 

historic; it spotlighted the predicament o f the unbeautiful, and suffused the plain with interest 

and, at times, allure. In 1847, Gaskell also began her literary career with a brief consideration
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of the pHght o f the plain. Although she did not turn to the subject again, she interrogated a 

different aspect o f the convention, destabilising the distinction between good and bad beauty. 

Gaskell’s novels explore that which Bronte’s overlook, cultural responsibility for corrupt 

beauty. She humanises the bad beauty, which may also be understood as a feminist impulse. 

Their achievements differ, but are part of a similar project, interest is displaced from the 

surface, to that which the surface connotes.
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Elizabeth Gaskell

[Gaskell’s daughter, Marianne] has a colour like a cherry, instead o f the 
flushed warning red it used to be; and certainly with health, beauty has come; 
and I confess I think beauty a desirable thing. True like most other gifts it has 
its temptations, but still it is a high gift in the influence it irresistibly gives its 
possessor over others -  an influence which may be used for such noble 
purposes.

Elizabeth Gaskell, private diary (7 February 1836) 

Gaskell’s ambivalent conception of beauty

This record of a moment between mother and child captures the duality at the heart o f 

Gaskell’s conception of beauty; here, in embryo, is her typical heroine, blessed or cursed 

with beauty, facing the trials and rewards it occasions in the social world. In this chapter, I 

attempt to demonstrate that Gaskell’s novels destabilise the traditional binary. Although she 

consistently chose beauty in the embodiment of her heroines, her novels are far from slavish 

replications o f convention. Rather, each subtly skewers a familiar model. While her novels 

remain largely faithful to an ideal correspondence between goodness and beauty, they also 

challenge the demonization o f the coquette, by portraying heroines tempted by the attention 

their appearance attracts, and suggesting social culpability for the vices that at times 

accompany beauty. Gaskell’s complication of convention is a significant achievement in the 

tradition o f the representation of beauty.
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Gaskell was sensitive to both extremes o f the contemporary conception. She derived 

pleasure from beautiful surroundings, nature, architecture and design.’ Yet, while Felicia 

Bonaparte is, to an extent, correct in her contention that “to Gaskell woman was an 

adornment,”  ̂the novelist’s attitude towards beauty was more complex than this might 

suggest. In a letter to a friend, Eliza Fox, in 1850, she described her love o f beauty as one o f 

a number of conflicting “Mes.” Together with the “Christian” and the “wife and mother,” she 

confides, “Then again I’ve another self with a frill taste for beauty and convenience which is 

pleased on its own account. How am I to reconcile all these warring members?” Gaskell’s 

sense of beauty as an indulgence at odds with her faith and maternal duties points to the 

dissenting roots Unitarianism shared with evangelical Protestantism. Rather than espousing a 

unique attitude to beauty, Unitarian writings repeat the familiar evangelical binary of positive 

and negative forms, a binary Gaskell’s work consistently explores.'* Unitarianism shared the 

evangelical belief that the inferiority of physical beauty was bom of its transience; “‘flesh is 

grass, it is the disembodied soul that withstands decay and death. The continued influence 

o f evangelical privileging of interior beauty is evident in a collection published by Gaskell’s 

fellow Unitarian and close acquaintance James Martineau; Hymns fo r  the Christian Church 

and Home (1840) contains contributions by Gaskell’s husband, Rev. William Gaskell, and

' Gerin writes, “siie would all her life be peculiarly sensitive to her surroundings, depressed or elated according 
to whether they were ugly or beautiful, even to the extent that her health was sometimes affected” {Elizabeth 
Gaskell: A Biography. Second edition (Oxford [etc.]: Oxford University Press, 1980), 29.
 ̂Felicia Bonaparte, The G ypsy Bachelor o f  Manchester: The Life o f  Mrs. G askell’s  Demon  (Charlottesville and 

London: University o f  Virginia Press, 1992), 34.
 ̂To Eliza Fox, ?April 1850, Letters o f  Mrs. Gaskell, 108. Future references will appear parenthetically in the 

text.
 ̂Deborah Anna Logan contends: “Although Gaskell’s perspective...is not specifically evangelical (that 

influence is, however, apparent)” {Fallenness in Victorian W omen’s Writing: Marry, Stitch, Die, Or D o Worse 
(Columbia: University o f  Missouri Press, 1998), 89).
 ̂ It is unsympathetic characters who usually espouse this orthodox view in Gaskell’s fiction. In “The Three Eras 

ofLibbie Marsh” [The Works o f  Elizabeth Gaskell: Vol. 1, Journalism, Early Fiction and Personal Writings. 
Edited by Joanne Shattock (London; Pickering and Chatto, 2005)], the querulous Anne Dixon callously 
responds, “‘Well! “Flesh is grass,” Bible says,’” to the grief-stricken heroine, following the death o f  her close 
finend, Franky Hall. The narrator indicates the shallowness o f  such truisms by informing the reader that Anne 
has “fiilfilled the etiquette o f  quoting a text if  possible, i f  not o f  making a moral observation on the fleeting 
nature o f  earthly things” (65). In M ary Barton, the equally unsympathetic Sally Leadbitter uses the phrase (81).
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other notable figures including Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Erasmus Darwin, More, Harriet 

Martineau, and Rev. John, Rev. Charles and Samuel Wesley.^ The fragility o f earthly beauty 

is frequently invoked. Samuel Wesley writes that, like flowers, “So blooms the human face 

divine,AVhen youth its pride of beauty shows...But worn by slowly-rolling years...The 

fading glory disappears,/The short-lived beauties die away.” Resurrected in the after life, the 

soul will, in flattering contrast, enjoy an “ever-during bloom.”  ̂Distrust o f material beauty is 

evident in Gaskell’s disdain for ostentation. She wTote in a letter in 1852,

Mrs Blore was in ecstasies at every separate piece of finery, & put on rings till 

she could not bend her knuckles to try & come up to Mrs Davenport’s 

grandeur. She left on the Monday, & good go with her! /  hope I shall never

o

see her again. Such a testing o f everything by money I never heard in my life.

This moral and aesthetic preference for simplicity informed Gaskell’s self-presentation. In a 

personal reminiscence o f the author, Linton admiringly wrote that “Her fine arms and neck 

were destitute of ornament.”^

Yet, Gaskell’s admission of her desire for beauty for her daughter counters orthodox 

repudiation of its significance. Her pragmatic insistence on the power of beauty recalls Anne

 ̂The Oxford Dictionary o f  National Biography explains that the book “exerted a powerful influence on English 
Unitarianism, becoming the most widely used hymnbook in the movement” (Ralph Waller, ‘Martineau, James 
(1805-1900),’ Oxford Dictionary o f  National Biography, Oxford University Press, September 2004; online 
edition, May 2006 [http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/18229, accessed 1 Aug 2009]).
 ̂Samuel Wesley, No. 354, Hymns fo r the Christian Church and Home. Edited by James Martineau. Ninth 

edition (London: Chapman, 1852), unpaginated.
* To Agnes Sandals, 11 February 1852, Further Letters o f  Mrs Gaskell. Edited by Chappie and Alan Shelston 
(Manchester and New York: Manchester University Press, 2000), 62.
’ Quoted in Anna Unsworth, Elizabeth Gaskell: An Independent Woman (Montreux; London: Minerva, 1996), 
18.
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Bronte’s critique o f public hypocrisy,and echoes, too, “wit”” Rev. Sydney Smith. 

Following his death in 1845, his daughter recorded his provocative assertion: “How 

exquisitely absurd to tell girls that beauty is o f no value, dress o f no use! Beauty is o f  value; 

her whole prospects and happiness in life may often depend upon a new gown or a becoming 

bonnet.”'̂  Gaskell’s journal entry suggests that she desires beauty for Marianne, not for such 

worldly reasons, so that she will marry well or be held in esteem by a social elite, but for its 

moral potential. The “influence which may be used for such noble purposes” may transform 

her into a kind of heroine. In Gaskell’s fiction, beauty, in part, signifies the goodness o f her 

protagonists, and aids them in the “‘woman’s work’”'̂  o f moral influence described in North 

and South (1854-5). This sense of beauty resonates with its positive construction in 

dissenting traditions. It is palpable in John Ruskin’s idea of the “beautiful ordinance of the 

Creator,”''̂  beauty as “the signature o f God upon his w o r k s . G a sk e l l ’s conception of 

beauty may have been influenced by Ruskin; Arma Unsworth contends that she “was one of 

Ruskin’s most enthusiastic admirers.”'̂  She described her admiration of Modern Painters

As discussed in the previous chapter, in “Confessions,” Agnes regrets the triteness of religious denials of 
beauty’s social power, 138.
' '  Smith is far from representative o f the voice o f  high religious seriousness. The D.N.B. describes the Memoir 
as a collection o i “bon mots" (Peter Virgin, ‘Smith, Sydney (1771-1845),’ Oxford Dictionary o f  National 
Biography, Oxford University Press, Sept 2004; online edition, January 2008 
[http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/25903, accessed 4 Aug 2009]).

Saba Holland, A Memoir o f  the Rev. Sydney Smith. Edited by Mrs. Austin (London: Longman, Brown, Green 
and Longmans, 1855), 335. Despite Smith’s unusualness, the quotation articulates the conflicting conceptions of 
beauty operative in Victorian culture. It was quoted in Acton’s The Functions and Disorders o f  the 
Reproductive Organs in Childhood, Youth, Adult Age, and Advanced Life, 108.

The full quotation is, ‘“ I f  I saved one blow, one cruel, angry action that might otherwise have been 
committed, I did a woman’s work’” {The Works o f  Elizabeth Gaskell. Vol. 7, North and South. Edited by Linda 
K. Hughes, 176). Future references will appear parenthetically in the text.
''' John Ruskin, Modern Painters. Vol. II, part III (New York: Wiley, 1852), 94.

Robert de la Sizeranne, Ruskin and the Religion o f  Beauty. Translated by the Countess o f  Galloway (London: 
George Allen, 1899), 185. More recently, Jonathan Loesberg described Ruskin’s belief in “an analogy between 
a moral and an aesthetic apprehension” (“John Ruskin and Walter Pater: Aesthetics and the State,” Modern 
British and Irish Criticism and Theory. Edited by Julian Wolfreys (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 
2006), 9).

Unsworth, “Ruskin and Cousin Phillis,''' Gaskell Society Journal 10 (1996): 17-S2.
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(1843-60) in letters to Fox and Catherine Winkworth in 1 8 5 0 , while Ruskin wrote to her 

warmly o f Cranford (1853).'^ A theory o f direct influence is, however, unnecessary. Their 

mutual vision of moral beauty may, instead, be seen to derive from a shared evangelical 

inheritance.'^ The association between beauty and morality also appeared in the work of 

other prominent Unitarians. In Principles o f  Human Physiology (1842), Gaskell’s 

acquaintance William Carpenter associated the “^Esthetic Sense” *̂̂ and the “Moral Sense,” '̂ 

describing God as “the highest ideal o f Truth, Right, and Beauty.”^̂  Gaskell’s conception of 

moral beauty is palpable in the embodiment o f her heroines, whose appearances codify 

inward qualities. Ruth possesses eyes that are “grave, earnest, and deep,”^̂  as well as “that 

beautiftil cheek” (16). The heroines’ beauty often has a profound effect on those they 

encounter, enabling them to transform their social worlds. This aspect of Gaskell’s 

representation is both traditional and idealistic. Her protagonists appear as luminous vessels 

o f spiritual goodness, incarnations o f near-angelic womanhood.

Correspondence

The linking o f beauty and character suggests a residual belief in correspondence evident in 

Gaskell’s fiction. In her youth, she confided, “I have been studying Spurzheim on phrenology 

during my retirement and intend to illuminate the world in the character of Lectures soon, so

Letter to Catherine Winkworth, 25 August 1850, 123, to Eliza Fox 27 August 1850, 129, Chappie and 
Wilson, as before.

? February 1865, ibid., 748.
Robert Hewison contends that “Ruskin had absorbed the evangelical practice o f  treating objects as both real 

and symbolic at the same time” {John Ruskin (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 20).
William Benjamin Carpenter, Principles o f  Human Physiology: With Their C h ief Applications to Psychology 

(London: John Churchill, 1855), 577.
Ibid.
Ibid., 579. Matus argues an affinity between the ideas o f  Gaskell and Carpenter in ‘‘’'Mary Barton and North 

and South" The Cambridge Companion to Elizabeth Gaskell. Edited by Jill L Matus (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2007), 27-45, 37.

Gaskell, The Works o f  Elizabeth Gaskell, Vol. 6, Ruth. Edited by Deirdre d’Albertis (London: Pickering and 
Chatto, 2006), 21. Future references will appear parenthetically in the text.
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completely am I convinced o f it.” "̂* The tone is light-hearted; Gaskell was largely 

“sceptical” o f phrenology. Scepticism is apparent, too, in her fiction. Stephen Kern notes 

that in the court-room scene in Mary Barton, we witness her most formal and sustained use 

o f physiognomy. But the judgements are made in a callous tone, by a character little known 

to the reader, and used against the hero, Mary’s eventual husband, Jem Wilson. The spectator 

is clearly mistaken as he claims, ‘“ I have seen a good number of murderers in my day, but I 

have seldom seen one with such marks of Cain on his countenance as the man at the bar.’”

An associate balances the reading, ‘“ Well, I am no physiognomist, but I don’t think his face 

strikes me as bad. It certainly is gloomy and depressed, and not unnaturally so, considering 

his situation’” (265).

Yet, in spite o f such scepticism, correspondence pervades Gaskell’s work. Although 

Bonaparte argues that “Gaskell seldom describes how her characters look,”^̂  the appearances 

of Ruth, Margaret and Molly are significantly individuated, speaking o f their respective 

natures. When, in Sylvia’s Lovers (1863), the heroine is struck by “the straight, upright figure 

o f her mother,” the description is as evocative o f Bell Robson’s character, as it is o f her 

appearance. All of Gaskell’s novelistic heroines are exceptionally beautifiil, and their beauty 

is fi-equently related to their character. Such representations must be balanced against Jermy 

Uglow’s argument that Gaskell did not possess “an idealised view of women.”^̂  Although all 

of Gaskell’s protagonists are flawed, a degree o f idealisation must be admitted in the

To Harriet Carr, 31 A ugust- 1 September 1831, Further Letters o f  Mrs Gaskell, 8.
Chappie and Anita Wilson, eds., Private Voices: The Diaries o f  Elizabeth Gaskell and Sophia Holland 

(Keele: Keele University Press, 1996), 14.
Stephen Kern, A Cultural History o f  Causality: Science, Murder Novels, and Systems o f  Thought (Princeton 

and Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2004), 229.
Bonaparte, 9.
Gaskell, The Works o f  Elizabeth Gaskell, Vol. 9. Sylvia's Lovers. Edited by Marion Shaw (London: Pickering 

and Chatto, 2006), 55.
Jenny Uglow, Elizabeth Gaskell: A Habit o f  Stories (London and Boston: Faber and Faber, 1993), 467.
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elaborate descriptions o f their “great b e a u t y , t h e  “large soft eyes” *̂ o f Mary and Margaret, 

Margaret’s “curve of rich red lips” (21), Mary’s “angelic”^̂  face. In her Life o f  Charlotte 

Bronte, Gaskell was also compelled to idealise her subject. Keen to refute rumours of 

Charlotte’s plainness, she imbued her with a beauty o f expression:

no word in ever so slight a degree suggestive of deformity could properly be 

applied to her; with soft, thick, brown hair, and peculiar eyes, o f which I find 

it difficult to give a description, as they appeared to me in her later life. They 

were large, and well shaped; their colour a reddish brown; but if  the iris was 

closely examined, it appeared to be composed of a great variety o f tints. The 

usual expression was of quiet, listening intelligence; but now and then, on 

some just occasion for vivid interest or wholesome indignation, a light would 

shine out, as if  some spiritual lamp had been kindled, which glowed behind 

those expressive orbs. I never saw the like in any other human creature.

Although Gaskell accepts that Bronte’s features do not conform to a conventional model of 

attractiveness, her vocabulary o f softness and light imputes a beauty o f expression, 

transforming her into a recognisable feminine ideal. Gaskell’s description of the visibility 

of inner radiance ftises the physical and temperamental, as also occurs in the embodiment of 

her heroines. The drift towards hyperbole, the claim that Bronte’s expressive beauty was the 

most powerful she had known, is evidence o f Gaskell’s tendency to idealise, even as it is 

balanced against her bald description of Bronte’s features, “plain, large, and ill set” (63). The

Thornton is “struck” by Margaret’s “great beauty” (150).
Gaskell, M ary Barton, 230, North and South. 150.
The full quotation reads, “Never had her sweet face looked more angelic, never had her gentle voice seemed 

so musical as when she murmured her broken sentences o f  comfort” {M ary Barton, 765).
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passage suggests the meaning appearances harboured for Gaskell, and relates to her agenda in 

writing the biography, the reformation of the unwomanly Currer Bell.^^ Her ambition is for 

Charlotte’s femininity to be admired by her readership. Emphasising her attractiveness aids 

the agenda,^"* while she avoids the profoundly negative associations of deformity. In Mary 

Barton and Ruth, Gaskell similarly uses beauty to retain sympathy for heroines whose actions 

strain moral judgement, as I argue in the individual readings that follow. Gaskell’s confession 

of her desire for beauty for Marianne and her insistence on Bronte’s physical appeal 

contradicts Patsy Stoneman’s argument that “Even for middle-class women, Elizabeth

•2 c

Gaskell does not see beauty as an asset.” Beauty signals the exceptionality o f her heroines; 

it signifies their goodness and gives them influence in their social worlds. In this, it is, 

indeed, an asset.

Realism and beauty

The perfect beauty o f Gaskell’s heroines may be seen to sit oddly beside the reformist 

impulse that motivated the writing o f a number o f her novels. In their ambition to portray the 

plight of the urban poor, Mary Barton, Ruth and North and South are all, to a certain extent, 

guided by an intention o f social realism. Gaskell’s, at times, gritty depiction o f working-class 

bodies impaired by the brutality of industrial labour are designed both to offer a credible 

representation of social conditions and to appeal to the empathy of middle- and upper-class 

readers. The beauty of her lower-class protagonists, Mary and Ruth, most often distances

Gaskell is redressing what Jane Spencer describes as the “coarseness and naughtiness o f  Bronte’s novels” 
{Elizabeth Gaskell (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1993), 68).

Stoneman defines this as characteristic o f Gaskell’s writing: “the more consciously Elizabeth Gaskell wished 
to vindicate another woman, the more she stressed the woman’s orthodox ‘womanliness’” (40). Stoneman does 
not discuss the use o f beauty as an element o f the strategy.

Ibid, 54.
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them from the other members o f their class, the consequence o f which I explore in my 

readings o f the novels.

The beauty of Gaskell’s heroines is not, however, completely divorced from their 

environments. Her novels are also permeated by an awareness o f the negative repercussions 

beauty may have for the fate o f a girl. The sense o f beauty as a gift o f ambiguous 

consequence pervades her work,^^ and was present, too, in her life writings. In a letter to 

Elizabeth Holland in December 1838, she recorded the infatuation o f a male friend, who felt 

that a visiting Mrs. Bradford was so beautiful, “in walking the streets it must be painful to her 

to excite the notice such beauty must” (LMG, 39). It is such attention that Bell fears in 

Sylvia's Lovers', she

had her own anxieties on the subject of her daughter’s increasing attractions.

She apprehended the dangers consequent upon certain facts, by a mental 

process more akin to intuition than reason. She was uncomfortable, even while 

her motherly vanity was flattered, at the admiration Sylvia received from the 

other sex (98).

The threat is both external and internal; the heroine may be ruined by seduction, vanity or 

both. In fairy tale, romance, gothic literature and melodrama, the heroine’s perfect goodness 

and beauty frequently lead to her endangerment, with abduction a common plot point. Less 

usual are Gaskell’s subtle portraits of girls growing into beauty, and deriving pleasure from 

the rituals of dress and increasing attractiveness. In Bronte’s novels, the opposition between 

good and bad beauty is stark. Any measure o f interest in appearance that exceeds the

In the anonymous “Myra’s Wish: A Fairy Tale,” it is similarly written that “Beauty is a great gift but a 
dangerous one” {C ham ber’s Journal o f  Popular Literature, Science and Arts. Vol. V, 10 May 1856, 297).
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perfunctory is regarded with suspicion. Gaskell offers a more humane representation. 

Although the beauty o f Mary, Ruth and Sylvia tempts them, in various degrees, towards 

transgression, none are damned for their weakness, or transformed into bad beauties. In 

Cynthia o f Wives and Daughters (1865) Gaskell humanises stereotypical corrupt beauty, 

presenting a lovely, loving, shallow girl, aware o f her failings, and apathetic to change.

The political consequence of GaskelFs aesthetic

Throughout the changing fortunes o f her critical reputation, readings o f the political 

implications of Gaskell’s fiction have varied dramatically.^^ John Kucich summarises the 

extremes o f opinion with the question, “was she a protofeminist or a sexual collaborator?” *̂ 

The question is o f some consequence to a reading of Gaskell’s representation of beauty, 

indicative as it is o f her vision o f ideal womanhood. For much of the twentieth century, the 

reception o f Gaskell’s work was informed by the perception o f her as a pretty woman, to 

whom the anguish o f involuntary unorthodoxy was unknown (Figs. 15 and 16). In 

comparison to Bronte and Eliot, she was read as a quiescent figure, writing fi'om the heart of 

the Victorian family. A precedent was established in the descriptions o f her contemporaries, 

as they echoed the beautiful forms of her heroines. Her close friend Susaima Winkworth 

wrote.

Alison Chapman notes that such uncertainty was present from the publication o f  her work: “Gaskell’s 
contemporary critics, responding to M ary Barton and North and South, vigorously debated whether or not the 
author was a radical and dangerous sympathiser with the poor” {Elizabeth Gaskell: M ary Barton and North and  
South. Edited by Chapman (Duxford; Icon, 1999), 7). Chapman further contends that in pre-Marxist criticism 
Gaskell was typically presented as “a feminine writer with conservative middle-class values. Then, with the 
advent o f  Marxist literary criticism, Gaskell becom es a radical again, but a radical whose sympathies with the 
poor are tempered, and the fiction blemished, by her middle-class background” (8).

John Kucich, The P ow er o f  Lies: Transgression in Victorian Fiction (Ithaca and London: Cornell University 
Press, 1994), 123. J. R. Watson insists that Gaskeil’s writings are “deeply subversive” though “not always 
obviously” (“‘Round the Sofa’: Elizabeth Gaskell Tells Stories,” The Yearbook o f  English Studies 26 (1996): 
89-99, 89).
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Fig. 15 Elizabeth Gaskell, William John Thomson (1832)
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Fig. 16 Elizabeth Gaskell, George Richmond (1851)
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the more we knew of her the more we admired her. She was a noble-looking 

woman, with a queenly presence, and her high, broad, serene brow, and 

finely-cut mobile features, were lighted up by a constantly-varying play of 

expression as she pored forth her wonderful talk.^^

In 1910, her biographer Esther Alice Chadwick wrote rapturously of “her beautiful white 

anns,”'̂ *̂ claiming that “her face reflected the beauty of soul within.”'̂ ' In Lord David Cecil’s 

famous reading, Gaskell was the dove, whose achievement was dwarfed by the unbeautiftil 

eagles, Bronte and Eliot. “The outstanding fact about Mrs Gaskell is her femininity,” Cecil 

judged, and, by femininity, he partly meant beauty. Gaskell’s “famous rivals,” Bronte and 

Eliot, although “unmistakably women...are not ordinary women. Ugly, dynamic, childless, 

independent, contemptuous.. .fiercely resentful of the conventions which were set up before 

the women of their day.” Cecil alternates negative and positive judgements of their deviancy. 

He seems almost a Victorian himself as he conflates beauty, female worth and normative 

identity, standing in ambivalent awe before the sublimity of the era’s twin sibyls, their 

consolation for their lack o f beauty, that they escaped “the placid dovecotes of Victorian 

womanhood.”'*̂  Linda K. Hughes and Michael Lund have described the influence of this 

construction of Gaskell upon the reception of her work, where she is perceived as “a voice of 

Victorian convention: the loyal wife, the good mother, the respected woman writer.”"*̂ The 

spirit of such readings did not vanish. Malcolm Pittock describes the “advantages which

Susanna and Catherine Winkworth, Memorials o f  Two Sisters. Edited by Margaret J. Shaen (London: 
Longmans, Green, and Co., 1908), 23. This air o f  innate aristocratic refinement is most reminiscent o f  Margaret 
Hale, but resonates with many o f  Gaskell’s heroines, who are often physically similar. Much reference is made, 
for example, to “Margaret’s tall, finely made figure” (9).

Esther Alice Chadwick, Mrs. Gaskell: Haunts, Homes and Stories (London: Sir Isaac Pitman, 1910), 191.
Ibid., 190.
David Cecil, Early Victorian Novelists: Essays in Revaluation  (London: Constable, 1934), 207.
Linda K. Hughes and Michael Lund, Victorian Publishing and Mrs. G askell’s Work (Charlottesville: 

University o f  Virginia Press, 1999), 2. Shirley Foster questioned the construction in Victorian Women's Fiction, 
136-84.
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Elizabeth Gaskell had over George EHot and the Brontes... [she was] the only one.. .who was 

clearly physically attractive -  a bit o f a beauty -  and had the normative experience of being a 

wife and mother.”'̂ '*

My own study risks being seen to continue in this tradition, although I hope to present 

a more complicated picture. In 1988, Margaret Reddy welcomed

the possibility that we will finally turn away from the worn-out view of 

Gaskell as either lady novelist or social-problem novelist and begin to see her 

as an important writer whose work encodes a coherent, radical, feminist 

critique of Victorian culture and society.

At first, there appears little that is radical or feminist about Gaskell’s representation of 

beauty. According to Lefkovitz’s argument that “In their appeals to traditional values, 

descriptions of beauty are quietly but powerfully conservative” (18), her recourse to beauty 

would seem to suggest that her work is also essentially conservative in its conception of the 

role and potential o f women. In contrast to Bronte’s attempts to extend the forms of 

femininity represented in literature, Gaskell returns repeatedly to beauty.

Yet, her representations are far from simply conservative. She hesitated to identify 

herself with any absolute political persuasion, writing to Catherine Winkworth in 1848, “I

Malcolm Pittock, “The Dove Ascending: The Case for Elizabeth Gaskell,” English Studies 81 (2000): 531- 
547, 531-2. Unsworth records that Gaskell was “accepted as one o f  the ‘Edinburgh beauties,’” as evidence o f  
which she notes, “during her stay there a miniature o f  her was painted by William John Thomson, an exhibitor 
at the Royal Scottish Academy, and a marble portrait bust executed by David Dunbar” {Elizabeth Gaskell, 17).

Maureen T. Reddy, review o f  Elizabeth Gaskell by Tessa Brodetsky and Elizabeth Gaskell by Patsy 
Stoneman, Victorian Studies 31 (1988): 593-595, 595. Recently some scholars, unable to define her as a 
conservative or liberal, argue that a similar ambivalence marks the political orientation o f  her fiction. Rosemarie 
Bodenheimer argues that “Oscillations between sympathy for a revitalized paternalism and sympathy for its 
rebellious antithesis characterize the stories o f  ..Elizabeth Gaskell” {The Politics o f  Story in Victorian Social 
Fiction (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1991), 18). D ’Albertis contends that her writings contain 
“overlapping ideological discourses” {Dissembling Fictions, 177).
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never can ascertain what I am in politics; and veer about from extreme Right, -  no, I don’t 

think I ever go as far as the extreme Left” {LMG, 60). Her fiction is invested in an ideal of 

female moral goodness, and her descriptions o f Bronte suggest her eagerness to believe 

goodness written on the surface o f the body. With the exception of the early short story, 

“Libbie Marsh’s Three Eras,” she repeatedly chose to create exceptionally beautiful heroines, 

suggesting the value o f beauty to her conception o f the female. But the moral complexity of 

her heroines challenges traditional bifurcation. As Stoneman acknowledges, although Gaskell 

does not provide “an explicit critique o f women’s o p p r e s s i o n , h e r  novels contain a 

rigorous questioning o f the status quo."*̂  In this chapter, I analyse instances o f conformity and 

defiance in Gaskell’s novels, arguing that each includes a significant challenge to cultural 

conceptions o f beauty. O f the three novelists I have chosen, her representations are the most 

nuanced. Her heroines are often flawed, caught at the tipping point that might transform them 

from one extreme to another, redeemed by the insight she provides into the social dynamics 

that, for good or ill, moulds their character and destinies. As she wrote o f Mary Barton in the 

wake o f the controversy publication o f the novel provoked, “people are angry with her just 

because she is not perfect.”'*̂  Gaskell consistently refrained from demonising her female 

characters, a tendency that may be conceived as feminist, as it refuses to make women 

scapegoats of the system that moulded them. Those who are conscious o f their beauty are not

Stoneman, 2. Some recent studies conclude that, despite some Hberal and even radical elements, Gaskell’s 
fiction is essentially conservative. Gallagher defined the political consequences o f Gaskell’s novels as 
ambivalent and prevaricating, unsettling conventional values only to “reinforce” them {The Industrial 
Reformation o f English Fiction: Social Discourse and Narrative Form, 1832-1867 (Chicago and London: 
University o f Chicago Press, 1985), 62-87). Kucich argues, “However Gaskell unsettled particular questions 
about the advancement o f  women, her system o f sexual difference established a strictly gendered division o f  
moral conduct.. .This ideological division o f labor stays entirely within the bounds o f  middle-class ideology” 
(122). Kucich further contends that her work possesses a “ftindamental and remarkably rigid conception of  
sexual difference” (123).

Stoneman argues, for example, that Wives and Daughters “makes a thorough critique o f female socialisation” 
(40). Valerie Wainwright affirms the argument made by Bodenheimer and Gallagher that “certain paternalist 
assumptions are challenged” {North and South: Ethics and the English Novel from Austen to Forster (Aldershot: 
Ashgate, 2007), 86).

To Eliza Fox, 29 May 1849, Letters o f  Mrs. Gaskell, 82.
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Eves or Magdalens; they are Mary, Ruth, Sylvia, whose flirtations with the pleasure o f 

adornment would not be tolerated in the Bronte world. Rather than any specific theological 

point, Gaskell’s Unitarianism is palpable in the lenience she adopts in her representation of 

those corrupted by beauty, and her suggestion o f social culpability/^ As Unitarianism 

perceived “God as a loving f a t h e r , t h e  bad beauty will be forgiven; compassion and 

understanding encourage the possibility o f social reform. And neither does she ignore the fate 

o f the plain woman. In the first work I discuss, she offers a sensitive portrait o f the injustice 

wrought by the cultural privileging of beauty.

“Libbie Marsh’s Three Eras”

In “Libbie Marsh’s Three Eras,” Gaskell took the unusual step o f presenting a poor, plain 

woman as a heroine o f a narrative. Libbie’s appearance and poverty are central to the story, 

animated as it is by the ambition to provide insight and encourage reform that appears also in 

Gaskell’s more famous novels. In her description of Libbie’s life, she illuminates the 

emotional deprivation o f the vulnerable women the machinations o f the marriage market 

failed to insulate. While Christine L. Krueger argues that the story is a feminist portrait of a 

state preferable to heterosexual marriage, her argument overlooks the tone o f the piece. Far 

from a polemic, it is instead suffused with pity for the suffering consequent upon exclusion 

from society’s basic unit. The heroine’s singleness is to be regretted. Her life is a making-do, 

a consolatory vision o f a secondary form of existence for those bereft o f an alternative. The

To Joseph A. Kestner this is a strength as it means “she could argue without sectarian and theological 
dogmatism” {Protest and Reform: The British Social Narrative by Women, 1827-1867  (London: Methuen,
1985), 116). Mark Knight and Emma Mason contend that “What remained important for Unitarians was the 
freedom to debate [fundamental] questions, underlining as they did the right o f  the individual to employ rational 
enquiry in order to arrive at a set o f  personal conclusions” {Nineteenth-Century Religion and Literature: An 
Introduction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), 53). D ’Albertis writes that “Elizabeth Stevenson was 
brought up within a theological tradition that emphasized free thought, tolerance, rationalism, and refonn,” and, 
with specific relevance to the subject o f  beauty, describes the faith as “far from puritanical” (“The Life and 
Letters o f  E. C. Gaskell,” Cambridge Companion to Elizabeth Gaskell, 17).

David Young, F. D. M aurice and Unitarianism  (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992), 7.
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consequence of Libbie’s plainness is yet to be fully analysed; it is such I attempt to 

accomplish here. While scholars typically read the piece as a story of “marginalisation” and 

“women’s c o n c e r n s , t h o s e  concerns are overwhelmingly those o f the plain, single woman. 

It is this that constitutes the unusualness o f the story, and the challenge it poses to the status 

quo, highlighting forms of experience rarely discussed. Debarred from what Libbie describes 

as “‘woman’s natural work,”’ “‘never likely to have a home of my own, or a husband...or 

children’” (66), the heroine must find what Gaskell describes as “the secret of Libbie’s peace 

of m ind.. .a purpose in life; and that purpose.. .a holy one” (69). Krueger argues that the 

heroine “becomes a working-class prototype o f Ruskin’s ideal in ‘Queen’s Gardens’” (161). 

Indeed, both Ruskin and Gaskell credit women with heightened moral influence, with the 

potential to transform the socio-political world they inhabit. But ICrueger does not address the 

consequence of Libbie’s lack of beauty. Throughout Ruskin’s oeuvre, femininity, beauty and 

morality are largely coterminous, nowhere more so than in “O f Queen’s Gardens” (1864), 

where he writes that the purpose o f educating girls would ideally be, “To perfect her 

beauty...and increase its power” for female beauty “cannot be too powerflil, nor shed its 

sacred light too far.”^̂  In contrast, Libbie possesses no physical beauty, and yet succeeds in 

positively influencing those she encounters. In consequence, although Gaskell’s critique is 

not as radical as Krueger would have her reader believe, her deviation from the ideal argues 

the worth o f a woman without beauty, and questions the justice o f social privileging o f the 

quality.

Christine L. Krueger, The Reader's Repentance: Women Preachers, Women Writers, and Nineteenth-Century 
Social Discourse (Chicago and London: University o f  Chicago Press, 1992), 162. Future references will appear 
parenthetically in the text. Although Kestner notes that Libbie is “no beauty”(l 18), he does not explore the 
consequence o f her plainness.” Foster argues that Libbie’s “physical unattractiveness cuts her off from the 
normal expectations o f  womanhood” (164) but does not explore the issue.

Ruskin, Sesame and Lilies: Two Lectures Delivered at Manchester in 1864 (London: Smith, Elder and Co., 
1865), 151.
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Plainness and alienation

Unlike the vast majority of Gaskell’s heroines, Libbie is plain. It is hardly a coincidence, 

then, that o f all her protagonists, she is also the most isolated. Her appearance is first 

described by the narrator with the bald comment, “For Libbie was very plain” (50). The 

sentence follows an account o f the heroine’s loneliness, drawing a causal link between her 

appearance and experience. She is “listless and depressed,” her sense o f rootlessness 

encouraging “the old feeling of desolation,” as “she was now about to be thrown again 

entirely among strangers.” Her family dead, her only acquaintances distant former 

employers, she is left to consider, “the lonely creature she was in this wide world” (49). 

Unlike Gaskell’s other motherless working-class heroines, Mary and Ruth, Libbie’s plainness 

denies her the hope that her status will change, that she will attract a suitor to provide her 

with a family o f her own; she had “hardly even the natural though hidden hope o f a young 

girl’s heart, to cheer her on with the bright visions o f a home of her own at some future day, 

where, loving and beloved, she might fulfil a woman’s dearest duties” (50). Libbie believes 

that her appearance denies her a woman’s destiny, to become a wife and mother. Joseph 

Kestner reads the story as Gaskell’s illumination o f an overlooked social reality, arguing that 

she “isolated a type of figure confirmed in the 1851 Census, which found that 30% of women 

were unmarried and another 13% widowed.”^̂  Libbie gestures towards these ignored women 

when, confronted with Anne Dixon’s unflattering description of her as “‘as bom an old maid 

as ever I saw,” ’ she refers to the “‘many a one’” (66) faced with the same plight as herself. 

The statistics remind that, while, in leaving Libbie unmarried Gaskell could be accused of 

invoking the ubiquitous association of beauty and romantic love, she was also giving dignity 

to the experience o f nearly a third o f English women, fulfilling a commitment she felt to

Kestaer, 119.
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social realism. Libbie’s insignificance is suggested by the unseen, unnamed narrator in the 

first lines o f the story: “Last November but one, there was a flitting in our neighbourhood.” 

The statement is immediately corrected; it is “hardly a flitting, after all,” a non-event, “for it 

was only a single person changing her place o f abode fi'om one lodging to another.” This 

description o f Libbie as “only a single person,” orphaned, unmarried, marginal, defines her 

socially, as is affirmed by her neighbours, who “satisf[ied] themselves it was only ‘Dixon’s 

new lodger’” (49).

The imposition of plainness

The dejection Libbie experiences as a result o f this singleness affirms feminist theorisations 

o f the repercussions of beauty ideals. Her sense o f defectiveness is not merely assumed, but 

imposed. She is confi'onted with her plainness in the same way that Mary and Margaret will 

be with their beauty, in the streets o f the city:

You can hardly live in Manchester without having some idea o f your personal 

appearance: the factory lads and lasses take good care o f that... Libbie had 

often and often been greeted by such questions as -  ‘How long is it since you 

were a beauty?’ -  ‘What would you take a day to stand in the fields to scare 

away the birds?’ &c., for her to linger under any impression as to her looks 

(50).

The quotation illustrates the “institutionally unbound” "̂* nature o f the operation of beauty 

standards. The factory workers have absorbed the ideal, confident in their classifications,

Bartky, Femininity and Domination, 75.
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praising those who conform, punishing the deviant. The narrator’s generalization indicates 

that no-one escapes judgement. The “often and often” suggests how diffuse such knowledge 

is, how the populace at large supports the perpetuation o f the ideal Libbie fails to embody. In 

M aty Barton, the heroine’s conformity to the standard is similarly enforced, as “She knew 

she was very pretty; the factory people...had early let Mary into the secret of her beauty.” ^̂  

Censure and isolation are the external consequences of Tibbie’s plainness. Gaskell 

also describes the formative effect internalization has had upon her character. Although the 

opening describes Tibbie in a depressive state, the narrator claims for her a hard-won 

stoicism, relating that “the consciousness of [her plainness] had ceased to mortify her” (50). 

The multiple meanings that “mortify” suggested in the nineteenth century provide an insight 

into the consequences o f plainness in a society that idealised beauty. The most pertinent 

usage which the O.E.D. records extends to the present day, and describes Tibbie’s shame; to 

mortify might be “To cause to feel humiliated...to embarrass.” Other associations evoke the 

destructive effect shame has upon Tibbie’s self-worth. Until the seventeenth century, it could 

mean “to kill,” with a recorded usage in 1748 for the sense “to destroy.” A second usage that 

extends to the present is also resonant: “To bring (the body, or its appetites and passions) into 

subjection or under control by the practice o f self-denial, abstinence, or bodily discipline. 

This state has been imposed upon Tibbie; her plainness forces her to forego the sensual 

pleasures o f courtship and marriage, just as her appearance itself fails to inspire pleasure. 

Tibbie has had to school her mind and body in loneliness and temper her expectations for the 

ftiture accordingly.

Gaskell, M aty Barton, 26-7. In North and South, this is an affront, as it transgresses the class difference 
between Margaret and the workers. The heroine “alternately dreaded and fired up against the workmen, who 
com m ented...on her looks, in [an]...open fearless manner.” To Margaret, “even the most refined remark on her 
personal appearance was an impertinence,” and she must “endure undisguised admiration from these outspoken 
men” (71).

“mortify, v. O.E.D. Online. December 2008. Oxford University Press. 14 Feb. 2009 
<http://dictionary.oed.com.elib.tcd.ie/cgi/entry/00316140>.
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Looking and liking

Like Jane, Agnes and Lucy, Libbie is provided with an eye that admires her but, unhke these 

heroines, it does not belong to a suitor, but to a desexuaUsed young boy, Franky Hall, whose 

crippled body also exiles him from normative identity and belonging. The experience o f “the 

little suffering lad” (51) is analogous to Libbie’s, and helps foster a consolatory affinity 

between them. Franky’s marginalisation is described on the day o f the picnic, as “Happy 

parents stood by, with their household bands around them, in health and comeliness, and felt 

the sad prophecy o f those shrivelled limbs, those wasted fingers, those lamp-like eyes, with 

their bright, dark lustre” (60). It is unlovely physical features that Libbie similarly believes 

prevents her fi"om forming a family unit.

Gaskell constructs a paradigm of the lowly status of the unbeautiful in Libbie’s 

ambition to buy a bird for Franky. The creatures are subject to scrutiny: “The longer and 

thinner the body o f the bird was, the more admiration it received.” With Libbie’s small wage, 

she carmot afford an attractive, prize-winning bird.^’ That within her means matches Libbie 

and Franky in appearance and circumstance, “dull-coloured.. .sitting moped up in a comer” 

(54). But he is affectionate and “might have been a dove.. .for the peace he had brought, the 

happiness he had caused, to three individuals at least” (56). Similarly, Gaskell describes the 

relationship between Libbie and Franky mimicking the dynamics o f beauty. Their connection 

originates in the pleasure o f admiring and being admired, for “she found he liked to look at 

her” (52). The experience echoes a prevalent definition of beauty in the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries. In Principles o f  Human Physiology, Carpenter defined beauty as 

“conformity o f an external object to a certain ideal standard, by which conformity a

Gaskell elaborates, “But these were all prize birds, and, on inquiry, Libbie heard, with some little sinking at 
heart, that their price ran from one to two guineas” (ibid).
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pleasurable feeling is produced.” Gaskell does not suggest that Libbie is beautiful, or that 

Franky perceives her to be so. Her appearance, and his perception o f it, go undescribed. 

However, the pleasure Franky experiences in regarding Libbie allow the two isolated figures 

to recreate the dynamic o f courtship, and so, normative social experience. They create a 

microcosm within which they are consoled and validated in an enactment o f the gaze. By 

inspiring pleasure in Franky, Libbie might as well be beautiful, according to his gaze, as the 

response elicited is similar. The consolation each provides is described by the shopkeeper: 

‘“ folk that are cranky, often take more to them as shows ’em love, than to them as is clever 

and g i f t e d . L i b b i e ’s ability to fiilfil this fiinction indicates her proximity to one 

contemporary feminine ideal. Although she is not beautiful, Ellis advised, “we remember less 

the celebrated belle than her who made us h a p p y . T h e  superiority o f Libbie’s consolatory 

power is conveyed in Franky’s love for flowers. Echoing evangelical imagery,

By and by, one or two of the constellation o f lilac stars faded, and then the 

time he had hitherto spent in admiring, almost caressing them, was devoted to 

cutting off those flowers whose decay marred the beauty o f the nosegay. It 

took him half the morning, with his feeble, languid motions, and his cumbrous 

old scissors, to trim up his diminished darlings (52).

Carpenter, Principles o f  Human Physiology, 578. In the same edition o f  H ow itt’s Journal where “Libbie 
Marsh” first appeared, an anonymous contributor described the “delight we feel at the contemplation o f  Beauty” 
(“Penny Wisdom, by a Man o f  no Party,” Howitt's Journal o f  Literature and Popular Progress, 20 February 
1847, 108).

Gaskell, “Three Eras o f  Libbie Marsh, 54. In Cranford [The Works o f  Elizabeth Gaskell. Vol. 2, Novellas and  
Shorter Fiction I. Edited by Alan Shelston (London: Pickering and Chatto, 2005)], Gaskell suggests the 
difficulty o f  distinguishing between a face that affords pleasure and a face that is pretty, in the character o f  
Jessie Brown: “I do not know if  she was pretty or not; but I liked her face, and so did everybody” (169). 
Langland argues that “Cranford refiises the story o f  a woman exchanged, like other commodities” {N obody’s 
Angels: M iddle-Class Women and Dom estic Ideology in Victorian Culture (Cornell University Press, 1995),
12). Nevertheless, beauty is a matter o f  interest and significance in the village. Even Miss Matty glories in her 
past beauty (46) and a recent bride is characteristically described as “a very pretty genteel woman” (64).
“  Ellis, The Women o f  England, 42.
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Gaskell communicates both Franky’s attraction to, and the faihngs of, beauty. Floral beauty 

is purely ornamental and transient, while the consolations provided by the unbeautiful Libbie 

are more lasting. Here, Gaskell’s reading is evangelical and, in this, we see how Bonaparte’s 

analysis o f Gaskell’s representation of female beauty misses the point. Reading a passage in 

which Gaskell lingers upon Sylvia’s body at her spinning wheel, Bonaparte argues Gaskell’s 

investment in “ornamental” '̂ female beauty. Bonaparte fails to note, however, that in this 

moment Sylvia is not a passive ornament, but productive, while, throughout her work, 

passive beauty is associated with the nouveau riche, and thoroughly derided. A similar point 

is advanced here as Gaskell suggests Libbie’s superiority to mere ornamental beauty. Her 

powers are more profound, and so, o f greater value. The relationship between Libbie and 

Franky is neither romantic nor sexual but functions as a substitute courtship plot, ending not 

in marriage, but in death, and the establishment o f an alternative kinship unit.

Surviving outside beauty

Libbie’s alienation from the rituals o f courtship is ironized by her birthday falling on 

Valentine’s Day. Gaskell’s first suggestion of an alternative to a romantic, heterosexual bond 

is marked in the anonymous gifts her mother annually sent her, “of which she more than half 

guessed the giver.” As an adult, Libbie reconciles herself to stoic acceptance of solitary life, 

telling Anne, “‘I must not lose time in fretting and fidgetting after marriage, but just look 

about me for somewhat else to do.’” Unlike those who “‘hanker after what is ne’er likely to 

be theirs,”’ Libbie will “‘fac[e] it out.’” During this exchange, she describes her conception 

o f the social role o f the “‘old maid,” ’ “‘just looking round for the odd jobs God leaves in the 

world for such as old maids to do’” (53). Noting the references to dysfunctional families and

Bonaparte, 35.
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domestic violence in the narrative, Krueger argues that, “Libbie urges Anne -  and beyond 

her, female readers regardless o f class -  to a specifically feminist conversion, to repent o f a 

naive and unholy subjection to men in marriage” (165). The “naive and unholy,” yes; Libbie 

is appalled by Anne’s breezy willingness to marry a drunkard. But nowhere in the narrative is 

spinsterhood advocated as preferable to marriage. It is a secondary arrangement, a making 

the best o f one’s plight. At no point is Libbie offered marriage; we have no reason to believe 

that she would reject it. Libbie and Mrs. Hall join, not out o f preference, but because, in Mrs. 

Hall’s words, ‘“ You and me is folk alone in the world’” (68).

As Libbie and Mrs. Hall plan their future together, Gaskell creates an image o f a 

“community of women,” as a consolation for exile from the institution o f marriage. 

Companionship has emotional and financial advantages; as Libbie offers, “‘I could sleep with 

you, and pay half, you know; and we should be together in the evenings; and her as was 

home first would watch for the other’” (68). Nina Auerbach influentially defined the motif of 

the community o f women as a “corporate and contradictory vision of a unit that is 

simultaneously defective and transcendent.” Auerbach’s description perfectly captures the 

arrangement agreed upon by Libbie and Mrs. Hall, in its most basic union of two women. It 

is transcendent, in that it frees them from the dangers of domestic tyranny, defective in its 

surrogacy. But the relationship does not fully conform to Auerbach’s paradigm, since she 

reads the community of women as “a rebuke to the conventional ideal o f a solitary woman 

living for and through men, attaining citizenship in the community o f adulthood through 

masculine approval alone.” Libbie and Mrs. Hall explicitly conceive o f their relationship as 

built around the absent Franky. They continue to describe themselves as living for and 

through him, their lives ordered around his memory, the very source o f their bond. Libbie

Nina Auerbach, Communities o f  Women, 5.
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“drop[s] her voice” as she lists the final advantage: ‘“ we could talk o f him at nights, you 

know.’” She invokes the wishes of the deceased son, ‘“ Do let me come: I think he would like 

us to keep together’ [emphasis in original]” (68). Krueger argues that “Libbie claims divine 

sanction for women’s role outside the family” (164). So she does, but old maids are but 

carrying out “odd jobs” [we might think o f George Gissing’s much later The Odd Women 

(1893)], while true woman’s work is left to fortunate wives and mothers. Libbie and Mrs.

Hall remain bound by the focus o f the absent male, their attention only tangentially directed 

towards each other.

In her conclusion to “Libbie Marsh,” Gaskell appears to differ greatly from the novels 

o f Anne and Charlotte Bronte. Libbie is never presented with an equally plain lover. From 

one perspective, this appears pessimistic. In their adaptation o f the courtship plot, the Brontes 

suggested that the unbeautifiil woman was capable o f arousing desire, and love. In “Libbie 

Marsh,” Gaskell does not.^^ But in leaving her heroine unpursued, she articulates the 

experience o f any number o f mostly forgotten women, as Kestner’s research demonstrates. 

She presents the fate of the plain and unloved as worthy o f artistic representation, meaningful 

and interesting in its own right. Gaskell’s ending gives life to those who live and die 

unadmired, towards whom a wooing gaze might never be directed.

Nonetheless, even Gaskell cannot leave her heroine unredeemably plain. At the end 

o f the story, she describes Libbie with “such peace shining on her countenance, as almost 

makes it beautiful, as she tenders the services of a daughter to Franky’s mother, no longer the 

desolate lonely orphan, a stranger on the earth” (69). Whereas the factory workers and Libbie

In M ary Barton, to the considerable surprise o f  the heroine, the plain Margaret is courted by, and marries, the 
dashing, handsome W ill Davenport. Margaret’s beautiful singing voice is described as magnetically attractive to 
Will; “Mary was amused to see how the young sailor sat entranced; mouth, eyes, all open, in order to catch 
every breath o f  sound.. .For the first time the idea crossed Mary’s mind that it was possible the plain little 
sensible Margaret, so prim and demure, might have power over the heart o f  the handsome, dashing, spirited 
W ill Wilson” (131-2). Margaret is, however, not the heroine, and differs markedly from all o f  Gaskell’s 
protagonists.
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herself confirmed her plainness, we have no authority for the existence o f this minor shade of 

near-beauty but the unknown narrator. The “almost” is crucial. Gaskell does not ascribe her 

heroine a miraculous metamorphosis. Instead, we sense the influence of physiognomy’s 

theory of expression. Such almost-beauty appears as a momentary reward for the heroine’s 

goodness, presented to the mind’s eye of the reader, to confirm her worth and encourage 

admiration, for once in physical, as well as moral, terms. It is a brief, but significant, 

capitulation, that reveals how difficult the laudatory vocabulary o f beauty was to escape in 

the period.

Mary Barton

The eponymous Mary Barton shares Libbie’s class, but deviates in terms of beauty. While 

the beautiftil working-class heroine was not new to the novel, Mary was unusual enough to 

draw comment from reviewers. Writing for the “progressive” '̂* or “moderately radical”^̂  

Westminster and Foreign Quarterly Review, William Ellis described Mary as a peculiarly 

modem heroine, encouraging his readers to

Compare Mary Barton with the Evelinas, Cecilias and Belindas which 

superseded the Romances o f the Forest, the Children o f the Abbey, and the 

Haunted Towers of the age which preceded theirs! Mary Barton is no heiress, 

nursed in the lap of luxury, living upon the produce of other people’s labour,

James A. Secord, Victorian Sensation: The Extraordinary Publication, Reception, and Secret Authorship o f  
Vestiges o f  the Natural H istory o f  Creation (Chicago and London: University o f  Chicago Press, 2000), 486. 
Deborah A. Redman describes the genesis and political leanings o f  the periodical: “In 1824 the Westminster 
Review  was founded by Jeremy Bentham to challenge the aristocratic bias o f  the other journals and promote the 
philosophy and policies o f  the Utilitarians and Philosophical Radicals... Pushing for social change, the journal 
was always concerned with the welfare o f  mankind; it came out for abolishing the privileges o f  monopoly and 
aristocracy” {The Rise o f  Political Economy as a Science: M ethodology and the Classical Economists 
(Cambridge, Mass. and London: MIT Press, 1997), 138).

Justin Wintle, ed., Makers o f  Nineteenth Century Culture: 1800-1914  (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 
1982), 193.
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without knowing, or even the curiosity to know, how it comes to her -  refined, 

generous, capricious, indolent — dying first o f ennui, then of love, and lastly 

falling a prey to a fortune-hunter, or a military swindler. No; Mary Barton is 

one of Labor’s daughters -  heiress o f all the struggles, vicissitudes and 

sufferings consequent upon the ignorance and prejudices o f the society into 

which she is bom.^^

While the urban-dwelling Mary, daughter o f factory workers, is certainly a peculiarly modem 

heroine, Gaskell’s use of beauty associates her with the predecessors Ellis lists and, beyond 

them, Defoe’s Moll and Roxana, and Richardson’s Pamela, whose plots were similarly 

shaped by the attraction their beauty piqued in socially superior men. In this section, I argue 

that Gaskell circumvents the potentially thorny issue of Mary’s working-class beauty by 

displacing it to a pastoral past. Although her choice of an exceptionally beautiful working- 

class heroine is, to a certain extent, “subversive,”^̂  the radicalism of the representation is 

undermined by Mary’s lack of identifiably working-class traits. Less usual, however, is 

Gaskell’s depiction of her heroine’s moral flaws, the corruptive consequences beauty 

threatens to have upon Mary’s character. Fahnestock argues that creating a heroine with 

irregular features enabled novelists to impute a liberating moral imperfection: “When 

novelists begin to create irregularly featured heroines.. .The characters are allowed 

imperfection, too. The face remains an accurate mirror of the character, for the heroine of 

irregular features is capable o f irregular conduct.” *̂ Fahnestock’s theory fails to account for 

Jane and Lucy, whose heroinism resides in a moral superiority that defies their irregular

William Ellis, review o f the third edition o f Mary Barton, The Westminster and Foreign Quarterly Review, 
April 1849,48.

Foster, “Introduction,” Mary Barton. Edited by Foster (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), xvii. All 
other references are to the Pickering and Chatto edition.

Fahnestock, 330.
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features. Similarly, Mary’s imperfection corresponds, not to facial irregularity, but to perfect 

beauty. Fahnestock overlooks the bifurcation o f beauty, the dual extremes o f character it 

registered in the Victorian mind. The dichotomy o f good and bad beauty was a far more 

pervasive influence than physiognomically exact correspondence. Mary’s flirtation with the 

identity o f the bad beauty is foreshadowed, not by any single feature, but by her double

speaking beauty.

Mary’s conventional beauty

Mary and Ruth, like Moll and Pamela, are ordinary in their rank, but extraordinary in their 

beauty. Both bear a closer physical resemblance to other literary heroines than to their 

working-class communities. William Ellis regarded Mary Barton as a work of social realism, 

its heroine plucked from the ranks o f the labouring poor. More recently, critics have detected 

multiple generic influences in the text. Diana Archibald argues that it is “a pastoral novel,”^̂  

informed by “romance.” '̂’ These influences are readily apparent in the embodiment o f the 

heroine, and in the reference to Coleridge’s “Christabel” in the encounter between Mary and 

Esther (199). Like Mary’s, the endangered Christabel is “lovely,” '̂ “pale,”^̂  with “eyes so 

blue.”’  ̂Mary also possesses the “golden hair,”’'* characteristic o f the “prototypical 

heroin[e]”’  ̂o f fairy tale and romance. The eponymous protagonists o f Evelina (1776) and

Diana C. Archibald, Domesticity, Imperialism, and Emigration in the Victorian Novel (Columbia, Missouri; 
University o f  Missouri Press, 2002), 34.
™ Ibid., 32.

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, “Christabel,” Selected Poems. Edited by Richard Holmes (Harmondsworth: 
Penguin, 1996), 101-120, 102, 103, 109, 110. Gaskell, M ary Barton, 64,

Coleridge famously interjects, “Her face, oh call it fair not pale” (109).
Coleridge, 107. Gaskell, M ary Barton, 210.
Gaskell writes, “The mellow sunlight streamed down that high window on her head, and fell on the rich 

treasure o f  her golden hair, stuffed away in masses under her little bonnet-cap” {Mary Barton, 268).
Laurence Talairach-Vielmas, M oulding the Female Body in Victorian Fairy Tales and Sensation Novels 

(Hampshire: Ashgate, 2007), 39. Altick similarly describes golden hair as “the crowning glory o f  an extended 
line o f  women in folktale, literature, and art” {The Presence o f  the P ast, 315). Brownmiller analyses the 
predominance o f  blond hair in art and literary tradition. Femininity, 47-8. Warner traces the etymological
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Cecilia (1782) are also “l o v e l y , a n d ,  like Mary, their beauty leads them to marriage. Mary 

further recalls Ann Radcliffe’s gothic heroines, attracting the attention o f the villainous 

Henry Carson, who “pointed her out as in some way or other an object worthy o f  attention 

and interest.”’  ̂Mary threatens to fall prey to a man who wishes to take advantage, not o f  her 

wealth, but o f  her poverty, and swindle her o f  her chastity. Gaskell habitually invokes her 

heroines’ beauty in moments o f  suffering to increase the pathetic charge o f  the scene, such as 

when Mary’s face is described as “lovely in its woe.” *̂ Clare Pettitt argues o f  the eponymous 

heroine o f  Gaskell’s novella Cousin Phillis (1863-4); “The female occupies a double space in 

Gaskell’s narrative that renders her both hero and victim.”^̂  The definition applies more 

broadly to Gaskell’s novelistic heroines, whose beauty relates to both parts o f  this dual 

identity. From Mary onwards, Gaskell’s protagonists are given traits that resonate with the 

literary heroine’s symbolic beauty. Mary shares her “rosy-red mouth”*'’ and “masses 

o f .. .hair” (268), as well as her passionate nature, with Ruth, Margaret and Sylvia. The sexual 

associations o f  red lips and abundant hair are clear, possibilities which are in flux around 

Gaskell’s heroines.*' In the case o f  Mary and Ruth, their hair signifies the incongruity o f  their

significance o f the attribute in From the Beast to the Blonde: On Fairy Tales and Their Tellers (London: Chatto 
andW indus, 1994).

Bumey, Cecilia; or, Memoirs o f  an Heiress. Edited, with an introduction and notes by Margaret Anne Doody 
and Peter Sabor (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), 205, and Evelina; or. The History o f  a 
Young L ady’s Entrance into the World. Edited by Edward A. Bloom, with introduction and notes by Vivien 
Jones (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 125.

Mary’s “large soft eyes” (230) resemble the blue eyes o f  Adeline in The Romance o f  the Forest (Oxford and 
New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), 29.

Gaskell, Mary Barton, 193. In North and South we similarly read of Margaret, “There was a pitiful 
contraction o f suffering upon her beautiful brows, although there was no other sign o f consciousness remaining” 
(254).

Clare Pettitt, “ ‘Cousin Holman’s Dresser’: Science, Social Change, and the Pathologized Female in Gaskell’s 
‘Cousin Phillis,’” Nineteenth-Century Literature 52 (1998): 471-489,472.

Gaskell, Mary Barton, 235. Ruth has “rosy lips,” 318. Sylvia’s Lovers, 80.
Coral Lansbury, for example, contends that “Passion dominates Sylvia’s whole being” {Elizabeth Gaskell:

The Novel o f  Social Crisis (London: Paul Elek, 1975), 173). That quality manifests itself in the heroine’s “red 
lips” (28), “pretty and luxuriant” (41) hair, and her preference for the “scarlet” (29), rather than grey, duffle. 
With specific relevance to the Victorian period, Isobel Armstrong affirms the association as she asserts the 
contemporary “fetishizing o f  hair as a sign o f  sexuality” ( Victorian Poetry: Poetry, Poetics and Politics (New 
York and London: Routledge, 1993), 242).
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class and appearance, and their contiguity to upper-class beauty ideals. As Anthony Synnott 

contends, long hair is “a status symbol,” as it is time-consuming, “evidence o f wealth and 

leisure.”*̂

Working-class beauty

The shared possession of these various traits means that Mary and Ruth bear a closer 

resemblance to Gaskell’s other middle-class heroines than to members of their communities. 

Beauty allows Mary to imagine herself a sister to the Carson daughters, their aesthetic, if  not 

social, equal: “It was a pleasure to her to hear the general admiration of the two elder Miss 

Carsons, acknowledged beauties in ball-room and street...and to think of the time when she 

should ride and walk with them in loving sisterhood” (72). But, because beauty was 

significantly dependent upon circumstances, such as unmarked skin and cleanliness, those, 

like Mary and Ruth, who were bom into, or lived among, the working classes could be 

expected to face serious challenges in attaining and maintaining the necessary appearance. 

Art historian Barbara Maria Stafford points out that “Skin disease hit the poor especially 

ruthlessly.”*̂  Throughout her life, Mary’s beauty is preserved against the threats of her 

corrosive environment, the industrial city, “archetypal milieu of evil and death, the site of 

shocking squalor and sick air.”*'* Ellen Zetzel Lambert suggests how we might expect 

working-class status to impact upon the representation o f beauty:

Right up until the Industrial Revolution, in the romances and in the novels 

which follow them, the physical features o f heroes and heroines are much

Anthony Synnott, The Body Social: Symbolism, Self and Society (London: Routledge, 1993), 106.
Barbara Maria Stafford, Body Criticism: Imaging the Unseen in Enlightenment Art and Medicine (MIT Press, 

1991), 290.
Ibid., 291.
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more striking for their similarities than for the differences between them. The 

white unblemished skin, the clear eyes, even the teeth (present rather than 

absent!) praised in heroes and heroines alike attest to a life o f privilege, 

exemption from the hard, back-breaking labor, and the scourge o f disease that 

marked the masses who labored on the land.*^

Mary and Ruth are not marked in any o f the ways that Lambert contends a reader might 

expect. The practical difficulties of maintaining a pleasing appearance are described in Mary 

Barton when the narrator refers to the “grimy appearance on human beings,” largely 

inevitable, “for soft water had become an article not even to be purchased; and the poor 

washerwomen might be seen vainly trying to procure a little by breaking the thick grey ice 

that coated the ditches and ponds” (43). Mary is never grimy, never anything less than 

immaculately clean and neat. Helena Michie further observes that we never witness any 

consequences of Mary’s hunger.

As Flint argues, “At times Mary is, o f course, improbably idealized. Gaskell presents 

her with beauty untarnished by environment.”*’ Mar>'’s perfect body and dress attest to the 

extent that the judgement o f beauty was dependent upon a recognisably middle- or upper- 

class appearance during the period, and the binary difficulty o f representing a distinctly 

working-class body as beautiful. Alan Horsman contends that, like the hero o f Dickens’s 

Oliver Twist (1837-8), Mary is “the idealized heroine o f romance, o f unusual personal

Lambert, 45.
Helena Michie, 12.
Flint, Elizabeth Gaskell (Plymouth: Northcote House, 1995), 18. Flint further notes that Mary also has “a far 

less pronounced regional accent than that o f  most o f  her companions” (ibid).
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beauty, never coarsened by the conditions o f her Ufe.” Mary cannot be, in any sense, 

coarsened, as coarseness is utterly incompatible with Gaskell’s conception of beauty and 

heroinism. Mary’s unusualness within her environment is illustrated in Gaskell’s description 

o f more typical, unheroic forms o f working-class femininity, the

merry and somewhat loud-talking.. .factory girls.. .Their faces were not 

remarkable for beauty; indeed, they were below the average, with one or two 

exceptions; they had dark hair, neatly and classically arranged, dark eyes, but 

sallow complexions and irregular features (12).

As a class, the urban-bred female workers are judged below average in attractiveness, the 

exceptions not important, or impressive, enough to warrant description. Their neat hair 

suggests they belong to the respectable working classes, while their sallow complexions and

Q Q

irregular features indicate ill-health and the unfavourable consequences o f city ancestry. 

Their black hair and eyes are not, in themselves, incompatible with Gaskell’s conception of 

heroic beauty.^° But, within the world of Mary Barton, their darkness stands in stark contrast 

to the pastoral fantasy of Mary’s romantic blue-eyed blondness. Matus argues that during the 

nineteenth century, the working classes were perceived “as physically and morally ‘other’ as 

a separate species or race.” '̂ Gaskell’s embodiment of working-class femininity indicates 

that this is not the race to which her heroine truly belongs.

Alan Horsman, The Victorian Novel (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1990), 274. Like Flint, Horsman notes that 
Mary “lack[s] even the dialect of her contemporaries, as Oliver Twist had -  and like him represent[s] the 
principle o f  Good surviving through every adverse circumstance” (ibid).

Margaret, for example is described as “a sallow, unhealthy, sweet-looking young woman, with a careworn 
look” {Mary Barton, 31).

Margaret and Molly have black hair.
Matus, Unstable Bodies: Victorian Representations o f  Sexuality and Maternity (Manchester and New York: 

Manchester University Press, 1995), 56-7.
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Her evaluation of the appearances o f the working-class girls echoes contemporary 

documentary accounts in which beauty was, at times, pathetically invoked. In 1849, The 

Times described “a stunted race; plain, flat features, with pallid cheeks...not a starved, but an 

underfed, unwholesome, unventilated look.”^̂  The journalist echoes the representation of 

Gaskell’s Green Heys Fields as, among this section of the populace, “The girls are the 

best...Beauty peeps out here and there, faintly, like a wild flower in the neglected alleys of 

Bethnal-green.”^̂  Poverty destroying beauty was a common trope of documentary and social- 

problem literature. In The Manufacturing Population o f  England (1833), Peter Gaskell 

bemoaned the death o f moral and physical beauty in an iniquitous urban environment:

there is the fair girl.. .metamorphosed into a bacchanal, with distended and 

glowing cheeks, staggering step, disordered apparel...and when the morning 

bell rings her to her appointed labour, she will be one o f the herd, and will 

speedily lose all trace o f her purity and feminine beauty.^"*

In Michael Armstrong, the Factory Boy (1839), Frances Trollope wrote that the hero’s 

mother “would still have been a very lovely [woman], had not sickness and poor living

Anon., “A Poor Man’s Picnic,” The Times, 9 July 1849, 8. An article from 1838 also dwells on the 
debilitating effects o f factory work, describing men and women as “fit only to become the attenuated occupants 
of the cold grave” (“Factory-Children,” The Times, 10 September 1838, 6). In Narratives o f  the Experience and 
Sufferings o f  William Dodd, Factory Cripple (1841), the author records the appearance o f children working in 
the factory as follows, “little stunted figures, some o f whom had been working in the factories for years” {The 
Victorian Novelist: Social Problems and Social Change, 95).

Anon., “A Poor Man’s Picnic,” 8.
Peter Gaskell, The Manufacturing Population o f  England, its Moral, Social, and Physical Conditions, and the 

Changes which have Arisen from the Use o f  Steam Machinery: with an Examination o f  Infant Labour (London: 
Baldwin and Cradock, 1833), 122.
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sharpened the delicate features, and destroyed the oval outline that nature had made 

perfect.”^̂

The stunted working-class body is present, too, in Mary Barton, and with similar 

purpose. Conceived as a social-problem novel, part of Gaskell’s intention was to awaken her 

audience to the plight o f the poor, evident in the preface: “I had always felt a deep sympathy 

with the care-worn men, who looked as if doomed to struggle through their lives in strange 

alternations between work and want” (7). Gaskell frequently describes damaged working- 

class bodies to provoke pity. Mrs. Wilson is “a delicate fragile-looking woman, limping in 

her gait,” while her children are “little, feeble twins, inheriting the frail appearance o f their 

mother.” Mary’s father, John, is “a thorough specimen of a Manchester man; bom of factory 

workers, and himself bred up in youth, and living in manhood, among the mills”; 

consequently, he is “below the middle size and slightly made; there was almost a stunted 

look about him,” possessed of a “wan, colourless face” (13). Summers’s argument that 

“physical vulnerability or debilitation...was admired and eroticised in Victorian popular 

culture,”^̂  does not fit Mary Barton, where debility is associated with the harassed poor and 

the idle genteel, and is, emphatically, not beautiful. Instead, it is embodied in the pathetic 

Mrs. Carson, “indulging in the luxury of a headache... the natural consequence of the state of

07mental and bodily idleness in which she was placed.” Deanna L. Davis notes that, in 

contrast, “The narrator continually asserts the importance o f Mary’s physical strength.” *̂ 

Only after Mary has performed the arduous, unfeminine exertions needed to prove Jem’s

Frances Trollope, The Life and Adventures o f  Michael Armstrong, Factory Boy (London: Henry Colbom, 
1840), 39.

Summers, 125. See Bailin, 10.
The narrator continues censoriously; “It would have done her more good than all the ether and sal-volatile she 

was daily in the habit o f  swallowing, if  she might have taken the work o f one o f her own housemaids for a 
week; made beds, rubbed tables, shaken carpets, and gone out into the fresh morning air, without all the 
paraphernalia o f  shawl, cloak, boa, fiir boots, bonnet, and veil, in which she was equipped before setting out for 
an ‘airing,’ in the closely shut-up carriage” (196).

Deanna L. Davis, “Feminist Critics and Literary Mothers: Daughters Reading Elizabeth Gaskell,”
Signs 17 (1992): 507-532, 523.
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innocence, does she weaken. And then, cracially, her beauty recedes too, “her golden hair” is 

•‘dimmed with her one day’s illness,” her “pale, wasted face...in its wan outline” (280), far 

from suggestive o f beauty.

Reluctance to represent an image o f a distinctly working-class femininity is 

discernible in visual art later in the century. In Eyre Crowe’s The Dinner Hour: Wigan (Fig. 

17)̂  ̂critics have pointed to the “dignified image,” of  the “idealized... healthy” female 

workers, arguing the unrealistic cleanliness o f the girls’ clothing and their resemblance to the

cherubic beauties o f Renaissance masters. The red cheeks a number o f the figures possess are

1 00reminiscent of the cherry complexion associated with an “idyllic” model of rural beauty 

throughout the century. It is such beauty that Gaskell bestows upon Mary, advancing her 

mixed parentage in explanation. Lynn Alexander argues, “Mary Barton is a product o f the 

working classes; both her parents were factory workers.” ”’̂  However, as other critics note, 

“Mary seems to have the best o f both town and country.” ''̂ '* She owes her healthy beauty to 

her maternal inheritance, illustrated in the opening scene in Green Heys Field. John explains 

to George Wilson,

‘You see them Buckinghamshire people as comes to work here has quite a 

different look with them to us Manchester folk. You’ll not see among the

This is the cover image for the 1998 O.U.P. edition oiNorth and South.
'°®Mary Cowling, Victorian Figurative Painting: Domestic Life and the Contemporary Social Scene (London: 
Ardreas Papadakis, 2000), 180.

Christopher Wood, Victorian Painting (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1999), 74. Wood explains that 
despite the ostensible idealization o f the women, as late as 1874, the painting “was attacked by most critics for 
panting the subject at all” (74). It is possible that the visual representation of working-class femininity was 
more explicitly an affront than the literary image Gaskell offered earlier in the century.
'°"H. J. Dyos and Michael Wolff, eds.. The Victorian City: Images and Realities (London: Routledge, 1999), 
4 5 .
'“■Lynn M. Alexander, Women, Work, and Representation: Needlewomen in Victorian Art and Literature 
(Chio: Ohio University Press, 2003), 83.
'“̂ Matus, Unstable Bodies, 69. Uglow similarly asserts that, “In the Bartons city and country join,” 194.
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Fig. 17 The Dinner Hour: Wigan, Eyre Crowe (1874)
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Manchester wenches such fresh rosy cheeks, or such black lashes to grey eyes 

(making them look black), as my wife and Esther had. I never seed two such 

pretty women for sisters; never.

George confirms Mary’s physical inheritance, telling John his daughter is ‘“ as fine a lass as 

one can see on a summer’s day; more of her mother’s stock than thine’” (15). Gaskell’s 

association of beauty, health and the rural is far from idiosyncratic. In the chapter “On 

Barrenness” in Modern Domestic Medicine (1827),'*^^ Thomas J. Graham advocated “active 

life, in a good country air” '*̂  ̂as a cure for childlessness. Acton encouraged his readers to see 

beauty and health as coterminous, and believed both more likely to be found in the 

countryside: “I would...urge any man who consulted me on such a subject...to select a 

country wife, especially if he be necessarily a dweller in a large town.” '*̂  ̂ In Gaskell’s 

novels, the destiny of her heroines to become wives and mothers affirms the necessity of 

health. Debility is a vitiated taste of the wealthy, most often, like Mrs. Carson, nouveau riche, 

lacking in discrimination.

Mary’s beauty is anomalous within this urban environment. Issuing from another 

world, an older mode, whose comforting radiance is long known to the reader, she is a 

conduit through which the alien body of working-class suffering can be drawn closer. That

Gaskell, M ary Barton, 14. Elsewhere Mary’s mother is described as one, “who might, without exaggeration, 
have been called a lovely w om an.. .She had the fresh beauty o f  the agricultural districts,” (13) and as “an 
awkward beautiful rustic, far too shiftless for the delicate factory work to which she was apprenticed” (24).

The book was owned by Patrick Bronte. Shuttleworth records that, “Virtually every page o f  this work has 
been annotated by the Reverend Bronte” {Charlotte Bronte and Victorian Psychology, 11). See also Janis 
McLarren Caldwell, Literature and Medicine in Nineteenth-Century Britain: From M ary Shelley to George 
Eliot (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 70-1. Thomas Hardy also possessed a copy. See Robert 
Gittings, Young Thomas H ardy (LonAorw Heinemann, 1975), 100.

Thomas J. Graham, M.D., Modern Domestic Medicine. Sixth Edition (London: Simpkin and Marshall,
1835), 257. In another work Graham elaborates, “It is an undoubted fact, that women who have had no children 
while residing in tovras, especially large towns, have become mothers, and some o f  them immediately, upon 
going to live in the country” {On the D iseases Peculiar to Females (London: Simpkin and Marshall, 1834), 
123-4).

Acton, 77.
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Mary superseded her father as protagonist, that Gaskell’s original title was John Barton, and 

it was John who she imagined as “my hero, the person with whom all my sympathies went” 

{LMG, 74), points to the functions beauty fulfils in the narrative. Mary is neither truly new 

nor amorphous, but a Cecilia or Evelina transplanted through the cruel processes of 

industrialism, and so, as loveable and admirable as her predecessors. She embodies a 

compromise between Gaskell’s eagerness to embrace the working-class body and character, 

and a failure o f confidence in the imaginative sympathies o f her readership.

Beauty as ambivalent gift

Mary’s mother and aunt Esther both possess this pastoral b e a u t y . I n  their polarised fates,

the two archetypal female plots are unravelled.” *̂ Logan reads the death o f Mrs. Barton as a

warning that life within the family can be as destructive as life without it: “Mrs. Barton is

spared the prostitute’s fate by legitimate marriage and motherhood, a lifestyle that killed her

no less than Esther’s life at the opposite end o f the sexual spectrum kills her.” * ’' However,

Logan overlooks the fact that the senior Mary’s decline is significantly worsened through

concern for her wandering sister. Although we do not have to believe the embittered John

when he states that “the long-lost Esther...had caused his wife’s death” (124), Mary’s

112anxious sorrow certainly has detrimental physical consequences.

The fates o f Mary and Esther represent the twin possibilities o f Mary’s beauty. Like 

her aunt, she is tempted towards seduction; like her mother, she assumes a traditional

Logan describes “the striking physical resemblance shared by Esther, her child and both elder and younger 
Marys” (87).
' The resemblance has encouraged critics to argue that the two characters manifest extreme ends o f  the 
binarised destiny o f  womanhood available to the heroine, that they are “complementary parts o f  one being” 
(Amy K. Levin, The Suppressed Sister: A Relationship in Novels by Nineteenth- and Twentieth-Century British 
Women (Lewisburg: Bucknell University Press, 1992), 56).

Logan, 87.
Gaskell writes, for example, that “her face was swollen with crying, and often hidden behind her apron” (13).
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domestic role. As the novel opens, the consequence o f her beauty appears undetermined. Her 

appearance attracts the admiring gaze o f a series o f male spectators, her father, George and 

Jem, and, most ambivalently, Henry. At this point, Mary’s beauty may belong to either side 

o f the dichotomy; it may signify “exemplary feminine behaviour [or]... the temptations of 

excess.” Mary’s beauty defines her as a heroine, communicates her moral worth, but also 

suggests her propensity to fall. The great value o f beauty is suggested as even the austere 

Margaret longs for it, confessing, ‘“ Many’s the time when I could see, that I longed for your 

beauty, Mary!”’ (123). Beauty positively influences the distrustful John. While fearing the 

consequences of Esther’s vanity, her attractiveness endears her to him; “‘I liked the lass well 

enough, and her pretty looks, and her cheery ways’” (14), he admits. John derives pleasure 

from his daughter’s beauty, despite his fears for her safety, he “in fond pride straightened one 

glossy curl, for an instant, as if to display its length and silkiness” (95-6).

Mary’s beauty also functions as a more tangible asset, aiding her ambition to gain 

employment as a milliner. Wanda Neff contends that this reflects a historical reality: “A girl 

o f good appearance was often employed as a show-woman in the best s h o p s . T h e  

profession enables Mary to retain her distance from mainstream working-class identity, as 

“The work setting was quasi-domestic and the work acceptably feminine. Seamstressing was 

indeed a respectable area of employment.” "^ Mary’s millinery also helps preserve her beauty

Lara Perry, H istory’s Beauties: Women in the National Portrait Gallery, 1856-1900 (Aldershot; Ashgate, 
2006), 92.

Wanda F. Neff, Victorian Working Women: An Historical and Literary Study o f Women in British Industries 
and Professions, 1832-1850 (London: Cass, 2006), 117-8. Similarly, in Ruth, the heroine’s cranky employer 
thinks, ‘“Tiresome girl!....I’ve half a mind to keep her at home for plaguing me so.’ But, looking up, she was 
struck afresh with the remarkable beauty which Ruth possessed; such a credit to the house, with her waving 
outline o f figure, her striking face, with dark eyebrows and dark lashes, combined with auburn hair and a fair 
complexion. No! diligent or idle, Ruth Hilton must appear to-night” (11). Beauty confers a similar advantage in 
Sylvia's Lovers where, “When Sylvia was with her mother at market, it might have been thought that the 
doctors had prescribed a diet o f butter and eggs to all men under forty in Monkshaven” (121).

Arlene Young, “Worker’s Compensation,” Famine and Fashion: Needlewomen in the Nineteenth Century. 
Edited by Beth Harris (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2005), 41.
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as the work is less physically debilitative than that of the factory worker, a chief attraction to 

the heroine. Be it as a result o f vanity or innate gentility, she considers

while a servant must often drudge and be dirty, must be known as his servant 

by all who visited at her master’s house, a dressmaker’s apprentice must (or so 

Mary thought) be always dressed with a certain regard to appearances; must 

never soil her hands, and need never redden or dirty her face with hard labour 

(28).

The consequences considered by Mary are reminiscent o f Bourdieu, relating both to 

appearance and identity. The servant must be physically marked by labour, their identity 

defined by employment. As a seamstress, Mary believes she will be tree to resist automatic 

classificafion. Her beauty can continue to augur her true belonging to a higher class.

This suggests, too, the moral dangers o f the possession of beauty, foreshowed in 

Esther’s fall. In Henry’s attentions, the possibility of both advancement and fallenness are 

mooted. In this sense, the representation in the novel is dialogic, or “multivocal,” ''^  as Glen 

more generally describes Gaskell’s work. The representation o f clothing offers a sense of 

Gaskell’s ambivalence. Interest in dress is not condemned outright. In Cousin Phillis and 

Wives and Daughters it appears as a largely innocuous pleasure o f girlhood."’ In Mary 

Barton, clothing creates bonds between women. Following the death o f Mr. Davenport, Mary 

was “busy planning how her old black gown (her best when her mother died) might be

Glen, Times L iterary Supplement, 10 November 2006, “O f Many Hearts,” review o f  The Works o f  Elizabeth 
Gaskell. Vols. I-III.

Phillis and M olly are morally good, their fathers overly anxious. The unusually intellectual Phillis admits, ‘“ I 
often wish I could wear pretty-coloured ribbons round my throat like the squire’s daughters,’” while her mother 
adds, ‘“ It’s but natural...I’m not above liking a silk gown better than a cotton one m yself!”’ {Cousin Phillis,
The Works o f  Elizabeth Gaskell. Vol. 4, Novellas and Shorter Fiction III. Edited by Linda Hughes (London: 
Pickering and Chatto, 2006), 393).
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spunged, and turned, and lengthened into something like decent mourning for the widow” 

(65-6). The impulse communicates Mary’s generosity and morally upright sense of priority. 

In crisis, she demonstrates her goodness by reflexively relinquishing her best dress without 

hesitation. A positive function o f dress is indicated, too, on the day o f the funeral, as “Mrs. 

Davenport was neatly arrayed in black, a satisfaction to her poor heart in the midst of her 

sorrow” (66).

Dress retains a moral function in the text, which, as Summers argues, was typical of

118the period: “clothing was thought to reflect and indicate the morality of its occupant.” It 

has a more specific resonance with regard to the confluence o f Esther and M ary’s beauty and 

class. While passive beauty attracts the upper-class gaze, the cultivation o f beauty threatens 

the soul with corruption. Echoing traditional fears o f assertive beauty, Lara Perry contends 

that, while beauty “was a socially desirable quality to possess...to exploit or exercise it in 

certain ways was dangerous.”"^ Excessive interest in dress signals an ambition to exploit a 

desiring gaze; in this sense, Gaskell’s association o f clothing and corruption is highly 

conventional. The most extreme insistence on the danger o f dress is articulated by John, who 

invokes scriptural authority as he comments, “‘Not but what beauty is a sad s n a r e . T h e  

intensity o f John’s denunciation is not endorsed by the narrative but he is, nonetheless, 

proven correct as Esther’s beauty and fall are interlinked, and Mary’s ambitious belief in the 

potential o f her beauty indicates her exposure to the same danger. In the early- to mid- 

Victorian period, Esther and Mary’s class would be seen to intensify the danger of 

corruption. Gaudy dress was a characteristic component o f cultural conceptions o f the

Summers, 19.
Perry, 92.
Gaskell, Mary Barton, 14. In Cousin Phillis and Wives and Daughters admonitions against the dangers of  

dress and ornament are also significantly made by a paternal voice. Phillis’s puritanical minister father 
“gravely” warns that, “‘The love o f dress is a temptation and a snare’” (393). The influence o f scripture is 
strong in Mary Barton, where Gaskell invokes the archetypal “Eve” (72) gives Esther the name o f a Biblical 
queen, and refers to parables, such as Dives and Lazarus (16).
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prostitute, evident in Esther’s appellation o f “Butterfly” (322). The belief that factory workers 

were especially prone to obsession with clothing is expressed by John as he informs George,

‘My Mary shall never work in a factory.. .You see Esther spent her money in 

dress, thinking to set o ff her pretty face; and got to come home so late at night, 

that at last I told her my m ind .... Says I, “Esther, I see what you’ll end at with 

your artificials, and your fly-away veils, and stopping out when honest women 

are in their beds: you'll be a street-walker,

Esther’ (14).

The ideological association is evident, too, in Frederick J. Shields’s 1875 painting, Factory

Girls at the Old Clothes Fair, Knott Mill (Fig. 18). The girl in pink might be Esther, as her

longing for elaborate clothing registers a first hint o f corruption.’ '̂

Anxious portraits o f working-class interest in clothing articulated broader cultural

fears about increasing mobility and the dissolution o f visible markers o f class difference. In

their desire for social ascent, Esther and Mary invoke fearful associations o f beauty, dress

and the parvenu, allied to the prostitute since at least the eighteenth century, when they “were

122popularly believed to be driven by ambitions o f attaining greater social standing.”

Similarly, John relates that Esther “ ‘came downstairs, dressed in her Sunday gown, and with

a new ribbon in her bonnet, and gloves on her hands, like the lady she was so fond o f

thinking h e rse lf” (14). Esther is tainted by vanity and delusions o f gentility; in the gamble

for advancement, destruction ensues. Her plot encodes archetypal fears about the

Lionel Lamboume contends, “Fantasies and delusions o f  grandeur are clearly present in the mind o f  the poor 
mill girl wearing the stout boots demanded by her industrial toil, as she examines with longing the beautiful 
cast-off fashionable dress o f  a wealthy woman” {Victorian Painting  (London: Phaidon, 2003), 387).

Sophie Carter, Purchasing Power: Representing Prostitution in Eighteenth-Century English Popular Print 
Culture (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2004), 142.
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Fig. 18 Factory Girls at the Old Clothes Fair, Knott Mill, Frederick J. Shields (1875)

repercussions of woman’s awareness of her beauty, and the desire to capitalise on its 

potency. Led by the example of her aunt'^^ and the admiration of her acquaintances, Mary, 

similarly, “had early determined that her beauty should make her a lady” (28).

Appearance as moral index

In Mary Barton and “Lizzie Leigh” (1850) the beautifiil prostitute dies with her beauty 

destroyed. Esther’s face bears but a ghostly resemblance to her once “fresh dazzling beauty” 

(199). Similarly, Lizzie’s “beauty was gone; deep lines of care, and alas! of want... were 

printed on the cheek, so round, and fair, and smooth, when last she gladdened her mother’s 

eyes.” '̂ '̂  Mary’s appearance and attitude to dress also alter in line with moral development. 

On rejecting Jem, Mary immediately realises her grave error; her preoccupation with 

clothing, beauty and social ascent instantly evaporates. Gaskell reveals the alteration by

Gaskell writes that “The old leaven, infused years ago by her aunt Esther, fermented in her little bosom” 
(72).

Gaskell, “Lizzie Leigh,” Works o f  Elizabeth Gaskell. Vol. 1, 131-155, 151.
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comparing her to the iniquitous Sally Leadbitter, who “flaunted into the little dingy room, 

making it gaudy with the Sunday excess o f colouring in her dress” (229). Mary reprimands 

her, ‘“ O Sally! don’t go on talking a-that-ns; how can I think on dress at such a time?’” 

(230). In the court-room, the description of Mary’s beauty alters significantly. In the 

publicity surrounding the trial, she has threatened to become “quite a heroine.” The senior 

Carson anticipates the arrival o f “the fatal Helen,” whose beauty he believes responsible for 

his son’s death. Now Mary’s blond hair is “stuffed away” as she is distanced from sensual 

beauty. For the first time, her claim to exceptional beauty is challenged:

Many who were looking for mere flesh and blood beauty, mere colouring, 

were disappointed; for her face was deadly white, and almost set in its 

expression, while a mournful bewildered soul looked out o f the depths of 

those soft, deep, grey eyes. But others recognised a higher and a stranger kind 

of beauty; one that would keep its hold on the memory for many after years 

(268).

The context o f the description is crucial as, until this point, Gaskell has never suggested that 

Mary is anything less than a perfect beauty. In court, however, her reputation compromised 

by rumours o f flirtation, Mary must be rescued from the associations of tradition’s negative 

archetype. Like Bronte’s heroines, her supposedly diminished beauty is attributed to the 

destructive influence of circumstance. But it is only those without discrimination who are 

incapable o f recognising the less conventional beauty o f expression that has replaced the
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more obvious form. “Mere colouring” is always denigrated in Gaskell’s work.'^^ In ascribing 

Mary an austere, grave, even sublime appearance in this moment of public judgement, she 

frees the heroine from the identity of bad beauty. Her Sibyl-like appearance informs her 

observers that she is not the Helen of rumour but a heroine who has endured hardship for a 

great cause, like the Biblical Judith, whose “beauty, courage and subtilty...saved her city and 

country from inevitable destruction.” Although we hear little more of Mary’s beauty, 

crucially her bloom returns with her health; affianced to Jem, she is described “blushing and 

dimpling” (300). As her narrative concludes in Canada, she is not physically described at all. 

Her beauty is now irrelevant; it is the Indian summer which is of “gorgeous beauty” (324). 

The moment is suggestive of ageing and the mellow beauty of family life, Mary’s future. The 

closing words tell not of her face, but her tone; she speaks “softly and seriously” (325). The 

heroine now a wife and mother, the reader can be assured that the threat of frivolity has 

dissipated. The ending indicates the role beauty plays more generally in Gaskell’s literary 

imagination. It is invoked to suit her moral and formal aims, to account for the threatening 

pursuit of a rake, to insist on the continuing influence of Mary’s good heart, in spite of the 

moral flaws consequent upon “the temptations to which the gift of her natural beauty exposed 

her.” '̂  ̂In the interstice, Gaskell frees her heroine from a limiting temperamental perfection. 

The sharp dichotomy between good and bad beauty is softened as Mary struggles with the 

seeming power of her loveliness. In her next novel, Ruth, Gaskell again attributes complexity 

to a type usually condemned by society, blurring further the distinction between beauty’s 

extremes.

A similar phrase will be used to suggest the special charge o f  Margaret Hale’s attractiveness. Bessy Higgins 
tells the heroine, ‘“ I reckon, yo ’re not what folk would ca’ pretty; yo ’ve not red and white enough for that’” 
(North and South, 140).

Carpenter, A Popular Introduction to the Study o f  the H oly Scriptures, fo r  the Use o f  English Readers 
(London: Wightman and Cramp, 1826), 350.

Ellis, review o f  M ary Barton, Westminster and Foreign Quarterly Review, 57.
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Ruth

In Ruth, Gaskell set herself a “radical” '^* task: to redeem the fallen woman, the extreme 

manifestation o f bad beauty, in the eyes o f society, to illustrate the environmental forces that 

contribute to her corruption. Gaskell’s positioning o f herself against moral orthodoxy 

encouraged her to invoke the opposing binary, to present Ruth’s beauty as evidence of her 

moral goodness, and thereby engage the sympathy o f her readership. While this aspect o f the 

novel’s representation is highly traditional, in the characterisation of Jemima Bradshaw, 

Gaskell provided a rare insight into the pressures ideal standards o f beauty exerted on those 

not destined to be heroines, or the most beautiful women in their world.

As with all o f Gaskell’s novelistic heroines, beauty is one of Ruth’s defining qualities. 

Hilary M. Schor contends that “beauty is what makes her an object o f interest in the novel; it 

is what causes her to have any story at all.” ’^̂  But beauty is present in this work in a more 

insistent way. Ruth is Gaskell’s tragic heroine, the only one who falls, and dies, and Gaskell 

frequently invokes her beauty for pathetic and poetic purposes. Ruth’s occupation fulfils a 

similar function, as, in this period, “To represent a character as a seamstress was to construct 

her as deserving of compassion.” '̂ ® Ruth’s beauty operates as an outward sign o f irrevocable 

innocence, contradicting her officially guilty actions. Her face is “child-like” (143), her 

“beautiful eyes...full o f lucid splendour, but grave and serious in their expression” (218). On 

her death bed, Ruth’s friends are “much awed” by “Her sweet lips...the exquisite 

peacefulness o f her look” (331). Her beauty proffers a mute defence. It voices justifications 

she cannot possibly articulate herself, accepting her guilt as she must. Flint argues that Ruth 

is “on the surface, [Gaskell’s] most idealized picture o f Victorian womanhood when telling

Stoneman contends that "'Ruth is radical in Victorian terms in challenging the double standard which put all 
the blame for sexual transgression on the woman” (109).

Hilary M. Schor, Scheherazade in the M arketplace (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992),
56 .

Young, “Worker’s Compensation,” 41.
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us what is, ostensibly, her most controversial tale.” This is hardly a coincidence. Rather, it 

is suggestive o f the fiinction beauty serves in the novel, to explain the truth o f Ruth’s soul to 

her observers, and to a watching society. Her beauty acts upon fellow characters as it does 

upon her readers; “still, and wan, and white,” her vulnerability renders improbable belief in 

an aggressive sexuality. So, her “death-like quietness startled Miss Benson.. .into pity for the 

poor lovely creature...W hen she saw her, she could no longer imagine her to be an impostor, 

or a hardened sirmer” (85). Gaskell encourages aesthetic admiration o f Ruth’s appearance and 

moral admiration o f her goodness, and the two are conflated. We admire instead of judging 

her. In this, Gaskell destabilises the line between good and bad beauty, displacing Ruth from 

one category to another, challenging the conception of fallenness.

The natural aristocrat

In Ruth, Gaskell faces two difficulties encountered also in Mary Barton, those o f making a 

working-class heroine appealing to readers, and embodying working-class beauty. As in 

Mary Barton, Gaskell surmounts these difficulties by explaining Ruth’s beauty as a product 

o f non-urban, non-working-class heredity. Like Mary, Ruth is at once working class and 

vigorously distinguished from others o f her class. Both beauty and character distance her 

from her fellow seamstresses. Although Logan argues that Ruth descends from an “unstable

1 ' i 'y

working-class backgroun[d],” unlike Mary, neither of Ruth’s parents was a factory worker 

or city dweller. Instead, “Ruth is a reduced gentlewoman.” *̂  ̂Gaskell explains, “Ruth’s 

mother had been the daughter o f a poor curate in Norfolk.” Ruth physically resembles her

Flint, Elizabeth Gaskell, 22.
Logan, 20.
Patricia Zekreski, Representing Female Artistic Labour 1848-1880: Refining Work fo r  the Middle-Class 

Woman (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006), 39.
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m o t h e r , w h o m  neighbours disparagingly refer to as a “fine lady” (30). Ruth’s earliest 

reviewers recognised the discrepancy between her circumstance and character, as 

“Nature...had made her a ‘bom lady.’” '^  ̂Siv Jansson relates such characterisation to the 

plot, arguing that

Gaskell paints Ruth in slightly different colours to the rest o f the 

seamstresses... to prepare the reader to accept the successful depiction of the 

Bensons in passing Ruth off as a middle-class widowed lady. Had Ruth been 

imagined as a more typical working-class girl, her transition to saviour o f the 

community would, no doubt, have suffered problems of credibility with 

Gaskell’s readership.

Marilyn Button and Toni Reed argue the influence of William Wordsworth upon the work, as 

“The Ruth figures who descend from Wordsworth’s ‘Ruth’ exemplify what happens to 

lower-class women as the traditional agricultural order breaks down.” '^  ̂But Ruth is far fi-om 

a representative example o f working-class femininity. The novel begins with a portrait o f a 

grimy tumble-down city, whose aristocratic grandeur has been effaced by the greed o f urban 

commerce.'^* A parallel is suggested between the fate o f the city and Ruth’s circumstances:

A neighbour comments, ‘“ She’s a pretty creature, with a glint o f  her mother about her’” (50).
Lewes, ''Ruth and V illette” Westminster Review, April 1853, 249.
Siv Jansson, “Elizabeth Gaskell: Writing Against the Angel in the House,” Gaskell Society Journal 10 

(1996); 65-76, 66.
Marilyn Button and Toni Reed, The Foreign Woman in British Literature: Exotics, Aliens, and Outsiders 

(Westport; Greenwood, 1999), 46. Like all o f  Gaskell’s heroines, Ruth’s distinction is further marked by her 
taste for natural beauty. She herself is depicted as a creature caught within the artificial structures o f  industrial 
society; she “sprang to the large old window, and pressed against it as a bird presses against the bars o f  its cage” 
(7).

The narrator elaborates, “the grand old houses stood empty awhile; and then speculators ventured to...turn 
the deserted mansions into many smaller dwellings, fitted for professional men, or even (bend your ear lower, 
lest the shade o f  Marmaduke, first Baron Waverham, hear) into shops!” (6).
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people were occasionally surprised, after passing through a common-place- 

looking shop, to find themselves at the foot o f a grand carved oaken staircase, 

lighted by a window o f stained glass, storied all over with armorial bearings.

Up such a stair—past such a window (through which the moonlight 

fell on her with a glory o f many colours)—  Ruth Hilton passed wearily one 

January night, now many years ago” (6).

Ruth, too, is o f the past, as surprising a presence amid the urban squalour as the grand 

staircase o f a forgotten order. The stained glass and armoury are transposed onto her body, 

reflected on the surface o f her beautiful skin. Her “noble head” (15) signifies an innate 

gentility, contrasted with the vulgarity o f Bellingham’s socially superior dancing partner, 

“flippant, bright, artificial” (15). The suggestion of inherent nobility is intensified after 

penitence has further refined her. Bellingham observes the incongruity o f her social role and 

impressive air: “A governess in Mr. Bradshaw’s family! Why, she might be a Percy or a 

Howard for the grandeur of her grace!” (204). Gaskell presents Ruth as a natural aristocrat, 

whose beauty is out o f place in a tawdry modem world. The representation alters the quality 

o f the work, which shifts fi'om the social realism of the opening description of urban 

dilapidation to lyrical evocations of Ruth’s beauty.

Pre-Raphaelite Influence

Gaskell uses these traditional associations to soften the impression of Ruth’s transgression. 

Sophia Andres argues that Ruth’s fallenness makes her an unusual, even radical, subject for 

representation in 1853, describing her as “contrary to stereotypical h e r o i n e s . F r o m  this

Andres, 46.
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premise, she contends that Ruth’s atypicahty links her to the female subjects o f Pre- 

Raphaelite art. However, contrary to Andres’s argument, the typical quality o f Ruth’s beauty 

also relates her to the conventional novelistic heroine and Gaskell’s other unfallen heroines, 

distancing her from Pre-Raphaelite investment in idiosyncratic beauty. Part o f the 

disturbance caused by the Pre-Raphaelites centred on their unusual aesthetic. Women they 

presented as beautifiil were frequently denounced as ugly in contemporary reviews. 

According to Susan Casteras,

one of its areas of greatest vulnerability was its flouting o f prevailing 

standards o f beauty and decorum. From the outset critics seemed obsessed 

with the Pre-Raphaelites’ deviation from Victorian artistic conventions and 

emphatically (if not ceaselessly) upbraided its adherents for their alleged 

transgressions in this respect.

Contemporary responses reveal how central the issue o f beauty was to both the protest staged 

by, and against, the Pre-Raphaelites. In 1852, David Masson complained that “as 

artists.. .they must know perfectly well what is accounted beautiful; and.. .it would be quite 

as easy for them, if  they chose, and even in many cases far more easy, to gratify the common 

taste by painting objects in themselves agreeable than by painting as they do.” '' '̂ The artists 

are constructed as wilfully deviant. Masson credits them with special aesthetic authority. By

Susan P. Casteras, “Pre-Raphaelite Challenges to Victorian Canons o f  Beauty,” The Huntington Library  
Quarterly 55 (1992): 13-35, 13. Casteras further explains that “the youthful members o f  the Pre-Raphaelite 
Brotherhood scorned the advice o f  Sir Joshua Reynolds, certainly rejecting his recommendations in the Third 
Discourse that artists improve upon what was imperfect or irregular in nature and create an ‘Ideal Beauty’ 
instead” (14).

David Masson, “Pre-Raphaelitism in Art and Literature,” British Quarterly Review  16 (1852): 197-220, 203. 
In “The Pre-Raphaelite Artists,” Ruskin famously wrote, “I cannot understand how a painter so sensible o f  the 
utmost refinements o f  beauty in other objects should deliberately choose for his model a type far inferior to that 
o f  average humanity, and unredeemed by any expression except that o f  dull self-complacency” {The Times, 
May 30 1851,8).
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refusing to create what they know to be considered beautiful, choosing instead what society 

deems ugly, they contravene rules o f art and nature, and spite their audience, who have a 

right to expect conventional beauty. Masson describes the attitude as a “contempt for all pre- 

established ideas o f beauty.” He invokes an image o f canonical beauty that brooks neither 

disagreement nor debate. He deems the Pre-Raphaelites perverse, taking “pleasure in seeking 

out such forms as would be called ugly or mean”:

instead of giving us figures with those fine conventional heads and regular 

oval faces and gracefully formed hands and feet which we like to see in 

albums, they appeared to take delight in figures with heads phrenologically 

clumsy, faces strongly marked and irregular, and very pronounced ankles and 

knuckles. Their colouring too .. .especially.. .of the human flesh, was not at all 

pleasant as we had been accustomed to .'“*̂

Masson’s reference to phrenology indicates that the controversy that surrounded the Pre- 

Raphaelite aesthetic was a moral as well as artistic issue. The albums he refers to include The 

Court Album, or Book o f  Beauty (1850-7), advertised in The British Quarterly Review, in 

which Masson’s piece appeared, in 1855. It consisted o f “A series o f charming Portraits o f 

the young Female Nobility.” Figure 19, credited to The Court Album's illustrator John 

Hayter, is a typical example o f the kind o f conventional beauty Masson here extols.

At first, Andres’s argument might appear affirmed, as the image o f the privileged 

young lady would seem to bear little resemblance to Gaskell’s Ruth, whose class and almost

Masson, 203.
Advertisement, The Men o f  the Times, or Sketches o f  Living Notables (Bogue: London, 1853), 434. The 

books are similar to Heath's Book o f  Beauty, which, as I discussed in the previous chapter, Bronte imitated in 
her youth.
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Fig. 19 Jane Elizabeth Liddell, Viscountess Barrington, William Henry Mote, after John 
Hayter (1854)
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wild naturalness seem to place her closer to Pre-Raphaelite p ro ta g o n is ts .O n  closer 

inspection, however, it becomes clear that Ruth’s wildness is carefully contained. Her hair is 

never more than “a little disordered” (57), and from the beginning, she possesses the many 

traits Masson admires in conventional beauty. Her “noble head” (15) and resemblance to her 

“fine lady” (30) mother preclude a recognisably working-class appearance. Ruth’s face is the 

“perfect oval” (333) Masson praises. She possesses, too, the beautiful colouring, the absence 

of which he regretted in Pre-Raphaelite art. She is, at times, “rose-red” (25), “glowing, 

animated” (33), “flushed into a brilliancy of colour which resembled that of a rose in June” 

(57). In her representation o f Ruth, Gaskell attempts a balancing act o f orthodoxy and 

transgression. She habitually invokes a readily recognisable model o f conventional beauty to 

offset the radical implications o f Ruth’s innocent fallenness.

Although Ruth grows paler after her fall, this pallor, too, is distinct from Pre- 

Raphaelite representation. The “lilies and roses” o f her youthful complexion are “banished,” 

replaced by “a clear ivory skin, as smooth as satin,” that, significantly, “told o f complete and 

perfect health, and was as lovely” (156). Ruth’s healthy beauty is at odds with the Pre- 

Raphaelite aesthetic, invested as the artists were in the Romantic conception of “Beauty and 

Death... as s i s t e r s . T h e  femme fatale  beauty that recurs throughout poems such as 

“Aspecta Medusa” '"*̂  is as far from Ruth as the paintings of the definitive Pre-Raphaelite 

model Elizabeth Siddall, who was “fatally ill, consumptive” (Fig. 20). Deathliness is not 

eroticised in Ruth. In the descriptions of her corpse, it is the visible evidence o f goodness.

While the issue was significantly grounded in class difference, books such as Finden's Byron’s Beauties 
included illustrations o f  picturesque peasants girls.

Mario Praz, The Romantic Agony. Translated by Angus Davidson (London: Oxford University Press, 1970),
31.

Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Collected Poetry and Prose. Edited by Jerome McGann (New Haven and London: 
Yale University Press, 2003).The speaker o f the poem claims that “death she liv’d by,” 94. Poems such as 
“Love’s Noctum,” which includes references to “elf-girls” and a “Siren,” intermingle death and the female (50). 
In general, however, Rossetti’s poems offer largely abstract impressions o f the female body.

Griselda Pollock, Vision and Difference: Feminism, Femininity and the Histories o f  Art. Second edition 
(London: Routledge, 2003), 13 L
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and not death itself, that is aestheticized: “the beautiful, calm, still face, on which the last 

rapturous smile still lingered, giving an ineffable look of bright serenity” (333). Schor argues

148that, by this point, Ruth’s “spiritual and physical beauty have merged absolutely.” This 

form of ethereal beauty was also missed in Pre-Raphaelite art. The Eclectic Review 

unfavourably measured their work against “The countenances o f the Italian masters... pure, 

spiritual, and unearthly.” It is exactly such a “beauty of holiness” '"*̂  that is associated with 

Ruth and “her eyes,” with their “spiritual look about them” (156). The radical argument of 

Gaskell’s novel necessitated this most conservative invocation of beauty.

In contrast, the female figure in Holman Hunt’s Claudio and Isabella (1850-3, Fig. 

21) was accused by the Eclectic Review of being “commonplace in countenance, and uncouth 

in general appearance.” The journalist wondered, “Is it desirable that art should transcend 

nature only by invariably representing good people as proportionately ugly?” '^” No reviewer 

complained that Ruth was ugly, as they did of Jane and Lucy. Indeed, Lewes judged Ruth too 

beautiful and Gaskell’s representation so apologetic as to undermine her purpose;

We confess that, for the sake of the teaching, we should have preferred having 

Ruth more homely, and less richly endowed in good qualities and good looks.

We should have preferred a more simple trust in the principle involved, and 

less attempt to interest and propitiate the reader by all manner of gracefial 

accessories.'^'

Schor, 72.
Anon., “The English Pre-Raphaelites,” Eclectic Review, 11 (January 1856): 6-7. 
Ibid., 8.
Lewes, ‘'^Ruth and ViUette,” 249.
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Fig. 20 Ecce Ancilla Domini, Dante Gabriel Rossetti (1849-50)



Fig. 21 Claudio and Isabella, Holman Hunt (1850-3)
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Both Gaskell’s didactic intention and association o f beauty and morality make Ruth an

1unlikely candidate for Pre-Raphaelite heroinism. Andres suggests the discrepancy herself, 

as she argues that “Gaskell endows Ruth with stereotypical beauty.” '^  ̂ She fails, however, to 

explain how such typical features can be reconciled with “the Pre-Raphaelite commitment to 

idiosyncratic representation.” '̂ '* The meaningful differences o f the facial features o f these 

two models should not be confounded. Ruth, as a fallen woman, is a subject amenable to Pre- 

Raphaelite art but, unlike the Brotherhood, it is innocence, rather than fallenness, that Gaskell 

stresses. Conventional beauty is as essential to her purpose as unconventional beauty was to 

theirs.

Appearance as moral index

The question o f the validity o f correspondence pervades Ruth. Beauty’s ambivalent power is 

conveyed in the characterisation o f the servant Sally, who responds to a complimentary 

description o f Ruth’s appearance, ‘“ Yes! She’s well enough. Beauty is deceitful, and favour a 

snare,’” but “could not help secretly admiring Ruth” (156). The tribute Ruth’s beauty elicits 

from the reluctant Sally is analogous to the functions Gaskell intends it to fulfil in the novel 

more generally. Yet, as Sally suggests, beauty may also render her heroines subject to 

distrust. The duality o f beauty is especially resonant in Ruth, as among the novel’s most 

radical elements is the proposition “that women who appear fallen in the eyes o f society may

The red hair so fundamental to the Pre-Raphaelite aesthetic is always suspicious in Gaskell’s work. Sally, in 
Mary Barton, and Mr. Coxe, in Wives and Daughters, are marked by the ugliness and disagreeableness 
traditionally aligned with the trait. The association is most extreme in the depiction o f Sally, who is “vulgar- 
minded to the last degree... So constituted, it was a pity that Sally herself was but a plain, red-haired, freckled 
girl; never likely, one would have thought, to become a heroine on her own account,” 80. Ruth’s hair is 
described as “auburn” (333) and “brown” (112), but not red.

Andres, 52.
Ibid., 47.
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in fact be virtuous.” '^  ̂Characters struggle to reconcile Ruth’s beauty with what they learn o f 

her character. ‘“ Brutes are sometimes very beautiful, mamma’” (195), Jemima insists, on 

being reprimanded for drawing a comparison between Mr. Bellingham, now Mr. Dorme, and 

a horse. After her discovery of Ruth’s past, Jemima’s belief in the breezy assertion is 

challenged as she is forced to consider, “Who was true? Who was not? Who was good and 

pure? Who was not? The very foundations of Jemima’s belief in her mind were shaken” 

(241).

After Ruth’s fall and arrival at the Bensons, the question o f correspondence acquires 

an explicitly social dimension, as Sally’s suspicions are aroused by the disparity between 

Ruth’s appearance and identity as widow. Sally’s violent insistence on cutting Ruth’s hair 

provides an example o f how the institutionally unbound practices o f judging, labelling, and 

thereby controlling, female appearances are enforced. She fulfils her mission “with a judge

like severity of demeanour,” while “the beautiful, astonished Ruth,” is fi'amed as a victim, or 

martyr, “in her long, soft, white dressing-gown, with all her luxuriant brown hair hanging 

dishevelled down her figure” (107). Logan reads the shearing of Ruth’s hair “as a gesture of 

penitence for the sensuality such hair represents.” Ruth is divested o f sensual beauty; the 

moment is pivotal in the narrative, as the heroine is transformed from the child o f nature into 

a chastened beauty.

What few have noted, however, is how beneficial the transformation is to Ruth. While 

her sensual beauty is technically, although ambivalently, innocent before her fall, it ceases to 

serve her interests afterwards. Once Ruth has agreed to the deception proposed by the 

Bensons, she must appear a widow if  she is to avoid arousing the suspicions of the 

community. “‘Widows wears these sort o’ caps, and has their hair cut off,’” Sally informs

Audrey Jaffe, ""Cranford and Ruth," Cambridge Companion to Gaskell, 54.
Logan, 37.
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Ruth, and by moulding her in this image, she aids her in the deception. In her virginal state, 

Ruth’s “long waving glossy hair” (107) can but suggest the danger o f a fall. Retained 

afterwards, it could function as a sign o f a lascivious nature. Once her past has been revealed, 

sensual beauty would incriminate, where spiritual beauty helps to vindicate, Ruth. Before her 

fall, Gaskell’s description is o f red lips, luxuriant hair and a glowing complexion. After her 

transformation beneath Sally’s hands, Ruth assumes the pallor and austerity indicative o f 

morally good beauty. The Bensons point to this beauty as evidence o f Ruth’s continuing 

goodness, crying, ‘“ Oh, Mr. Bradshaw! Ruth was not depraved, and you know it. You cannot 

have seen her —  have known her daily, all these years, without acknowledging that!” ’ (260). 

The conftasion between seeing and knowing indicates the importance o f the transformation to 

Ruth’s reputation. With the austere image encouraged by Sally in mind, Ruth’s innocence 

may appear more credible than it would otherwise be.

Critics usually read Sally’s actions negatively. Matus argues, “Like the witch who 

cuts Rapunzel’s hair... Sally shears the young woman’s beautiful tresses as if to destroy her 

powers o f attraction.” '^  ̂But Sally does not destroy Ruth’s beauty, nor does she attempt to. 

She merely insists that Ruth adopts the appearance compatible with the identity she has 

assumed. In doing so, she serves the interests of the heroine, transmuting her beauty fi-om a 

recognisably guilty into an innocent form. There is no idyllic world in which Ruth’s ruddy 

beauty and innate sensuality will be accepted. If she wants to survive, to work as a governess 

for Mr. Bradshaw, to live, not with censure but with admiration, she must at least seem what 

she pretends to be. Although Sally’s intention is punitive, she does what Ruth cannot do for 

herself If Ruth initiated her transformation, her agency could infer manipulation, and a 

desire to deceive. Critics who chastise Sally overlook her continuing attraction to Ruth’s

Matus, Unstable Bodies, 118.
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beauty and Ruth’s eager embrace o f her new appearance. On being given “tw'o widow’s caps

of commonest make and coarsest texture,” she “asked Sally to buy her (with the money

produced by the sale o f a ring or two) the coarsest linen, the homeliest dark blue print.” In

exchanging jewellery for such attire, Ruth adopts an appearance with obvious moral

1suggestiveness, much admired within contemporary discourses. In dressing plainly, she 

does not appear plain; rather, “as she put them on, she gave a grace to each, which such 

homely material and simple shaping had never had before” (120). Ruth does not lose her 

beauty, but is, instead, transformed from what her culture reads as suspicious, to a form 

immediately recognisable as morally worthy. The transformation allows Gaskell to continue 

to use Ruth’s beauty to signal innocence, even as it previously indicated her propensity to 

fall. In this way, the novel enacts the instability and ambivalence at the heart o f contemporary 

conceptions of beauty.

Ruth’s body changes along with her dress. This is confirmed by Mr. Donne, who 

thinks “Mrs Denbigh was certainly like poor Ruth; but this woman was far handsomer. Her 

face was positively Greek; and then such a proud, superb turn o f her head; quite queenly!” 

Ruth is further distanced from her working-class past and innate sensuality, now, “altogether 

a more refmed-looking person” (204). Her more classical beauty resonates with a mid- 

Victorian conception o f classical Greek culture as “the fountain of purity and beauty.” 

However, because beauty is double-speaking, Mr. Bradshaw can insist that this is not 

evidence o f innocence, but merely “‘innocent seeming’” (252). Bradshaw voices archetypal 

fears o f female sexual allure as he refuses to read Ruth’s chaste beauty as evidence of 

goodness, insisting, “‘I saw her daily— I did not know her. If I had know [.s/c] her, I should

The praise expressed in The Christian Reformer; or, Unitarian M agazine and Review  for “beauty without 
omainent is typical in this regard” (vol. XI, January to December 1855, 347).

Alison Smith, The Victorian Nude, 207. This will change, with Walter Pater and his circle, but to Charlotte 
Bronte and Gaskell, there is nothing illicit about Grecian art; it is safely canonical, an accepted barometer o f  
good taste.
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have known she was fallen and depraved, and consequently not fit to come into my house, 

nor to associate with my pure children’” (260). To Bradshaw, Ruth’s beauty is a corrupt 

veneer. Never having seen the prelapsarian Ruth, he cannot use her curls and glow to support 

this construction o f her immoral beauty. Like Mary’s, Ruth’s beauty is restrained at the 

moment its signification might harm her, transmuted, sedated.

Jemima and Ruth

In Jemima’s subplot, Gaskell explores the dangers that beauty poses to those who are not 

beautiful. This dimension of the representation is one of Gaskell’s more subtle achievements 

in Ruth, as she “challeng[es] a traditional depiction of women’s friendships.” Gaskell 

illuminates the tensions created between women by the idealisation o f beauty. The marginal 

existence of the unbeautiful is demonstrated as Mrs. Bradshaw commits the grave maternal 

sin of “wish[ing] she had a daughter as lovely [as Ruth], about whom to weave a 

romance.” '^' In Jemima, Gaskell creates an unromantic image o f a woman’s struggle with 

her lack o f beauty, for “Jemima was not pretty, the flatness and shortness o f her face made 

her almost plain.” Although she does not possess regularly beautiful features, at her best, 

Gaskell imbues her with beauty o f expression. Then, “most people looked twice at her 

expressive countenance, at the eyes which flamed or melted at every trifle, at the rich colour 

which came at every expressed emotion into her usually sallow face, at the faultless teeth 

which made her smile like a sunbeam” (158). At worst, however, this sensuous light 

threatens to become incendiary. Jemima’s mercurial passion is unpredictable, and m aybe

Janet Doubler Ward and JoAnna Stephens Mink, Communication and Women's Friendships: Parallels and 
Intersections in Literature and Life (Bowling Green, OH; Bowling Green State University Popular Press, 1993), 
201 .

Gaskell, Ruth, 141. In the Bradshaws, Gaskell criticises extreme attitudes towards beauty. Mr. Bradshaw’s 
strict utilitarianism encourages his wife and daughter to unhealthy reverence for beauty. Jemima’s intense 
attraction to Ruth is shown to emanate from the same source; “Her admiration for beauty was keen, and little 
indulged at home; and Ruth was very beautiful” (137).
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unfavourably contrasted against the more conventionally feminine, “sweet, lovely composed, 

and dignified Ruth.. .who always thought before she spoke (as Mr Farquhar used to bid 

Jemima do)” (179).

This depiction includes a racial element, as Gaskell describes “the almost southern 

jealousy which seemed to belong to [Jemima’s] brunette complexion” (158). The depiction 

resonates with the Victorian idea of “Italian jealousy,” suggesting a physiognomic 

determinism in the relationship between Jemima’s appearance and character. In the hat shop, 

the retailer extends the racial association further, distinguishing between what she claims to 

be the competing attractions of Ruth and Jemima: “T should say that hers was a Grecian style 

o f loveliness, while yours was O r i e n t a l . B u t  Jemima’s “dark eyes” (141) are not in 

themselves villainised. They are part o f her appeal to Mr. Farquhar, her suitor, as “some old 

recollection would bring her up, hanging on his arm, in all the confidence o f early girlhood, 

looking up in his face with her soft, dark eyes” (170). When the eyes are soft, they are 

unthreatening. When the storm descends onto Jemima’s “jealous, sore heart” (179), her body 

acts as a harbinger o f her distance from ideal femininity, so clearly embodied in the pale, 

placid Ruth, “so infinitely more worthy of him than herself...beautiftil, gentle, good, and 

conscientious.”’ "̂̂

L. Mariotti includes a chapter on “Italian Jealousy,” in Italy: General Views o f  its H istory and Literature in 
Reference to its Present State. Vol. II (London: Saunders and Otley, 1841). The Christian Remembrancer, A 
Quarterly Review  [Vol. X. July -  December. London: James Bums, 1845] claims that “Italian jealousy is 
terrible” (488).

Gaskell, Ruth, 237. Richard Dyer describes the important Greek and Christian influences on Victorian 
conceptions ofbeauty, White (London: Routledge, 1997), 127.

Gaskell, Ruth, 181. Jemima’s jealous hatred o f  Ruth is the most extreme manifestation o f  this potential: 
“‘Oh, God! help me! I did not know I was so wicked,’ cried Jemima aloud in her agony. It had been a terrible 
glimpse into the dark, lurid gulf —  the capability for evil, in her heart. She wrestled with the demon, but he 
would not depart” (182).
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The responses o f Jemima’s family to her refusal to attempt to conform to this ideal 

invokes aspects o f the “commodification” '^  ̂o f women in the Victorian “marriage 

market.” '^  ̂Jemima’s brother, Dick, crudely reveals the role of beauty in the calculation of 

female worth, telling Jemima, “‘You’ll have to make haste and pick up somebody, if  you’re 

losing your good looks at this rate.’” To Dick, Mr. Farquhar is “‘worth trying for,’” a prize to 

be competed her. Dick believes that Jemima’s class, together with attention to becoming 

dress, may level the advantage o f Ruth’s great beauty: “‘If you’ll wear the pink bonnet I’ll 

give it you, and I’ll back you against Mrs. Denbigh.’” '^  ̂Jemima rejects all artifice, 

“choking,” as she responds, “‘If Mr. Farquhar has not liked me as I am ...I don’t want to owe 

him to a pink bonnet’” (246).

In the courtship of Jemima and Mr. Farquhar, Gaskell suggests the threat o f beauty to 

romantic love. Her representation is muted, however, as she displaces Jemima’s failings, and 

the cause of Farquhar’s oscillation, from appearance to character. As a result, it is Jemima 

who appears at fault, rather than the logic o f the social privileging o f beauty. Farquhar’s 

discontent is provoked, not by her plainness, but by the “turbulent and stormy” expression 

Gaskell describes emphasising her plainness. He turns from this to Ruth, instantly 

recognisable as a paragon of femininity, “to all appearance heavenly calm as the angels.” It is

Christoph Lindner, Fictions o f Commodity Culture: From the Victorian to the Post-modern (Aldershot and 
Burlington: Ashgate, 2003), 65. See also Pamela K. Gilbert, Mapping the Victorian Social Body (State 
University o f New York Press, 2004), 132-3. Dennis Denisoff discusses the beginnings o f  the process in 
girlhood in The Nineteenth-Century Child and Consumer Culture (Aldershot and Burlington: Ashgate, 2008).

Lindner, 85. For a discussion o f the Victorian reading o f the “marriage market,” see Sophie Gilmartin, 
Ancestry and Narrative in Nineteenth-Century British Literature: Blood Relations from Edgeworth to Hardy 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 175.

Ruth’s rejection o f his compliments irks him, as due to her inferior social status, ‘“ She ought to think it an 
honour that I take that much notice o f her’” (ibid). Jemima’s mother also urges her daughter to use dress to 
improve her appearance, appealing to her to ‘“ look out for a new bonnet for yourself... 1 want you to have one, 
my lassie. 1 want my girl to look well and nice’” (236). The request is made with such feeling that Jemima 
interprets it as “‘love.’” The exchange serves as an example o f  Gaskell’s belief in the positive role beauty and 
dress can play in relationships between women: “There was something o f homely tenderness in Mrs. 
Bradshaw’s tone that touched Jemima’s heart. She went to her mother, and kissed her with more o f affection 
than she had shown to any one for weeks before; and the kiss was returned with warm fondness. ‘1 think you 
love me, mother,’ said Jemima” (ibid).
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only now, the narrator claims, that Farquhar notices Ruth’s great beauty, and sees, in 

comparison, “Jemima, with all the brilliancy she once possessed in eyes and complexion, 

dimmed and faded” (173). The ambiguity here, the suggestion that Jemima, “by every means 

in her power had...alienated her lover” (179), occludes the logic, rarely mooted in Victorian 

novels, that if  beauty arouses love, it may be threatened by greater beauty. Uncomfortable 

questions are avoided by the claim that it is Ruth’s character, and not her beauty, that 

primarily attracts him. It is only with the revelation of Ruth’s past that Jemima can be sure of 

victory. Ironically, Ruth’s appearance presented her as an ideal woman, while Jemima’s 

darkness indicated a troubling anger and independence. On her discovery o f Ruth’s true 

identity, that her pale beauty signifies not unsullied innocence but chastened guilt, Jemima 

understands her own superiority. However great Ruth’s beauty, she is no longer a threat. 

Virginity must triumph as a quality o f greater social worth. So, “Her jealousy was gone... 

Could Mr. Farquhar hesitate between her own self and one who —  No!” (242).

Jemima is relieved of her envy, her lover restored, and with him her beauty.

Following this reversal o f fortunes.

She looked very different from the Jemima Bradshaw of three years ago.

Happiness had called out beauty; the colouring o f her face was lovely, and 

vivid as that o f an autumn day; her berry-red lips scarce closed over the short 

white teeth for her smiles; and her large dark eyes glowed and sparkled with 

daily happiness (319).

The extent of Jemima’s movement into beauty is suggested by her resemblance to Gaskell’s 

heroines; she now has the colouring o f a prelapsarian Ruth, and the red lips all her heroines
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possess. The mutable passion of her dark eyes has been domesticated. The movement reveals 

the extent to which Gaskell’s aesthetic is rooted in morality, and her 

investment in ideal, expressive beauty.

Since the publication of Ruth, readers, including Bronte and Lewes, have felt that the 

heroine’s death undermines Gaskell’s radical agenda, and ultimately renders it a conservative 

work. Conversely, however, Logan argues that “A novel that inspires book burnings and is 

directly associated with midcentury Magdalenism is clearly a novel that has aroused its 

intended audience from moral complacency.” '^* Elements o f Gaskell’s representation of 

beauty in the novel are also radical, none less so than her insistence on the innocence of 

Ruth’s untrammelled beauty. The representation conveys Gaskell’s eagerness to look beyond 

stereotype, and humanise the extremes o f tradition. Gaskell’s tempering of Ruth’s beauty into 

a more tranquil form indicates the potency of its signification. Her invocation o f moral 

beauty must be balanced against Ruth’s fallenness and illegitimate son. In Ruth and Jemima, 

she presents the dangers o f both the possession and absence o f beauty. But despite her 

sensitivity to the damage wrought by its social idealisation, beauty itself remains heroic, 

transcendent, communicating a truth as poetic as Ruth’s illogical innocence.

North and South

In North and South, Margaret Hale’s beauty is similarly luminous and excessive, and also 

fulfils a moral fiinction. This novel, too, unfolds in an industrial centre but, unlike Mary and 

Ruth, Margaret is solidly o f the middle classes. Here, Gaskell also positions herself against a 

conventional feminine ideal, and offers an alternative in Margaret. For Margaret is not 

beautiful - or so the omniscient narrator would, occasionally, have the reader believe. Early

Logan, 38.
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in the novel we read, “Sometimes people wondered that parents so handsome should have a 

daughter who was so far from regularly beautiful; not beautiful at all, was occasionally said” 

(21). ‘“ Dear, what an ugly little t h i n g ! M a r g a r e t ’s mother informs her unperturbed 

daughter numbers among her earliest memories o f her. After telling Margaret, ‘“ I wish I 

could see you dressed up,’” the frequently fawning Bessy Higgins bluntly informs her, ‘“ I 

reckon yo’re not what folk would ca’ pretty; yo’ve not red and white enough for that’” (140). 

In consequence, although Bonaparte argues that Gaskell “identifie[s Margaret] as a rose,” ' ’'’ 

the author repeatedly works to distance the heroine from such conventional beauty, to 

communicate her untypically feminine strength. The reader is to accept that Margaret fails to 

conform to a most recognisable image o f beauty. By the mid-nineteenth century, “the red and 

white” was shorthand for beauty at its most conventional. In 1862, Punch satirised such 

conventions, by describing a Japanese criticism of the British: “The women are even uglier 

than the men; their complexions more white and red.” ’’’

In this, Gaskell intends Margaret to be “a heroine o f irregular features.” We read,

“Her mouth was wide; no rosebud that could only open just enough to let out a ‘yes’ and 

‘no,’ and ‘an’t please you, sir’” (21). A wide mouth is assumed to be at odds with 

conventional beauty, but the description, “no rosebud,” defines the ostensibly more attractive 

attribute in negative terms. Gaskell associates the rosebud with weakness and the wide mouth 

with strength. Mary Ann O’Farrell argues that in this strategy, “Gaskell recovers a sense of 

her heroine’s beauty (made precarious, o f course, only by her own account o f it) by balancing

Ibid., 187. Throughout the novel, the heroine is aligned with her father, who, like Margaret, is alternately 
represented as both attractive and unattractive. At times described as more handsome than his daughter, 
elsewhere he is, “too plai[n] for beauty” (21). He is further attributed “a grace if  not a comeliness o f  [his] ovra” 
(ibid).

Bonaparte, 35.
Punch. Vol. XLII. London, 1862, 225.
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each flaw with a virtue.” The woman with the rosebud mouth has httle to say; Margaret, as 

we soon see, is original and forthright. Whether this is desirable or otherwise depends on the 

model o f ideal femininity to which one subscribes. Gaskell’s agenda is to convince that 

Margaret’s resilience, and corresponding beauty, are superior to stereotypical feminine 

weakness. However, she explicitly beautifies the wide mouth as “one soft curve o f rich red 

lips” (21). The description bows to conventional beauty.'^^ In Margaret, as in Sylvia and 

Ruth, the attribution o f red lips indicates an inherent sensuality, as well as a force of 

character, counterpoised against more conventional figures, such as Margaret’s cousin, Edith.

Belief in Margaret’s relative unattractiveness is impossible for the reader to sustain, 

as character after character is portrayed “struck anew with her great beauty” (150). At a 

social gathering in Milton, Mr. Horsfall comes “to inquire who she herself was -  so quiet, so 

stately, and so beautiful.” At the same moment, Mrs. Slickson inquires of Fanny Thornton, 

“‘Who is that fine distinguished-looking girl?” ’ (153). Descriptions are at times minute; 

Margaret has “thin and beautiful nostrils” and “fine-grained skin.” '̂ '̂  Neither were early 

readers convinced of Margaret’s lack of beauty. In a review Oliphant noted that

Mrs Gaskell lingers much upon the personal gifts of her grand beauty.

Margaret has glorious black hair, in which the pomegranate blossoms glow 

like a flame; she has exquisite full lips, pouted with the breath o f wonder, or 

disdain, or resentment, as the case may be; she has beautiful rounded arms,

Mary Ann O’Farrell, Telling Complexions: The Nineteenth-Century English Novel and the Blush (Durham 
and London: Duke University Press, 1997), 68.

Softness and smoothness were associated with the quality since Burke’s famous analysis in the eighteenth 
century, while the word “curve” invokes Hogarth’s definition o f  serpentine beauty. Burke defmes smoothness 
as being “so essential to beauty, that I do not now recollect any thing beautiful that is not smooth”
{Philosophical Enquiry into the Sublime and Beautiful, 148). Hogarth defines the role that “the curved line” 
plays in beauty in The Analysis o f  Beauty (38).

Gaskell’s description o f  “the oval cheek, the rich outline o f  her mouth” (179) particularly recalls her previous 
heroines, Mary and Ruth.
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hanging with a languid grace; she is altogether a splendid and princely 

personage.’’^

Oliphant captures the grandeur of Margaret’s beauty and, so, the incongruity o f Gaskell’s 

occasional disavowals. The purpose is to extricate Margaret from one model, insipid, soft, 

feminine, in its most stereotypical sense, and align her with another, vigorous, imposing and 

regal. The active Margaret is a heroine Gaskell clearly imagines as superior to passive 

convention, and she uses a specific aesthetic to communicate the difference. In its largeness 

and grandeur, Margaret’s beauty is opposed to a weakly feminine form. The disputed sense 

of Margaret’s beauty, that Margaret’s physical superiority is not immediately recognisable to 

all, recalls Bronte’s strategy in the embodiment of Frances and Jane, whose worth polite 

society was equally unequipped to recognise.

Margaret’s naturally aristocratic beauty: the regal versus the genteel

Margaret is Gaskell’s first middle-class heroine, and her beauty differs accordingly. In the 

characterisation of Mary and Ruth, Gaskell used beauty to convince her readers of the 

heroines’ worth, and to explain the pursuit o f a social superior. With Margaret, the demands 

differ. She resembles Mary in her strength and Ruth in the imputation of natural aristocracy, 

but she is grander than both. Although Ingham argues that Margaret possesses a “specifically 

middle-class beauty,” 'm o s t  descriptions associate her with nobility. John Thornton 

considers, “such elegance of attire was so befitting her noble figure and lofty serenity of 

countenance, that she ought to go always thus apparelled” (150). Her black hair is “too thick

Oliphant, “M odem Novelists Great and Small,” Blackwood’s May 1855, Critical Heritage, 344-7, 346.
Ingham, The Language o f  Gender and Class: Transformations in the Victorian N ovel (London and N ew  

York: Routledge, 1996), 58.
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to be plaited; it needed rather to be twisted round and round, and have its fine silkiness 

compressed into massive coils, that encircled her head like a crown” (149). Gaskell’s 

emphasis on Margaret’s height is also significant, as “the upper classes...have been taller 

than the lower classes in every country since the late eighteenth century.”

Although Gaskell insists that Margaret is innately regal, she disassociates her from 

the more negative conceptions o f gentility. Her “skin, if  not white and fair, was o f an ivory 

smoothness and delicacy” (21). Margaret’s colouring is indicative o f her character, as white 

skin is associated with the idle rich. The narrator describes instead her “usual natural healthy 

colour” (179). Margaret is robust so that she can endure the weight of her family’s troubles. 

On encountering her unusual strength. Dr. Donaldson wonders, “Who would have thought 

that little hand could have given such a squeeze?” The littleness o f Margaret’s hand indicates 

both gentility and femininity; it prevents her strength from appearing transgressive. 

Donaldson, with his medical authority, reads her strength as a mark of the quality o f her 

pedigree; “the bones were well put together, and that gives immense power,” he thinks. 

Margaret is literally well-made, and, as a result, she copes well under pressure; “it’s 

astonishing how much those thorough-bred creatures can do and suffer.. .Another, who had 

gone that deadly colour, could never have come round without either fainting or 

hysterics... the very force o f her will brought her round” (120), he adds. The dubious 

femininity o f these qualities is then safely established as Donaldson concludes, “Such a girl 

as that would win my heart, if  I were thirty years younger.” '^* Margaret’s regality gifts her a 

moral influence central to her role in the novel. Donaldson admits himself swayed by her

Nancy L. Etcoff, Survival o f  the Prettiest: The Science o f  Beauty (London: Abacus, 1999), 186. Roderick 
Florid, Annabel Gregory and Kenneth Wachter argue that “[Height] is, in many primitive societies, part o f  the 
power o f kingship that the rulers tower above the ruled, a phenomenon reflected in our language; we speak o f  
‘looking up’ to our superiors” {Height, Health and History: Nutritional Status in the United Kingdom 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 1).

Ibid. Margaret’s cousin Edith describes her as a “dainty-fingered, persevering little lady!” (217), suggesting 
the confluence o f strength and gentility in Gaskell’s characterisation.
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grand beauty, “What a queen she is! With her head thrown back at first, to force me into 

speaking the truth.” '^  ̂Margaret constitutes Gaskell’s most intense depiction of the influence 

women were believed to possess in the Victorian period, what Ruskin would later define as 

“a true queenly power.” Margaret’s influence, too, is both domestic and social; as Emile 

Montegut noted in a contemporary review, “Margaret.. .by her womanly influence alone, is 

sufficient to calm hatred and heal sorrows.” '*'

Margaret’s contested beauty

The confluence o f the aesthetic and the moral is evident in the foils Gaskell employs to 

emphasise Margaret’s worth. As Garson argues, “Margaret’s true simplicity of character is 

set against the affectation of Edith and the pride of Mrs Hale.” '*  ̂The difference is also 

inscribed upon the characters’ bodies. Gaskell portrays competing systems of values, one that 

recognises Margaret’s essential superiority, and one that fails to. The gaze of the narrator 

illuminates what Margaret’s acquaintances fail to see, insisting that “No one thought about it; 

but Margaret’s tall, finely made figure, in the black silk dress.. .set off the long beautiful 

folds of the gorgeous shawls that would have half-smothered Edith” (14). Mrs. Hale and 

Edith embody an ostensibly more conventional beauty, conveyed through comparisons with 

fairy-tale princesses and the image of the society belle. As a Miss Rutland, Mrs. Hale,

I O-J

“returned from the ball -  where she’d been the prettiest young lady o f all.” Similarly,

™ Ibid., 120. ‘“ Why, she might be a duke’s daughter to hear you speak,’” comments the hero’s mother, Mrs. 
Thornton (175).

Ruskin, “Sesame and Lilies,” 76. Ruskin claims this influence is at women’s disposal “Not in their 
households merely, but over all within their sphere” (ibid).

Emile Montegut, article. Revue des Deux M ondes, 1 October 1855, The Brontes: The Critical Heritage, 354- 
66, 63.

Garson, 291. The extreme against which Margaret is compared, however, is neither her mother nor Edith, but 
Susan Lightfoot, who “had been seen with artificial flowers in her bonnet, thereby giving evidence o f  a vain and 
giddy character” (35).

Dixon extends the fairy-tale comparison, imagining herself “as the good and protecting fairy, whose duty it 
was to baffle the malignant giant, Mr. Hale” (25).
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“Edith came in...winking and blinking her eyes at the stronger light, shaking back her 

slightly-ruffled curls, and altogether looking like the Sleeping Beauty just startled from her 

dreams” (15). Noting the comparison made between Edith and Titania, Stefanie Markovits 

argues that Gaskell embodies “a rather gentle vision o f womanhood in Edith.. .woman as

J? * 99 184fairy queen.

The passivity o f Edith and Mrs. Hale is a manifestation of the negative representation 

o f gentility that pervades Gaskell’s work, from Mrs. Carson in Mary Barton to Mrs. Hamley 

in Wives and Daughters. Before she married, Mrs. Hale moved in socially superior circles, as 

one o f “the pretty Miss Beresfords, the belles o f Rutlandshire (24). As such, she represents

1 o c

the society beauty, o f questionable contemporary reputation, “the dumb belle,” “the showy 

belle” criticised in conduct books. Her related debility reaches its destructive conclusion as 

“Mrs. Hale became more and more o f a suffering invalid” (98), and dies, as, later, so will 

Mrs. Hamley. Margaret rejects the enforced passivity o f the “stereotype o f the idle, passive 

female.” She admits, “‘I felt like a great hypocrite to-night, sitting there in my white silk 

gown, with my idle hands before me, when I remembered all the good, thorough, house-work 

they had done to-day. They took me for a fine lady. I’m sure’” (156). Margaret judges the 

label “fine lady” an insult; she can afford to do so as, as Dr. Donaldson reveals, her 

appearance immediately informs her observer that she is “‘a fine girl’” (120).

Stefanie Markovits, “North and South, East and West: EHzabeth Gaskell, the Crimean War, and the 
Condition o f England,” Nineteenth-Century Literature. 59 (2005); 463-493, 485.

Anon., Woman as She Is, and As She Should Be. Vol. I (London; James Cochrane and Co., 1835), 170. The 
book is, however, more virulent than most. A review in The Museum o f Foreign Literature, Science, and Art 
deemed it “an amusing, though an illiberal and ill-natured book,” October 1835, 447. Tait’s Edinburgh 
Magazine in 1835 dedicated nearly seven pages to detailing its injustice, though the author is judged “not quite 
a misogynist” (708). In Woman In her Social and Domestic Character [London; Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown 
and Green, 1831], Elizabeth Sandford analyses another offensive type, “the ex-belle” (93).

The London Literary Gazette, 30 November 1833, 754.
Pat Jalland, Women, Marriage and Politics 1860-1914 (Oxford; Oxford University Press, 1986), 1.
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Class and beauty

Margaret is not only compared with those in her own class, she is also shown to be superior

to the lower-middle and working classes. O ’Farrell argues that “Mrs. Thornton’s drawing

room .. .functions as an aesthetic marker o f class, and North and South's princess of fallen

1 8 8gentility notes with hardly necessary sensitivity the vulgar pea beneath.” Mrs. Thornton 

and her daughter Farmy are creatures o f almost irredeemable bad taste: “M argaret.. .had 

never come fairly in contact with the taste that loves ornament, however bad, more than the 

plainness and simplicity which are o f themselves the framework o f elegance” (59). Their 

vulgarity is inextricable from their social position; the kind of gentility Margaret naturally 

possesses they can but hopelessly ape. The failing is not, however, significantly shared by her 

fiature husband, John, whose potential is demonstrated in his appreciation of Margaret’s 

beauty. His own sister,

he contrasted uneasily with the large soft eyes that looked forth steadily at one 

object, as if  from out their light beamed some gentle influence o f repose: the 

curving lines o f the red lips, just parted in the interest o f listening to what her 

companion said -  the head a little bent forwards, so as to make a long 

sweeping line from the summit, where the light caught on the glossy raven 

hair, to the smooth ivory tip of the shoulder; the round white arms, and taper 

hands, laid lightly across each other, but perfectly motionless in their pretty 

attitude.'*^

O’Farrell, 62.
Gaskell, North and South, 150-1. Similarly, Mrs. Thornton thinks, “I f  she had been a Milton lass, Mrs. 

Thornton would have positively liked her. She was pungent, and had taste, and spirit, and flavour in her...A  
strange sort o f  mortified comparison o f  Fanny with her, went on in Mrs. Thornton's mind; and for once she 
spoke harshly to her daughter; abused her roundly” (195).
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This description, in an extension of a familiar move, utterly confounds appearance and 

character, framed to convey Margaret’s aesthetic and moral worth, grounded in idealisation 

o f the middle-class female.

The class below the Thorntons, composed o f their employees, lies a great deal fiirther 

on the aesthetic ladder, as is evident in the narrator’s description of Bessy’s sister as “A great 

slatternly girl” (86). In her presence in this house, Margaret manifests what Dorice Williams 

Elliott describes as “the characteristics associated with the ideal lady visitor as described in 

numerous manuals, sermons, and books o f advice.” '^' But Bessy herself is beautiful; she tells 

Margaret, ‘“ though yo’ would na think it now, many a one then used to call me a gradely lass 

enough.’” The word “gradely,” with its suggestion o f health and b eau ty ,en cap su la te s  all 

that Bessy has tragically lost in the misfortune of her working-class life, a misfortune from 

which Mary Barton, as heroine, was crucially freed. The contrast of their polarised 

experiences strikes the heroine as she inquires, “‘How old are you?’ ... ‘And I too am 

nineteen.’ She thought, more sorrowfully than Bessy did, o f the contrast between them” (97). 

This is the only reference made to Bessy’s beauty, and it is fleeting. Margaret does not trace 

its ruin in her features, and we receive surprisingly little physical description o f the working- 

class girl, but the odd detail of fever and flush. Schor argues that “Bessy’s story could come 

from factory reports or newspaper clippings; it is hardly the stuff of romance.” '^  ̂Unhke 

Gaskell’s working-class heroines, Mary and Ruth, Bessy’s beauty goes undescribed. She 

differs from these in being, so incontrovertibly, a member o f the lower classes, not a heroine.

See, for example, Nancy F. Cott, “Passionlessness: An Interpretation o f  Victorian Sexual Ideology 1790- 
1850,” Signs 4  (1978): 219-236, 225.

Dorice Williams Elliott, “The Female Visitor and the Marriage o f  Classes in Gaskell’s North and South,” 
Nineteenth-Century Literature, 49  (1994): 21-49, 41.

Ibid., 441, note. See also, “gradely”, a. The Oxford English Dictionary. Second edition. 1989. OED Online. 1 
March 2009. <http://dictionary.oed.com.elib.tcd.ie/cgi/entry/50097460>

Schor, 123.
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no figure from romance. She is not an aesthetic object; her beauty fulfils no ftinction in the 

novel but in this suggestion o f loss.

One of Bessy’s primary functions is to harp upon Margaret’s beauty; the scenes in 

which she figures are overwhelmed with admiration. Garson reads her as “yet another 

focalizer o f the excellence of the heroine.” '̂ "* She conveys the power o f Margaret’s beauty as 

she “lay back silent, and content to look at Margaret’s face, and touch her articles o f dress, 

with a childish admiration of their fineness o f texture” (94). These moments also forward the 

association o f factory girls with dress, analysed in relation to Esther. Bessy’s vulgarity is 

suggested in her mode of calculating worth. On hearing that Margaret is to mix with Milton 

society, Bessy casts “an anxious look at Margaret’s print gown.” The cause o f her anxiety is 

that “‘them ladies dress so grand!” ’ Uncultured in taste, Bessy appraises value in monetary 

terms; the material o f Margaret’s dress, “her Milton eyes appraised at sevenpence a yard.” 

Margaret’s savoir faire, her confidence in her superiority, allows her to “dimpl[e] up into a 

merry laugh.” The “smart people” (139), with their shallow, fleeting fashions do not 

intimidate her.

Although Gaskell initially uses Bessy to signal Margaret’s distance from conventional 

beauty, later, the dying girl provides the most intense images of the heroine. Bessy tells 

Margaret of a dream in which she saw,

Yo’r very face, -  looking wi’ yo’r clear steadfast eyes out o’ the’ darkness, 

wi’ yo’r hair blown off from yo’r brow, and going out like rays round yo’r 

forehead, which was just as smooth and as straight as it is now, -  and yo’

Garson, 314.
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always came to give me strength, which I seemed to gather out o’ yo’r deep 

comforting eyes,- and yo’ were drest in shining raiment (140).

Biographers and critics record that Gaskell met Florence Nightingale while she was writing 

North and South in 1854,'^^ and wonder at the influence it might have had on the novel. 

Influence is suggested in this image o f Margaret as a mythical, angelic figure, suffused with 

light, whose beauty is ascribed a mildly healing power. Margaret does not heal Bessy, 

however, who dies, a victim o f industry. Her final request is a tribute to Margaret’s aesthetic, 

‘“ to be buried in somewhat o’ youm’” (202). The request occludes the distinction between 

the working- and middle-class female body, as the reader imagines the ostensibly once 

beautiful corpse clothed in the garb of the still beautiful heroine, and may imagine the 

tenuousness o f the distinctions that decide their respective fates. Nonetheless, North and 

South emphasises the class ideology that underwrites the construction o f beauty in the period. 

It is Margaret, and not Bessy, that Mary and Ruth in their heroinism and beauty most 

resemble.

Wives and Daughters

Wives and Daughters is a fitting conclusion to Gaskell’s representation o f beauty. The novel, 

suffused with references to fairytale, contains, from one perspective, her most ordinary 

heroine, who peers in the mirror and wonders if she is pretty, yet is not vain. In the 

representation o f Clare and Cynthia, Gaskell offers her most sustained portraits of 

recognisably bad beauties, conventional, yet humanised. In binding Molly and Cynthia in 

loving affection, Gaskell fuses the good and bad beauty, polarised in Bumey, Austen and

See, for example, Pam Morris, Imagining Inclusive Society in Nineteenth-Century Novels: The Code o f  
Sincerity in the Public Sphere (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2004), 155.
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Bronte. Here, bad beauty is not so much demonised as explained, as it threatens to 

overshadow its morally good counterpart. Evaluations o f fVives and Daughters vary within 

Gaskell criticism. To some it is, as Schor records, “Gaskell’s most confident novel, her finest 

achievement.” *̂  ̂To others, it is a regression. Foster argues that, compared to Ruth and North 

and South, “it is tinged with the conservatism of middle-age and... seems less ideologically 

questioning...Gaskell appears more contented with the status quo...women, are fixed in 

defined roles and do not challenge sexual orthodoxies.” *̂  ̂Many agree with Foster that the 

heroine, Molly, in particular, is a regression from Margaret. Lindsy Lawrence explains that 

many readings “emphasize Molly as a docile embodiment of the angel in the house.” '^* But 

Wives and Daughters contains its own innovations. It may be considered a Bildungsroman of 

beauty, in that, as Jane Spencer contends, “The whole of the final movement of the novel 

could be summed up in the title of chapter 54: ‘Molly Gibson’s Worth is D i s c o v e r e d . I n  

Molly, Gaskell creates her most realistic portrait o f what beauty might have meant to a 

nineteenth-century girl. Beaufiftil as Molly undoubtedly is, it is beauty of a less certain, more 

earthly form. Unlike all of Gaskell’s other novelisfic heroines, she worries if  she is beautiful, 

without being criticised as vain.^°° In Molly and Cynthia, Gaskell moves beyond a 

polarisation o f good and bad beauty. They are descendents o f these archetypes, certainly; but 

they are something more, human, vacillating, neither moral nor aesthetic absolutes. In Wives 

and Daughters, Gaskell offers a largely rational reading of the place of beauty in the life of 

the nineteenth-century girl. As in her wish for beauty for her own daughter decades ago, she

Schor, 182.
’’^Foster, Victorian Women's Fiction, 176.

Lindsy Lawrence, “Gender Play ‘At our social table’: The N ew  Domesticity in the Cornhill and Elizabeth 
Gaskell’s Wives and Daughters,^' Gaskell Society Journal 22 (2008): 22-41, 24. Foster considers Molly, “less 
assertive than Many o f  Gaskell’s other heroines” (144).

Jane Spencer, 138.
She does, however, remind herself that her beauty is partially owed to dress: ‘“ Fine feathers,’ thought Molly, 

and checked her rising vanity” {The Works o f  Elizabeth Gaskell. Vol. 10, Wives and Daughters. Edited by Josie 
Billington (London: Pickering and Chatto, 2006), 123).
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does not deny the influence that attraction wields over a woman’s destiny. In counterpoising 

Molly and Cynthia she insists that, to be a heroine, beauty must be an index of moral worth.

It is an image largely compatible with evangelical ideals o f elegant simplicity and the good 

wife, but it admits the repercussions o f internalization. The beauty ridiculously oblivious to 

her own beauty is replaced by a more honest portrait o f the phenomenological implications of 

the ideal within the life o f the girl.

Molly

Michael Cohen describes the heroine o f fVives and Daughters as “little plain Molly.” *̂’’

Molly is, however, never physically plain. Instead, Phoebe Browning observes, “‘You are 

really beautiful. Molly is plain only in the most positive sense of the aesthetic, in her 

dress, signalling her continuity with Gaskell’s previous heroines. She also resembles them 

physically; she grows to be “tall and slender” (360), with “grey eyes” (10), like Ruth, and has 

the “black.. .eyelashes” o f all of Gaskell heroines, and the “black hair” and variously pale and 

ruddy complexion^°^ o f Margaret. Molly inherits her simple taste from her father, who rejects 

the Miss Brownings’ offer o f “a few beads, or artificials,” to ornament his daughter on her 

first visit to the aristocratic Cumnor Hall. Dr. Gibson insists on the characteristic costume of 

the Gaskell heroine, “‘a clean white frock’” (10). Molly is, then, scrupulously clean: “Her 

face had been soaped, scrubbed, and shone brilliantly.. .her frills, her frock, her ribbons were

Michael Cohen, Sisters: Relation and Rescue in Nineteenth-Century British Novels and Paintings (New 
Jersey: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 1995), 159. W. A. Craik similarly argued that “by the time that 
Elizabeth Gaskell comes to Molly Gibson, she knows that a heroine can dispense with extraordinary looks” 
{Elizabeth Gaskell and the English Provincial Novel (London: Methuen, 1975), 128).

Gaskell, Wives and Daughters, 123. Earlier Phoebe notes, ‘“Molly will look very nice in whatever she puts 
on, that’s certain,’” 10.

Ibid. As with Margaret, Gaskell is inconsistent in her description o f M olly’s colouring. Pale here, in her 
seemingly French appearance she is later attributed ‘“a brown complexion’” (123). As Bonaparte argues, 
Gaskell was known to lose track o f details. The discrepancy suggests she has two images o f  Molly, one 
associates her with a French style o f beauty, while the brown conveys her rugged love o f  the natural world. 
Molly’s “tanned complexion” will prove so offensive to the new Mrs. Gibson, Clare Kirkpatrick, that she will 
attempt to force Molly to use “rosemary washes” to improve it (146).
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all snow-white.” ®̂"̂ Cynthia later poetically summarises this simple naturalness when she tells 

Molly, ‘“ you, in white muslin, just tipped with crimson, like a daisy, may wear anything.’” 

Molly’s aesthetic preference is morally sanctioned, but a certain leniency is apparent in 

Gaskell’s exploration o f the rituals of girlhood, the growth towards womanhood, and the 

innocent pleasures o f dress. Wives and Daughters is, in part, a study o f the female self as it 

meets society and grapples with the influence beauty is to have on her identity and prospects. 

Her mother dead, Molly is unfamiliar with the accoutrements o f femininity, and lacks a 

guide. Her unease suggests that she is aware that she will be judged, as she “looked upon the 

ceremony o f dressing for a first ball as rather a serious ceremony; certainly as an anxious 

proceeding” (226). Gaskell delineates the positive consequences o f the enforcement o f social 

standards of beauty as Molly, “with shy blushes presented herself for inspection, she was 

greeted with a burst of admiration” (122).

It is not etiquette alone that causes Molly unease, since she worries if  she is beautiful. 

On preparing to meet the Hamley sons, she fears they will expect her to be “smart,” and she 

“looked at herself in the glass with some anxiety, for the first time in her life.” As she stands 

before the mirror, we witness a confi’ontation of the self with its knowledge of what society 

considers beautiful:

She saw a slight, lean figure, promising to be tall; a complexion browner than 

cream-coloured, although in a year or two it might have that tint; plentiful 

curly black hair...long, almond-shaped, soft grey eyes, shaded both above and 

below by curling black eye-lashes.

Later, M olly admires Cynthia’s bridal attire, “a dress, which was both so simple and so elegant as at once to 
charm M olly” (122).
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Gaskell begins with a sense o f potential; Molly’s slightness suggests a fledgling stature 

which, like her as yet unrefined complexion, is subject to change. But the rest o f the 

description reads only o f beauty. The author presents the features for the reader’s judgement, 

as we are led, not to question if  Molly is beautifixl, but to be endeared to her by her 

uncertainty. As she turns from the glass she says, “‘I don’t think I am pretty.. .and yet I am 

not sure’” (53).

One of the reasons for Molly’s uncertainty is the setting and location of the novel, a 

rural village in the 1820s. Unlike Gaskell’s urban-dwelling heroines, no strangers on a city 

street accost Molly to enlighten her o f her attractiveness. The novel opens on the cusp o f the 

heroine’s first social adventure, when she is told by Hyacinth Clare Kirkpatrick, a doyenne of 

beauty, that she is pretty. In fVives and Daughters, Gaskell explores the extent to which 

beauty is a social construction, something cultured and assumed by the female persona at a 

certain point in her development. The voices involved are overwhelmingly female, from the 

maid, whose plain taste Dr. Gibson approves, to the Brownings and Cumnors. This reflects 

the role that beauty played in relationships between women; Sharon Marcus argues that 

“nineteenth-century fashion imagery was all about women’s beauty being displayed for 

women’s enjoyment.” ®̂̂ To Phoebe’s question, ‘“ But isn’t she beautiful?” ’ her sister 

querulously responds, ‘“ Well! and if  she is, Providence made her, and not she herself 

Besides, the dressmaker must go shares,”’ a religiously orthodox attitude towards beauty. In 

this chapter Molly also experiences the transformative power o f dress, as “she was almost 

startled when she looked into the glass, and saw the improvement in her appearance” (123). 

She is, here, a Cinderella o f realism, whose metamorphosis is o f the most ordinary kind.^°^

Sharon Marcus, Between Women: Friendship, Desire, and Marriage in Victorian England (Princeton and 
Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2007), 18.

Gaskell’s interest in fairy-tale tropes is most explicit in the short story “Curious, if True” (1860). Here, the 
aged heroines Cinderella and Sleeping Beauty are depicted with swollen legs and faded faces. Easson describes
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Different forms of beauty are delineated in Wives and Daughters, primarily divisible 

into that which arouses romantic and sexual desire, and that which does not. The frailty o f the 

distinction is suggested by Mrs. Hamley as she attempts to assuage her husband’s fear of 

keeping Molly in the house. Lonely, glad o f her company, Mrs. Hamley has her own reasons 

for underplaying the threat of Molly’s beauty, as she tells her husband: ‘“ Oh, she’s not at all 

the sort of girl young men of their age would take to.’” Mrs. Hamley thereby introduces what 

may be considered a theme o f the novel, the role of artifice in the construction o f beauty. She 

insists that ‘“ We like her because we see what she really is; but lads o f one or two and twenty 

want all the accessories o f a young woman... becoming dress, style o f manner. They would 

not at their age even see that she is pretty; their ideas o f beauty would include colour’” (64). 

Mrs. Hamley’s argument will soon be borne out with the introduction o f Cynthia and the 

revelation that Molly really is, as yet, not beautifial enough for the husband Gaskell intended 

her to have, Roger Hamley. As Molly is often described as brown-complexioned, her lack of 

“colour” here must mean, not that she is pale, but that she lacks the blushes and glow of 

sensuality embodied in Ruth, Sylvia and Cynthia; as Clare tells Molly, “‘you really are rather 

a pretty child, though you’ve not got Cynthia’s colouring!” ’ (18). While Molly is always 

beautiful, the understated nature o f her appearance is reminiscent o f the Bronte heroine. Her 

audience must be schooled into an appreciation of her superiority. A boy like Roger does not 

yet possess the requisite taste, fooled by the sexual promise encoded in the Duessa-like bad 

beauty, an unsuitable wife. Once the failings of this beauty have been revealed, and Molly’s

the clear “fairy-tale parallels and whole cloud o f  folk associations” in Wives and Daughters, Elizabeth Gaskell 
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1979, 189). The influence o f  the form is evident throughout Gaskell’s 
work. Mary Barton is described as a Sleeping Beauty with a Snow White complexion, whose “breath (still like 
an infant’s) came and went as softly as a bird steals to her leafy nest. Her half-open mouth was as scarlet as the 
winter-berries, and contrasted finely with the clear paleness o f  her complexion, where the eloquent blood 
flushed carnation at each motion. Her black eye-lashes lay on the delicate cheek, which was still more shaded 
by the masses o f  her golden hair, that seemed to form a nest-like pillar for her as she lay” (107).
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morally good beauty has been honed into a form befitting the woman, rather than the girl, her 

worth will be ready to be discovered.

Clare

In fVives and Daughters, Gaskell explores most thoroughly the role that construction plays in 

images o f beauty. Molly’s youth, as the novel opens, enables her to track the heroine’s 

development from girl to woman, during which she acquires a carefully delimited degree of 

gentility. As in Bronte’s novels, excessive grooming is coded as immoral, a derivation o f the 

bad beauty, associated with Clare and Cynthia. As an ambivalently-welcomed stepmother, 

Clare has roots in the fairy-tale form. But she is also a representation of the “woman of 

fashion,” ®̂’ much derided in contemporary discourses. In William Johnston’s England as It 

Is, Political, Social and Industrial (1851), the author vigorously criticises “the desire o f being 

fashionable” as “as unaccountable.. .as any extravagance within the walls o f Bedlam.” 

Clare and Cynthia introduce the forces of fashion into Molly’s life. The heroine is associated 

with the past; her clothes, like her name, “looked quaint and old-fashioned” (10). Clare is a 

canny woman, a feminine inversion o f the doctrine of self-help, as she uses beauty and 

fashion as weapons “in the battle for distinction when rank is no longer fixed by birth and 

sumptuary laws.”^'° Clare holds a fashionable mirror up to Molly, telling her, “ ‘my dear 

child, you do look so old-fashioned with your gown made all tight, and your hair all tumbling 

about in curls. Curls are quite gone out.’” Molly is not always pliant; she does not always 

accept the system of values her step-mother attempts to impose upon her. In certain 

moments, she experiences such criticism as rejection; “sudden tears com[e] into her eyes,” as

La Belle Assemblee, or. Court and Fashionable Magazine. Vol. XV January-June 1832, 69.
William Johnston, England as it Is; Political, Social, and Industrial, in the Middle o f  the Nineteenth Century, 

Vol. /(London: John Murray, 1851), 128.
Ibid., 129.
Marcus, 116.
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she remembers her mother’s unconditional love, who admired her features, not because they

were beautiful, but because they were loved. She dimly recalls “a young mother.. .twining the

wet rings o f dark hair fondly round her fingers, and then, in an ecstasy of fondness, kissing

the little curly head” (364). But Clare is not such a mother; she is instead an embodiment of

the bad mother o f the conduct books who, “by following the follies of fashion...by the charm

211of those baubles which the world presents to the eye.. ,neglect[s her] child.” In her growth 

into a lady, Molly might be seen to benefit from Clare’s influence. As Lady Cumnor 

prophesies, ‘“ It will be a great advantage to you, my dear, to have a lady who has trained up 

several young people o f quality always about you just at the time when you are growing up’” 

(104). But while Molly transforms into a lady, her mature appearance is but an intensified 

version o f her father’s conservative aesthetic o f elegant simplicity. Molly becomes a lady, but 

not a lady o f fashion. It is an important distinction, as the pairing o f Molly and Cynthia 

demonstrates.

Molly and Cynthia

Cynthia is a product o f her mother’s making; they share the same expressionless eyes, 

suggesting that their appearance does not correlate to character, and so, their inevitable 

inferiority to Molly.^'^ Although ‘“ always a lady,” ’ Cynthia is a ‘“ flirt,” ’ with “‘a way of 

attracting men,”’ which, her mother proudly acknowledges, she ‘“ inherited from me’” (439). 

Critics have read Cynthia and Molly as a polarisation, in Uglow’s definition, as “halves o f a

9 1 ^whole.” The contrast is both moral and aesthetic, one embodying the other. To begin with 

we are to believe that morally, the advantage is Molly’s, and, physically, Cynthia is superior.

Marshall, 103.
They “had not much expression or shadow about them” (Gaskell, fFives and Daughters, 77). Of Cynthia we 

read, “Her eyes were beautifully shaped, but their expression hardly seemed to vary” (175).
Uglow, 597.
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Through the eyes o f Roger, “instead o f the brilliantly coloured face o f Cynthia, he met the 

pale resolved look o f Molly” (433). Schor credits Cynthia with a lineage that extends from 

“Duessa.” '̂'  ̂She is certainly a self-consciously literary character, confessing, ‘“ Perhaps I 

might be a heroine still, but I shall never be a good woman’” (179). Lady Harriet similarly 

comments, ‘“ She always looks like a heroine o f genteel comedy, and those young ladies were 

capable o f a good deal o f innocent intriguing” (428). Mr. Preston dubiously compares her to 

the grandes horizontales o f the French court, ‘“ Mademoiselle de St Quentin.. .Madame du 

Barri’” (125).

In contrast. Lady Harriet relates, “little Molly Gibson has a certain gaucherie...which 

would disqualify her at once from any clandestine proceedings... the child is truth itse lf” 

(428). Truth itself casts Molly as Una, the true Beauty, whose worth, in her Bildungsroman 

will eventually be revealed. But, first, Gaskell delineates the growing pains o f beauty, 

echoing the relationship o f Jemima and Ruth. In her comparison o f herself with Cynthia, 

Molly is a rare Victorian heroine, who “would look at Cynthia’s beauty and grace, and feel as 

if  no one could resist it” (280). Molly compares their faces, feeling herself eclipsed by 

Cynthia’s greater refinement; “her own, red-eyed, pale, with lips dyed with blackberry juice, 

her curls tangled, her bonnet pulled awry, her gown tom -  and contrasted it with Cynthia’s 

brightness and bloom, and the trim elegance o f her dress” (305-6). From this comparison she 

deduces that Cynthia’s appearance is more likely to appeal to the male gaze of the man she 

loves; ‘“ Oh! it is no wonder!’” (306), she thinks, sadly.

Molly’s failings, however, are not irmate but cultural. Her tomboyish love o f the 

outdoors is at odds with a Victorian stereotype o f femininity, though not with Gaskell’s 

aesthetic. It is not an aesthetic shared by the young Roger, and Molly’s distance from Cynthia

Schor, 206.
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threatens to cost her the husband she desires. Echoing Jemima’s fate, Molly’s despondency 

lessens her beauty. To Cynthia’s future husband, Mr. Kirkpatrick,

M olly... [is] as a delicate-looking girl, who might be very pretty if  she had had 

a greater look of health and animation... there were beautifial points about her 

face.. .but there was a languor over all, a slow depression of manner, which 

contrasted unfavourably with the brightly-coloured Cynthia, sparkling, quick, 

graceful, and witty (341).

In time, Molly’s failings will be eradicated, while, in time, Cynthia’s effervescent beauty will 

evaporate, as it stems from a sexual bloom, not destined to last. Cynthia is pointedly shown 

to possess, not greater beauty, but a form more calculated to appeal to the, primarily male, 

social gaze. She is no more than Molly a perfect beauty, since her “features were not 

regular,” but, instead, sensual, “her pouting charming” (175). Cynthia’s character is tainted 

with what contemporary magazines described as the “well-assumed air o f a coquet.”^’  ̂Most 

damningly she “put on all her pretty airs...in short, all the unconscious ways she possessed by 

instinct o f tickling the vanity of men” (327).

Langland argues that, “The novel makes clear that Cynthia’s impeccable taste in dress 

forms the foundation of her ‘charm’ which promises to secure for her an eligible 

husband...Roger falls in love first not with the ‘real’ angel, Molly, but with the apparent one,

“y i f .
Cynthia, she of exquisite taste.” Although Langland is mostly correct, Cynthia’s 

charismatic flirtatiousness accounts at least as much for her appeal as her dress. It is her face, 

her eyes, that Roger praises, far more than her dress. In falling for such attractiveness, Roger

La Belle Assemblee, or, Court and Fashionable M agazine. Vol. V January-June 1827, 159.
Langland, 13.
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is duped, not by greater beauty, but by one that promises more immediate gratification. In 

contrast, the essential superiority o f Molly’s beauty can be seen only by those of 

discrimination.

Molly’s refinement

Fashions change. Clare observes Molly as a reluctant belle o f the ball mid-way through the 

novel, and is momentarily “vexed that the chance had so befallen that Molly instead of 

Cynthia was the young lady singled out; wondering if  simplicity o f dress was now become 

the highest fashion” (255). Similarly, Osborne “used to vex Roger by insisting upon it that 

Molly was prettier than Cynthia.” The criteria he cites stretches her superiority fiarther: “‘You 

mark my words, Roger. Five years hence the beautiful Cynthia’s red and white will have 

become just a little coarse, and her figure will have thickened, while Molly’s will only have 

developed into more perfect grace’” (260). Osborne is correct. Cynthia’s beauty quickly 

fades, while Molly recovers from her period o f illness to become even more beautiful. 

Throughout the novel their respective forms of beauty speak to tradition and historical 

context about the different fiinctions that beauty serves, titillating a sexual appetite, and 

sanctioned in marriage. In her endorsement o f Molly, Gaskell affirms the mainstream cultural 

preference for morally good beauty. Like Austen and Bronte, in Molly, Gaskell chooses a 

heroine who is, ostensibly, an underdog, whose quiet beauty threatens to be occluded by a 

noisier form. But the inferences o f  attractiveness these writers use to communicate their 

heroines’ superiority stem from an equally popular aesthetic, extolled in contemporary 

discourses. In allying this quieter beauty with heroines of thoughtful depth, all three argue for 

a model o f femininity that transcends surface alone. Gaskell’s beautiful Molly is not, like 

Cynthia, a vessel for the fantasies of others, but a sentient, affectionate woman, whose
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ambition and destiny is to love, rather than to charm -  not beauty only, but beauty certainly. 

Langland contends that “Roger never loves Molly until she has acquired her stepsister’s 

charms.”^'^ Langland is, again, partially correct. Although it seems that Molly has been 

refined beneath the hands o f Clare and Cynthia, she has always, in fact, had a gift for neat, 

elegant, becoming dress. Recognition o f her worth early spreads outward. At mid-point, 

Squire Hamley somewhat humbly inquires o f Dr. Gibson, “‘Is she -  well, is she like your 

Molly? -  sweet-tempered and sensible -  with her gloves always mended, and neat about the 

feet’” (317). Qualities Molly has possessed since the Squire knew her as a child have 

moulded his image of the ideal woman.

It is only Roger who remains to be converted. He encounters Molly in “her pretty 

white invalid’s dress.” He has changed too, after “months in the climates... constant thought 

and anxiety.. .deepen[ed] the lines o f character upon [his] face.” He is now wise enough to 

appreciate Molly, and “her beautiftil soft grey eyes, which he never remembered to have 

noticed before.” Roger reads, not the marks o f her illness, but the gentle maturation foreseen 

by Osborne: “‘She had grown into a delicate fi'agrant beauty just as he said she would.’” 

Roger wonders “‘is it the character which has formed the face?”’ (482). Molly’s suffering, 

illness, her struggles with Cynthia’s beauty, and her sorrow over Mr. Hamley’s death and the 

affairs o f Osborne, have transformed her from a girl into a lady whose hard-won mental 

strength is inscribed upon her body. Neither is Molly left an invalid. We see her admired by 

Roger in the ball-room, who “hardly recognized her,” and “began to feel that admiring 

deference which most young men experience when conversing with a very pretty girl” (501). 

Although unfinished, Gaskell’s final pages frame the triumvirate o f Molly, Cynthia and Clare 

as we have always known them. Molly’s growth is measured, not in her care for dress, but in

Langland, 13.
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the indifference she, as a genteel bride, can now afford. The final tribute is to her sister, a 

mark of the unconditional love she remembers o f her mother; she rejects a new wedding- 

dress because ‘“ Cynthia will not notice what I wear.’” Cynthia too is depicted demonstrating 

love through clothing, returning from Calais with gifts o f finery to spoil Molly. The last 

words are left to Clare, who has perhaps learned to balance the allure o f materialism with 

maternal duty; she retires, “to dream about my dear Cynthia, and my new shawl!” ’ (527).

Like all of Gaskell’s heroines, Molly is bom with beauty, and like them, she 

undergoes trials that imbue her beauty with moral worth. Her reward is romantic love and the 

superiority implied in her role as heroine. However, this book does not bear Molly’s name. 

Instead, as IVives and Daughters, it explores the kind of woman admired in society, and the 

kind of woman who should be. While Gaskell’s conclusion is itself conventional, in Molly’s 

struggles towards maturity, she offers a psychological portrait of female struggles with 

beauty, rarely considered. The beauty of convention was magically unconscious o f her own 

attractiveness, her beauty unquestioned by those she encountered. While Caroline Helstone 

could be consoled by the portent o f her beauty, in the young Molly, Gaskell offers an 

uncertainty, a subjectivity o f beauty, that imbues the issue with unusual sensitivity. Gaskell is 

largely accepting o f Victorian conceptions o f beauty; it holds great worth within her 

imagination, but she extends convention in the humanity of her representation, hi contrast to 

the virulence o f misogynistic renderings of bad beauty, she is lenient towards the minor 

moral flaws that often accompany it, and insists on social responsibility for the wayward. In 

the chapter that follows I contend that beauty is also of great value in Eliot’s literary 

imagination. Her heroines vibrate with an exceptional beauty that counterpoints the agenda of 

realism she assumed in her early works. While Eliot returns to the dichotomy o f good and
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bad beauty, she also works to destabilise it, and in Gwendolen’s prevaricating moral 

goodness and equally prevaricating beauty, offers a riposte to the easy certainties of the past.
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George Eliot

Now it is a curious fact that the permanently plain heroine has never been 
popular. An ugly duckling, yes; but an ugly woman, no. Some people will 
tell you that this is because most novels have been written either by men 
for men or by unattractive women who give their heroines a beauty 
treatment which they would desire for themselves. It is not true...with the 
exception of George Eliot, whose face was once described to me by a man 
who had known her as being like that o f a horse, all the good women 
novelists whose portraits survive have been pleasant to look upon. No, 
heroines have been pretty in the past because we all prefer a pretty woman 
to an ugly one; and because while every male novelist prior to D. H.
Lawrence was gallant every woman novelist has been glad to do what she 
could for her sisters.

Frank Swinnerton, “The Evolution of the Heroine” (1927)'

...to judge from outward appearances, [today Eliot would] have been going 
along to the National Health Service to enquire about the possibilities of a 
sex change.

David Williams, Mr. George Eliot: A Biography o f
George Henry Lewes (1983)

Eliot’s body

The relationship between George Eliot’s physical appearance and her writing has long 

been of interest to her readers. Vita Sackville West described her as “one o f those authors 

of whom it is almost impossible to think without instantly recalling their physical 

appearance.” Those who met her responded variously to her reputed plainness. Writing

'Swinnerton’s speculation about Eliot’s attractiveness and its relationship to her fiction continues in the 
“man o f  letters” tradition o f  Bagehot, Howells and Cecil. Swinnerton was one o f  the foremost literary 
personalities o f  his time. The D.N.B. describes him as being “in fraternal, almost conspiratorial, association 
with many o f  the literary giants o f  the age” Robert Lusty, ‘Swinnerton, Frank Arthur (1884 -1982),’ rev., 
Oxford D ictionary o f  National Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004
[http://www.oxforddnb.eom/view/article/31741, accessed 11 Aug 2009]. The entry further contends that his 
non-fictional writings “convey the essences o f  the era in which he occupied so uniquely observant a vantage 
point.” The essay, “The Evolution o f  the Heroine,” was published in Tokefield Papers, O ld and New 
(Hamish Hamilton: London, 1927); the title o f  the collection o f  essays refers to his home. Old Tokefield, in 
Surrey.
■ Vita Sackville West, George Eliot: Critical Assessments. Vol. IL Edited by Stuart Hutchinson 
(Robertsbridge: Helm Information, 1996), 129.
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to his wife in 1873, the American critic John Fiske^ was eager to dispel the charge of 

ugliness, himself most struck by the relative ordinariness o f her appearance, and its 

contrast with the magnitude of her literary achievement:

Well, what do 1 think o f her? She is not a ‘fright’ by any means. She is a 

plain-looking woman, but I think not especially homely.. .She isn’t a 

blooming beauty, o f course; you don’t expect that at fifty-two.. .She didn’t 

talk like a blue-stocking.. .but like a plain woman, who talked of Homer as 

simply as she would of flat-irons (Figs. 22 and 23)."̂

As with Bronte, Eliot’s life writings record her awareness o f the judgement o f her 

appearance and its likely impact upon her future. Her publisher John Chapman described 

an excursion during which, “When he dwelt on the ruin of Kenilworth and on its 

‘incomprehensible mystery and witchery of beauty,’ Marian was disturbed and ‘wept 

bitterly.’ Chapman attributes this to her consciousness of ‘her own want of beauty.’”  ̂The 

incident must have been exacerbated by the romantic entanglement Eliot briefly endured 

with the married Chapman.^ A letter to Charles Bray in 1846 reveals Eliot’s 

internalization of the consequence of her lack of beauty; she fabricates a “Professor 

Bucherwurm” who has told her:

 ̂Helen Small explains that Fiske was a “disciple o f  Herbert Spencer and assistant librarian at Harvard” 
{The Lifted Veil; Brother Jacob. Edited, with an introduction and notes by Helen Small (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1999), 92).

23 November 1873, The George Eliot Letters: 1869-1873. Vol. V. Edited by Gordon S. Haight (New  
Haven: Yale University Press; London: Oxford University Press, 1954), 464.
 ̂Frederick Karl, George Eliot: A Biography (London: Harper Collins, 1995), 123.
 ̂Bodenheimer writes that “When she first moved to 142 Strand, she and John Chapman had had a brief 

encounter -  quite possibly a sexual affair” (“A Woman o f  Many Names,” The Cambridge Companion to 
George Eliot. Edited by George Levine (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 27).
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Fig. 22 George Eliot, Samuel Laurence (1860)

Fig. 23 George Eliot, Frederic Burton (1865)
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‘I am determined if possible to secure a translator in the person o f a 

w ife...but I require besides ability to translate, a very decided ugliness of 

person.. .After the most toilsome inquiries I have been referred to you,

Madam, as presenting the required combination o f attributes and though I 

am rather disappointed to see that you have no beard, an attribute which I 

have ever regarded as the most unfailing indication o f a strong-minded 

woman, I confess that in most other respects your person at least comes up 

to my ideal.’’

The comic exaggeration of the letter belies an authentic vision o f the dynamics of 

plainness in a society that idealises beauty. Eliot writes, “I was taken by surprize, having 

long given up all hope of such an application as the present,” referencing the pervasive 

association o f beauty and romantic love, affirmed by her father, who, she imagines, 

“considering that it would probably be my last chance, at length consented.” As an 

unattractive woman, her demands are few: ‘“ I require nothing more in a husband than to 

save me from the horrific disgrace o f spinster-hood and to take me out of England’” (14).

o

Although some critics detect in the letter promise of literary potential, Barbara Hardy 

diagnoses “an unpleasant depreciation of her plainness, which serious truths about single 

women and a wish to leave England make more painful. She laughs so that she may not 

weep, but the laugh is defensive, strident and bitterly self-humiliating.”  ̂Whether 

humorous or otherwise, the circumstances described resonate with Eliot’s experience.

’ Eliot, The George Eliot Letters: 1840-1870. Vol. VIII. Edited by Haight (New Haven: Yale University 
Press; London: Oxford University Press, 1978), 13-14. Future references will appear parenthetically in the 
text.
* Deborah Guth, George Eliot and Schiller: Intertextuality and Cross-Cultural D iscourse (Aldershot: 
Ashgate, 2003), 26. Bodenheimer reads it as “a playfully proleptic description o f  George Eliot’s early 
narrators” {The R eal Life o f  M ary Ann Evans: George Eliot, Her Letters and Fiction (Ithaca and London: 
Cornell University Press, 1994), 123).
 ̂Barbara Hardy, George Eliot: A C ritic ’s Biography (New York: Continuum, 2006), 75. Joan Bennett 

contends that at this time “her age and even her physical appearance led her to assume that she would never 
marry” {George Eliot: H er M ind and Art (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1948), 48).
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Both Chapman and Herbert Spencer claimed that her appearance prohibited a lasting 

romantic relationship.In his autobiography, Spencer hinted, “Physical beauty is a sine 

que non with me; as was once unhappily proved where the intellectual traits and the 

emotional traits were o f the highest.””

Other examples from Eliot’s letters confirm that her awareness of the judgement 

of her appearance pained her. In 1849, she wrote to Bray and his wife Cara o f a new 

hairstyle: “All the world says I look infinitely better; so I comply, though to myself I 

seem uglier than ever, —  if possible.”'̂  In 1840, she had also deferred to external 

judgement, as she revealed to her teacher Maria Lewis: “I have had bestowed on me the 

very pretty cognomen of Clematis, which in the Floral language means Mental Beauty. I 

cannot find in my heart to refuse it, though like many other appellations it has rather the 

appearance o f a satire than a compliment” {GEL, I, 67). Eliot’s reluctance to accept the 

nickname relates directly to nineteenth-century conceptions of beauty; Walker defined 

mental beauty as “less proper to woman than to man.”'̂  In an 1849 letter to the Brays, she 

elaborates on her sense o f her distance fi"om the ideal:

Mme. Ludwigsdorff...is a person of high culture, according to the ordinary 

notions of what feminine culture should be. She speaks French and

Nancy Henry records that both Spencer and Chapman “made it clear that her lack o f physical beauty was 
the primary cause o f  their inability to find her sexually attractive” {Cambridge Introduction to George Eliot 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 61).
"  Spencer, An Autobiography. Vol. II (London: Williams and Norgate, 1904), 444.

Letter to Charles and Cara Bray, August 1849, The George Eliot Letters: 1836-1851. Vol. I. Edited by 
Haight (New Haven: Yale University Press; London: Oxford University Press, 1954), 298. Future 
references will appear parenthetically in the text.

Walker, Woman Physiologically Considered as to Mind, Morals, Marriage, Matrimonial Slavery, 
Infidelity and Divorce (London: Comhill, 1840), 13. In his autobiography, Spencer’s estimation o f Eliot’s 
intelligence bears upon his conception o f her more generally. He describes both her handwriting and 
appearance as “masculine,” speculating that, “In physique there was, perhaps, a trace o f [the] masculinity 
characterizing her intellect” {Autobiography. Vol. I, 392-4). The claim contradicts the general consensus 
that ascribed to her a striking air o f femininity and may be considered an example o f the “proof-hunting” 
Eliot wryly detected in Spencer’s methodology {Letters. Vol. II, 40). Fiske, for example, wrote, “There is 
nothing a bit masculine about her. She is thoroughly feminine” (464). Leslie Stephen insisted, “I must 
repeat that George Eliot was intensely feminine, though, more philosophical than most women” {George 
Eliot (London: Macmillan, 1903), 190). Virginia W oolf followed her father in claiming, “I think she is a 
highly feminine and attractive character” {The Letters o f  Virginia Woolf: 1912-1922. Vol. II. Edited by 
Nigel Nicolson and Joanne Trautmann (London: Hogarth Press, 1976), 321).
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German perfectly, plays well, and has the most perfect polish of manner — 

the most thorough refinement both socially and morally. She is tall and 

handsome, —  a striking-looking person, but with a sweet feminine 

expression when she is with those she likes, —  dresses exquisitely, —  in 

fine, is all that I am not {GEL, I, 308).

The perceived deficiencies o f her appearance alienated Eliot from a norm of femininity 

defined by beauty. Walker claimed that “while man possesses force and majesty, woman 

is distinguished by beauty and g r a c e . I n  The Art o f  Beauty (1878), Mary Eliza Haweis 

insisted that the plain woman did not escape the onus of attractiveness. In a section 

directed to “The Plain Girl,” she suggested “they can by the aid o f dress make themselves 

ornamental if  they are plain.” '^

Other responses to Eliot’s appearance expose the complexity overlooked in the 

ubiquitous literary conjunction of beauty, love and heroinism. Despite his criticisms, 

Spencer “had a photograph of Marian in his bedroom until the day he died.” '^ Some 

acquaintances defined her attractiveness as expressive beauty, claiming that “plainness 

vanished as soon as she smiled.” ' ’ Leslie Stephen asserted that though “she could not be 

called beautiful,” “Her personal appearance was intellectually attractive, and had a

1 Rpeculiar pathetic charm.” Henry James captured the magnetism of a presence that defied 

the absence of beauty: “To begin with she is magnificently ugly -  deliciously 

hideous...Now in this vast ugliness resides a most powerfial beauty which, in a very few 

minutes steals forth and charms the mind, so that you end as I ended, in falling in love

Walker, Beauty, 171.
Mary Haweis, The A rt o f  Beauty (Montana: Kessinger, 2005), 273.

'^Haight, 115.
”  Matilda Barbara Betham-Edwards, “A Week With George Eliot,” February 1887, quoted in Bennett, 227. 

Stephen, 213.
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with her...I don’t know in what the charm Hes, but it is thoroughly potent.” '^ The 

responses o f Stephen and James indicate the complex strands o f attraction, ironed out in 

the traditional courtship plot. There were few heroines like Eliot, who, though “Plain in 

feature...was loved by all men and passionately regarded by many. She might have 

changed her partner when she would, during Mr Lewes’s lifetime; and, after his death, if  

she had not married Mr Cross, she might have married others.” The derision that 

accompanied discussion o f the unbeautifiil woman suggests one reason for the absence of 

such protagonists. On the stage, the old, ugly, single woman was a figure o f fiin and foil 

to the young and beautiful, who were fervently pursued. Frequently played by a man, the

character o f the Dame conveyed dominant assumptions about the ideal of youthfiil

21beauty, and cultural reluctance to accept an alternative. More recently, Tim Dolin 

asserts that “Few surviving images o f Eliot express either her magnificent ugliness or 

powerful beauty.”^̂  No image, o f course, could capture the impression created by the 

combination of her physical presence and the reputation o f her work. To her 

contemporaries, unfeminine distance from the beauty ideal merged with unfeminine 

intellect and talent to create the aura of the “sibyl,” deviant, but transcendent. With her 

masculine pseudonym and unladylike achievement, she was something more, and other,

Henry James, Henry James: A Life in Letters. Edited by Philip Home (London: Penguin, 2000), 26. In a 
letter to the Brays, dated September 1849, Eliot similarly reported: “Miss F. tells me that the first day she 
sat by my side at dinner, she looked at me and thought to herself. ‘That is a grave lady; I do not think I shall 
like her much;’ but as soon as I spoke to her, and she looked into my eyes, she felt she could love me” 
(quoted in John Walter Cross, George E liot’s Life, as Related in her Letters and Journals (Edinburgh and 
London: Blackwood and Sons, 1885), 168). From the responses o f  such contemporaries Bennett deduces 
that “though plain in feature, she often gave the impression o f being beautifiil” (52).

Linton, “George Eliot,” Temple Bar, April 1885, 522-3.
In one example, in William Brough’s Conrad andM edora (1856), “the reigning beauty, Gulnare, taunts a 

faded favourite, Zuliema” (Jane W. Stedman, “From Dame to Woman: W. S. Gilbert and Theatrical 
Transvestism,” Suffer and Be Still: Women in the Victorian Age. Edited by Martha Vicinus (London: 
Methuen, 1980), 24).

Tim Dolin, George Eliot (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 1.
F. W. H. Myers wrote that “her grave, majestic countenance turned toward me like a sibyl’s in the 

gloom” (obituary article, Century Magazine, 1874, George Eliot: The Critical Heritage. Edited by David 
Carroll (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1971), 36). Dolin analyses the role o f the sibyl in the reception 
o f Eliot, 2. Linda M. Lewis contends that Eliot “coveted the image o f herself as sibyl and sage” {Germaine 
de Stael, George Sand, and the Victorian Woman Artist (Columbia, Missouri: University o f  Missouri Press, 
2003), 137).
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than a woman. In the creation o f the Hterary legend, her appearance played a decidedly 

ambivalent role?'*

Eliot and the science of beauty

The feminist dictum that “the personal is political”^̂  is especially apt with regard to the 

subject of beauty. Public standards are enforced in the dynamics o f interpersonal 

relationships. Eliot addressed the attention focused upon female appearance in her verse 

drama “Armgart” (1871), as the opera diva heroine enters flushed from her first public 

performance. Describing the reactions of the audience, Armgart '\s'\cornfully" tells her 

friends:

The women whispered, ‘Not a pretty face!’ 

The men, ‘Well, well, a goodly length of limb: 

She bears the chiton.’ It were all the same 

Were I the Virgin Mother, and my stage 

The opening heavens at the Judgment-day: 

Gossips would peep, jog elbows, rate the price 

O f such a woman in the social mart.

Armgart’s account of her experience blurs the distinction between public and private, as 

judgements o f beauty generally do. She contends that no woman, not even the Mother o f

As Dorothea Barrett contends, the image o f  the sibyl helped to “explai[n] away George Eliot’s power, 
staunching the discomfiture felt by a male intelligentsia that found itself dominated be a female intellectual 
and the fear o f  impending anarchy which inevitably accompanied female sexual licence” {Vocation and  
Desire: George E lio t’s Heroines. London: Routledge, 1989), 9).

Gunew, “Introduction,” Feminist Knowledge, 8. The theory is also discussed by Susan Sheridan in 
“Feminist Knowledge, Women’s Experience, and W omen’s Studies” (21) and Philipa Rothfield in 
“Feminism, Subjectivity, and Sexual Difference” (127) in the same volume. Gilbert and Gubar discuss the 
importance o f  the idea to “early second-wave feminists” in the introduction to the second edition o f  The 
M adwoman in the A ttic (xx).

Eliot, The Complete Shorter Poetry o f  George Eliot. Edited by Antonie Gerard van den Broek and 
William Baker (London: Pickering and Chatto, 2005), 98-9.
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God, is immune from the imposition. Women are subject to the kind of scrutiny advised 

in Thomas More’s Utopia (1516),^’ pieces o f stock evaluated as investments.

In Eliot’s life, the line between the personal and the political was negligible, as her 

close friends were at the vanguard o f scientific investigations o f beauty. Men she was 

attracted to, Bray and Spencer, published arguments on the association between beauty, 

morality and health, and the defectiveness o f ugly women, or “the connexion between 

organic ugliness and mental inferiority, and the converse connexion between organic 

beauty and comparative perfection.”^̂  In the work of Walker, Darwin, Spencer, Bray and 

Grant Allen, traditional prejudices in favour o f beauty were affirmed and given scientific 

authority, and Eliot’s personal undesirability was reinforced. In his phrenological manual. 

The Education o f  the Feelings (1838, 1849),^° Bray voiced a characteristic nineteenth- 

century uncertainty about the proper measure o f interest women should take in their 

appearance:

The love o f dress exists in the present age in great excess, but let us be 

carefiil not to run into an opposite extreme. Beauty o f body is desirable as 

well as excellence o f mind, and in checking too great a display o f personal 

vanity in our daughter, we must not on the contrary inflict upon society an 

ill-dressed, ungrateful, slatternly blue, who values only mental superiority.

Walker quoted More’s comparison between purchasing an animal and choosing a wife; “in buying a colt 
(whereas a little money is in hazard)...though he be almost all bare, yet they will not buy him, unless the 
saddle and all the harness be taken o ff... And yet, in choosing a wife, which shall be either pleasure or 
displeasure to them all their life after, they be so rechless, that, all the residue o f the woman’s body being 
covered with clothes, they esteem her scarcely by one hand breadth (for they can see no more but her face), 
and so to join her to them, not without great jeopardy o f evil agreeing together -  if  any thing in her body 
afterward should chance to offend and mislike them” {Beauty, ix-x). Walker also quotes the passage in 
Intermarriage (xxiii).

Eliot met Bray in November 1841. Barbara Hardy recounts Lewis’s description o f them walking “lover
like” and defines the relationship as an “amite amoureuse’’' {George Eliot, 72).

Spencer, “Personal Beauty,” 388-9.
This passage does not appear in the original 1838 edition, but in The Education o f  the Feelings. Second 

edition (London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longman, 1849). The 1838 first edition contains only a 
brief section on female beauty; the expanded version o f 1849 was included in all future editions.
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to the entire neglect o f  the equally legitimate mode o f pleasing by the 

person.^'

Most pertinent is Eliot’s resemblance to Bray’s image o f the bluestocking and its 

grounding in physical detail. In Bray’s later work, he is even more insistent on beauty as a 

defining characteristic o f the female. In A Manual o f  Anthropology (1871), he asks: “what 

does a man want for his other half? Not another man, or anything like one, but a true 

woman, feminine in all her attributes...To the one belongs power, to the other beauty...it 

is the province o f one to rule and subdue the world, and o f the other to beautify it.”^̂  Such 

writings reveal how little the ideal changed during the period. While fashions fluctuated, 

the emphasis on beauty as a defining characteristic o f  the female continued unabated. In 

“Personal Beauty,” Spencer challenged scepticism about correspondence: “It is a 

commonly-expressed opinion that beauty o f  character and beauty o f  aspect are unrelated.

I have never been able to reconcile myself to this opinion.” In the preface to 

Physiological Aesthetics (1877), Allen signals a continuity with the prevailing cultural 

conceptions o f beauty, as he writes that his thesis will broach what Ruskin accepted as a

Ibid., 47. Bray approvingly quotes Jean Paul Richter (1763-1835): “Ascribe to cleanliness, symmetry, 
propriety o f dress, and all the aesthetic requisites o f  beauty, their brilliant and true worth; so a daughter, like 
a poet, forgets herself in her art and in her ideal, and her own beauty in what is beautiful” (48). Bray further 
reveals how demand for a socially desirable appearance may contradict other demands -  here, the religious 
and intellectual education o f the ideal girl. This idea has a clear eighteenth-century pedigree, notably Mary 
W ollstonecraft’s A Vindication o f  the Rights o f  Woman.

Bray, A Manual o f  Anthropology (London: Longmans, Green, Reader and Dyer, 1871), 80. As a 
phrenologist, Bray obviously grounds these gender differences in the materiality o f  the body: “in the 
woman the social feelings...predominate; in the man, the moral feelings...The woman’s head is 
consequently long, the woman’s round and high” (80).

Spencer, “Personal Beauty,” 387. Lewes’s work on the relationship between psychology and physiology, 
or the “psycho-physical” in which Spencer was also interested, may be seen as a related example o f  the 
impetus. See Lewes, The Physiology o f  Common Life. Vol. II (New York: Appleton, 1867), 10, and 
Spencer, Autobiography. Vol. II, 417. Allen begins by dedicating the work to Spencer “The greatest o f 
living philosophers,” defining his own efforts as a “slight attempt to extend in a single direction the general 
principles which he has laid down” {Physiological Aesthetics (London: Henry S. King and Co., 1877), title 
page).
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mystery: “The questions thus summarily dismissed by our great living authority on 

Aesthetics are exactly the ones which this little book asks, and, I hope, answers.” '̂*

According to phrenology, physiognomy and the science of beauty, Eliot’s features 

not only failed to meet aesthetic standards, they carried negative moral connotations. Her 

“rather large mouth and jaw”^̂  were much noted by those who met her. In On Beauty 

(1858), John Stuart Blackie described the simultaneous moral and aesthetic failings o f the 

feature:

Why is a big mouth ugly? Not only because it divides the oval unity o f the 

head with an unseemly cleft into two, but also, and specially, because the 

mouth, as a mere opening, is not and cannot be, in such a lofty creature as 

man, a noble feature: it expresses only our lowest and most corporeal 

necessities.^^

Spencer also described the ugliness o f the feature, contending that “the projecting jaw .. .is 

a facial defect.. .a trait which no sculptor would give to an ideal bust.”^̂  He presents it as 

an index o f physical and moral failings, admitting, however, possibly with Eliot in mind

-5 0

that, “This relationship, it is true, does not hold good uniformly.”

Ibid., vii.
Stephen, George Eliot, 145.
John Stuart Blackie, On Beauty: Three Discourses Delivered in the University o f  Edinburgh (Edinburgh: 

Sutherland and Knox; London: Simpkin, Marshall and Co., 1858), 109. In Beauty, Walker similarly writes 
that “Goodness and beauty in woman...will be found to bear a strict relation to each other and the latter will 
be seen always to be the external sign of the former” (3).

Spencer elaborates, “there exists an organic relationship between that protuberance of the jaws which we 
consider ugly, and a certain inferiority of nature” (390). Spencer, however, associates the trait with lower 
intelligence and the inferiority of non-European races: He describes it as “characteristic o f the lower human 
races... it is an ascertained fact that prominence of jaw is associated in the mammalia generally with 
comparative lack of intelligence” (389).

He continues, “It is not a direct but an indirect one; and is thus liable to be disturbed. Nevertheless, it 
holds good among all the higher tribes; and on inquiry we shall see why it must hold good” (389). Nancy L. 
Paxton argues that the example of Eliot’s body significantly influenced Spencer’s physiological theories: 
“Eliot served as Spencer’s first problematic example upon which to test his developing theory that beauty 
was a sign o f ‘heterogeneity’ in women and the lack of it a mark o f ‘homogeneity’” {George Eliot and
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Eliot was not merely a victim o f cultural idealisation of beauty. Her life writings 

reveal the extent to which she upheld conventional judgements. In 1851, she described 

author Fredrika Bremer as “extremely ugly, and deformed...Her eyes are sore, her teeth 

horrid...She is to me a repulsive person, equally unprepossessing to eye and ear.”^̂  The 

role appearance played in her imagination is suggested in a journal entry written in 

Weimar in 1854: “The appearance o f the Princess rather startled me at first. I had 

expected to see a tall distinguished looking woman, if  not a beautiful one. But she is short 

and unbecomingly endowed with embonpoint.”'*̂  Eliot’s expectations are moulded by a 

residual belief in correspondence; regality is associated with height and grandeur, if  not 

necessarily beauty. Instead, she encounters a thoroughly human woman, whose 

appearance indicates nothing of her status. Eliot’s attitudes to physiognomy and 

phrenology were ambivalent.''’ Karl notes that “She attended phrenology classes with 

Bray.”"*̂ A marked ambivalence is evident in her 1848 description of “Lavater’s queer 

sketches of physiognomies and still queerer judgements on them.”"*̂ The legitimacy of 

physiognomy is implicitly and explicitly debated within her fiction. In Adam Bede (1859), 

when the clergyman Mr. Irwine tells his mother that, “‘Nature is clever enough to cheat,” ’ 

she retorts:

H erbert Spencer: Feminism, Evolutionism, and the Reconstruction o f  Gender (Princeton, N ew  Jersey; 
Oxford: Princeton University Press, 1991), 19).

To the Brays, September 1851, Letters, I, 365-6. Elsewhere she described a “Mrs. A” as “a very ugly but 
ladylike little w om an...w ith a complexion not unlike a dirty primrose glove” (to the Brays, September 
1849, Letters, I, 309).

Eliot, The Journals o f  George Eliot. Edited by Margaret Harris and Judith Johnston (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1998), 21).

Hugh Witemeyer argues, “Although she renounced her early faith in phrenology as a science, she never 
entirely abandoned physiognomical premises in her descriptions o f  people, paintings, and fictional 
characters” (George Eliot and the Visual Arts (New  Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1979), 28).

Karl, 70. She wrote to Maria Lewis o f  her “organs o f  ideality and comparison” (6-8 November 1838, 
Letters. Vol. I). In a note to this letter, Haight describes this as Eliot’s “earliest reference to phrenology” 
( 11).

Letter to John Siree Jr., Feb 1848, Letters. Vol. 1, 250. Eliot’s translation o f  The Essence o f  Christianity 
(New York: Prometheus, 1989) quotes Lavater: “We need...an arbitrary God” (55).
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‘Nonsense, child! Nature never makes a ferret in the shape o f a mastiff. 

You’ll never persuade me that I can’t tell what men are by their outsides. If 

I don’t like a man’s looks, depend upon it I shall never like him. I don’t 

want to know people that look ugly and disagreeable, any more than I want 

to taste dishes that look disagreeable.’'*'*

Mrs. Irwine’s disdain for the unbeautiful is an example o f  the prejudice that supported 

beauty’s literary monopoly. Elsewhere, Eliot also endowed character and ability with 

physical properties. In “Women in France: Madame de Sable” (1854) she accounted for 

the “earlier development and more abundant manifestation o f womanly intellect in 

France” with “the physiological characteristics o f  the Gallic race: -  the small brain and 

vivacious temperament which permit the fragile system o f woman to sustain the 

superlative activity requisite for intellectual c r e a t iv e n e s s .H e r  letters reveal that 

physiognomic and phrenological assumptions influenced personal encounters. Of 

Dickens, she recorded, “His appearance is certainly disappointing, —  no benevolence in 

the face, and, I think, little in the head, —  the anterior lobe not by any means remarkable. 

In fact, he is not distinguished looking in anyway, —  neither handsome nor ugly.”'*̂  The 

judgement reveals an expectation that the favourable qualities o f Dickens’s fiction would

Eliot, Adam Bede. Edited and introduction by Valentine Cunningham (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1998), 65. The issue o f correspondence is first obliquely mentioned in The M ill on the Floss [Edited by 
Gordon S. Haight, with an introduction by Dinah Birch (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998)] when 
Jeremy Tulliver tells Mr. Riley, “ ‘they’ve all got the same covers, and 1 thought they were all o ’ one sample 
as you may say. But it seems one mustn’t judge by th ’ outside. This is a puzzlin’ world’” (18). The validity 
o f correspondence is debated throughout Romola, most specifically in relation to Tito Melema’s misleading 
beauty. The issue is made explicit as the painter Piero approaches Tito to pose for a painting of “Sinon 
deceiving old Priam” {Romola. Edited by Andrew Brown (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), 40). 
Nello objects, insisting that Tito is too handsome to make the representation credible. Piero responds, “‘A 
perfect traitor should have a face which vice can write no marks on -  lips that will lie with a dimpled smile 
-  eyes o f such agate-like brightness and depth that no infamy can dull them -  cheeks that will rise from a 
murder and not look haggard. I say not this young man is a traitor: I mean, he has a face that would make 
him the more perfect traitor if  he has the heart o f  one, which is saying neither more nor less than that he has 
a beautifijl face, informed with rich young blood, that will be nourished by food, and keep its colour without 
much help of virtue’” (41).

Eliot, “Woman in France: Madame de Sable,” Westminster Review, October 1854, Essays o f  George 
Eliot. Edited by Thomas Pinney (New York: Columbia University Press; London: Routledge and Kegan 
Paul, 1963), 55-6.

Letter to the Brays, 5* May 1852?, quoted in Cross, George Eliot's Life, 281.
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be legible on his body, that he would possess a physical presence appropriate to the great 

author. Such suppositions reveal the intrinsic value Eliot placed on appearance and its 

association with character. In her essay on Sable, she created an image of a historical 

heroine, whose attractiveness significantly contributed to her greatness: “With beauty and 

high rank added to the mental attractions o f which we have abundant evidence, we may 

well believe that Madame de Sable’s youth was brilliant.”'*̂  Here, Eliot intimates the 

value of physical beauty, while elsewhere questioning it.

Eliot’s conventional beauty

Eliot’s fidelity to the beauty ideal may seem surprising. Writing after Bronte, whose work 

she “greatly admired,”"** she repeatedly chose to create heroines o f exceptional beauty, a 

beauty that, in addition, sits oddly beside the realism celebrated by her earliest readers."^^ 

In “Silly Novels by Lady Novelists” (1856), she associated exceptional beauty with 

hyperbolic excess, and realism with physical imperfection. She wrote critically of the 

typical heroine’s conventional beauty: “Her eyes and her wit are both dazzling; her nose 

and her morals are alike free fi'om any tendency to irregularity.”^̂  In “Women in France,” 

she suggested the rarity o f a refined physique, claiming, “we rarely see a perfectly-

Eliot, “Woman in France,” 62-3. It is also clear that, in her personal life, Eliot derived much pleasure 
from beauty. In a letter to Mrs. Congreve she writes, “on Monday a little crippled girl, seated at the door o f  
a church, looked up at us with a face fall o f  such pathetic sweetness and beauty that I think it can hardly 
leave me again” (4* April 1860, The George Eliot Letters: 1859-1861. Vol. Ill, 288).

Alison Booth, 'Greatness Engendered’: George Eliot and Virginia W oolf (Ithaca and London: Cornell 
University Press, 1992), 68. In a letter written in February 1853, Eliot described Villette as “a still more 
wonderfal book than Jane Eyre" {The Brontes: The Critical H eritage, 192). She recorded in her journal that 
she found Gaskell’s Life o f  Charlotte Bronte “deeply interesting” {The Journals o f  George Eliot, 68).

David Carroll considers this characteristic o f  nineteenth-century evaluations o f  Eliot, “They want to know 
i f  the particular novel is a true picture o f  reality and whether its effect is beneficial or pernicious. On these 
grounds they assess its worth” {George Eliot: The Critical Heritage, 1). Chase groups Eliot with Bronte and 
Dickens, contending that “All three opposed their work to a tradition o f  romance which, it is clear left traces 
on their fiction” (5). One trace may be discerned in the heightened beauty o f  Eliot’s heroines.

Eliot, “Silly N ovels by Lady Novelists,” Selected Critical Writings. Edited by Rosemary Ashton (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press), 296.
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developed, well-made man.” '̂ The Atlantic Monthly welcomed Scenes o f  Clerical Life 

(1858) as an important contribution to a sea-change in the direction o f fiction:

the novels o f the last few years exhibit very dearly the spirit that 

characterizes the period o f regard for men and women as men and women, 

without reference to rank, beauty, fortune, or privilege. Novelists 

recognize that Nature is a better romance-maker than the fancy, and the 

public is learning that men and women are better than heroes and heroines, 

not only to live with, but also to read of. Now and then, therefore, we get a 

novel like these ‘Scenes of Clerical Life,’ in which the fictitious element is 

securely based upon a broad groundwork o f actual truth, truth as well in

C O

detail as in general.

Although the three stories that comprise Scenes contain striking beauties in the different 

forms o f Milly Barton, Caroline Czerlaski, Caterina Sarti and Janet Dempster, no 

reviewer seems to have associated them with the conventional heroine. Their class, 

realistic surroundings, and the fact that their beauty was not the single focus o f the plot, 

presented them as a departure from tradition. The Saturday Review followed praise for 

Eliot’s “homely every-day life and ordinary characters’’^̂  with admiring descriptions of 

Milly, the hero’s “charming wife” "̂* and Janet, “A beautiful, impulsive, loving woman.”^̂  

The characters were deemed credible embodiments o f the kind o f beauty encountered in 

the social world. Eliot was judged innocent o f “the unreal ideal”^̂  common among her 

peers and predecessors. Yet, even in Scenes, Eliot invokes iconic beauty to lift female

Eliot, “Woman in France,” 55-6.
Unsigned Tsviev/, Atlantic Monthly, May 1858, 891.
Unsigned review, Saturday Review, 29 May 1858, Ibid., 67.
Ibid., 68.
Ibid., 69.
Unsigned review, Atlantic Monthly, May 1858, Ibid., 65.
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characters above their modest surroundings. In “Amos Barton” (1857), Milly, “was a 

lovely woman...a large, fair, gentle Madonna, with thick, close, chestnut curls beside her 

well-rounded cheeks, and with large, tender, short-sighted eyes. The flowing lines o f her 

tall figure made the limpest dress look graceful.

Beauty is integral to Eliot’s sense of the specialness of her heroines, and signifies 

their heroic intellect and passion. As Moers contends, her novels are not about “the lives 

o f ordinary women” (178), but women whose great souls are squandered within narrow, 

antithetical communities. She defers to tradition in her use of beauty to express their 

moral and intellectual grandeur. Eliot complicates patterns of beauty, but she does not 

dismiss them. Mary Garth, her most significant unbeautiful character, is not a heroine.

Her distance from Dorothea Brooke, in appearance and temperament, indicates Eliot’s 

continuing interest in the extraordinary woman. Her heroines typically conform to the 

ideal described in Felix Holt, the Radical (1866): “‘one beautiful woman whose mind was 

as noble as her face was beautiful.’” *̂ Their bodies bespeak a lineage descending from the 

iconic beauty o f visual art and the celestial qualities it codifies, a beauty of Madonna and 

saint. No icons are invoked in the description of Mary Garth. She is the unremembered, 

uncelebrated norm, beloved only by R em brand t.E lio t’s novels continue to venerate 

idealised women, and to anoint them as heroines.

Conservatism?

Yet, Eliot’s contemporaries genuinely felt that her fiction posed a challenge to the 

convention of beauty. The Westminster Review read Adam Bede critically as “a protest 

against the overpowering influence of beauty, and a pleading in favour of the modest

Eliot, Scenes o f  C lerical Life. Edited with an introduction and notes by Thomas A. Noble (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2000), 15.

Eliot, Felix Holt, the Radical. Edited, with an introduction by Fred C. Thomson (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1988), 293. Similarly in Romola, the heroine’s father tells her that she possesses a ‘“ man’s 
nobility o f  soul’” (52).

Eliot, Middlemarch, 105.
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virtues of obscure life.. .This is a peculiarly feminine view. Whose peace, whose self- 

complacency is most threatened by the insolences and attacks o f beauty, if  not woman’s?” 

The interpretation of the novel as contemptuous, a “polemic” directed against an 

“enemy” °̂ who overvalues beauty echoes Spencer’s theory o f the embittering 

consequences o f physical plainness: “One who knows that he is looked upon with 

disfavour, can hardly avoid being in some measure soured...envy being a probable 

result.” '̂ Recent advocates, also detecting protest in the novel, read it more favourably. 

Instead of judging Eliot a caviller, she is deemed, like Bronte, a rebel, challenging 

orthodoxy. Steiner contends that Eliot “makes her pretty characters foolish and her 

complex heroines plain...For Eliot, love and sympathy produced the experience o f beauty

-  value -  and not the reverse.”^̂  Steiner goes too far. Like Wolf, she is eager to credit

£ '2

Eliot with an inversion o f a dominant pretty/plain archetype. Eliot’s heroines, Dinah 

Morris, Maggie Tulliver, Dorothea, are in no sense plain, while her appropriation o f the 

motif of good and bad beauty transcends such stark dualism. In each of Eliot’s novels, 

love is, in part at least, a response to surface appearance. Physical attraction, most often a 

perception o f beauty, is essential to her conception of romantic love. In Adam Bede, this 

is expressed by the hero’s mother Lisbeth, as she asks her son: “‘Well, then, if  thee 

think’st her so pretty, why atn’t fond on her?” ’̂  ̂In The Mill on the Floss, the narrator 

describes Stephen Guest’s eyes “devouring Maggie.”^̂

For some readers, this fidelity to ordinary, beautiful women is a limitation, their 

minor ambitions and modest achievements render them too ordinary and constrained.

Unsigned review, The Mill on the Floss, Westminster Review, July 1860, 13-18, 14.
Spencer, Autobiography. Vol. II, 417-8. This is not to say that Spencer judged Eliot in this way; more 

likely, she influenced his sense o f the alternative: “In like manner deformity or ugliness may, instead of  
souring those characterized by it, have, in some cases, a reverse effect. It may prompt them to make 
themselves attractive in other ways than by their physical traits” (417-8).

Steiner, 25.
Wolf, 60.

^  Eliot, Adam Bede, 499. Lisbeth is answered soon afterwards, as the narrator discerns that Adam is indeed 
falling in love, “hungering for the sight o f Dinah” (529).

Eliot, The Mill on the Floss, 440.
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Eliot’s own transgressive life appears at odds with her cowed protagonists. Moers 

influentially described Eliot as “no feminist” (194). In Kate Millett’s famous words,

“Eliot lived the revolution.. .but she did not write o f it.”^̂  More recently, Nancy L. Paxton 

concludes that Eliot’s feminism was “ambivalent.” Feminist scholars have similarly 

interpreted Eliot’s representation o f beauty as conservative. In this, she is unfavourably 

compared to Bronte: “faulted...for giving her heroines too much, for never creating, as 

Bronte did, a heroine like herself, unblessed with the gift of beauty.” Judith Mitchell 

similarly argues that “In her treatment of beautiful women characters, she is an entirely 

representative nineteenth-century novelist, but emphatically not a f e m i n i s t . F r o m  the 

perspective of this thesis, Eliot’s representation of beauty could appear a retread. After 

Bronte extended the forms o f femininity embraced within the novel, Eliot returns to a 

union of beauty and heroinism.

Her persistent recourse to beauty is all the more surprising as the commentary of 

her omniscient narrators betrays an interest in the injustice consequent upon its 

idealisation. In Adam Bede, she confronts the false logic o f beauty’s ubiquity: “But, bless 

us, things may be lovable that are not altogether handsome, I hope? I am not at all sure

70that the majority o f the human race have not been ugly.” Yet, in the novel itself, she 

presents two exceptionally beautiful heroines and could thereby be accused of complicity 

with the convention she critiques. The exceptional beauty of her heroines, combined with

Kate Millett, Sexual Politics (London: Hart-Davis, 1971), 139. In “George Eliot and the Problematic o f  
Female Beauty” [M odem  Language Studies 20 (1990): 14-28] Judith Mitchell writes that “Feminists have 
always had trouble with George Eliot” (14). Lambert observes, “George Eliot has been a problematic writer 
for contemporary feminists” {The Face o f  Love, 128). Similarly, Ellin Ringler argues: “Eliot occupies a 
profoundly uneasy position among feminist literary critics” {"‘Middlemarch: A Feminist Perspective,” 
Studies in the Novel 15 (2003): 55-61, 55). In Victorian W omen’s Fiction, Foster dedicates a chapter to the 
question o f  Eliot’s “Conservative Unorthodoxy” (185-225).

Paxton , 6.
Lambert, 129. The parallel is invoked because o f  their similar experiences. Lambert explains that “both 

Charlotte Bronte and George Eliot knew themselves as emphatically unattractive women; for each the 
beauty question was a personal and often a painful one” (95). W hile it seems reductive to argue that an 
author should create protagonists reflective o f  their personal experience, Eliot’s use o f  beauty is revealing 
o f  the premium it continued to hold in the public imagination.

Mitchell, 26.
™ As common features o f  imperfection Eliot lists “squat figures, ill-shapen nostrils, and dingy 
complexions” {Adam Bede, 177).
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their ordinary lives and modest achievements, threatens to suggest that beauty is their 

defining virtue, mirroring the tradition she mocks. She is correct to suggest that the 

logical conclusion o f the conjunction o f beauty and heroinism is that only the beautiful 

are lovable and interesting. In “Plain Girls” (1868), Linton^' argued that the 

predominance o f beauty in courtship plots posed troubling questions about the fate o f the 

unbeautiful: “If marriage is the object o f all feminine endeavors and ambitions it certainly 

seems rather hard that Providence should have condemned plain girls to start in the race at 

such an obvious disadvantage.” Eliot’s fiction does little to challenge such assumptions 

or to contribute to the creation of an alternative way o f valuing women. In choosing to 

create beautiful heroines, she may be accused of perpetuating the false logic she at times 

vehemently rejects.

But although, like Gaskell, Eliot continues to centre her narratives around beauty, 

the novels do offer their own challenges to convention. A more nuanced reading of Eliot’s 

representation o f beauty is required; it is this I hope to accomplish in this chapter. To say 

that her representation is wholly conservative or traditional is inaccurate. Instead, we may 

be reminded of her husband John Walter Cross’s description o f the fracture at the centre 

o f her conception of women. Although “keenly anxious to redress injustices to women.

Sarah Bilston describes Linton as “famously an author o f antifeminist non-fictional prose” {The Awkward 
Age in Women’s Popular Fiction, 1850-1900: Girls and the Transition to Womanhood (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 2004), 136). In The Woman Question: Society and Literature in Britain and America, 1837-1883 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1983), the authors [Elizabeth K. Helsinger, Robin Lauterbach 
Sheets and William Veeder] argue that Linton’s “antifeminist essays defend readily the male-oriented code 
of social orthodoxy” (106). However, attending to the plight o f the plain may be considered feminist, 
questioning as it does the injustice o f society’s criteria for evaluating women. More famously, in this same 
year, “Linton sparked one o f the great Victorian controversies when she wrote ‘The Girl o f  the Period’” 
(103).

Linton, “Plain Girls,” The Eclectic Magazine o f  Foreign Literature, Science, and Art. Vol. VIL February 
1868, 195-8, 195. Linton claims that the “mission” o f the plain girl “is a subject which no philosopher, as 
yet, has adequately handled” (195). The odd exception enforces the norm: “Sometimes, as in the case o f the 
celebrated Lily Dale, the public tolerates a bold exception to the ordinary rule, on account o f  the extreme 
piquancy o f the thing” (ibid). Linton refers to Lily o f  Anthony Trollope’s Small House atAllington (1864) 
and The Last Chronicle o f  Barset (1867). While far fi'om a conventional heroine, Lily is equally far from 
plainness, “pretty, fair-haired,” as she is described {Small House at Allington. Edited, with an introduction 
and notes by James R. Kincaid (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 53).
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and to raise their general status in the community,” he suggests that she also subscribed 

to the ideals o f her age, ideals whose oppressive weight she herself often experienced 7"* 

We might think o f Spencer, as Cross relates, “it was one o f the most distinctly marked 

traits in her character that she particularly disliked everything generally associated with 

the idea of a ‘masculine woman.’ She was, and as a woman she wished to be, above all 

things, feminine ‘so delicate with her needle, and an admirable musician.’”^̂  Nonetheless, 

Eliot’s heroines are perceived as idiosyncratic by their communities; Dinah, Maggie and 

Dorothea are regarded with a mixture of distrust and disdain for their passionate piety, for 

their thirst for knowledge and experience. They seem driven by a feminist impulse, in 

their intellectual and emotional hunger, and their dissatisfaction with their lot in life.^^ 

Their luminous beauty counterbalances idiosyncrasy. Without beauty, it is unlikely that 

their unconventionality would be tolerated by their community, or audience. In this, 

Eliot’s use of beauty is conventional; it acts to retain the sympathy o f the observer, 

communicating the goodness o f the protagonist. It does little else, and this may be seen to 

be Eliot’s most radical point. Accepting her conservatism, Dolin asks: “Yet who among 

the Victorian novelists was more trenchantly critical of the oppressiveness of social 

structures? Who more eloquent about the curtailment of women’s lives?”^̂  We feel the 

constraints that oppress Eliot’s heroines in the limitations of their beauty, how little it 

achieves, how little they profit fi'om it, how irrelevant it is to their spiritual and 

intellectual longings. Eliot does not merely replicate convention; each representation

Cross, 427.
Mitchell similarly argues, “The notion o f  female beauty is problematic in her novels precisely because 

she did not see it as a problem: according to the dictates o f  her time, she believed that a lovely woman 
should signify certain feminine attributes” (26). This is not entirely true. Eliot was aware that the 
privileging o f  beauty was problematic, as I argue later in this chapter.

Cross, 428.
Ringler similarly argues, “George Eliot’s sensitivity to feminist concerns seems evident in her creation o f  

such figures as Dinah Morris, Maggie Tulliver, Dorothea Brooke, and Gwendolen Harleth” (55).
Dolin contends, “Eliot’s richest insights come out o f  political and social convictions that are deeply 

conservative, anti-democratic and avowedly anti-feminist” (4). He speculates that Eliot’s scandalous private 
life may have encouraged to her to make her fiction conservative: “Eliot, banished from society for living 
with a married man, strove in everything she did and wrote to be accepted back; which, in the end, is 
exactly what happened...A monument o f  the establishment, Eliot’s greatness was indistinguishable from 
her deep-seated respectability and conventionality. Conventionality also implies conservatism” (ibid).
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engages with it, and ultimately modifies it. In Maggie and Gwendolen, she moves beyond 

the dualism o f good and bad beauty to create heroines whose beauty is shifting, 

ambiguous, signifying a complexity o f character that resists the simple categorisations o f 

the past. The motivation for her habitual return to beauty is, however, ultimately 

suggested by the narrator o f Adam Bede: “All honour and reverence to the divine beauty 

o f form! Let us cultivate it to the utmost in men, women, and children -  in our gardens 

and in our houses” (178). And in our novels, in our heroines, too, we might add. Not 

beauty only, but beauty certainly; it is a voice arguing with itself, its culture, and the 

tradition that shaped both.

Adam Bede

In Adam Bede, the tension between realism and idealism hinted at in Scenes is 

heightened. The narrator addresses the injustice consequent upon the unrelenting artistic 

focus upon beauty, bringing to the reader’s attention the anonymous populace, more 

likely to possess “very irregular noses and lips,” than perfect beauty. Yet, the interests o f 

the narrative itself are usurped by two exceptionally beautiful heroines, Dinah and Hetty. 

The seventeenth chapter, “In Which the Story Pauses a Little,” is frequently read as a 

manifesto o f realism,^* associated with Eliot’s admiration of Ruskin’s “doctrine that all 

truth and beauty are to be attained by a humble and faithful study of nature.”’  ̂Such study 

necessitates the admission that most people do not meet the criteria o f classical beauty, a

Lucie Armitt argues that Adam Bede is “situated quite firmly within the heyday o f  classical realism -  a 
term usually synonymous with the need for absolute verisimilitude” (George Eliot: Adam Bede, The M ill on 
the Floss, M iddlemarch. Edited by Lucie Armitt (Duxford; Icon, 2000), 14). In her introduction to Scenes o f  
Clerical Life (London; Penguin, 1999), Jennifer Gribble discusses the significance o f  Eliot’s interest in “the 
‘realism’ o f  the Dutch school o f  painters, with its loving attention to ordinary people and commonplace 
detail” (xv).
™ Eliot famously commented in this review o f the third volume o f  M odem  Painters'. “The truth o f  infinite 
value that he teaches is realism” (“Art and Belles Lettres,” Westminster Review, April 1 1856, 625-650,
626). Witemeyer contends, “[Ruskin’s] qualified defense o f  Dutch art in Modern Painters underlies chapter 
17 o f  Adam Bede" (26).
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truth conveyed in “Dutch paintings, which lofty-minded people despise.”**̂ The swathes 

o f experience overlooked in the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century novel are portrayed in 

the more common pairing at the centre o f the “village wedding.. .between four brown 

walls” where “an awkward bridegroom opens the dance with a high-shouldered broad

faced bride.” Defending the perspective against the carping o f an “idealistic friend,” the 

narrator compares the truth o f experience to the false logic encouraged by the conventions 

of art:

I have a friend or two whose class o f features is such that the Apollo curl 

on the summit of their brows would be decidedly trying; yet to my certain 

knowledge tender hearts have beaten for them .. .1 have seen many an 

excellent matron, who could never in her best days have been handsome, 

and yet she had a packet o f yellow love-letters in a private drawer.*’

What is surprising, then, is the extent to which Eliot contributes to the propagation of 

these myths by choosing to create exceptionally beautiful heroines. There is a 

knowingness in Adam Bede, a self-consciousness in the recourse to beauty that amounts 

to an affirmation of its value. We read that “There are few prophets in the world; few 

sublimely beautifial women” (178), and yet, we are presented with two such women.

Hetty is so extraordinarily beautiful that, in Adam’s words, “‘You couldn’t forget her if  

you saw her’” (394). Dinah, as a “prophetess.. .and more than a prophetess a uncommon 

pretty young woman” (8), combines both rarities.

Eliot, Adam Bede, 177.
The paragraph concludes, “Yes! thank God; human feeling is like the mighty rivers that bless the earth: it 

does not wait for beauty -  it flows with resistless force and brings beauty with it” (177-8).
E. S. Dallas described Dinah as a “most beautifiil piece o f  portraiture -  a perfect chrysolite” (unsigned 

review, Times, 12 April 1859, 84).
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Eliot’s delineation o f Dinah’s beauty balances convention and idiosyncrasy. She 

possesses the “liquid” eyes and “delicate” nose (23) that the Atlantic Review  defined as 

stereotypical traits o f the literary beauty. Her mouth is “fiill,” her eyes framed by “long 

and abundant” eyelashes, as the conventional heroine’s so often were.*^ The typicality o f  

Dinah’s beauty is suggested by her resemblance to Fanny Fletcher o f Frances Trollope’s 

Michael Armstrong, a highly idealised heroine, and eventual wife o f  the eponymous 

hero.*"* Having been parted from Fanny for some time, Michael’s love is reignited by the 

vision o f her “delicate oval face, the sweet regular small features, the glossy light brown 

hair parted Madonna-like upon the ivory brow, and the long eyelash.”*̂  The description is 

very close to Dinah’s “small oval face, o f  a uniform transparent whiteness, with an egg

like line o f cheek and chin.. .a low perpendicular brow, surmounted by a rising arch o f

86parting between smooth locks o f pale reddish hair.” The striking similarity o f  the two 

portraits indicates the shared influence o f the Madormas o f Renaissance art, which were at

87once composed from, and helped to popularise, an image o f  ideal beauty. As Clark

Eliot, Adam Bede, 23. Hetty, too, has “long lashes” suggesting the significance o f the attribute in 
contemporary conceptions o f beauty (84). Walker contends: “The eye-lashes, when long and silky, form a 
sign o f  gentleness, and sometimes o f  softness” {Beauty, 271). Witemeyer argues that “The description of 
Hetty Sorrel is modeled upon formal Renaissance word-portraits o f romance heroines and Petrarchan 
beloved ladies” (52), and that “Hetty’s is the only portrait in all o f George Eliot to follow this traditional 
rhetorical pattern” (53). While this is no doubt true, Dinah very closely resembles the image o f  the ideal 
lady in medieval literature. S. S. Hussey lists “grey eyes” among the typical traits o f “the romance heroine” 
{Chaucer: An Introduction (London: Methuen, 1971), 106). Robert M. Correale and Mary Hamel list the 
typical attributes o f  the “ideal feminine beauty” o f “a courtly romance heroine” as “a well-proportioned 
nose, gray eyes, a soft, small, red mouth, a broad, fair forehead, a statuesque (perhaps not overly statuesque) 
figure” {Sources and Analogues o f  the Canterbury Tales. Vol. II (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2005), 15).

Susan Zlotnick describes Fanny as “a flower o f femininity” (Women, Writing, and the Industrial 
Revolution (Baltimore and London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1998), 151).

Frances Trollope, Michael Armstrong, 374.
E\ioi, Adam Bede, 21. The same principle is evident in Romola’s possession of “reddish gold” hair (46). 

Like Dinah, Romola is also “tall” (ibid).
Many o f these features are listed in Anna Jameson’s description of the historical Mary: “In the 

ecclesiastical history o f Nicephorus Callixtus, he has inserted a description of the person o f  Mary, which he 
declares to have been given by Epiphanius, who lived in the fourth century, and by him derived from a 
more ancient source...She was o f  middle stature; her face oval; her eyes brilliant...her eyebrows arched...her 
hair was o f a pale brown; her complexion fair as wheat... Her dress was without ornament, and in her 
deportment was nothing lax or feeble” {Legends o f  the Madonna, as Represented in the Fine Arts (London: 
Longman, Green, Brown, and Longmans, 1852), xliii).
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asserts, “these Madonnas have influenced our concept of everyday beauty far more than is

Q Q

commonly realized.”

While Dinah’s beauty is instantly recognisable, Eliot tweaks tradition in an 

attempt to present her as idiosyncratic. Her grey eyes, neither blue nor b l a c k , a n d  

reddish hair, neither blond nor dark, associate her with Pre-Raphaelite unorthodoxy. As 

The What-not; or Ladies ’ Handy-Book (1863) questioned, “What author has the temerity 

to give his heroine grey eyes?”^̂  The reason for this disfavour is that grey is considered 

“that every-day mixture of tints so commonplace,” '̂ not exceptional enough for beauty.

In this, Dinah comes close to being what Fahnestock defines as a “heroine o f irregular 

features” ; Eliot adds these touches to her Madonna beauty to contrast her against the 

more conventional Hetty. As with Austen’s heroines, the reader is at first to believe that 

Dinah is only the second most beautiful woman in her world. It is only when the 

supposedly greater beauty has been disgraced that she can assume her ascendancy. Eliot, 

therefore, bestows upon Dinah enough beauty for her attractiveness to be recognised, but 

tailors it to suggest that only a discriminating eye will recognise its superiority, a 

discrimination the hero does not yet possess.

As a result, despite the professions o f the seventeenth chapter, the narrative 

exhibits little sustained interest in unbeautifiil characters. They are fleeting presences, 

overlooked by the Hayslope community and narrator alike. Their meagre value is

** Clark, Feminine Beauty, 15.
The foils to the heroine, such as Rosamond, or R o m o la \  Tessa, usually have “blue baby-eyes” (24). The 

infantine association codifies their limited intellect, and a related tendency towards moral irresponsibility.
Dinah’s grey eyes relate her to the heroine o f  medieval romance, ostensibly out o f  favour with mid- 

Victorian ideals, and so, celebrated by the Pre-Raphaelites. In this article, grey eyes are associated with the 
distant past: “the eye o f  purest English colour, the most genuine, national, and characteristic,” “The Grey 
Eyes o f  Old England for Ever!” {The What-Not; or L ad ies' Handy Book. Vol. IV (London: Kent, 1860),
47).

The writer o f  the article disagrees with fashionable disdain for grey eyes, retorting, “As if  anything that 
caught its hue from the breath o f  the Divinity could be could be commonplace! could be out o f  taste!” (47). 
The journalist further describes grey as “the colour which artists love” (48), a comment o f  great significance 
to Dinah’s grounding in the archetypes o f  visual art.

M y argument differs from Fahnestock in the motivation cited for this divergence. Rather than indicating 
Dinah moral “imperfections” (326), her distance from conventional beauty suggests the heroic individuality 
o f  her character. Her beauty is that o f  medieval lady saints and, so, does not belong to the same world as 
Victorian drawing-room beauty.
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suggested in the comment, “Mr Irwine’s sisters, as any person o f family within ten miles 

of Broxton could have testified, were such stupid uninteresting women!” Chief among 

their failings is that they lack their mother’s “beauty”: “It was quite a pity handsome, 

clever Mrs Irwine should have had such commonplace daughters.” Physically 

unattractive, with no romantic connections to fuel gossip, they are neither worth seeing^^ 

nor discussing, and so, “no one ever thought of mentioning the Miss Irwines” (66). In 

Mary Burge’s loss o f Adam, first to Hetty and then to Dinah, the consequences o f 

plainness are exemplified. Unlike the beautiful, spoiled Hetty, Mary “would have been 

gratefiil enough for the most trifling notice from [Adam].” An unnamed voice interjects to 

point out the ridiculousness o f the idea: “ ‘Mary Burge, indeed! Such a sallow faced girl: 

if she put on a bit o f pink ribbon, she looked as yellow as a crow-flower, and her hair was 

as straight as a hank of cotton’” (98). Yet, Mary lacks beauty only; financially, she is a 

good match for Adam, and temperamentally, superior to Hetty. Later in the novel, the 

narrator describes Mary observing Hetty from the perspective o f her own advantages; she 

“thought that so sensible a man as Adam must be reflecting on the small value o f beauty 

in a woman whose temper was bad.” Mary is incorrect. Beauty liberates its possessor 

from the usual expectations: “it was quite true, that if  Hetty had been plain she would 

have looked very ugly and unamiable at that m omenf’ (262). Beauty transforms Hetty’s 

flaws into winning idiosyncrasies, so that “really there was something quite charming in 

her pettishness: it looked so much more like innocent distress than ill-humour.” "̂* In these 

isolated moments, the unjust privileges which beauty receives are illuminated. But the 

narrator does little to suggest that the judgement o f the community about the Miss Irwines 

or Mary is mistaken. They may be morally superior to Hetty, but they are not Dinah, in

Her well-preserved beauty makes Mrs Irwine an object o f  interest to community, “That fine old lady 
herself was worth driving ten miles to see, any day” (118).

Eliot, Adam Bede, 262. The injustice is acutely described as “Molly, the housemaid, with a tum-up nose 
and a protuberant jaw, was really a tender-hearted girl, and, as Mrs Poyser said, a jewel to look after the 
poultry, but her stolid face nothing o f this maternal delight, any more than a brown earthenware pitcher will 
show the o f  the lamp within it” (155).
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whom internal and external excellence conjoin. We never sense that there is more to the 

Miss Irwines or Mary than what fails to impress the eye. The narrative returns, instead, to 

the greater interest o f Adam, and to Adam’s eyes upon Hetty and Dinah, and so, takes its 

place in the privileging.

Eliot’s concession to realism in the embodiment of Hetty and Dinah lies in their 

social class. The quotation from Wordsworth that serves as an epigraph to the novel 

promises to illustrate “nature’s unambitious underwood/And flowers that prosper in the 

shade” (1), affirming the contention that, “Eliot’s artistic credo at the beginning o f her 

career is her insistence upon the importance, as a subject for serious literature, of the lives 

of commonplace men and women, and the novelist’s moral obligation to give a true 

picture of those l i v e s . I n  “Silly Novels by Lady Novelists,” Eliot objected to the 

monopoly of the heroine who “is usually an heiress, probably a peeress in her own 

right.”^̂  Dinah and Hetty’s rank is marked upon their bodies. Hetty’s arms are naturally 

superlatively beautiful -  “no amis could be prettier” -  but her resemblance to aristocratic 

femininity is marred by hands that “were coarsened by butter-making, and other work that 

ladies never did” (151). In spite o f this, Hetty’s beauty attracts the attention of the upper 

classes, echoing the similar experiences of Defoe’s Moll and Roxana, and Richardson’s 

Pamela. Mrs. Irwine inquires, “‘who is that pretty girl with dark eyes?” ’ pronouncing her 

“‘a perfect beauty!” ’ (273). To Mrs. Irwine, Hetty’s beauty is wasted in her rank; 

belonging more properly to the upper classes, it will be “‘thrown away among the

Q7farmers, when it’s wanted so terribly among the good families without fortune!”’ Dinah

Thomas A. Noble, “Introduction,” Scenes o f  Clerical Life, viii. As the narrator suggests, “we can hardly 
think Dinah and Seth beneath our sympathy, accustomed as we may be to weep over the loftier sorrows o f  
heroines in satin boots and crinoline” (38).

Eliot, “Silly N ovels by Lady Novelists,” 243.
Eliot, Adam Bede, 273. Hetty’s beauty is thrown away, as her seducer, Arthur Donnithome, refuses to 

reward her with the social advancements made by her eighteenth-century ancestors. Hetty’s greater beauty 
makes her inherently more suited to the fine materials only the wealthy can afford: “the linen butter-making 
apron...seemed a thing to be imitated in silk by duchesses, since it fell in such charming lines...her brown 
stockings and thick-soled buckled shoes lost all that clumsiness which they must certainly have had when 
empty o f  her foot and ankle” (146).
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is similarly represented, as Lisbeth’s attention is drawn to a hand that “was not white and 

delicate, for Dinah had never worn a glove in her life, and her hand bore the traces of 

labour from her childhood upwards.” Like Hetty’s, the hand is intrinsically beautiful and 

genteel, “much smaller” (109) than Lisbeth’s own. Arthur Donnithome’s socially superior 

eye notes Dinah’s physical disparity from her rank, commenting: “‘It’s a type o f face one 

rarely sees among our common people’” (63). Eliot’s emphasis on realism is evident in 

the marked hands o f Dinah and Hetty, but their beauty, more generally, is not specific to 

their class. It instead suggests an affinity with the upper classes. As with Gaskell’s 

working-class heroines, the features that constitute beauty are conceived of as inherently 

aristocratic. The minor flaw which Eliot imparts in the name of credibility does not 

impede the recognition of their beauty.

Dinah and religious art

Dinah and Hetty’s beauty is one element of the “union of the ideal with the real,” *̂ 

which Hugh Witemeyer defines as a major ambition of Eliot’s art. In her translation of 

David Friedrich Strauss’s The Life o f  Jesus, Critically Examined (1846), Eliot 

encountered an analysis o f various modes o f literalism and symbolism. Strauss 

described multiple levels o f representation, simultaneously present in the description o f 

scriptural figures. Moses, for example, is at once man and myth:

Witemeyer, 22. For example, Eliot writes, “I turn without shrinking, from cloud-bome angels, from 
prophets... to an old woman bending over her flower-pot, or eating her solitary dinner, while the noonday 
light... falls on her mob-cap, and just touches the rim o f  her spinning-wheel, and her stone jug, and all those 
cheap common things jug which are the precious necessaries o f life to her” (177). The old woman clearly 
recalls the typical figures represented in Dutch and Flemish genre paintings. The fusion o f the ideal with the 
real is then suggested as Eliot places Dinah’s beauty in scenes that recall the yellow interiors o f the school; 
for example, “the sun shone right on the pewter dishes, and from their reflecting surfaces pleasant jets of 
light were thrown on mellow oak and bright brass.” But here the light finds an object of unusual beauty, “a 
still pleasanter object than these; for some o f the rays fell on Dinah’s finely-moulded cheek, and lit up her 
pale red hair to auburn, as she bent over the heavy household linen which she was mending for her aunt” 
(73-4). Witemeyer describes the ambition announced in chapter 17: “to confer the dignity o f Italian 
Renaissance art upon Dutch genre subjects” (53).
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The flame and smoke which ascended from Mount Sinai, at the giving of 

the law, was merely a fire which Moses kindled in order to make a deeper 

impression upon the imagination of the people... The shining o f his 

countenance was the natural effect o f being overheated; but it was 

supposed to be a divine manifestation, not only by the people, but by 

Moses himself

Dinah is often similarly lit, such as when “The bright low-slanting rays o f the early sun 

made a glory about her pale face and pale auburn hair” (490), recalling at once natural 

sunlight and the aura o f a celestial halo.

The significance of physical beauty in the characterisation o f Dinah is suggested by 

the alterations Eliot made to her original inspiration, her Aunt Samuel:

A tiny little woman, with bright, small dark eyes, and hair that had been 

black, I imagine, but was now grey -  a pretty woman in her youth, but o f a 

totally different physical type from Dinah. The difference -  as you will 

believe -  was not simply physical: no difference

Dinah’s light hair, large eyes and impressive presence associate her with religious art. 

While writing Adam Bede, Eliot was exposed to multiple schools o f painting and

”  David Friedrich Strauss, The Life o f  Jesus, Critically Examined. Vol. I. Translated by Marian Evans 
(London: Chapman Brothers, 1846), 6. Dinah refers to this incident as she attempts to persuade Mr. Irwine 
that her audience is interested in her sermon, rather than her body: ‘“ 1 think, sir, when God makes His 
presence felt through us, we are like the burning bush: M oses never took any heed what sort o f  bush it was 
-  he only saw the brightness o f  the Lord. I’ve preached to as rough ignorant people as can be in the villages 
about Snowfield -  men that look very hard and wild: but they never said an uncivil word to me” (92).

Letter to Sara Heimell, 7 October 1859, Letters. Vol. Ill, 175. Neither was Dinah an isolated example. 
The inspiration for Eliot’s poem “Agatha” also fused the inspiration o f  an actual encounter with 
hagiography. In a letter to Alexander Main Eliot wrote that, “Agatha was written after a visit to the St. 
Margen described at the begiiming o f  the poem. There was really an aged woman among those green hills 
who suggested the picture o f  Agatha” (13 May 1874, Letters. Vol. VI, 49).
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sculpture, as she toured Germany with L e w e s . K a r l  relates that during 1858, “Eliot 

noted in her journal the Dutch: the Vermeers, as well as Holbeins and Titians. She was, 

however, especially taken with Raphael’s Sistine Madonna, which gave her, she says, a 

sense o f  awe.” '®̂  Clark argues that Raphael occupies a canonical place in the history o f  

aesthetics, as his “concept o f feminine beauty had an influence that cannot be overstated. 

For over three hundred years it was an ideal to which every woman aspired. ^Belle comme 

une Madone de Raphael' was a standard expression o f praise.”*'’̂  These diverse sources 

are registered in the embodiment o f  Dinah, who “recalls the iconography o f  the 

Virgin.”'®̂

Anna Jameson’s analyses o f  religious art were crucial sources for Eliot’s use o f  

the symbolic possibilities o f  these tradi t ions .Gi l l ian Beer explains, “Jameson’s main 

contention.. .is that in the mythology o f  the saints we have a visual and symbolic system 

equivalent in complexity and intensity to classical myth.” '°̂  Like Strauss, Jameson argues 

that such paintings operate on multiple levels o f  signification, at once actual and 

individual, general and symbolic, so that “a sacred subject, without losing wholly its 

religious import, becomes historical the moment it represents any story, incident, or

She wrote in her journal, “Here I wrote the latter half o f the second volume of ‘Adam Bede’ in the long 
mornings that our early hours rising at six o’clock secured us. Three mornings in the week we went to the 
Picture Gallery from twelve till one. The first day we went was a Sunday, when there is always a crowd in 
the Madorma Cabinet. I sat down on the sofa opposite the picture for an instant, but a sort o f awe, as if  I 
were suddenly in the living presence o f some glorious being, made my heart swell too much for me to 
remain comfortably, and we hurried out o f  the room. On subsequent mornings we always came in, the last 
minutes o f  our stay, to look at this sublimest picture, and while the others, except the Christo della Moneta 
and Holbein’s Madonna, lost much o f their first interest, this became harder and harder to leave” (Germany 
1858, “Recollections o f our Journey from Munich to Dresden,” Eliot, Journals o f  George Eliot, 325).

Karl, 287.
Clark, 17.
Linda M. Lewis, 144. Kimberley VanEsveld Adams argues, more specifically, that “Eliot models Dinah 

Morris after the Sistine Madonna seen in Dresden” (Our Lady o f  Victorian Feminism: The Madonna in the 
Work o f  Anna Jameson, Margaret Fuller, and George Eliot (Athens: Ohio University Press, 2001), 37).

Antonie van der Broek and Gillian Beer both note the importance o f Jameson’s Sacred and Legendary 
Art to Eliot’s writing. Broek writes that “Eliot recorded lengthy extracts from Mrs. Jameson’s Sacred and 
Legendary A rt... in her Notebook 1854-79” {The Complete Shorter Poetry o f  George Eliot, note, 182). Beer 
writes that Eliot “knew Mrs Jameson personally” and describes Eliot as “indebted particularly” to her work 
{Darwin’s Plots: Evolutionary Narrative in Darwin, George Eliot and Nineteenth-Century Fiction 
(London: Roudedge and Kegan Paul, 1983), 176).

Beer, Darwin's Plots, 176.
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action, real or imagined.” '*’̂  This is analogous to the way in which beauty operates in the 

characterisation of Eliot’s heroines; it defines them within their communities but 

displaces them also, indicating their ancestry of traditional archetypes. This dual frame of 

reference was outlined by Lewes in his discussion of Raphael’s Madonna di San Sisto 

(Fig. 24) in “Realism in Art: Recent German Fiction” 1858:

In the figure[e] o f.. .St Barbara we have a real.. .woman.. .not elevated 

above sweet womanhood...two exquisite angel children, intensely 

childlike, yet something more, something which renders their wings 

congruous with our conception of them. In the never-to-be-forgotten 

divine babe, we have at once the intensest realism of presentation, with the 

highest idealism of conception: the attitude is at once grand, easy, and 

natural; the face is that of a child, but the child is divine: in these eyes, and 

on that brow, there is an indefinable something which, greater than the 

expression of the angels’ [s’/e], grander than that of pope or saint, is a 

perfect truth; we feel that humanity in its highest conceivable form is 

before us, and that to transcend such a form would be to lose sight of the 

human nature there represented. In the virgin mother, again, we have a real 

woman, such as the campagna of Rome will furnish every day, yet with 

eyes subdued to a consciousness of her divine mission.

This is an accurate description of the kind of embodiment which Eliot accomplishes in 

Dinah, at once ordinary and extraordinary. Her beauty resonates with the symbols

Jameson, Sacred and Legendary Art. Vol. I (London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1848),
XXV.

Lewes, unsigned article, “Realism in Art: Recent German Fiction,” Westminster Review, October 1858, 
493-6, 494.
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Fig. 24 Madonna di San Sisto, Raphael (1512-14)
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of Renaissance art.' ’̂̂  Eliot frequently conveys the whiteness o f Dinah’s skin through 

flower similes. Long before he falls in love with her, Adam notes, ‘“ She’s got a face like 

a lily.’”' Dinah’s skin is at once a symbol, signifying her chaste spiritual goodness, and 

a marker o f her conformity to nineteenth-century beauty ideals (Fig. 25). O f the former, 

Jameson explains, “W HITE...was the emblem of light, rehgious purity, innocence, 

virginity, faith, joy, and life... in the woman [it indicated] chastity. It was the colour 

consecrated to the Virgin.”' '' But white skin was also much admired in the nineteenth 

century, as Walker claimed: “Among the civilized m odem s.. .a taste which women seek 

always to satisfy, is that for whiteness o f the skin; hence the white lily, new fallen snow, 

white marble, or alabaster, are the images which poetry employs, when the colour o f a 

woman is its subject.”"  ̂Dinah’s skin intimates her excellence on both o f these planes. 

The spiritual resonance o f her beauty"^ is made explicit when she is compared to specific 

figures. On first seeing her, Lisbeth thinks, “perhaps it was an angel.” 'A r th u r  

Donnithome compares her to “St Catherine”"  ̂ (Fig. 26), also associated with the lily.

As Mr. Brooke observes in Middlemarch, ‘“ Everything is symbolical, you know — the higher style of 
art’” (339).

Later in the novel the narrator twice describes Dinah’s “lily face” (486, 534). Introducing Dinah, the 
narrator more generally describes: “It was one of those faces that make one think of white flowers with 
light touches of colour on their pure petals” (23). Romola, who is very much in the Dinah/Dorothea mould 
of heroine, is similarly described as “as fair as the Florentine lily” (39).
' ' '  Jameson, Sacred and Legendary Art. Vol. I, xl. Similarly, “The LILY is another symbol of purity of very 
general application. We find it in pictures of the Virgin... it is given...to...St. Catherine of Siena, to express 
the particular purity of [her] li[fe]” (xlii). In Legends o f  the Madonna, Jameson quotes a scriptural authority 
for the symbol, “7  am the rose o f Sharon, and lily o f  the valleys' (Cant. ii. 1, 2.).” She similarly describes it 
as “the general emblem of purity” (55). The references multiply as Dinah is described wearing “her long 
white dress” (144), and focus falls upon “the whiteness of her upper arm” (136).

Walker continues emphatically, “So greatly, indeed, does whiteness contribute to beauty, that many 
women deemed beautifiil by us, have little other right to that epithet except what they derive Irom a 
beautiful skin” (232).

In Middlemarch, Dorothea attempts to justify the allure of precious stones with the thought that, “‘It is 
strange how deeply colours seem to penetrate one, like scent. I suppose that is the reason why gems are 
used as spiritual emblems in the Revelation of St. John. They look like fragments of heaven’”( 12).

Eliot, Adam Bede, 109. Later, the correspondence becomes more specific as Lisbeth tells Adam of the 
exact angelic image Dinah reminds her of: “a picture -  that of the angel seated on the great stone that has 
been rolled away from the sepulchre. This picture had one strong association in Lisbeth’s memory, for she 
had been reminded of it when she first saw Dinah” (498-9). Dorothea is similarly described as an “angel 
beguiled” (195).

Ibid, 63. Jameson writes that images of Mary and St. Catherine “predominate” in religious art {Sacred 
and Legendary Art. Vol. I, xxiii). Witemeyer writes that Raphael’s Saint Catherine o f Alexandria “was an 
early favorite” of Eliot’s and that “she may well have had the same painting in mind” when Arthur 
compares Dinah to the saint (88).
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Fig. 25 “Dinah Morris preaching on Hayslope Green,” commissioned by Queen Victoria 
from E. H. Corbould (1861)
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and whose “grave, intellectual, contemplative dignity” ”  ̂further recalls the heroine. In 

another example, the narrator writes o f Dinah and Mrs. Poyser, “the contrast between her 

keenness and Dinah’s seraphic gentleness of expression, might have served a painter as

117an excellent suggestion for a Martha and Mary.” These parallels invoke Dinah’s 

heroinism and the nature of her character. Like her precursors, she is singled out, chosen 

to occupy a position of central importance in a narrative. Like them, she is beautiful, and 

her beauty is both a symbol of her exceptionality and a partial reason for it.

Brigitte Gazelles argues that “Beauty is [a] typical characteristic of the holy heroes 

and heroines o f vernacular hagiography, and an essential element in the unfolding of their

1 1 Q
story.” As with Dinah, the dual resonance o f saintly beauty, worldly and spiritual, 

complicates its possession. As “a knightly rather than a religious ideal...Churchmen 

perceived beauty if not as a corrupting factor then at least as a source of danger.” "^ Dinah

shares this distrust, inherited as it is by nineteenth-century evangelical ideology; her

120sermons warn her female listeners against the dangers of ornament. Like her saintly

predecessors, Dinah is “as unconscious of her outward appearance as a little boy” (22),

and so escapes “the dangers inherent in physical beauty thanks to modesty and sexual 

121chastity.” Mr. Irwine inquires; “‘And you never feel any embarrassment from the sense 

of your youth -  that you are a lovely young woman on whom men’s eyes are fixed?’” 

Dinah responds like a saint, “‘No, I’ve no room for such feelings,”’ although she is 

clearly mistaken when she claims, “‘I don’t believe the people ever take notice about 

that’” (91). For female saints, beauty was typically a burden; drawing the eye of

Jameson, Sacred and Legendary Art. Vol. II, 201.
Eliot, Adam Bede, 74. There is also an allusion to the biblical heroine Judith, as Mrs Poyser tells Dinah, 

‘“ You look th’ image o ’ your aunt Judith,’” her preacher aunt who Dinah describes as “a blessed woman” 
(77).

Brigitte Gazelles, The Lady as Saint: A Collection o f  French H agiographic Romances o f  the Thirteenth 
Century (Philadelphia; University o f  Pennsylvania Press, 1991), 50.

Shulamith Shahar, Childhood in the M iddle A ges (London: Routledge, 1990), 27 
™ Early in the novel, Dinah singles out Bessy Cranage, “the object o f  peculiar compassion” because o f  her 
“pair o f  large round earrings with false gamets in them” (20).

Shahar, 27.
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lascivious, powerful men, it led most often to persecution.'^^ Within the Victorian 

context, Dinah’s beauty makes her preaching specifically problematic. Barbara Leah 

Harman contends, “As Victorians were only too aware, when a middle-class woman took 

to the public stage she brought her body, ordinarily confined to the drawing room, before 

the eyes o f  o t h e r s . D i n a h ’s audience focus almost exclusively on her body; the 

Hayslope crowd is ironically preoccupied with her appearance. Wiry Ben cites her beauty 

as a motivation to convert: ‘“I’ll stick up for the pretty women preachin’; I know they’d 

persuade me over a deal sooner nor th’ugly men. I shouldna wonder if  I turn Methody 

afore the night’s out, an’ begin to coort the preacher, like Seth Bede.’” '̂ "̂ Dinah’s 

“Quaker” (23, 58, 534) appearance is essential in this regard; her plain black gown” (116) 

signals her rejection o f the worldly value o f  her beauty.

Hetty the bad, beauty

Adam Bede is the first o f Eliot’s fictional works to offer a sustained representation o f  

binarised beauty. In The Life and Works o f  Goethe (1855), Lewes described “the two 

opposite modes o f regarding Beauty. The one...thought that Beauty was ideal perfection 

— the culmination o f Nature in the human form. The other.. .thought that Beauty was an

1 9  Saccursed lure -  the cunning instrument o f the Evil One.” In Hetty, Dinah’s virtues are

Gazelles argues, “Indifferent to her own appearance, eager not to provoke unchaste gazing, the female 
saint seeks to become invisible... in the portrayal o f  the saintly heroine...rather than demonstrating her ability 
to escape the temporal world, [beauty] in fact hinders her spiritual progress” (50).

Barbara Leah Harman, “In Promiscuous Company: Female Public Appearance in Elizabeth Gaskell’s 
“North and South,” Victorian Studies 31 (1988): 351-374, 373.

“Several o f the men followed Ben,” as he approached Dinah to get a closer look after she removed her 
bonnet (21).

Lewes The Life and Works o f  Goethe: With Sketches o f  his Age and Contemporaries (London: David 
Nutt, 1855), 236. In an 1830 essay titled “Affectation and Conceit,” Eliot defined the archetypal flaws of 
the bad beauty: “Women guilty o f this foible, are those who set great store by their personal charms these in 
their youth they consider sufficient to secure the worship and admiration o f the whole world and safe in this 
belief they flutter, on the flattered o f the one sex, the envy o f the other; and they are happy while thus 
admired and envied, their whole minds being in one confusion & whirl o f excitement & vanity; They study 
no graces o f mind or intellect their whole thoughts are how they shall best maintain their empire over their 
surrounding inferiors, and the right fit o f  a dress or bonnet will occupy their minds for hours together” 
([punctuation as in original], Haight, appendix I, 553-4).
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inverted as flaws. Within the imagery o f  the novel, she is the rose'^^ to Dinah’s lily,'^^ the 

bad, to her good, beauty, ‘“a peacock’” (155), a “butterfly.”^̂ * While the rose was also 

associated with the Virgin Mary in religious iconography, in Adam Bede it signifies 

Hetty’s more worldly beauty, a function it also serves in the description o f Romola’s 

cheeks, “without any tinge o f the rose,” and in the opposition o f  Rosamond and 

Dorothea in Middlemarch (1871-2). Against Dinah’s elegant austerity, Hetty is gypsy

like, in “an old black lace scarf ..and a pair o f large earrings” made o f “coloured glass and 

gilding.”'̂ ® There is an air o f the diabolic in Hetty’s “sacred” regard for her illicit 

ornaments. Her taste for jewellery is transgressive: “her aunt had scolded her for having 

her ears bored” (151); she cares not for the Bible (121), but is idolatrous, her own golden 

calf, “devout” (149), as she practices her “religious rites...her peculiar form o f  

worship.”’ '̂

Dinah and Hetty are physically polarised. Dinah is “a little the taller” (159), so she 

can literally look down on her cousin. Her “serene face” (116) contrasts against Hetty’s 

“dark childish eyes” (321) which “hid a soft roguishness” (151). Hetty’s lips are 

habitually described coquettishly “pouting” (84, 203, 352), while her hair, “hanging in a

The comparison between Hetty and the rose are numerous. Her “cheek was like a rose-petal” (84). When 
dressed “in her Sunday hat and frock,” the narrator comments, “If ever a girl looked as if she had been 
made o f  roses, that girl was Hetty” (185). In moments o f pleasure, “Hetty blushed a deep rose-colour” (83).

The two flowers were named by W alker as the poles o f female beauty (230). He lists among the typical 
forms o f  beauty, “the rosy, the pale” (149).

Eliot, Adam Bede, 135. It is Hetty’s soul that is described as a butterly and, throughout the narrative, she 
is represented, like Bronte’s bad beauties, as shallow. On hearing o f Thias Bede’s death, she is described as 
“looking serious, but not deeply affected” (95). The bifurcation o f Hetty and Dinah repeats the 
representation of beauty in what is credited as Eliot’s first extant piece o f fiction, “A Little Fable with a 
Great Moral,” Essays, 196. Hetty’s counterpart Idione “loved to look into the lake because she saw herself 
there... and if  the pretty waterlilies or any other plants began to spread themselves on the surface below her, 
and spoil her mirror, she would tear them up in anger” (21). The Dinah equivalent, Hieria, obversely, “cared 
not to look at herself in the lake; she only cared about watching the heavens as they reflected in its 
bosom ... She did not mind that the water-lilies grew below her, for she was always looking farther off, into 
the deep part o f  the lake; she only thought the lilies pretty, and loved them” (22). Dorothea Barrett argues 
that “This simple tale provides the paradigm for all the major pairs o f contrasting women in George Eliot’s 
work” (34).

Eliot, Romola, 46.
Hetty would, however, be beautiful without her ornaments, as she proves, like Richardson’s Pamela, by 

appearing in “Dinah’s cap and gown” (228). Like Mr. B, Adam looked “at her admiringly” (ibid).
Eliot, Adam Bede, 149. This extreme was also present in hagiography in the form o f “the beauty o f the 

seductress...sinfiil...before her conversion” (Gazelles, 32).
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curly tangle down her back” (151) and “[stealing] back in dark delicate rings on her

f o r e h e a d , i s  strikingly reminiscent of Jameson’s description o f the Magdalene’s “loose

hair”’^̂  and Hogarth’s line of beauty, “too alluring to be strictly decent.” '̂ "̂  Whereas

Dinah is “slim” (116, 465), Hetty is a “round, soft, flexible thing” (152). Her greater

fleshiness signifies her more sensual beauty,'^^ in the familiar opposition o f asceticism

and indulgence. The ways in which Dinah and Hetty use their beauty also differ

crucially. Whereas Dinah is uninterested in her desirability, Hetty is “coquettish...slyly

conscious” (83). She enjoys the thrill of having Adam in thrall, to “feel that this strong,

skilfiil, keen-eyed man was in her power, and would have been indignant if  he had shown

the least sign of slipping from under the yoke of her coquettish tyranny” (98). In the mid-

to late-Victorian period, the archetype of woman as seductress reappeared little altered in

the work of Spencer, as he formulated quasi-scientific theories to suggest causes for the

power of beauty. In “The Pursuit of Prettiness” (1902),’^̂  he relates “visible beauty” to

1 ^ 8“the desire for sex-admiration,” arguing that the “influence pervades all actions.” The 

resultant image of bad beauty, spoiled by vanity, is indistinguishable from the stereotype 

of popular lore.

Critical opinion is divided as to the narrative’s attitude towards Hetty, a crucial 

question for a judgement o f the politics o f the novel, and their relation to the 

representation of beauty. Despite her typicality, Eliot’s early readers felt that, whereas

Ibid., 84. While Dinah and Hetty share long eyelashes, Hetty’s are significantly “curled” (153).
Jameson. Sacred and Legendary Art. Vol. I. xxiii. Loose hair is similarly reminiscent o f  Eve, and Eden is 

evoked in the description o f  Hetty as “a bright-cheeked apple hanging over the orchard wall, in sight o f  
every body, and every body must long for her!” (208).

Hogarth, The Analysis o f  Beauty, 35.
Silver argues, “The slim body, in general, emblematizes the sexually pure and ethereal woman in 

Victorian discourse” (10).
Cazelles’s research suggests that this paradigm also relates to hagiography in which“female perfection 

involves a denial o f  the flesh” (49).
Although published in 1902 the essay is characteristic o f  Spencer’s earlier theories. Facts and Comments 

was a miscellany o f  Spencer’s writings which had escaped publication, as he explains in the preface.
Spencer, “The Pursuit o f  Prettiness,” Facts and Comments (New  York; Appleton, 1902, 117).
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Dinah was literally too good to be true,'^^ Hetty represented a triumph o f realism.

Dickens wrote rapturously to her creator: “The conception o f Hetty’s character is so 

extraordinarily subtle and true, that I laid the book down fifty times, to shut my eyes and 

think about it.” '"**̂ More recently, while Beer argues that “the treatment of Hetty is...a 

radical challenge to stereotypical portrayals o f virgins and fallen women,” '"*' Logan 

detects “an overeagemess on Eliot’s part to condemn the fallen woman that is not 

convincingly displaced onto either the deviant or the community.” ''*̂  The question of 

which judgement is ultimately correct bears crucially upon a reading o f the political 

consequence of the novel’s representation o f beauty. Sympathy for Hetty as a Christian 

sinner, a Magdalene, is suggested in the epigraph to the novel, which quotes Wordsworth: 

“And when/ I speak o f such among the flock as swerved/Or fell, those only shall be 

singled out/Upon whose lapse, or error, something more/Than brotherly forgiveness may 

attend.” '”*̂  What this something more than forgiveness might be is crucial to a reading of 

the narrative’s orientation towards Hetty. It is, most likely, a lesson, but whether the 

moral lies in the condemnation o f her character or the social dynamics that nurtured her, 

is unclear. Mitchell differs from both Beer and Logan in her contention that

See, for example, Anne Mozley: “[Dinah] wants that weight of reality which distinguishes the rest. She 
is a spirit amongst bodies of flesh and blood. As the saying now is -  we do not believe in her” (unsigned 
review, Bentley's Quarterly Review, July 1859, George Eliot: The Critical Heritage, 95).

Charles Dickens, Letter to George Eliot, 10 July 1859, ibid., 85.
Beer, George Eliot (Sussex: Harvester Press, 1986), 69.
Logan, 107. Logan further argues that, “Eliot’s bias against Hetty is so pronounced as to weaken 

narrative credibility” (96), and that Hetty is “too bad to live” (17). Susan Morgan describes the traditional 
reading of Eliot as an intellectual writer “who scorned kittenish beauty” (Sisters in Time: Imagining Gender 
in Nineteenth-Century British Fiction (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989), 128). 
Terence Cave argues that “Eliot showed repugnance and hostility towards Hetty, one of her most vulnerable 
characters” {Silas Marner: The Weaver o f Raveloe. Edited, with an introduction and notes by Cave (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2008), xxvi).

Eliot, Adam Bede, 1. Our introduction to Hetty fittingly comes through Dinah, as she preaches:
“‘Saviour of sinners! when a poor woman, laden with sins, went out to the well to draw water, she found 
Thee sitting at the well. She knew Thee not; she had not sought Thee; her mind was dark; her life was 
unholy. But Thou didst speak to her, Thou didst teach her. Thou didst show her that her life lay open before 
Thee” (24).
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The narrator’s pitying scorn towards Hetty...would seem to constitute 

unassailable evidence of George Eliot’s incipient feminism. She scorns 

Hetty at least partly for seeing herself as a desirable object o f the male 

gaze, with her earrings and ribbons and endless looking in the mirror.

Hetty’s vanity is part of her shallow, selfish nature, and Eliot’s narrator 

does not excuse her for it.*'*''

In emphasising vanity as Hetty’s primary vice and defining the censure o f vanity as 

feminist, Mitchell’s argument suggests the difficulty the subject o f beauty poses for 

feminist critics. Hetty’s resemblance to the archetypal bad beauty, to Eve, harkens back to 

a misogynistic tradition o f woman as scapegoat for male sexual appetites. Eliot’s Adam 

is, like his predecessors, absolved for his foolishness in loving Hetty; the narrator warns, 

“Before you despise Adam as deficient in penetration, pray ask yourself if  you were ever 

predisposed to believe evil of any pretty woman -  if  you ever could, without hard head- 

breaking demonstration, believe evil o f the one supremely pretty woman who has 

bewitched you. No...” ''*̂  We, the readers, are all Edenic Adams, whose reason is undone 

by a more powerfiil impulse. In impugning Hetty and absolving Adam, Eliot differs little 

from patriarchal commentators, who also pointed to curls and ribbons as symbols of 

corruption. The italicised could captures the Western tradition’s most potent fear of 

beauty: its mysterious, potentially malign, power. The impulse towards beauty is not, in 

itself, disdained; it is this that redeems Hetty from outright condemnation. Her beauty, 

divorced from all else, remains beautiful, natural, rightfully pleasurable. In more irmocent 

days, before her failings progress from the venal to the mortal, Mr. Poyser reprimands his

‘'‘''Mitchell, 17.
Eliot, Adam Bede, 153. The narrator insists, “neither is it a weakness to be so wrought upon by the 

exquisite curves of a woman’s cheek and neck and arms, by the liquid depths o f her beseeching eyes, or the 
sweet childish pout o f  her lips” (354). Instead, a susceptibility to beauty is a mark o f greatness in the 
observer: “The noblest nature sees the most o f  this impersonal expression in beauty... the noblest nature is 
often the most blinded to the character o f the one woman’s soul that the beauty clothes” (ibid).
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wife, ‘“ thee mustn’t judge Hetty too hard,’” assuring her that ‘“ Thee’t see Hetty’ll be all 

right when she’s got a good husband an’ children of her own’” (156).

And perhaps she would be, but Hetty never arrives at the conventional happy 

ending; it is not the resting point o f the bad beauty. Unfortunately, Hetty is not “‘a 

pictur’” (191, 377) or a “‘Hebe’” (101) whose immortality preserves her in eternal 

springtime. Instead her beauty is destroyed, now “sadly different,” as, “A hard and even 

fierce look” overcomes her eyes, “though their lashes were as long as ever, and they had 

all their dark brightness” (384). The passage demonstrates the complexity o f Eliot’s 

engagement with physiognomy. Hetty’s lashes have not changed, nor the brightness of 

her eyes, and yet the eyes are different. A consideration of which physical trait might 

indicate what Hetty is now, what she once was, or what she was destined to become, 

conveys the illogic o f theories o f correspondence. Yet the narrator directly states, “Nature 

has her language, and she is not unveracious,” merely, “we don’t know all the intricacies 

of her syntax just yet, and in a hasty reading we may happen to extract the very opposite 

o f her real meaning” (153-4). But the example the narrator provides of their personal bias 

is that, “I find it impossible not to expect some depth o f soul behind a deep grey eye with 

a long dark eyelash” (154). It is this bias that has brought us Dinah, describing the grey 

eye and the long lashes and the deep soul behind it, reinforcing the fidelity o f 

correspondence. It is this grey-eyed gaze that reveals the essential truth o f Hetty’s beauty, 

for:

the lovely face and form affected her as beauty always affects a pure and 

tender mind, fi*ee fi'om selfish jealousies: it was an excellent divine gift, 

that gave a deeper pathos to the need, the sin, the sorrow with which it was 

mingled, as the canker in a lily-white bud is more grievous to behold than 

in a common pot-herb (158).
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In Dinah’s mind, Hetty’s beauty fulfils a familiar function, making her suffering and 

flaws more pressing than they would otherwise be. It is Dinah’s capacity to appreciate 

Hetty’s beauty that the passage privileges. Dinah is the good beauty whose radiance 

reflects Hetty’s failings, codified in her ornate appearance. Beauty serves the fiinction it 

has always served; it defines the heroine and her foil, the good and bad beauty, in happy 

and tragic endings.

Despite momentary insights into the injustice consequent upon the idealisation of 

beauty, the narrative is ultimately complicit with such strategies, and closely replicates 

them. While Dinah could be read as a radical alternative to feminine passivity, beauty 

mutes her idiosyncrasy. In their repudiation of the ‘“ petty desires’” (Romola, 52) of 

ornament and grooming, Eliot’s novels could be read as feminist, but in their attempt to 

offer an alternative model of heroinism, they invoke misogynistic attacks on beauty. 

Through Dinah, the narrative expresses compassion for Hetty, but Hetty remains largely a 

type, whose inferiority is clear, and who is punished for her transgressive movement from 

the vacuous to the venial. Hetty has few redeeming qualities. Only her great beauty is 

vindicated through Dinah’s admiring gaze. Her vanity, selfishness, callousness, ambition, 

her association with vulgar ornament, are alleviated by no individualizing trait. She 

remains difficult to like and easy to understand only because there is so little to 

understand. The blame remains with her petty soul, corrupted by beauty, the force o f 

which it was ill-equipped to handle.

Hetty and Dinah embody a cultural myth of good and bad beauty. The narrative 

demonstrates the rewards and dangers it attracts, but twice it shows that love is dependent 

upon the perception of beauty. Dinah’s exquisitely natural beauty affirms its value, and 

leaves convention little disturbed. The beautiful woman is exalted and the attempt to 

attain beauty condemned. In The Mill on the Floss, however, Eliot offers her first 

movement towards a conflation o f these pernicious extremes.
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The Mill on the Floss

Like Adam Bede, The M ill on the Floss depicts two distinct styles o f beauty, dark and fair, 

and both forms are weighted with associations, drawn from the history o f artistic 

representation, and their presence in Victorian Britain. Also like Adam Bede, the title o f 

the novel refrains from focusing upon a female protagonist. It is, nonetheless, clear that 

The Mill on the Floss is Maggie’s book; indeed, E. S. Dallas described her as “the good 

angel of the s t o r y . B u t  Maggie is dark in complexion, and not always strictly good, 

and, as such, represents a departure from the simple duality o f Dinah’s positive, and 

Hetty’s negative, beauty. As Auerbach argues, “ [Eliot’s] overt moral statements about 

Maggie are not always clear.” ''̂  ̂Maggie’s dark heroinism and moral ambivalence suggest 

that Eliot’s engagement with traditional representations of beauty is complex in The Mill 

on the Floss. But this too has its antecedent; the embodiment more narrowly invokes the 

tradition of Scott and Madame de Stael, in which passion competes with goodness as a 

defining attribute o f heroinism.*'*^

The Mill on the Floss is self-consciously intertextual. Maggie compares her 

situation to the experiences of people “[i]n books” (235). The temporal displacement of 

the narrative to the recent past is amplified by the evocation of a distant “day of 

romance.” St. Ogg’s is too small for Maggie, since she belongs not among “commonplace 

houses” but with legendary figures, “robber-barons...and drunken o g r e s . S h e ,  too, has

E. S. Dallas, unsigned review. The Times, George Eliot: The Critical H eritage, 134.
Nina Auerbach , “The Power o f  Hunger: Demonism and Maggie Tulliver,” Nineteenth-Century Fiction  

30(1975): 150-171, 171.
In Ivanhoe [Edited, with an introduction and notes by Ian Duncan (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

1998)] Rev. Prior dares Sir Templar to find “the black-tressed girls o f  Palestine...or the houris o f  old 
Mahound’s paradise” more attractive than Rowena with “the purity o f  her complexion, and the majestic, yet 
soft expression o f  a mild blue eye” (43).

Eliot, The M ill on the Floss, 271. This was Henry James’s reading o f  Maggie, as he wondered how the 
plot could have left her to the ordinary world: “I would...have infinitely preferred that M aggie should have 
been left to her own devices. I understand the author’s scruples, and to a certain degree I respect them. A 
lonely spinsterhood seemed but a dismal consummation o f  her generous life; and yet, as the author 
conceives, it was unlikely that she would return to Stephen Guest” (“The N ovels o f  George Eliot,” Atlantic 
Monthly, October 1866. Reprinted in A Century o f  George Eliot Criticism. Edited by Haight (London: 
Methuen, 1966), 52).
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“a certain grandeur o f the wild beast” to her'^'^ and could be a “soft-lipped princess”

(271). The two are combined as her eyes remind Philip “of the stories about princesses 

being turned into animals” (178). As a grown-up beauty, she is “exalted into Bob 

[JakinJ’s directing Madonna.” He is her courtly “worshipper,” with “as respectful an 

adoration for this dark-eyed maiden as if  he had been a knight in armour calling aloud on 

her name as he pricked on to the fight” (285). Maggie is Bob’s “Queen of Beauty and of 

Love,” the books he places before her a substitute for “the coronet” placed “at the feet of 

the fair Rowena.” '^’ Maggie is also framed against heroines named in the narrative, such 

as “Leonore” (113), the eponymous protagonist of Gottfried August Burger’s poem 

published in 1774, who has the conventional “sweet lips” and “white hands” of the 

romance heroine.'^^ The heroine’s mother “hopes to divert Lenore’s thoughts by accusing 

[the hero] William of unfaithfiilness conjuring up the stereotype of the sexually

153promiscuous gipsy woman.” Maggie resonates with both the romantic heroine and her 

dark, unseen double. She is, at once, the good and bad beauty, Madonna and 

Magdalene.'^"* “‘An alarming amount of devil there,”’ is Stephen Guest’s “first thought” 

(377) on seeing her. This multivalency is in keeping with Auerbach’s analysis of the 

archetypal associations of Maggie’s “witchery” '^  ̂and its invocation of the “string of 

pagan goddesses with the bodies o f animals, and the heads o f women, of whom the 

lamia...is one of the darkest.” 'M a g g ie  is both Hetty and Dinah, Dorothea and 

Rosamond, Bertha and Gwendolen.

Ibid. This is expHcit when Maggie is compared to animals, such as “a Skye terrier” (16, 28).
Scott, 117.
The plots o f  Leonore/Lenore and Maggie also suggest each other. Jeffrey Cass explains, “Lenore’s need 

for her lover cannot be substantiated with the promise o f  the spiritual love o f  Jesus Christ” {Romantic 
Border Crossings (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2008), 88-9). Similarly, M aggie’s enthusiasm for Thomas a Kempis 
prefigures the romantic passion that tempts her to Stephen.

Ibid., 91.
Adams argues that Maggie occupies “both roles” (5).
Auerbach, “The Power o f  Hunger,” 161.
Ibid., 162.
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Maggie’s dark beauty

Along with the Hly and the rose, dark colouring was a recognised form of female beauty 

in Victorian B r i t a i n . I n  “An Essay on Human Colour” the author claims, “no one 

supposes a white person any different in his nature, or inferior in personal beauty or in

1 S Rtalents, for having black hair or black eyes.” Dark beauty was, however, considered 

exotic and essentially u n - E n g l i s h ; i t  gestured back to the sultry heroines o f Byron and 

Scott, and beyond them, Zenobia o f Edward Gibbon’s The History o f  the Decline and 

Fall o f  the Roman Empire (1776-88), who “equalled in beauty her ancestor Cleopatra.” '̂ ® 

Like the “darkly radiant” Maggie (39), whose “dark eyes flash out with...fire” (29), the 

regal Zenobia “was o f a dark complexion” and “her large black eyes sparkled with 

uncommon fire,” while she was also credited with a “manly understanding.” ’̂ ' These 

racial associations are at play in The Mill on the Floss. Susan Meyer contends that “The 

marks of race play a central figurative role” '^  ̂in the novel. This is evident in attitudes 

towards Maggie’s skin colour. While dark eyes and hair could be considered beautiful, 

brown skin was more challenging. Unsurprisingly, it is the attribute most criticised in 

Maggie. Her mother, Bessy Tulliver, complains that her “brown skin...makes her look 

like a mulatter,” and expresses gratitude that the unfortunate trait “ ‘niver run i’ my

Lola Montez is representative o f general opinion when she writes, “It is a most difficult task to fix upon 
any general and satisfactory standard o f female beauty, since forms and qualities the most opposite and 
contradictory are looked upon...by different individuals, as the perfection o f beauty. Some will have it that a 
beautiful woman must be fair, while others conceive nothing but brunettes to be handsome” {The Arts o f  
Beauty; or. Secrets o f  a Lady’s Toilet (New York: Dick and Fitzgerald, 1858), 19). Black eyes and hair are 
listed among the various forms o f beauty (21).

D. B. Slack, “An Essay on the Human Colour,” October 1844, The Medical Times: a Journal o f  English 
and Foreign M edicine, and Miscellany o f  Medical Affairs (London: Angerstein Calfrae, 1845).

Montez claims that “Large black eyes are the standard o f beauty among nearly all eastern women” (56).
Edward Gibbon, The History o f  the Decline and Fall o f  the Roman Empire (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 

1995), 313,
Gibbon tellingly adds o f the physical detail “for in speaking of a lady these trifles become important” 

(ibid).
Meyer, Imperialism at Home, 130.
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family.’” '^  ̂ In beauty literature, brown skin is often described as an unwanted rebellion of 

the body against its owner. This negativity is clearly evident in the advice that

If Nature has bestowed on you a skin obstinately brown, or obtrusively 

spotty, you must resign yourself to the inevitable, and only hope to 

mitigate the defect, first, by keeping yourself in good health, and, 

secondly, by the judicious choice and distribution o f colour in costume.’ "̂*

Similarly, Maggie’s body is frequently described as if in rebellion. Her hair is a “reluctant 

black crop” (27) that refuses the artifice o f civilisation, it “won’t curl” (13).

Brown skin also carried clear class connotations, as “The women o f the lower 

class, who labour in the fields,” were inevitably darker than their drawing-room 

dwelling peers. Brown skin could function metonymically, indicating the sensuality o f the 

foreign or lower-class woman. Such is suggested in Walker’s Beauty, as he repeats 

Winckelmann’s argument that “persons who prefer brown women to fair ones, allow 

themselves to be captivated by the touch, rather than the sight.” Deborah Epstein Nord 

compares Eliot’s embodiment of Maggie to the use of beauty in contemporary popular 

literature, asserting that “The atypical gender identity[y] o f ’ Maggie’s childhood, “g[ives] 

way to the boilerplate sultriness and hypersexual femininity of numerous minor female 

figures.” The slight, fair Lucy Deane represents the opposite extreme. The propriety of

Eliot, The M ill on the Floss, 13. In Catherine Crowe’s Adventures o f  a Beauty [Vol. I (London: Colbom, 
1852)], the heroine’s less fortunate sister “grew browner and sturdier every day” (30).

Unsigned article, “Aids to Beauty, Real and Artificial,” The Cornhill M agazine, March 1863, 391-400, 
394. The author also invokes a racial comparison: “To wash the negro white has long been recognized as an 
effort o f  romantic benevolence, even by those who believe they can make a brown skin fair, or a muddy 
complexion transparent” (ibid). Romola  was being serialized in The Cornhill at this time.

William Lawrence, Lectures on Comparative Anatomy, Physiology, Zoology, and the Natural H istory o f  
Man. Ninth Edition (London: Bohn, 1848).

Walker, Beauty, 216.
Deborah Epstein Nord, Gypsies and the British Imagination, 1807-1930  (New York: Columbia 

University Press, 2006), 143. The beautiful mature Maggie recalls both the exotic beauties o f  Byron and, 
also, its negative incarnation in Charlotte Bronte’s Bertha and Blanche and the Catholic continental 
schoolgirls. Like Bronte’s dark, foreign characters, though in more benign form, Maggie is associated with
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her contained sexuality is suggested in her “neatest little rosebud mouth...every thing 

about her was neat” (61). Maggie is essentially morally good but, in this, “dear little 

Lucy” (333), must be considered her superior. Maggie’s heroinism lies elsewhere, in 

intellect,’ *̂ passion’ and imagination.'^® Hers is a vocation o f desire; in Dorothea 

Barrett’s formulation, “No matter how insatiable Maggie’s yearning...the yearning itself 

is seen as a positive value,” and this is denoted in her dark beauty.

Belonging

Beauty is valued by St. Ogg’s, appearances read as indicative o f respectability.'^^ As a 

child, Maggie’s darkness, dishevelment and unfeminine energy are rejected by her 

community. Espstein contends that Maggie’s “idiosyncrasies o f appearance and 

temperament separate her...from the phalanx o f Dodson women she fails to resemble -  

[and] also from the community' o f  St. Ogg’s itself She is a “small mistake o f nature” 

(13), thrashing at the yoke o f  ideal nineteenth-century girlhood. While M aggie’s relatives 

enforce standards o f appearance through casual comments, the St. Ogg’s hairdresser is

animals, “incessantly tossing her head to keep the dark heavy locks out o f  her gleaming black eyes -  an 
action which gave her very much the air o f a small Shetland pony” (13). These descriptions depict Maggie 
as something not quite civilised, “her eyes flashing like the eyes o f a young lioness” (215). This partially 
accounts for the physical similarity o f  Maggie and Hetty, as their dark, rounded beauty arouses a sexual 
response that determines their plots.

Maggie’s unorthodox intelligence, o f course, defines her girlhood as much as her unruly appearance. Her 
mother, amongst others, prophesises that, like her brown skin, her cleverness can only bode ill for her: “ ‘a 
woman’s no business w i’ being so clever; it’ll turn to trouble, I doubt’” (17). Her Aunt Pullet comments, 
“it’ll stand in her way i’ life to be so brown’” (68).

Emphasis is placed on her “highly-strung, hungry nature” (385) and the inability o f  the prosaic world to 
satisfy it.

Philip expresses it best as he tells her, “‘It makes me wretched to see you benumbing and cramping your 
nature in this way. You were so full o f life when you were a child: I thought you would be a brilliant 
woman -  all wit and bright imagination. And it flashes out in your face still, until you draw that veil of dull 
quiescence over it’” (329).

Barrett, 55.
It is deeper than this, amounting to superstition, as is evident in discussions of “mismade” (339) Philip 

Wakem, who represents the extreme o f physical inferiority. Tom, whose attitudes are among the most 
orthodox, “had a vague notion that the deformity of W akem’s son had some relation to the lawyer’s 
rascality” (161). It is against this extreme that M aggie’s failings are weighed. Aunt Pullet comments, “ ‘Ah, 
it’s poor talking about littleness and bigness, -  anybody may think it’s a mercy they’re straight’” (339). 
Similarly, Jeremy Tulliver similarly insists that Maggie is “‘a straight black-eyed wench as anybody need 
wish to see’” (13).
'^^Nord, 104.
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invested with a formal role. The quasi-religious sense of ritual that surrounded Hetty’s 

grooming practices reappears as he is described, “with his well-anointed coronal locks 

tending wavily upward, like the simulated pyramid of flame on a monumental urn.” To 

the transgressive, short-haired Maggie this figure is, fittingly, “the most formidable of her 

contemporaries” (85).

Fortuitously, the Dodsons “were certainly a handsome family” (53) and, according 

to their ideology, handsomeness is providential, reinforcing their essential superiority. For 

the Dodsons, appearances possess a ritualistic function: “Funerals were always conducted 

with peculiar propriety...the hatbands were never o f a blue shade, the gloves never split at 

the t h u m b . T h e s e  constructed’^̂  standards are redolent of feminist theorisations o f the 

operation of Foucauldian “regimes” ' ’  ̂of beauty. The Dodsons use appearances as 

indices; the punishments Maggie suffers illustrate the consequences o f conformity and 

defiance. Spencer similarly recognised the power bound in the policing of appearances:

It is not, as we commonly suppose, that there are no governments but those 

o f monarchs, and parliaments, and constituted authorities. These 

acknowledged governments are supplemented by other unacknowledged 

ones, that grow up in all circles, in which every man or woman strives to 

be king or queen or lesser dignitary. To get above some and be reverenced 

by them, and to propitiate those who are above us, is the universal struggle 

in which the chief energies of life are expended. By the accumulation of

Eliot, The M ill on the Floss, 43. For Aunt Glegg, “to look out on the week-day world from under a crisp 
and glossy front, would be to introduce a most dreamlike and unpleasant confusion between the sacred and 
the secular” (53). The artificiality o f  Dodson convention is humorously evoked as Maggie regards the mill 
spiders and “wondered if  they had any relations out side the mill...the lady spiders must be mutually 
shocked at each other's appearance” (29), or when the narrator notes that “Maggie was growing with a 
rapidity which her aunts considered highly reprehensible” (185).

It is suggested in the treatment o f  the rabbits, as Luke attempts to console Maggie: “‘He made the 
rabbits’ ears to lie back, an’ it’s nothin’ but contrairiness to make ’em hing down like a m astiff dog’s. 
Master Tom ’ull know better nor buy such things another time” (31).

Chancer describes “Foucauldian ‘regimes’ o f  diet, hair, makeup, or sexiness” {Reconcilable Differences, 
110).
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wealth, by style o f living, by beauty o f dress...each tries to subjugate 

others; and so aids in weaving that ramified network of restraints by which 

society is kept in order. It is not the savage chief only, who, in formidable 

war paint, with scalps at his belt, aims to strike awe into his inferiors.*^’

Appearances in St. Ogg’s operate similarly, to confer worth and significance, to rank, 

judge, and label. The line between public and private operations is indistinct as the 

demands o f the unseen eye o f street and ball-room are addressed in the reprimands of 

mothers and aunts. Reward is approval, admiration, the distinction o f beauty, elegance or 

respectability. Punishment is disapproval, condemnation, or, in the private sphere, “the 

withdrawal o f approval or love.” ’’* Mrs. Glegg is one o f the foremost disciples of the 

system, using her appearance as a mobile index o f the respect earned by her various 

relatives so that, if  her “front to-day was more fuzzy and lax than usual, she had a design 

under it: she intended the most pointed and cutting allusion to Mrs Tulliver’s bunches of 

blond curls.” '^  ̂Bessy’s hair is “unmatronly” (54), as she clings to a model o f youthful

beauty rather than the mature respectability that Mrs. Glegg’s Protestant middle-class

1 8 0Englishness demands.

Maggie is not simply a victim o f this system. There is evidence o f internalization

I o  t

as, in imagining herself a queen, she assumes Lucy’s fair form. In childhood, too,

Spencer, “What Knowledge is o f Most Worth,” July 1859, The Westminster Review, 1-23, 2. He adds, “it 
is not only the belle who, by elaborate toilet, polished manners, and numerous accomplishments, strives to 
‘make conquests”’( ibid).

Elizabeth Ermath Deeds, “Maggie Tulliver’s Long Suicide,” Studies in English Literature, 1500-1900 14 
(1974): 587-601, 592. Bessy often threatens the girl Maggie in the attempt to regulate her appearance and 
conduct: “‘I’ll tell your aunt Glegg and your aunt Pullet when they come next week, and they’ll never love 
you any more’”( 27).

Eliot, Adam Bede, 54. To elaborate, “Occasionally, indeed, Mrs Glegg wore one o f her third-best fronts 
on a week-day visit, but not at a sister’s house” (53).

Deanna Kreisel defmes Mrs. Glegg as “aggressively respectable” (“Superfluity and Suction: The 
Problem with Saving in The Mill on the Floss,” Novel: A Forum on Fiction 35 (2001): 69-103, 69). Mrs. 
Glegg practices a less elegant economy than that made famous by the ladies o f Gaskell’s Cranford.

As Queen, Maggie borrows Lucy’s body: “Maggie...was fond of fancying a world where the people 
never got any larger than children o f their own age, and she made the queen of it just like Lucy, with a little
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though she disregards aduh opinion, she yearns to please Tom. It is his mockery of the 

green bonnet that leads her to destroy it; the narrator mitigates in her defence that “Tom 

had laughed at her...and said she looked like an old Judy” (60), anticipating her 

susceptibility to the admiration of Philip and Stephen. As Maggie develops into a socially 

recognisable beauty, the conventional Tom “had been better pleased with Maggie since 

she had been less odd and ascetic; he was even getting rather proud of her: several

1 8 9persons had remarked in his hearing that his sister was a very fine girl.” It is not only 

Maggie’s appearance that grows more conventional; regarding the picture Philip sketched 

of her young self, she avers, “‘what a queer little girl I was...I really was like a gypsy. I 

daresay I am now’” (300). The judgement of queemess is an acceptance of communal

1 O '!

standards, o f the identity imposed upon her. Her attainment o f beauty necessitates an

acceptance of the standards spumed in youth. As an adult, she cannot insist on 

dishevelment and have a “career as an admired member of society” (384).

Failings of the fair

The narrative’s seeming confusion about Maggie’s moral and aesthetic status was echoed 

in the responses o f contemporary readers. In the Dublin University Magazine review, 

Lucy was named Dinah’s successor: “Instead of Dinah Morris, with her mild sermons, 

saintlike speeches, and apostolic yearnings, we have only a quiet, lady-like, tender

hearted Lucy Deane.” '*"* This “only” defines Lucy, suggesting her inferiority to Maggie. 

Within the narrative, even her girlhood superiority is far from assured. The narrator 

questions Dodson judgement: “Certainly the contrast...to superficial eyes, was very much

crown on her head, and a Httle sceptre in her hand ....only the queen was Maggie herself in Lucy’s form” 
(61).

Ibid., 338. Mrs. Pullet remarks, ‘“You look very well...! niver thought your girl ’ud be so good-looking, 
B essy’” (ibid).

Deeds argues, “She has assimilated the social norms and i f  she fights against them she must fight against 
herself She believes the lie, that she is inferior, or wrong, or not to be taken seriously. She has learned to 
collaborate in her own defeat” (595).

Unsigned review, Dublin University M agazine, February 1861, 145-153, 145.
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to the disadvantage of Maggie, though a connoisseur might have seen ‘points’ in her 

which had a higher promise for maturity than Lucy’s natty completeness” (61). This 

expert is, indeed, proven correct, as the weight of Maggie’s aduh beauty overpowers 

Lucy’s. Although the latter is ‘“ called the belle o’ St Ogg’s,” ’ the narrator ultimately falls 

in Maggie’s favour. The distinction is expressed by Jeremy Tulliver; Lucy is, “‘a small 

thing, not much of a figure. But fine feathers make fine birds’” (339). The preference is 

repeated by the narrator as Maggie “looked down on her slight, aerial cousin, whose 

figure was quite subordinate to her faultless drapery o f silk and crape” (372). In contrast, 

it is repeatedly stressed that Maggie’s beauty owes nothing to ornament; Lucy notes, 

“‘you look best in shabby clothes.’” '*  ̂Effortless elegance is one o f the most consistent 

traits of Eliot’s h e ro in e s .A lth o u g h , according to Mitchell’s argument, the rejection of 

ornamental beauty would seem to liberate women from constraining grooming rituals, 

instead, it works to sustain a myth o f natural beauty as an apex of femininity.

Maggie’s elegant austerity is a mark o f individuality, exceptionalness and 

idiosyncrasy, and distances her fi'om the identity o f bad beauty. This appears to be the 

intention o f remarks, such as, “Maggie was. ..entirely without those pretty airs o f coquetry 

which have the traditional reputation o f driving gentlemen to despair” (400). Various 

critics have associated both Maggie and Lucy with archetypal bad beauty. Mitchell 

presents Lucy, not as an echo of Dinah, but rather, as Hetty’s counterpart, “quite

1R7 • 18Rconscious o f her own beauty,” and so, ultimately, “trivial.” To Paxton, Lucy is,

1 R Qsimilarly, a “highly artificial doll.” Such stereotypically feminine foibles are, indeed, 

attributed to Lucy, as she is coquettishly shown, “to shake her ringlets back, raise her soft 

hazel eyes, smile playfully.” The narrator is kinder to Lucy than either Mitchell or

Ibid. We may assume that she is correct when she adds, ‘“N ow  if  I were to put anything shabby on, I 
should be quite urmoticeable - 1  should be a mere rag’” (ibid).

In Silas M arner, the narrator similarly claims that: “It was all the greater triumph to M iss Nancy 
Lammeter’s beauty that she looked thoroughly bewitching in that costume” (86).

Mitchell, 20.
Ibid., 21.
Paxton, 76.
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P a x t o n , b u t ,  ultimately, taints her with the judgement “you may see in her hazel eyes an 

ever-present sunny benignity, in which the momentary harmless flashes o f personal 

vanity are quite lost” (363). But not completely lost. She is forgiven her small egoisms 

but they, nonetheless, indicate the comparative smallness o f her soul and her inevitable 

inferiority to Eliot’s metaphysically-minded heroines.

The representation is complicated by Maggie’s temptation towards vanity. At its 

most extreme, T. R. Wright argues that the heroine “overcomes a...vain disposition.” '^'

On meeting Philip after a passage of years, Maggie inquires, “‘am I like what you 

expected me to be?”’ (300). The narrator quickly moves to explain Maggie’s motivation, 

to clear her o f the unnamed charge: “The words might have been those o f a coquette, but 

the full bright glance Maggie turned on Philip was not that o f a coquette... it was simply 

the rising again of her innate delight in admiration and love” (301-2). Whereas Lucy’s 

vanity is adduced to a benignly shallow nature, Maggie’s is more favourably attributed to 

heroic depth. Maggie, like Lucy, might “glanc[e] towards the square looking-glass” but 

Maggie’s mirror is “condemned to hang with its face towards the wall” (298). The 

difference is essentially one of degree, however, and this may be considered one of the 

novel’s most sophisticated elements. Rather than a stark opposition of good and bad 

beauty, Eliot suggests gradations o f temptation, resulting in a more subtly human 

representation than is usual. It is this subtlety that enabled the Dublin University 

Magazine to read Maggie as a version o f H e t t y . T h e  heroines share darkness and, 

crucially, a transgression of which their fairer counterparts are innocent.

Simple repudiations o f  vanity are complicated in the novel as the narrator reasons, “you will not, I hope 
consider it an indication o f  vanity., .that she just glanced in the chimney-glass as her walk brought her near 
it. The desire to know that one has not looked an absolute fright during a few  hours o f  conversation, may be 
construed as lying within the bounds o f  a laudable benevolent consideration for others” (369).

T. R. Wright, “From Bumps to Morals: The Phrenological Background to George Eliot's Moral 
Framework,” Review o f  English Studies 33 (1982): 34-46,40.

It reads, “In poor, weak, loving Maggie, the writer has given us a nobler heroine than Hetty o f  the 
rounded form and shrivelled heart” (unsigned review, Dublin University M agazine, 146).
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The novel interacts with the typical pairing of polarised heroines. Like Rowena of

Scott’s Ivanhoe (1817), Lucy’s “disposition was naturally that which physiognomists

1consider as proper to fair complexions, mild, timid, and gentle,” and critics have long 

noted the resonance o f her name with Madame de Stael’s Lucille in Corinne, or Italy 

(1807).'^'* Within the narrative, fairness is presented in consistently negative terms. From 

the “blond comely” (9) but “weak” (54) Bessy onwards, the reader is presented with a 

succession of shallow, flaxen women who throw Maggie’s darkness into greater relief. 

And, while in Adam Bede and Middlemarch the blond Madonna is aligned with the 

heroine, here Eliot demonstrates a characteristic ambivalence as the narrator reveals, “I 

have often wondered whether those early Madonnas of Raphael, with the blond faces and 

somewhat stupid expression, kept their placidity undisturbed when their strong-limbed, 

strong-willed boys got a little too old to do without clothing” (11).

In The Mill on the Floss, as Maggie w i s h e d , i t  is the dark-haired heroine who 

“carr[ies] away all the love” (332) from her fair rival. It could be argued, then, that Eliot’s 

representation moves to unseat traditional representations o f beauty. While Rowena, like

• • 197Maggie, is “tall m stature,” her form was significantly restrained, so that she did not 

“attract observation on account of superior height.” '̂ * Her beauty is, in this way, kept 

within a womanly norm. On the contrary, as Helena Michie contends of Eliot’s heroines 

more generally, “Their bigness attests to an inner rebellion against normative 

f e mi n i n i t y . B l o n d n e s s  also appears as the more conventional trait. By the

Scott, Ivanhoe, 243-4.
See, for example, Nord, 104.
Mrs. Stelling is another example; she was “not a loving, tender-hearted woman: she was a woman whose 

skirt sat well, who adjusted her waist and patted her curls with a preoccupied air when she inquired after 
your welfare. These things, doubtless, represent a great social power, but it is not the power o f love” (174).

Maggie tells Philip that she chose not to finish the book because ‘“ As soon as I came to the blond-haired 
young lady reading in the park...I foresaw that that light complexioned girl would win away all the love 
from Corinne and make her miserable. I’m determined to read no more books where the blond haired 
women carry away all the happiness. I should begin to have a prejudice against them -  If you could give me 
some story, now, where the dark woman triumphs, it would restore the balance’” (332).

Scott, Ivanhoe, 89.
Ibid., 90.
Helena Michie, 27.
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Renaissance, the hair colour was already “a male preference...hundreds o f years old in the 

west.”2«° But opinion was not always unanimous. In 1865, the author o f an article on 

“Golden Hair” suggested that the preference for blondness was changing: “Not long ago 

the admirers o f blue eyes and fair hair were disgusted by certain wise men announcing 

that the blonde was rapidly becoming e x t i n c t . E v e n  in Ivanhoe, Scott protects Rowena 

from a charge also associated with Lucy. Although, “Her complexion was exquisitely 

fair... the noble cast o f her head and features prevented the insipidity which sometimes 

attaches to fair b e a u t i e s . I n  The Mill on the Floss, this nobility is associated with 

Maggie, frequently described as “queenly” (264). Lucy’s blondeness represents an 

aesthetic norm from which Maggie is ostensibly alienated. In adulthood, its superiority is 

less certain, as Eliot invokes a tradition of sensual, exotic beauty to suggest the threat of 

Maggie’s very different allure.

As the more desired, Maggie’s triumph could be interpreted as the revenge of the 

unorthodox over the orthodox, the outsider over the ideal. In Maggie, Eliot appears to 

canonise the unconventional heroine. However, Maggie’s growth into a socially 

recognisable beauty complicates the argument. The natural wildness of her appearance is 

subdued into respectability through her evangelical rejection of artifice.^^^ In the ball

room, she is deemed superior to “the more adorned and conventional women” (384). 

There is irony here as, in spuming ornament, Maggie attains the apex of beauty, so that 

“several young ladies went home intending to have short sleeves with black lace and to 

plait their hair in a broad coronet” (358). She becomes the very flower of the system; in 

beauty, she belongs. St. Ogg’s comes to admire Maggie’s appearance, ignoring the 

questionable characteristics it codifies. In her transgression, her behaviour fulfils the

Hufton, 26.
C ham ber’s Journal o f  Popular Literature, Science & Arts, ivAy 1 1865 ,408-10 ,408 .
Scott, Ivanhoe, 90.
M aggie’s othenvorldliness and slightly wild beauty are shared by Eppie in Silas Marner. Her unruly 

“curly auburn hair” (133) also suggests an affinity with a nature untrammelled by stifling social norms.
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prophecy of her dark attractiveness. In retrospect, “To the world’s wife there had always 

been something in Miss Tulliver’s very physique that a refined instinct felt to be 

prophetic of harm” (491). Reading the novel at its most radical, Robert Polhemus argues 

that “The Mill on the Floss is a much angrier, much more militantly feminist book than 

has commonly been thought.” '̂̂ '̂  However, while in the representation o f beauty, the 

narrative voices dissent, it ultimately reinforces the conventions it seemed driven to 

subvert. It is, in consequence, difficult to disagree with Meyer’s contention that “The 

novel’s closure does not sustain the social criticism of the opening b o o k s . I n  

remaining faithful to correlations o f darkness and passion, fairness and mildness, and in 

choosing a heroine who develops exceptional beauty, the novel echoes convention, 

another dark beauty defeated. In the novel’s moment of greatest erotic and aesthetic 

charge, the narrator places Maggie within a line o f canonical Greek beauty:

A woman’s arm touched the soul of a great sculptor two thousand years 

ago, so that he wrought an image o f it for the Parthenon which moves us 

still as it clasps lovingly the time-worn marble o f a headless trunk.

Maggie’s was such an arm as that -  and it had the warm tints o f life (395).

The passage appears as an excuse; Stephen Guest is absolved, as Adam was. Female 

beauty is constructed as a natural force, the desire for which is at the root o f the 

achievements and weaknesses o f civilization. But although the embodiment o f Maggie 

draws heavily upon tradition, the instability between good and bad beauty remains an 

unconventional achievement that will be extended further still in Daniel Deronda.

Polhemus, 175.
Meyer, 130. Michie similarly contends, “Both Maggie and Dorothea Brooke, the most majestic o f Eliot’s 

heroines...are cut down to size by forces far larger and more powerful than they; patriarchy, destiny, and the 
conventions o f the Victorian novel all converge to reshape them and rechannel their bigness” (27).
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Middlemarch

Reviewing Romola (1863), Richard Simpson included a retrospective consideration o f the 

fiction Eliot had published to date. He argued that the author’s heroines were, in essence, 

types, who shared a conceptual root:

According to this idea, the influence which woman exerts over man is 

twofold. One is ‘the soothing, unspeakable charm of gentle womanhood,’ 

mastering by its simple presence, by the ‘serene dignity of being.’ This 

kind is blond and blue-eyed, a sleepy Venus, like Dudu. The other is the 

active influence, which makes man’s blood boil, and awakes in him the 

slumbering fires of passion and feeling. This is the dark-eyed kind...It 

raises the storm which the other kind calms. This is why they go in pairs in 

Eliot’s novels.

In the Prelude to Middlemarch, Eliot invokes the idea of typicality by presenting 

Dorothea as a descendant of St. Theresa, “certainly not the last of her kind.’’̂ '̂  ̂What 

changes in Middlemarch are the forms in which the paired heroines are embodied. 

Dorothea’s hair is neither blond nor black but “dark-brown” (81), a moderation reflected 

in her fate; unlike Maggie and Hetty, she is not obviously a tragic heroine. The binary 

returns to being one o f good and bad beauties, with the blond, in the form of Rosamond, 

this time, unmistakably, the latter.

Richard Simpson, “George Eliot’s N ovels,” Home and Foreign Review, October 1863, 221-50, George 
Eliot: The Critical Heritage, 239.

Eliot, Middlemarch, 3.
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Dorothea the secular saint

As in Eliot’s previous novels, Middlemarch articulates an awareness o f the injustice of 

cultural preoccupation with beauty, while, in its representation o f heroic beauty, 

remaining complicit with the practice. The heroic charge o f beauty is integral to the 

characterisation of Dorothea, described by Henry James as “only that perfect flower of 

conception o f which her predecessors were the less unfolded blossoms.” While 

Dorothea shares many o f the elements o f their superlative beauty, “long-full lashes” (514) 

and Madonna-parted hair,^°^ her social class crucially differs from that o f Dinah and 

Maggie. As “an exquisite young lady” (59) “of some birth and fortune” (9), Dorothea’s 

beauty carries a greater weight o f social expectation.^''* The question, “what were many- 

volumed romances o f chivalry and the social conquests of a brilliant girl to her?” (3) 

speaks o f Dorothea as much as o f Theresa, for whom the social rewards o f beauty appear 

hopelessly empty, rendering her great beauty personally meaningless.

Dorothea’s beauty places her in line with tradition. Her beauty, at times, plays a

conventional role, suggested in Leslie Stephen’s conception o f the “proper function” of

“the intrinsic beauty” o f the Eliot heroine. We are to “fall in love with Romola and 

1 1Maggie,” as we are with Dorothea. In Middlemarch, there is a self-consciousness in 

Eliot’s adoption of these conventions, evident as the narrator asks: “Is it due to excess of 

poetry or o f stupidity that we are never weary of describing what King James called a 

woman’s ‘makdom and her faimesse’” (135). As the twenty-ninth chapter begins, the 

narrator questions the text’s own preoccupation with the fair Dorothea, interrupting itself 

to question, “but why always Dorothea?” (261). Barbara Hardy argues that this “is an

Henry James, unsigned review, Galaxy, March 1873, 353-9, George Eliot: The Critical Heritage, 354. 
Leslie Stephen similarly argued that “Maggie...Dinah...Janet” had all been examples o f “the modem 
Theresa...the central figure in the world o f George Eliot’s imagination” (unsigned obituary article, February 
1881, Cornhill Magazine, 464-484, 482).

The “simple lines of her dark-brown hair parted over her brow” (144) is reminiscent o f  Dinah.
She is elsewhere described as “a girl so handsome and with such prospects” (9).
Stephen, obituary, 482.
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' ) \ ' yappeal to the conventional reader who must reconsider his reading habits.” It may also 

be read as a “self-critical”^’  ̂comment on the monopoly o f youthful female beauty in the 

tradition o f the novel. The narrator elaborates, “I protest against all our interest, all our 

effort at understanding being given to the young skins that look blooming in spite of 

trouble.” The objection points backwards to beauty’s ubiquity in the definition of 

heroinism. The narrator suggests an alternative, presenting Casaubon as a locus for 

readerly attention, who, “In spite o f the blinking eyes and white moles...and the want of 

muscular curve...had an intense consciousness within him, and was spiritually a-hungered 

like the rest of us” (261). And especially like the Eliot heroine. In this momentary 

digression, the narrator surmises that the difference between Dorothea and Casaubon may 

be merely external, intimating the injustice o f the confluence o f beauty and heroinism.

Yet the narrative itself remains complicit with tradition, as Dorothea’s exceptional 

beauty is as integral to her character as it was to Dante’s “Beatrice” and Petrarch’s 

“Laura” (339). The novel, after all, commences with a description of Dorothea’s “kind of 

beauty” (7). Although Beer contends that “Eliot thought it important not to idealise 

women as they currently e x i s t , E l i o t ’s use o f beauty suggests an unignorable degree of

215idealisation, explicit in the parallels she draws with the Madonna and mythical heroine. 

The descriptions of Dorothea’s beauty are often elaborate:

Her hand and wrist were so finely formed that she could wear sleeves not 

less bare o f style than those in which the Blessed Virgin appeared to Italian 

painters; and her profile as well as her stature and bearing seemed to gain 

the more dignity from her plain garments, which by the side of provincial

Barbara Hardy, The Novels o f  George Eliot: A Study in Form  (London: Athlone, 1959), 98.
Analysing the novel’s representation o f  compassion, Lauren Berlant describes it as self-critical at this 

point. Compassion: the Culture and Politics o f  an Emotion (London: Routledge, 2004).
Beer, George Eliot, 17.
Naumann describes her as ‘“ the most perfect young Madonna I ever saw?”’ (178).
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fashion gave her the impressiveness o f a fine quotation from the Bible, -  

or from one of our elder poets, -  in a paragraph o f to-day’s newspaper (7).

Dorothea’s exquisite hands are a synecdoche o f her class-inflected beauty. The form of 

that beauty is, however, more generally in keeping with the character outlined in the 

Prelude, a beauty so fine that it belongs not to the contemporary world, but to a grander 

past or glorious future. There is something miraculous about Dorothea’s physicality, the 

“gem-like brightness on her coiled hair and in her hazel eyes” (256), also evident when 

the narrator says of the “thin white woollen stuff’ of her clothing that “It always seemed 

to have been lately washed, and to smell of the sweet hedges,” and her head-dress, “no 

more odd... than the gold trencher we call a halo” (406). Gazelles argues o f the beautiful 

saint, “It is...in the concrete sense o f the term that these heroines can be viewed as 

‘embodiments’ of perfection.”^ B e a u ty  serves a similar function in the characterisation 

o f Dorothea. References to saints, Theresa, Dorothea, “Barbara,”^’’ “Clara” (202-3) and 

“Catherine” (503) invoke her heroinism. As Caroline Walker Bynum demonstrates, the 

saint represented the exceptional rather than typical woman.^'* Her achievements and 

lifestyle were as difficult to emulate as those of the mythical heroine. In terms o f beauty, 

Dorothea relates to both traditions, discernible in Naumann’s description of her as

9  1 Q“‘antique form animated by Christian sentiment.’” She is compared to Antigone, 

“Imogene or Cato’s daughter,” (406) and, most extensively, to Ariadne and Cleopatra 

(177). Dorothea’s beauty has a dual resonance; it relates specifically to her social

Gazelles, 34.
Eliot, Middlemarch, 88. Judith Johnston argues, “The allusion to St. Barbara enhances Dorothea’s 

remoteness from her contemporary world and predicts the struggle to com e” {George Eliot and the 
Discourses o f  M edievalism  (Tumhout: Brepols, 2006), 70).

Caroline Walker Bynum, H oly Feast and H oly Fast: The Religious Significance o f  F ood to M edieval 
Women (Berkeley and London: University o f  California Press, 1987), 23.

Eliot, M iddlemarch, 178. Bonaparte argues o f  the novel, “most o f  its characters are given mythological 
dimensions” (“Introduction,” M iddlemarch, xxxvii).
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position, and lifts her above her historical moment to suggest her affinity with a heroic 

past.

990Like Dinah and Maggie, Dorothea’s beauty is ostensibly tempered by a “Puritan” 

disregard for its power. Her clothes are “out of the fashion” (7), her hair, “simply parted” 

(406). These details indicate the moral innocence o f her beauty. As always, simplicity is 

accompanied by an “entire absence from her manner and expression of all search after 

mere effecf’ (81). Although these preferences are designed to underplay Dorothea’s 

beauty, simplicity was highly admired in Victorian Britain. In Adam Bede, the point is 

made by Hetty as she appears in “a black gown...pinned...close round her neck to look 

like Dinah’s, [she] had made her hair as flat as she could, and had tied on one of Dinah’s

991high-crowned borderless net-caps.” The change of dress does nothing to diminish 

Hetty’s beauty, for as Blackie noted in 1858, “the simplicity of the Quaker dress has been

999much admired...and justly.” Suzanne Keen similarly argues that the style o f dress was 

considered profoundly alluring:

Contrary to the common understanding, Quakeresses in their distinctive 

clothing signified an instantly recognizable middle-class piety and 

demureness that was simultaneously coded as sexually attractive. The neat, 

form-fitting, relatively unadorned garb figured forth not sexlessness, but

99marriageability, and not classlessness, but respectability.

Ibid., 8. The simplicity o f  dress preferred by Dorothea and Celia is influenced by both class-based and 
religious values: “Young women o f  such birth, living in a quiet country-house, and attending a village 
church hardly larger than a parlour, naturally regarded fi'ippery as the ambition o f  a huckster’s 
daughter...well-bred economy...in those days made show in dress the first item to be deducted fi"om, when 
any margin was required for expenses more distinctive o f  rank. Such reasons would have been enough to 
account for plain dress, quite apart from religious feeling” (ibid).

Eliot, Bede, 228.
Blackie, 55.
Suzanne Keen, “Quaker Dress, Sexuality, and the Domestication o f  Reform in the Victorian Novel,” 

Victorian Literature and Culture 30 (2002): 211 -236, 211.
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It is this multivalency that Eliot, like Bronte and Gaskell, was able to exploit. While 

presented as aesthetic underdogs, heroines like Dorothea are in fact imbued with one o f 

the most popular forms of beauty, and one without any negative moral associations. The 

simultaneous existence o f contradictory aesthetic ideals complicates a reading of the 

ideological consequences o f the representation o f beauty. In rejecting artifice, Eliot could 

be seen to spurn a construction that limited appreciation o f the varieties o f female 

subjectivity. But in positioning ornate against natural beauty, Eliot affirms the value of an 

equally popular ideal.

Dorothea’s beauty points both to this world and the next. Its worth is assessed by 

those within her community, while it simultaneously codifies her affinity with heroines of 

the past. The beauty o f the saint similarly possessed a dual referentiality, invoked by Eliot 

in the Vatican, as Will Ladislaw is tom between the two modes o f responding to 

Dorothea’s beauty. The conflict between the spiritual and sensual is evident as “Will was 

divided between the inclination to fall at the Saint’s feet and kiss her robe, and the 

temptation to knock Naumann down while he was adjusting her arm. All this was 

impudence and desecration.”^̂ '̂  This vocabulary presents Dorothea as, literally, a holy 

figure, whose body transcends the base functions o f the physical world, and who should 

properly be regarded in a symbolic light. It is not, as Abigail S. Rischin argues, that “Will 

denounces the visual arts’ capacity to represent women adequately,” but that he reads 

Dorothea as too sacred a subject for representation. Will’s thoughts about Dorothea 

invoke the conception o f Mary as “alone o f all her sex,” so that, “there was grossness 

in his choice o f the most ordinary words...She was not a woman to be spoken o f as other

Eliot, Middlemarch, 202. This polyphony was rooted in religious and artistic discourses. St. Theresa’s 
memoirs were famously suffused with a vocabulary that fiised the spiritual and sensual experience. Robert 
Torsten Petersson contends that when Teresa “began writing, at about fifty, the main mystical terms -  
rapture, elevation, ecstacy, transport... were all in a jumble” {The Art o f  Ecstasy: Teresa, Bernini, and  
Crashaw  (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1970), 4).

Abigail S. Rischin, “Beside the Reclining Statue: Ekphrasis, Narrative, and Desire in M iddlemarch," 
PMLA 111 (1996): 1121-1132, 1130.

For an exhaustive study o f  this see Warner, Alone o f  A ll her Sex.
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women were.” Instead of mere human “loveliness,” Will insists on “rather her 

divineness” (203). Naumann’s role as artist imbues the scene with additional meaning, as 

discomfort about the place of beauty in religious art continued into the nineteenth century. 

Jameson insisted that “where sensual beauty has obviously been the paramount idea in the 

artist’s work, defeating its holiest purpose and perverting its high significance, the

227violation of the moral sentiment is yet more revolting,” recalling the controversy that 

surrounded Bernini’s representation of Saint Teresa (1647-52). From Will’s 

perspective, Naumann’s attitude towards Dorothea’s beauty is similarly sacrilegious in its 

wilful misrepresentation.

This association with the holy would seem to suggest that Silver is correct in her 

argument that Dorothea is “defined in part by [her] slight, pale bod[y].”^̂  ̂However, 

Dorothea’s figure is, in fact, described as “not shamed by the Ariadne” (Fig. 27), a 

sculpture admired for “the marble voluptuousness of her beauty.”^̂  ̂ In the “‘antithesis’” 

between the two, no reference is made to a relative slightness in Dorothea’s figure. She is, 

instead, “a breathing blooming girl” (177), a description significantly reminiscent of 

Hetty. Elsewhere, in comparison with Celia, Dorothea’s “‘fine...figure’” (84) is deemed 

superior. Equally often, it is not pallor, but a “glowing...as only healthful youth can glow” 

(256) that is attributed to the heroine. This glow suggests Dorothea’s natural sexuality, 

most explicit in the description of the “warm red life in her lips” (257). Lambert argues 

that the comparison between Dorothea and Cleopatra in the Vatican serves a similar 

function, as the heroine’s “whole stance implies the presence of a sexuality which is, like

Jameson, Sacred and Legendary Art. Vol. I, 345.
Mary D. Sheriff explains that Bernini’s physical manifestation o f  ecstacy was all too clear and his Saint 

Teresa was considered “scandalous” {M oved by Love: Inspired Artists and Deviant Women in Eighteenth- 
Century France (Chicago, 111. and London: University o f  Chicago Press, 2004), 92).

Silver, Victorian Literature and the Anorexic Body, 10.
Although Rosamond is also compared to Ariadne, she herself advances the parallel: “Poor 

Rosamond...felt as forlorn as Ariadne —  as a charming stage Ariadne left behind with all her boxes full o f  
costumes and no hope o f  a coach” (281). It also invokes the morally questionable image o f  Rosamond as 
actress.
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Fig. 27 Sleeping Ariadne, Vatican Museum

the Cleopatra’s, an acknowledged part of her beauty.”^ '̂ Sexuality is clearly implied in 

the parallels with Theresa. Jameson reveals that “The FLAMING HEART...has become a 

general and rather vulgar emblem of spiritual love: in this sense it is given to St Theresa.” 

Through these allusions, Dorothea’s beauty appears at once spiritual and sensual, 

connoting both moral goodness and sexual allure. The mythical and celestial parallels, 

however, recede as Dorothea is removed from the creative gaze of Naumann and Will and 

returned to her local context. In a parenthetical side, the narrator comments: “Certainly all 

Tipton and its neighbourhood, as well as Dorothea herself, would have been surprised at 

her beauty being made so much o f In that part o f the world Miss Brooke had been only a 

‘fine young woman’” (203). The quotation marks suggest the short-hand through which

Lambert, 133. Patricia E. Johnson reads the scene similarly: “Viewed as Cleopatra, the sculpture seems 
to present a comforting sexual stereotype o f woman as body” (“The Gendered Politics o f  the Gaze: Henry 
James and George Eliot,” Mosaic 30 (1997): 39-54).

Jameson, Sacred and Legendary Art. Vol. I, xlii. Nigel Spivey explains that in Theresa’s 1562 
autobiography, “her mystic achievement o f closeness to God was described in terms not remote from the 
sensual jargon o f an intense love affair” {How Art Made the World (London: B.B.C. Books, 2005), 243).
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women are socially evaluated. There is a sense that Tipton is not sophisticated enough to 

appreciate Dorothea’s beauty, just as it cannot grasp her character. To the male 

inhabitants, she is most attractive when she forgets her asceticism, and is most 

conventional: “Most men thought her bewitching when she was on horseback...when her 

eyes and cheeks glowed with mingled pleasure she looked very little like a devotee.” It 

is, however, this devotee element o f the modem Theresa that defines her as heroine of this 

novel. The Tipton community’s simultaneous admiration of, and inability to appreciate, 

Dorothea’s beauty indicates the political line the representation treads. Eliot insists that 

Dorothea is idiosyncratic, but uses a largely conventional beauty to codify her heroic 

character and render her desirable.

Rosamond

As Lefkovitz argues, the Victorians recognised multiple forms of attractiveness: 

“Unaffected simplicity characterized one variety of beauty, adored stylishness another” 

(23). Because the beauty o f Dorothea, Celia and Rosamond variously derives fi'om 

recognisable models, their competing charms can be debated by individual characters. 

Despite her great beauty, Dorothea is not the most admired woman in Middlemarch. The 

title falls instead to Rosamond, who, with Celia, serves as a counterpoint to the heroine. 

Eliot presents Celia and Rosamond as more conventional, and so, more popular among 

those of undiscriminating taste. Dorothea’s eccentricity impedes her popularity. The 

judgement that “‘little Celia is worth two o f her, and likely after all to be the better 

match’” (54) describes a standard o f values in which the criteria o f the suitable wife are 

prioritised. Celia’s relative smallness indicates her proximity to the ideal o f conventional

Eliot, M iddlemarch, 9. Similarly, in Felix Holt we read, “it is astonishing how effective this education 
appeared in a handsome girl, who sat supremely well on horseback” (29).

This may also be seen to relate to religious art, where female saints are frequently presented in 
contrasting pairs.
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femininity, also suggested in the description of Rosamond’s “lovely little face” (283). R. 

H. Hutton complained that the narrator’s bias undervalued these characters:

Middlemarch is not only a sketch o f country life...but a running fire of 

criticism as well. Sometimes the reader feels that the author is unfairly 

running down one of her own characters; -  that she has conceived in her 

imagination a much more pleasant character than her party-spirit, as it 

were, chooses to admit. For instance, it seems quite clear that George Eliot 

decidedly dislikes the type o f pretty, attractive, gentle, sensible, limited 

young ladies so common in modem life, and loses no opportunity in 

plunging the dissecting-knife into them. Celia Brooke and Rosamond 

Vincy are the two representatives o f this species.

Hutton is correct, in that the narrative is clearly weighted in favour o f Dorothea, against 

whom Celia and Rosamond are found wanting. The critique also suggests one of the 

intentions o f the polarisation: to point out the failings o f the type o f woman idealised 

within the culture. In her opposition o f Dorothea and Rosamond, Eliot echoes the 

tradition o f Bumey, Austen and Edgeworth, in which an ideal beauty is shown to be 

morally corrupt, and an alternative is suggested. The alternative is also, however, a 

recognisable aesthetic model, aiding the imputation of Dorothea’s superiority.

The distinction is apparent in the styles of beauty given to the characters. 

Dorothea’s “large eyes” (9) and austerity are contrasted with the more ambivalent traits o f 

the fairer women. While Dorothea and Rosamond are “both tall” this similarity serves as 

a launching pad for the most meaningful differences - “Rosamond’s infantine blondness” 

and her questionable predilection for ornament, suggested in the “wondrous crown of

R. H. Hutton, unsigned review, Spectator, 30 March 1872, George Eliot: The Critical Heritage, 294-5.
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hair-plaits...large embroidered collar which it was to be hoped all beholders would know 

the price of, [and] her small hands duly set off with rings” (406). Although ornamentation 

is the mark o f bad beauty, Rosamond’s blondness is more ambiguous; both Madonnas

and Magdalenes were light-haired. As Jameson wrote, “The luxuriant hair ought to be fair

'yy'j
or golden. Dark-haired Magdalenes...belong exclusively to the Spanish school.” Hufton 

also writes that the female seductress in Renaissance and earlier art was most often 

blond.^^* As with the appearance o f the body in general, hair was loaded with moral 

associations. Galia Ofek argues that, in the description of hair, Eliot “took part in the 

cultural discourse which perceived women’s bodies in general, and their hair in particular, 

as texts or signs that could be readily interpreted or classified.” Eliot uses contrasting 

colours to distinguish competing character types, although what the colour signifies 

changes in the context o f each work; Dinah, Eppie and Romola are also fair haired. 

Rosamond is additionally shown wearing pale blue, associated with Mary^“*°; her eyes are 

“heavenly blue” (104) and her hair is at one point described as “immaculately blond” 

(149). She may be considered a more moderate version of Bertha of “The Lifted Veil,” 

Eliot’s first, and only truly evil, representation of the bad, light-haired beauty.^"^'

Most significant in Eliot’s characterisation o f Rosamond is the fact that, rather 

than her beauty deceiving observers into believing she is good, the male gaze admits an

Joseph Wiesenfarth similarly argues that “Rosamond is the siren o f  Middlemarch society” 
(“Middlemarch: The Language o f  Art,” PMLA 97 (1982): 363-377, 363). Like every bad beauty, Rosamond 
is vain and highly conscious o f  her beauty: “(Every nerve and muscle in Rosamond was adjusted to the 
consciousness that she was being looked at. She was by nature an actress o f  parts that entered into her 
physique: she even acted her own character, and so well, that she did not know it to be precisely her own)” 
(109).

Jameson, Sacred and Legendary Art. Vol. I, 351.
Hufton, 26.
Ofek, 102.That both Eliot’s good and bad beauties share thick hair suggests that sexuality is not, in itself, 

the dividing line in her conception o f  beauty.
In this instance, “her pale-blue dress o f  a fit and fashion so perfect that no dressmaker could look at it 

without emotion” (406). In another, “her garment seeming to be made out o f  the faintest blue sky” (149).
Rosamond and Bertha are both described as “sylphs” and “watemixies” {Middlemarch, 150, 611), and 

The Lifted Veil (11, 25, 26, 92).
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attraction to guilty b e a u ty .W h e re a s  Adam failed to recognise the moral failings 

codified in Hetty’s guilty beauty, the men of Middlemarch admit a predilection for the 

faintly immoral. In this, Eliot centres the blame squarely upon Lydgate in his mistaken 

choice of wife. He is guilty, where Adam was blind. Josh Epstein is correct to argue that, 

at times, Rosamond’s “supposedly neutral face threatens the male by virtue o f its 

indecipherability.” '̂*̂  More often, however, Rosamond’s male observers are perfectly 

adroit at reading her guilty beauty; the social preference for the “flower o f Middlemarch,” 

is, instead, an indictment o f corrupt taste. '̂*'* Mr. Chichely dismisses Dorothea because “‘I 

like a woman who lays herself out a little more to please us. There should be a little 

filigree.. .something o f the coquette... a little devil in a woman’” (82), as an example of 

which he reveals, “‘If I were a marrying man I should choose Miss Vincy’” (83). The 

opposition between Dorothea and Rosamond is an amplification o f the opposition 

between Dorothea and Celia. Dorothea, like Jane Eyre, is morally superior, a superiority 

that corrupt society is incapable o f recognising. The opposition represents a conflict at the 

heart o f Victorian conceptions o f beauty. The weighing o f the relative merits o f Dorothea, 

Celia, Rosamond and Mary articulates a broader cultural confusion, exacerbated by the 

moral connotations associated with the competing ideals, and the danger o f idealising an 

immoral form. Lydgate is twice mistaken in his identification o f the ideal female. 

Chastened through his infatuation with a murderous dark beauty, he yet concludes that 

“adornment” warrants “the first place among wifely functions.” Despite his admiration of 

Dorothea’s “undeniable beauty” he believes, “here was the point on which Miss Brooke

An example is also provided in Lydgate’s narration o f  Laura’s history: “Some o f  the actress’s warmest 
admirers were inclined to believe in her guilt, and liked her the better for it (such was the taste o f  those 
times)” (142).

Josh Epstein, “Neutral Physiognomy: The Unreadable Faces o f  Middlemarch," Victorian Literature and  
Culture 2>6 {200?,): 131-148, 132.

Eliot, Middlemarch, 275. Such taste is attributed to Harold Transome in Felix Holt: “Harold preferred a 
slow-witted large-eyed woman, silent and affectionate, with a load o f  black hair weighing much more 
heavily than her brains. He had seen no such woman in England, except one whom he had brought with him 
from the East” (344). It is typical o f  Eliot’s dialectical imagination that large eyes can variously represent 
intellect or vacuousness and thick hair indicate an admirable or depraved sexuality.
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would be found wanting” (87). Lydgate’s values are an inversion o f those of the text. He 

too weighs the aesthetic worth of Rosamond and Dorothea but reaches the opposite, 

incorrect conclusion. As Dorothea misreads Casaubon, and Casaubon Dorothea, Lydgate 

believes that Rosamond’s “polished, refined, docile,” temperament is “enshrined in a 

body which expressed this with a force o f demonstration that excluded the need for other 

evidence” (153). He is correct. Rosamond’s beauty is a legible index of her character; but 

that beauty is o f the ornate, useless kind heavily criticised in middle-class Protestant 

conduct books.

It is a grievous error according to the values of the narrative, as Eliot develops the 

logical consequences o f encouraging a taste for seductive beauty, heightened by the 

novel’s emphasis on the importance of correct diagnoses o f physiognomy and burgeoning 

medical technologies. In her flirtation with Will, Rosamond treads the line o f fallen 

beauty, as, in the light o f an epiphany, she

discover[s]...that women, even after marriage, might make conquests and 

enslave men...vanity, with a woman’s whole mind and day to work in, can 

construct abundantly on slight hints...How delightfial to make captives 

from the throne of marriage with a husband as crown-prince by your 

side—himself in fact a subject—^while the captives look up forever 

hopeless, losing their rest probably, and if  their appetite too, so much the 

better! (410).

Rosamond is intoxicated with the power of her beauty, as Eliot suggests that, if  society 

bows to beauty regardless o f its immorality, it can but expect that beauty to act 

immorally, and threaten the existence o f the institutions upon which society itself stands. 

The representation is paradoxical as, for Eliot to illustrate the negative consequences of
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the ideahsation o f beauty, she must erect a representation that appeals to archetypal, and 

frequently misogynistic, fears o f the force o f female beauty. Blame lies stranded 

somewhere between Rosamond’s nature and the environment that nurtured it.

Blame does not, however, lie with beauty itself, for Dorothea embodies the 

beautiful good. The difference between the paired heroines lies in the temperaments that 

their different forms o f beauty signify; it is the veneration o f the wrong form o f beauty 

that is potentially dangerous. Epstein contends that Eliot “evacuates the possibility o f a 

coherently legible symbolic s y s t e m . H o w e v e r ,  the recourse to beauty as an expression 

of Dorothea’s goodness may, in itself, be considered symbolic.^'*^ Both Rosamond and 

Lydgate come to regard Dorothea as a kind of saint, in whom ‘“ a heart large enough for 

the Virgin Mary’” (723) is accompanied by an equally exceptional face. Although 

Middlemarch appears to complicate the issue of correspondence, Dorothea is a monument 

to the legibility o f appearances, as are Rosamond and Mary. Karl argues that “Mary is the 

dark-haired embodiment o f perfection, her lack o f physical beauty making her, in Eliot’s 

eyes, even more a d m i r a b l e . T h i s  simply is not so. The narrator explicitly states that,

“it would not be true to declare, in satisfactory antithesis, that [Mary] had all the virtues. 

Plainness has its peculiar temptations and vices quite as much as beauty.” Instead, “Mary 

Garth...had the aspect o f an ordinary sinner” (104). She is ordinary, somewhere between 

Dorothea’s heroic goodness and Rosamond’s anti-heroic sinfulness, in body, as in 

character. The difference between the ideal and corrupt woman, and the gradations in 

between, remains clearly marked, although often difficult to discern.

The novel continues, therefore, to idealise beauty. It is beauty that singles out Will 

and Dorothea, and that announces their complementarity. Their vibrancy echoes across to

Epstein, 132.
Bonaparte argues that “the result, as mythic narratives and images inform the text, is essentially 

symbolism”
(“Introduction,” xxxvii).

Karl, 497.
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each other, articulating the rightfulness o f their union, despite the unnatural impediment 

o f Dorothea’s marriage, so that, “Each looked at the other as if  they had been two flowers 

which had opened then and there” (341). Their relationship is a kinship o f beauty. ‘“ What 

is your religion?’” Dorothea asks Will. He replies, ‘“ To love what is good and beautiful 

when I see it’” (368), describing the ideal nature o f their attachment. As Will remarks, 

‘“ You are a poem’” (209). Dorothea embodies a perfect confluence o f moral goodness 

and corresponding beauty. Within the narrative, she exists, not to be immortalised in 

Naumann’s profane art, but for her beauty to echo into nothing, in her “unhistoric acts” 

(785), the symbol o f the quiet good she accomplishes in the world. Beyond the narrative, 

she is crystallised in cultural tradition, assuming her place among the forms of heroic 

beauty.

Daniel Deronda

The opening sentence o f Daniel Deronda, “Was she beautiful or not beautifial?”^̂ * speaks 

to over one hundred years of literary history in which the heroine’s exceptional beauty 

was a central preoccupation of the novel. Daniel Deronda itself is no exception. Rather, 

here, the first chapter, “The Spoiled Child,” announces an anti-heroine in Gwendolen,^“̂  ̂

whose moral ambivalence and uncertain allure is the consummation of Eliot’s polarised 

representations o f beauty. As Shuttleworth argues, the novel generally “challenges 

inductive c e r t i t u d e . T h o s e  who regard Gwendolen cannot decide if she is beautiftil, 

and strive to read her physical traits. “‘Do you think her pretty’” one character asks 

another, and rather than universal consensus, the attractiveness of a “‘nez retrousse.. .and 

long narrow eyes’” is thrown into question. While Mackworth judges that, ‘“ she wants a

Eliot, D aniel Deronda. Edited, introduction and notes by Graham Handley (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1998), 3.

Henry James notes the similarity o f  Gwendolen and Rosamond. According to Pulcheria they are “the 
two disagreeable wives...They are very much alike. I know the author didn’t mean it; it proves how 
common a type the worldly, pincee, illiberal young Englishwoman is” {Century o f  George Eliot Criticism, 
1 1 1 ).

Shuttleworth, George Eliot and Nineteenth-Century Science, 176.
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tinge of color in her cheeks’” Vandemoodt contradicts, ‘“ On the contrary, I think her 

complexion one of her chief charms’” (7). Gwendolen has long been considered “one of 

the greatest psychological studies in English fiction.”^ '̂ Fittingly, she is Eliot’s most 

complex representation, a bad beauty humanised. Although she is described as “lovely 

and vigorous as a tall newly-opened lily” (122), the association with religious sjonbolism 

is ironic. In contradistinction to Dinah, Gwendolen lacks the simple moral goodness 

traditionally associated with the religious icon. Instead, the image is cut free, referring to 

an aesthetic model, a beautiful object o f no intrinsic moral worth. Deeds argues o f Eliot, 

“No sooner do you can conclude something definitive about her novels than you confront 

a counterbalancing consideration, a qualifying remark.”^̂  ̂This is especially apt in 

relation to her representations of beauty where anyone who censures the treatment of 

Hetty or Rosamond must confront the depth o f Gwendolen. As Barrett contends, “The 

characterization of Gwendolen is a breakthrough in George Eliot’s treatment of women, 

and a breakthrough in the treatment of women in f i c t i o n . I n  Gwendolen, 

correspondence, character and readerly sjonpathy are all utterly uncertain.

Immoral beauty

The opening o f Daniel Deronda invokes uncertainty, about Gwendolen’s beauty, what it 

might indicate, and whose gaze is arbitrating judgement. It is not immediately clear that 

the free indirect discourse o f “Was she beautiful or not beautiful?” emanates from 

Daniel’s consciousness. The question that follows addresses the issue o f correspondence, 

in the light o f scientific research of figures such as Spencer: “what was the secret o f form 

or expression which gave the dynamic quality to her glance?” The distance between form 

and expression correlates loosely to nature and environment, an issue o f some

Handley, “Introduction,” Daniel Deronda, ix.
Deeds, The English Novel in History, 1840-1890 (London: Routledge, 1997), 162.
Barrett, 154.
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significance to a moral judgement o f Gwendolen, as Daniel wonders, “Was the good or 

the evil genius dominant in those beams?” He concludes, “Probably the evil; else why 

was the effect that o f unrest rather than o f undisturbed charm?” (3). The effect of 

Gwendolen’s appearance is closer to Burke’s definition of the male sublime than to 

female beauty, a suggestion that appears first in Romola, as the narrator asserts of the 

heroine; “It was a type o f face o f which one could not venture to say whether it would 

inspire love or only that unwilling admiration which is mixed with dread: the question 

must be decided by the eyes, which often seem charged with a more direct message from 

the soul” (46). Distancing the heroine from the petty, lust-arousing beauty o f Tessa, Eliot 

early describes “the doubtful attractiveness of Romola’s face.” Romola’s beauty is largely 

assured, however, enforced by the goodness of her character, “the most loveable 

womanliness” (48) that Gwendolen conspicuously lacks. In both novels the simple, 

uncomplicated beauty o f Tessa and Mirah fialfils the Burkean function o f attracting a 

protective, and at times exploitative, male gaze.^ '̂* Daniel’s attraction to Mirah is a more 

positive incarnation of Tito’s condescending feeling for Tessa; in both “a sense of 

affection and tendemess”^̂  ̂ is associated with a beauty bound with weakness and 

vulnerability. On the contrary, Romola and Gwendolen are regarded with awe, rather than 

condescension, a dynamic rooted in Burke’s distinction of the sublime and the 

beautiful.^^^ Responses to Gwendolen conspicuously lack warmth. Few feel affection for 

her. She is instead ambivalently admired, and wondered about.

Gwendolen’s association with the sublime also relates to her romantic heritage. In 

the early chapters, she is represented as a rather typical example of immoral beauty. As

Burke wrote that “Men are carried to the sex in general, as it is the sex, and by the common law o f  
nature; but they are attached to particulars by personal beauty" {Philosophical Enquiry into the Sublime and  
Beautiful, 89).

Ibid., 97.
Burke elaborates: “Whatever is fitted in any sort to excite the ideas o f  pain, and danger, that is to say, 

whatever is in any sort terrible, or is conversant about terrible objects, or operates in a manner analogous to 
terror, is a source o f  the sublime'" (86).
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Theresa M. Kelley argues, “Gwendolen is...initially presented as a type.”^̂  ̂She recalls

CO

Bertha in the serpentine allusions of the Lamia; her observers describe her as ‘“ all 

green and silver, and wind[ing] her neck about’” (7). These parallels with a “time, before

■y cQ
the faery broods/Drove Nymph and Satyr from the prosperous woods” are intensified 

by a scientific vocabulary of dynamism and vigour, which attributes to her a natural force, 

threatening in its power, and antithetical to conventionally passive beauty. The 

observation o f Gwendolen is not voluntary, but a compulsion, the power o f which the 

narrator questions: “Why was the wish to look again felt as coercion and not as a longing 

in which the whole being consents?” (3). The fear is that it is the sexual, rather than the 

aesthetic or moral, response that Gwendolen arouses. She is a “young witch” (63); as a 

contemporary reviewer noted, she has the ‘'beaute du diable...” Gwendolen is also 

described as a “Nereid” (7), a comparison which foreshadows her ambiguous 

involvement in Grandcourt’s death as these “spirits...inhabited water and took upon 

themselves the appearance of females in order to lure men into the river to drown.”^ '̂ 

Gwendolen echoes such mythology in her description o f the malevolent force o f her 

beauty. Although she agrees with her mother that, “‘Miss Arrowpoint has charms which 

you have not,’” her rival’s attractions “‘demand thought,”’ and so Gwendolen gloats,

“‘My arrow will pierce him before he has time for thought. He will declare himself my 

slave’” (79).

Theresa M. Kelley, Reinventing Allegory (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 240.
They are dressed in similar colours. As Latimer comments in The Lifted Veil, “The pale-green dress, and 

the green leaves that seemed to form a border about her pale blond hair, made me think of a Water-Nixie” 
(11). Lamia is “a palpitating snake,/Bright, and cirque-couchant.../She was a gordian shape o f dazzling 
hue,/Vermilion-spotted, golden, green, and blue” (John Keats, The Major Works: Including Endymion, and 
Selected Letters. Edited, with an introduction and notes by Elizabeth Cook (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2008), 306).

Ibid., 305.
Unsigned notice, Academy, 5 February 1876, 360-2, Critical Heritage, 360.
Jennifer Larson, Greek Nymphs: Myth, Cult, Lore (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 63.
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Inefficacy of beauty

The characters who object to Gwendolen’s beauty do so overwhelmingly in moral terms. 

Her most severe critic, Mackworth, dislikes her mouth, not because of any specific 

physical flaw, but because it ‘“ looks so self-complacent, as if it knew its own beauty.’” 

His preference for ‘“ a mouth that trembles more’” (8), is for a weaker, and so more 

stereotypically feminine, form. In the first book, Gwendolen is shown to possess many of 

the character traits associated with the bad beauty. She is cruel, as she “‘laugh[s] at 

broken bones’” (63). She is selfish and cold, as she hears o f the hardship of her family; 

“There was no inward exclamation o f ‘Poor mamma!’...if  Gwendolen had been at this 

moment disposed to feel pity she would have bestowed it on herself’ (11). Her narcissism 

is at its most extreme on this evening, as she “leaned forward and kissed the cold glass” 

o f her own reflection. However, even at this, her most spoiled, the narrator intervenes to 

soften judgement o f Gwendolen’s beauty-related failings, commenting: “any but the 

harshest saintliness will have some indulgence for.. .a girl who had every day seen a 

pleasant reflection of that self in her friends’ flattery as well as in the looking-glass” (13). 

Vanity is, thus, perceived as an inevitable consequence of the social idealization of 

beauty; Gwendolen’s flaws are displaced from her nature, to environment. And, as with 

Hetty, her more optimistic relatives believe that marriage may redeem her.

In Daniel Deronda, Eliot also offers an image of the limitations o f beauty for 

those privileged enough to possess it. Gwendolen’s character is not only a warning to 

society, but an illustration of the emptiness o f social rewards. The novel speaks to the 

cultural myths encouraged by the convention of the beautiful heroine, as it demonstrates 

the ultimate inefficacy of beauty. Gwendolen is aware that the power o f her beauty is 

dependent on the judgement o f others, as “Being beautifial was, after all, the condition on 

which she most needed external testimony” (214). Her vanity is a manifestation of

Mr. Gascoigne attempts to persuade his wife, ‘“ there is no harm in the girl. It is only that she has a high 
spirit.. .The point is, to get her well married’” (64).
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boredom, as “for lack o f anything else to do she sat gazing at her image in the growing 

light” (13). As an unmarried young lady, the admiration of her beauty provides a singular 

frisson: “Beyond the effect o f her beauty on a first presentation, there was not much 

excitement to be got out of...invitations.” Like her predecessor heroines, she strains at the 

little society offers her, but she lacks their idealism and moral code. Although, “she was 

clear.. .that she did not wish to lead the same sort o f life as ordinary young ladies 

d id .. .what she was not clear upon was, how she should set about leading any other” (43). 

She yearns for greatness, rather than goodness, and dreams o f a suitable fulfillment for 

her beauty on the stage. Her class debars her from the profession, as she is disillusioned 

by the veiled warnings o f Klesmer. Without the intellectual or religious^^^ consolations 

clung to by Eliot’s other heroines, she accepts that the only tenable use of her beauty is a 

socially advantageous marriage.^^"* Most threatening to Gwendolen is her belief in her 

inability to feel love. If she is unable to find fulfillment in this, she is aware that “‘there is 

nothing worth living for!’” (68). The identity o f bad beauty is also threatened in her 

disdain for the conventional roles o f wife and mother. Her interest in her beauty is merely 

courtly and selfish, so that “To be very much sued or hopelessly sighed for as a bride was 

indeed an indispensable and agreeable guarantee of womanly power” (30), but she dreads 

the diminished role o f wife and mother. Barrett echoes the heroine herself as she 

questions, “If Gwendolen, because o f her own nature and the nature o f the society in 

which she is located, cannot become a ministering angel or a wife and mother, the 

question is, what can she become?”^̂  ̂That these roles must lead to the curtailment o f her 

power she is already aware. She is faced with the spectre o f her future, first in the figure

The narrator comments that, “No rehgious view o f trouble helped her” (23).
Gwendolen’s imagination wrestles with this destiny: “That she was to be married some time or other she 

would have felt obliged to admit; and that her marriage would not be o f a middling kind, such as most girls 
were contented with, she felt quietly, unargumentatively sure. But her thoughts never dwelt on marriage as 
the fulfilment o f  her ambition; the dramas in which she imagined herself a heroine were not wrought up to 
that close” (30).

The passage reads, “to become a wife and wear all the domestic fetters o f that condition, was on the 
whole a vexatious necessity” (30).

Barrett, 164.
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o f her mother, whose beauty has bred such inglorious circumstances as fatigued 

motherhood and financial worry. Gwendolen wonders: ‘“ Well, what is the use o f my 

being charming, if  it is to end in my being dull...?’” (22). These limitations are 

emphasised, as she is confronted by the faded, spumed Lydia Glasher. A ghost of the 

ftiture, she tells Gwendolen, ‘“ You are very attractive, Miss Harleth. But when he first 

knew me, I too was young.’” The revelation is in keeping with Gwendolen’s despair; she 

regards the experience as “a ghastly vision... ‘I am a woman’s life’” (128).

Daniel’s gaze

Gwendolen’s vanity is nurtured by her awareness o f her beauty’s social power. In her 

meeting with Daniel, however, her appearance is mediated through an alternative male 

gaze. Mulvey’s theorisation of the gaze centres around a passive female and an active 

male, as “scopophilia is essentially a c t i v e . G w e n d o l e n ’s predatory belief in the power 

o f her beauty falters before Daniel who appears able to resist it, and so throws its value 

into question. As the novel opens, both Gwendolen’s character and appearance are 

indeterminate. Her fate is yet to be decided; her ambiguous beauty appears to bode ill, but 

its promise is yet to be fulfilled. While Gwendolen has succeeded in pleasing the social 

gaze that demands she be a beautiful surface and win a wealthy husband, her desire to 

please Daniel’s ideal of moral rectitude distances her from tradition’s immoral beauty. 

Daniel’s gaze introduces her to the reader, although his conclusions are quickly 

corroborated by the remarks of other spectators, and the narrator’s succeeding 

descriptions of Gwendolen’s behaviour. As Evelyne Ender argues, in the “hierarchy of 

gazes...Deronda holds the highest position in the scale.” His opinion may be considered 

to carry a unique authority. He is, after all, the eponymous hero, and the Meyrick sisters,

Mulvey, 46. Evelyne Ender reads the novel in this way, Gwendolen is not more and not less than passive 
feminine matter moulded by the different perspectives o f a masculine vision” {Sexing the Mind: Nineteenth- 
Century Fictions o f  Hysteria (London and Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1995), 234).

Ibid.
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for example, “so thoroughly accepted Deronda as an ideal, that when he was gone the 

youngest set to work...to paint him as Prince Camaralzaman” (156). In the tradition o f the 

novel, the gaze o f the hero is most often paramount, confirming the worth o f the heroine. 

In Daniel Deronda, the convention continues but is complicated by Gwendolen and 

Daniel’s differences of class and race. Daniel’s resistance to Gwendolen’s beauty is her 

most passionate preoccupation. She attributes his gaze an unusual weight. It discomposes 

her; she feels it is “‘dreadful,’ though it had really a very mild sort of scrutiny” (157). She 

is shown “wincing” (8) under her perception of his disapproval. Her “uneasy longing to 

be judged by Deronda” (279) bodes well for her, however, anticipating her redemption 

through her desire to meet his moral standards.

Early in the novel the reader is shown the kind o f woman who pleases Daniel’s 

gaze, the kind o f woman Gwendolen is not, Mirah Lapidoth. Beneath Daniel’s gaze, 

Gwendolen is measured against a moral standard she has never previously cared to 

please. Her socially sanctioned attractiveness may only attain second position within his 

aesthetic, where Mirah is the ideal. Mirah is the good beauty, who is, nonetheless, not the 

heroine. Many commentators have noted that, o f the two, Mirah is the more conventional 

character: “The idealized heroine of the novel, if  you like, is Mirah.” Gwendolen 

perceptively tells Daniel, “‘You admire Miss Lapidoth because you think her blameless, 

perfect’” (377). During their first encounter, Daniel is intrigued by her mysterious 

foreignness, and by her temperament o f perfect innocence, so that he “felt that he was 

making acquaintance with something quite new to him in the form of womanhood” (192). 

This perfection persuades Daniel that “no man could see this exquisite creature without 

feeling it possible to fall in love with her” (319), the conventional reward o f the perfect 

heroine. Mirah’s Jewishness complicates the representation o f the good and bad beauty in

Alexander Welsh, “The Later N ovels,” Cambridge Companion to George Eliot, 71. Deirdre David 
contends, “Mirah is an entirely selfless, socially conservative, religious Jewish girl -  a perfect partner for 
Deronda and a perfect member o f  the lower classes for Eliot” {Fictions o f  Resolution in Three Victorian 
Novels: North and South, Our Mutual Friend, D aniel Deronda  (London: Macmillan, 1981), 169).
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the novel, however. Ostensibly, Gwendolen’s Protestant Englishness lies in her favour. 

Mirah’s Jewishness renders her marginal, vulnerable, supposedly less desirable than her 

English lady counterpart. According to Deirdre David, Daniel “chooses a relationship

970founded upon religious affinity rather than upon sexual attraction.” But, for Daniel, 

attraction appears to include vulnerability. On his discovery o f his origins, Mirah is 

instated as his perfect complement. In his embrace o f Mirah and his rejection of 

Gwendolen, he reverses the prejudice that deems them both inferior to the English 

Christian.

While some critics argue that Mirah is a riposte to contemporary anti-semitism, 

others recognise that the idealised Jewish woman was an established contemporary 

model. Nadia Valman contends, “Mirah’s body is repeatedly described in diminutives, 

and her smallness and delicacy make her a kind o f purified Jew. Indeed, she resembles the 

idealised Jewess o f Evangelical fiction.” ’̂ ’ The differences between Gwendolen and 

Mirah take the form of physical polarity. Norris argues that “dark-haired Mirah [is] all 

goodness and purity, while the blonde Gwendolen is marked out as flawed from her first 

a p p e a r a n c e . W h i l e  Gwendolen’s healthy vigour is emphasised, Mirah possesses 

instead “delicate, childlike beauty” (159). Given her identity as a Jewess and her past as 

an actress, frailty is necessary to render her darker body utterly unthreatening. That body 

is an unusual combination o f traditionally innocent and guilty beauties. The vocabulary 

used to describe her “dark hair” with “certain tiny rings...which...cunningly found their 

own way back” (314) recalls, in vocabulary and imagery, the morally suspicious beauty 

of Hetty. This is undercut by details that recall Eliot’s English heroines, “the delicate

Ibid., 137.
Nadia Valman, The Jewess in Nineteenth-Century British Literary Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2007), 151. Mirah engages with “two contrary themes in the representation o f  the Jewess 
evident...more generally in nineteenth-century culture: on the one hand, the dangerous carnality o f  the 
Jewish woman, and, on the other, her exceptional spirituality and amenability to restoration, conversion or 
radical assimilation” (ibid). Leonora offers a more ambivalent image o f  Jewish femininity. Amanda 
Anderson argues that “Mirah, drawn in contrast to...Gwendolen and Leonora, represents...ideal femininity” 
(“George Eliot and the Jewish Question,” The Yale Journal o f  Criticism  10 (1997): 39-61, 51-2).

Norris, 272.
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nostrils” o f Dinah, the “gem-like” eyes of Dorothea, and the general “refinement” shared 

by all o f the heroines. The ultimate impression, crucial for her marriage to the

anglicised hero, is o f exotic “beauty set off by the quiet, careful dress o f an English lady” 

(632). Mirah is also significantly described as remarkably untainted by her experiences: 

“Her theatrical training had left no recognizable trace; probably her manners had not 

much changed since she played the forsaken child at nine years of age” (92). It is this 

continuing innocence that is registered in her delicacy. Innocence is exaggerated in order 

to maintain its credibility; Lady Pentreath comments, “‘But where is her Jewish 

impudence? She looks as demure as a nun’” (476-7). Whereas Gwendolen is serpentine, 

Mirah’s “look was something like that of a fawn or other gentle animal before it turns to 

run away” (159). And, in contrast to Gwendolen who dreams of a career as an actress, to 

Mirah the profession was an unavoidable evil. She describes herself recoiling beneath the 

public gaze, “the glare and the faces” (185), which are Gwendolen’s only pleasure. 

Mirah’s softness and dependence upon Daniel are part o f her appeal to the hero, bound in 

her racial identity as outsider. However, Daniel exaggerates the difference in treatment 

that Mirah and Gwendolen receive in the public world. Although he is angered that Mirah 

is “remarked on in a free and easy way, as if she were an imported commodity 

disdainfully paid for by the fashionable public” (477), he fails to perceive that this is 

exactly how Gwendolen was treated on their first acquaintance, and that he himself 

contributed to the evaluation. Daniel is sensitive to the injustices o f race, but not to those 

o f gender. He resents slights to Mirah’s worth, not the system in which she is measured.

In her depiction of Daniel’s rejection o f Gwendolen and embrace o f Mirah, Eliot 

is characteristically ambivalent. On the one hand, Daniel is to be admired for his rejection 

o f Gwendolen. In the same vein as Rosamond, she is the petted product o f a corrupt 

society, a surface o f accomplishment and sexual attractiveness that hides a potentially

As Gwendolen comments, ‘“Her face is lovely -  not in the least common; and she is such a complete 
little person. I should think she will be a great success’” (480).
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murderous heart. But EHot layers these elements o f bad beauty with sensitivity, self- 

awareness, a capacity to change, to become more Mirah-like. This is the most 

conservative element of the novel’s representation, as the radical decision to present 

Gwendolen as heroine is undercut.^^"* Gwendolen has a more complex subjectivity, but is 

admired for the extent to which she becomes more Mirah-like. Daniel is to be admired for 

choosing Mirah, and yet, it is the easy choice, for Mirah corresponds to a passive cultural 

ideal. In toying with the relationship between Gwendolen and Daniel, Eliot explores how 

flawed a novelistic heroine might be. It is Gwendolen who is Other in this sense, who is 

imperfect, who the reader may feel deserves love and redemption despite her grave flaws.

Daniel resents that the criteria of English upper-class society do not correspond to 

his own: “he felt a transient renewal of his first repulsion from Gwendolen, as if she and 

her beauty and her failings were to blame for the undervaluing o f Mirah as a woman” 

(477). However, it is not Gwendolen who is at fault. Daniel is frustrated that society does 

not recognise Gwendolen’s moral inferiority to Mirah, but his judgement simply instates 

another feminine ideal. The shared circumstance o f the heroines transcends any disparity; 

they are both subject to multiple gazes, the conclusions o f which have a determining 

influence on their fiitures. In their beauty, both are exceptional, singled out to marry 

prominent members o f their social worlds, raising them above the expectations o f their 

circumstances. The narrator reveals of Gwendolen, “It was remarked that she carried 

herself with a wonderful air, considering that she had been nobody in particular, and 

without a farthing to her fortune” (378). The description could apply equally fittingly to 

Mirah.

Crosby reads the narrative as largely conventional: “The story o f  Gwendolen is in many ways a familiar 
one, that o f  a vain young woman’s moral education” (13).
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The reformation of Gwendolen

Gwendolen’s capacity for reform is suggested through her anxiety about Daniel’s gaze. 

Shuttleworth argues that Gwendolen’s “narrow self-absorption [is] the sympathetic centre 

o f the book.”^̂  ̂Crucial to this sympathy is Gwendolen’s capacity for change. 

Significantly, it is her belief in Daniel’s disapproval that motivates her to “‘want to be 

something better if  I could.’” This change in Gwendolen is described in terms of 

conversion, as “Without the aid o f sacred ceremony or, costume, her feelings had turned 

this man, only a few years older than herself, into a priest” (369). A major consequence of 

Daniel’s influence over Gwendolen is the alteration in her attitude towards her beauty. 

However, this is also precipitated by her disillusionment following her disastrous 

marriage as, “The self-delight with which she had kissed her image in the glass had faded 

before the sense of futility in being anything whatever” (195). The relationship between 

Daniel and the repentant Gwendolen is distanced from her beauty. The narrator reveals, 

“There was not the faintest touch o f coquetry in the attitude of her mind toward him: he 

was unique to her among men, because he had impressed her as being not her admirer but 

her superior.” Two modes of evaluation are again balanced, the worldly and the moral. As 

she loses faith in the fulfilment afforded by the first, Gwendolen begins to attempt to 

appeal to the latter. She, in essence, internalizes Daniel’s gaze; her displeasure with 

herself involves the assumption of a new ideology through which, “in some mysterious 

way he was becoming a part of her conscience” (355).

Gwendolen and Daniel’s regard for each other necessitates an acceptance of their 

belief in the other’s inferiority, as measured against a cultural ideal. Daniel accepts 

Gwendolen’s flawed character, and she, in turn, is challenged by the revelation of his 

racial identity. “‘Tow are just the same as if you were not a Jew’” (687), she eventually, 

patronisingly consoles him. These, the racial and the moral, are the twin gulfs that

Shuttleworth, “Introduction,” The Lifted Veil, xxviii.
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separate Gwendolen and Daniel as potential romantic hero and heroine. As Daniel 

considers, “the distance between her ideas and his acted like a difference of native 

language” (687). Gwendolen’s discovery that this distance is ultimately too great to be 

breached, that her beauty and character will ultimately fail to make her once more a 

romantic heroine, wounds her, and is described in terms of catastrophe:

There comes a terrible moment to many souls when the great movements 

o f the world, the larger destinies of mankind, which have lain aloof in 

newspapers and other neglected reading, enter like an earthquake into their 

own lives...That was the sort of crisis which was at this moment beginning 

in Gwendolen’s small life: she was for the first time feeling the pressure of 

a vast mysterious movement, for the first time being dislodged fi"om her 

supremacy in her own world, and getting a sense that her horizon was but a 

dipping onward of an existence with which her own was revolving (689).

Gwendolen senses, for the first time, that she is not now, in fact, the heroine, not the 

central subject o f the story. As the plot progresses towards the marriage of Daniel and 

Mirah, she is displaced from the role she seemed destined to fill. Her acceptance of her 

lesser status changes her with “a shock which went deeper than personal jealousy -  

something spiritual and vaguely tremendous that thrust her away, and yet quelled all her 

anger into self-humiliation” (688). It is a revolution in her identity, an acceptance of 

diminished status, fated as she is to be but a bit-player in the courtship plot of Daniel and 

Mirah; she is “the victim of [their] happiness” (689), “‘forsaken’” for her immorality, 

because she has “‘been a cruel woman’” (690).

Daniel Deronda is, in part, an exploration of the emptiness o f the social forms that 

collude in the idealisation o f beauty. It takes a heroine, superficially typical, and reveals
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an inner hollowness that challenges the commonplace conceptions o f the successful 

female life. Where once the social triumphs o f the heroine and her grand marriage were 

climactic, coinciding with the conclusion of the novel, we watch Gwendolen “passing 

through files o f admiring beholders... being generally regarded by her own sex as an 

enviable woman” (378). Already, however, she has begin to awaken to the emptiness of 

the triumph: “for the first time the conditions of this world seemed to her like a hurrying 

roaring crowd in which she had got astray, no more cared for and protected than a myriad 

of other girls” (201). She is not a heroine of romance, insulated by her own excellence, 

denoted through an exceptional beauty. She awakens to her relative insignificance. And in 

awakening, Gwendolen escapes the threatening identity of the bad beauty. She survives, 

to comfort her mother, and to begin to forget herself She lives now, not to be beautiful 

or to remarry but to assure Daniel that she intends “to be one o f the best o f women, who 

make others glad that they were bom” (658).

In progressing to this point, the narrative interrogates the social idealisation of 

beauty. Gwendolen may, after all, not be beautiful at all. Mrs. Arrowpoint claims, “‘She 

is not really so handsome if you come to examine her features’” (35). In addition, if  she is 

handsome, the narrator interrupts to warn against the belief that Gwendolen’s power lies 

only, or even mostly, in her beauty: “I remember having seen the same assiduous, 

apologetic attention awarded to persons who were not at all beautifiil or unusual” (33). 

This uncertainty relates to the discussion o f beauty in scientific discourses in which it had 

become popular to claim, like Bray, that “beauty is purely subjective...even the female 

toad has her lovers and admirers.. .In fact, there is no accounting for taste.. . [as] Darwin 

says.” ’̂  ̂ In Daniel Deronda, the appeal of appearance is made altogether uncertain in the

The iBtensity o f  the alternation is described as “Through the day and half the night she fell continually 
into fits o f  shrieking, but cried in the midst o f  them to her mother, ‘Don't be afraid. 1 shall live. I mean to 
live’” (692).

Bray, A M anual o f  Anthropology, 19.
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representation of Klesmer’s feelings for Miss Arrowpoint, a woman whose attractiveness 

lies outside a strictly conventional physical beauty. The narrator explains,

the most powerful o f all beauty is that which reveals itself after sympathy, 

and not before it. There is a charm of eye and lip which comes with every 

little phrase that certifies delicate perception or fine judgment, with every 

unostentatious word or smile that shows a heart awake to others; and no 

sweep of garment or turn of figure is more satisfying than that which 

enters as a restoration o f confidence that one person is present on whom no 

intention will be lost...what suffused adorableness in a human fi-ame where 

there is a mind that can flash out comprehension and hands that can 

execute finely! The more obvious beauty, also adorable sometimes —  one 

may say it without blasphemy —  begins by being an apology for folly, and 

ends, like other apologies, in becoming tiresome by iterafion (203-4).

Eliot was herself attributed a similar appeal that transcended the physical, most famously 

in James’s insistence on the “powerfiil beauty” that overruled the original impression 

of plainness. Her introduction o f such instability into the novel is an achievement of 

cultural significance, as it speaks back to the ridiculous simple certainties o f the past, that 

beauty and goodness seamlessly coalesce, that beauty will be loved honourably, that 

capitalising on beauty equates with success. Gwendolen dominates the imagination, a 

tragic figure whose epiphany punctures the myth o f beauty. The surface o f her body is a 

locus for the blurring of positive and negative forms.

In moments o f uncertainty and prevarication, Daniel Deronda exposes the grave 

flaws of the social idealisation of beauty. But, in Mirah and Gwendolen, it must also be

James, Henry James: a Life in Letters, 26.
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seen to affirm the power and value o f beauty. Meditations on the insignificance o f the 

quality are momentary digressions from the twin plots o f women whose beauty is socially 

admired. Miss Arrowpoint is nothing more than a minor character. Eliot remains loyal to 

the convention o f the beautifiil heroine. Her achievement is not, like Bronte, to bring to 

the centre the traditionally marginalised. From the perspective o f her novels, “it is always 

good to imagine a human creature in whom bodily loveliness seems as properly one with 

the entire being as the bodily loveliness o f those wondrous transparent orbs o f life that we 

find in the sea” {Daniel Deronda, 314). Her achievement lies elsewhere, in the 

complication o f that central figure, the exceptional beauty, in the blurring o f the two 

archetypal forms, good and bad. As Barrett argues, “Eliot, in painting her monumental 

heroines, is moving away from the Victorian model o f virtue in women to her own more 

complex and challenging concept of greatness in w o m e n . S h e  does not canonise the 

plain heroine, but the heroine o f uncertain beauty, an irmovation of equal significance. 

Rather than reversing the prejudices of the dominant system, she throws its premises into 

disarray.

Barrett, 27.
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Conclusion

Physiognomy, phrenology, the “^^Istheto-physiology” ’ o f Spencer and Allen, may seem a 

world away from the early twenty-first century. The books that dominate the long and 

short lists of literary prizes now rarely contain perfect beauties, whose heroinism is 

reflected in a high forehead, an earnest gaze and elegantly austere clothing. Contemporary 

novels usually feature protagonists and characters, rather than heroines. Minutely 

rendered physical appearances are, largely, a thing of the past; literary personae appear 

more consciousness, than body.^ The dichotomy o f the good and bad beauty persists in 

popular culture, yet is qualitatively different, as moral standards are less clearly defined. 

Beauty may still appear a siren, but the destruction she threatens is more often to the ego, 

than to the soul. The moral resonance of artifice, vanity and seduction have altered, so 

that the nature o f beauty’s transgression is less certain. The exceptionally beautifial 

novelistic heroine embodied a cultural idealism. She was an artefact worth winning, the 

rightful centre o f the social world. Her perfect goodness, love and beauty promised justice 

and order. Beauty was a woman’s natural, fitting role, evading the other, awkward 

faculties she might wish to exercise. The construction o f female beauty in eighteenth- and 

nineteenth-century Britain was socio-historically specific, engaged with debates about 

women’s nature and potential, with the social expectations o f the female, with the 

conception o f marriage and motherhood as her rightfril destiny.

Yet, it is obvious that preoccupation with beauty is far from unique to the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Instead, it appears as one of the most persistent,

' Allen, viii.
 ̂Here, I am referring specifically to literary fiction. The representation o f  beauty in popular literature is 

quite a different matter and warrants individual treatment.
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pervasive tendencies o f Western culture, and o f human cultures more generally. The 

scientific investigations o f Spencer and Allen are not historical curiosities. The spirit o f 

their endeavour, and some o f the questions they addressed, continue in the research of 

evolutionary biologists and psychologists such as Randy Thornhill,^ Karl Grammer"^ and 

Nigel Barber,^ all o f whom cite Darwin as the founding father o f the various forms of 

evolutionary aesthetics they pursue. Reminiscent o f Spencer and Allen, what 

distinguishes these theorists from their predecessors are not the mysteries they seek to 

solve, but the methodology and vocabulary employed. No less than eighteenth-century 

philosophers and nineteenth-century scientists, aesthetic physiology and evolutionary 

biology seek to locate rational causes for beauty’s potency. The body as index is still 

subject to investigation, but now researchers question the extent to which beauty encodes 

health and fertility, and so, augurs fruitftil reproduction, or “advertis[es] reproductive 

value.”^

Many o f their premises echo the social operation o f beauty in eighteenth- and 

nineteenth-century Britain. The concept of a “halo effect,” that “physically attractive 

people are perceived as having desirable personality traits,”  ̂resonates with the resilience 

o f physiognomy. The theory that, cross-culturally, “female appearance receives more

 ̂ In works such as The Evolutionary Biology o f  Human Female Sexuality [co-written with fellow prominent 
evolutionary biologist, Steven W. Gangestad (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2008)], 
Thornhill investigates, amongst other things, the validity o f the theories o f  sexual selection propounded by 
Darwin in The Descent o f  Man.
* As well as publishing a number o f important papers in partnership with Thornhill, Grammer edited 
Evolutionary Aesthetics [co-edited with Eckart Voland (Berlin [etc.]; Springer Verlag, 2003)].
 ̂The titles o f Barber’s works, such as The Science o f  Romance: Secrets o f  the Sexual Brain (Buffalo, N.Y.: 

Prometheus, 2002), suggest they are addressed to a mainstream, as well as a specialist, audience.
 ̂Barber, “The Evolutionary Psychology o f Physical Attractiveness: Sexual Selection and Morphology,” 

Ethology and Sociobiology 16 (1995): 395-424, 395. Thornhill and Grammer similarly argue, “There is 
considerable evidence for the theory that bodily beauty is a certification o f health in that the three major 
categories o f physical features that influence facial and bodily attractiveness -  age markers, hormone 
markers, and developmental stability (indexed by body bilateral symmetry) -  all pertain to phenotypic and 
genotypic health” (“The Body and the Face o f Woman: One Ornament That Signals Quality?” Evolution 
and Human Behaviour 20 (1999): 105-120, 105).
 ̂Barber, 398.
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attention [than male],”  ̂and that male wealth is most likely to marry female beauty,^ is 

corroborated by a reading o f eighteenth- and nineteenth-century discourses. Recent 

evolutionary hypotheses, however, specifically assert that attraction to beauty is inherent, 

a hard-wired impulse of the brain. The rewards accrued by beauty are explained by 

Darwin’s theory o f sexual selection. If the fittest are the most beautiftil, the beautifiil 

flourish. Recent research appears to affirm the social prejudices suffered by the 

unbeautifiil, against which Bronte rebelled. Etcoff cites a number of studies in which the 

privileging o f beauty begins almost at birth, as babies generally judged ugly appear in 

greater danger of maternal neglect, and so, more likely to die.''’ In the work of Nancy 

Friday” and Debra L. Gimlin'^ such injustice becomes a feminist issue.

The harsh conclusions posited by this research evoke the dynamics of 

marginalisation and alienation against which Bronte rebelled. There can be no doubt that 

beauty exerts a powerfial pull over spectators and that the beautiful are often popular and 

receive social advantages and rewards. But many of the seemingly empirical premises and 

points suggested by current research appear no less fi'ee o f the cultural conditions in 

which they are formulated than Burke’s concepfion o f beauty as necessarily weak, or 

Walker’s assumption that the Venus de Medici constitutes an aesthetic apex. Like 

Polyclitus and his eighteenth- and nineteenth-century descendants, the efforts of 

contemporary scientists to tabulate the body, correlating facial features and survival

* Ibid., 407.
 ̂Barber describes “a cross-assortment between wealthy men and physically attractive women, indicating 

that these are the most desirable as mates” (398).
Etcoff, 36.

" Nancy Friday asserts, “In the beginning, loveliness is all. The more drawn a mother is to her child, the 
greater the likelihood that the child will survive. The more consistently the infant’s needs are met, the more 
beautiful and good the mother. To each, the other is perfect” {The Power o f  Beauty (London: Hutchinson, 
1996), 2).

Debra L Gimlin writes, “Physical attractiveness is simply more important for women than for men, a fact 
that contributes to women’s preoccupation with appearance and psychological, physical, and financial 
investment in their bodies” (Body Work: Beauty and Self-Image in American Culture (Berkeley and 
London: University o f  California Press, 2002), 4).
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advantages such as “parasite resistance,” '  ̂ appear hopelessly weak justifications for 

beauty’s allure. The gravest, perhaps insurmountable, obstacle such research faces lies in 

isolating the impulse o f nature, from that o f nurture. Speaking o f humanity as a 

“species” ''̂  leads one to expect a relatively high degree o f universality. If the attitude 

towards beauty is pre-programmed in the “human” brain, if  a certain body type promises 

health and fertility, then what of beauty’s obvious cultural variability? They may be 

correct in their assertion that “Evolution has endowed humans with a discriminating 

desire for certain mates,” but why, then, the difficulty o f defining that mate? Are 

Marilyn Monroe and Audrey Hepburn, Kate Moss and Beyonce Knowles, Fiona Bruce 

and Helen Mirren, not more different than they are similar? If the suppositions o f this 

research were correct, women with the most dramatic “WHR [Waist-hip ratio]” and 

“symmetrical breasts” '^ would be at once the most desired and most fertile. An 

evolutionary preference for such features would surely mean they proliferate when, in 

fact, the most highly prized traits continue to be the rarest. Current research appears as far 

as ever from untangling the inherent from the learned, while conveniently forwarding an 

ideal celebrated by the Western present as arbiter o f health and fertility. Such research 

seems, ironically, to affirm the intense power o f representation in shaping cultural tastes.

Our continuing preoccupation with female beauty makes the rebellion embodied 

by Jane Eyre equally relevant today, albeit in a slightly different form. The embodiment 

o f the plain heroine addressed a gap between phenomenology and representation. The 

patterns established in the repetition o f endless courtship plots became pernicious as 

heroinism became inextricably associated with beauty, love and marriage. The beautifiil

Uta Skamel, “Beauty and Sex Appeal: Sexual Selection o f  Aesthetic Preferences,” Evolutionary 
Aesthetics, 189.

Tamas Bereczkei and Andras Csanaky, “Mate Choice, Marital Success, and Reproduction in a M odem  
Society," Ethology and Sociobiology  17 (1996):17-35 ,18.
'^Ibid., 17.

Devendra Singh, “Female Health, Attractiveness, and Desirability for Relationships: Role o f  Breast 
Asymmetry and Waist-to-Hip Ratio,” Ethology and Sociobiology 16 (1995): 465-81, 467.
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woman came to appear, not merely one kind o f woman, but the correct, the best, the 

natural. Other forms of female body came to appear deviant in comparison, when their 

deviance was but a construct. The experiences o f Bronte and Eliot are testaments to the 

emotional suffering consequent upon the social idealisation o f beauty and, in this, the 

novel played a significant role. The resemblance between the courtship plot and the path 

most eighteenth-and nineteenth-century women’s lives were expected to follow 

encouraged comparisons and parallels to be invoked. The narrow focus upon beauty 

denied the worth of other forms o f femininity. The novel’s preoccupation with beauty did 

not reflect, but exaggerated, the potential o f embodied beauty in the social world. The 

breadth o f responses Jane elicited indicated how many were prepared to accept a different 

kind of heroine, as did Bronte’s continuing popularity. The novel’s simplistic association 

o f beauty, love and marriage was an artifice, a myth masquerading as truth. The powerful 

attraction of beauty was true, in some degree, but not to the extent the novel suggested. 

Interpersonal relationships were too complex to be reduced to objective hierarchies of 

beauty judgements, worth and love. Commonsense defied the novel’s overemphasis upon 

beauty, but overemphasis encouraged beauty to be overvalued. The limitations o f beauty 

were most memorably embodied in Eliot’s luminous, bored heroines, their beauty echoing 

into nothing, accomplishing nothing, in Gwendolen, leading not to fulfilment, but to 

despair.

The gap between the beauty celebrated in the media o f screen and print is, like the 

Victorian gap between phenomenology and representation, similarly ridiculous. Research 

indicates we perceive gradations o f beauty, or attractiveness,'^ in most people we 

encounter, far, indeed, from official standards o f impossible perfection, the most

Achim Schutzwohl, Amrei Fuchs, William F. McKibbin and Todd K. Shackelford, “How Willing Are 
You to Accept Sexual Requests from Slightly Unattractive to Exceptionally Attractive Imagined 
Requestors?” Human Nature 20 (2009): 282-93.
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technically beautiful themselves not beautiful enough, but painted into fiction. Our 

proximity to the Victorians in this matter is evident in the stylized perfection o f American 

soap operas, in which everyone is attractive, and clothing, hair and make-up are at all 

times perfect, with little deference to realism. Most relevant, perhaps, is the reluctance of 

cinematic adaptations to present a credible Elizabeth Bennet, Jane Eyre, or Bronte sister

1 R(Figs. 28-32). It is not the novel, now, but mainstream cinema that is most subservient to 

beauty. It is clear that, as in the Victorian period, the inherent power o f beauty is aided 

and abetted by its ubiquitous cultural veneration. Most pernicious is the extent to which 

the ubiquitous presence o f beauty is accepted as a status quo, the damaging repercussions 

o f which are daily legible in dramatic and mundane instances o f loathing of the female 

body.

In this thesis, I have but been able to scratch the surface o f the consequence of 

beauty in the lives o f Victorian women. An independent study of life writings is 

warranted, and would yield a more thorough and nuanced sense o f the interpenetration of 

phenomenology and representation. Beauty is a vast subject. My efforts to investigate its 

significance as “a matter of course” within the novel has driven me ever backwards. This 

thesis might properly commence with the Venus o f Willendorf (c. 25,000 B.C.), or it 

might not. What is certain is that in the art and literature o f the earliest Western 

civilizations beauty assumed an all but unparalleled potency it has retained ever since. 

Beauty as Godly, beauty as sinfiil, the twin extremes reified the female subject into 

surface, the interpretation of which she could but ambiguously control. Every female 

body could be read in relation to iconic beauty, and evaluated accordingly. The 

consequence of these cultural processes to the female subject are mostly lost in large- 

scale historical illiteracy. At the beginning of the eighteenth century, the writings o f

Figures 28 and 29 are printed in Miller, The Bronte Myth.
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Fig. 28 The Bronte sisters, Three Sisters o f  the Moor, John Larkin (1944)

Fig. 29 Les Soeurs Bronte, Andre Techine (1979)
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Fig. 30 “The Bronte Sisters,” Patrick Branwell Bronte (c. 1835)

Fig. 31 Keira Knightley as Elizabeth Bennet, Pride and Prejudice, Joe Wright (2005)
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Fig. 32 Anne Hathaway as Jane Austen, Becoming Jane, Julian Jarrold (2007)

Manley emerge as playful, at times rebellious, measurements o f the distance between the 

writer’s body and that of the heroic ideal. In the mid-nineteenth century, Lizzy Siddall’s 

arresting self-portrait (Fig. 33) offers an invaluable opportunity to see the muse captured 

in the most famous o f images through her own eyes. The silence o f the bleak, unprettified 

image, its refusal o f the reputation o f beauty, its black insect-like eyes, the rosebud mouth 

pursed defensively, appears a defiant refusal of artistic mythologizing. The austere 

clothing, the neat hair, are closer to Jane Eyre than to Millais’s Ophelia (1852) or 

Rossetti’s Mary.

Manley’s narratives and Siddall’s painting are, like Jane Eyre and Daniel 

Deronda, but cultural moments. My thesis cannot pretend to anything like 

comprehensiveness. For such, every novel would need to be read, every image of beauty 

evaluated. With this clearly impossible, I have taken what I believe to be important
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Fig. 33 Self-portrait, Elizabeth Siddall (1854)

moments in the history o f the representation o f beauty and examined their engagement 

with the conception o f the female in the social world. They appear to me representative of 

the dynamics created by the idealisation o f beauty; imaginative engagements with an 

ideal, they are individual instances o f conformity and defiance that offer an insight into 

the perpetuation o f beauty standards. At their most intense, in Jane and Lucy, we may 

sense an artist pressing at the boundaries of cultural possibility, undoing myth with a 

gesture towards ignored forms o f experience, less comforting and glamorous.

Bronte’s account o f her rebellion against beauty as a matter o f course is, to some

extent, an imaginative construct, a rhetorical device that conveys the intensity o f her

objection to the tyranny o f a convention so widely adhered to. Something was afoot in the

novel, in Victorian culture more generally, in the 1840s. The similarity o f Agnes Grey

and Jane, and Jane and Becky Sharp, suggests that deviance from perfect beauty was
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coming to seem increasingly possible. In Lewes’s Ranthorpe, too, though Isola, like 

Becky, is beautiful, there is a suggestion that she is perhaps not the most objectively 

beautiful creature in society. The rise o f evangelical domestic ideology in the eighteenth 

century seems one crucial influence upon the divergence from exceptional beauty. 

Evangelical rejection o f the ornate surface and its engagement with an upper-class 

aesthetic o f ostentation, is o f inestimable influence to the representation o f beauty from 

the eighteenth century onwards, and warrants independent analysis. The religious 

resonance of beauty, its association with sin, was a weapon Bronte could wield against its 

literary ubiquity. Her path had been foreshadowed by Burney, Austen, Edgeworth and 

More, in whose novels the ideologies of the ballroom and conduct book compete. But the 

heroines o f each continued to be, at the very least, pretty. Jane and Lucy were something 

else, indeed.

The revolutionary impact of Jane Eyre was attested to by Bagehot, Oliphant and 

Linton, and the vogue for heroines o f irregular features they believed her to institute. 

After Jane, perfect beauty came to appear not quite piquant enough, while sensation 

fiction explored the unstable correspondence o f beauty, the beauty that in a certain, 

epiphanic light, could have its demonic, Pre-Raphaelite self exposed. Towards the end of 

the nineteenth century there was, in one sense, a return to beauty, in aestheticism and 

decadence, in the popularity of Haweis’s o f Beauty, women’s magazines, with beauty 

as a pervasive topic, proliferated. The canonical novels o f the period, Hardy’s Tess, 

James’s Portrait o f  a Lady (1881),’  ̂and Meredith’s somewhat less canonical Diana o f  

the Crossways (1885), appear oddly old-fashioned in their representations o f beauty, once 

Jane and Gwendolen have been considered. Tess’s beauty, in particular, is untroubled by

Though James squarely confronted the issue o f female plainness in Washington Square (1881).
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any question of subjectivity, as symbolic, mythical and perfect as the beauties she is 

descended from.

This period also offers one o f the form’s most unflinching confrontations with the 

alienation o f the unbeautiful woman in Gissing’s The Odd Women. Rhoda Nunn’s 

impassioned insistence on the harmfiilness o f literature’s deceptions recalls Jane’s 

indignant gaze and voice. Like Bronte, Rhoda notes the discrepancy between 

phenomenology and representation but, in this different historical moment, she reads it as 

an opiate. The myths o f love and beauty keep women in their place. Looking around at 

the great masses o f contemporary literature, Rhoda suggests that little has changed. Like 

Eliot questioning why all a reader’s attention must be directed at a lovely face, Rhoda 

decries the ‘“ the sickening sameness o f vulgarity.’” All the plots appear the same: “They 

won’t represent the actual world...In real life, how many men and women /a// in loveT'^^ 

Many o f the novels published by Bronte, Gaskell and Eliot seek to redress this distance.

In illuminating aspects o f female character and experience little explored, in softening the 

extremity o f the traditional binary, they challenge convention, and the conception of 

woman as surface, first. At the close o f the nineteenth century, plain and beautifijl 

heroines co-existed. Nearly fifty years before Rhoda, Jane and Lucy embodied a similar 

complaint. As Rhoda insists, the struggle for equality is at once aesthetic and political 

and, in Bronte’s heroines, the two combine.

Yet, what finally overthrew the tyranny o f beauty was, perhaps, not Bronte, Eliot, 

nor Gissing, but modernism, as the solidly present Victorian body, minutely described, 

appears to evaporate. W oolfs eponymous Mrs. Dalloway (1925) might be beautiful, she 

might not be. The same may be said o f Mrs. Ramsay in To The Lighthouse (1927), whose 

appearance shifts in every light. The women of D. H. Lawrence’s novels appear always

George Gissing, The Odd Women. Edited, with an introduction and notes by Patricia Ingham (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2000), 67-8.
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tumbling in and out of beauty beneath the querulous gaze of the hero. In the work of 

James Joyce, the body appears at once too squalidly present and too estranged to offer the 

old certainties of beauty. It is certainty the novel seems to have lost, and faith in what 

beauty signifies, in its artistic and social value. The beauty of Vladimir Nabokov’s Lolita 

(1955) is, just as often, quite an ugly thing. Beautiful women will continue to appear in 

novels, but they are rarely invested with the same idealism. The heroine of the eighteenth- 

and nineteenth-century novel now appears as something of a phenomenon. Never such 

innocence again, such unthinking faith that beauty exists, promising goodness, 

unchanging from morning to night.

It may appear strange that such idealism needed to be lost. Placing a young 

woman at the centre of a novel, extolling her beauty, presenting her as the only prize 

worth winning, may appear a strange form of captivity. However, captivity it was. The 

idealisation of the beautiful heroine was not reverence, but exclusion, not respect, but 

disdain. Her confluence of goodness and beauty, her usurpation of love and marriage, 

forged a logic that transcended fiction, and blanketed from view the complexity and 

variety occluded in monolithic beauty judgements. Commonsense always suggested that 

life differed from fiction, but the simple patterns of the courtship plot resonated in the 

imagination. The rejection of beauty as a matter o f course enriched the form, deepening 

and extending the forms of female character it had hitherto contained. Beauty was not 

lost, but took her rightful place, the one among the many. In their challenges to 

convention, Bronte, Gaskell and Eliot each achieved a kind of emancipation, a feat at 

once aesthetic and political. Both achievements remain pertinent today, a reason, perhaps, 

for Jane’s enduring popularity, our own culture configured around a gaze that breeds at 

once conformity and defiance. Hers is a voice, emanating from a transgressive body, that 

continues to resonate.
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